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History and Aims of PME

PME came into existence at the Third International Congress on
Mathematical Education (ICME 3) hed in Karlsruhe, Germany in
1976. It is affiliated with the International Commission for

Maihematical Instruction.

The major goals of the Group and the PME-NA Chapter are:

I. To promote international contacts and the exchange of
scientific information on the psychology of
mathematics education.

2. To promote and stimulate interdisciplinary research in

the aforesaid area with the cooperation of
psychologists, mathematicians, and mathematics
teachers.

3. To further a deeper and better understanding of the
psychological aspects of teaching and learning
mathematics and the implications thereof.



Editors' Preface

The Conference Committee decided to select three themes for
this conference: Diversity and Equity, Teacher Education, and
Technology. We also chose to organize the plenary sessions around
these three themes in different ways. The Diversity and Equity
strand will begin with a panel of Gilah Leder and Walter Secada, with
a response by Ubiratan D'Ambrosio. We are indeed pleased to have
these distinguished scholars, especially our colleagues from ,abroad,
provide some theoretical frameworks for our iraestigations in this
critical area. This panel will be followed on Monday mot.ninr, by
equity discussion sessions in which you will have the opportunity to
explore the ideas brought up In the panel in more depth and in
smaller groups. Some of these discussion sessions have a focus, while
others are more open in nature. However, all of them should provide
substantial time for participant discussion.

The Teacher Education plenary consists of a lecture by Tom
Cooney with a response by Alba Thompson. Cooney raises questions
about the direction descriptive research is taking us and suggests a
way to look at teacher education that might improve both theory and
practice.

The Technology theme also has a unique format. The Plenary
lecture by Jere Confrey is followed by invited lectures on the theme;
then Alan Schoenfeld synthesizes the information presented in all
seven lectures. The papers printed in this volume provide a major
focus on the learning of fundamental concepts of variables and
functions and the role of multiple representations in that learning.
Confrey's paper also provides a conwtction between the technology
and equity themes as she explores how the teaching of algebra needs
to change tb reach a goal of "algebra for all."

The research papers represent a variety of interest and have
been organized in these volumes in the following categories:

I. Advanced Mathematical Thinking
2. Algebraic Thinking
3. Assessment and Evaluation

iv



4. Epistemology and Cognitive Processes
5. Functions and Graphs
6. Language and Mathematics
7 . Modeling
8. Number and Proportion
9. Probability and Statistics
10 . Problem Solving
1 I . Social and Cultural Factors Affecting Learning
12. Students' Beliefs and Attitudes
13. Teacher Education
14. Teachers' Beliefs and Attitudes

Each research report proposal was reviewed by three

reviewers with experience in the speciality using the criteria
established by PME-NA as guidelines. In cases of disagreement, the
Conference Committee members studied the reviewets' comments
and carefully considered the proposal. This procedure resulted in
denying about one-fourth of the proposals.

In addition to the 59 research reports, there are 45 short orals,
6 posters, and 14 discussion groups in the program.

We would like to thank the other members of the Conference
Committee for their valuable assistance, and all of the reviewers for

their generous contribution of time and expertise. Special thanks go

to Laurie Dengel for her invaluable assistance throughout the

summer in keeping all our records straight.
Joanne Rossi Becker
Barbara J. Pence
September, 1993
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Vokime 1

DIMWIT? AND EQUITY: IREV/TABIA OR A PARADOX?

Gilah C. Leder
Faculty of Education

Monash University - Clayton
Victoria, Australia, 316e

Four major areas have shaped the way I have reflected on the

topic set for discussion: the links .between diversity, equity,

and inequity; selected paradigms for addressing gender

differences in mathematics learning; the importance of the

social context in which mathematics is learnt; and revisiting

previous research. Each theme suggests directions for future

research. TM main arguments and topics to be addressed are

outlined below under the relevant headings. As requested, the

focus in this paper is on gender.

Diversity: desirable or a muse for comers?

It has been argued (e.g. P4OSOV, 1960) that diversity is

essential if equity is to be achieved:

Democracy is not the fruit of uniformity. Diversity
within unity does not equal a single program in

every classroom. The ideal is best &Mimed where
arrangements include guidance ... to cultivate
individual differences. (Passow, 1940, p. 55)

Tot diversity can also lead to, or be the result of,

inequiteble outcome, practices, opportunities or resources.

More than seventy years ago Taman and his colleagues (e.g.

'Amman, 1940; 1945; Terman A Cden, 1947) embarked on an

ambitious project: doCumenting the lives of a grout of

students who scored very high on certain IQ twits. Identifying

nonintellectual factors likely to facilitate life successi vas

en important part of the work. Comparisons of those ultimately

judged successful, and those not (arguably a value-laden

rather than absolute judgement), led to a number of

provocative conclusions.

Both groups appeared to be w4ually successful during the

'defined as ,the extent to which a subject had made use of

his (sic) superior intellectual ability, little weight being
given to earned income' (Terman, 1940, p. 5)

3 2.6:
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el:wintery school years, began to draw apart in the early high

school years, end differed substantially by the end of high

school. Various explanations for the behaviour and performance

patterns among tho two groups were put forward. Some

differences in th home backgrounds f the two groups were
noted, for example.

but the most spectacularbifferences between the two
groups came from three sots of ratings ... on a
down personality traits.... These were 'persistence
in the accomplishment of ends', %integration towards
goals, as contrasted with drifting', %salt-
confidence', and %freedom fres inferiority
feelings'. (Terman, 1950, p. SS)

In this case the diversity, identified was linked with negitive

rather than positive outcomes.

The influence of affective factors on fulfilment of potential,

identified by Terman and his colleagues, is noteworthy and
consistent with persistent conclusions drawn in the

sathematics and gender area. Affective variables (including

confidence, beliefs about sex-role Congruency, attributional

style, willingness to take risks, ...) are often cited as
partial explanations for gender differences observed in

mathematics learning. The data in Table 1 offer a convenient
summary of such factors. More detailed inforsation can be
found in Leder (1992).

Table 1: Selected models of mathematics learning

Author(al Year Relevant components in the model

Deaux i Major 1917 beliefs about the target, about
self, social expectations, effect
of context, r..10..se to actions
selected

Eccles 19$5 persistence, self-concept of
ability, attitudes, expectations,
attributions

Ethington 1992 self-concept, expectations for
success, stereotyping of maths,

_difficulty of maths

27
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Volume 1,

Author(*) Year Relevant components in the model

Rennes' i
Peterson

1915 confidence, willingness to work
independently, sex-role congruency,
attributional style, engages in
high level cognitive tasks

Leder 1990 confidence, attributional style,
learned helplessness, mastery
orientation, sex-role oongruency

Reyes & Stanic 19941 societal influences, teacher
attitudes, student attitudes

Taman's recommendations for future research activities remain

timely and applicable as well to research on mathematics and

gender:
Intellect and achievement are far from perfectly
correlated. To identify the internal and external
factors that help or hinder the fruition of

exceptional talent, and to *assure the extant of
their influences, are surely among the major
problems of our tine. (Terman, 2960, pp. 59-56)

Paradigms for addrossiag gamier differences is matdamatios

It is convenient to focus on the various theoretical models of

gander differences in mathematics learning which were

discussed during the opening session of the International

organisation of Mogen and Mathematics Bducation (IOMMA7 Study

Group (one of the strands organised as part of the 7th

International Congress on Mathematical Mducation (ICMS-7) held

in Quabec in 1992). The distinction drawn in the previous

section between functional and dysfunctional diversity

continues to be an implicit theme.

Four theoretical perspectivra were identified at 20140: the

intervention perspective, the segregation perspective, the

discipline perspective, and the feminist perspective. These

categories are not mutually exclusive. Rather, there is

inevitable overlap.

The intervention perspective

Those working in this paradigm assume that intervention

programs can and should be mounted to ensure that more females

engage in mathematics and related pursuits. Thus equity is

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 23
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equated with equal participation outcomes. Examples of

possible initiatives are outlined economically in thi

strategies put forward by Amot and Weiner (19417). Long as well

as more readily achievable short term goals are included.

Table a: Strategies for enhancing gender equity

ACTIOW STRATEGIESLOECONES

Persuading girls into math,
science and technology

Exploring what is therstory,
or girl-and woman-centered
science and technology .

Requiring a compulsory core
of subjects: math and science
for girls; humanities for.
boys-.

Providing both groups with
skills and knowledge to
challenge the traditional
work and home environment

Reducing stereotyped choices
and models

Broadening girls, horizons

Reviewing school
organisation, e.g., uniform,
discipline

Changing the nature of
schooling

Producing in-service courses
and policy guidelines

Expldring sexual harassment
in school and the workplace

Creating posts for equal .

opportunities
Facilitating consultation and
collective working -

Adapted from Amot and Weiner (1987, p. 394)

However, initiatives taken to increase females' participation

in mathematics are sometimes overtaken by events which occur

in the wider context. For example, as unemployment increases,

many disillusioned youth are sceptical about arguments which

stress that studying mathematics will lead to increased

mployment opportunities. In such a climate, previously

successful intervention strategies which focus on the

usefulness of mathematics become irrelevant.

rhe segregation perspective

Those working within this framework assume that curricula and

methods of teaching are geared to the needs of males rather

than fesales. Many of the latter, it is argued, will respond

better in a learning nvironment sensitive to the needs and

preferences of females. Organising learning in single-sax

settings is seen as an attractive and viable alternative to

6
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the far more common co-educational setting.

Yet single-sex schooling as the preferred option for 114w:wring

schooling for girls has as many advocates as critics (see

e.g., Leder & Borges., in press; Lee, Marks, 4 Byrd. in

press). The latter noted that

U.S. single-sox Catholic s000ndery schooling has

been shown to produce benefits, especially for young

loosen, on a range of outcomes, including academic

achievement, academic attitudes and aspirations,
less stereotypic views on sex-roles in family and
professional life, and political activism.

Their recent study (Lee, Marks, & Byrd, in press) explores and

documents effectively the complex interaction of the many -

often subtle - factors that need to Lc considered when

different educational settings are compared. A number of

Australian researchers aro also cautious about the supposed

advantages of the single-sex strategy. In a comprehensive

review of research on single-sex and coeducational schooling

Gill (1988) concluded:

Not all girls who are educated in single sox classes

or schools do well. Simply grouping girls together
in single sex classrooms is not going to bring about

the desired changes in educational outcomes. Bovever
when girls are seen to achieve highly or enrol in
higher numbers in mathematics and science it seems
that single sex learning experiences aro frequently

involved (p. 14)

Willis and Monway (1984) have been particularly critical f

the single-sox strategy as a moans of redreseing gender

inequities in education.

The fundamental problem with the single-sex strategy

is that it refuses to acknowledge the complex ways

in which schools interact with the gender and class

structure of society.... (T)M single-sex strategy

appears naive, partial and particularly
inappropriate for the majority of girls who are
rejected by the competitive academic curriculum.

Sven within its own terms, however, the single-sox

strategy in its most popular manifestation is

unlikely to change the educational opportunities of

girls in any fundamental vay because it focuses

almost exclusively on changing the behaviour of

girls. It neglects the much more difficult problem
of changing the attitudes and behaviours of boys and
teachers, and the nature of the curriculum itself.

(pp. 137-138)

It eases premature to conclude that sigregated schooling per
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se will necessarily minimise inequities.

The discipline perspectiVe

Various writers have argued that the nature of the mathematics

(and science) taught in schools (and universities) needs to bia

questioned and possibly reassessed. Some of the strategies

outlined by Amot and Weiner (1967), and summarised in Table 2,

challenge assumptions isplicit in traditional mathematics

curricula. Willis (1969) maintained that a sathematics

curriculum embedded

Sam real-world social concerns and in people-oriented
contexts; presenting it as making humansense', non-
arbitrary, ncn-absolute and also fallible; and
presenting a social-historical perspective to help
students become aware of the 'person-made' quality
of mathesatics (p. 36)

is possible and more likely to be inclusive of girls. What

such a curriculum might look like has been shown by Sarnes

(1969) who was asked to produce 'gender inclusive material for

teaching calculus in Australian schools,. Among the guiding

principles she adopted wore the following:

Present 'athematic& as allusan endeavour, changing
and developing over time, and note as students often
perceive it, Something thit has been handed down to
us complete and perfect, all 'worked out by
%superbrainst who were very different from ordinary
mortals.

Present mathematics in context - as a socially
relevant activity, helping us to understand the
world we live in and to solve problems of concern to
people today, eopecially young people.

Value the life experiences and cultural background
of all students and the mathematics that arises out
of them.

Given the paucity of curriculum materials written with such a

focus it could be argued that under currant circumstances,

inequity is inevitable.

The feminist perspective or more appropriately: feminist

perspectives

It is beyond the scope of this paper to present a detailed

discussion of this vast and complex literature. Instead, I

will continue the link with the IOW= session by focusing on

8
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the three broad feminist theories discussed by Kura (1992):

the feminism of equality, radical feminism, and feminism of

difference. Some of the key elements of the different theories

are summarised, all too simplistically, in Table 3.

Table 1: overview of three feminist theories

Theory _Isaortant elements

Is action-oriented, demands
actual arid legal equality
between :sales and females,
and constders political
action and the socialisation
and education of feaales as
effective tools for change.

Feminine of equality

Radical feminism refuse to define themselves
through equality with men.
They identify patriarchy as a
social, political and
conomic system that
oppresses and exploits women
individually and
collectively, sexually and
oonomicallyt (Mara, 1992, p.
3)

Feminism' of difference Do not wish to eliminate
gender distinctions. On the
contrary, they insist on the
recognition of differenoe,
they see women as possessors
of specific knowledge,
culture and experiences and
the faainins as an
affirmation of life. They
assert that women have their
own ethics their own way of
knowing and their own
language. They wish to
reclaim and revalue all
things from a feminine
perspective. (Mura, 1992)

..

There is an interesting correspondence between the first three

perspectives discussed and the feminist paradigms summarised

In Table 3. Those relying on strategies described under the

intervention perspective heading sees to be working within the

feminism of equality paradigm, those adopting the arguments

9
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put forward under the discipline perspective heading

apparently identify most readily with radical feminism, while

those advocating strategies described under the segregation

perspective heading seem to be working within the feminism of

difference paradigm.

Th following dialogue, reported in Phillips and Soltis

(1992), is sobering and serves as a suitably cautious

conclusion to this second theme.

A: Perhaps you can help me. I've been trying to make
sense of something, but I can't Quite do it.

a: I'll try. what are you trying to understand?

A: I've boon taking a course on learning theories
and I've tried to use thew to help me understand how
I learned to juggle last semester.

Ds That should be easy. I took that learning course
last year. What's the problem?

A! There are two problems really. First, some
theories don't seem to work at all, but if they are
valid theories they should explain all cases of
learning, shouldn't they? .

2: Well, perhaie ... which theories don't sec. to
work?

A: Plato's theory for one, I didn't 'recall' how to
juggle did I?

Ss How do you know you didn't? If you didn't have an
inborn ability to juggle you could never have
mastered it, right? I've tried to learn how and /
can't....

8: Try the Gestalt theory. Didn't you just keep on
trying until it all WIM4 together in a rhythm, a
pattern, a smooth flowing continuous action as a
whole? ono minute you couldn't juggle and the next
you could! That's Gestalt!

404 000

A: OX, you've convinced me that
Platonic, and Gestalt theory to
to juggle when I only thought
behavioral, problem-solving,
information-processing theories.

10
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ay second problem. If all these theories can explain
the same phenomenon, how do.we know'whiCh is right?

8: Whoever said theories need to be right or wrong?

As Don't.they?

(Phillips & Soltis, 1991, p. 96)

Our challenge is to distinguish between the two sots of

'theories.

Leaguing eathenatios im a social ooatest

A common element (either isplicit or explicit) in the various

approaches for explaining/roconciling/applauding differences

in mathematics learning is the importance of the broad social

context in which learning occurs. Material found in tho print

media can servo as a convenient indicator of this environment.

A case study: election campaigns

(November 1992, U.S.A.; March 1993, Australia)

Some recent excerpts from the popular (Australian) press (Feb

1993) illustrate the conflicting messages used to woo female

voters. For'sganplos

Under the headline: Policy launch raises debate on notion of
'women's vote'

tho Prime Minister was quoted as saying that

Women were concerned about unemployment and losing
their jobs, and saw the issues of pressing concerns
to be child care, violence against women and womenos
health. (The Age, Feb 11, p. 6, 1993)

The article continued:

Paul Seating (the Australian Prise Minister) finally
realised he had a problem with MONA ... His tone
was patronising, his perspective out of touch.... My

June, the well-known expatriate feminist Dr Anne
Summers vas in his office on a ... contract to clean
up his act. (The Ago, Feb 11, p. 8, 1913)

Part of br. summers' approadh was to arrange for Mrs Relating

to step 'into the campaign spotlight with a modelling

appearance in ',rogue Australia magazine'. Interviews which

34
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might focus on her opinions, values, or intellectual pursuits,

rather than her appearance, were not encouraged. Rer media
relations during the election are being ruled wlth an iron
List by her special adviser (with her) media exposure (kept)
to a minimum' (Thel Age, Feb 17, p. 1, 1993). Focusing
primarily on women's appearance, it seems, is still considered
a vote winner. The many syndicated articles that regularly

appear in the popular press reveal the continued prevalence of
stereotyped reporting in other countries as well.

Whatever our own values - and I have concentrated
intentionally on aspects of the Australian cultural climate to
personalise this section - it is unrealistic to ignore the
context in which students make educational and eventual career
and life choices. Both short and long term solutions need to
be considered if diversity and equity are to be reconciled.

Revisiting previous research

ilsewhere (Leder, 1992) I have argued the importance of using
multiple methodologies to examine gender differences in

mathematics edmcation. Large scale studies served, and still
serve, a useful purpose but need to be supplemented with
intensive observations of a small group of students. I will
draw on two recent studies from my own work to illustrate why
previous research findings should not be accepted
uncritically.

Prayloun_ssemention_1: females prefer to work (do mathmatics)

cooperatively in groups and do better in such a setting.

Intensive observations, over a sustained period of time, of

five students (three females and two males) working on a group
project during mathematics lessons revealed considerable
stereotyping of tasks. This occurred even though one of the
females took on the organisational leadership role, was
accepted by the others in that role, and often dominated the
group discussion.

The females typically took on (or were assigned) the

3 5
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recording, colouring in, and presentation of the final

product; the mathematical explorations and calculations were

carried out primarily by the males. Two representative

excerpts from the field notes taken during the observation

period are reproduced below:

Girls coloured bar graphs, labelled graphs and axs;
boys carefully plotted graphs (Ixtract from summary
of main activities carried out in lesson 4)

Girls-worked on writing up report; boys worked on
mathematical calculations related to pr)jectod
profits of now canteen (Xi:tract from; summary of main
activities carried out in lesson 6)

The students' assessment of the work done in class was

realistic and reflected the different activities in which they

had been ngaged. According to the three girls in the small

group, the purpose of lesson 6 was to 'write up the report',

%finishing graphs, working together', and %writing up the

results'. The two bays in the group considered that.the main

purpose of the same lesson was %working with calculators,

cooperating' and %figuring out the results'. Mall group work,

per se, does not ensure that females are more engaged in

mathematical tasks. What are the features - group compc2ition,

task set, classroom climate .. whidh facilitate diversity and

equity?

previous assumntion 2: females aro disadvantaged on multiple

choice questions, particularly if penalty is imposed for

wronr answers, because they are less likely to guess/take

risks than males.

Three statistical measures of risk taking were applied to data

frau the Australian Mathematics Competition, which currently

attracts approximately one-third of Australia's secondary

school students. In line with findings reported in the

literature, the results obtained indicated that males wore

more likely than females to take risks on multiple choice

questions. Yet when asked whether they 'would guess the

answer', %leave a blank', or were %not sure what I would do'

fl
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under different conditions females consistently indicated that

they were both morel likely to guess than males and l s likely

to mit questions of which they were uncertain. This

interesting paradox warrants further investigation.

Collectively, the two examples illustrate the isportance of

reassessing earlier findings and of using different research

strategies to explore issues which have already attracted
research attention.

Education is a cowl= social phenonanon. Any
research in it, quantitative or qualitative, will
involve a good deal of interpretation about what has
to be controlled or taken into account to understand
the results..., we cannot" even presume that the
phenomena we study are the .same over time or in
different countries, that what holds in one
situation ... will apply elsewhere. (Yates, 1993, p.
107)

Concluding memento

Nathonatics and gender issues have attracted nuch research

attention in recent years and are likely to continue to do so.

It is a far cry, conceptually, from sex differences in

mathematics learning (a popular topic two decadis ago) to our

current oonsiderations of equity and diversity with respect to

gender. The diversity of research paradigms, research

techniques, and settings in which relevant research has been

carried out has heightened our appreciation of the syriad of

subtle factors that may help explain when diversity is

desirable and when it is a cause for concern. As I have argued

in a somewhat different context (Leder, 19$2) a common

language and respect for alternate positions are needed if

constructive debate is to occur between those grappling with

the same issues from different positions or within different

theoretical frameworks.

Educationally, females are not a typically disadvantaged

group. They often do well at school and in many countries now

have higher retention rates than males. They are certainly

capable of doing mathematics, although there are sone

differences in the ways they participate in mathematics and

37
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related subjects, both in school and beyond. Acceptance of

this as a reasonable synthesis of research findings to date

inevitably shapes decisions about future research. The agenda

for future research most likely to facilitate diversity sad

equity needs to be mit collectively. In this paper I have set

out some ot the variables and constraints which are a high

priority for me. Discuseions during the conference should

clarify further the most constructive path ahead.
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EQUITY AND A SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Walter G. Secada
National Center for Research in Mathematical Sciences Bducatiod

University of Wisconsin-Madison

In previous work, I hive critiqued much of the current research in mathematics

education for its uncritical use of psychology. That use has resulted in mathematics

education accepting a world view in which social and public events have become private and

part of an individuall inner world, in which particular cultural norms are taken for granted,

and in which social issues are transformed into problems residing within individual students.

Based on those critiques and since equity is an issue of social justice, I have questioned the

utility of much of mathematics education research fordeveloping an agenda for equity in

mathematics education!

Some Legacies ef Psychology and Education

Critiques of the uncritical uses of psychology and of structural inequities in education

are not new. Women, minorities, immigrants to the United States, and people from lower

social class backgrounds have repeatedly been subjected to psychological analyses and

research that have defmed them as fundamentally deviant and deficient when measured

against dominant norms. The common school was created, in part, to Americanize

American Indians and the children of immigrants, to prepare young ladies for their roles in

society, and to train people from the lower social classes for manual labor and other menial

jobs. The purposeful denial of educational opportunity to African Americans, Asian

Americans (especially in California), and Hispanics (especially in the Texas and the

Southwest) and the use of psycholocal theories and testing to grant legitimacy to those

practices are part of the story of the common school up to a scant 30 years ago.
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Over the past thirty years, sodal and educational policy and research have moved

away from accepting beliefs about sodal-group inferiority and the sorting functions of

schools. And, the most blatant actions supported by such beliefs seem to have disappeared.

Yet many practices and organizational structures found in schools, which are the legacies

of those beliefs, have not disappeared; rather, they have become covert, transformed for

other (seemingly more benign) uses, and affect our ongoing efforts to improve schooling for

children. What is more, beliefs about non-dominant groups that can be traced to these

earlier times reappear with frightening frequency and derive new support from psychological

research. Finally, efforts to re-create and improve the sorting functions of schools continue

to reenter the public policy and research arenas.

Matheinatics educators who work in equity should not be too surprised that progress

has been slow. For example, over those same three decades (and even longer if we go back

to John Dewey and other progressive educators), educators have invested large amounts of

intellectual, financial, and material resources in studying and trying to change how children

are taught their school subjects--mathematics being one of the most visible examples. Yet

study after study and report after report have documented our limited success in changing

the pedagogical legacies of the creation of the common school. Why then, should we

assume that in the case of equity--an area in which the intellectual resources have been

fewer and policy support often has been one of malign neglect if not outright antagonism--

we would have made substantially more progress in changing those same legacies?

Nor should we be surprised that beliefs and inequitable practices, which can be

traced to the early years of psychology and the common school and which should be

obsolete, reappear with distressing regularity. Many policy makers are the products of those
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earlier times. And just as there have been ebbs and flows in research, policy, and practice,

between (a) progressive positions and (b) basic sldils and traditional forms of teaching, so

too should we expect similar sorts of ebbs and flows for the case of equity.

The Cermet Context

These observations and ClitiCISMS should not be taken to mean that I believe that

nothing can be developed which would support a mathematics-education equity agenda

based on psychological constructs &rid research. On the contrary, mathematics education

is consolidating its hard earned gains in research (viz., the Handbook) and policy (viz., the

NCTM Standards documents). Those gains rely, in large part, on advances in our

understanding how people reason and learn mathematics, and how teachers learn to teach

mathematics. That work could help in the development of anequity agenda.

What stands in the way of an equity agenda being developed, ,however, is that much

of this work fails to question the boundaries of current practice in ways that incorporate

what is known about the social contexts of teaching and learning. For example, the

psychological evidence that is cited as supporting the Standards documents revolves around

carefully defined ideas of understanding: understanding has coherence, is comtructed and

develops slowly, is linked to pre-existing knowledge, and can involve the re-organization of

knowledge. Absent are the psychology of affect and analyses of (a) the social and cultural

origins of understanding and (b) how understanding develops in context.

An Analysis of Reform

For a moment, assume that the case that is built in the various reform documents is

compelling. Assume that the school-mathematics curriculum contains trivial facts

unconnected to the mathematics that people in the realworld will need in order to function.
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Assume the curriculum lacks coherence, ignores students' informal knowledge, sacrifices

depth for superficial coverage of content, and interferes with the construction of knowledge

in other words, the curriculum actively interferes with how people reason mathematically.

Assume that teaching as telling dominates over students constructing their own knowledge.

Assume that a single person tries to exert control over the day-to-day lives of students in

ways that are problematic and seem unconnected to the purposes of schooling. Finally,

assume that the same elementary-school content is covered yearly with little hope of

students encountering new and potentially more interesting content. From these claimsthat

something is pathologically wrong with current practice in school mathematicshave come

the calls for change.

For the moment, however, let's put aside those calls and instead inquire about what

would constitute a psychologically healthy and adult-like response to such a sad state of

affairs. As I suggest in my Handbook chapter, the healthy response by any adult would

include disengagement (broadly construed) in those practices with a concomitant lower

performance on outcome tasks. Among the indicators of disengagement are time-off-task,

increased school absence, failure to persist in course taking, and dropping out of school.

Next, consider the student populations who fit this profile. Historically, they have

been labeled disadvantaged, at risk, or in other ways that suggest deviance or pathology.

They include minorities, students from society's lower socio-economic strata, and the

children of immigrants. But, the above analysis suggests that, in fact, these students are

reacting in a mature, adult-like manner to educational experiences whose characteristics

have remained constant since the formation of the common school. Moreover, this analysis
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suggests that, from an affective point of view, the pathology lies in the students who accept

such a sorry state of affairs.

Simla] Evidence

Evidence in support of this analysis can be found in a range of areas. First, there is

evidence concerning the low-quality instruction that minority students and students from

lower SES backgrounds receive. This includes studies on ability grouping and tracking, on

categorical programs such as Chapter 1 (the old Title I) and special education, and

comparisons between urban and rural schools on the one hand versus suburban schools on

the other. These studies all point to an inescapable conclusion: the worst quality education

is provided to those students who fit the profile of being disengaged and low-performing.'

Moreover, there is social science evidence to suggest that minority students, students

from lower SES backgrounds, urban and rural students, and children of certain immigrant

groups who are being socialized according to their traditional norms are all socialized to

take adult-like responsibility for themselves at a very early age. This includes caring for

younger siblings, performing large and meaningful tasla, and accepting responsibility in and

helping to support an extended family. One characteristic of adult-like learning is that

people judge the utility of what they are supposed to learn; such judgements are critical for

these children.

As Example

As an example of how this analysis might work, consider the case of how one middle-

class family confronted a common crisis in the learning of third-grade mathematics. A

common third grade objective is the memorization of basic multiplication facts and an all-

too-common method for achieving this objective is through the use of timed tests.
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Shortly after the start of the second term, a third grader returned home vety upset.*

(S)he began saying that (s)he hated mathematics and was no good in the subject After

much prodding, this child told its parents that the teacher bad begun to use two sorts of

timed tests. The first was written, in which children were given 3 minutes to complete a

worksheet of all 100 facts (up to 10 x 10). The second test was oral; the teacher would call

out multiplication problems in a non-stop monotone and children were to write the number

sentence with the correct answer. The speed at which the teacber read off the probiems

meant that the children could not stop and reason through their answers; they simply had

to react. On top of that, the teacher posted each child's performance so that he or she could

trace improvement during the course of the term; the goal was for each child to score 100%

by May.

The father determined that his child actually agreed with the teacher's goal of

memorizing the number facts: "You may not think that this (number facts memorization) is

important, dad, but I want to get an A." The timed tests were so stressful that the child

could not perform well; and also, (s)he was embarrassed to compare her/his performance

against the rest of the class. With this information, the father called the teacher and set up

a conference!

The meeting between the parent and teacher was uneven, to say the least. The

teacher insisted on the validity of the academic goal (memorizing the number facts) and that

the method of timed tests was benign: "like a sprinter who uses time trials to help chart her

progress." The father insisted that the objective was not at issue, but that the problem lay

in what the timed tests and grade posting were doing to his child . Finally, both agreed that

the child had bought into the objective of memorizing the basic facts, that the parents would
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help the child memorize them, and that the teacher (who recalled that another student, who

had soared a 0 on the exam, cried upon seeing the results) would take steps to reduce the

children's anxieties.

The teacher did seem to alleviate the third graders' anxieties, though the timed tests

continued through the end of the school year. As children got perfect scores they were

given rewards and encouraged to try to complete two or moreworksheets in the given three

minutes. The parents and child created a ten by ten grid with the number facts on a large

poster that was hung in the child's room. The third grader had to figure out what went in

each of the squares before the answer was vaitten in. On request, the parents also drilled

their child on the multiplication facts.'

This particular vignette shows how school mathematics is co-constructed by a child,

the parents, and the teacher. In this example, the parents intervened with both the child and

the teacher in an effort to repair a rift in how the child wasexperiencing school mathematics

and to minimize the likelihood that the student would disengage from the class because of

testing.

All the participants agreed, after some negotiations, to the eventual objectivethe

memorization of number facts. The distinction between goaland how it was being achieved

(timed tests and out-of-school practice) proved to be subtle, but important since it allowed

for that agreement to take place.

Interpretation is at the heart of this event. These middle-class parents interpreted

their child's reactions as anxiety. Other parents might interpret it in a different way, for

example, as an indicator of ability or as another example of the meaningless things that

schools ask students to do (and that the child should ignore). The teacher, on the other
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hand, saw the timed tests aibenign events whereby where children could trace their own

growth in leantin the basic facts." The child saw the tests as stress producing,

demonstrating a personal lack of ability, and humiliating, One can imagine tbe teacher's

reaction to the student had (s)he, whose interpretation of the test differed so radically from

the teacher's, begun to withdraw from mathematics and had parents, who also did not share

the teacher's interpretation, sanctioned the child's doing so.

The repair was also socially negotiated. Other children might not be as forgiving of

events such as these. Indeed, though this particular student saw that the timed tests were

meaningless since the mathematics that they contained did not help in solving real problems,

(s)he bought into the teacher's agenda because (s)he wanted to get an A.

Other parents might have reacted differently based on their interpretations of this

event. Some middle class parents might provide different kinds of support to their children,

intervene with the teacher in a different way, or they might force their child to memorize

the facts because they learned the facts in the same way. Other parents might not have

done anything, instead leaving it to their children to make some judgements about what is

being asked of them and to take appropriate actions. For example, 9- and 10-year old

Hispanic children often help to take care of their siblings, may work in the fields if they are

migrants, and decide whether or not to go to school because their parents had to go to work

early; in comparison, this event seems like a minor one that does not require adult

intervention. Finally, other parents, who may have had similar experiences in their own

schooling, may encourage their children to resist the teacher's efforts.

There are many possibilities, but two points remain:
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1. the memorization of number facts and the use of timed tests were a' socially

constructed event. In another setting, it may have been constructed differently and

the results may have come out differently.

2. psychological theories of learning are inadequate for explaining eventssuch as this.

The meanings that were attached to timed tests and to the memorization of number

facts, the negotiations among ths participants, and their subsequent actions cannot

be explainnd by accounts based solely on the individual. A full account requires

cultural and social analyses.

Towards a Social Psychology

One way of reading the above vignette is as a story of how middle-class parents short-

circuited what could have turned into an adult-like reaction by their child and to treat the

interwmton as the social pathology which requires psychological explanation! Another

reading could come from an equity point of view. In this case, one could look at variability

in how similar events are constructed by students, parents, and teachers across different

settings. An equity issue would be asking on whom the burden falls for repairing the child's

educational experiences.

Regardless the purpose, we need are ways of understanding how variation in setting

can lead to variation in meaning, the possibilities of learning, and tbe learning which

actually takes place. It is for this that mathematics education needs to move beyond

narrowly construed, psychological accounts to a broader, social psychology.

Ideas from ethnomathematics, situated cognition, social contructivism, and neo-

Vygotskilan theories of learning show promise in this regards. All seem to aver that the

settings in which mathematics is learned deeply affects howthat mathematics is structured,
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recalled, and applied in later life. If mathematics is learned as meaningless and done by

brute force, then those features (and their consequent affective states) will become part and

parcel of a child's basic understanding of mathematics. If the adults who are supposed to

support students' learning do not help that learning to make sense or if they do things which

lead to student resistance in mathematical contexts, then it should be hardly surprising that

students' meta-cognitions-and beliefs re-create these same characteristics (recall that meta-

cognition is thought to grow out of social interaction).

Hence, the kinds of social psychological efforts that I am calling for are those which

combine social and cultural analyses, the psychology ot affect (beliefs and feelings), and the

psychology of learning.

Equity and Social Psychology

Equity includes a strong value position that we should try to distribute resources fairly

and create a fair society. Though there may be disagreement on all of the details of how

such an agenda might be enacted, there is broad based agreement among equity advocates

that destereotyping of people is an important first step. Unfortunately, even among people

who work in equity, there are beliefs about student abilities, upbringing (e.g., cultural

deprivation, disadvantagement, at-risk), and the like which have resulted in a discourse of

social-group deviancy and deficiency. I would hope that my analysis of the reform's rhetoric

makes plausible the possibility of mathematics educators unlearning those beliefs and

avoiding the resultant discourse; there are other ways of telling the story of differential

student achievement and course taking.

But also, I would hope that we avoid going to the other extreme. Though I may have

alluded to a social pathology that resides in the middle class because It prevents its children
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from behaving in an adult-like manner, my intent was not to create a new stereotype. My

goal was to drive home the point of how value-laden and socially constructed are tbe ways

by which we are interpreting the phenomena that are at the heart of equity.

Nor do I advocate a wholesale abandoning of notions of knowledge deficiency.

Deficiency should not be measured against some dominant-group norms; instead, deficiency

should be measured against each individual's stated goals. It is a fact that some people

cannot accomplish their stated goals because they do not know something that is needed in

order to accomplish those goaLs; in this sense, their knowledge is deficient.

I began and ended my Handbook chapter with a call for scholarly inquiry on the

nature of differential student achievement. I have sketched out, in some rather broad terms,

how such inquiry might need to create a social psychology of mathematics education. The

goals of such an effort should be to question the boundaries that have been placed around

the traditional uses of psychology in mathematics education and to draw synergistically on

fields of inquiry that help us understand the social contexts in which mathematics is taught

and learned.

There is one final imperative with which I would end this paper. If my analysis is

righti.e., that the achievement and course taking patterns of students who have traditionally

been labeled as disadvantaged and at-risk has been theresult of their experiencing the worst

cases of schoolingthen reform, if it is to matter, needs to begin with those students

populations. We need to take seriously their educational conditions and to create

curriculum, teaching, and assessment practices which support reasoning, are meaningful to

students against their cultural identities and lived realities, and that prepare them for the

reality of the world that they will inherit.
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There are four reasons for this. First of all, we owe it to them. All along, their

performance has been an early-warning signal of what the reform has recently come to

understand. Second, they are the most critical test of assertions about reform and teaching

for understanding. Other student populations are likely to be more forgiving of our errors

and hence their responses to reform efforts will not be a valid tests of its efforts. Third, the

history of educational innovation has shown that genuine reforms move from populations

that are labeled as economically disadvantaged to their more affluent cohorts, but not in the

reverse direction because of institutional and social barriers. And fourth, the history of

reform and innovation is one in which the rich get richer: those who are situated to profit

from a Innovation get a disproportionate amount of those benefits.' We need to take

affirmative action to avoid re-mating stratification of opportunity along new and more

potent lines of enhanced mathematical programming.
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1. The preparation of this paper was supported, in part, by a grant from tbe Office of

Educational Research and Improvement, United States Department of Education (Grant

No. R117G10002) and the Wisconsin Center for Education Research, School of Education,

University of Wisconsin-Madison. The opinions expressed herein are mine and they do not

necessarily express the views of either OERI or WCER.

2. Some mathematics educators who write from cross-cultural or international

perspectives have criticized American writers for limiting themselves to work that bas been

carried out in the Unitcd States and to American issues or perspectives. Though I have

sympathy for that criticism, there is a countervailing danger when writing about social issues:

superficial coverage and stereotypes may replace more subtle,nuanced analyses. In the case

of equity, I prefer to write about contexts with which I am most familiar and to work in

coalition with people who work in other countries or from different perspectives. Hopefully,

as we find common ground in our work, we will be able to generate broader analyses that

avoid the pitfalls of stereotyping cultures or countries.

3. I am not suggesting that the quality of education received by middle class or white

students is wonderful. What I am rejecting, however, is the simplistic assertion that things

are uniformly bad everywhere. There are important distinctions to be made in the quality

of education that students receive; and we serve no one very well by ignoring those

distinctions, as do many of the reform documents.

4. Prior to that meeting, however, was scheduled another series of timed tests. The

night before these weekly tests, upon realizing that (s)he could not avoid them, the child

spent a full half hour breathing into a pillow, unable to go to sleep until tbe parents said

that (s)he did not have to go to school the next day.
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S. Multiplication flash cards were sold out at the local teacher store. The sales clerk

noted that they did a brisk business from third grade parents throughout the school system

at that time of year.

6. Indeed, given the complaints about parental resistance to new mathematics curricula

and evolving ways of teaching, such a reading may not be too far off the mark.

7. For example, in our study of school-level reform in the teaching of mathematics, Lisa

Byrd and I have surveyed of schools that were nominated as engaged in efforts to

substantially enhance their mathematics programs. Over 70% of the 200 schools that

responded to our surveys described themselves as suburban.
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DIVERSITY AND EQUITY: AN ETHICAL BEHAVIOR

Ubiratan D'Ambrosio

Comments motivated by the papers of Gilah C. Leder and
Walter G. Secada presented at the 15th Annual Conference of
the North American Chapter of the International Study Group
for the Psychology of Mathematics Education, Pacific Grove, CA
17-20 October 1993.

Although the main concern of this meeting is Mathematics Education,
I believe I will bc allowed to subordinate my comments to a higher
objective: the survival of civilization on Earth with dignity for all.
This is not merely jargonizing. The world is threatened, not only by
aggressions against nature and the environment. We are all equally
concerned with increasing violations of human dignity. We face
more and more cases of life under fear, hatred and violations of the
basic principles upon which civilization rests. A return to barbarism
and even the inviability of our species are possibilities for the future.
This has everything to do with Education, in particular with
Mathematics Education. We recognize that Mathematics has so much
to do with the modern world, with everything that is identified with
advanced science and high technology, that Mathematics indeed
created the possibilities of such development. Besides, Mathematics
has understood standards of precision, rigor and truth which
permeate every fact of modern thought. Mathematics is a body of
knowledge which grows from early concepts taught in the schools
and popularly, rightfully, identified as a single mode of thought. Are

we ready to risk a return to the Middle Ages' clamor against
mathematicians? Or to some literary views of Mathematics as having
nothing to do with love and tenderness?

I see our mission as educators as the generators of new directions
towards allowing each one to develop and to fully realize his/her
creative potential and towards a more just relationship between
individuals, escaping from vicious behavior. We as Mathematics
Educators use Mathematics as an instrument to carry on this major

mission. I hope everyone agrees, Mathematics has much to do with
this role, and I hope no one will object to these major, someone may
call visionary, objectives underlying my comments. If we are unable
to identify in Mathematics a role compatible with this, why

Mathematics in schools?
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I like to see Mathematics Education in these broad terms,
particularly when related to diversity and equity. I can sympathize
with Gustave Flaubert when I read his pungent defense of the right
of the people to read Madame Bovary and the almost despair of D.H.
Lawrence when The Lover of Lady Chauerly was banished. All this
has to do with diversity and equity. We now face similar problems
of a similar nature as Mathematics Educators.

The two major objectives I see for Education rely upon diversity -
each individual is different from any other individual - and equity -
just, fair and impartial behavior not imposing on anyone's right to
develop and realize his/her creative potentials. Although somewhat
unusual in discussions about Mathematics Education, I will begin
with some reflections on ethics.

Diversity and equity are implicit in what is called the e thic s
diversity., which calls for an individual behavior of human beings
based on i) respect for each other, as individuals with all their
differences, and for a social behavior of human beings showing and
acting with full respect for cultural diversity, both essential for the
creativity and preservation of the dignity of the species; ii) for each
and every human being to be in solidarity with fellow human beings
in the satisfaction of their needs for survival and transcendence; iii)
and human beings sharing their responsibility in the protection of
the common good and of bio-diversity, essential for the preservation
of life in its various forms. Love, solidarity, and responsibility are
the essence of this ethics of diversity.

Some may be questioning what does this have to do with
Mathematics Education. I say, everything! And the papers of Gilah
C. Leder and Walter G. Secada, in which special attention is given to
research in Mathematics Education, focus on these same issues. I
may say I am echoing the concerns of both, maybe in a dfferent
style. I hope these thoughts will not be merely discarded as
jargonizing, a classifier which has been entering some educational
circles in the USA.

The title of Leder's paper reveals in itself the main difficulty of the
issue. It touches the ideological issue. To be more explicit in
bringing ideology to the discussion, I would add the word "desirable"
to the title. And by accepting the desirability of diversity together
with equity, an ethical behavior would be implicit in the entire
discussion.
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Leder focuses on gender. The first and major part of the paper is a
well-organized search of the literature and a very convenient system
for the analysis of this literature. Indeed gender is in the root of the
theme diversity and equity. Nothing is more evident and desirable
and needed with respect to diversity, and nothing is more violated
throughout history with respect to equity. And we see a much
broader perspective on gender based inequities in several sectors of
societal behavior, particularly scientific knowledge. It is clear that in
every culture we have seen the growth of a class which expropriated
knowledge generated by the people as a whole. And for various
reasons, the main one is the "golden egg metaphor," that is
preserving the women as producers of the main factor in work.
Women are excluded from ruling classes, hence from having
influence over this production. While shocking to some analysts, this
seems to be the root of the inequities. The prevalent idea was: let us
preserve women to do what can not be done by men. Males could
not produce new workers. This is clear in the Middle Ages figure of
the "pregnant male" and the conflicts involving Mariolatry. Of
course, the growth of the importance of Mathematics in societal
affairs naturally implied the undesirability of having women
mathematicians. This is absolutely the same behavior as relating to
slaves, to immigrants, and to other classes of individuals which were
an important factor in production: that each one be placed in the
societal machinery as cogs.'

According to Leder, this was a "popular topic two decades ago."
Indeed, we can trace these concerns much earlier, explicitly back in
the eighteenth century, when models of democratic societies were
taking shape. The comparative study of Marc-Antoine Jullien, in
1817, has a special section devoted to "Education of Women," which
discusses the "influence of women which, well directioned, becomes
the complement of education for men."2 It is clear, in these as in
other proposals, that classes were educatcd with specific purposes to
serve a hierarchical social structure.

I See the interesting'collection of essays lha "Racial" Economy a 6cience
Toward a Democratic Future. ed. Sandra Harding. Indiana University Press,
Bloomington, 1993.

2 Marc-Antoine Jullien de Pads Esboco de. ama oijobe. &Pedagogia
Comparada trad. Joaquim Ferreira Gumes, Atiantida. Coimbra, 1967 (ed. orig.
1817); p. 40.
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Thus research in this area has much mo`re to do yith social and
political factors than with cognition. Every and each individual
learns differently from each other: John and Thomas, identical twins,
react differently in the same situation, as well as John and Jim,
neighbors, so why not John and Mary, and why not Mary and Kun-
Teal and Sigrid ahd Ogunlade? People are different -- period! A
broad theoretical framework allows for the recognition of this kind of
behavior. Regrettably, much of current research in cognition by
Educators is narrow and thin. I disagree with Secada's claim that
criticism of American writers comes from their emphasis on
American issues and perspectives. It is correct to do this since it
refers to the country's most immediate interest. My view is that the
criticism comes from an intellectual behavior similar to what in
another context Senator James W. Fulbright labeled The Arrogance of
Power (1967). But it is absolutely unfair to say that this is
characteristic of USA academe. This is typical of scholarly
chauvinism so common in the academic circles. This is manifest all
over the world, above all in the choice of editorial boards of journals,
in the blind referring system, in the citation game in which "dwarfs
stand on the shoulders of dwarfs" and in several other indicators
which are, indeed prevalent in the USA.3

What does this have to do with the topic of this paper? Clearly, this
attitude of academia is carried on to Education, particularly to
Mathematics Education, as a fottn of pedantry. As a result, the public
image of the mathematician is built on this, the attitude of the
teacher reflects this and school systems act based on this perception..
This arrogance of knowledge, intrinsic to mathematical knowledge, is
in the root of our discussion on diversity and equity. I hope to make
this clearer as we proceed.

The importance of research is undeniable. But how does research
affect practice? Research results may help the future work with the
subjects of research, that is students plus the researcher(s). But
change where and when or change one individual anc we have a
different group, an entirely different situation.

3 This is not easy for me to say and I anticipate a possible resentment. This is
not new. When he was asked to make a study of the Swiss educational system,
back in the early nineteenth century. Marc-Antoine Ju Ilien of Paris
anticipated the reactions of the Swiss: "He is a foreigner, they wiii say, a
Frenchman in charge of a study of comparative pedagogy in the several
cantons of Switzerland." See footnote 2, p. 33.
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Let me give an image. A good actor the moment he enters the stage
to perform Hamlet reviews the audience and recognizes that they all,
his faithful fans who acclaimed him three years ago, are there. But
he also recognizes in the audience Mr. Peter Claudius, who a few
weeks ago had been considered not guilty by a popular jury - on a
tight vote - on a passionate murder case. He must realize that if he
performs Hamlet with the same accent as he did three years ago, this

time instead of applause he may incite a riot!

Rhetoric is as yet a major tool in education even if we concede that
the role of the teacher is changing to a managing role in a joint
educational venture.4 To know the learners is essential for the

teacher. And research is an instrument for knowing. Thus the
teacher as a researcher comes as a most attractive proposal. These

holistic views of education and the role of research in educational
practice do not differ in essence from the position expressed by

Leder in her paper. Indeed she quotes Yates (p. 12) to stress the fact
that there are differences in time as well as geography when using
research results. The same situation may give origin to different
strategies. Again, the teacher as a researcher is a possible direction

to follow.

From the very beginning -of his paper Walter G. Secada recognizes

that equity is an issue of social justice. He touches the main point
when he says that "school was created, in part, to americanize
American Indians and the children of immigrants, to prepare young

ladies for their roles in society, and to train people from the lower
social classes for manual labor and other menial jobs." (p. 1). And he

proceeds to recognize that efforts to change this are met with
reactions which practically annihilate these efforts. In the midst of
recognizing these difficulties a message of hope is implicit. An

anthological assertion in Secada's paper is the following: "consider the
student populations who fit this profile [of time-off-task, increased
school absence, failure to persist in course taking, and dropping out

of school!). Historically, they have been labeled disadvantaged, at
risk, or in other ways that suggest deviance or pathology. They

include minorities, students from society's lower socio-economic
strata, and the children of immigrants. But, the above analysis
suggests that, in fact, these students are reacting in a mature, adult-

4 As proposed in Ubiraran D'Ambrosio "Environmental Influences " Studieath
Mathematical. Education, vol. 4. UNESCO. Paris, 1985: pp. 29-46.
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like manner to educational experiences whose characteristics have
remained constant since the formation of the common school.
Moreover, this analysis suggests that, from an affective point of view,
the pathology lies in the students who accept such a sorry state of
affairs." (p. 4). This goes straight to the point. The system labels
them misfits.

A similar approach is central in Michel Foucault's analyses of systems
such as health, justice, knowledge, and in his analysis of sexuality.
Why not of Mathematics Education, where the filtering tools are so
subtle and at the same time so strong? It is very difficult to go to
the essence of the subject without' raising the issue of tile importance
of history and epistemology. Except for the brief initial remark of
Secada quoted above, both papers avoid these discussions.

We need an holistic approach to knowledge, such as the one in the
Program Ethnomathematics, to face all the complexities of the theme,
which bring together cognitive, epistemological, historical and
political anal yses.5 Secada provides examples which have
correspondents in several other cultural environments and which are
in the heart of these considerations and his two points on the top of
page 9 can be regarded as a research program. Indeed he proposes
this as a broad social psychology. I believe research on the theme
diversity and equity has to follow these paths.

But then Secada becomes compromising in his proposals, allowing for
some commonalities that interfere with diversity. The first
paragraph under the heading "Towards a Social Psychology" (p. 9)
points to some basic issues. He recognizes that parent reaction to
innovation could be interpreted as an important form of pressure. 1

am bold in saying among Mathematics Educators that this may be the
result of an over-valuation of Mathematics in general education. I

know this is a very sensitive question, but it has to be considered if
we want to face seriously the matter of diversity and equity.

This is in fact slightly implicit in Leder's paper. I will rephrase what
she writes at the end of page 12, enlarging the class of "they" -
females in the writing of Leder - to the totality of the species:

5 See the historiographical proposal in the paper, Ubiratan D'Ambrosio, "The
cultural dynamics of the encounter of two worlds after 1492 as seen in the
development of scientific thought" in Inuard a science Qn.society, vol. 42, n.3,
1992; pp. 205-214.
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Everybody is certainly capable of doing mathematics. Surely, but at
what expense to their individuality - hence creativity? Is it

worthwhile? Does it have a justifiable purpose? This brings to my
mind the educational proposal in Anthony Bui gess' A. Clock work
Orange. I discuss these matters with some detail in another paper.'

Summing up, I claim that diversity stands for creativity as bio-
diversity stands for the environment: absolutely necessary. And that
equity is the essence of morality. No one disagrees. Indeed, the two
papers reaffirm this. Then, why this meeting and the papers? Just

to reassure us of what no one disagrees?

Of course, everyone is waiting for proposals on how to preserve
diversity while at the same time achieving equity.

My radical - ideal - proposal calls for an inversion of roles: the
teacher learning from the students and the students learning from
their environment (nature, artifacts, family, community, peers) and
all together - students and teacher - moving into critical reflection.
Practical proposals on how to bring this into effective classroom
practice is contained in several projects developed in the course of
these last twenty years. Of course, compromising has always been
necessary; fortunately, at a decreasing rate. My analysis is that
eventually the dream - nightmare for others! - will turn into reality,
in spite of a few backlashes.

6 Ubiratan D'Arnbrosio. "Mathematics and Literature in Essays, in aumanistiQ

Mathematics, cd. Mvyn White. MAA (to appear).
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ISSUES IN ACHIEVING EQUITY IN MATHEWMCS TEACHING AND LEARNING

Nadine S. Sauk and Frank A Holmes

San Diego State University

Our aim Ito achieve equity In mathematics fcc ail students, particularty those from diverse ethnic and cultural

groups. We believe that several issues are important In attaining this goal. This discussion sessionon equity will

locus on three broad Issues: How to fadittate collaboration among different groups Of Cso Pie Involved In

stddents education, how to fading!e change in Isechers, and how to knpact students.

How to facilitate collaboration amono different grow* al ma invoiveli in Students' education?

Our thesis Is that may different groups of psi* (such as teachers, parents, students, university professor%

and district administrator% for example) must work together toward achieving the goal ot helping an students

succeed In mathematics. What contribution can this collaboration make? What types ofcollaboration are

important? What factors tactile% or impede this conaboration?

EltiWiaklalegboagalateacheni

Some factors that we have found to be effective In changing teachers' approach to leeching mathematics

include creating a sustained period of interaction between teachers and mathematics educators, with workshops

arid discussion groups year-round rather than lust fcr a few weeks in the summer; as well as providing

opportunities to 'try our new techniques In a kiss structured setting, in our case, in before- or atter-80Oct

mathematics endchment sessions with chlidren.

Itimiatamalludente

There we several components of our philceophy regarding Improving students' mathematics understanding,

achievement, and attitudes. These Include the following: (a) 'beyond the belt* activities:In our case, before-

and aftw-achoof mathematics enrichment sessions. which Increase the amount of time students devote to

mathematics etch week; (b) enrichment rather ten remediation, aimed at helping students become interested In

mathematics, confident in their ability to succeed In mathematics, and viewing mathematics as more than Just

computation: ld focus on developing conceptual understanding with students constructing knowledge rathw

than on drill and pracdoe aimed at memorizing procedure% and fdt starling at an eedy agein our case. in Wald

grade, providing a solid foundation and feeling of avocets.

Our discussion session will consider these Issues aiming at estabiishing a dialogue among persons of

different experienoes and viewpoints and expanding and slaborating on these critical Issues.
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Feminist Perspectives on Equity in the 1990s

Lyn Taylor & Charlene Morrow .
University o f Colorado-Denver, Mount Holyoke College

We propose to facilitate an equity session focusing on: reactions to the plenary

panel; avenues to "connected" teaching; equity implications from the NCTM Standards

(both the Curriadum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989) and tbe

Pmfe.ssional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (199 l)); recent Women and

Mathematics Educadon (WME) equity contnbudons; issues raised by the AAUW

report (February 1992) about how poorly girls are served by our nation's schools; and

international perspectives on gender equity presented at 10WME in Quebec (1992).

We believe that there are common themes that weave together and connect these .

topics.

In Women's Ways of Knowing(l986), Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and

Tarule give a compeling description of the ways in which our nation's educational

approach alienates women from most academic areas. As women descdbed

meaningfirl educational experiences, it was clear that these instances allowed the

weaving together of multiple aspects of their lives. These have been called connected

learning, meaning that students ate encouraged to build on their entire knowledge base

rather than leaving all personal experience at the classroom door. A teacher who

facilitates this kind of laming is engaging in connected teaching. The following

avenues describe the journey from disconnection to connection that wehave observed

in our students:

Confirmation of self in the learning of mathematics

Learning in the believing mode of communication and questioning

Taking on challenges with support

The development of voice

Becoming a constructor of knowledge

Rederming and connecting mathematics in meaningful ways

We will describe and facilitate discussion among the participants in this session about

the approaches used in our classrooms (at SurnmerMath and the University of

Colorado-Denver) that facilitate our students' journeys to become connected knowers.

As President and pest-President of WME we would like to share and discuss

WME's gender equity contributions (Think Together sessions at NCTM meetings,

resource bibliography, newsletters, annual program at NCTM, and our current

proposal for producing a new interactive video series updating the Multiplying Options

and Subtracting Bias intervention program). We look forwatd to facilitating lively

Interactive discussions about these new frameworks for thinking about gender equity

in the 1990's.
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ON THE NOTION OF AUTHORITY APPLIED TO TEACHER EDUCATION

by

Thomas J. Cooney

University of Georgia

There has been a dramatic change in how we see research contributing to the improvement of

teaching and teacher education. We have come to appreciate the value of descriptive studies that

yield insighOl stories about teachers and life in the classroom. But the question arises as to what

role theory should play in the telling of these stories. One particular theoretical orientation that has

potential involves the notion of authority. Scholars such as Green, Rokeach, Perry and Kelly all

discuss aspects of beliefs and the role authority plays in conceptualizing beliefs. By considering the

nature of authority, we can conceptualize the process of teacher education from a perspective that

can enhance our potential for conducting research and for designing teacher education activities.

We have come a long way in terms of thinking about what constitutes science in the field of

mathematics education and how research can inform the art of teaching. Even a brief comparison of

chapters in the first three Handbooks of Research on Teaching reveals profound differences in how the

field has changed. I would make the same claim with respect to teacher education. Compare the review

written by Brown, Cooney, and Jones (1990) with that written by Cooney (1980) a decade earlier.

Research has moved from an analysis of what teachers were to what teachers did to what teachers decide

to the more contemporary emphasis on what teachers believe. It would limit our characterization of

change, however, to focus only on 5v.hat is studied. What has also changed is our orientation and

expectations regarding the kinds of outcomes we value from research on teaching and teacher education.

We have clearly moved away from deterministic methodologies toward more descriptive ones.

The seminal work of Kuhn (1970) laid the foundation for us to think of research less as searching for

answers and more as understanding context and meaning. Concomitantly, the Platonic view of

mathematics that often underlied the positivist approach to research on the teaching of mathematics has

been challenged and elssentially discarded. Further, the innovative work of Thompson (1984) and Ball

(1988) have emphasized the human experience in teaching. Mitroff and Kilmann's (1978)

personifications of different research types highlight a crisis of belief about science and allowed us to

appreciate the role of telling stories as a means of conveying research findings.

Although I am very sympathetic with respect to the many wonderful stories and descriptions we have

about life in the classroom and about why teachers believe and behave as they do, I have a certain
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uneasiness about this line research. Certainly careful descriptions of teaching can better enable us to

understand and focus on what is really important Further, descriptive studies do not have to serve as the

step child for experimental studies. But it does seem reasonable to challenge ourselves to ask the

question, 'Tor what purpose am the descriptions intended? This is not to pass judgment on what has

been done, but rather to bring into question the relevance of ourorientations toward teaching and teacher

educadon. How is it that we can orient our research so that we can collectively develop the kind of

descriptive power that propels us forward as a field? I am concerned that our current emphasis on

description is, in some sense, for its own sake and creates the potential of us entering a new era of dust

bowl empiricism in which the dust consists of endless descriptions that fail to make us collectively wiser

as a profession. As a partial response to this concern. I would like to address a possible perspective on

how we can orient ourselves toward teacher education so as to improve both its theory and practice.

lboimpormact_ofDriounian

It is difficult to imagine a quality mathematics teacher education program that does not embrace a

significant amount of mathematics albeit connections between teachers' knowledge of mathematics and

their teaching of mathematics is not well documented. There is evidence (See Brown, Cooney, and

Jones. 1990) that many eleMentary teachers lack the mathematical sophistication necessary to promote

the kind of reform being called for by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. While the

documentation that elementary teachers lack an understanding of topics such as ratio and proportion,

geometry, measurement, and number relationships is not unusual, it begs the question of how this lack of

understanding influences instruction or how it should be addressed. So long as we hold the view that

"something" is lacking, (e.g., mathematics/ knowledge), we run the risk of conceiving solutions that

emphasize the "giving" of something--more mathematics, pedagogy, or psychology.

As a profession, we have distanced ourselves from thinking of a child's mind as a pot to be filled. It

is less clear, however, that we have collectively discarded this metaphorical perspective with respect to

teacher education We are filled with wonderful ways of Idling teachers what it is that they should know

about how students cm/awl knowledge. If teachers are asked to learn mathematics through a process

of transmission, then we should not be surprised that theit teaching consists of basically this same means

of delivery. I recall an interview with a mathematician who maintained that his lectures could help
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students see mathematics come alive. He failed to realize the incongruity that exits in trying to make

something come alive through a passive medium. In short, the medium belied the message.

Studies cited by Thompson (1992) reveal that many middle school and secondary teachers

communicate a limited view of mathematics. Although it is not clear whether the teachers held a limited

view of mathematics or whether the ethos of the classroom encouraged or even dictated the

communication of a limited view, the question seems moot when you consider the effect on students.

Other studies (See Brown, Cooney, and Jones, 1990) suggest that what a teacher thinks about

mathematics is influenced in fairly substantial ways by their experiences with mathematics long before

they enter the formal world of mathematics education. Further, these beliefs do not change dramatically

without significant intervention. What seems crucial is that we develop a way of thinking about how

teachers orient themselves to their students, to the mathematics they are teaching, and to the way that

they see themselves teaching mathematics.

Considering an Orientation Toward Teachers' Beliefs

How is it that we can think of teachers' beliefs in a generative way? Green (1971) offers the

following three metaphorical ways of thinking about beliefs.

We may, therefore, identify three dimensions of beliefs systems. First there is the quasi-

logical *elation between beliefs. They are primary or derivative. Secondly, there are

relations between beliefs having to do with their spatial order or their psychological strength.

They are central or peripheral. But there is a third dimension. Beliefs are held in clusters, as

it were, more or less in isolation from other clusters and protected from any relationship with

other sets of beliefs. Each of these characteristics of belief systems has to do not with the

content of our beliefs, but with the way we hold them. (p. 47-48)

The constructs of quasi-logical and psychological strength are quite different A person can believe that

technology should be used to teach mathematics and therefore believe that students should be allowed to

use calculatorsa sort of primary/derivative kind of belief. But the psychological strength of this belief

may not be very strong. That is, when a teacher is faced with the usual classroom impediments, his/her

commitment to use calculators dissipates.

Rokeach (1960) also talks about beliefs being psychologically central and the notion of primary

beliefs. He writes, "The concept 'primitive belief is meant to be roughly analogous to the primitive

terms of an axiomatic system in mathematics or science". (p. 40). From these primary beliefs stem other
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beliefs that are more peripheral. Like Green, Rokeach discusses the notion of beliefs that are in isolation

from each other. Thus, according ICr both Green and Rokeach, it is possible for a teacher to hold

simultaneously that problem solving is the essence of mathematics and that students best learn

mathematics by taking copious notes and mastering every detail. Isolation occurs when the .

contradictory beliefs are not explicitly compared or when beliefs are held from a nonevidentual

perspective, that is, they are immune from rational criticism (Green, 1971).

For Rokeach (1960) belief systems exist along a continuum of openness /closedness. Briefly, a

closed system is one marked by a dogmatic statewhere things are right or wrong, black or white, and

shades of gray do not exist. It is here that the notion of authority and how one relates to authority plays

a central role in determining whether a system is open or closed. Perry's (1970) scheme of intellectual

development focuses on an individual's relationship to authority. When a person believes an authority is

all knowing, answers to questions are based on that authority and consist of a single voice. This typifies

what Peny calls dualistic thinking and reflects what Rokeach calls a closed belief system. Perry's

analysis of intellectual development moves from dualism to the recognition that multipleinterpretations

of events exist without evaluation (multiplistic position) to an evaluation of each position (relativist

position) and finally to a commitment to one of the positions (commitment position). Kelly (1955)

introduces the notion of "permeable constructs" as a way of describing the extent to which evidence can

be incotporated into a person's belief systems. In this sense, a permeable belief is quite similar to what

Green calls "evidentially held" beliefs. Kelly's notion of "permeable beliefs" is also related to Perry's

scheme of intellectual development in that a dualistic perspective (Perry) that is based on the

absoluteness of authority is unlikely to result in permeable beliefs. Reliance on external authority

precludes the acceptance of evidence contrary to constructed beliefs since the external authority on

which the beliefs are predicated is omnipotent.

The common denominator in Rokeach, Perry, and Green's analyses is that of how people orient

themselves to authority. When a teacher believes or teaches from a set of nonevidentually held beliefs

the act of "teaching" becomes one of indoctrination (Green, 1971). The notion of indoctrination is

particularly relevant as we consider the notion of helping studcnts believe that mathematical truth is a

function of reasoning rather than a declaration from authority. Fundamentally, the issue is one of how a

person comes to know something. In this sense, there is a certain inseparability between the
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mathematics that is taught and the means by which it is taught. This inseparability is often lost in our

zeal to "train' or to "give' teachers whatever we deem their "deficiency" to be. It is a common trap for

all teacher educators Ls we fail to see the symmetry between what and how we teach teachers and what

and how they teach their students.

The Notion of Autliority Applied to Teacher Education

Green (1971), Rokeach (1960), and Perry's (1970) emphasison authority has considerable import for

how we can think about teacher education. It provides a leverage point in helping us consider how

teachers can separate authority as a responsibility for classroom management and authority as the

determiner of truth. While Maturana's (1978) concept of the individual as a self-organizng entity

provides an important perspective for teacher education, the question 1 am raising is how the person

orients that organizing process given the context in which they exist. For example, most of the research

with which I am familiar suggests that teachers who are authoritarian by nature also place considerable

emphasis on basic computational skills. (See. for example, Donovan, 1990.) In a current project on

assessment. I have found that the teacher who is the strongest disciplinarian (whose students are

challenging from a management perspective) also has a view of mathematics that is computational in

nature. In this project, she has developed experdie in creating and using open-ended questions but

always in a computational context, e.g., "How would you explain to Tom that he made a mistake if he

thought 1.26 + 3.4 = .150?" Another teacher, who teaches in a relatively high SES, private school, uses

open-ended questions in a much more expansive way, e.g., "Pete maintains that an equilateral triangle

can not have a right angle. Donna claims that he is wrong? Who is right and why?" The second

teacher, who has minimal concerns regarding classroom management, places much more of an emphasis

on the students' internal reasoning processes to determine the truth of a mathematical statement. The

challenge we face is to help teachers sort out these two distinct responsibilites as they reconsider their

role as teachers of mathematics.

In a recent methods course, we were using materials developed as part of an National Science

Foundation project with preservice secondary teachers. During the conduction of one of the

experiments, one of the preservice teachers proclaimed with a sense of satisfaction, "I fmally know the

right way to teach mathematics!" It was a moment of both triumph and defeat. Triumph because she

conveyed n sense of exuberance and understanding about what that experiment had been about; defeat
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because she missed the more general point that the teaching of mathematics is problematic and cannot be

reduced to any predetermined "right" way. A relevva question is whether her beliefs about the teaching

of mathematics were held evidentially, thus making thtni more =Meat when buffeted by difficulties

she would surely face as a beginning teacher or whethei they were held nonevidentially being rooted in

what an authority had told her. Another question is whether her more currently constructed belief is

psychologically central (an unlikely event) or if it is consistent with whatever constitutes her "core set

of beliefs. If the ''core belief comes into conflict with the more peripheral belief (i.e., using

experiments to teach mathematics) then it will surely be the case that the peripheral belief will cease to

influence her teaching of mathematics.

The case of Frtd (Cooney, 1985) presents a teacher who held a relativistic view of mathematics (or

at least one in which problem solving was seen as the essence of mathematics) yet held a dualistic notion

of pedagogy. When the students failed to appreciate his more experiential way of teaching mathematics,

he resorted to teaching by the textbook. He had no pedagogical alternatives to help him realize his

problem-solving orientation toward the :caching of mathematics. It appeared that his beliefs about

mathematics and his beliefs about the teaching of mathematics were held in isolation from one another.

A Concluding Rcnurk

There is considerable rhetoric at the present time about teachers reflecting on their teaching of

mathematics and about helping them to become aware of their teaching behavior. Fundamentally, the

notion of reflection is rooted in the constructivist notion of adaptation. (See, for example, Von

Glaserfeld. 1989.) The relevance of reflection and adaptation to the preceding analysis is that neither

can meaningfully take place from a closed, dualistic perspective. In a study reported at this confetence,

we found that two preservice teachers initially rejected the use of technology as a means of teaching

mathematics. One of the teachers maintained this belief throughout his undergraduate experience while

the second teacher's belief was transformed into a conviction that technology was an essential tool for

teaching mathematics. Based on observational and interview data, we concluded that the first teachers'

belief systems were essentially dualistic, closed, and isolated. They seemed impermeable. The second

teachers' belief systems were more permeable c...a open. That is, the second te...:her's peripheral belief

about technology was eventually incorporated into his more psychologically central belief that his

primary objective in teaching was to help students develop into responsible adults.
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There is no merit in using various theoretical perspectives to describe what teachers believe and do

unless that orientation enhances our research and development efforts. I believe an analysis of authority

and belief systems has the potential to enhance that effort. It encourages us to see teacheu,' beliefs as

sysema of beliefs and not as entities based on singular claims. Too, the notion of authority provides us

with a conceptual orientation that enables us to create activities that encourage teachers to wonder, to

consider what might be, to reflect, and, most importantly, to be adaptive. Such an orientation is essential

if we value moving the enterprise of teacher education out of the realm of being simply an activity and

toward being a discipline worthy of study.
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THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN RECONCEPTUALIZING FUNCTIONS AND
ALGEBRA

Jere Confrey
Cornell University

An invited address for the Group for the Psychology of Mathematics Education --
North American Chapter!. 2

Asilomar, California
October 17-20, 1993

ln mathematics education, we see evidence of two distinctorientations to the use of computer

technology. The first is oriented towards using the technology to teach the traditional mathematics

topics, with a more efficient, dynamic, or appealing presentation. Accordingly, the computer is

viewed as an efficient or an effective device for carrying out the standard algorithms or for storing

large quantities of information. The majority of the uses ofgraphing calculators fall into this first

orientationtheir advocazes imply that they necessitate no serious reconsideration of our

curriculum. However, if we automate the topics we used to make the basis of our curriculum,

(such as long division, symbol manipulation, plotting graphs) without rethinking the cuniculurn,

we will encounter resistance by those who understandably fear the students will learn less. This

way of approaching the new technologies, which I will refer to as "unplinned obsolescence," is an

intellectual dead-end. It teaches us, however, a critical lesson about our curriculum. Our standard

curriculum is not predetermined by some external smicture inherent to the discipline of

mathematics; it's persistence depends on its inertia, making it inherently conservative. Otallenges

to it can be successfully blocked by: 1) our own dogged conceptions of mathematics, 2) a self-

perpetuating curricular system which is held in check by accountability to pre- and post-

requirements, 3) unimaginative assessments, and 4) smug and unjustified assumptions about who

can and cannot learn mathematics. These systemic constraints have allowed the curriculum to

resist change for too long, in spite of its weak connections topractices outside the school, its

generative sterility for its students and discriminatory its practices.

The second orientation to the use of technology entails the expectation that new technologies

will fundamentally transform the curriculum. This orientation recognizes that technologies (that is,

any significant tools) necessarily alter the character of knowledge. Knowledge, in this sense, is

I This research was funded under grants from the National Science Foundation (Grant
#9245277), and the External Research Division and the Apple Classrooms of

TomorrowSM of the Apple Computer Corp.
2 Members of the Research Team: Jere Confrey (Project Director), Erick Smith, Forrest
Carroll, Jack Rutter, Susan Piliero, Dolores Higareda, David Dennis, Shawn Haarer, Julie
Dent, Raj Sundra, Dan Flerlage, Lewis Hicks, and Steve Hoffman.
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not a set of descriptions about the world, but a set of hard-worn realizations about how human

beings interact with the world (including with each other) through the use of tools (including

language). One can distinguish two Ixoad categories of tools--those that help accomplish some

task, worldng_tools, and those that assist us in communicating to others, communication tools.

Both types have significant impact on what we consider to be knowledge and how we share that

knowledge with others.

In 1985 at Cornell University, I designed and implemented a new precalculus curriculum

designed around the use of contextual problems, families of functions and their transformations.

In 1987, my research group and I designed and implemented version one of Function Probe, a

multi-representational software that is built around the use of graphs, tables, equations and a

calculator. As we have used and revised the curricular materials and software, we have found

ourselves needing to alter significantly our understanding of functions and functional families.

These changes have led us to reeonceptualize our views of mathematics and how it is taught and

learned. So, 1 would like to begin by discussing the theoretical view of mathematics that currently

guides our research and design work, then discuss our design principles, and finally I will

illustrate some of them using examples concerning functional relationships.

Theoretical Underpinnings in ?Ingo ind Vygotsky
I have argued elsewhere that Piaget and Vygotsky's frameworks for intellectual develommt

need to be integrated, but that the integration is not simply a matter of mixing and matching the two

theories (Confrey, in press a; Confrey, 1993). In discussing one possible form of integrating the

theories, I have begun by pointing out a fundamental characteristic that is shared by the two:

genetic epistemology. Both theorists believed that the character of knowledge is comprehensible

only by examining its genesis. This view is the central tenet of all constructivist epistemologies,

and it is the strand which unravels the tenaciousness of absolutist or realist perspective of

knowledge. Genetic epistemology leads us to abandon the view that knowledge can be detached

from humanity and described as the accumulation of facts. Unless one believes in an immaculate

conception of knowledge, one must recognize that the "nue" (as eternal, universal and

depersonalized) view of any knowledge no longer is viable. Genesis implies that knowledge

develops in relation to humanity. It requires a knower and a known as an indissolvable pair.

Thus, knowledge is necessarily embedded in a historical, cultural and environmental context.

Where Piaget and Vygotsky differ is in their choice of emphasis concerning the sources of

knowledge. Piaget locates his primary source of constructive activity in the interactions between a

person and his/her environment. He suggests that by examining the actions a person takes while

engaging with challenging tasks, we can find the seed of hisifier knowledge creation.

Perturbations, disequilibrations or problematics (felt-needs to act) are the catalysts for constructive

activity. These disequilibrations, experienced in relation to a person's current perspectives, then

are either admitted or ignomd, and if admitted, they either fit neatly and are assimilated to existing
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structures or they perturb the existing structures, forcing accommodation. Over time, the repetition

in experiences lead to internalization through a process of reflective abstraction. This process of

problematic, action and reflection can be described as the development of schemes, where a

scheme becomes the means by which one anticipates, acts and mentally operates, and finally

assesses the outcome (Confrey, in press a; Steffe, in press). Contrary to most charactures of

consn-uctivisrn, Piaget did recognize a significant role for others, but therole was one of

socialization for the rnost part, where language served to capture andcommunicate the results of

cognitive activity, rather than as guide to its construction.

In contrast, Vygotsky locates the major impetus for knowledge development in one's social

interactions and cultural context. For Vygotsky, the higher cognitive ideal are first between

people, interpersonal and then become internalized to be intrapersonaL .."It is necessity', that

everything internal in higher forms was external, that is, for others it waswhat it now is for

oneself' (Vygotsky, cited in Wertsch, 1985, p. 62). Vygotsky's work has twoprimary intellectual

roots. One is in the work of Marx and Engels, and is built around the idea that it is thzough labor,

laboring on an object and with tools, that one witnesses fundamental transformations in the objects

and discovers invariances. "Activities" which include labor, play, schooling, family living etc.

then are the source of knowledge. For Vygotsky, his original focus on labor led him to assert that

tools mediate knowledge. Vygotsky then extends the meaning of tool to view language as a form

of a psychological tool.
The second influence on Vygozsky is Hegel's dialectics. When I first read Vygotsky, I

treated the dialectic as a dichotomy, an "either-or" however, a dialectic involves the pulling apart

of two components to create an opposition (as in a tension) which would collapse if either partner

could not sustain its own integrity. And, a dialectic should invite one to examine the iYterplay in

the space created try the opposition.. In Hegel, this allows one to work towards the creation of a

"unity of opposites." For Vygotsky, knowledge evolves as the dialectic or interplay between

thought and language which he argues have different roots. He creates his dialectic by locating the

origins of thought in tool activity while locating the originsof language in social interchange. In

the process of language development, he stresses the role of affect and the imitation of sound,

rhythm and gesture. Language and thOught begin to interact, according to Vygotsky, Around age

two and higher level development results from this interplay. Thought influences language

development and language development influences thought.

I have argued elsewhere that Vygotsky's empirical work did not recognize two equal

partners in this dialectic -- that in choosing "word meaning" as his unit of analysis, Vygotsky

privileges the systematic, taxonornic forms of thought over what is learned in interactions with

physical tools; however, theoretically, he argues for a genuinedialectic between thought and

language in which tools mediate knowledge.
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This same dialectic can be applied to the development of mathematical lmow ledge and the

.role of computers in ttiis development. Clearly mathematics possesses the characteristics of both

thought and language-- it 's origins can be traced to its usages as a tool and its communication

through compact forms of language.

Consider the most common tools; they are grounded in human's forms of physical activity

and they express, as it were, our common experience; they are constrained by our biological

engineering. Think about what comes to mind when one envisions tools-- rakes, hammers,

utensils, typewriters, screwdrivers,.sewing machines and vehicles-- these are typically physical

systems which allow us to accomplish some purpose, to da something, which usually involves

physical activity. When we use tools, our attention is focused primarily on effecting an outcome--

succeeding in completing our task. And, with repeated tool use, we often discover that across

"realizations"3, the invariances in what we act upon become apparent. Emphasizing the role of

action in the use of tools does not imply that master crafts people know only how to act directly

with their tools. Clearly, they also know how to move systematically in a space (Millroy, 1990).

But, the tool image, generates for ds implicit connections to action-- and this is one of the issues I

wish to stress in this paper. Actio, and its tits to goals, operations, and reflections, are too often

quickly neglected in our traditional presentations of mathematics-- and I would like to challenge the

wisdom and necessity of this. Mathematics, I would claim, never loses its "grounding" in human

activity-- even in the most complex forms of thought.

In contrast, viewing mathematics as like learning a language allows us to focus on the

czeation of an elegant structure and describe it in an symbol system with which we can construct

logical propositions, forms of argument, legitimate rules of transformations and declare results via

proofs. When we think of languages, we think of English, Spanish, Chinese, Afrikaans, symbol

systems, traffic signs, code books, sign language and so on. Language, in Vygotsky, is not

simply a matter of competent use of the syntax-- however, what avoids this is its interplay with

thought. Language is not completely independent of activity; its meaning emerges from the

interplay of language and activity. We have plenty of evidence of the ability of a computer to

construct syntactically "correct" dialogue, but little or no evidence that such dialogue conveys any

meaning. Vygotsky recognizes that language can be constructed syntactically by children through

imitation of adults while lacking any real meaning, and argues for the importance of this kind of

development as an essential stage in the learning process. His description of the "pseudoconcept"

is aimed at acknowledging that children often use words before they have grounded its meaning in

conceptual operations. Vygotsky suggests that this use of language that runs ahead of cognitive

depth is an important part of learning-- and describes a key mechanism in how adults teach children

to advance to higher levels of cognitive thought.

3 The term "realizations" comes from its use in simulations where a "realization" is
equivalent to a "run" of the simulation.
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When children learn arithmetic,they draw on both characteristicsof mathematics as a tool

and a language. They may work
with manipulative.% as tools tosolve the problem, say to find the

cost of a pen (130). a book (99g) and an eraser (11g), but they also quickly enter into a structural

exploration as they use contrastingmethods. One child may have figured that 99 + I I was 110 by

thinking of 11 as 100 + 10 while another figured the pen and eraser cost24( averaging their costs

and adding 12+ 12 and then adding 99+ 24 as 100 + 23. Sharing their results and convincing each

other of their method's validity leads them into discussing the smictural relations. 'that is, children

regularly work with mathematicsboth as a tool, to accomplish the task, and as a language to move

around systematically within a structure. In the past, we described the differences between the

approaches of the two children as differences in "strategies"; what I am suggesting instead is to

take notice of the children's competence in recognizing that additive relations fcem a whole

structure. Asking students the question "why" can lead them to draw on bath characteristics in

justifying their answer.
Viewint, mathematics as a dialectical interaction between a tool and a language opens up some

interesting possibilities. For tools have action, doing, as their primary foundation, and language

tends to place that action at a distance and to make systematicity and internal structure the most

salient characteristics. Protecting the independent contributionof the two strands while exploring

their interactions create &powerful orientation to mathematical insights and the role of technology.

Historically these two propenies Lave been cast as completing for the rightful claim of the

discipline, pure vs. appliedmathematics, but the distinctions grow increasing and appropriately

mutty with time. The computer has played a significant role in complicating this distinction, as it

began as a number cruncher replacing the human calculator, evolved to assist in other

manipulations but has since developed the capacity to present unique and flexible representational

forms.

La I II , . I I

Vygotsky's dialectic of thought and language. and his recognition of the role of tools, both

physical and communication-oriented,
needs to be combined with Piaget's rich and varied

examples of how children solve tasks to build conceptual operations to create a true dialectic.

Piaget's work contributed to our understanding of how humans adapt to their environment.

Furthermore, his work emphasizes that children's views do notnecessarily mirror adult

perspective. These contributors from Piaget balance Vygotsky's systematic empirical

overemphasis on the value of language and hierarchical knowledge in comparison to action-based

thought. This leads to the view that conceptual development entails an interplay of grounded

activity and systematic inquiry. It recognizes that all of this is situated both in socio-cultural

and biological/environmental
constraints. And it implies thatthe flow of knowledge moves

bidirectionally-- from others tooneself, from oneself to others. Tools accordingly can be viewed

as assisting primarily in grounded activity or in systematic inquiry, although as is typical in the
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dialectic, those distinctions will interact as one examines the tool use in a broadercontext. Figure 1
is intended to convey this overview ofknowledge development.

grounded
activity

mediating tools

Social dr Environmental Constraints

systematic
inquiry

Figure 1: A Model of Conceptual Development

If one applies this figure to mathematics, it provides a fundamentally different view of the
dewlopment of mathematical thought than the one in Figure 2. In Figure 2, one is led to View the
development of mathematical thought as one in which a process creates an object which then
creates process and an object and so on into higher and higher levels of abstraction. This
description emphasizes increasing detachment from grounded act tity. Abstraction involves
removing that which is local and personal to produce the "higher" insight. The physical-- or bodily
participation in the construction of knowledge is quickly neglected. Abstract, a word whose
etymology is to extract away from, stressesa removal from context. It tends to imply not only
generalization, but decontextualization. As a result, abstraction wipes away many distinctions in
its pursuit of powerful generalizations. An alternative to this is to.recognizz the dialectic between
abstraction and contextualization, and to view mathematics as emerging from the interplay between
the two.
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Figure 2: Conventional View of Mathematics

A simple example of the importance of viewing mathematics as both distinction and

generalization can Ix illustrated with the quadratic function. "r, ax2 t bx'+ e is the generalized

form of the quadratic. Howevei, concentrating on that form hides the distinctions between the

quadratic as a product of two linear equations and the quadratic as a sum of terms describing

increasing velocity (and constant acceleration), constant velocity and an initial starting place. 'The

second perspective leads us to view the quadratic as a description of falling bodies, with and

without initial velocities, while the first allows us to recognize the value af the quadratic in

describing maximum-minimum situations where twoquantities are increasing/decreasing linearly

and one is interested in their product. I am arguingfor a recognition that the attraction of

mathematics lies in moving flexibly among distinctions and contextualizadon, while appreciating

generalizability.
Schemes are effective "units of analys:s" for conducting research in that they allow us to

kap our attention on both parts of the dialectic. They are investigable microcosms where one can

examine both the grounded activities that spawn mathematics and the systematic language use that

stabilizes and extends its use. They are anticipatoryorganizations of thought that allow us to

recognize and/or cast a situation as requiring a certain type of mathematics and to act =on:Jingly.

And they represent the distinc4nns that our cultures have chosen to value and articulate.

Figure I could have displayed an interaction between the concrete and the abstract. I chose

not to use this distinction for three reasons: 1) abstraction has become so identified with forms of

higher thought that continuing its use would never allow an equal treatment of Rs parmer. Thus,

ceasing to use abstraction and replacing it with "systematic inquiry" might allow us to freshly
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engage in reconceptualizing the territory; 2) abstraction has a confused use-- it may refer to a broad

generalization, but as often it refers to difficulties in learning something: It was too abstract" and

3) the use of concrete has the unfonunate tendency to imply that mathematical ideas can be put into

concrete materials-- like Cusenaire rods or Dienes blocks or computer programs. Also, the use of

concrete tends to imply to people that that is no necessity of building up one's understanding, but

that concrete objects are somehow immediately intuited. By using the term grounded activity. I

am signiling that mathematics evolves from the actions with the concrete materials.

Technology can be ed to emphasize either or both aspects of mathematics. A compass, a

straight edge. and protractor are technologies that emphasize grounded activity. A table of

multiplication facts, a calculator, or a spreadsheet emphasize the systematic qualities of the

mathematical enterprise. One can imafme sliding along the dialectic creating or identifying tools

that highlight either the grounded activity or the systematic inquiry, while keeping in mind that it is

in the interplay of the two from which powerful mathematics emerges. I wish to suggest this

movement can create a useful way to imagine using and designing computer based tools.

Computers are often called "semiotic tools" to indicate that they are used to communicate with

symbols and signs, thus emphasizing more the structural, language-driven side of mathematics.

However, in this talk, I wish to argue that computers should also be used with external devices4 ,

with laboratory experiments, and that they should incorporate dynamic forms of display to protect

our connections with grounded activity.

The Role of the Interface
a Virtual Reality a book by Howard Reingold, there is a discussion of using a computer for

intelligence amplification (IA), an approach which its proponent, Frederick Brooks, contrasts with

Al. artif..dal intelligence. In the IA, one seeks to use the computer to extend the capability of

human beings to think, and in the second, the computer is viewed as a means to replace human

intelligence. Intelligence amplification is based on the assumptions that humans can outperform

computers in: pattern recognition, evaluations (rough determinations of a choice of action) and

contextual interpretation. Computers can outperform humans in computational evaluation, data

storage and simple memory. Designing software means considering how humans can most

productively interact with the interface, which in turn drives and is driven by the program

structure. Effective &sign seeks to make the fullest use of each of these capabilities.

The idea of an interface is essential in this description for the interface becomes the window

through which a person is led to view to program's structure and capabilities. Interfaces, Reingold

points out, are common.. A doorknob is an interface on a door, a steering wheel on a car, a handle

on a tool, an advertisement for a business, and the screen display on the computer. A poorly

designed interface like a pot with burning hot handle, can make even the most delectable dish

4 Hooking up external devices to machines is routine for data gathering and analysis in all
kinds of science and engineering research.
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inaccessible. I wish to argue that mathematics educator's need to pay dos:: attention to the design-

of the interfaces, for it is here that representational forms can be designed and explored; it is here

that the understanding of the child, student or novice presses up against the structureof the

program and the student gains or loses entry. The interface is the place where we make our views

of mathematics known by how we create the link to the program-- it creates the metaphors and

forms of action we will come to identify with the ideas. Maximizing the connections of the user to

their own forms of expertise and then providing resources to extend these into new learnings isthe

art of successful design. An interface should invite a user to find out what is here-- it should seek

to engage as many of the sensory connectioro as possible to involve the student fully

We take visual displays as interfaces for granted, and yet a mere 20 years ago, using cards or

paper tape with a computer was our only means of communicationwith the program's structure.

As computer graphics became increasingly sophisticated, we have available whole newforms of

interfaces-- they are visual, dynamic, non-linear and automated. They can display representations

of objects (the desktop) and tools. Here too we, in mathematics, must seek to consider how we

might design and use interfaces in light of a dialectic between grounded activity andsystematic

inquiry.

An EsamingjaiLlaikaign
Given these preliminary remarks, as a context for our work, I would like to discuss the

character of the design and research we conduct. The software has gone through many revisions

which have teen based on: 1) our research group's experiences in interviewingstudents; 2) a year-

long project at the Apple Classroom of Tomorrow in Columbus. Ohio; 3) two years of software

use in a large precalculus course at Cornell University; 4) two years of work at the Alternative

Community School in Ithaca; and 5) three years of summer workshops with regional middle and

secondary teachers.
Secondly, we propose 4 distinction between curriculum and software. Function Probe wat

designed for teaching a precalculus course. In that course, contextual problems wereused to

introduce families of functions. Those problems are available in a publication from!ntellimation

entitled Lcuoing.Abouftweigoillmoukhobigmligging. In the course, I stressed the role of

action, visualization and the use of multiple forms of representations. Students learned to apply the

tools of transformations to each of the family of functions. Function Probe wasdesigned to assist

in the course and to serve as a research tool. In designing it, we distinguished software from the

curriculum. The software should allow a wide variety of choices of how to proceed; and, if one

method is viewed as more efficient, then it should be encouraged through a curricular

development.
Our experience with the design of computer technology suggests the value of the principles

listed below. In the next section, a few of these principles will be illustrated using the function

concept to demonstrate how the principles lead towards a richer view of mathematics learning with
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technology. In the final sections, I will sumrnsrize what view of functions emerges and how it is

connected with current initiatives in the field.

Dmisabiacisha
*Show profound respect for children's intellectual capacity and recognize and value the diversity of

student methois.

In designing new technologies, allow students' voices to guide us in reexamining and changing

our understanding of the concepts we seek so teach.

Create opportunities to use computers for ctmmunication, group interaction and/or student

presentations. Software can be used to do this by allowing students to share methods, by

requiring group cooperation, by encouraging the use of netwocks to collect, collate and interpret

data, and by creating perfotmance assessment resources.

Pay careful attention to the role of the interface as the connection between a student's current

intellectual viewpoint and the underlying structures of a program.

Don't waste time mourning the changes in what is learned. Tools always mediate what is

claimed as knowledge.

Question the attachment of mathematicians to sntiquated notation systems and mimic the

irreverence of peogrammers who feel relatively unencumbeted about creating new programming

languages to respond to the demands of different tasks.

Don't use computers as an excuse to neglect the importance of physical tool-based activity.

Pay close attention to the development of operational schemes and how these are connected to

physical tool-base,: activity and how they are embedded in language systems.

Make exploration and experimentation easy and encouraged.

Make effective use of activity structures that are inherently generative of imaginative activity. For

instance, make use of design and play activities.

Make significant use of multiple forms of representation and recognize that in every

representation something is lost and something is gained. Coordination and contrast of

ropresentadon is a powerful form of knowledge construction. No representation is transparent.

Encourage students to build representations and other resources and then store them for future

use in a personalized version of the software.

Allow for student invnersion in complex systems as a way for students to become proficient

with the tool infcce understanding its composition.

Build with an eye towards linking with other software.

Function Probe: A Software Tool for Teaching Functions Using Contextual
Problems In a Multi-representational Environment
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In the next section, I will take a four of these design principles will be discussed in light of

our research work . The discussion will focus on a piece of software, Function Probe, that we

have built and modified over the past six years. Function Probe is an analytic tool which can

display four representations for functions, a graph, an equation, a data table and a

calculator/keystroke environment. In the fmal section, 1 return to the question of how the concept

of function has changed from this work and discuss what the broader implications of these changes

might mean for widespread curricular reform.

Show profound respect for children's intellectual capacity, recognizing its non-

conformity with adult perspective.
The example chosen concerns the power of the table as a means of understanding functions.

When we learned functions in secondary school, we relied primarily on the algebraic equations. In

the introduction to algebra, we spent a year learning to manipulate algebraic expressions, factor,

simplify expressions, combine like terms, etc. and finally we solved equations ad nauseam before

we actually began to display these on graphs and work with the "umpteen" different forms for

linear equations (point-slope, two point, slope-y intercept, x intercept-y intercept etc.). It was

clearly the case that algebra dominated graphing and that tables were just a wayof getting to the

graph, an enabling resource. That teachers themselves promote and endorse such a view was

encapsulated by one high school teacher who at the beginning of the time weworked together

declared (approximately), "but if they can fill in a table, they must be doing everything that the

algebraic equation captures only over and over again. Why not then just teach them to code it

algebtaicaily in the first place?"

Our examination of the use of tables with students has convinced usotherwise. Our interest

in tables increased as we witnessed students frequently using the table as the primary means of

entry to the problem. The process they went through of identifying the appropriate quantities to

put in columns, and then quantifying those into a label and units of measure involved a dialectic

process alternating between the data cells and the informal labels cells (See Figure 3). For instance

on the cliff problem, where a person's house is 13 feet, 4 inches inches from a cliff that erodes at a

rate of approximately 3 inches per year, they wanted to put some measure of time with some

measure of distance. Time could be entered asthe year, 1993, or it could be entered as years since

1993. Distance could be the total amount of erosion or the distance from the house to the cliff

edge. Distance and rate of change could be described in feet or in inches. As the students worked

out the informal labels (thini row from top), specificdata values were distinguished into categories

which were transformed eventually into variables to be listed in the formal label cell of the table

(second row down). (The icons in the top row are for sending the data values in two columns to

the graph.) This process of quantifying the problem could be described as the construction of the

variable-- and it allowed the students to become familiar with the idea of variation and its

quantification into a rate of change-- a process which is often hidden once the assignment of a letter
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to the quantity is completed. This is a simple example of how an abstraction, naming the variable,

leads to the loss of contextualization, the differences among the kinds and values of the numbers

used.

AL Table -- Ill
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Figure 3: The Cliff Problem

One of the strategies we watched students use was to learn to choose a numeric value

judiciously to allow them to gain insight into a phenomena. As reported in Confrey, 1992,

students showed us how they used large numbers to distinguish a multiplicative coefficient from

the additive one in a y= mx + b "Guess My Function" exercise (Confrey, 1991). The table

window on Function Probe can encourage students to try negative, fractional or even irrational

values, and each cell can be wed for simple calculations and/or adjusted to display different

numbers of decimal places. This exploration also reveals a limitation of software like Function

Probe that transforms rational and irrational numbers into decimals masking the underlying actions

that were used to construct the numbers.

A key issue in forming functional relationships has been adjusting the correspondence

between the starting points of two columns. Frequently, we have seen students get an unintended

outcome when the starting values are off by just one notch in either direction. This reveals more

than a technical mistake-- as we have seen through interviews-- it often signals a confusion about

the point of origin, whether it is meant to be thought of as a zero point in an additive world or as a

initial unit of onc, zs in an exponential situation (Rizutti, 1991; Confrey, in press c).

One of the mc st important resources we provided was the Fill command (See Figure 4).

Consider the traditional max/min problem, a rectangular field is located along a stream with fencing

to be placed on only three sides. (The stream is the fourth side.) If there is 100 feet of fencing,
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fmd the maximum area that can be enclosed in the rectangle. We can imagine the student here

stans by trying the values of 50 for length and gets 25 for the width. She then tries 40 and gets 30

for the width. lf she thin tries 20 for the length and gets 35 for the width, she might realize that as

the length goes down by 10 the width increases by 5, or possibly as the length goes down by 2,

the width increases by 1. She might then complete a table of values by putting in one possible pair

of length and width, perhaps even 100 (length) and 0 (for width), andthen decreasing 100 by 2's

to 0 and increasing the width from 0 to 50 by ones using "Fill"command. Because the students

can create sets of columns that are related in their minds but art not algebraically dependent, we

built in the resource of linking columns. Linked columns can be sorted, cutand pasted as if they

were algebraically hooked, a resource students find useful. Also, we have found it useful to

connect these kinds of coordinated "fills" or "co-fills" as wecall them with the original problem

context. Thus, one can imagirt a 100 cm. string representing the 100 foot fence. To make the

rectangular pen, giving one to each width symmetrically will result in i loss of 2 cm. to the

length. The covariation is reconnected with one interpretation of the physical action, that of

symmetrically adding on: to each of the two widths.

th-lw

angth (ft) width (ft)
50 00
40.00
30.00

100.00
98.00
96.00
94 00

4701111

25.00
30.00
35.00
0.00
1.00
2.00
3.00

1250.00
1 200.00
1050.00

0.00
98.00

1 92.00
282.00

Figure 4 : Cofilling a Max-Min Problem

This sort of approach allows students to create a function by building one column, filling it

and then building a second column and filling it. We have called such an approach to functions a

"covariation approach" (Boyer, 1968; Confrey, Piliero, Rizzuti and Smith, 1990; Rizzuti, 1991)

and contrasted it with the x to f(x) approach of an equation (which we call a "conespondence"

approach.) We have argued that a covariation approach is intuitivefor the students (Rizzuti, 1991)

because it focuses student attention on the underlying action in the functional family (Confrey,

1988); it emphasizes rate of change; and it can allow the operation to be closely connected to the

production of the coefficient in the equation.

Of course, such an approach will apply most easily to the linear and exponential function

(where the rate of change is either a constant adder or multiplier). To apply this coveriation
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perspative to the quadratic, we built two resources, a difference command and an accumulation

command. A quadratic produces a constant second difference (for equal units in x) and through a

double accumulation and the appropriate use of constants, one can reproduce the original quadratic

(See Figure 5). All higher powered polynomial functions can be explored likewise with repeated

applications of the difference or accumulation command. To extend the use of the table as an

introduction to calculus, we have built a version of a generic display and accumulator program.

Built originally as a "bank account" program5, it allows one to make an entry each time period and

to see the resulting balance or visa versa. The simulation, or enactment, can be simultaneously

displayed in the table in two graph windows as entry vs. time and as accumulated balance vs. time.

In the generic version, the entries and balances can be anything from money, height, area,

population etc.
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Figure 5 Showing the use of difference and accumulation commands for the quadratic

The exponential function provided us a special opportunity: to create a new notation. We

created a symbol (1) for the ratio between xn and xatl wallet to the for difference. Creating

such a resource and conducting research on student understanding of the exponential has led us to

assert that there are multiplicative units and a multiplicative ratc that are poorly articulated within the

mathematics literature and confused with the additive rates more commonly used (Confrey and

Smith, in press b).

Once students have established a data set (x, y) (which can be done by entering data cell by

cell, importing a data file, co-filling, or through an equation), the question of interpolation

becomes salient. When two columns are related by an equation, interpolation is straight forward;

however, with a co-fill interesting challenges are raised. For instance, with an exponential

function, where they have filled x by ones getting 0, 1,2, 3... and y by multiplying times two

5 We designed this software for Steve Monk as part of his NSF project on learning
calculus.
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getting 1,2,4,8,16... , they would have to reason out that thematch in y for interpolated value of

x= 1.5 would be obtained by multiplying 2 by 42. Much of our group's research has been

focused on examining the historical development of this idea (Smith and Confrey. in Pim;

Dennis, Confrey and Smith, 1993).
Support for the validity of the table window as an integral representation for functions has

come from this reexamination of the historical record. During the period between Descartes and

Leibniz, Wallis worked with tables with great inventiveness and creativity and used them to create

an argument for the legitimization of rational exponents (see Dennis, Confrey and Smith, 1993).

Liebniz also wotited extensively with tables in order to develop what is now our familiar notation

for calculus. He tried to make what was previously onlyaccessible to mathematicians, calculus,

into "mere child's play" to be done "in the blink of an eye." However, two years before his death,

he realized that his success with notation could be detrimental to the development of other's

mathematical minds, for the symbolism's apparent ease hides the underlying roots in tables. He

lamented, "One of the noblest inventions of our time has been a newkind of mathematical analysis

known as the differential calculus. But while its substance has been adequately explained, its

source and original motivation have not been made public" (Euler, 1988). This type of historic

work lends credence to the claim that many portrayals of the historical record are themselves

distorted by the current emphasis on the importance of the f(x) form of equations. Close

listening (Confrey, in press b) to the student voice leads us to argue for a more

equitable treatment of the different representational forms (Confrey and Smith, in

press a).
These kinds of student explorations have led us to envision the table as possessing a

smicture-- one which we might build on by combining our understanding of functions with some

of the resources built into spreadsheets. Some of out current thinking along these lines is oriented

towards creating a dynamic network for feeding into, and modifying and producing table^ The

table window as designed for student use begins as a tool for solving the problem, pounded in

capturing the physical actions of repeated addition or multiplication, but the table quickly becomes

a more semiotic tool for systematic inquiry. The resources such as linked columns, fill, difference,

ratio and accumulate commands create ways to examine the quantities and their numeric

characteristics. Responding to student strategies required us tobuild new resources for the

students and to coordinate these resources with the more traditional resources we had already

envisioned. Thus what began as a format for listing data became a tool in its own right, because

we allowed ourselves to respond to students' methods and build appropriate resources". By

conducting historic research into the use of tables and drawing upon the dynamic resources of a

computer environment we were able to build an inven6ve form of a table for student use.

In designing new technologies, allow students' voices to guide us in

reexamining and changing our understanding of the concepts we seek to teach.
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Question the attachment of mathematicians to antiquated notation systems and
their constraints and mimic the irreverence of programmers in creating new
languages.

Although this point has been made in the previous example in that it argues for elevating the

tabular approach to functions to an equal partner in the meaning of function, I will provide two

additional examples in this section.

The calculator in Function Probe operates mostly as a traditional calculator that keeps a

keystroke history. One of the distinctive features is that students can build buttons on it. This is

used typically after a student has repeatedly carried out a series of operations and realizes she wants

to automate the series. She chooses "add button" from the table menu and her line of keystroke

code is listed in the display window and the ? key is added to the resources.' By selecting the

places in which she wants ? to replace a numeric value, and clicking on the ?, she gets the button's

"coding" and then presses "OK." She gives the button a name and the button becomes available.

(See Figure 6 where jl is the button listed below that has already been built and is currently being

applied to the value 5.)

For instance, on the cliff problem discussed earlier, if she wants to build a button that will

take the number of years passed and produce the distance from the house to the edge of the cliff in

inches, it would appear as 160 ? 3= . Such a notational record led us to recognize a key

insight-- that in this kind of relation, the linear function in this context was more easily understood

as [an initial amount] ± (x increments of (±) unit change): that is, as y = b + xm. Such a form

makes a closer connection with the exponential of y = C a x. where it is then [an initial amount] I

(increments of (x) unit change)x.

If the student wanted to output the distance to the cliff in feet, the button would look like

this: 160 - ? 3 = / 12 = (Figure 6). At a conference, I presented such an example and was

quickly confronted by an irate university mathematician who took offense at a notation that

appeared algebraic but as he put it "misused the equal sign." His comment was somewhat ironic to

me, because in an initial design, we had used x instead of ? but a colleague felt it looked too

algebraic so we decided that we'd use the symbol ? to signal the need for an "input" rather than a

variable. I reiterated the fact that this was a keystroke notation (from an algebraic calculator in

terms of the order of operations) but he was unwilling to see the equal sign used in this way as

indicating the need to calculate a partial sum. The equal sign here is used as a substitute form of a

parentheses.

Keystroke notation is neither globally better nor worse than traditional algebraic symbolism.

It is an alternative that has proven useful in particular areas. It allows students to recognize the

operational, procedural quality to algebraic expressions, and it has proven useful in teaching

inverses of functions.
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Figure 6: Using keystroke notation to build a button

The second example of how our calculator differs from standardcalculators is that the log

function is a binary function just as is + or *. That is, to use a logrequires two inputs. The first

input is the value one wishes to take the logarithm of, and the second is the base. Thus the key

appears as loga x. Inputting 8, pressing the button togas and then entering 2 produces 3. We

would argue that to have calculators that fail to do this is to limit the user unduly. Funhennote, the

natural logarithm, as we have documer.;ed in our work on exponential functions, is often

overused, when a base Mat is more closely connected to the description of the phenomena would

suffice equally well. For example, in compound interest of 5%, 1.05 would be a much mare direct

and intuitive base with which to work.

Interestingly enough, this mild revision reverberated through the software design. In

building log scales into the graph window, we were required to figure out how to create a scaling

resource that allowed any base as the multiplicative unit measure on the axes. Our design, while

not completely satisfactory, allows this to happen. If you wish to engage in an interesting

intellectual challenge, decide how you might want the visual transformational tools to act on 'it log

linear scale; for instance if one chooses a translation in the direction of the log scale, what
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algebraic result you would wish to see displayed?6 There is a conflict between the visual action

which looks like a translation and the multiplicative impact on the algebraic display.

In future design work, we have considered additional changes to standard notation. For

instance, in the calculator window cuirently, we allow trigonometric functions to be entered using

either degrees or radians, and the notation has been adjusted to reflect this: sind x and shirr.

However, these functions too could be considered as binary functions, where the second input

represents the change per unit time represented in fractions of a circle: This might support a

student who wants to divide up the unit cirCle into eighth turns and to use these as the "base" for

the function; sin mix. Thus, sin lig 3 would signal three one-eighth turns and produce 4212. This

approach would be an alternative to using a horizontal stretch on x before applying the function so

accomplish this ( f(x) = sin ( it/4 (n)) where n = the number of one-eighth turns).

Don't use computers as an excuse to neglect the importance of physical tool-
based activity.

Function Probe as it exists relies on written problem statements to provide the contextual

momentum. We recognize the limitations of such approaches and are working towards the

development of alternative sources of problem or activity generation. Modest efforts have been

implemented in our curriculum. We explored the use of simple apparatus for constructing curves

as loci of points. For instance, one can take a straw, fold it in half, places it on a horizontal and

put a thumbtack in the right half. By fixing the left endpoint, and sliding the right end of the straw

until it reaches the left endpoint, the tack will trace out the shape of one quarter of an ellipse. This

approach to functions is more in line with the approach of Descartes who used geometry to create

curves as loci and then used algebra to describe them, a complete reversal of the mathematics now

attributed to Descartes as we use his Cartesian plane (Smith, Dennis and Confrey, 1992).

Function Probe can import data in a spreadsheet format such as from MBL systems

(microcomputer based learning systems with sensors for movement, temperature, light, etc.) or

from simulation environments such as "Interactive Physics." It can also import pict files that can

be used to generate curves.

We are cunently working with designing experiments for students to generate functions

using physical apparatus. For example, imagine r. Axel with a flashlight attached so that the

flashlight always remains horizontal and roughly in the plane of the wheel itself as the wheel turns.

If a sheet of paper was moved across a screen in front of the wheel at a constant speed as the wheel

turned, the path of the flashlight could be traced to make a trigonometric curve. In a similor vein,

Pat Thompson has experimented with having his middle school students trace a path around a

circle with one hand while tracing their distance from the axis with the other. These kinds of

6 These next two examples make reference to the dynamically mouse-driven
transformational tools first available on Function Probe. These include stretching,
=slating, and reflecting graphs.
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experiences are designed to try to provide students with experiential grounding for their

mathematical ideas in mathematical actions. It is these kinds of experience that will eventually

allow students to watch a spring move up and down such that its movement is "like" that of the

Ferris wheel (and unlike it too). This will foem powerful conceptionsof trigonometric functions

grounded in human activitk.
The idea of the changing rate of change for the trigonometric functions, changing so that the

rate of change is in effect a horizontal translation (and possibly a stretch) of the function itself is a

remarkable characteriration. In this respect, the trigonometric function shares some of the quaidies

of the exponential (both yield versions of themselves as their ownderivatives). In this sense, so

does the linear function. Note that this means that these threefunctions all embed a form of

periodicity. How the exponential and the trigonometric functions can be viewed as related

functions is a key issue that liter resurfaces with complex numbers,but whose roots lie in just

such explorations. Euler in his "Introduction" in 1748 constructed e and the radian measure of

angles as a way to unify trigonometric and exponential functions within the complex numbers. I

know of no one who experienced such a relationship as anything other than as a pure

"abstraction." Returning to my earlier point, the grounded activity of examining rates of change

and their ties to operations leads one to recognize this commonperiodicity, and the systematic

extensions of these ideas without losing the basis in action forms the opportunities for deep and

exciting mathematics.
We are currently engaged in building a number of more "experimental" activities. These

include work with local teachers to design an approach we have labeled "experiment-simulation-

analysis" (Noble, Flerlage and Confrey, 1993) for teaching integrated physics/trigonometry.

Furthermore, over the summer, we are engaged in working with9-11 year olds creating design

activities that they can use with the software to explore thedesign of motorized Lego cars with

gears, complex marble tracks and falling water balloons. In summer workshop, teachers recreated

graphs into movements depicting position, velocity and time.

Also, I wish to mention two other research groups working along these lines that capture the

sense of grounded activity and systematic inquiry. Andee Rubin, at TERC, began With a project

called "Tape Measure" where she and other colleagues had students use videotape and software

tools as a means of collecting data. In the demonstration tape, students tested various hypotheses

such as that stride length is related to the speed of the runner. Under a new project, VIEW (Video

for Exploring the World), she is extending her previous work further to allow students to explore

such activities as rhythm and velocity position and time. In the research on students investigating

rhythm, Rubin's students' examples include Double Dutchjump rope and dribbling basketballs.

In projects on velocity, position, and time students enact performances and stories and test out their

conjectures on videotape (Rubin, May 1993; 1993). In all these cases, we see the computa being

used to build upon students' physical experiences in the world and to extend these experiences into
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a computer medium to allow them to analyze the quantitative aspects and to create interesting

representations of them.

Likewiie, Ricardo Nemirovsky has been working with MBL, microcomputer based labs,

with students where they explore such things as water flow, car movement and rate of change of

surfaces. For example, he has built an interface between a vaph sketching tool and two cars such

that students can sketch a graph and then watch as the cars cany out that graphs' shape as

novement along a track Other work concerning position, velocity and time is being undertaken

by Kaput who plans to implement "Math Cars" a visual simulation of these cars moving that

explore relationships (Kaput. in press). Comparing the effectiveness of Nemirovsky's and

Kaput's approaches will inform us better about the role of physical objects and their graphical

displays.

We see this work as particularly important in that it can lead to the identification and

articulation of schemes for anticipating and interpreting different functional relationships. Thus,

we propose that students can learn to observe and participate by looking through functional lenses

at their activities and that this might be well described by articulating the kinds of position-time or

velocity time schemes that evolve from Rubin's and Nemirovsky's work. For example, we see the

falling bodies scheme as an important way that students can recognize the quadratic, however, we

see the idea of the product of two quantities each changing linearly as a different scheme. My

claim is that these differences need to be connected with the differences in the grounding activities.

And, that the differences need to be viewed within the larger framework of commonalty that

underlies the family of functions we label as quadratic.

* In a multi-representational tool, no representation should dominate the others.
And, in every representation there is both a loss and a gain. There is no such
thing as transparency of representation. Protect the 'a:egrity cf each.

Designing the transformational tool for stretch provides an irt.er-sting example of our

perspective on the relative independence of representations. Our stretch icm: Is two original

qualities. It includes a movable anchor line and it displays a visual view of stretch as a ratio

telation. These characteristics exemplify the placement of the computer between a language and a

tool, for 1) we sought to create dynamic actions (implementing the first mouse-driven graph

transformational tool) and in doing so, sought to create icons which drew upon the physical

actions-, -- while 2) creating a language for coding these actions and exploring their impact on other

representational forms.

For us, the stretch is an action on one of two rubber sheets, (Borba, 1993, recognized in his

study of students' understanding of transformations that there are two rubber sheets, one for the

7 Understanding that the action of stretch creates a multiplicative operation on the function
needs careful attention. We are not implying that the need for exploration of this is
mitigated by the use of the computer.
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plane with the axes and one for plane containing the curve). Wechose to stretch the sheet with the

curve and since one can imagining stretching a sheet, say vertically, so that some horizontal line is

held constant (Imagine placing tacks across this line to hold it in place). Thus the anchor line on

Function Probe is movable, because software tools which place it at the axes do so only for the

algebraic convenience. Function Probe allows the student to place theanchor line on any

horizontal or vertical line.

Once the anchor line is placed, the student touches the graph anywhere and a square "unit

box" is produced. Its sides are f(x) - ) long and wide. Holding down the mouse and snatching

produces a stretched out spring and a change in the ratio of the height of the unit box to its width.

This new ratio is the coefficient of stretch (See Figure 7).
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Figure 7

Students have not only grasped the use of the anchor line more easily than we have, but they

have used it to great advantage. Trying to match two parabolas, they quickly align the vertices

through translations, reflect the graph to the desired orienrtttion: and place th anchor line there and

stretch it (AfarnasagaFuatal, 1992 and Borba, 1993). And, in a lovely demonstration of the use

of the anchor line at a teacher education workshop, a novice with the software used Me anchor line

cleverly. The problem was to lay out a strne path from a house to a bird feeder forty four feet

away. There were to be fifteen circular stones all equally spaced with the last one placed against

the bird feeder. The first stone could be at any distance from the house. This person imagined that

all the stones could be bunched up against the feeder, going from 27 to 44, then a hook could be

8 Our reflection tool also allows one to place the axis of symmetry away from the x or y

axis.
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attached to the nearest stone and they woukl be stretched, keep:ng equal spacing, until that first

stone reached the house. On Function Probe, she modeled the family of all possible solutions

using a vertical stretch of her first solution, placing the anchor line at 44, and stretching until the

first stale moved to the point (1, 1) (which would te up against the house if each stone were 1 ft.

wide, see Figure 8).
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Figure 8: A series of solutions to the Stone Path problem

This example of allowing a movable ancht line demonstrates the importance of allowing the

graph wiudow to operate with as few algebraic constraints as possible. By protecting this

independence of the windows, I proposed an alternative approach to functions through

visualization, which later was explored and refined by Marcelo Borba in his dissertation (Borba

and Confrey, 1992; Borba, 1993). In this approach, students are first encouraged to work visually

with functions using the dynamic transformational tools. Then using a sampling procedure, they

explore the impact of transformaticns on individual sets of discrete points by sending these to the

table. A description of these transformations as algebraic equations follows. This is only or.te

approach of four that we have worded with and we find it an interesting way to build students'

powers of vi:ualization.

To demonstrate the value of visualization, consider if a student is given the problem, you are

riding on a Ferris wheel with a 12 foot radius. Each rotation takes 20 seconds. The lowest point

of the Ferris wheel is 6 feet off the ground. Find a way to predict your height off the ground as a

function of time. Now suppose a student wants to approach this visually. They will typically
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begin with the idea that this is a trigonometric function (recognizing its periodicity). (This, of

course, assumes some previous experience and understanding of the trigonometric function as

converting constant circular motion into rectangular components, not a trivial emblem.)

ANL AM- ,a6.416411117" ley
LON'

Figure 9: A visual approach to the Ferris Wheel Pmblem

Students using a visual approach to this problem will begin with the prototype y sin(x).

One way to proceed is as follows: stretch y = sin(z) horizontally to get its period to 20 seconds.

Then, stretch the graph vertically to get the radius of the Ferris wheel to be 12 feet. Finally, a

vertical translation of 18 feet will locate the function above the ground by 6 feet at the lowest point

This description appears relatively straight-forward, and its setof ordered transformations keeps

the problem close to the context from which it came. However, graphical transformations also

create a mathematical structure to be explored. For instance, the constraints on the order of

operations in this problem raise interestini, questions. (See Smith and Confrey, 1992 for a

discussion of another problem which raises the issues of order of operations.)

The anchor line has become a very useful resource. Its independencefrom algebra was

secured by our philosophy of protecting the integrity of eachrepresentational form, but its

epistemological significance and usefulness was demonstrated by ourstudents and teachers. We

see the use of dynamical graphing resources Ls another way in which mathematics is kept close to

its roots in actions. Appeals to such visual tools as anchor lines and springs that stretch encourage

students to think of mathematics as a balance of systematic inquiry and gmunded activity.
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I described this as "an epistemology of multiple representations" as a way of describing our

overall approach (Confrey, 1992). In such an epistemology, representations are considered useful

in the ways that they complement and contrast with each other. We do not only focus on

convergence-- because insight results in cases in which we fmd convergence between

representations that appear to us to differ. This convergence within apparent divergence is what

creates the sense in mathematics that a "discovery" must have been made. Seeing how the

transformational actions apply to all families of functions is such an example of convergence across

diverse cases. And, complementarily, the iecognition of divergence within convergence adds

mathematical pleasure o our explorations. This is i.lustrated by Ihe way that even with the

convergent application of transformations across families. different rules appear for each family.

For example, we find that trigonometric and step functions do not allow horizontal stretches to be

accomplished by vertical stretches, whereas linear, absolute and polynomial do with appropriate

adjustments in the coefficients of stretch.

I

When one works with Function Probe with students for a while, it becomes evident how

impoverished our traditional approaches to functions are. In summarizing what we have learned

about functions, we have:

identiaed the key role of the table as a legitimate partner, in terms of usefulness and structural

integrity, and with this, have argued that a covariational approach to functions needs equal attention

with a corrapondence approach;

* argued that functions have their roots in grounded human actions (prototypic actions) and that

they evolve through our ways of generating operations and numbers from actions and displaying

those in different representational systems;

* called for a much richer use of context, as source of experimentation and data, as opportunities

for play and design, and as a basis for simulation and modeling; and for careful attention to how

those investigations can be led into examining the integrity of the mathematical system;

* illustrated the importance of rate of change as a key concept in the development of functions and

are working towards equalizing its relationship with its sister concept of "accumulation;"

* demonstrated that visual transformational skills can lead one to a valuable understanding of the

set of affme transformations as creating a boundary for a family of functions; and

documented that functions involve more than a domain, a rule and an range, but that they involve

the construction of a structured system, a selection procedure for a patterned subset of the system,

and the production of a display of that system.

These insights axe leading towards the development of new piece of software, Recursion

Probe, which recognizes that: the issues of scaling are far more substantial than we originally

conceived of them, building coordinate systems needs to be part of the children's mathematical
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activities, and functions should be conceived of as a dance, a rhythm or a pattern displayed in

relation to an organized space (Goldenberg, Harvey, Lewis, Umiker, West, and Zcdhiates, 1988).

Such an approach to functices signals the need for a significant change in the algebra

curriculum not just as the precalculus level but all the way back into the elementary levet It

requires a radical revision of what is conceived of as algebra. Algebra, as it is cutrently taught in

schools, signals !mostly the introduction of the variable, the equation and the manipulation of these

forms. Later these manipulations of forms become the basis for the structural algebtas of groups,

fields, and for the discussion of number types, natural, integer, rational, irrational, real etc.

However, a second history of algebra is the algebra of change (Klein, 1968). This is the

development of ways to describe motion, growth and area and it is the basis for calculus,

differential equations. etc. It is the algebra of quantity and geometry.

Algebra in schools needs to be revised to admit a broader category of studies and to draw

upon both of these historic traditions. This, however, sets up a serious and important debate, for

these changes are being advocated at the same timc that there is a national call for "algebra for all"

(letter, 1993). This movement is rooted in a justified critique that algebra has beeh misused as the

sorting mechanism ant; has disenfranchised many students, especially those with less economic

resources or orientati'm to schooling as a means of social advancement This movement seeks to

improve the retention and success rates of underrepresented groups and recognizes the place of

mathematical training in allowing access to positions of power in our society. (For example see the

work of "The Algebra Project" (Moses, 1992) in letter, 1993, The New York Times.) All of us

committed to reform in mathematics education must make significant efforts to work cooperatively

on changes to the curriculum. We mustrecognize also that the possibility of working at cross-

purposes is especially likely if changes are dependent on technologies that are less available in

schools with fewer financial resources.

I would therefore like to offer three recommendations: 1) We must make an aggressive

commitment to produce versions of the curriculum and materials that can be used without

expensive technological tools. For instance, tables can be produced off the computer and used for

the same purposes described herein, but the use of them may be more tedious and time-consuming.

However, with a calculator, and with students workingcooperatively, the same ideas can be

enacted. And along with this must come an aggressive commitment to getting solid technological

innovations into all schools. 2) We must examine whether curricular changes that ground

mathematics in common forms of human activity and experiencewill protect and encourage

diversity. If we are to challenge effectively the elitism, racism and sexism practiced on a daily

basis in mathematics from kindergarten to secondary school, to universities and colleges; and

further into the offices, laboratories; and businesses, we must seek relief from mathematics that is

portrayed as far harder and more inaccessible than it really is. We must remake the mathematics of
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schools and escape fran the echo chambers of increasing abstractions whose detachment from

everyday experieoce is manufactured more than it is borne of logical necessity. 3) We must

acknowledge the fact that new approaches will frequently originate in expensive technology, but

accept our obligation to see those innovations enacted in less costly and mote accessible forms.

Securing equitable access for unserved populations rightfully must be a driving influence,

because without access, things will not change; and with diversity in the practices of mathematics,

things will change more quickly than any of us can predict. At the same time, it would be

unfortunate for our educational programs fo lose touch with the new cultural tools. 'This is not to

say that the tools themselves are beyond scrutiny, criticism and change. The history of technology

is a history equally of invention, progress and improvement as it is a history of surveillance,

imposition, control and violence. We, in mathematics education, must be very clear about the

kinds of tools we see is promoting the kinds of learning we value. If our goal is emancipation and

empowerment, we need to pay attention to how our design encourages or inhibits these

developments. In conclusion, I have tried to argue in this paper that we must keep our tools
;;i :nded in forms of human activity while recognizing the power of giving all children access to

systematic inquiry methods to investigate any complex system. Expertise lies in the combination

of both types of pursuit: grounded activity and systematic inquiry, and with both, we can attempt

to give mathematics a fresh stmt. We must recognize our obligation to encouraging and

challenging all children to make technology serve them, and not to let our culture proceed the other
way around.
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Voinme 1

Computer-based Mathematical Modeling
With In. service Teachers

Simon Dugdale
Univessig of California at Davis

This paper discusses the process and products of K-12 teachers' work withmathematical

modeling in a computer spreadsheet envlionment The effort builds upon several
prominent themes of mathematics education over fit past decadevisualization,
drnamically linked multiple representations, and new approaches to conceptualizing
functions and variables--and it ties these themes together into mathematical modeling

appropriate for primary grades through high school. It is hypothesized that features
inherent in a well designed spreadsheet environment can help make the concept of
"variable more intuitively accessible Introduction of spreadsheet modeling broadens the
range of potential answers to current questions concerning thought processes involved in

algebraic applications and problem solving.

In the past few years the professional literature has included an increasing number of reports

advocating use of computer spreadsheets to support and enhance mathematics teaching and learning. See.

for example, Bannard (1991). Cornell & Siegfried (1991). Fey (1989). Levin & Abrantovkh (1992),

Masalskl (1990). Maxim & Verhey (1988. 1991). McDonald (1988), and Pinter-Lucke (1992). Each of

these reports suggests appealing applications for spreadsheets in the mathemarics classroom, and each

report makes persuasive arguments relating spreadsheet solution processes to current needs In curriculum

reform. A spreadsheet environment is especially well suited to investigation of recursively defined

functions, which sometimes can be mote accessible for beginning algebra students than functions defined

in closed form.

There is also growing attention to the importance of visualization in mathematics learning.

Publications of the past decade are replete with teferences to the capabilities of computers to produce

visual representations of mathematical ideas and allow manipulation of the visual representations. (See.

for example, the variety of ideas in Zimmermann & Cunningham (1991).) Recent versions Of computer

spreadsheets (e.g.. Microsoft Excel. Version 4.0 (1992)) include extensive graphic capabilities that

facilitate dynamic manipulation of graphical representations of functions along with the analytic and

tabular representations.

This paper discusses aspects of a project that involved 32 teachers of mathematics in grades 1(42

in exploring spreadsheet peoblem-solving methods and developing models appropriate for classroom use.

Recursively defined functions, dynamically linked multiple representations, and visualization of functional

relationships were fundamental to the teachers' efforts.
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Participants

The context of the work was the 1992 Summer Institute of the Nonhen 'llifornia Mathematics

Project. Misty teachers of grades K-12 were selected from a pool of applicants. Selection criteria

included participants' potential for providing professional leadership in their districts and the state. An

additional seven teachers from past institutes were involved as mentor teachers and institute director, for

a total of 37 teachers. Of the 37 teachers Involved in the institute, 32 patticipated In the mathematical

modeling activities discussed in this paper. The 32 participants' teaching assignments at the time spanned

the range of K-12. with eight teachers of grades K-3, seven teachers of grades 4-5, seven teachers of

grades 6-8, and ten teachers of grades 9-12. Nearly all of the teachers had some previouiexperience with

a coinputer. Few had used a spreadsheet befbre. and none had used a spreadsheet for mathematical

modeling or problem solving. The activities discussed in this paper were one facet of the month-long

Institute. The software used was Microsoft Excel 4.0 (1992) for Madintosh.

Spreadsheet Models

Two examples were used to familiarize the teachers with the spreadsheet's capabilities: the

Fibonacci sequence and a square root extractor. Four other prepared examples were made available for

teachers to explore on their own.

The square root extractor was adapted from a model suggested by Masalskl (1990. pp. 8-9), based

on the following familiar algorithm to compute the square root of the number n:

step I. Estimate the square root of n.

Step 2. Divide n by the estimate f.,m Step I.

Step 3. Compute the average (arithmetic mean) of the esilmate from Step 1 and the quotient from

Step 2.

Step 4. Replace the Step I estimate with the average from Step 3. and repeat the Rocess wall the

desired precision is obtained.

Many of the teachers were already familiar with this algorithm. and it was easily implemented on

the spreadsheet, as shown In Figure I. The user chooses an "Input Number." ft, and an initial estimate

of the square root of rt. Changing the estimate can reveal patterns in the computations. For example, it

Is readily apparent that the algorithm approximates the square root more quickly (i.e., with fewer

iterations) when the Initial estimate is more accurate.

Adding a graphical representation to the spreadsheet display facilitates exploration of the model.

Features that ate not as readily apparent from the table of values become salient in the graph. For

example, while trying several estimates to explore the number of iterations necessary to approximate the

square root adequately. one Is likely to observe in the graph an apparent basic difference In the sequence
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of successive approximations.

depending on whether the initial

estimate is too large or too small.

As shown in Figures 2 and 3,

when the Initial estimate is

larger that the square root, the

algorithm produces a monotone

decreasing series of
approximations, each

approximation smaller than the

previous. However, when the

initial estimate ls smaller than

the square root, the graph begins

with a jump to a too large

approximation, then continues

with a monotone decreasing

series. Depending on one's

style, this can be &imply a

curious observation or a

compelling conjecture that

demands justification. Why

wouldn't a too small estimate

peoduce an increasing series that

converges on the square root

from below, as the too large

estimate does from above? Or.

given Me beginning jump from

Vokune 1

Figure 1. A square root extractor.
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Figure 2. A too large estimate produces a monotone decreasing
sequence.

too small to too large, why wouldn't the approximations be alternately too small and too large, with the

graph showing a dampening zigzag as it approaches the square root?

Teachers' Exploration

'eachers were given the following far questions to explore:

I. What difference does It make whether the initial estimate is close to the square root or very far
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2. What difference does

it make whether the

initial estimate is too

big or loo small?

3. What happens when

you use a negative

inidal estimate?

4. What happens when

you start with a

negative Input
Number. n?

Results of the first two
Figure 3. A too small estimate results in a jump to a too large
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negative estimate (Question 3) moused skepticism. Many participants predicted that it would not work.

and from die discussion it was apparent that for some of the participants, this prediction was based on the

general notion that when dealing with square roots, negative numbers "don't work." But as shown in

Figure 4, entering negative estimate simply produces a negative square root, and the graph of the

approximstions is a vertical reflection of that resulting from a positive estimate. The group as a whole

accepted this result fairly easily.

commenting about the difference

between making a negative

estimate and trying to take the

square root of a negative

number. This, of course, reimed

them for the fourth question.

Participants were more

confldent in their predictions for

Question 4. that a negative Input

Number, it, would be rejected or

produce an UM. Figure 5

shows a result of choosing a

negative input. The apparently
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chaotic behavior of the graph for

a negative a was startling, and it

led to much discussion,

experimentation. and

reexamination of the algorithm.

Some participants extended their

models to carry the algodthm

through 100 or more iPrations,

looking for possible patterns. A

few contemplated the dlttereace

between a mathematical concept

(square root) and an algorithm (a

means of extracting square roots
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under certain conditions). Because chaos had been a topic of earlier discussion, participants appreciated

the unexrected result of entering a negative rt, and they were enticed by the challenge to either find a

pattern to the function or find adequate evidence to conclude that the fUnction is truly chaotic.

Each of the obsavations above might have been accomplished from the spreadsheet's tables of

values, without the graphi. Howevet. It was the graphs that most often dreie attention lo possible patens

and that facilitated observation most effectively. A primary result of adding the visual representation

aprears to be to shorten the time to conjectures. The conjectures "jump right out at you." 'Men during

the focused activity of gathering evidence to support or refute a conjecture, the visual representation

continues to shortcut the data examination process. Patterns are simply easier to notice (andperhaps more

compelling) in a graph.

Teacher-Generated Models

Following the Introductory experiences outlined above, participating teachers were assigned the

task of developing their own spreadsheet models. Teachers worked in pairs, with partners of their ctmice.

The teachers produced 18 models, including 'magic square" builders, maximization problems involving

2- and 3.dimensional objects, population models, and a host of investigations and applications

incotporating Pascal's Triangle, fractals and chaos, and otha mathematical ideas.

Observations and Discussion

One fundamental difference between the spreadsheet environment and the ptoblem-solving

methods already familiar to the participating teachets Is the spreadsheet's facility to define variables for

a function by simply clicking on cells containing the needed quantity. For example, to define a function



that sums the contents of ceffs C3 and 132. It is not necessary to identify the cells, by row and column

Indexes and type "C3 + 1)2." Rather, the user can define a function by clicking the mouse on appeopdate

cells as needed. The user essentially says, "I want whatever is In this cell rclickl plus [press '+'I

whatever is in this other cell (*click')." and the function has been created. This approach appears to have

some of the same conceptual advantages as using open shapes (boxes, circles. etc.) instead of letters to

denote variables in introducing algebraic Ideas. like an open shape a spreadsheet cell can contain

different values, and directly choosing the cell as part of a function may help to construct the difficult

notion of "vadable."

Some teachers were more ready than others to take this 'naive" approach to creating functions,

and a variety of tactics emerged. For example, a first grade teacher and a high school teacher working

together chose to model the problem. "Would you rather receive a constant allowance of $10 per day or

1 cent the first day and double the preceding day's amount each succeeding day?" After beginning their

project, the high school teacher missed a session, and the first grade teacher was left to continue on her

own. It quickly became apparent that she was uying diligently to implement equations that her partner

had waked out and written down for her. She was having considerable difficulty, and she was convinced

that she could not complete the model without the help of her colleague. Despite this. she clung to the

equations on me paper and she was reluctant to try another approach. After finally being perraaded to

set the notes aside and take a fresh look at the problem on her own, she was able to construct two

columns for daily allowances, one beginning with $10 and computing each day "the same as yesterday."

and the other beginning with I cent and computing each day "two times the previous day." She then

constructed a cumulative total column for each alltiwance scheme, with each day's total "yesterday's total

rclickI plus today's allowance rcilckl." This was clearly more intuitively accessible to her than her

partner's formulas for linear and exponential growth with which she had been struggling.

Teachers' models targeted a wider grade level range than anticipated. ltas initial assumption was

that applications appropeiate for use in primary grade classrooms would not be found. In fact, several of

the teachers' models could be viable in some Ornery grades. One model, a television viewing habits

survey, was specifically designed with a second grade class in mind. Children enter information sad draw

conclusions about their daily and weekly use of time, as well as more long.terrn information such as how

much TV they will have watched by the time they graduate from high school if they contime watching

at their current fate.

Conclusion

This project involved experienced K- 12 teachers in mathematical modeling, using variables and

functions In a fundamental and intuitive context, and investigating the appropriateness of spreadsheet
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modeling in mathematics across grade levels. Visualization played a vital role in the teachers' model

building and exploration. In particular, having one or more graphs available on the same display with the

rest of the model (and dynamically linked to change with every change in the model) greatly enhatle2d

the process of making and testing conjectures.

A spreadsheet environment allows hinotions to be defined recursively and investigated

dynamically. Once a model is set up. the initial values can be altered to investigate any number of similar

problems. transforming a problem from a single instance into a rich generalization. Further, the

spreadsheet allows for specifying variables for a function by simply clicking on the cells containingthe

needed quantity. This facility may prove beneficial in forming the often difficult conceptof an algebraic

"variable."

Wagner and Kieran (1989, p. 231) suggest several identifiable dimensions of algebraic thinking

(Including, among others, use of variables, understanding of functions, symbol facility/flexibility.

generalizing, and ability to formalize arithmetic patterns). Two of the research questions posed by Wagner

and Kieran in this context are:

I. What kinds of thought processes are involved in various algebraic topics?

2. What kinds of thinking processes are required to apply algebra to problemsolving?

lhe potential answers to these two questions may well be broadened, and perhaps otherwise changed, by

the style of algebraic problem solving. Investigation, and visualization enabled through mathematical

modeling in a well designed spreadsheet environment
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OUT OF TIE CUL-DE-SAC?

Celia Hoy les & Richard Noss

Department of Mathematics, Utilities and Computing
Institute cf Education, Univewity of London

Summary: Students frequently construct and articulate mathematical

relationships which are general within a microworld yct are
interpretable and meaningful only by referersie to the specific

computational uttMg -- they construct situated abstractions.

Additionally, the computational setting can be exploited by the student

to provide scaffolding onto which they can hang their developing

idea. In this paper we de:cat and illustrate these ideas and draw out

some implications for research and development M. mathematics

education.

For some years now we have been researching questions in relation to mathematical

learning in the context of computational microworlds largely but not exclusively

exploratory Logo-based environments (see Hoyle. & Noss, 1992 for a summary of our own

and other research work in this field). During this time, a constant theme running

through OW work has been to try to unravel the relationship between ideas which the

learnt ^ brings to a mathematical situation, and three which are expressed in the course of

computational activities. In fact, we liss this as a more general issue: to make seine of the

ways in which the elements of a learner's mathematical knowledge coslasce thto cohetent

mathematical ideas and accept. We see the computer as much a means of wowing then

understandings and as a way of enhancing them.
We have established a framewodr within which to interpret chlidren's mathematical

behaviours, and it is this which we propose to outline and elaborate as far as space will

allow in this paper. Cur starting point was a recognition that a desirable feature of

mathematical learning environvents and one which can be more readily
operationalised in computational settings than am:where is kr pupils to be able to use

(U) mathematical tdeas before they 'understand them; mon predstly, to layer

understandings ln the course of use. In particular, we suggested that by using

mathematical ideas in suitablpdesigned environments, it is pool', to discriminate (D)

and generalise (G) these ideas and ultimately to synthesise (S) them with existing

mathematical understandings (see }kyles 1986, Noes & Hoyt., 1987).
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Since we suggested this model, we have concentrated our energies on two specific
aspects of the pralem. First, we want to derive a mechanism by which the proms U to D
and U to S actually occurs; that is, while we have plenty of examples (and I. situ
explanations) o& students using mathematical ideas to discriminate their essential
components and to tenerallm from than, we would like to elaborate a theoretical basi; foe
thew transitions between mathematical states, In order to recotnise (and perhaps,
'Accurate) them in more general ccateds. Second, we would like to bens: understand the
states themselves: what exactly do we man when we say someone has 'discriminated' the
elements of a mathematical concept, or when , we claim that they have made a
'generalisation'?

In our analysis of microworld interactions we have noticed two recurrent
phenomena: first, students frequently construct and articulate mathematical relationships
which are general within the microwoeld yet are interpretable and meaningful only by
reference to the specific (computttional) setting; and second, the computational settint can
be exploited by the student to provide them with hooks onto which they can hang their
developing ideas. In this paper we docribe and illustrate thae ideas and draw out some
implications for research and development in mathematics education.

Situated abstractions
We have coined the phrase situated abstraction to describe the first phenomenon, in
which students constructively generate mathematical ideas which are articulated in terms
of the medium of construction.. A situated abstraction is powerful enough to entirely
encapsulate a mathematical relationship, but, unlike its expression in mathematical
formalisation, it is bound into the setting, it is mediated by the technologyt and its
associated language. We will provide many examples below in our presentation from
different settings.

It I. clear that an abstraction such as this lacks universelity; in particular it lacks
precisely that element of (apparently) unmediated abstraction which is present in a
mathematical (and only a mathematical) discourse. Sut what it pins is that, within the
(computationil) medium in which it is arrested, it articulates a general relationship
which is structured by that environment. More importantly from a pedagogical point of
view it is constructed by a learner who may have no access to the semantics and syntax
of general mathematical language: it U the computational environment itself which
Weeds the opportunity to build such abstract:inns.

I Ote situation dour rot hen to involve the conceit= a mart than& involved Joe mad ditht
who, imenned at school in ter ale of rep and pegboards, salted that 'a Wine numater la one

which you can only make with a Ine.ot pig
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Scalia *ding
In observing children wocking in microwaids, we can argue loosely that 'the computer'

'offers them the opportunity to express themselves mathematically; well and goo& But

how? Can we be more predse about the medtanism which is in operation? Some while

ago, we proposed that the metaphor of soffolikg might be utefully applied to !hie kind

oi phenomenon (ime Hoyle., 1991, Hoyle* & Nees, 1987). Wood, Bruner and Ross (1979)

refer to the idea of scaffolding as graduated aosistance provided by an adult which offers

just enough support (and no more) when needed so that a child can voyage into his/her

rote ci proxinal development Mont generally, cognitive psychologists working within

this tradition have shown that hunting can be fecilitated by providing help in developing

an appropriate notated and conceptual framework for a new or complex domain,

allowing the learner to explore that domain extensively, then gradually faing that

support Learner partidpation is gradually increased . according to the needs and

learning pace of the individual.
We would like to extend the scaffolding metaphce into a computaticeal setting, and

in doing so, it is important to clarify at least three arms in which it differs from the kind of

process described by Bruner and his colleagues. Pintt the literature on scaffolding i mainly

cottentwd with the support of skills, and we would like to apply it the 11C4sitithill of

concepts. This I. not, of course, straightforward, as learning to do mathematics is hardly

comparable to say, basket weaving. Second, the traditional view of scaffolding is that it is

universal; that is, that having voyaged onto the scaffolding erected in the zone of proximal

development the child is assumtel to have 'developed' in a sense which I. independent of

the context in which the learning takes place, and the medium in which it I. exposed.

Our focus, conversely, focuess predaely on the setting, on the symbol system within which

the ideas are repressed, and mese particularly, the extent to which the scaffolding

nuchanian is domain contingent.
Most importantly, by extending the notion of scaffolding to a computationel context,

we are asking in what ways a computer might play the role neemally seedbed to a human

tutor. We need to clarify this point. What ate the new possibilities for learning

environments and new ways to conceptualise them, given the advent of sophisticated

computer technology? Our ccdcern is centred on mathematical expression:

Can we deecribe how scaffolding operates within computational environments

which provide a fluid and flexible supped system by means of which a child can build

situated abet:edit:me
Is it poesible for the computer environment to provide scaffolding for the

construction of situated abstractions in ways which ant sad the control ef the learner

and which arise from distinctive features of the computer environment, rather thah, say,

by the provision of a computer-tutor embedded in the program?
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Our experience leads us to believe that the scaffolding metaphor teken together with
the notion of situated abstraction may have potential in developing a coherent theoretical
framework for understanding chil&en's mathematical conceptual develcpment in
computer-based environments. For exempla, the transition from ening a mathematical
relationship between specific cases to writinz it in explicit general form is not
etraightforward. We.have indications that the computer may allow pupils to liar what is
varying and sketch out what might be the significant features of any relationships as
mediated by the software relsticeships that then can be constructed and wsted out. We
have also seen students using the computer as computational scaffolding in order to
sketch out partial solutions to mathematical problems, to avoid having to shoulder the
cognitive burden of solving the problem in its entirety and to 'add variables' at their
convenience. We have observed students construct an approximate or visual solution,
and then aware of its limitations use this as a means to generate a more analytic
strategy. Most promisingly, the scaffolding metaphor may help in conceptualising child-
computer interactions: in particular fading again, under student control rather than as a
decision (implicit or otherwise) of the tutor becomes a means by which the student
might be encouraged away front medium-specificity, and towards the abstraction of
mathematical structures and relationships.

Rather than developing these arguments in the abstract, we now turn to a geometrical
example which will serve to focus the discussion.

An Example Interacting with Cabd G4omere2
CleG and Musha (age 14) were given the two flags shown in Figure 1.1 when cee was the
image of the other after a reflection. Their task was to find the 'mirror line' the line of
symmetry. They did not know the constructions necessary, and so, not unnaturally, they
dragged tiw basic points', playing within Cabri to fry to generate some dues. Slowly the
activity became more focused and they started a little mcee systematically to drag the first
flag about the screen, noticing the effects on the image. In using the medium in this way,
they gradually developed a sense of where the mime must k until, after a short while,
they could point to its position with certainty. But this intuitive certainty in itselfgave no
help as to how to construct tlw mirror after all, to do so would require a language and
notation not necessarily a mathematical one, but one which would allow them to
express their intuition by more than simply pointing to the screen.

2 OM Gemlike is a liudtdein postetr; postern within the gene of (but eignifiandy &Meek
from) Geowebry boy*, out Cocenetty Seettived.
3 Dragging le a Suture in COW In *Aid+ my bask poke In a constructicecot be 'picked up ' by the
roues and roved about the won.
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Having developed this intuition, Cleo picked up the mouse, and started to drag the

topmost and bottom-mcet points together (figure 1.2). 'That's id they both exclaimed,
drawing the line Joining these intersections wfth their fingers at the screen. They went

further and dragged all the equivalent points together and in this way, actually
'constructed' the required line (Fig 1.3 illustrates the process). They were completely

confident at this point that they hed articulated (not vetbally, but within the Caini system)

the mtror line to the two flap that is they had constructed a situated abstraction:

The mirror line is whet you see on the serer is If you drag points and their images

together

Figure 1.1

Lim f arsimity (Not*sad

Figure 1.2 Figaro 13

Now this is a completely correct strategy for finding a mirror line. The situated

abstraction exactly expresses where it is, and the method is precisely generalisable to all

reflection& On the other hand, it is self-evident that it is only meaningfuland perhaps

most importantly constructelde using the scaffolding which operates within this
particular computational environment In this case (it is not always so easy) Cleo and

Musha were able to dispense with this particular scaffold. Onctthey had 'seen' where the

mirror line actually must be, they were able to surmise that they could 'fix if by
constructing the midpoints of the lines Joining two pairs of equivalent points.

How far do they construe this as a general strategy which can be applied with, say,

paper and pencil? Constructing midpoints might appear on the surface to be easily
'transferable': but thirty are not so simple. Papsr and pencil constructionwould demand

comPassis (or, of courts. umaeutementi); Cabri necessitates the opening of the approceiate

menu item and cliddng on two pointo. It is clear that these actions ars only 'the same'

from a very general mathematical perspective one in which thu role of the midpoint is

Ii
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already understood. But the differences and therefore, the difficulties of seeing the
mathematical abstraction in the situated one should not blind us to the fact that there
are similarities as well. Tbe Cabri midpoint is itself an abstraction. It wraps up much of the
process of construction into a single action we art using abstraction hue (confusingly)
in its standard mathmnatkalkomputsr4cience sense. The computer, ior example, 'knows'
what kinds of objects it 'needs' foe a midpoint a line segment or a pair of points. So
sows of the mathematical essence of the midpoint comes mady-made, it becomes both an
object, end tool with which to construct further objects. This duality is, of course, at the
root of mathematical activity, and it is predsely this duality which many have considered
to be so problematic (see, for example, the work of Douady, 1991).

Coodeding Remarks
Now that wi have bosun to make sense of our own findings within the
scaffolding/situkted abstraction framework, we have to admit that we have started to
notice them elsewhere. As an example, Comfrey, Smith, Piller° and Rissuti (1991) report
that they found a keystroke momenta** of functions (as undertaken on a calculator) to
be an efficient way for students to come to terms with the operational character of the
function. One can imagine how students build up and represent functions using the keys
of the calculator matched to feedback from the display as scaffolding for their situated
abstraction. This approach is completely general and understandable provided of course
you are familiar with the meaning of the keystrokes!

What can we learn from this and all our own examples? In the first place, we would
like to draw attention, to the status of a situated abstraction, as lying somewhere on a
dimension between intuition and fully-fledged mathematical abstraction. Consider the
two itudents trying to find the mince line with Cabri. We have seen how they appeared to
be 'certain of where the line should be, but unable to articulate how the position should
be derived before they experiment with the software. So what do they know initially?
Where the line should be, in the sense that it either looks right' or it doesn't. What in
fact, is 'missing' is that they are unable to develop a mathematical model from their
intuitive knowledge: they know when something is a reflection and when it is not, but
they are unable to conshect the mirra (oe indeed if given the mince and the object the
reflection). Why? Because construction implies an explicit appreciation of the
relationships that have to be respected within any situation, a mathematical model ci the
situation (how else do you know what to focus on, and what to ignore?).

It is here that we gain some insight into the scaffolding role of the computer. For
without the computer, such a model can only consist of sans formal mathemitical
material Imowledge about perpendiculars, equal length constructicms etc. In Cabri,
that knowledge is wrapped up into a computational model in this case, a model of
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Euclidean 'knowledge'. And so the level is notched up a rung or two: and abetractions can

be made which are situated within the existing model. *premed through 'statements'

(moos, dicks, pieces of programs etc.) which me already expressions of mathematical

abstractions. Here, by the way, is a criterion for establishing thc potential of mathematical

software the extent to which it manages to encapsulate or abetted a coherent and usable

sot oi amputationally-mediated tools.
Knowing roughly when a reflection looks right I. a valuable intuition hum which

can be built a situated mathematical abstraction with the tools available. But this is not the

end of the story. How do we interpret then studentconstructions? And how do we bridge

the evident gap between these mediated articulations and those that somehow transcend

the medium? This is not so straightfceward mit seems, es it presupposes that we can really

think of the issue as one in which 'the same' mathematics is expressed in two 'different'

media? Such a view presupposes that there is a mathematics which encapsulates the

essence of both situations. To consider this issue in detail would few into the uncharted

waters of philosophy we would need to consider just exactly what the relationship is

between concrete experience and mathimaticel abstraction. liut even from a psychological

point of view, it should be clear that while we might want to consider a mathematical

essence shared by, say, Cabri sundry and Euclidean geometry in terms of constructions

and theceems, they are certainly not the same for the child.

We conclude with two further questions: first, if situated expritsion of mathematical

relationships and formal mathematical discourse are two sides of the same mathematical

coin, we might all into question the gamut of research methodolosies which theist on

identifying transfer from one to the others. There is (now) mon than one way of

appreciating and expressing mathematical relationships, even of Conalructinj new

mathematical objects. Perhaps we should acknowledge that mathematical *erections are

situated, all offer important insights, and to broaden our view of what counts as

mathematical cultures.
The second pent is a partial converse of the first. Turning away from geometry, ice

example, can algebraic language be viewed itself as a medium to scaffold students'

conceptual development? In our opinion there is noontological reaeon why not it is

just that school algebra is usually not regarded as a constructive language We contend

that differences are not to much those of learning but are more to do with what is regarded

as legitimate mathematics (this issue is explored in more depth in Noes (in press)). The

challenge then becomes one of designing learning environments (involving computers or

4 See, tor tamp* jam Lye's eloquatt critique et the awake methodology: Lye J. (19111)

Cepitien Melia Cernitddge, UK: CUP
5 Vie would nther not Ye tekst to be implying Mat traditional mathemedal expresaion is net

wolthwitle only I* ewe may be more thin one way to express!
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not) in order that students can exploit them u scaffolding for the articulation of situated
abstractions. At the same time, we need to work on the spedficities of computational
environments which offer ways out of the cut-de-sec within which a strictly situated view
of leaning traps us.
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TECHNOLOGY IN THE LEARNING OF FUNCTIONS:
PROCESS TO OBJECT?

Caroir non, Maurice Geramon, tansy Leo Mdre Boileau
Dipartement de Mathethatiques et crinformatiqus

Univereith du Quebec I Montreal

This study of algebra Warning ki a computer environment aimed atevictkig the nahn of
th cognitiv shift that is Involved in extending a numerical, process-oriented
perspective of function* mid their represantettne to a form-orianted, structural one. By
means of a single-subject case-study of a 14-yomold who had already spent 20 hours
'earning to solve problems in the function-band, problemsolving CARAPACE
environment but sho had not yet been introduced to traditional algebraic mafdpulation,
we foamed the sub** ovolvkig awareness of different families of functions mid of the
role of parameters at certain functions over the IMMO Of 12 asolont During dm study,

there was no exPlicil teaching; rather the inbrvontions look the form of a Our:lured
sequence of tasks accanpanied by probing questions. We found that the**eat,
numerical approaches massed to tookve will respect to s if representations. However,
he did not become aware of Me possible general tom* of the notaticasi representations
that could be associated with the information he was able to der** from other
representatimm of those functions.

There is a whole spectrum of possible ways to teach algebra; nevertheless, ail c4 them can to roughly

divided Into two groups, according to the basic approach they promote:
a) the more traditional approach based on Wading algebraic techniques (such so manipuiation of

formulae, solving equation and inequalities, etc.) with no overall conceptual ironworka bottom-
up gown In which Ple unifying concept of function comes late with no real oonnection to the
techniques;

b) the functional approach: The unifying concept of function is introduced at the very beginning end
ail slosbra is then bu& up from N.

On the face of it, the second approach is prelaralae, as k has the potential of making the leaning much
more meaningful. Indeed, may leachers. Curriculum developers, and meorchers seemb take the
educational advantegee of this approach for granted. However, new empirthal findings (e.g.,
Linchoski & Sind, 1991; Moschkovich, Schwind, & Amen, in pros) show that the functional
approach, if adopted from the very beginning, may be quite difficult for the student. This finding gets
its support end explanation from the freshly developed theory of process-01Oct duality of
mathematical thinkingor theory of reification (Sind. 1991; Sind & Unchavsid, in press) *Weil
implies that new mathematic:3 °blots. such as functkins, we not readily accessible fa studentsand

may not be well understood until th undedying mathematicd processes have been learned and
interiodzed.

The functional approach to algeba may now become much more feasible, thanks the Increasing
acceesibility of canputer-generated graphical representations. As has been pointed out by many
researchers Dreyfue, 1991) visual means may have benekcisi Wads on mathematics, thinidng.
One poesibie evionation for this phenomenon Is that visualization is coneldered lo Waste the
eoquisition of structural concepticee. Thanks le new lechno:ogical means, graphical representations
may now be ueed and annyzed even before algebraic symbolism has been introduced.
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The aim of the stock), reported in this paper was to explcce the feasibility of extending a functional.
prooess-miented encroach to an obdct-oriented one when it is supported by the Intensive use of
graphical reccesanktions. By means of a single-subdct caddludy of a 14yearold who had already
spent 20 hours teaming to solve problems in a funthon-based, problem-solving, computer
environment (Gammon, Kirwan, I Bohm, 1993), but who had not yet boon infroducad to traditional
algebraic manipulation, we followed the subdcl's evolving awarened of different denim of functions
and of the rod of pommies of certain functions. During the mealy, there was no smith leaching:
rather the klervenlions took the foem of a structured sequence of tanks accdsnpanied by probing
questions. Our objective was thus not only to see how effective this sequence would be in helping
our sublect to develop objethoriented ccoosplIons of functions, but also So uncover some of the
omits. processes Involved in acquiring these conceptions.

Theoretical Framewevk

The historical-psychological analysis of different mathematical definitions and representations shows
that abstract notions such as number and function can be conceived in two fundamentally cfrldront
ways: structurally (as objects) cc operationally (as ptocesses). The two approaches are
contrasted in the tollowing way:

There is a deep ontological gap between operational and sbuctural conceptions. Seeing a
mathematical entity as an cbdct means being webs of referring to it as if it was a real thing-a
static structure. existing somewbete in space and time. It deo means being abis to recognize
the idea'at a glance' and to manipulate it as a whole, without going into details. .. in =Cast

_interpreting a notion as a process imthes reganfing it as a potential rather than actual entity,
which comes into existence upon request in a sequence of sicked. Thus, whereas the
structural conception is static instantaneous, and kdegrativa, the csdrational is dynamic,
sequential, and detailed. (Staid, 1991, p. 4)

The process-oriented smooch, as we envisage it within the context of teething algebra from a
functions perspective, involves essentially using a pcint-wise lens to view graphs and their misted
repreientaticns. Wdh this approach studsids wcik with vatfables and overate on numbers, replacing
the might's by different numbers. Numerical calculations are art integral part of this perspective. This
Is in contrast with an obdthorisnied approach in which students work with petwnsfets and operate on
vadabies and thek expressions (not necessarily using standard algebrdc syrnbolism). lire, the form of
the functional expressions is a key consideration. In a process-oriented approach, the focus is on x-y
or input-output pairs which ere usod to generate pdlltI ;rod on the computationd process involved in
-going, in gametal, from a non-graphical rspresentetIorla graphical one. Graphical interpretations
tend to be local; even if giobai interpretations are requsted, they lend So be justified In teems of
process-based mmtenations.

The process-otiented appoisch is embedded in the CARAPACE computer environment (Soleau
Gammon, 1991: Boileau, Kieran. if Garanoon. 1993). CARAPACE is a piece of software that was
designed to foster a functional approach to problem *thing (Kieran, Boileau, I Garangon, 1993). It
kwolves student-constmcSed translation of wobism situatione into generalized statements (program
algorithms) consisting of sequences of significantly-named varlet4ss and operations. The ttial-and-
error guesses subesquently generated by the student in attempting to solve a cdthism related to the
functional situation we waded kt the form of input-output pairs In both tables and graphs. The
resulting points of the Cartesian graph can be shifted dynamically by moucroentered actions on the
axes of the gulch. YAM this approach, conekisrable emphasis is plead on the undedying process by
which additional input-output paks are generated end on the corresponding propetties of the sets of
points reccesenting particular functional relationships, In both tabular end graphical representations.
One of the pedagogical decisions_ of the CARAPACE team has taken the tam of extending the
process-oriented approach So incksde an object-oriented approach. Thus, the process-otiented
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approach Is expanded to integrals both the graphing ol sets of pokes *tidy can be made to acpar
continuous and also the Inks between their shape and the =responding notational and tabular
recceeentations. This kids eventually to a study of the rots of ftmdlond prams** and the venous
ways in which they can be represented mid manipulated. In the shift to an obloctdnenrad approach, a
curve lens is used to view graphs and Wyk related representation& The locus is on the global aspects
of graphs and thsk interpretation. Students exenine dosses of functims and the key features that
account for the variation among mint= of a din, in other wads, the role of Mrsmetere aft fh
shape and impedes of the graph. The key issue Mre, and kr this study, is the nature of the
cognitive shift that is involved In extending a numerics!, process-oriented perspective to a torm-
odented. structural one.

The Study

This study is part of a long-term research program on the development and use of the computer
environment, CARAPACE. es a tool for inirodudng certain conceptud aspects of algebra Some of
our pest studies have focused on: a) the processes wed in generating functional algorithmic
representations (Kieran. Belleau, & Garancon, 1989); b) the kinds ol strategies students adopt in
reading and using tabular representations (Kieran. Garancon. Boileau. & Pelletier. 1988); c) the
procemes used in sating problems once the procedural representation has boa generated (Kieran,
Boileau, & Garancon, 1992); d) the beGinnings of a transition to algebraic symbolism (Gararcon,
ninth, & Bclisaj. 1990: Luckate. 1993); and e) the strategies students um In prodming, Interpredng,
and modtying graphs of fundionsi situations (Garancon, Kieran, & BAWL 1993).

The study reported in this leper is me that involved a 14-yemold student, whom we shak call Kim,
who was in the eighth grade. Hs marks in mathematics were above the class avenge. He was one of
our sublects in the previoue year's study =kg which time he was introduced to pcobeem solving in the
CARAPACE environment and to the use of Cartesian graphs as a tool kr locating the soketion Interval
for certain typos of word problem& A brief overview of tOrn's probismsolvIng *made* at the outset
of this study is as klows. When Kim was pommelled with a problem (see Figure la). he =sly carried
out a numerical thal In order to help duty the problem situation (see Figure lb). From this, he
generated a program algorithm (see Figura 1c) and than went to the table of values to both retry his
paper-and-pencil value and enter it few additiond ones. Than, he gsnorally examined the graphicai
representation and often und this to find the problem solution (ms Figure 1d). (Note that the
headers of the CARAPACE *crew shown in these figures, m well at the program exempts, are in
French because the study was canted out in that language; all problem questions and protocol.
exempts have. however, been translated for this paper.)

We conducted 12 one-hour sessions with Kim during the winter term of the 1902-1993 ached year,
usually at a pace of two semetons per week. in esch session, the interviewer presented Klm with
functional situationsas opposed to problems to be solvedwhich he was to footstool in the
CARAPACE computer environment with three different representations: Ingram algorithms, 1s9les of
values, and Cartesian graphs. Al masicas were videotaped and traneerbsd; the complAst work w99
recorded In dribble files.

The first five sessions, which included a pretest, focused on Inear functions. The next seven *salons
were devoted k quadratic functions (problem situations dealing wah am, ticket sales, stopping
distance of a car, throwing a ball. Wc.) end the comparison al quadratic and Inur lundions in various
ref:cementations, as vest as petted. (Nde that we had Odginsay Wended kokklude euponerilel
functions in the study, but changed Olt minds Oen we reeked that most of our emonsnlial situations
would involve the use of percentage& a conceptual area that in an sailer study, was found to be
difficult one for rainy etude= of this grade level.)
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A local besketball team is going to a townament k .ris. A group ot lane would Ike to go b chew for
thek %ern. A travel agent arranges the Wowing 6,, For a group of 20 tank the cod is $500 per fen;for each fen over 20. the owt tor sach pence le mama by $2. 11ho agent wants to take st least$30000. how many fans must go?
Figure la
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Figure lb Figure to

Figures ld

The flavor of the functional situations that we wesented to Kan is ihistrated by the following three
examples. The ikst exempla cornea from &mobil 5:

There are two students who wouid Ike to earn some money during the summer by painting
houses. Each deckles to charge $10 on hour. They also have fixed costs which they charge
even II no work is done. The het student dirges $8 for his flx01 code and the second U.
1. Write a program *kWh will abase whet each ot the students meant
2. Ask for a graph Immo b 4 hours ot wait using a step size ot 1.
3. Moab. who/ you see in the table of wires.
4. Suppe' the' a thIrd student decides to camels tvilh the other two. He wants to charge $10
en hour too, but Ns fixed costs We only O. Predict what the graph of tie student's possible
wages wit look Ike.
5. Suppose that a fourth student enters the pieure. He also charges $10 an hour, but his fixed
costs are $12. Predict what the ma* ot this student's posable wages 'Milo& Ilka.
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Rgure 2 presents the last vetsion of Kim's program find siso the graph of this program tor kasgrel
values of the input variable kom 0 to 4.
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Figure 2

The second example concerns the following problem situation taken from Session 7: 'The length of a
rectangular field is sight meters more thin the .4idth. Write a program which can calculate the pollinator
and the area ol the %id. Kim wrote ins PfCcrign OhOVM io Fltaxs 3.

Figure 3 Figure 4

After Kim had written the program presented In Figure 3, Session 7 proceeded as follows (I Is kr the
Interviewer; K le torKkl0:

I: What do you expect the graph b look like for the two of them?
K: They will be a INe curved and they will go up.

Would you do a itee drawing to show me (see Figure 4).

I:. OK. Now do the graph on the computer.



K: OK (see Hgrxe 5). The green is not the earns curve as the red. (The rewlerw note the
in the.CARAPACE environment each function is plotted it a Mersa color.)
b Mat lee of curve isii?
K: N is not a arm lesjuel a oakum°
b Do you have any idea why?
K: I thket because al 0 it woukl be 16, at 1 it souk! be 20. at 2 e woukl be 24. Them is always a
jump of 4.
I: Let's look at the table of values to see that a We better (see Nuns 6). Now tee me about the
perimeter.
K: apes up always by 4. That makes es reaulaity and makes it cas *edit instead of forming 4
atittagiA1414h4EScht.
I: Mat makes that one cave?
X: When the cadence Is not the same (pointing to successive points of the graph).
I: OX, and the table of values, what makes the delerenos?
K: Here hom 910 20, there's 11. Then from 20 to 33, It's 13; then 15, then 17, aid so on.

Figure $

A third example of the idnds of hake used in the sksdy Is taken horn Session 10:

Enter the following program: 3 xabas a
x* x b

where x is an input and a and b are outputs. Predict the graphs. (After seeing the graphs),
explain why the graphs re the way they we in terms of the program. And N we change the 3 in
3 * x to -3, how would the graph look? And so on.

Findings

The most salient finding of our study was the persistent devreopment of Kim's numerical approaches
for U611119 with tasks Involving various rePresentations of fundions. One charectedetic of Kim's
numerical resourcefulness wu illustrated in the prevlouety-sun excerpt from Session 7 when we
noted how Kim used a table of values to explain whyone of the graphs was Naas and the other was
notin terms of a =slant difference from one output value to the next versus a changing difference.

During successive sessions, Kim wee asked a varietyof questions that could have been answered by
referring to the form of the program, but never were. His Justifications were always numerical. For
example in Session 10, he was asked to generate a program which had a line for Ns graph. He thought
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of a simple coated (a helium-lied balloon rising st a rale of 2 meters/second. which he remembered
from the previous session) which he expressed with the program "et 2 gbma h. He was than asked
to generate a program show gragb would not pass through the orn; this led to 'm 2 + 1 Math.*
Thirdly, he was asked lo goner** am which climbed fester (to use his vocebulery), to which he
produced 'In 5 + 1 am ht.' When asked to explain why this would climb faster, he replied:
'Because here if you put 1 (in m 2) I gives 2. end here I you put 1 (In m 5) it gives 5; Wshigher.'

In the next question of Session 10. Kim was asked lo write a program which would prod's:* a curve for
its graph. He Vs:tight of a context and mentally substituted a km values (0, 1. 2) to see If they moulted
in a nonconstant differenrA for successive Ors of output vskas. He showed no sign of being awwe
of and being able b rely upon specific tom* such as X2 (or x* 4 Men he Maly generated by Mal-
and-error a program that yielded the curve shown in Nue 7, he was asked if he oouid produce one to
go b the other **ace. Again, he resorted b Insi-and-error numerical verillcalions.

Figure a

In Session 11, he was asked to enter the program 3(x + 5) On De and 10 try id and* addthdr
program without parenthesis that would give the same graph. He thought for a wMe and then begat
to write down a table of values (sie Figure 11). He calculated the cifferences and thus wet able to cane
up with the program '15 + x 3 glygi le When asked by the interviewer he could go dkectly from
3(x + s) to 95 + x 3, he said lie could not. This example suggests Ole dramatically that
students who have not yet learned to arty out some basic symbol manipulation might be hampered in
their explorations of alternate tomb of expressions and in their attempts to generate equivalent
relations.

One of the queetions of Vie last session was designed to disclose what reodurces Kim might fall back
on if he were not permitted to rely upon his numerical approaches. It involved a set of 11 program
xcerpts (e.g., x x -105 a)m and for each one lOrn was asked to state, 'without doing any
calculations In his head', which ones would have a graph that forms a line and which would hme a
graph that loons curve. For d of those expansions having more then one occurrence of x. Kim
responded that they would produce a curve. Thus, over the course of Vie study, he had not bacons
aware of the crucial efferenose between, for exempts, x x and x + z with respect lo their graphs.
When esked to draw a rough sketch of the graphs of these programs, he graphed x + xpet es he had
graphed x re, In addition, he staled that he had no Idea how to do the grabii x x - 105.

In a subsequent question Wing him to write a program Vial would celoiele the area ole rows when
the length of the side le suppled and to predict the graph that would result, he drew a hall-parabola but
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with the concavity invented. After viewing the computer-generated graph of his function, he was
asked to modify the program so that the grai:th would pass through the point (0, 10) indeed of through
the origin. He relied coos more co numerlod trial-andinor. not realizing that the vim* addition of 10
to x x would do the job. Even though thire had been several indirect attempts to focus his-
Mention on the form of these second-degree programs. he hed not abstracted the ox2 + c form nor
the role of the two parameters a and c. (MN* the there had been no intent on our pot to !nazis in
this study any enildt fooning on the role of the parameter bin y= ai2+ bx + c)

A rental issue is the question of whether ot not tor Sneer functions Kim had abstracted the ex + b fonn
or whether he was always relying on numerical testing. One of the paned tasks, on the grouping of
contextuslized functional situallons, indicated that Kkn dd not perceive N Sneer situations to be of the
same type, that is, of the az + b type with only the a end b varied. He classified linearly decreasing
functions as belonging to a different group from the broody increasing functione.

Concluding Remarks

So what rid lOrn loon?
1. He learned how to read a table of values and to decide which ones did not represent linear
situations due to the nonconstant differences. In the pretest, he had no global strategies for reading
tables: he had to calculate Input-output values in order to decide if e table of vans matched or did not
match a certain program.
2. He learned to read a graph and to decide il it corresponded globally to a program by tooling at
vertical defames to see if they were the same or changing. In the pretest, he had to use coordinates
of points substituted into the program algorithm to see if they oorreepcaded tc a given ceogram.
3. He learned to predict the shape of the graph from a program by carrying out mentrl calculations
involving, ueunly, three values.
4. He teemed to translate certain tables of values kilo Sneer crogrems.

Mid did Kim not kown?
1. He did not teem to abstrad from a graphical representation the possible general forms of the
programs thet mkt have fooduced It.

2. He dld not learn the role of the parameters for *note quackatic fun:lithe ol the form aA2 + c

Kim dearly evolved In his global approaches to interpreting functional situations and their
representations. However, he did not reed' the levels of ccocepluellzation that we had suspected he
might attain kt terms of the procees-ot+ect distinction thd were describod briefly in the only pert of
this paper, Kim had, al the asset of lhis year's study, a Idnd of understanding of functional problem
solving that could be charederized as process-oriented. This kriowledge became more relined over
the course of the study in that he learned to reed the tatder end graphical representations in such a
way as to extract information of a more global nature frinn them. Nevertheless, his awareness of the
form of a notational aigoritnnic reoseentatim did not evolve fo the extent Int he could read Its bonny
or discuss the role of the perimeters directly in rqn-numedcel *me. One of the major issues here Is
the role of symbol manipulation. Kim had not yet learned to simony algebraic expression to a
canonicei foam The awe of such price imowledge not only on the development of Kim's awareness
of the nolaticoal forms of various famine of functions but aleo on his initial epproaches to representing
functions In a procedural/algorithmic manner might have bean such as lo prcduce results profoundly
different from rizee tut took dam.

In a recent study invoinng en otjectnelented spprosch to the nothing of graphs with subjects who
had all had some prior instruction in symbol manipulation, MoschkovIch, Schoenfeld, and Arcavi (In
press) found that 'coming to grips with the object perspective takes time (p. 25). ki that regard, the
study described ki this paper was no exceptkth. We found that certain basic facets ol an otject
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conamushization of functions, such as the forme of finalise of functions and the role of parameters.
can take considerably longer to develop in their volution from a process to an object
conceptualization than one might expect. This study *ma provides further evidence in support of
Stard's (1991) claim that an object conoeptualzalicn comes neither welly nor quiddy.
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Modeling Using Geometry-Based
Computer Technology

Jean-Marie Laborde
Grenoble University

Abstract

In the recent past it has been pointed out frequently that
modeling is an important issue in the formation and appropriation of
scientific knowledge. Here we will focus on the central role of basic
and more advanced geometry knowledge for general scientific'
modeling.

We will show how software, based on new computer hardware
and software technology, such as Cabri-geometré or Geometer's
Sketchpad, can be used as a tool to practice modeling. The
presentation will be illustrated with examples taken from maths
(perspective drawing, space geometry, function graphing in polar and
Cartesian coordinates, regression and least square approximation),
mechanics (statics, composition of forces), optics (reflected images in
ordinary and spherical mirrors, refraction, theory of the rainbow),
physics (field theory, gravity, electricity), and astronomy (seasons,
moon phases).
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APPROACHING INFINITY: A VIEW FROM COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

Rafael Nilfiez E,

Department of Psychology. University of Fribourg, Switurlant
Institute of Cognitive Studies. University of California at Berkeley

Abstract
In spite of the important role that infinity has played in almost every branch of human
knowledge, cognitive psychology hasn't studied this concept deeply enough. We believe
that different concepts of infinity, associated with different qualities and features, make
active different cognitive processes. Some intuitive aspects related to infinity in plane
geometry were studied by means of certain situations based on a theoretical classification.
The population consisted of subjects aged 8, 10, 12 and 14 years (n=172). Results show that
for some cases older subjects were better equipped to deal with, whereas for other cases
(related to convergence) they had more problems than the younger subjects. Some
differences concerning intellectual performance were found, mainly for the groups of 70
and 12 years.

The famous mathematician David Hilbert stated: 'The infinite!, No other question
has ever moved so profoundly the spirit of man; no other idea has so fruitfully

stimulated his Intellect; yet not other concept stands in greater need of clarification than
that of the infmite..." (cited in Maor, 1987, p. vii). Nearly 50 years after Hilbert's death,
what has been done in the disciplines that study knowledge, cognition and education to
respond to this important challenge?

Throughout history the controversial and elusive concept of infinity has played an
important role in almost every branch of human knowledge. In mathematics its study

has presented many difficulties and in mathematics education, it is widely known that
students face many problems when they study notions related to infinity. Such an
important and particular concept of human mental activity should be an interesting
subject for cognitive psychology. Paradoxically, none of the different theoretical
approaches in cognitive psychology has studied this concept enough (Fischbein et al. 1979;
Ntiflez, in press). In order to overcome this situation we suggest to consider the cognitive
activity that infinity in mathematics requires as an independent scientific object, as many
others are (e.g., ratio and proportion, functions, recursion and programming). This could
help us to build a theoretical corpus that permits the creation of new concepts for a better
discrimination and explanation of the phenomena that now aren't well identified. We
believe that different qualities and features associated with endless iterations and with
other concepts related to infinity, make active different cognitive processes, and because

On leave, supported by a Swiss National Science Foundation fellowship (No 8210-033279).
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of this they should be studied systematically. According to this idea, we have conceived a
classification of "different" infinities.

aassifying infinities from a cognitive viewpoint
The following classification supposes that, from a cognitive point of view, at the

very base of the notion of infinity lies the operation of iteration. It has been conceived to
study naive approaches and intuitive psycho-cognitive aspects of the concept of infinity
as pure as possible (i.e., trying to isolate the mathematical training). By intuition we
understand "direct, global, self-evident forms of knowledge" (Fischbein et al, 1979, p. 5).
For this reason we have focused our study on the domain of plane geometry, in which it
is possible to ask children about number and sizes of figures without recalling specific
school-learned knowledge or technical notions. The cases of the classification are
conceived as different types of transformations applied to plane figures (e.g., polygons). In
order to simplify and to make operational our approach, we assumed that a plane figure
can be transformed (its attributes being operated iteratively) in terms of number
(cardinality (S)), and/or in space ((S); vertically and/or horizontally, being enlarged (D) or
diminished (C)). Thus, this classification intends to differentiate the following aspects
related to infinity.

The first aspect considered is the Type of infinity ("big" or "small" infinities). That
is, whether it is conceived, after a divergent (Im)) or convergent (T(0) operation of
iteration. From a developmental point of view, important evidence shows that the idea
of convergence is mastered and understood much later than that of divergence (Piaget &
Inhelder, 1948; Langford, 1974; Taback, 1975). Moreover, the study of the history of the
concept of infinity in mathematics reveals a similar tendency (NUilez, in press). The
second aspect is the Nature of the content of the operation of iteration (r.finite quantities
or infinite big or small spaces). That is, whether the content is cardinal (ME) or spatial
(N(s)). We believe that a distinction between a cardinal content and a spatial content
should be made, especially when talking about infinity. We share the opinion of D. Tall
who says "cardinal infinity is ... only one of a choice of possible extensions of the number
concept case. It is therefore inappropriate to judge the 'correctness: of intuitions of
infinity within a cardinal framework alone, especially those intuitions which relate to
measurement rather than one-one correspondence" (Tall, 1980, p. 271). The third aspect is
the Coordination of type & nature (T(D)N(s); TanN(s); T(oN(s)). If we consider that
there are two attributes iterated simultaneously, this is another aspect to be studied. In
our opinion, what is interesting is not only to observe how many, attributes should be
coordinated in a given situation, but to observe what are the attributes of these elements.

These different qualities of the operations related to infinity could be represented
in a 3-dimensional space (Miller, 1991), a space of transformations (Figure 1), where axes
are each of the most simple qualities that an attribute infinitely iterated may have
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(T(D)N(a); T(D)N(s); T(C)N(s)). Points in the space are each of the combinations of
coordinations that hypothetically make active different processes from a cognitive point

of view. We believe that such a model facilitates the conception and the
operationalization of our hypotheses. For instance, among other hypotheses we could

mention that, in general the closer one gets to the origin (no transformation), the easier

to deal with the transformation; that situations on axis T(c)N(s) are more difficult than

those on axis T(D)N(s) (due to the differences of difficulty levels between divergence and

convergence mentioned above); that situations related to infinity represented by points

on plane C are much more difficult to deal with, than those on A or B (because there is a

coordination of qualities different in type and Nature, which demands an activity of a

superior level than that demanded in plane A or B, where at least qualities of the same

order are present type (divergence) and nature (space) respectively). Besides,these aspeqs

may vary according to age, intellectual or academic performance and/or gender.
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Method
Procedure

The study considered two parts. The goal of the first part was to explore with a

quantitative approach the different cases of the classification, by means of questionnaires.

In the second part we studied in depth, by means of individual interviews (approx. 50

minutes), four of the cases of our classification (cases 2-V1 2-11/M, 2-11Ia and 2-111b; see

Figure 1), judged to be most interesting ones after the analyses of the results obtained in

the first part. In this article, only some of the results of the first part will be analyzed.

Two variables related to performance were studied: Intellectual performance measured

by the Raven test and academic performance (studied only in the second part) measured
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by the marks obtained both. in mathematics and in French (official language at school). In
the first part the Raven test and the questionnaires were administrated during school
time in the classroom. The individual interviews took place six months later and were
videotaped.

Subjects

In the first part participated 172 students of two schools of the city of Fribourg, aged
8, 10, 12 and 14 years. Boys and girls were equally represented. Nearly 20% of this
population participated in the second part (N..32; 8 subjects by age group, half high and
half low intellectual-academic performers in each group).

Material

The cases of our classification were operationalized by means of geometrical figures
that were transformed according to a certain rule (e.g., growing or diminishing in size, or
number). The subjects were asked to explain what would happen with the "path around
the figure" (perimeter) and the "amount of painting needed to color" the figure, as the
transformation* continues further and further "without stopping."

Results

The answers to what happen with the perimeter and the area were grouped in 4
categories (Plus or more, remains Equal, Less or diminishes, and Missing for answers
difficult to classify or no answers). The goal was to analyze ;ale general tendencies of the
distributions of the answers by age and performance. At this stage we were interested in
the distributions of these categories rather than in the correctness of the answer itself.
The reasons that led the subjects to give the answers were to be studied in the second part
of the research. According to age, results of the first part of the research reveal differences
between the distributions of the answer categories for 5 cases of the classification (cases

2-V, 2-II/III, 2-lila and 2-IIIb. See Figure 1). For certain cases the "correct" answer is
more frequent as the age increases. The following is an example rela ed to the perimeter:

Case 2-ffib:

Figure 2 shows the distributions (percentage) of the four categories by age. The bold Me
represents the "correct" answer. A X2 test between the categories Less, Equal and Plus
show that the differences are highly significant X2(6, N=159) 34.92, p<0001.

For other cases, especially those asking about the surface and presenting a
convergent iteration, the frequency of "correct" answers decreases with age, as it can be
seen in the following example:
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Case 2-11/111:

Volume 1

2* 3 etC.

Figure 3 shows the distributions (percentage) of the four categories by age. The term

"Cony. (F)" (for False Convergence) at the right of the graphic, indicates that 18% of the

14 years-old subjects who responded Less said that there will be no area, or that the figure

becomes a line. A X2 test between the categories Less, Equal and Plus show that the

differences are significant X2(6, N=155) 14.76, pc.02.
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Figure 3: Percentage of subjects by answer and by age group (case 2-11/II/; surface). N.172.
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For other cases, although the "correct" answer is relatively stable according to age,

differences were found concerning the frequency of "wrong" category. For example, the

case 2-V (see next page), in which the area of the figure remains the same ad infinitum,

the "wrong" answers Less and Plus are almost equally distributed at 8 years (ratio
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Less/Plus nearly 1/1) but the latter decreases with age and the former increases with age
(ratio Lai/Plus nearly 16/1, see Figure 4).

Case 2-V:
1 0. 3 etc.

Moreover, for those 14 year-old subjects who responded Less, 35.5% of them said tha the
figure will become a line without surface (Cony. (F)). A X2 test between the categories
Less, Equal and Plus show that the.differences are highly significant Z2(6, N=157) = 25.47,
p<.0003.

111 pars 10 yeas 12 yurs
As*

14 years

Figure 4: Percentage of subjects by answer and by age group (case 2-V; surface). N472.

As far as intellectual performance! is concerned, differences between low and high
performers were found only at age 10 and 12. At age 10 the "wrong" answer Less to the
question about the surface of the case 2-V (Figure 4), was associated with high
performance whereas the "wrong" answer Pius was associated with low intellectual
performance (X2(1, N=33) = 3.88, p<.049). For the same question at age 12, high performers
answered more frequently the "correct" answer Equal than the low performers (X2(1,
N=40) = 7.93, p<.0049). A similar tendency concerning the "correct" answer was found at
age 12 for the question about the perimeter of the case 2-11Ib (Figure 2) (X2(2, N=41) = 10.53,
p<.0052). Fmally, no gender differences were found.

Discussion

The classification of the situations and the material we have used revealed that for
certain combinations of features related to endless iterations interesting differences
between age groups could be found. In those cases in which the complexity increases
because of the coordination of different type and nature of the transformations (such as

I For these analyses the Raven scores were dichotomized by age group into high and low performers.
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the case 2-11Ib on the plane C of Figure 1), age seems to help in dealing with these

situations. Nevertheless, older subjects seem to loose their developmental advantage as

soon as the effect of convergence appears in situations concerning surfaces in which the

level of operability decreases. Thus, in a case rdce 2-13/111(Figure 3) in which measure and

estimation become difficult, as age increases, the fact that the height of each figure

decreases progressively is much more important than the increasing number of figures

and the inaeasing width of the figures together. The growingeffect of convergence as age

increases is comparable to a "black hole" that attracts (absorbing and eliminating) any

other effect that might affect the situation. Ewn in more simple cases like 2-V (on plane

B of Agure 1), where a compensation of height and width is possible, convergence seems

to play a much more important role as age increases. For certain of these cases, at age 10

and 12, maybe when a certain intuition of convergence begins to develop, intellectual
periormance shows similar tendencies as age does. Gender doesn't seem to play any role.

These results suggest that depending on the features of the attributes that are

iterated to conceive infinity (convergence, divergence, cardinality, space), different

cognitive processes may take place. The relation between cognitive development and the

role of convergent iterations in the situations shown couldbe interpreted in the

perspective of the concept of "epistemological difficulty" coined by the philosopher G.

Bache lard, which says that it is in the act of knowing itself that appear, like a functional

necessity, troubles and backwardness, and that these difficulties could be studied

throughout history and educational practice (Bache lard, 1938). Anyhow, disciplines that

are supposed to study cognition, knowledge and education should dedicate more efforts

to darify the question proposed by the mathematician D. Hilbert more than half a century

ago.
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EPISTEMOLOGY AND COGNITION OF THE INTEGRAL:

ELEMENTS OF REPRODUCTIVENESS IN TEACHING-LEARNING SITUATIONS.

Francisco Cordero Osorio

Educational Mathematics Department, CINVESTAV-IPN, Mexico.

We discuss in thts study some results found in the teaching experience,
of approximately one and a half year. with teachers and students, on the
study of thinking of the advanced mathematics. In particular we refer to
the concept of the integral withtn the frame of eptstemological analy-
sis, orientating the discussion toward teachtng situations, where we ex-
plore links between construction patterns (accumulation and accumulated
value) and vlsual argwnents (slanted behavior).

SOME CONSIDERATIONS

Since studies of Plaget, precisely on the notion of reflexive abstraction,
an acceptance exists that characterizes the mathematical knowledge in terms of pro-
cess and objects (Dreyfuss,19901.

Within this frame the mathematical knoWledge Is considered as a taking of proce-
sses or of objects related to the mathematical notions. That is, Mathematics deal.
for example, with numbers, variables, and functions that can be considered as ob-
jects,related and connected, and are components of structures. While the processes
are constituted by operations of these objects, they aretransformed by them. The
structures can or cannot be preserved under these transformations.

Therefore, the complexity of the mathematical knowledge consists of two aspects:
problem situation and the mathematical conception by the subject. Hence, taking the
role of process or objects for many mathematical notions depends, on them.

In the learning of concepts, in this terms, we consider various phases, from
concrete operations in the processes until their mental representation, which are
transformed into new objects.

A mathematical concept that has been studied under this perspective of under-
standing the mathematical knowledge is the function. Its main problem consists In the
difficulty of going farther by considering the function a rule of procedure and con-
ceiving it as a mathematical object.

It is precisely in these terms that we want to discuss some pragmatic aspects
oriented toward didactic reflections; teaching situations and curriculum considera-
tions.

A DIAGNOSIS

Investigations on the understanding of the students facing the processes of dif-
ferentiation and integration, report that the students have a marked tendency to re-
duce the mathematics of these themes to a collection of algebraic algorithms, avoi-
ding graphs and geometric images. This leads the students to emphasize the aspects of
the procedure over the aspects of the concept, generating response behaviors to the
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problems. The recognition of patterns and the incorporation of meanings does not play
an active part (In many occasions completely absent) in the argumentations of the
students.

In a sample, on the conceptions and mathematical believes, of teachers of diffe-
rent higher education institutions in our countrY, we observed one symptom, the
"need" and "possibility" in constructing a geometric model to interpret a given ana-
lytical situation or vice versa, does not exist In their arguments. This favors that
in the teaching (teacher-student) the mathematical objects (for example, patterns
with meaning) are seen as a meeting of procedures linked vaguely with symbols.

We describe a study on the concept of the integral, which consisted In identi
lying some basic elements in the meanings of the integral, when the student and the
teacher have thought of Calculus under an ambience of continuous variation. (Cordaro,

1991. 1992)

A STUDY

Ihis study was performed in some engineering schools, where some aspects of
thinking of the integral under specific situations of comparison end change were ana-
lyzed. Their explanations were characterized more from the situations than from the
mathematical concept, finding a link with their conceptions and mathematical belie-

yes.

From these characteristics we captured arguments of the Integral that are not
found explicitly in the scholastic mathematical discourse. Such arguments are more In
function of the cognitive structures than in function of the mathematical structures.

Later, the arguments were incorporated to a didactic exercise of Calculus - of
one and various variables- in themes traditionally discussed in ..he first semesters
of college, observing In one first stage, the impact of this ..pproximation in the
teaching- learning process from the diseourse generated In the students, as well as
studying, through their representations, their ways of processing numeric, parame-
tric, and graphic information when facing the idea of continuous variation.

The manner of operating the mathematical content in this experience describes an
unusual discourse in the teaching tradition, where we intend to understand and know
the Mathematics in the phenomenon (Cantora1,1990), rather than treat Calculus with
"applications" to Physics. In our case, we are dealing with phenomenon of change,
that Is we are dealing with a mathematical content in a fluld movement system against

mathematical-structured system. In this sense, the notions of prediction, accumula-

tion, and distribution of a fluid were relevant.

Our objective Is, then to identify the basic elements that coordinate the prece-
dent notions to understand the concept of the integral. We discuss only three of
these elements in this document: area, measure, and movement.

Aspects of the study. We worked three consecutive senesters, on Differential and
Integer Calculus (in one and two variables) and ordinary differential equations, whet-
re we studied the meaning that students and teachers have given to the mathematical
concepts taught.

The task consisted basically in formulating activities that led to knowledge,
starting with the explanation of known mathematical object and used daily in their
school activity until dflucidating new situations for them. In the interviews we sea-
rched for natural notions and spontaneous representations.
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The thematic content of Calculus Can be described in the following scheme: rela-
tion of dependent and independent variables, variable and its variation, prediction
and Taylor Series, accumulation and integration, movement system In its static state
and movement system in its dynamic state.

We analyze movement In its most elementary forms, a simple displacemcnt, that
is, a change in position In addition to the traced paths. This form of analyzing mo-
vement configurates a mathematical structure, subject to situations of comparison, of
change and of behavior. Such configuration traces a methodology that allows us to un-
derstand the phenomenon of variation through two elementary operations: sum and sub-
traction. And these, in turn, can be extended to other two elementary operations: the
integration and the differentiation.

We name, In this experience, phenomenon of change (FC), the phenomenon of varia-
tion that includes a change In the initial quantity under a process of transformation
and this other quantity Is the last value in the process. The FC can be represented
by two different situations: accumulation and accumulated value.

Then, the operations sum and subtraction, differentiation and integration In the
context of accumulation and accumulated value situations derived strategies toward
the solution of integration problems.in this manner, we found it interesting to dis-
cuss the interaction of the strategies used and the particular characteristics of the
objects with which we operate.

We characterized the students by their attitudes toward the solution of pro-
blems. Then, we designed interviews, considering the most "common' words In their ex-
planations, apparently not dependent on the given problem. The objective of the in-
terview was to analyze the role these words play in the notion of the interral
concept.

The interview was normed by presenting the same question in three different con-
texts. They were asked to calculate the area of a 'rare" surface in three different
situations: without reference axis, the AB segment as reference axis, and the carte-
sian coordinates X and Y as reference axis. From the "common words" they were asked
what they understand under: length, area, and volume, and also under variable, varia-'
tion, and accumulation.

Some of the typical verbal responses were:

"a variable Is ....
a.) a representation of that what varies."
b.) a point in a plane that will have movement."
c.) used to know the change in a determined quantity when a variable varies."

'variation is...,
a.) the movement of something.'
b.) that movement that allows us to reach a variable."
c.) the pattern of behavior that the variable follows."

'accumulation Is...
a.) as If certain things stopped moving and In a single place.'
b.) the process of retention of a specific being."
c.) a quantity that varies and the new quantity obtained Is added to the origi-

nal one."
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In the explanations of the word area, we found two types of answers:

'area is ...
a.) the product of two dhnensions, length by addth."
b.) a surface, that Is a double integral, but it is also a pattern ct basis by

height.'

When the students were asked to caktdate the area of the region In the first
box the strategy was similar.in all students.

Th.,^

BOX I BOX 2

orti htsert a known figure, such as a rectangle, the biggest possible that
fits In the region. Then in the remaining region rli Insert small rectsmgles cc

triangles, dependhtg on the form of the region to be covered, when I finish I will
add all the areas of the known fIgures...'.

In the calculation of the area of the second box, where the AB segment is consi-
dered as reference axis, the following strategies were found:

"If I can move the AB segment. I would move it up until it cuts the region, pro-
voking a symmetry, then I would just calculat the area of one region, which I would
do as in the previous problem..."

"If the AB segment Is an axis such as X, then I cah consider distances from
the segment to the region and if I could only consider pieces of curves that delimit
the region, then I could imagine a function for each piece of curve by Inserting
rectangles formed by the values of the function and the width of the function (the

piece of the function belonging to the curve)...'
If the AB segment Is an axis such as X, I would also like to consider the Y

axis...'

In the last question, where the Cartesian Axes were considered as reference
axis, they recognized the use of Calculus but the strategies varied as folhovrs:

'If we have axes the calculation can be done with the formula I fbalx and this

Would IMAM the same I have teen explaining, because Integrating is like adding all
the f(x)dx, it is adding this dx as a constant end this f(x) as the variation of all
the heights of our rectangles, then I imagine the area as the sum of WI these rec-
tangles front to x.-

"If we have axes, I can now use Calculus, then the area Ads) can vary little by
little so that the rectangle fIxklx looks hke what the area really is..."

DISCUSSION.

A static geometric region was considered In the analysis, that priori does not
refer to movement, therefore k does not have to refer to Calculus, but the strate-
gies were of geometric nature reflecting Important aspects in the conception ofthe

integral:
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- The area (length by width or basis by height) Is considered as a pattern of measure
adapted to the three situations. None yields an explanation of why this pattern is
expressed by the product "basis by height'.
- The strategy In the calculation of the area, without reference axis determines a
situatice of status and not of process, that is, the pattern of measure resembles the
complete region in counter part to describing an approximation that reaches the re-
gion. Then the strategy is more focused on actions of completing than of reaching.
- In the calculation of the area, with one reference axis the functional relation of
the pattern of measure Is recognized, that is, the relation of basis and height as
variables, without focusing attention in the variation. In this sense the situation
of status Is mantained.
- Considering the two axes as reference the functional relation of the pattern of me-
asure can vary, but the status situation is maintained, whereas the taking of the if-
fferential element wf(x)dx" is of the same form and nature as the region to be cak
lated, besides "de is considered as something that does not change; therefore, the
expression I f(x)dx is more related, in this context, to the action of completing
than to the action of reaching.

Then, as a conclusion of this analysis we observe that the integral perceives a
status situation that, on one hand, admits one representation without recognizing mo-
vement as Is the case of adding the patterns of measure that recognize the region
and, on the other, It admits a representation with movement as occurred with one stu-
dent that had to imagine the area as a fluid (a river running under the curve) and
calculate its accumulation.

Thus, considering the area under a curve, as a geometric model of the integral
in an ambience of continuous variation demands moving the static. This category could
explain why some students, independent on using the integral In their school activi-
ties, cannot explain that the expression I f(x)dx F(b) - F(a) calculates the area
under the curve y f(x). The other category, the relation of Aatus maintained by
the integral explains in the meaning plane the role that It plays on the phenomenon
of continuous variation which expresses a change without describing its evolution.
(Cordero, 1992).

IMPLICATIONS IN TEACHING

Considering the cognitive processes, facing the concept of the integral, the
most relevant points that we have found In our study are:

- From the epistemological analysis, we could find a pattern of ,...onstruction of the
theory of integration configurated by the expression S f(x)dx F(b) - F(a), where
the difference F(x+dx)°- F(x) and the conditions of a diffe,-entiki function F' play a
significant role in the discussion. While In the frame of the "R;emann" arguments the
fundamental aspect are the attributes of the continuity of the function f on the in-
terval (a,b1.
- A meaning to the integral was associated through the notion of accumulation. This
meaning acquirn relevance when two aspects a the phenomenon of continuous variation
are shaded, through the sum and the subtraction, named accumulated value and accumu-
lation.

c(x) p (a) + S plx)dx
and (b) - p (a) I p '(x)dx

Facing typical problems of the integral Calculus, which consist in calculating a
last quantity In a process of incremelit (decrement) through two data: the Initial
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quantity Po and the ratio of change P'(t). We found that the answers are associated
to the conceptions of the integral: accumulation and accumulated value.
- We managed to capture functional explications of the subjects, whose main characte-
ristic consist in relating the meanings and objects In a local system, In contrast to
an axiomatic structure.

On the other htnd, with the 'operations" of the graphs and from the analytical
forms we managed to conceive the function not as a formal expression through which
specific numbers are operated, but as an Instruction that organizes behavior. The
main part consists in varying the parameters associated to the functions and not the
variables, this leads to estimate and compare an operation in two representations of
the function: analytical and graphical (approximations in this sense, see for example
(Confrey,19911 and 1Farfan, 19911).

In this sense, we find questions in the Integration about behavior in two direc-
tions: integrating function and integral function.

f(x) F(x) eJ f(x), 1 &f(x), 1 f(x) and a F(x),F(ex).

Then the main part is not in the solution methods but in knowing patterns of
primitives and derivatives.

These points have resulted to be important aspects providing new perspectives
oriented to the didactic and reproductiveness in the educational system. For example.
we identified different representations facing the knowledge of the integral and dif-
ferent arguments coming from the study on the subjects. The arguments make the noti-
on: of the concepts clear, that is, if the argument is associated to an idea of ap-
proximation the notion derived is in the function and its properties, as well as the
limit. While if the argument Is associate to the aim of behavioral, the notion is as-
sociate to the variation of the parameters that form the function, more than the va-
riables. And then, when the arguments associates to the alms of comparission and pre-
diction, the notions consist on looking at quantities that change, through a sum or
subtraction.

On the other hand, there are different forms of representing the mathematical
knowledge, we have here considered only two: graphical and symbolical. Looking at
both representations through what we have called slanted behavior could suggest the
link between the representations, even a representation not included In this docu-
ment, the numeric representation, could be treated In the same manner.

Regarding the teaching situations and based on the explorations of thinking
toward mathematical problems there are different approximations (Cantoral,1992); we,
here. point out new arguments that could be translated into didactic sequences. The
new arguments are normed by the notions of slanted behavior, a curricular considera-
tion that favors this active role could be the use of calculators and software to ma-
ke graphs (approximations In this sense can be found in Mail, 1990D. The elements
of reproductiveness can be found In these considerations, because an epistemology is
made (Artigue.1992) that will serve a as conductive string to their reasoning and le-
gitimate the reflexive work that wilt accept or refute in the study of some mathema-
tical questions.
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NEGATIVE SOLUTIONS IN THE CONTEXT OF ALGEBRAIC WORD PROBLEMS

Aurora Gallerdo and Teresa Rojano

Centro de Investiguifin y Estudios Avanzsdos, 1PN, Mexico.

ABSTRACT

Resistance to 'recanting negative solutions to toustions and problems is found both in

the history of Ma development of &whom*** and instudents who are beginning tht
study of symbolic algebra. In the letter ease, ervoidence of the negative solution is
usuady accompanied in practice by a separation of the opirational manipulation of
positive or negadve numbers end the solution of elgebrek equations. This *lick
reports the results obtained by a Onkel study carded out with secondary School
students. The results wool some of the conditions which propitiate the treceptene*
of negative solutions in elgebrtic word problems. Analysis in this study is Otdded by ea
earliw enalysis concerning the acceptance and rejection of this type of solution in the

history of mathematics.

INTRODUCTION

Studies such as those carried out by 85 (1982), Crasher (1990), GalierdoiRoisno

(1990) and Resnik (1989), among others, indicate the difficultiu students confront when they

are feud with the conceptualization and operational manipulation of positive or negative

numbers. The results of some-of thus studies show a separation of the development of

operativity of whole numbers and their use in certain contexts. Thus, for example, in the case

of the solution of alubraic equations, there ore subjects that show resistance to the

acceptance of a negative solution despite possessing fluid ouradvity with the numbers (see

Gallerdo, 1987). Teaching is one of the multiple causes to which this separation can be

attributed, since it is quite common,to find that school mathematics curriculs treat the theme

of whole numbers fundamentally u an extension of mural numbers, emphasizing the

operative and paying litde attention to the role these numbers play in the extension of the

numerical domains of coefficients and solutions to algebraic erlustions.

In the search for other fundemental causes of the difficulties encountered in the

conceptualization and operational development of positive and negative numbers, historical.

ePistemological, philosophical and psychological theoretical analyses have all been brovitht Into

play. Such is the case of the research carried out by Ginner (1981), Schubring (1988) end

OreyfusiThompson119881.1n the profect entitled The status of negatiU numbers in the solution

of equations', the research starts from s historical analysis of the acceptance and rejection

11,1~01 esopet *um* urolon.f. Wpwriarrome do 114.1mulbm 4a.w. COMSTAV. SYN..
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of negative solutions kt the context of the solution of algebraic equations. Ono of the most

important conclusions of this analysis is that the acceptance of the first negative solutions

presupposes a certain level of development of ths language of symbolic algebra ledvenced

syncopation) as well as full oPeralivitY, edvanced levels ef interPretelfoo Of Positive end

negative numbers and the development of ad hoc methods in tho case of negative solution

(Ga/lardo, Rolm°, Carri 6n, 1993). This typo of conclusion has served as a basis for the

formulation of hypotheses at an ontological level concerning the conditions in which it is

feasible to go from primitive stages of conceptualization to Stages of consolidation and

formalization of the notion of relative number in the above mentioned context. This article

reports on the results of the second part of the proiroct in which some of these coniectures are

put to the test by means of a clinical study with students 12 and 13 years of age, who were

being introduced to the syntactic manipulation of algebra and the solution of algebraic word

Problems at the moment the study was carried out.

THE CLINICAL STUDY. Solution of word probierns and negative solutions.

Dem was gathered in two ways: a group of 25 students at 2* grade of socondarY

school in Mexico City %In asked to answer questionnaires; individual clinical interviews were

recorded by video and analyzed. The results of the questionnaire were used to select a group

"of students for clinical observation. The blocks of items presented in the interview dealt with

the following themes:

1) Operafivity in the domain of whole numbers.

2) Translation of situations expressed in words to symbolic lantioNte.

3) Use of pm-symbolic and symbolic language in the contort of equations.

4) Solution of wortf problems.

This article gives the results of the clinical interview referring to the block "solution of

problems*. The dimensions of analysis in this part of the interview were:

method or strategy/problem solutionfmterpretation of the solution.

The methods used by the students to solve word problems were as follows.

pROBLEMS OF AGES. Luis is 22 yeas old and his father 40 years oid, how many years must

pass for his father to be twice the age of his son?

Method of Two. (Used by four students). The student finds the problem impossible because

'the 2 is always there. This refers to the difference of 2 in the units of the data given in the

problem as the ages of father and son advance. Example: One student established two lists of

numbers, increasing the egos starting with the ages given in the problem: 22 years, 40 years.

He writes: 23, 41; 24, 42; 25, 43; end so on. He notes that the difference in the figures of

the units of each pair of numbers is always 2. H. concludes that the problem does not have

a solution.
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Method of Dun (Used by three students). The student arrives at the correct solution,

18 and 38, the ages of son end !whet risspectively, but hedupicates the ages and thinks that

38 and 72 la the true solution. There wore also cases where the student thought that 38 x 2

72 and 72 x 2 144, ie also a solution to the problem.

trile1hOd of tho DiffollOCI. (Used by four students). me student finds the difference in ages,

that is 40 - 22 . 18. He deduces from this that the son is 18 years old end consequently the

father is 38.

MithiatatAlackaibtUffinum. (Used by two students). The difference between the ages

(18)1s divided in half, 9, end this value Is then added to the son's KA, 22. The answer to the

problem thus given Is 31.

Aissagoaabigindinamgbad. (Used by four students). The student Increases the ages of the

father and the son and finds that the problem cannot be solved. He then decide to decrease

the ages and anivei at the correct solution.

AllittlYek Itiallmd. (Used by two students). Spontaneous formulation of the equation which

solves the problem.

PROBLEM pF PURCHASING GOODfi. A salesman has bought 15 pieces of cloth of two types

and pays 160 coins. If ono of the types costs 11 coins the piece and the other 13 coins the

piece, how many pieces did he buy of each price?

Mattlgtot,goeigustign. (Used by 15 students). The student looks foe multiples of 11 and 13

that add up to 180. (This is equivalent to solving the equation 11x + 13y 160. The

existence of x + y - 15 Is Ignored). When the student does not find the multiples needed to

solve the problem, that Is 11 x 11 + 13 x 3 180, he uses an additional interpretation to

explain his results, for example.

Student 1. He writers 68 + 91 157, end says, 'he bought pieces costing 11 coins and

he hsd 3 coins left over".

Student 2. He writes 154 + 0 154 and explains, 'he bought 14 pieces costing 11 coins

each and none costing 13 coins'.

Student 3. He writes 154 + 13 187 and says 'he owed 7 coins".

Additive Method. (used by one student!. The probiem of the purchase of goods is modified

such that the figures are smaller in order to facilitate solution. The equations which model the

Problem in this case are: x + v 3; 2x + 3y 40. The student assumes that each ono of

the pieces of cloth has a price different from that established in the statement of the problem

in order to adjust the total price. He writes 1 x 2 + 1 x 3 5, thus, 40 - 5 35. He then

says 'the saiesman bought 3 pieces: I costing 2 coins, another costing 3 coins and a third

costing 35 coins'.
Sharina out Method. This Is also found in the modified version ix + y 3; 2x 4- 3y 40).4
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student divides the total price, 40, by two. The result of the division, 20, is used with the

other data of the problem 2, 3, and hi formulates the sums: 18 + 2 20; 17 + 3 20. His

answer is 'he bought 18 pieces worth 2 coins each and 17 pieces wonh 3 coins each".

It is important to point out thst, contrary to what might be expected, the modifiod

version of the statement (with small numbers) renders the problem impossible formany

students. The conflict is accentuated sines the solution is sought in the Poitive domain end

the lack of adjustment between the data of the problem is more notorious than in the previous

version (x + y 15; Ilx + 13y 160) where the magnitude of the numbers tends to hide

the conflict. This obstacle disappears when it is suggested to the student that he we algebra
to solve the problem.

Akoilirjagid. (Used by two students). Spontaneous fofmulation of a system of equations

to solve the problem.

Let us now look at the case of a student who, by using the process of substitution of

the solution in a system of equations, managed to solve the problem. Which at first he had

thought iMpossible. The student formulates the equations Ilx + 13y 160; x + y 15.

He obtains the solution x 17.5. The following dialogue then ensued:

Student: Totally Impossible.

Interviewer: And now how are you going to find y?

Student: ft can't be done, totally impossibte.

Interviewer: Let's try anyway. (Student finds y 2.5.

Spontaneousiy he substitutes the values in the

equations).

Student: It worked!

Interviewer: What happened then?

Student: Instead of buying, he goys 2 and a half pieces

of cloth to the person he was going to seN

them to, and bought 17.5 of the other. That is,

the buyer gave the seller 2 and a half Pisces

of cloth and the seller gave him 17.5 pieces.

It's like Inner.

Interviewer: Why did you say it was impossibie before?

Student: Because ifs impossibie with positive numbers.

Below there ere two tables which summarise the dimensions of the analysis:

method or strategy/problem solution/interpretation of the solution,

for the two problems presented in this article.
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PROBLEMS OF AGES

Method or Strategy Sciution In erpretation of the solution

Method of Two Does not exist Impossible

Method of Duplication Positive
tone of various)

Occurs various tknas in the
lives of father and son: 30,

72 : 72, 148.

Method of Difference Positive

Negative

Impossible
18, 36.

4 years ego.
-4 yews

Method Altering the
Difference

Positive 4 years
+ 4 years

Method of Half Positive Luis is 31 years old

Ascending/Descending -
Method

Positive

Negative

36, 18
4 years before.

-4 years

Algebraic Method Negative x .., -4

PROBLEMS OF PURCHASING GOODS

Method or Strategy Solution Interpretation of the solution

Method of one equation Positive
Debt

Surplus

impossible

Additive and Sharing Out
Method

Possitive Change of problem data so
as to adjust quantities

involved

Algebraic Method Negative Interpretation of barter of
goods.
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY

From the analysis of the different problems exhibited in the study' the foltowing was

concluded:

1.- It is possibie to solve the probiem without expressing Me solution in negative terms. The

problem of ages (method of duplication, method of difference, ascending/descending method).

2.- The creation of specific methods from problem to problem occurs. Problem of ages (6

methods). Problem of purchasing goods (3 methods).

3.- The choice of the appropriate method requires the acceptance of a negative solution which

is Interpreted in the context of the problem. Problem of ages (method of differences,

ascending/descending method, algebraic method). Problem of purchasing goods (algebraic

method).

4.- When faced with problems with negative solutions the student turns to changes or

adjustments in the data of the problem statement as well as the construction of sources of

meaning which ailow him to give plausible interpretations to the solution obtained. Probiem of

purchesing goods (method of one equation, additive method, sharing out method).

5.- A problem which can appear Impossible to solve with arithmetical methods. Is thought of

as possible using algebra, once the negative solution is validated by being substituted in the

corresponding equation or equations. Problem of ages (algebraic method). Problem of

purchasing goods (algebraic method).

fINAL DISCUSSION

As we pointed out in the introduction to this article, historical-epistemolcgical analysis

carried out with respect to negative numbers in the solution of algebraic equations has guided

this study at an ontological level and has allowed us to establish some of the conditions which

propitiate the ecceptance of the negative solution of word problems by secondary school

students. We can thus affirm, at an ontological level, that for a student to accept a negative

2 no study analyzed 10 problorno of *NO 2 wore 'Mooted for Ifs puiposoo of Ws article.
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solution, the following are necessary: the use of ad hoc methods,the construction of sources

of meaning aporepriate to the context of the problem, and, fluid operativity with positive or

negative numbers. In the case of some problems of a commercial type, the use of akishrsic

language becomes Indispensable for the possible arrival at the negative solution.
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THE NATURE OF UNDERSTANDING OF MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
BY BEGINNING ALGEBRA STUDENTS ENGAGED

IN A TECHNOLOGY-INTENSIVE CONCEPTUALLY BASED ALGEBRA COURSE

M. Kathleen Heid Rose Mary Zbiek
The Pennsylvania State University The University of Iowa

This study examined the effects of a technology-intensive conceptually baled
algebra course (Computer-Intensive Algebra) on beginning algebra students'
understandings of mathematical modelling ideas. The curriculum focussed on
the use of functions to study real world situations, and students used comput-
ing technology (function graphers, table generators, curve fitters, and sym-
bolic manipulators) to produce graphs and tables, to generate curves of best
fit, and to manipulate symbolic expressions of function rules. Written exam
questions, classroom and computer-lab observations, and task-based
interviews provided data which revealed the nature of student understand-
ings as they began to encounter mathematical modelling situations.

Mathematics classrooms are quickly embracing technology. Mathematics

curricula that take full advantage of computing technology are rare, however,

and there has been minimal opportunity to study how students learn mathemat-

ical concepts in such computer-intensive settings. In the few existing studies,
there is consistcnt evidence that when mathematics curricula (calculus and

algebra) focus student attention on concepts and applications and allocate the

execution of routine procedures to computers and calculators, that students seem

to learn the concepts and applications well and that their ability with routine

skills does not seem to suffer (Heid. 1988; Heid, Sheets, Matras, and Menasian.

1988; Judson, 1989). There have, so far, been few analyses of the nature of

student landerstanding of mathematical modelling ideas in such curricula (Zbiek,

1992). This study explores the beginning understandings of mathematical

modelling by students who have experienced such curricula.

This study was designed to examine the understanding of mathematical

modelling which beginning algebra students can acquire when their initial

experience with algebra is a conceptually based course that centers attention on
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families of functions, representations, and exploration of real world situations

through related function rules.

METHOD

Sample

Two classes began the study of Computer-Intensive Algebra in January of

their eighth grade year and cordnued through March of their ninth grade year.

Computer-Intensive Algebra is a technology-intensive and conceptually based

introduction to algebra which assumes student access to computing tools and

which focuses on the development of the concepts of families of functions and

the application of those families to real world situations. The five male students

and three female students on whom the htudy focussed were chosen as a

random and representative (with respect to course grade) sample from students

in those two classes.

Data collection

The understandings of mathematical modelling attained by these eight

students were examined through three data sources: student performance on

selected items appearing on course examinations; student work on a mathemati-

cal modelling activity that included the data collection plan, the collection of

data, the construction of suitable rules, and the use of those rules in reasoning

about the situation; and hour-tong task-based interviews that occurred at the

end of the course (March of the ninth-grade year).

First, we analyzed student performance on end-of-chapter examinations. The

examinations included items for which students had access to computing tools

such as calculators, graphers. curve fitters, table generators, and symbolic

manipulators. Test items throughout the course were designed to assess how

students evaluate given mathematical models, their use of various representa-

tions (symbolic, numerical, graphical, contextual) to explore a model, and the

understandings students had of the implications of given or derived models.
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This study mapped student progress throughout the course on the aforemen-

tioned aspects of mathematical modelling.

Second, we gathered data (transcripts of whole-class discussions and

transcripts of student pairs working at computers) on how the Computer-

Intensive Algebra students worked on several long-term mathematical

modelling projects. The audiotapes recorded whole-chss discussions and

particular comments could be attributed to particular students through the

supplementary field notes. The field notes of whole class discussions also

recorded what was being written on the board and what appeared on the

computer screen. In addition, several of the targeted students were observed in

their collaborative work at the computer. One of the investigators constructed

field notes recording the interaction between pairs of students, and these field

notes were augmented by audiotapes of the discussion occurring among the

students. The results for both types of data were detailed descriptions of

teacher-student and student-student interactions in the course of work on

mathematical modelling.

Third, the investigators conducted, transcribed, and analyzed hour-long task-

based interviews with the targeted students. Interview tasks were designed to

assess aspects of student understanding of the mathematical modelling process.

Students had access to a variety of tools throughout the interview: computer

with function graphers, curve fitters, table generators, and symbolic

manipulators; paper and pencil; and calculator. Once again, audiotapes

supplemented with interviewer notes resulted in the creation of verbatim

transcripts of the interviews including detailed descriptions and screen dumps of

the sill:lents work with the computer.

Analysis of Data
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We examined student responses to test questions and task-based interview

transcripts for evidence of the nature of student understanding in each of the

three following areas:
How students evaluated given mathematical models. Student ability to

interpret a model. Role of the characteristics of families of functions in
students' evaluating and reformulating models.

The use students make of various representations (symbolic, numerical,

graphical, contextual) to explore a mathematical model. Use of the
interaction among representations.

The understandings students had of the implications or limitations of given or

derived models. The use of the mathematical model to reason about a
situation. The confidence students have in particular models and their

implications.

We examined class transcripts for explanations of the nature of student

understanding in each of the targeted areas.

RESULTS

These beginning algebra students were able to reason between and among

representations of function rules. In particular, they were very able to answer

questions about real world situations that fell into several major categories,

including the following:
Given the value of an input variable they could find the value of an output

variable (and given the value of an output variable they could find the
value of an input variable), no matter which representation was given and

even in cases when they had not previously encountered the form of the

function rule.
Given a mathematical model for a situation, students could find the maximum

or minimum value for the output variable.
Given a situation and a mathematical model, students could readily list factors

that may have influenced the situation.

Some things remained difficult for the students even after they had

experienced most of the Computer-Intensive Algebra curriculum. Some of the

students still had difficulty recognizing and resolving contradictions among
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representations; some of them had difficulty reasoning symbolically about the

input/output relationship.

SO 1 I

Classroom and computer-lab transcripts revealed the nature of students'

insights and understandings about mathematical modelling as they progressed
through the course. One set of transcripts provided information on students'

understanding of mathematical modelling at the end of five months of work witb
the Computer-Intensive Algebra curriculum. This project represented the first
modelling project that the students were asked to complete in its entirety. At

that time, students were assigned a project that required them to determine the

best price to charge for t-shirts that were to be sold by the Student Government

for an upcoming ."Powderpuff Football Game." Students gathered data so that

they could generate a demand curve and used information from local stores to

generate a cost function. They then used a computer curve-fitter to generate

function rules and used the generated rules to make conclusions about the
situation. Analysis of classroom and computer lab observations generated

several interesting conjectures about the beginning of student understanding

about mathematical modelling. Some of those conjectures are listed below:
After students have spent a few months considering relationships between
mathematical models and the real world, they can readily generate long
lists of relevant independent variables. Their mathematical understanding
lags behind this real world perception (see Zbiek, 1992) with the natural
curricular approach concentrating initially on functions of one variable.
Some teachers handle this discrepancy by suggesting that all of the
additional variables are held constant but seldom referring to this
restriction once the function rule has been established.
After students have spent a few months considering relationships between
mathematical models and the real world, they seem immediately to assess
how well the function rule describes the situation. The nature of that
assessment varies from student to student, with some students exhibiting
a tendency to focus on trends in data and others having a tendency to
focus on particular input-output pairs for the function rule. These
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tendencies may also characterize the arguments particular students offer
to support conclusions they draw about thc situation.
When students begin to work on mathematical modelling problems in
computer-intensive settings, they encounter and work on solutions for a
number of different types of "problems."

Students differ in their approaches to generating function rules, some
relying on goodness-of-fit measures and others relying on an initial
commitment to a particular shape for the function's graph.

As students analyze problems that may involve several function rules,
they sometimes give several meanings to the variables involved.

As students work through the parts of the mathematical modelling
process, they encounter and solve problems that draw significantly

on their understanding of arithmetic concepts and procedures (e.g.,
the meaning of percent; closure of integers under addition,
subtraction, and multiplication; and rounding).

Early in their mathematical modelling experiences students are able to
reason about the feasibility of different one-variable models based

on their graphical representations. For example, at this time
students questioned whether a demand function had to be linear and
whether a profit function necessarily had to have a break-even
point.

When students encounter unusual output on a computer screen, they
may make conjectures about its meaning but they do not necessarily

check the validity of their conjectures with other available
information. This tendency to make and use untested conjectures
can also be seen in how studentf; check computer input (e.g., several

students concluded that a function rule was correctly input when
they saw that it produced a table of values).

Task-based interviews

One focus of the analysis of the task-based inturviews was to study how

students made sense of the mathematical models they had created, of their

answers to questions that were posed, and of contradiaions and consistencies in

their observations. Here are a few of our observations about sense-making by

the targetted students.
When they are given a mathematical model that is to describe a
relationship in a situation, students vary in the ways they try to make
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sense of the model. Some students immediately try to make sense of the .

rule by trying to generate the rule anew from the situation; some try to
make sense of a function rule by looking at its component parts; some are
reluctant partners in the sense-making business, answering questions
about how a rule makes sense but never volunteering such an observation;
and some make little connection between the function rule and the
situation, treating the situation almost tangentially.
The techniques that students use to make sense of their answers include
using favorite computing tools and representations to reproduce the
answer, connecting their answers to other information in a somewhat local
way (checking their results only against the most recently generated other
results), and checking to see whether their answers fit a more global
picture of the situation (e.g., checking answers against a perception that
the function should be increasing or decreasing).

DISCUSSION

Eighth and ninth grade algebra students can begin to learn the process of

mathematical modelling within the context of a curriculum that capitalizes on

computing technology. In the process of this learning they draw on either local
or global understandings of functions. For them, the process of learning about

mathematical modelling is often the development of a balancing act between

mathematical tools and representations and threads of reality.
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A THEORY OF THE PRODUCTIONOF MATHEMATICAL SIGN
SYSTEMS -THE CASE OF ALGEBRAIC REPRESENTATION

OF BASIC GEOMETRICAL VARIATION NOTIONS-

Eugenio Filloy Ycoiniotlione
Departamento de MatemMica Educativa Academia de MatemMicas

CINVESTAV-IPN Universidad Pedag6gica Nacional

The object of this work is to present the results of a research concerning the appropriation of the

notion of the straight line's slope, using the theoretical basis of the general explanatory semiotic

approach III of the learning and teaching of algebraic processes. This theoretic perspective

allows us, to advance the research 'hypotheses about of the cartesian representation of basic

variation notions.

1. Introduction: A theory of the production of Mathematical Sign Systems (MSS).

This theory emerges from the necessity of accounting for the discourse that occurs

when adult-expert and child interact conjointly in a mathematical problem solving-

situation, side by side with the strict meaning of the mathematical text in question [2). Or,

we need the incorporation of some 'natural logic' that takes into in account the

relationship between the meaning of the mathematical text and the meanings that are

derived from the presuppositions, the immediate consequences or implications that

occurs during me previously mentioned communicative acts [3a]. In order to accomplish

this, we propose consolidating in a theory of the production of MSS, the following

notions: MSS 13b], sense (4b), and use of the mathematical signs culturally adequate or

socially established Pal The last is adquired by means of cultural conventions [5b).

The role of a theory of the production of mathematical sign systems would be to

explain the apprehension of school mathematical notions developed under a
mathematical sign system and to describe the way to a competent and culturally adequate

use of these notions.

Schematically all this will be done through the following steps: a) by the successive

appropriation of mathematical sign systems with intrinsic characteristics, These

characteristics derived from the mathematical signs and the particular way to operate

with them, see fig. 1; b) the allocation, to the MSS, of the specific senses derived from the

didactical model used during the school teaching; c) the recognition, ostentation, and the

reproduction of the signs and their operation established before in an inferior MSS with

respect to the level of the language used. All these mechanisms are possible because of a

semiotic challenge for the user which consists of assigning new senses to signs and
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operations used before in a culturally adequate way, in an MSS previously introduced
through specific teaching models.

A theory with these characteristics
complements the semiotic approach of
the teaching and learning processes that
had been developed previously.

From the research accomplished f6a,
6b, 6c), all with the same methodology
for the experimental work, we have
hoped to obtain on one hand the MSS

establishment of a series of important
phenomena to be considered for the

.o
development of any mathematics
didactic 14a, 4b), and on the other, a
building block for the fundamental
constructs of a theory used for the
analysis of empirical observations, Local
Theoretical Models.

RP,6

04.

mss,

Fig. 1

In fact, this work was obtained from the analysis of empirical observations done in a
previous work 16a) in the light of the three components of some Local Theoretical Models.

2. The aims and the methods of this empirical study.

This paper gives an account of aspects of a experimental study whose main aim is to
underline the requirements necessary for the mastery of Thales' Theorem, the natural
obstructions to its learning and the importance that these all bear in the use of a
Mathematical Sign System where the rational numbers appearing are symbols whose
referents are both the rational numbers appearing in the Arithmetical Sign System 160 of
fractions and those appearing in the Geometric Sign System of the ratios of continuous
magnitudes. One can clearly state that, until we have a correct interpretation of the
situations presupposed by the Similarity Theorem, this new mathematical Sign System
stratum cannot have stable "objects" with which one could operate and establish order
relations that would be the usual concrete referents of the operations, and order relations
which will appear in Trigonometry.
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The analysis centers in the point of a didactical cut represented by the learning of the

Tha les' Theorem [6a).

In order to observe it, there was established an experimental device where teaching was

programmed over a period of two years, in the first and second years of Mexican

Secondary School. There was control exerted over the teaching strategies to which the

same two groups of 30 children were submitted over a period of two subsequent years.

The methodology used in this research was stratification of the population by Means of

a diagnostic test with three axes: syntactic skills, mastery of the solutions to equations and

a third involving concepts and equation related to the understanding of the geometrical

situation of the ramp of a straight staircase where the central and culminating point was

the concept of slope of a straight line (the ramp in this case). This diagnosis was applied at

the end of the first year of secondary school when the pupils were about 13 years old. The

population under survey was divided into three classes which were derived from the

grouping of the 27 classes produced from the three axes, each axis being an ordinal

measuring scale. Two subjects were chosen for each class to undergo long duration video-

taped clinical interviews. In these interviews the first object was to confirm the written

diagnosis and observe the attack strategy employed in the solution of simple arithmetic

equations.

Subsequently we observed the difficulties which each student experienced in learning

the concept of slope of a straight line when the teaching approach was the same as the

student would be involved in during the following school year. The clinical interview

was, in itself, a didactic situation where the interviewer presented various aspects of the

concrete situation, consisting of analysis of drawings of straight staircases, and tried to pin-

point those ideas that the student had formulated spontaneously or through teaching

strategies employed in the school year that was just ending.

The following year there were further interviews, with the most interesting subjects, in

order to observe if the same kind of obstructions were still present or whether they had

evolved. For these interviews a teaching strategy based on the previous year was devised.

This however allowed the student not only to give a general explanation on the slope's

constant value along the stair's ramp, but also to give an interpretation (in arithmetical

language) of the facts present in the geometrical situation, which gave him the

opportunity to explain statements made in our version of the Thales Theorem-the

introduction of the concept of slope of a straight line.
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Among the different cases observed, we can find those who can not exceed the
difficulties stated by the arithmetical sign system of fractions and so could not assign an
adequate social sense to the signs and operations of the Geometrical Sign System of
continuous magnitudes, through the didactical model used.

But it is also true that there are cases in which it's possible to appreciate clearly: (A) how
the Arithmetical Sign System of fractions constitutes a language stratum indispensable
for the sense assignment Plb] to the new signs and operations of the Geometrical Sign
System of continuous magnitudes; and (B) why the new notions -in this case we are
talking of straight line slope notion and correlated concepts- which emerges in the new
MSS which consolidates the ASS of fractions and the GSS of continuous magnitudes will
not be stable until they can be formulated and explained through the referents established
in a previous language stratum, that is, in the ASS of fractions.

In this paper, there will only by the report of the analysis of one of these cases. Later on
some other results will be published. This is part of a bigger Research Project that deals
with the Algebraic and Cartesian Representation of Basic Variation Notions.

3. The case study: toward the algebraic representation of the basic geometrical variation
notions.

This case, one 13 years old subject from the high-medium stratum, according to the
diagnostic classification, shows stratification of the language of MSS of the rational
numbers toward the conformation of algebraic and cartesian representations of the basic
variation notions.

The given geometric problem, which initially any child of the observed population
(and constitutes the Didactical Cut) could not solve in any socially established manner, is
about the slope of a straight stair ramp:

A (adult-expert): Compare the fraction of rise and run in A with the fraction of rise and
run in B. e;What is the relation between this fractions:

rise in A
run In A

rise in B
run In B

iAre they equal or is one greater than the other?
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The whole population answered that the ratio in B was greater than the ratio in A.

They gave a "natural" erroneous geometrical reading of this problematic situation.

For structuring the questions in the interaction between the adult-expert and the child,

knowledge of the Didactical Model is very important.

The parameters that are used to define the situation consist of the utilization of the

Didactical Model of the straight staircase and the structuring of the series of the problems

presented to thechild.

The progression of the interview was based on the previously detected sense by means

of the analysis of the required formal competencies (of the ideal user) and his translation

by the Didactical Model in question (both methodological principles required by the Local

Theoretical Model for the empirical investigation of the processes).

This progression can be analyzed in terms of a strategic sequence of steps toward the

solution of the given problem.

The strategic sequence of steps identified is the following:

1. Comparison of equivalent fractions with specific numbers obtained from the

concrete context presented;
2. Comparison of equivalent fractions where small numbers intervene;

3. Comparison of non-equivalent fractions in the Didactical Model presented;

4. Comparison of non-equivalent fractions with small numbers in the numerator and

the denominator;
5. Variation of geometrical ratios (continuous magnitudes) in the Didactical Model

presented, confirming their equivalence for any pairof points on the ramp.

In the case that we are reporting the subject eventually manifests and adequate cultural

use of the equivalence operation bf arithmetical fractions (to rectifie the initial natural

erroneous geometrical reading of the problematic situation):

T (girl): These are equivalent. (T writes and equals sign between the fractions 180/360 and
90/180 obtained by measuring the diagram of the staircase).

A (adult-expert): And why dld you tell me that you had a greater slope...?.

T: I thought... (sipaling to the staircase, reflects, looking at the given diagram) No... they
have... (she smiles) "I made a mistake"

A: What mistake did you make?
T: That the same slope.., some lines don't have the same slope... But this anywhere is the

same.
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A: Or, if I calculate in another point, let's see, in B', how :mach was it? How much do you
calculate here?

T: (Writes) "1510/ 3010^
k. What is that? is the slope en B, isn't it?
T: This is equivalent. (T writes) "150/300 = 15/30 = 1/2" "These are equivalenr
A: Or, also in B the slope is the same.T: In all, in all it's the same.

And also the child manifests a socially established use of the notion of the slope of a
straight line:

k. ... You told me that the slope was grater because one rises and advances more...
T: I told you that it wasn't the same slope.., but... it's the same slope. The slope is the same on

any part of the staircase because the staircase Is a straight staircase (T makes a hand
motion in the air, to draw the line that would pass through all the steps of the given
staircase).

A: Or, what you told me In the beginning was wrong? You said that if one was bigger or if both
were bigger, anyone would know that the fraction was gr-ater. It doesn't always happen.

T: Well, to me... (T takes away the page that shows the completed arithmetic calculations
and signals on the diagram of the staircase two distinct points), the one I have here and
this one here, is the same slope (1' "draws" again, in the air, the straight line in the
diagram of the staircase).

Some results.

The study indicates that the proportional variation with discrete magnitudes is a
necessary antecedent to recognition of the continuous linear variation represented by a
linear equation and requires an interpretation of the straight line's slope in arithmetical
theorems, due to the instability that we observed one year later in one of the series of
three clinical interviews that took place at the end of the subject's second year of junior
high school. The instability occurred in spite of the fact that during the second year of
junior high school, the student has continued working with the Didactical Model of the
staircase. This indicates that it is necessary to formulate and explain the notions that
emerge in the process of abstraction by basing them on referents established in a
previously acquired MSS.

Also, was confirmed that the main obstacles for the appropriation of the notion of the
straight line's slope, were determined by the sense that the student had assigned both the
rational numbers appearing in the Arithmetical Sign System of fractions Pc) and those
appearing in the Geometric Sign System of de ratios of continues magnitudes. The
possibility of representing lines through the cartesian plane, with algebraic expressions
(linear equations), requires mastery of the continuous linear variation. This is essential in
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order to understand the possibility of having two related continuous variables, such as

the ones represented in the equations such as y = k which vary in a direct way and can be

represented as straight lines through the translation of analytical geometry. Furthermore,

we have also observed that the possibility of solving arithmetical problems on the
variation of continuous means, like that which appears in the problems of mixtures,

requires the handling of the concept of linear function with a continuous variable, but

already as an object to be operated with objects belonging to the same semantic field (other

linear equations), in order to generate other relations 181

Finally, in agreement with the theoretic perspective of the production of MSS, it is

probable that the principle obstructions that the pupil confronts in his journey toward

competence in the use of the cartesian representation of basic variation notions, are

located in the senses that he or she has developed by the previous teaching sequences that

concern the variation of a point throughout a rectilinear trajectory; the proportionality in

the different contexts of use; the geometrical ratios and the notion of fraction.
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This paper is based on the results obtained from experimental classroom studies and clinical
interviews with students between ages 15 and 16. The studies focused on the students' solution of
aritbmetical and algebraic word problems. Some previous KIWIS can be found in Filloy, E. and
Rubio, G. ((21 and 131). The studies have to do with the application of three Didactic Models for
the solution of arithmetical/algebraic problems.

MREE DIDACTIC MODELS

The three Didactics Models are:

1) The Method of Successive Analytical Inferences (MSAI).- The statement of the
problem is conceived as a description of "a real situation" or "a possible state of the
world"; the text is transformed by means of analytic sentences, i.e., using "facts" which
are valid in "any possible world". Logical transformations are made which act as a
description of the transformation of the "possible situation", until one such inferences
is recognized as the solution to the problem. MSAI is the classic analytical method for
solving this kind of problems using arithmetic only. 2) The Analytical Method of
Successive Explorations (AMSE).- AMSE is a method of solution which uses numerical
explorations in order to begin an analysis of the problem, thereby reaching a solution. 3)
The Cartesian Method (CM).- Here, some of the unknown elements in the text are
represented by algebraic expressions. Then, the text of the problem is translated into a
series of relationships expressed in algebraic language, leading to one or several
equations whose solution, via a return to the translation, brings about the solution to
the problem. This approach to problem solving is the usual one in current algebra
textbooks.

AIMS OF ThE PROJECT

The project aims to describe the kinds of difficulties, hindrances, and conveniences
produced by the use of any of the three methods when solutions to word problems
appearing in algebra textbooks are attempted. We are intetested in discovering the kinds
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of skills generated by the use of AMSE that can make the user competent in the use of

CM. And also, which skills generated by MSAI are necessary for a competent use of CM.

Our research project contemplates the relationship between the solution of problems

and a competent syntactic use of algebraic expressions, in such a way that we can: (a)

detect and describe the knowledge skills needed to set the analysis and solution of

certain types of problems in motion; (b) find out if the transference of algebraic

operativity is propitiated and/or reinforced, in the context of the problems, via the

application of each one of the three methods for problem solution; (c) Show whether a

proposal for teaching which uses MSAI and AMSE among its didactic methods might

not allow the student to use language strata which are close to algebra, yet more concrete

than algebra itself, in the solution of problems; (d) analyze how the use of the elements

of the Sign-System of Arithmetic, via MSAI, could lead the user to give meaning to the

symbols that are found in the algebraic expressions we call equations; (e) make it

possible that algebraic expressions are given meanings external to mathematics; and that

with the development of these skills, the foundations could be laid for the student to, (f)

confer meanings, starting from the algebraic language itself, to the symbolic formations

of algebra; and, (g) study the relationships between the ability to carry out the logical

analysis of an arithmetical-algebraic word problem in MSAI, and the ability to analyze

and solve a problem via the other two methods, AMSE and CM.

THE RESEARCH PROJECT

The following phases will characterize this experimental project:

PHASE 1. Exploratory study.

a) A theoretical analysis in order to formulate a Local Theoretical Model (see (11) which

would allow the empirical observations to be analyzed in terms of three components:

1) Formal Competence, 2) Teaching Models, 3) Cognition. A brief description of these

components can be found in (2).

b) An experimental process: the classroom activity of student groups was monitored

(1990-1992). The groups were classified according to three key areas of competence,

and, essentially, as to the predominance of the following prerequisites for problem-

solving: 1) Arithmetic, II) Pre-algebra and syntax, and Ill) Semantics.
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In the teaching component of this phase, only MSAI was used in some groups, and
only AMSE in others.

DI describes the theses that led to this phase of the work, which also constitutes the
framework used for designing the next phase.

PHASE 2 (1991-1992). In this phase, five exploratory questionnaires were used to
classify the population which was to be monitored in class. The results were used to
select cases for clinical study, in order to observe in detail the theses presented in (3) as
well as those which arose as the observation progressed throughout the school year.
Essentially, MSAI and AMSE were used together in the teaching process so that, at the
end, the students skills with CM could be analyzed. This paper reports the clinical
study.

SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS

I) Through the use of certain strata of the Mathematical Sign-System (MSS) belonging
to the CM. users generate intermediate senses jinked only to these strata And this
allows them to simplify the solving of certain Problem Families. Qnce these senses_ are
mjstered the use of this new sign-system with only these strata brings about the
gimplificatign_Asexiain_vghleml (e.g., Krutetskii's (4) chickens and rabbits). Thus,
teaching models such as AMSE propose the development of ad hoc intermediate strata
that can be identified among the more concrete, as well as in the realm of the abstract
ones, necessitated by the CM, in order to simplify problem-analysis. At the same time,
the aim is to progressively generate senses for such algebraic representations as are
going to be implemented by the use of the CM. Egfaijahlgialamilx_determinga_the
representation levels required for its solution,

II) In order to solve a problem with MSAI, as for instance, the problem of chickens
and rabbits, the required competence can reach the almost expert-level. That is why the
natural tendency is, for instance, to use trial and error, thus trying to circumvent the
series of successive analytical inferences required by the arithmetical logical analysis of
the situation. These inferences call for representations which permit an analysis, and
this, in turn, demands more advanced uses of such sign systems. In other words,
Arithmetic and the natural language are being intertwined and set to work; and beside,
a competence is needed to make a logical-semiotic sketch which makes the solving
strategy meaningful. What makes such an analysis and logical-semiotic sketda
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complicated is the fact that, for some problems, an intensive use of the work-memory is

tramixgg, and this implies a training which only expert problem-solvers have attained.

III) When employing MSIA, what is generated is not a unique representation of a

certain style; rather, this changes according to each Problem Family. With the use of

Algebra and the CM, on the other hand, certain characters (the algebraic ones) are always

used and by means of which one will write, arrange, work; in other words, the

representation is arrived at through "canonical forms", and this constitutes a part of the

sense in the use of such sign-systems for these problem situations. Wiwn using MSAI,

on the other hand, representations must be invented for each problem, and this will

require a certain use-capacity of the work-memory in order to keep representing the

actions proposed In the solving logical-semiotic sketch. while leaving new marks and

signs (or new chunks in the memory) by means of which the previous results can be

clustered and not left "hanging". AMR, as a solving method for word arithmetical-

algebraic problems, requires that the students learn how to leave marks which
progressively liberate memory units, thus allowing the user to use such units in the

progressive unchaining of the analysis and the solution of the problem. When using

AMSE, some students do not leave enough marks; therefore, in his or her system of

representation, only some of the equations proposed are valid ones.

These intermediate representations arrange information in chunks of more complex

organization, even if one cannot distinguish this in the signs produced by the user.

During the interviews, some students arrive at a representation of the problem where,

most likely, they made calculations (as, for instance, by means of a calculator) and, in the

end, they just write the numerical solution to the problem. Then, they establish an

equality and recover the operations (as dictated by one of the AMSE phases), so as to

subsequently produce an equation.

Neither is it sufficient to propose a more abstract representation to solve such

problems: likewise. it is not sufficient either if arithmetical methods are being used. for

instance-- that the student maintains in the work-memory everything that he

prachicing.

For instance, in the case of the problem where it is asked when and where the two

hands of a clock come together, some solvers try to progressively approach the point

which would yield a result; yet they fail, because through such an approach they will

never find an equalit!. of the terms in the two columns where they codify the positions

corresponding to each hand, when adhering to the idea of more and more
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approximations. Since they use a representation through decimal numbers, and the
sought-after position must be expressed in elevenths, they will never be able to have in
one column the number appearing in the other one; nevertheless, this is the usual
solving strategy. Here, the problem does not have to do with a faulty recording of
calculi; the difficulty lies in that an equation is not being sought starting from the
logical-semiotic sketch (as a representation of what is happening in the problem). In
order to advance, .1 I

among data. in such a way that some of these relationships can be later on identified u
related one to the other(sl. The objective, in this case, is not to find a numerical solution
to the problem, but to establish the linear equation modelling it.

It can be seen, however, in the corpus of diagnoses, as well as in the clinical
interviews, that AMSE phases can be known and yet these may be meaningless for
systematic use. As it seems, the main concern among these users is to solve the
problem, and not to represent it algebraically, something which, sometimes, they can do
only after they solved the problem. They always rescue operations from an equality,
notwithstanding the fact that the teaching model shows, in PHASE 3 of AMSE, that this
can be done after any of the comparisons resulting from the numerical explorations.

IV) What has been pointed out above is a cognitive tendency which is observed in'a
great part of the population. It consists in a difficulty to attribute a meaning to the
algebraic representation when students are immersed in a dynamics of numerical
resolution. This is seen, for instance, when the systematic use of AMSE is proposed,
after having showed how convenient it is for solving certain problems, through a trial
and error procedure. What is observed here is thaLagangitudenta.zealizLihatihajaye
performed such and such operations. only afte,r they have reached a solution to the
problem; that is, they realize there exist relationships among the data when they
establish an equality (as in PHASE 3 of AMSE). This tendency to obtain an equation in
order to follow the teaching requirements, induces the student to represent some
unknown quantity or magnitude in ihe problem merely as a label. and not as a
ungzalized..numbra. In fact, when it is used, a solution to the problem has already been
obtained and, in the best of cases, the value found by other means is associated to the
letter appearing in the equation. In these cases, letters used in the equation the student
bas obtained possess a name status. but these letters are not associated with the assumed
numerical values which were used to find the representation of the problem solution.
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V) Eventually, trying to solve more and more complex Problem Families, MSAI

requires AMSE-type representations. Once this stage is reached, representations are

established which already show a separation from the use of MSS as used in the MSAI,

for in that case the representation of something unknown is being implemented to

operate with it, whereas in MSAI the unknown is merely going to be represented, and

inferences are going to be made which speak of such a representation. Yet, the student

will never operate with it. This is one of the greatest differences between such a use of

the unknown in MSAI, and the use which is attempted to be given in the intermediate

MSS as employed with the AMSE, not to speak of the CM.

The latter is related to the empirical-type results reported in 12) and DI, which tell us

that 11 11 . It I . a . It..t I. .1 . o I I

which is unknown. Other cases, not much different from the one lust mentioned, are

those where it is simply avoided to operate with the unknown. i.e.. there is a resistance

on the part of certain users to implement operations with something unknown, even

when a use is being made of AMSE in teaching.

VI) Once MSAI has been used, the student, at that moment, becomes unable to

generate problems within one and the same Family. Formerly, some users solved such

problems by trial and error. When, however, such problems are solved by means of

MSAI, this permits the users to recognize that there exists a logical structure for the

problem, i.e., that there is a logical relationship between the quantities involved, and

this becomes a hindrance to generate the Family. In this natural tendency. users come tia

realize that in such problems there are certain logical components which they had not

perceived and which they do not master. And this is going to inhibit them from

creating other similar problems.

This a clear due that when solving a problem a logical semiotic sketch is first

perfarmed.

VII) From the results so far obtained it can be said that not until certain types of

problems are solved will the natural tendency to approach them by means of pure

MSAI be modified. Subsequently, making the unknown vary will be implemented,

until, at a later stage, it is possible to solve Problem Families whictLyzilligiwirg_thd.thg

user makes use of other representations, where unknown quantities must be
represented. and then used to make inferences, Finally, it will be necessary to operate

with the representation of the unknown.
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Thus representation needs generate new senses which bring on the possibility to
I. CI a a I I I I

problem. from the logico-semiotic sketch. The essential difference between the
introduction of algebra and these previous approaches lies in that in the latter, when
solving problems, the unknown is represented, although it is not operated. Inferences
are made with a reference to the representation of the unknown; but if operated, this is
always done by means of the data: if a mention ig made of unknowns, this is only in
terms of the results of operations which are being done with the data.

As more complex Problem Families are solved, the sign systems used become more
abstract. These (generalization and abstraction) processes operate on Problem Families,
either when the students find common elements (generalization). or when they
perform negations about some of the Family elements (in this case we would be
apaking&Laculmtractio

Thus, a mechanism explaining why mixture problems are harder than those of other
Families would be based in observing the need to break with the practice of just
inferring from the representation of something unknown, in order to find a use for the
representation where such unknown parts vary. This happens, for instance, when, from
just using a directly proportional relationship, one turns to use several directly
proportional relationships, jointly, within the same problem. This use of the
representation of the unknown is the most complex one to be found in this study. It
corresponds to the use of algebraic representations related to direct variations and to
inversely proportional variations.
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TEACRERN USE OF ALTERNATE ASSESSMENT METHODS

&aim, Karen Brooks, Mary Enderson, Margaret Morgan, and Thomas Cooney

University of Georgia

Summary:

It Ls becoming increasingly clear that teachers' evaluation practices influence the nature of children's

mathematical experiences. Assessment practices send a powerful message to students about the

mathematical thinking, operiences, and content that is valued This paper reports on two projects

intolving teachers'use cf and attitudes farad alternate assessment. Otte project involves implementation

of alternate assessment on a cosauy wide scale; the other dealswith five individual teachers' efforts to use

alternate amassment. Both projects address teachers' uses of alternate assessment, factors that facilitate

and impede their use, and the interaction of tkat use with both their beliefi about mathematics and their

role as teachers of mathematics.

There is a growing consensus among mathematic* educators about the value of teaching mathematics

from a conatructivist perspective. This movement is consistent with various reform minded documents

(e.g., Ncmf, 1989;1991) that convey a process orientation toward mathematics teaching and learning.

The problems of realizing process-oriented classrooms are manifold, including the importance of what and

bow mathematical understanding is assessed. Typically, teachers and students will, at some point, focus

on questions such as, "Will this be on the test?" and imperatives like "This is important. Make sure you

know it for the next test." Such negotiation is fundamental to determining what gets valued and what gets

learned. Crooks (19813) emphasize: that classroom evaluation guides students' thinking in terms of what

they should value and what standards they are expected to meet and hence "appears to be one of the mat

potent forces influencing education" (p. 467).

It is well documented that many, teachers hold or communicate a limited view of mathematics (Mown,

Cooney, & Jones, 1990) and that students often think of mathematics as a set of a priori algorithms to be

executed in well defined circumstances (Borasi, 1990). Further, teachers' evaluation practices sometimes

reflect this limited view as they conflate the notion of an item being difficult with the notion of an item

lousing a deep and thorough understanding (Cooney, 1992; Cooney, Badger, & Wilson, 1993).

Two projects involving teachers' use of alternate assessment items (e.g., items that require solutions
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other than a pre-determined number) and alternate assessment techniques are the focus of this report. In

the first project (hereafter referred to as the Individual Teacher Project (11?)) five teacbers incorporated

alternate auessment items and techniques into their teaching. The teachers were given items that they could

use in their teaching and were provided suggestkins for generating their own items. Data fran this project

consists of two interviews with each teacher, three observations of their classes, information shared during

three project meetings, and copies of tests and materials that the teachers sent us. In the second pmject,

hereafter referred to as the Large County Project (LCP), 122 fifth grade teachers were asked to inoorporate

assessment materials into their teaching in an effort to have a continuous achievement program. The

assessment materials were designed to compliment the curriculum materials the county had designed in an

effort to move teachers toward a more "bands on* approsch to teaching mathematics. Data from this

project consisted of a survey conducted in the fall of 1992 on the teachers use of the assessment materials

and telephone interviews conducted in March, 1993, with the 12 teachers who were willing to be

interviewed. Data from the ITP and the LCP were rued to address the following three questions: In what

ways and how do teachers UM alternate assessment items in their teaching? What factors seem to facilitate

or impede teachers' use of alternate assessment methods? and In what ways and to what extent does an

emphasis on alternate assessment methods interact with teachers' beliefs about mathematics and about their

tole as teachers of mathematics? We consider each of these questions in turn.

IN what ways sod bow do teachers use alienate assessateat Items IN their teaching?

In LCP the most common use of alternate assessment items cited by the fifth-grade teachers who 'rare

interviewed was the identification of objectives and skills that need to be re-taught; tbe most common

scenario was that the gachers retaught a skill if many of the children in 'he class performed poorly on an

assessment item. Although the assessment items in LCP were designed for use with smallgroups, half

tbe interviewed teachers mentioned using them in a whole class formst. Tbe teachers indicated that the

assessment materials were also used as worksheets, as teaching tools, as cluswork to be sent home to

parents, as problems for the whole class to discuss, and as sample work for Fordo Hos. The results were

used to determine individual students' strong or weak points and to structure lessons. Five of the twelve

teachers interviewed stated that they did not use the results of the alternate assessment items in determining

grades. The other seven teachers said that tbe results contributed to the students' grades.

In the ITP Carol, a middle school teacher in an urban school, used open-ended questions that requimd
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students' explanations such as "Explain why 4.25+7.3 cannot equal 12.28," or "Identify the mistake

Terry made when be said that 1.26+3.4 equals .150r She also had her students write about their feelings

toward mathematics and the kinds of difficulties they experienced in solving mathematical problems.

Katie, a secondary teacher in a university town, provided her own analysis regarding the change* she

underwent (see tabk 1). Observations of her target class revealed that her use of alternate assessment items

Traditkoal Questioos
_

Mertiste Test Questions

1. Find the (3CF of 12 sod 1$7 1.Why met 12 te the 13CF of 6 and 18?

2. Round each a( the following to the nearest tenth:
a. 48.128 b. 1399.9243S C. 4.2378

2. Create a number thw would mod to cub of the following:
a. $4.32 b. 813.8 C. 91.998

3. Categorize each of the following numbers as
tirithe or met:mite: 81. 2.53, and 111.

3. Buddy thinks thst 91 and 93 ars prime team they end in an co:I
dirit. Pete nye that Buddy Is wrong. Who is correct and why?

had also influenced her teaching of mathematics as she prodded students with questions like, "Why is that

true?" or 'How did you get that answer?"

For Dave, a secondary tescher in a private school, it was notunusual for 23% of his test items to

consist of open-ended items. His teaching migrored this emphasis as well. The following items are typical

of items Dave created: "Is it possible for an isosceles triangle to have a right angle? If so, give an

example. If not, stau. why," or "Peter thinks he can find an equation for a parabola that has no real x-

intercepts (roots), a negative y-intercept and a vertex in the secondquadrant. Lucy disagrees. Who is

correct snd why?" Dave feels that open-ended questions give more information about a student's

understanding than purely computational ones since he "could more easilydefine a student's strengths and

weaknesses." Interviews with Dave's students indicate that they sense his method of teaching is different

from other mathematics teachers they have had. Comments like, "My other mathernatics teachers didn't

ask us to eiplain things." were typical.

Lisa, a colleague of Dave's in the same school, used alternate assessment in all of her classes.

Approximately 29% of her test items were open-ended. A typical question is, "Does x12/(x3.x9) 1 for

all values of x? Why or why not?" Lisa also has an interest in portfolio assessment. She conveys this

interest to her students, "I talk about portfolio assessment a lot, I say I'm looking at your whole,

everything you do, every piece of work you give me, everything you say to me, every action." In keeping

with this, Lisa has her students create portfolios in which they react to each topic and discuss problems or

insights they had wIPe studying the topic.

Elizabeth, geometry teacher in an urban setting, used alternate assessment items primarily as bonus
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ce watm up activities. However, she gradually tended to use hems such as the following co ber tests.

len mid thet tbe missing side of this right triangle is 17 became it combs a Pythagorean triple. le be correct i
end why? 13

What factors seem to facilitate or hnpede teachers' use of alternate assessmeat methods?

In the LCP survey the teachers' reactions to the close-ended questions were coded on a Liken scale:

-2, -1, 0, +1, +2. Table 2 shows the pcsitive responses toward the assessment materials. In general, the

teachers felt the materials were clear and concise and generally felt comfortable using the materials in small

groups albeit this usage was rather uneven across the fifth grade teachers, indicating significant interaction

while gouped by years of experience (a-f, see figure 1).

Figure 1: Caoriemal Clustets of LCP Teachers' Reactions vs. Years of Emditable

cd2111ISKUJIII
(14, 15, 19, 24)

1.00

0.00

1 .00

1.00

0 .00

- 1 . 00

integrity
(13, 111, 18)

The teachers felt that they had reasonable support although they indicated that their best support was from

their peers. They also expressed concern that the assessment materials wett in a notebook separate from

the curriculum materialsthus making the integration more difficult. Although the teachers felt that the

assessment materials did a good job of testing the curriculum's objective, in reality not all of the teachers

bought into the curriculum's objectives as some relied heavily on texts and minimized a "hands on" Table

2: Teachers' Positive Reactions Toward the Assessment Materials (n=122
NO. Quratlon Avg. 0 < )
13 Ile orocedures for um are cker sod concise + .46 .0001
14 I feel matted O_Ltg the materiels + .1 .2
15 I MI comfortable usessiog students in small grouts + .31 .001
16 The antrament materiels are helpful In ditef111 rant Kudrna' understanding of mathematics + .19 .05
7 Inforusetion 411/141194111 la Ms cased me to aka m classroom instruction + .1.4 .1

i 18 The sansionot lime do a good lob of testing the =tut= objectives + .21 .05
i 27 The Demos of ins students will be sunnortive + .15 .05

approach to teaching mathematics. Teachers wbo made extensive use of the assessment materials reported

that the students liked working with the materials. In general, the teachers felt that the implementation

process should have been more gradual rather than being imposed on them in a single year.
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Table 3 shows the negative responses toward the assessment materials that are regarded as impeding

factors toward its implementation. Several conclusions seem warranted. First, the teachers felt that using

No..,9uesdon Avi. (tr 0
19 it is difficult to choose sampks of Modals' work for the portfolios that illusUalethe 'Moans'

acbievernest level

- 32 .0301

The materials limk my creativio lo cluaroom iostruction - .63 .0001

21 M evaluation methods ve me better. . . into m students' understandio of tomb - .56 .0001

22 The time sod Mind invested in using the matedals is worth it, given tbe quality of information 1

obtain about my studerim' undentioding of mathematics

- .4 .0001

23 My students seem to be frustrated in responding to the amemenent tasks - .31 .001

24 in usisg the materials, IhAve difikulty grading all students faidy - .18 .05

25 la using tbe materials, (sm concerned that my amenment of students' =spoons will oat be

consistent with that of my fellow leachers

- .12 .15

26 lam coocerood that the materials will mg prepsre my studems for the newly recited fonn of ITBS - .41 .0001

the materials _limited their creativity in teachingsignaling that the teachers saw the asseument as being

separated from instruction. Too, they were not confident that they could select appropriate samples of

students' work to put in the portfolios.

The ITP teachers universally cited time as a limiting factor in using alternate assessment. Also

mentioned was their comfott level, both with mathematics and, particularly, in creating their own items.

Thus, they noted that items created for them by the project staff as being important facilitating factor.

In what ways aid to what extent does an emphasis on alternate forms of assessment

interact with teachers' beliefs of mathematics and their role as teachers of mathematics?

In interviews with the LCP teachers, the comments focused on pmcedares involving the auessment

materials rather than its substance. Teachers' time was a primary concern to many although some teachers

minimized this concern. Positive comments included that it allows ptugress according to student ability,

forces students to think, provides uniformity acmes the county, and promotes student interactions. Some

high correlations were found (see table 4) while LCP teachers' reactions toward single items were grouped

conceptually, indicating that teachers' attitudes toward the assessmentmaterials are related to their beliefs.

Table 4: fraLagiLrandilignfArlfirdralimags9111431113111illiftthe, 423111181.111011111

Como= (amnions is Pareanwsti) Sumwe Comfort !wearily Accepts.= lat. co lostrectIon (17,
20)

11BS 3 26 .39 .53 51 44 46

SW (1 1 6. 12e, .42 .50

Comfort Level (14 15, 19, 241 .54 .53
i;':,..,414.4 it;.::

11(4 I 13 1 1
ItriliMinfilltUILIM
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With respect to the rre, it is difficult to conclude that how tbe teachers saw mathematics was related to

whet& the teachers used alternate usessment items and techniques. It is clear, however, that how tbey

saw mathematics was related to the types of items they gave their students. For example, Carol strove to

make her students feel successful in the classroom and to develop a positive attitude toward doing

mathematics; hence, she frequently used hands on materials. Yet her tests bad a strong computational

orientation.

Carol, Katie, and Elizabeth struggled in their attempts to create open-ended items much more than

Dave and Lisa. it is not clear whether this circumstance relates to their beliefs about mathematics (Dave and

Lisa communicate a broad view of mathematics) or to the fact that Dave and Lisa teach together in a

relatively risk free environment in which they are free, indeed, encouraged, to experiment. At the

beginning of the project Dave and Lisa were already familiar with the NCTM SAWA/A and hence 'had a

jump" on the other teachers. While it is striking to note that the public school teachers (Carol, Katie, and

Elizabeth) were more likely to emphasize computational outcomes as they struggled to create and use

alternate assessment items, it is also interesting to note that Carol and Katie exhibited more change in their

teaching than did the other teachers and demoostrated considerable professional growth in doing so.

Conclusion

Green (1971), 'n analyzing teachers' beliefs systems, allows for the possibility of beliefs existing in

clusters, isolated from one another. We see evidence of this in this study, particularly with the LCP. For

many of these teachers, usessment is seen u something quite different than teaching For the teachers

who saw the assessment materials as an encroachment on their time, they asked the question of why they

also had to do assessment.. But for other LCP teachers, time was not so much of an issueor at least this

concern was minimized because of the perceived importance in using the assessment materials. These

teachers saw considerable harmony between the assessment materials and their normal way of teaching

mathematics. Neither did this isolation or non-isolation relate to a school's economic standing. Iodeed,

some of the more vocal concerns were from teachers who taught in high profile schools, whose students

generated high test scores on the rims, and whose parents were very

involved in school affairs--or at kait "watched over tbe school.

The ITP provides a somewhat different twist on the notion that beliefs about mathematics influences

instruction (Thompson, 1984; 1992). Here the evidence points to tbe fact that a teacher's beliefs about
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mathematics are primary (Green, 1971) and tbe manifestation of that in terms of test and class questions is

derived from the primary beliefs. Perhaps this should be no surprise. But it is also the case that where

teachers demonstrated considerable profeasional growth (in terms of moving toward the filanginsla), the

ggintildui for this change came from a concern about assessment. While this may be a chicken and egg

question, it censinly raises the question of whether assessment men always be relegated to the caboose of

reform oi whether in fact in could serve as the engine for driving reform.
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MAIM TALK IN A HETEROGENEOUS GROUP

AnaGardan

University of Illinois at Chicago

Robert A. Reeve

University of Melbourne, Australia

Abstract

Changes in the mathematical discourse of four third-grade students in a guided learning group,

and the teacher behaviors accompanying thesechanges, are described. lass capable students who

possessed relatively weaker mathematical competencies thantheir more able peers constructively

influenced the discourse of their peers under particularconditions of adult guidance. The positive

discourses wae sustained over time by the group. The less capable students in this study monitored and

regulated tht activity and provokeesense-making" exchanges amongall students. These outcomes

suggest that mithematical diccourse can be enhanced by adult-led heterogeneous ability learning groups.

There is mounting pressure to change instructional practices for teaching mathematics

padonal Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1989). Recommendations for change suggest

/moving away from an emphasis on memorizing procedures toward an emphasis on

mathematical thinking. The social atmosphere believed to be most conducive to thinking

generally, and mathematical thinking in particular, is one in which students have an

opportunity to talk, reflect, and work together under particular forms of guidance from their

teacher (Brown, Campione, Reeve, Ferrara, & Palincsar, 1991; Lampert, 1990; O'Connor, 1991;

Stevenson & Stigler, 1992). The goal is for mathematicsclasses to be places in which all

students participate in sustained discussion and collaborative activitiesplaces in which

opportunities for students to communicate mathematically are maximized (Pimm, 1987).

The press for more interactively oriented learning environments of necessity means that

children of widely varying competencies will interact with each other. Yet relatively little is

known, either theoretically or empirically, aboutthe cognitive effects of interactions between

more and less capable learners in these increasingly heterogeneous settings, nor how teachers

can maximize mathematical talking and thinking in these environments. The purposeof the



work reported here is to: (1) examine mathematical talk and opportunities for mathematical

thinking that emerge in interactions between more and less capable learners in a small guided

learning group, and (2) investigate the conditions that support these interactions.

It is generally believed that there are cognitive benefits for less capable students in

heterogeneous groups. This belief is consistent with Vygotskian theory that predicts that

learning is enhanced when a zone of proximal development is created by the presence of a

more capable individual (Vygotsky, 1987). The focus of most studies based on Vygotskian

theory has been on describing the cognitive development of the less capable learner and on

identifying critical guiding behaviors of the more capable that are believed to facilitate this

development (LCHC, 1983; Rogoff & Gardner, 1984). Although it has been suggested that

interactions in heterogeneous groups may be mutually beneficial for both more and less

capable learners (Palinscar, 1992), the ways in which less capable learners createzones of

proximal development among their more capable peers have not been specified.

Methods

The data for the proposed project were collected as part of a larger study (N = 58)

designed to enhance mathematical understanding in elementary school children using

collaborative and guided prachce ptc.cedures (Reeve, Gordon, Brown, & Campione, 1990).

This two-year study took place in two inner-city parochial schoolson the south side of

Chicago, attended primarily by minority students. All the students in the participating classes

were assigned to one of four performance levels based on their Total Mathematics score on the

California Achievement Tests (Forms E & F). Group were then created by randomly

assigning one student from each performance quartile to each group. The resulting groups,

balanced by gender, were thus composed of four students, one from each of four distinct

performance levels. Half of the groups were taught using collaborative and guided practice

procedures. A major goal of the project was to examine ways in which students appropriate

mathematical constructs, as reflected in their talk. The role of the adult in these groups was to

move children out of an "other-directed" framework into a "self-directed" frameworka kind of

cognitive socialization in which the teacher was the socializing agent. Three "reflection
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boards" were used as a medium for externalizing thinking throughout the pr bblem.solving

activity. The remaining groups participated in one of two control activities: unguided

cooperative learning, or paper-and-pencil practice with routine teacher comments. All

students worked to solve three term "combine"problems in which the first, second, or third

addend was the unknown. We used this problem type because it proved sufficiently difficult

to induce students to reflect, for example, on part-whole relationships:

Bill is counting the cars he passes on his way to school. He counts 81 cars altogether.

He counts 28 red ca7s, 34 blue cars, and some black cars. How many black cars does he

count on his way to school?

One of the 7 intervention groups was selected for the current study. The group met 21 times

over the course of 7 weeks. The data source was protocols and written work from these

sessions.

%Mew
For the purpose of the current analysis, the two students drawn from the lower two

quartiles of their class, Tyront and Lindat, were considered "less capable" (denoted hereafter

by the superscript L), while the students drawn from the higher two quartiles, Rochelm and

ClarkM, were considered "more capable" (denoted by the superscript m). All the students in

this group were familiar with one another and had been classmates for at least one full school

year. They all had the same Instructional background in mathematics.

TyronL was mildly neurologically impaired. His speech was sometimes difficult to

understand, his physical movements becamenoticeably spastic when he was ill at ease, and his

handwriting was large and poorly controlled. His classmates openly referred to him as

"stupid" and "weird". TyronL's total battery score on the California Achievement Tests,

administered to his class in March of the previousschool year, was in the 7th percentile

nationally. His weakest performance was on the mathematics subtests (2nd percentile) and his

best was on the Language subtests (15th percentile).

LindaL was an engaging, willful, and active child. Her performance in class was

consistent with that of students described as learning disabled. Although seemingly quite
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bright, Linda L frequently appeared distracted, had difficulty carrying out tasks that required

written work, performed poorly on paper-and-pencil tests, and was a terrible speller. LindaL's

total battery score on the California Achievement Tests was in the 5th percentile nationally.

Her weakest performance was on the Language subtests, where she obtained a minimum

score, and her best was on the Reading and Mathematics subtests (11th percentile nationally).

RochelM and aarkM performed markedly better in school and on standardized

measures of mathematics than did either Tyronl- or Lindat-. RochelM, for example, was an

academically proficient, cooperative and popular student with a mild speech dysfluency. She

sometimes stuttered when directly questioned, but communicated carefully and concisely

when initiating conversation, or vblunteering to respond to a question in class. RochelM's total

battery score on the California Achievement Tests was in the 49th percentile nationally. Her

weakest performance was on the Mathematics subtests (26th percentile) and her bestwas on

the Language subtests (78th percentile). While clearly one of the more successful students in

her class, RochelM maintained a low profileshe was a little remote and noteasy to "see".

As soon as a question was asked, and sometiines before the question was completed,

aarkM had his hand up. His impulsive behavior and insistence on being recognized, irritated

many of his peers. His classmates, however, did believe that ClarkM knew what he was

talking aboutthey said ClarkM was "smart". ClarkM's total battery score on the California

Achievement Tests was in the 45th percentile nationally. His weakest performance was on the

Mathemafics subtests (20th percentile) and his best was on the Language subtests (73rd

percentile).

Results and Condusions

Finding indicated that learners were exposed to a variety of opportunities to think and

learn as a result of discourse with their less capable peers. Less capable students stimulated

mathematical discussions in their more competent peers in the following ways:

(1) The leas capable students monitored and readated the activity of the more capabk.

They noticed omissions, inconsistendes and novelty, and insisted on corrections. They made

task components more explicit by requiring that peers break down the problem-solving
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activity into steps. Their participation generally slowed down the pace of the activity, which,

rather than being a ccst, resulted in more reflection on the part of high performers.

(2) The less capable students provoked *sense-maldng" exchanges. 'They offered

contrasting (correct or incorrect) answers that played the role of naturally occurring counter-

suggestions. On the 13th day of the intervention, for example, the group struggled with how

to represent and solve a relatively new type of problem. A comment by Linda". initiated an

exchange in which ClarkM, after an initial protest, thought about an alternative approach:

ClarkM: For the Ipause) I draw a circle. Draw a circle.

Linda Can I say something?

RochelM: Okay, what.

LindaL: We can't draw no circle.

Rochelm: Yes we can.

ClarkM: Yes we can.

RochelM: We did that before.

ClarkM: Maybe you're thinking about those boxes.

LindaL: Yeah.

While RochelM appeared to hold to theview that what worked before should work again,

ClarkM thought twice, literally, instead of rejectingLindaVs comment out of hand.

Furthermore, now that two approaches were put on the table, a comparison was possible. On

other occasions, TyronL and Linde- questioned rote and abbreviated performance by RochelM

and ClarkM, which resulted in discussions in which the rationales behind performance

decisions were made explicit.

(3) Changes in the less capable students prompted reflecdon. Progressive changes in

the abilities of the less capable students on the target task were visible to their high performing

peers. For example, on the 5th day of the intervention, the followingexchange took place

when Lindal- answered for TyronL:

Teacher: You know, answering for him is not going to help him.

LindaL: He needs it!
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Teacher: You have your idea, Clark has his idea, and I want to hear Tyront-'s idea.

Lindat-: He doesn't have one.

But four days later, when a similar event occurred, Lindal. said, "You don't have to tell him.

He know how to count!"

The more capable became better able (and more willing) to reveal their own strengths

and weaknesses, to display uncertainty, and to consider alternative solutions:

ClarkM: What's the information? Urn, there was, urn, 20, there were 20 costumes.

Urn, wait a minute( Just put 'there were 8 vampires,' or you can put the

whole thing.

The particular kinds of interactions amnng students that were observed in this study

appeared to result from conditions intentionally established by the teacher. The teacher:

(a) established a constructive collaborative social climate by modeling, and requiring practice in,

respectful responses to all student comments; (b) promoted student-student discourse by

explicitly inviting comments from all group members, limiting her own participation, and

turning questions back to members of the group; (c) engaged the group in metacognitive thinking

by asking reflective questions, and consistently using student ideas, particularly those of less

capable participants, as opportunities to initiate talk about mathematical procedures and ideas.

These results illustrated that students of all proficiency levels can engage in

mathematical discourse under specific conditions of guidance, and suggested that less capable

students may be an important and overlooked classroom resource. How the interactions

reported here compare to Interactions among more capable students in homogeneous groups,

or in heterogeneous groups with more wit;tly varied ability levels, for example, remains to be

studied.
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EPISTEMOLOGICAL CHANGES IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MATHEMATICS STUDENTS
Jan LaTurng and Kathleen Metz

University of California, Riverside

ABSTRACT

The study examined community college students' beliefs concerning the

nature of mathematics. 182 students were administered a Liken survey

designed by the authors. With rare exceptions, students manifested a

limited view of mathematics, e.g., as numbers and their manipulation in

well-structured problems. We found no significant differences between

students from remedial and relatively advanced classes. A semester-long

constructivist intervention in a remedial arithmetic course failed to result

in significant differences concerning their belief about the content of

mathematics, a result we argue may be due to the students' interpretation

of the course activities as outside the bowl : f mathematics.

There is a growing literature examining the nature of students' epistemological

beliefs and the effects of these beliefs on students' learning. For example, Songer &

Linn (1991) argue that students who hold a more dynamic view of science will be better

able to integrate their newly acquired knowledge. Schoenfeld's (1989) finding that

most high school students believed if they had not resolved a math problem within five

minutes, it was time to give up, reveals an impoverished model of the nature of

mathematical problems and activity. More generally, Resnick (1991) argues that a

major focus in the classroom should be an "enculturation" into mathematics as a way of
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thinking and valuing.

Our study extends this line of inquity to community college students. The

literature of students' epistemology has largely ignored community college students, a

population of older students who tend to have a weak academic background with many

experiences of failure.

The purpose of the study is two-fold. First we aim to examine the beliefs these

students hold about the nature and structure of mathematics. Second, we aim to develop

instructional interventions that can foster the development of community college

students' epistemological perspective, especially, their conceptualizations of the defining

boundaries of the domain of mathematics, its structure, and the nature of mathematical

activity. For the intervention phase of the work, we choose the most extreme

population within the community college math classes, adult students who had not yet

mastered the rudiments of arithmetic. We assume that, in addition to repeated

experiences of failure, these students have been exposed to a very limited view of the

nature of mathematics and mathematics activity.

METHODOLOGY

Subjects

The subjects of this study were drawn from a ommunity college in Los Angeles

County. The population of the college was predominantly minority and lower S.E.S.

All students in six courses participated in the study: four sections of a basic arithmetic

course (with no prerequisite), a geometry course (with a prerequisite of elementary

egebra), and a general math course for non-math majors designed to transfer to four-

year colleges (with a prerequisite of intermediate algebra).
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Research Design

Students in each of the six classes were administered the survey instrument on the

first day of their respective semester-long course. Two of the basic arithmetic classes

were also administered the instrument a second time at the end of the course. One of

these sections functioned as the control group. The other section, taught by the first

author, functioned as the experimental group for the instructional intervention.

Survey Instrument

A Likert scale was designed to identity students' epistemological beliefs. The

scale consisted of 33 statements. A set of statements corresponded with each of the

aspects of our conceptual framework: the nature of mathematics, the structure of

mathematics and its relation to other domains, as well as their beliefs about learning

mathematics. The statements from these sets were presented in randomized order.

Within each set, statements were included from naive and sophisticated

perspectives. For example, concerning the nature of mathematics, students evaluated

statements such as "Mathematics is a precise science that always has a logical and

definite answer," "Thinking mathematically almost always means reasoning with

numbers," and "The thinking of mathematicians often involves creativity." Each

epistemological aspect is scored separately in terms of a mean score derived from the 1

to 5 Likert ratings (after adjusting for directionality of the statements). This paper

focuses on the analysis of beliefs concerning the nature of mathematics.

Instrustional Intervention

The instructional intervention was implemented in one of the basic arithmetic

sections. The intervention consisted of the entire semester of classes, held twice a week

over a 16-week period. Students were informed that if they stayed in the section, they

would be part of a research project, which would involve video- and audio-taping (no
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students opted to change sections).

The intervention sought to modify the students' beliefs by transforming the

arithmetic curriculum into ill-structured problems, situated in semantically rich

contexts of interest to the students. Problems were collaboratively defined by students

and instructor and pursued by small groups or the class as a whole. Plans for data

collection and analysis were scaffolded by the instructor. Concepts were introduced

opportunistically as the students saw a need within their process of problem resolution.

Procedures were both invented by the students and negotiated between students and

instructor. Examples of the kinds of problems that the students tkndertook include

investigations about people in their community, such as the typical duration of a

marriage, and the design of a park. Across the semester, the instructor avoided any

explicit discussion of the mathematical enterprise in order to not bias the results of the

second survey. The control consisted of a traditional arithmetic course. This group

learned the requisite subject matter by a combination of text, direct instruction, and

practice.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two way analysis of the variance by class and gender reveal insignificant

differences. Basic and relatively advanced classes all manifested low-level beliefs about

the nature of mathematics. This finding is not surprising, given that the students'

epistemology literature has found naive perspectives even on the part of university

students (Hammer, in press).

Analysis of pre. and post-survey scores indicated that the gain of the

experimental group over the control group did not reach significance (Table 1). These
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initial results suggest that the students' epistemologies may have been robust, too robust

to change in a single semester.

Male

Experimental Control

n 24
7- 0.08
s - 0.53

n 11

7- 0.20
s - 0.46

n 13
7- -0.03
s 0.60

n 11 n..11 n 22
Female 7- 0.15 7.0.06 I.- 0.11

s 0.30 s=0/8 s 0.29

n 22 n 24
7- 0.7 o.ot
s 0.38

Table 1: Sample size, means, and standard deviations
of changes in average score for study samples

Examination of student verbal feedback during the course and in written form at

the end ,of the semester led us to conjecture an aspect needed in a more successful

intervention. Our purpose was to expand students' conceptions of the nature of

mathematics. We aimed to work toward this goal by framing the course across a rich

range of problem formulation, problem solving, and mathematical reasoning.

However, many students failed to reconceptualize the nature or boundaries of

mathematics accordingly, but rather were concerned that the course was not focusing on

mathematics, as manifested in such comments as, "When are we going to start doing

real math?" Despite extensive involvement in mathematical sense making that did not

involve numbers, student responses at the end of the course indicated only 23%

disagreed with the statement "Thinking mathematically almost always means reasoning

with numbers," and only 9% disagreed with the statement "Mathematics is mainly the
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study of numbers and how to apply them to problems."

We question whether participation in a classroom framed in terms of the culture

of mathematics may be sufficient to change students' epistemological perspective.

Students may simply interpret the course content as arbitrary selections on the part of

the instructor and the nature of the activities as solely teaching techniques. We suggest

future studies examine the effectiveness of combining an active engagement in authentic

mathematics with explicit meta-analysis of the bounds and nature of the mathematical

enterprise.
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INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS RELATED
TO THE FUNCTION CONCEPT

Fernando Wu
Departamento de Matemitica Educative del CINVESTAV, PNFAPM

. Mixico.

Summary

From our Intuitive experience, It Is known that reasoning is related to mental

images. In particular, if a subject posses a methematical concept, it should be

represented in some way. The subject has at that moment an internal
representation of the concept. In this work we study Internal representations

of the concept of function teachers ,have, through the external representation
they present in a given task. Fourteen questionnaires were designed, different
tasks related to the concept were asked to teachers,using different external
representations of the concept of function.

Introduction and objectives

Studies involving questionnaires which concerned with the concept of function have

been carried out with mexican mathematics teachers at pre-university level since 1988. On

the grounds of these findings and those from Vinner (1983), Markovitz et al 11986). Vinner

and Dreyfus (1989), Dubinsky and Hare! (1992), the next stage in our research was to

explore the problems teachers havo to understand the concept of function. We take as a

guide Johnson-Laird's idea 11983, p. x) that 'human beings construct mental models of the

world, and that do so by employing tacit mental processes".

n what follows, we will refer to mental representations as internal representations,

and to any kind of symbolic or graphical representations as external representations. These

latter are materialized outside the sublects' minds. Generally, mental representations (that

is, internal representations) students and teachers have are not completely integrated.

Whenever teachers are posed a problem using an external representation, for example of

a given function, they appeal to their internal representations to answer. What kind of

internal representations are favored by teachers to answer in a given task?, which of them

yield errors?.

1 9 2
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Our study is intended to approach these questions by taking into account different

performances teachers showed on paper when they were given a specific task.

We are focusing on Marr's idea (1985) related to systems of internl representations,

when he states that:

Modern representational theories conceive of the mind as having access

to systems of internal representations; mental states are characterized

by asserting what the internal repretentations are obtained and how they

interact. (p. 104)

Methodology

According to our aim, fourteen questionnaires were designed. The sh:dy was

carried out with 30 mathematics teachers (pre-university level). Two questionnaires

per week were given to the teachers during 7 weeks. The questionnaires and tasks

were related to: Identification of functions (C1 ),...Identification of points of Domain,

Image and Image set (C2), Tabulation and graphic (C3), Identification of functions and

the writing down of a definition (C4), The calculations of the function at given points

(C5). Translation from the algebraic to the graphic representation (C8), Translation

from the graphic to the algebraic representation (C7), Construction of functions with

some properties (C8), Identification of functions which are equal (C9), Articulation

between representations: pictorlc, symbolic-algebraic and physical context (C10),

Articulation between representations: physical context, symbolic-algebralcand pictoric

(C11), Operation with functions (C12), Proof or construction of non-examples (C13),

Decision about the truth or falsity of definitions of function (C14).

It was found that the percentage of correct responses Increased along the

answering of the questionnaires, but the intuitive ideas induced by strong Internal
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representations turned up and some of them yield errors. For the purposes of this

manuscript we analyze a few questions of the questionnaires.

!yids of answers

In C4 we posed the open question: What is the definition of function?. 18

teachers answered using the "Rule of correspondence% 10 teachers answered in

terms of "Sets', and one gave a wrong definition (two images belonging to one point).

In questionnaire 14 the teachers were given definitions of function which can be

found In the mathematics textbooks they used: In terms of variables, in terms of sets

(ordered pairs), in terms of a rule of correspondence, in terms of INPUT-OUTPUT.

Inforriants were asked to decide which definitions were true and which were

false and, which of them they used for teaching purposes. 14 teachers said they used .

the definition in terms of 'Rule of correspondence"; 13 In terms of "Set of ordered

pairs"; 3 In terms of 'variables". Also, 11 teachers said that the definition of function

In terms of "variables" was false and 11 teachers said that the definition of function

In terms of "INPUT-OUTPUT" was false.

Now, if teachers prefer a definition of function, can they correctly decide If a

proposed graph represents a function?.

In Cl, we presented 26 graphs and the informants were asked to decide which

of them represented a function and why. The second item was 29 teachers

said that this curve did not represent the graph of a function (there was only one

error), the arguments of the teachers were distributed as follows: two teachers used

a definition of ordered pairs, 10 teachers wrote that there were more than one image

In certain points, six teachers explicitly used a vertical lino cutting the curve in more

than one point, one teacher said that it was not the graph of a function (without
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justification). When teachers were given conic curves like those showed in Figure 1,

the six teachers who used a vertical line followed the same strategy, answering

correctly. Are errors related to conic curves due to the existence an analytical

expression? It seems that the answer is sffirrtative. That is, it seems that the

existence of an analytical expression is part of the internal representations of the

concept of function teachers have. Moreover, it seems that that belief Is stronger in

some teachers than the formal definition of function they have.

Y1)
ilc -siD,-.

9 err., 1 abst. 10 err. 2 abst. 12 err. 0 abst. 9 err., 0 abet. 8 err., 1 abst.

Fig. 1. Errors and abstentions linked to conic curves

When presentir a conic curve to one third of the population, the existence of

an equation related to the curve, made an appeal to an internal system representation

connected to an algebraic expression (formula). In other words, the teachers did a

false recognition of a representation of a function, by means of the analysis of the

shape of the curve. The teachers who used an ergumcntation with vertical line

answered correctly the questions related to the conics. These teachers have

integrated the Idea of the process of using vertical line into their internal system

representation.

3 err., 4 abst. 3 err., 3 abet. 4 err., 1 abst. 1 err., 5 abst.

Fig. 2. Errors and abstentions linked to different functions
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It is known from the history of mathematics that the idea of analytical

expression was immersed in the definition of function given by Bernoulli, Euler and

Lagrange. Moreover, It seems that In their definition, the idea of continuous function

was involved in their mental representation. We tried to verify if that is case in the

internal representations teachers have. Questionnaires C8 and C9 concerned with this

issue.

The questions in C9 (equality of functions) were designed to compareteachers'

performances In simple direct tasks, and in complex tasks In the questions of C8

(construction of functions). Then, for example, item 2 In C9 asked if f(x) = 2 was

equal to g(x) = V4, for every x ER. There were 26 correct answers. In contrast, in

problems designed to compare those performances in C8, most of the teachers failed.

In question 12 of CB subjects were asked to construct three functions of real variable

satisfying I 11(x) I 2(x) I I f3(x) I 2. The results were as follows: four

teachers gave no answer; one teacher gave three erroneous functions; six teachers

constructed the three functions correctly; 10 teachers constructed the two first

functions correctly and for the last one they just repeated one of the functions (for

example, f,(x) = 2 , f2(x) = -2 y f3lx) = V4 or 13(x) = 3V8); nine teachers presented

correctly the first function and they tried to construct two more different functions.

Formally, these nine answers might be considered as correct. For example, these

teachers wrote f,(x) = (6x + 2)/(3x + 1) y f3(x) = (4x7-4)/(2x2-2). Then, since f2 is not

defined In x = -1/3 and f3 Is not defined in x = ± 1, the three functions are different.

But, If we compare their answers with those produced In question 18 (see below), it

is evident. that in a complex task, they really believe that a different writing in en

algebraic expression produce a different function.



Now, we analyze the answers given to question 18, which asked for two

functions of real variable such that If °n(x) f(f(x)) si 1. No one teacher could give

a correct answer constructing two different functions. There were 21 answers to the

first function (f, (x) = 1). But, for the second one, the teachers gave .the same

function, written differently. For example, 12 teachers wrote fAx) sen2x + cos2x.

Summarizing, teachers' favorite definitions of function were those given In

terms of "Rule of correspondence" and that of 'ordered pairs". It is surprising they

rejected the definition in terms of relation between variables, which it seems is close

to their mental representation of function.

These results show, firstly, that most teachers did not construct a function

using =re than one rule, and secondly, that most teachers did not consider

discontinuous functions.

We can see that teachers 'could not brake the function'. That Is, they could

have broken the function if they have constructed a continuous or discontinuous

function using two algebraic expressions. It seems that in the case of the history of

the concept of function, mathematicians like Bernoulli or Euler had a mental

representation of the function concept related to continuous functions and to analytic

expressions (or formula). It seems that our teachers have an internal system

representation, like Bernoulli and Euler had, linked to continuous functions exclusively

constructed by one analytic expression.

It seems that when facing a given complex task, there is an organization of

knowledge and possibly the Intuitive ideas or obstacles emerge at that very moment

producing a correct or incorrect answer. Teachers favored not an isolated Internal

representation but one kind of system of internal representation.

Are these teachers inducing the students to constnict a similar Internal

representation?
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PERSISTENCE AND TRANSFORMATION OF A STUDENTS ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY IN THE
DOMAIN OF LINEAR FUNCTIONS
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University of California
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Summery
The goals of this case study are to descnbe the alternative strategy a student used for determining the y-

intercept of a line or an equation, show how this strategy persisted when fie student was confronted with the
standard strategy, and show how the strategy was revised rather than erased, as teaming proceeded. This student,
supported by tutoring and a computer environment for graphing equations, generated a 'counting horizontally
strategy for finding the y-intercept of a linear function. We examine the evolution of this strategy and show how it
co-existed with the standard tountkg vertically strategy.

intoduction

Research on student conceptions and strategies in mathematics has documented particular student ideas .

and described how they are at variance with expert ideas. However, it has not resolved crucial questions regarding

the nature and transformation of student conceptions or strategies (Smith, diSessa, & Roschelle, in press).

Analyses of student conceptions which describe errors and misconceptions have focused largely on the "mis--

aspect of student ideas and have supported the perspective, either explicitly or implicitly, that learning occurs as

these misconceptions are erased and replaced with 'correcr or 'expert' knowledge (Moschkovich, 1992a; Smith,

1992). If we take the constructivist perspective seriously, however, some aspects of student conceptions and

strategies must be reasonable, applicable in some contexts, or refineable. Some alternative strategies which at first

glance, seem to be simple mistakes or the result of misconceptions may, in effect, be useful or have the potential to

be revised.

This study provides evidence supporting two claims about the nature and transformation of student-

generated strategies and conceptions. The first claim is that students generate conceptions and strategies because

these are useful and applicable even if only in limited contexts (Smith, diSessa, & Roschelle, in press). The second

claim is that students do not necessarily discard these strategies and replace them with the correct ones as learning

occurs (Moschkovich, 1992b; Smith, 1992). This study shows an Instance of a strategy that is applicable and useful

In some problem contexts but not others, presents an example of the co-existence of alternative od standard

strategies, and describes how one student revised an alternative strategy.

'This paper was a combo/atm obit. Authors app04, in alphabetical orner.
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In this discussion, we define a strategy as the set of actions taken to solve a particula: problem and a

conception as the set of connected and coherent ideas underlying a specific strategy (or several related strategies):

A description of a strategy includes the problem context in which a student applies the set of actions. We assume

that strategies arise from underlying conceptions, that conceptions underlie strategies, and that both conceptions

and strategies are integrally related to and dependent on the problem context and the social context in which a

Student is working.

As an illustration of a strategy, consider the probiem 'Given the graph of the line y = x find the graph of the

line y x + 4: In order to solve this problem, one could use the standard %Punting vertically' strategy which

entails: a) starting at the origin; b) counting 4 units up on the y-axis; c) identifying the final point (0,4) as the place

where the graph of the second equation will cross the yaxis. On the other hand, sin:e in this case the slope is 1,

one could also use a *counting horizontally: rather than vertically, strategy asfollows: a) selecting a starting point

on the line y x; b) counting 4 units horizontally to point P; c) drawing a line through point P parallel to y = x.

Strategies, like other student actions and activities, are context dependent and reflect underlying

conceptions. For example, the values of the slope of each line in the problem presented above are part of the

prcblem context. Likewise, the presence or absence of a grid (or the line y = x) is also part of the problem context

since a student may use a strategy that relies on the grid (or the line y = x). In this case, this student's use of a

*counting horizontally strategy reflects the conception that the graph of y = x + b was a horizontal translation of b

units of the graph of y x.

Methods

In this study, we examined six hours of videotape of an eighth grade student (AK) and a tutor (CK) working

through a curriculum dealing with linear functions and their graphs, over a period of six weeks. This student/tutor

pair was the first of four pairs in a larger study of tutoring and learning conducted by the Functions Group in its lab

at U. C. Berkeley. The curriculum was designed to familiarize students with the domain of linear functions as

represented by equafions, tables, and graphs.' The tasks were framed by an investigation of slope and y-intercept

in the y * mx + b form of a linear equation. AK had continual access to in-house software called GRAPHER

(Schoenfeld, 1990), which allowed him to manipulate algebraic and graphical representations of functions.

'This curticuken was developeo by A. kan. IA. Gemini% J. MoSclirovich, and C. Yang and it drew on materials deslgoed by various

people In the nextions Group at U C BerkSey iroduding S. Atagidson.
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An entire unit of the five unit curriculum was designed to support the discovery of the standard 'counting

vertically' strategy for locating y-intercepts. However, the curriculum was informal and flexible enough to allow

students to make conjectures and construct alternate strategies. The tutor did little didactic teaching; instead, she

probed the student's understarding, occasionally intervering with leading questions aimed at directing the students

attention to contradictions in his work (Schoenfeld, (3amoran, Kessel, Leonard, Orbach & Arcavi, in press). In our

analysis, we focused the segmen'..:, di which y-intercept played a prominent role, tracing the change in AK's

strategies through selected y-intercept episodes. This data was analyzeii microgenetically in the spirit of

Schoenfeld, Smith, and Arcavi (in press) and Moschkovich, Arcavi, and Schoenfeld (in press).

Results and discussion

In the following sections we describe the alternative strategy for determining the y-intercept developed by

AK. Using examples from the videotape transcripts we show how this student-generated strategy arose and

persisted. We believe the alternative strategy persisted despite its limited applicability because it was useful and

made sense to the student. We also describe how the student refined and revised his alternative strategy. He

refined the:counting horizontally' strategy by specifying the contexts in which it was Of was not applicable and he

revised it by comparing it to another strategy. In particular, AK cfid not abandon his alternative strategy simply as a

result of the curriculum's or the tutors emphasis on the standard strategy. Thus, the alternative strategy was not

merely replaced by the standard strategy; instead these different ways of determining and using the y-Interceptco-

existed.

The dominant strategy developed by AK involved 'counting horizontally.' This is in contrast to the Standard

'counting vertically' strategy. While the standard strategy was the one presented and emphasized in the

ClifiCUIUM, AK pe;sisted in using his alternative 'counting horizontally' strategy, even though it was applicable only

in limited contexts when in = 1. AK used several variations of the "counting horizontally' strategy desctibed above.

He started counting; a) from the end point of the segment of a line of the form y mx that appeared on the grid, b)

from another point on that segment in Quadrant I, or c) from the origin. We will refer to all of these variations as one

strategy under the label 'counting horizontally."

Emergence of the "counting honiontally" strategy

The student developed a 'counting horizontally" strategy to determine the y-intercepts of linear functions

near the end of the second tutoring session. Asked to graph several equations of the form of y x + b, including y
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x and y = x + 4, AK first drew the line y = x. Then, beginning at (10,10), he counted horizontally four units to the left

of the line y = x. He then drew a line ....ough (4,8) which was parallei to the line y x, thus correcUy graphing y = x

+ 4. In later problems he modified this by beginning to count from a point on the line y x rather than from the

corner of the gid.

Several factors such as the tutor's style, the sequence and focusof the curriculum, and the presence of a

grid on the page contributed to AlCs construction of this strategy. The pedagogical stance of the tutor provided AK

the freedom to generate this strategy. Instead of presenting the standard "counting vertically' strategy through

expficit instruction, she allowed AK to construct a solution on his own. Moreover, the tutor did not reject or correct

AK's initial -counting horizontally" strategy. The curriculum's sequence of tasks also supported the construction of

this alternative strategy through the frequent use of the reference line y.= x and through problems focusing on the

effect of changing y-intercepts. As a result, AK typically described lines as variations of the reference line y = x.

Finally, the available material resources such as the reference line y x, the 10 x 10 grid, and the grid

points facilitated AK's construction of this strategy (Stevens, 1991 and 1992). When using the 10 x 10 grid, AK

described the effect of changes in y-intercepts as moving the
lines diagonally from "the upper left to the lower right"

and focused on the edges of the grid, rather than the x- and y-axes, as the reference objects for describing line

movement. In one instance during this problem, AK started at(10,10) and counted the grid points along the edge of

the grid to determine the horizontal distance between y = x and y = a + 4, "it's going to be 4 away.* Since the

horizontrl distance between lines with slope 1 equals the vertical distance, this method works for generating the

correct y-intercepts whenever m = 1. The tutor's pedagogy, the curriculum, and the material resources all

contributed to AK's construction of this sieXesafel alternative strategy for finding y-intercggs.

"Counting vertically" or standard strategy

This was the first task in which AK was asked to give the equation of a line with a slope different from 1 and

a y-intercept different from 0. AK was as!4ed to find the equation of a graphed line (y = 2x + 6) given both its graph,

and the graph arid equation of y = 2x. AK generated the equation y equals eight x after noting that the graph of y

2x + 6 passes through (1,8). The tutor then asked him if that equation worked for other points on the line, and he

said "no.*

Returning to his horizontal strategy. AK then drew the reference line y = x and counted eight dots near the

top of the grid to announce "It's y equals eight plus x . ." The tutor again reinforced her prior assertion that the
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solution mtst %work for all of these points.' The tutor then focused AK's attention on the vertical distance between

the lines. AK counted Six dots and said 'y equals six times xr When the tutor told hkn to consider the graph ofy

6x, AK switthed to 'y equals x plus six'r AK then graphed the equation y x + 6 on the computer and noticed that

the 'slant' of the line was wrong. Finally, AK changed the 'slanr to 2 and specified the effect of the number 2 as

corresponding to the 'slanr or 'angle" of the line a 4 the effect of the number 6 as making the line go 'up and

down." In summary, during this problem AK, with guidance from the tutor and feedback from the computer,

articulated the standard 'counting vertically strategy for finding y-intercepts.

Parsistanca and transformation

AK returned to and elaborated on the 'counting horizontally strategy during a later problem in the fourth

tutoring session. He extended the problem contexts in which he used this strategy and explicitly considered the

contexts in which it was applicable. AK had initially ued the 'counting horizontally strategy by starting to count

from the the endpoint of the fine segment of y x drawn on the grid, the point (10,10). During this-problem he

extended the strategy to include counting horizontally from other points on the line segment y x besides the end

point. AK was working on generating several lines from given equations. Atter successfully employing the 'counting

horizontally' strategy to graph y = x + 3, he then also graphed the equation y = x + 7 by counting Seven units tothe

lett of the line y = x. He then noted that the horizontal distance between the line y = 3x and the line y = x was the

same at several points along the two lines, including the distance between the origin and the x-intercept of the

second line.

AK then considered the application conditions of the %punting holizuhtally strategy. Recognizing the

importance of the line's slope, he said, *Since I know it's on the same slant, if it were oh a different slant, it Ps

"counting horizontally strategy] would be harder,' beginning an examination that he would continue in the next

problem. Finally, the two strategies co-existed as he also used the standard strategy, saying, 'I've got this other

way to figure it our and counting three dots up from the origin to attain the same solution. Thus, AK's %ounting

horizontally strategy evolved as he came to recognize both the scope and the timitations of the contexts in which it

was applicable. At the same time, the alternative strategy was not erased by the introduction and use of the

standard strategy; Instead it continued to od-exist along with its venical counterpart.
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Comparison to the standard strategy

In the net,t pr^blem AK compared the 'counting horizontally' and 'counting vertically' strategies, evaluating

how easy each was to use, how each made sense, sod the contexts in which each was applicable. To find the

equation of the graph y = x + 5 he first successfully applied the 'counting horizontally" strategy and then also used

the\ counting vertically strategy. He then noted that the initial horizontal strategy was 'a little bit harder way to

count,' an assertion he reiterated two Vines. In addition, he considered how each strategy made sense. Although

he initially argued that the 'counting horizontally strategy is "an easier way to think about it," he concluded that the

'counting vertically' strategy made sense as well since "theyre five apart, too."

Even after the standard strategy had been introduced by the tutor, AK found a problem context in which his

strategy was more useful than the standard strategy. AK compared the two strategies for finding the equation of a

line he traced on the computer screen, approximately y = x + 15. AKnoticed that counting up the y-axis didn't work

well on the 10 x 10 grid, since (0,15) was off the graph, but he could easily apply his 'counting horizontally' strategy:

"You can't do that (use the "counting vertically" strategy) if irs way up here.' Thus, AK compared the two strategies

in terms of the contexts in which they are useful and found an instance in whicti the "counting horizontally" strategy

was more useful than the standard one. He also argued that the 'counting vertically strategy was easier to use but

that it was not useful or applicable in all situations.

Rfinement and revision

In the following problem AK refined and transformed the 'counting horizontally' strategy by specifying the

contexts in which it was or was not applicable. In particular, AK did not abandon his alternative strategy simply as a

resutt of the curriculum's emphasis on the sbandard strategy. Even when he encountered limitations to the strategy,

AK responded by refining his "counting horizontally' strategy rather than replacing it. For example in one problem

where m = 2, AK graphed the equation y = 2x + 7 by counting 3 112 units to the left of y 2x, moving horizontally in

half-unit increments. This corresponds to viewing y = 2x + 7 as y = 2(x + 3.5) and generating the graph of y 2x +

7 by shifting the graph of y 2x horizontally 3.5 units instead of vertically 7 units.

After graphing several lines on the computer, AK noticed that "anything (any linear function whose y-

intercept is 0) Mil always go through the origin . . . like 2x, 5x, 10, anything without plus or minus.' AK then related

this information to his horizontal strategy, 'you know I can't do it that way ("counting horizontally' strategy) because

it's a different slant.' He elaborated, "it doesn't work this way ("counting
horizontally' strategy] because it only goes
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a half each time (comparing y = 2x and y 2x + 7)." He also said that his "counting vertically' strategy always

worked even in when the slope Is not 1, "you can etiays get it that way (moves pen up and down, 'counting

vertically' strategy)." Although this episode suggests that AK might have abandoned his "counting horizontally'

strategy by this point in the tutoring sessions, this was not in fact the case. On the contrary, AK continued to use

both strategies in several subsequent problems and while playing a computer game at the the end ol the live

curriculum units.

Conclusions and knplications

This study contributes to current research and theory on misconceptions and conceptual change in several

ways. It provides data to support the claim that students generate strategies and conceptions because they are

useful. We also show how student-generated strategies can be revised 'rather than replaced. The examples

presented illustrate the power and usefulness of alternative strategies and further our understanding of the nature

and transformation of student strategies and conceptions.

There are two implications of this study for classroom instruction. First, it is important for teachers to

recognize that standard or textbook strategies are not the only correct ones and that the student-generated

strategies can also be mathematically interesting and productive. These alternative strategies need not be treated

as 'misconceptions to be rooted out, but rather as sensible constructions to be explored. Secondly, student-

generated strategies need to be respected and taken into account during classroom instruction. This study

suggests that alternative strategies will not fade simply because students are shown the standard strategies.

Students need to be motivated to change their own strategies. The traditional instructional goal has often been to

replace student generated strategies with standard ones. In contrast, this study suggest that instruction should

assist students-in identifying both the power and limitations of their own strategies and comparing their strategies

with the standard ones in terms of criteria like generalizability.
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Body Motion and Children's Understanding of Graphs
Cornelia Tierney, Ricardo Nemirovsky, Tracey Wright, Edith Ackerman

TERC, Cambridge MA

This paper is a partial report of a study on children's understanding of graphical
representations for a continuous variation. Three children were interviewed through
several seisions working with a motion detector that generates computer graphs in rea/
time. We worked with graphs ci position vs. time and velocity vs. time. This paper
analyzes the initial encounter of the children with the motion detector set on the
distance vs. time graphwhat they did, the tasks that they posed to themselves, their
language, and the significance of their learning.

As part of the Students' Conceptions of the Mathematics of Change project l we are
conducting a study on children's understanding of graphical representations for continuous
variations. In this particular set of interviews with elementary school students, we are looking
at the domain of motion. In this paper, we summarize the activity of three children in their
initial work with a motion detector and then discuss three aspects of these interviews that
particularly drew our attention. To exemplify these aspects we will use excerpts from an
interview with one of the children, Eleanor. In a longer paper, we will include episodes from
interviews with other children.

The motion detector we are using consists of one small objectthe "button" whose
position is measured, a sensor or "tower", and a computer. The children hold the button or
place it on a moving object such as an electric train. For the interviews reported in this paper
we have set the interface so that the computer monitor displays in real time a graph of the
changing distance between the button and the tower. Beyond a distance of five meters the
detector does not measure and the computer graph flattens. The motion detector measures
only the distance to the tower.

button computer screen
tower

!Funded by the National Science Foundation, Grant MDR-9155746. All opinions and analysis
expressed herein are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
funding agency. The motion detector that we have used was provided by Lipman Co.(lsrael).
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The Interviews
The interviews consist primarily of conversationsbetween the interviewer and the child

as the child uses the motion detector, during which the interviewer is hying to understand the

child's learning. In planning these sessions, we do not know ahead of time what will be ride.

they are deliberately open-ended. Although we plan a possible sequence of tasks for the

interviews, each interview is a unique event. Thus, it is not "rePlicable" research. Our goal is

to understand how the child Is making senseof the situation. We are not limiting our interest

to what she knows; we also look at what interests her, how she goes about finding out more,

and how firmly she holds her beliefs. We ask the children to talk aloud about what they are

thinking. The interviewer responds naturally with expressions of interest and also intervenes

at times with restatements, questions, or to focus the child's attention on aspects of the

situation or on the child's own statements or actions. The interviewer cannot learn what the

child thinks without affecting how she is thinking.
We videotape the interviews. We meet as a group to view them together. The

questions we pursue when we analyze the videotapes arise out of the data we observe. The

question for this paper is simply: What is the nature of what children do when first working with a

motion detector?

Summaries of Three Interviews
Joe, age 8, Dina, age 9, and Eleanor, age 10 first worked with the motion detector in the

second of a series of hour-long individual motion interviews with the interviewer, Tracey. In

the first intervkw they had drawn representations to instruct Tracey to move a hand-held toy

truck and an electric train in ways each one established. All three children came to include

instructions whether to go fast or slow, where to start orstop, and when to change direction.

In their second sessions described here, the children began working with the motion

detector. The interviewer posed no particular tasks to Eleanor and Dina, encouraging them to

take charge of the investigation. Because Joe hadbecome engrossed primarily in controlling

the motion of the train, she posed a task todirect his attention back to the motion detector. .

All three children began by investigating what motions elicited a response from the

motion detector. Each of them soon concluded that the line on the screen gets higher when

you move away from the tower and lower when you move toward it. They then made use of

their findings to explore something of Interest to them.

1,5x begins his investigation by moving his arm with the button near the computer, up

and down, around in a drcle, left and right. I see. If I move it backwards or farther away, it goes

higher. He moves way back, and considers the effect of getting out of range and of turning the

button away from the tower. Then he asks if he can put the button on the electric train. It

would be pretty cool to have the button on the train. With the train he investigates how to make a
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horizontal line as near as possible to the top of the computer screen, but the button goes out of
range. The computer knows that it is going to go too high and go out of the picture. He solves this by
shortening the train track and then markifig the place on the track where the button on the
train gets out of range. Once it gets to here it just goes straight. (Once the train gets to here, the
graph goes horizontal.)

Dina spends little time figuring out how the motion detector works. From the
beginning she moves mostly away from and toward the sensor, making high and low lines on
the screen. She began the interviews with the idea that high lines on a graph show faster
speed. She had developed this idea during her first session making graphs for Tracey to
interpret. In working with the motion detector, she puts together her assumption that high on
the graph means "fast" with her experience that furtheraway makes a higher line. That would
kind of be at a low speed. ... because I think that low is slow. When Tracey asks what could you do
to make it even "faster", she responds, Get further.

From the beginning and throughout this process, Dina evaluates the overall graphs
aesthetically. In comparing her first two graphs she says the other one is more attracting because
of all the bunips.. When one of the designs looks to her like an "N" she begins to see the designs
as pictures. She deddes to draw different pictures and letters. Through planninghow to draw
a box, she recognizes the constraint Can you get this to go back? (to the left)... I don't think you
can. She takes account of that constraint in planning other drawings. Sherecognizes that she
can make an "N" and an "M" but not an "a" (it would only be a bump) nor a 'T' (it would be like an
upside down L).

Eleanor approaches the motion detector systematically, posingquestions about certain
patterns on the screen that result from her motions. She works almost completely
independently of Tracey, watching the computerscreen as she investigates moving with the
button in various ways. Once she has established the parameters of the motion detector, she
begins to explore. I'm going to try and make a pattern. She envisions an image that she tries to
draw and in the process asks and answers more questions about the way the motion detector
works. She finds that she cannot make the graph go backwards (right to left) or draw a
vertical line.

Perspective-Taking
Eleanor's exploration with the motion detector can be characterized as a process of

perspective-taking. Piaget and Inhelder (1967) initiated a series of studies about children's
understanding of how "others" perceive an object from a different viewpoint than their own.
Their work was further developed and broadened by many researchers. Flavell (1990)
distinguished between two "levels" in perspective-taking. In the first one the child is aware
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that the "other" sees the object or the landsospe differently from how she does, but she is not

able to describe or articulate what is the other seeing. In the second level the child is able to

specify how the object looks from the viewpoint of the other. In our study, Eleanor is not

dealing with an object but with her own body actions within a certain space (walking, running,

moving her arms, etc.) and the "other" is the motion detector. The motion detector "sees"

certain aspects of the body actions and not others. Itshows what it sees through a graphical

representation that is responsive only to selected features. By exploring the graphical

responsiveness of the motion detector, Eleanor discriminated what aspects of her motions the

motion detector senses, among all that are possible to "see". Eleanor's learning embedded a

transition from the first to the second level of perspective-taking, from awareness of

differences to their articulation. She constructed a perspective from which she could anticipate

the motion detector's way of representing her =Eon.
As with any other process of perspective construction, Eleanor not only discriminated

what aspects of her body motion were noticed by the motion detector, but also how they were

expressed in the computer graphs as part of a whole system with its own consistency and

inner constraints. We identified three different threads woven into her perspective

construction: (1) Interplay betwecn seeing the computer graph as a response to her motions

and seeing the computer graph as a pattern, (2) Incorporating the inner constraints of the tool,

and (3) Using the qualities of one domain (graph or bodymotion) to describe the other one.

The Computer Graph as a Response to Actions and as a Pattern

Eleanor's use of the motion detector involved frequent shiftsof focus. One focus was on

the relationship of her body actions and spatial relationships in the room to the. graph (So if you

get closer to it, it goes down low ); another focus was on the graph in relationship to a pattern that

she envisioned (for example a regular wave). These shifts marked a change of attitude; from

trying to figure out how the tool responded to her movements, to doing something with it and

analyzing the graph's congruence to the pattern she had imagined.

Initially Eleanor explored the relationship between her actions and the computer graph:

Eleanor begins her investigation with the motion detector by setting a sequence of tasks

for herself. Let me move it farther away. She walks backward away from the tower. The

line goes up and then flattens. Maybe this is thefarthest it can go. What if I move it up

higher? She reaches up high and the line remains at the same height. She walks forward

toward the tower.. The closer to the tower it gets, the lower, I think. She walks backward

away from the tower. And I think it gets... It gets higher until this line. She walks in and

points to the screen where the line has flattened. I don't think it makes any difference if you

go like that . Standing near the tower, she holds the button way up in the air and then way

down to the floor. She asks to move the tower because perhaps the tower cannot see the
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button through the table-. Because it might not be able to see it if I put it-down here.. Maybe it
can't see the button ynder the table.

Next Eleanor shifted to analyzing the graph as a patternhow parts of it differ from each
other and how the whole differs from the iiattern that she had intended:

OK, I'm going to try and make a miler a. She alternately walks forward and reaches out her

hand toward the tower and the:i walks back and pulls her hand away from the tower.
After a few in and out moiions she doesn't back up as far each time. The graph Is a
series of sharp zigzags diminishing in height as It moves from left to right. As she
moves back and forth, Eleanor watches the graph forming. When she sees that the
zigzags are diminishing, she comments: Actually this is not exactly the same pattern.
Eleanor goes a shorter and shorter distance away from the tower. When the graph
finishes, Eleanor and Tracey comment on the wavy pattern.... (T: And the whole thing has

End of a shape, too, doesn't it?). Yeah, it's all like zig-zags through that side, but I mean they're
She does a zigzag motion with her finger. They look like, kind of like mountains or

something. At first I was going to have it stay on this line, (tracing her fmgeron a horizontal
line from the top of the highest zigzags) but they got... hey kept on getting smaller.

Tracey then posed a question that moved Eleanor to shift the focus back to the graphas it
related to her body actions:

(Why did they get smaller?) Because I... I didn't walk as far. Maybe I can mark where I walked
to, and then like... (T: Sure) E: Maybe I can like just put this like right here. She places a little
note pad on the floor. To make the next graph Eleanor walks six times at a regular pace
up to the tower and back to step on the pad on the floor. The seventh time she steps
back beyond the pad.

Again, Eleanor analyzed the graph for its consistency within itself and compared it with her
plan:

That one (peak) went up a little too high, but. . . (Touching each of the peaks on the
graph)Thal one (the overall zigzag pattern)was kind of more the same, but a little bit difftrent.

Incorporating the Inner Constraints of the Tool

Some aspects of Eleanor's learning were not about the relationships of the graphs to her
actions or to the patterns that she envisioned, but about discovering and taking into account
constraints of the motion detector's methods of displaying information. Eleanor uncovered
constraints of the motion detector when she thought of a pattern that it could not make. She
reflected both on differences among the possible and impossible patterns andon the
relationships between the actions and the patterns. She imagined what patterns she would
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like to make, compared them to what she was able to make, and then went back to analyzing

the actions.

Eleanor wondered about the impossibility of the computer graph showing a vertical line
Let's see (running her fingers straight up and down on the screen). I wonder if you could

get it to go straight up? Not like diagonal (tracing her finger over a slanted line on the

graph). Probably you couldn't because if it would go straight up it would have to just be the

same time, because it's moving along (running her fmgers from left to right across the
screen) no matter what you do. (T: Moving along in time?) So you'd have to kind of stopthe

time and go like that (tracing straight up). And go lace this (moving as if to rush away from

the tower). Because, because it's moving along this way (to the right) the same time it's going

that way (straight up). (T: Do you think you cart make a steeper line than this? ) Maybe, maybe

if you do it faster. (T: OK, shall we try that? ) Eleanor starts by running a short distance
toward the tower and back and then stands still moving her arm quickly forward «nd
back. That's almost straight up.... Even though you can't make it go like straight up, you can get

pretty close if you do it faster.

Using the Qualities of One Domain to Refer to the Other One
As Eleanor began to anticipate and explain the computer graphs, her talk and gestures

combined in complex ways the qualities of the graph with her body actions. At times she

described each with the qualities of the other.

This language manifests her fusion of the action with the graph:
(T: What does this pointy thing mean?) Well, the point is where I like went the other way.

Because I went towards it going down (tracing a finger along a downward sloping line

on a zigzag) and then away from it going up (tracing a fmger along an upward sloping

line on a zigzag).

She ascribes the graph's motion ("go down low") to the person:
At the bottom, I think if you go down too low, you will likeit gets a flat.

She ascribes a person's motion ("forwards") to a motion of the line on the graph:

Tracey points to one of the upward slanting lines. (T: So the line up was when you

were walking how?) Mien I was walking backwards. And the line forwards was that way

(pointing at a line on the screen with downward slope).

As the session progressed Eleanor's talk reflected more and moremeanings for certain

wo ds. In the rich conversation with Tracey they both used context to sort out the ambiguities.
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Discussion
We understood Eleanor's initial interaction with the motion detector as a process of

perspective construction; she tried out different kinds of body motions and compared the
tool's response to her expectations. As a result, she developed ways to plan and interpret
graphs that were consistent with the ones produced by the motion detector. Within this
process of perspective construction we identified three aspects that she enacted: constant shifts
between seeing the computer graph as a response to actions and seeing the computer graph as
a pattern, incorporating the inner constraints of the tool, and fusing the qualities of the graph
with the qualities of the body actions.

Understanding tl*.e nature of what children do when first working with a motion
detector has ramifications for how we think about how children make sense of graphs.
Eleanor, as well as the other children that we have interviewed, showedus how graph
learning can be a richer experience when explored on the basis of dynamic responsiveness to
body actions. Given the complexity inherent in body motion, it is remarkable that the motion
detector enabled children to develop a consistent focus on particular elements of their body
motion. This was especially true because they held the button in their hands and got feedback
in real time. This tool also created an opportunity for children to take a qualitative approach to
graphing as opposed to more traditional point-to-point process. By focusing on the general
shape of the whole graph or on particular elements within the graph, children became invested
in issues of scaling. Their sense of scale grew out of exploring what "out of range"meant in
the graph and the room, as well as using landmarks connecting positions in the room with
locations on the graph. Beyond the particularities of using the motion detector we believe that
this work informs the place of qualitative graphing in the elementary school curriculum.
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MAKING SENSE OF GRAPHS AND EQUATIONS DURING PEER DISCUSSIONS: STUDENTS'

DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE USE

AxitMoschkovich
VAST/SESAME

University of California
Berkeley, CA 44720

This study examined students' use of descriptive
language during exploration of the domain of linear equations

and their graphs. The analysis of the videotaped peer discussions focused on the differences between the

everyday and the mathematics registers, the negotiation of meaning for descriptive terms, and the

transformation of students' language rise. This paper
summarizes selected results from the study describing how

three pairs a/study* used relational terms andphrases to describe the translation and relation of lines.

ilroductIco

This study explored the process of learning mathematics
through peer discussions by focusing on

students' use of descriptive language. Through their
discussions and computer exploration of graphs and equations

the students negotiated the meaning for termssuch as "steep: 'steeper," less steep: "moves up: and "moves

dowrrand the choice of reference objects for describing
line movement. While their use of descriptive language

was initially ambiguous and reflected the everyday meaning of terms, five of the six students came to use these

terms in a manner more consistent with the mathematics register.

The construction of mathematical knowledge was examined in light of two themes in current theoryand

research-learning through social interaction and the relationship between language and teaming mathematics. The

study began with the assumption that knowledge is socially constructed through interactions with other people

and that this construction is mediated by language
(Vygotsky, 1978, 1987). Following Solomon (1989), I view

competence as knowing how to act in specific situations involving lines and their equations, including knowing how

to use language. While Vygotskian theory and research have emphasized adult guidance and the mechanism of

internalization in the teachingrlearning process (Vygotsky,
1978,1981; Wertsch, 1981. 1984, 1985), investigators

have stressed the need to include an analysis of peerwork as well (Forman and Cazden, 1985; Forman and

McPhail, 1989).

While interaction with peers can be considered one possible context for supporting learning, the details of how

peer discussions function as a context tor developing conceptual knowledge remain Inely unspecified.

Researchers have begun to address how conversations between peers might support conceptual learning in

mathematics (Forman, in press) and to explore the relationship between language and learning mathematics

(Cockirc and Mestre, 1988; Durkin and Shire, 1991;
Pimm, 1997; Richards, 1991). Many ot these studies have
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focused on one aspect of mathematical discourse, the mathematics register'. Durkin and Shire (1991), Pimm

(1987), and Walkerdine and Sinha (1978) have explored how the vernacular and mathematical registers differ and

how discontinuities between these two registers sometimes present difficulties for students. O'Connor (n.d.) has

described how students negotiate and define the use of particular terms in the mathematics classroom. In light of

this work, the study focused on the differences between the everyday and mathematical registers for this

domain and the negotiation of meaning for relational terms.

Subjects and Methods

The subjects for this study were three pairs of ninth and tenth grade students from an exemplary pilot

first-year algebra course. These students participated in videotaped discussion sessions with a peer of their

choice. Before volunteering for the discussion sessions these students had participated in two curriculum units,

each six weeks long, focusing on linear and quadratic functions. The two chapters included modeling of real world

situations, use of graphing calculators and computer software, and student group work with some whole-class

discussions.

The discussion sessions were conducted atter school in a classroom and lasted from two to six hours

over a period of two to four days. In these sessions the students explored slope and intercept using Superplot,

graphing software which allows students to graph equations. To structure discussion of different conjectures and

precfictions, the students followed an instructional sequence similar to the classrooms method for classroom

discussions in science (Hatano; 1988; Inagale, 1981; Inagaki and Hatano, 1977). The problems were designed on the

basis of student conceptions suggested in previous research (Moschkovich, 1989; Schoenfeld, Smith, and kcavi,

in press) and in classroom observations (Moschkovich, 1990). The introduction to the discussion sessions included

an explanation of terms used in the worksheet (steep, steeper, less steep, origin. move up or down on the yaxis,

etc.) using examples. Transcripts of the videotaped discussion sessions for the three case studies were analyzed

by coding instances where a student described a line, described its movement, or compared two lines.

Students' Descriptive Language Use

Learning to participate in mathematical discourse and learning to use the mathematical register for a

domain is not simply a matter of learning vocabulary definitions. Instead, it involves learning how to use language

IA register is 'a set of meanings that is appropriate to a particular function of language, together with the words arid structures which
egress these meaniNs ' (Halliday. 1978) A register Is a set ol words and expressions that have a particular meaninj within a particx/ar
activity. The matheinalcs register is the set of meanins, words, and strucezes approrxiale to the practice ot mathematics. Sonic
words may overlap between the evelyday end the mathematics reoster, WI they rave a different meaniN
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appropriately while solving and discussing problems
in different contexts. In the case of linear equations and their

graphs, the mathematics register includes more than technical terms such as 'slope and 'intercept'. Even though

neither the discussion problems nor the teachers used these technical terms, the students still negotiated the

meaning of the less techrical versions used in the problems. The students did not simply learn to use the technical

terms slope and pintercept. Instead, they learned
how to describe lines and their movement in a manner more

consonant with the mathematics register by refining the everyday meaning of terms, by choosing reference

objects to describe the movement of lines, by focusing on vertical translation for the form y.mx+b, and by

separating rotation and translation as independent properties of lines,.

The language used to describe lines mathematically differs from the everyday language used to describe

spatial objects and the relationships between them. As students are encouraged to discuss this mathematical

topic and allowed to use their own language, the differences between the two registers become more obvious. For

instance, the term 'steeper has a different meaning in everyday language than it does in the mathematics

register in that the prototype (Lakoff, 1987) of a steeper hill seems to be a hill which is also higher. Steepness and

height do, in effect, co-vary in everyday life; that is, steeper hills will tend to be (or seem to be) higher (or

viceversa). This is similar to the way we interchangeably use the words 'older and 'bigger' in reference to

children, so that these words have to bi "renegotiated" in reference to a huge five year oFd or a small six year

old. While in everyday use one is neither careful nor
concerned with the separation of the two propertiesof lines,

steepness (m) and location along the y-axis (b), in mathematics discourse these two properties of lines are seen

as inherently and crucially independent.

The excerpt below is taken from the discussion of a pair ot students who had difficulties with the

meaning of the term "steeper and used it to include translation. This meaning for the term 'steeper was first

evident while these students were discussing Problem 3a. In this problem students were asked to predictwhether

changing the equation y.x to y=xs5 would make the new line steeper or not, and then to decide whether their

prediction was right after graphing the two lines on the computer.
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The discussion of the meaning of the term "steeper is most striking atter they had graphed the equation .

yox+5 on the screen:

HE: (Reading) After graphing, is it steeper?
FR: Isn't it steeper? No.
HE: It's not steeper, is it? (Moves hand to the screen.)
FR: Are we talking about the same thing?
HE: Yeah ...
FR: think it's steeper right here (points to the intercept of the line y=x+5.) Cause look at it ... 1,2 and 1,2
(counting up to 5 on fhe y-axis and then to 5 on the x-axis, the axes are labeled with a slash every two units.)
This is the same.
HE: (Mumbles, then places a pen where the line y=x would be.) Ifs going up.
FR: So it's no, right? the answer is no ...
HE: I guess so cause it just moved up (moving the pen up and parallel to where the line y=x would be.)
FR:Can you make it deeper....steeper?

HE: (Demonstrating with the pen.) Steeper it might go like that (rotating the pen counterclockwise from the line
y=x) or like that (moving the pen up to (0.5) and also rotating the pen counterclockwise.)
FR: Steeper like that (moves pen below the x-axis so that it lakes the place of aline which is steeper than y=x
and also has a negative y-intercept) This way right?
HE: Steeper is like this (the pen is in the position of a line steeper than the line y=x) but more like this (moves the
pert up and down the y-axis) . . . It's no? Do you agree? Yes, no?
FR: Yeah . . . Are you sure? Do you agree? So this is -YES" also ...

. HE: So we're going up on the y axis ... and "make the line both steeper and move on the y axis' (referring to
Question C). . . You don't want it steeper you just want it to move up on the y axis ... so ... yes or no? (Looks
at FR.)
FR: Mhm ... no.
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At first HE said the line on the screen was steeper than the line y=x, while FR was certain that the line

was not steeper. When they explicitly began to disuss the meaning of the word "steeper; FR seemed to think that

a line is steeper at the y-intercept. When FR asked HE whether one can make a line steeper, HE demonstrated

that a "steeper line can be either a line which is onty rotated counterclockwise from the line y=x or a fine which is

first translated up the.y-axis and then rotated. FR explicitly used a line that was translated down to the y-axis

to exemplify "steeper,' and HE represented a "steeper' line as first a line steeper than y=x but which wasalso

translated up or down. Even while looking at the line y=x+5 on the screen (and apparently knowing where the line

y-x would have been located) these too students alternated between using "steeper" to refer to both translation

and rotation, and using 'steeper" to refer only to rotation. The gestures which accompany their dialogue are

especially striking on the videotape, since they leave no room for doubt that they are referring to translation as

well as rotation

Students in all three pairs used the term 'steeper" tn include translation at some point in their discussions

and had to negotiate the meaning of this term. One of the students who used the term 'steeper to include

translation explicitly said that she had understood the term to mean "higher." In sum, the data from the peer

discussions for these three pairs show that there were discontinuities between the everyday and mathematics

registers for terms and phrases such as 'steeper; less steep," 'move up," and "move down." The instances

where students explicitly discussed and negotiated word meaning involved this set of phrases, which were all used

in the discussion problems, as well as terms and phrases generated by the students such as 'moves left," "moves

right,"moves to the sides," and "through the origin."

Students negotiated two aspects of their descriptions, the meaning of individual terms (as seen in the

excerpt above) and the choice of reference objects for describing movement. They negotiated the starting and

the ending reference objects for describing where lines started and ended: whether their descriptions used specific

reference objects such as the axes, the origin, the line y=x, and salient points on the lines (such as the x- and y-

intercepts); or more general references such as up, down, right, left, and side (or sides), which can be ambiguous.

Some students used the x and the yaxis as a reference for describing the steepness of lines. For example, when

MA and GI initially disagreed about whether the steepness of a fine they had graphed had changed. MA usecithe

xaxis as a reference object to argue that this was the reason why the line was less steep. MA described the line

y=x as being "between the x and the y(axes)" and defined the term less steep" as meaning "closer, to the x than
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to the y (axes)'. While this choice of reference objects to define and compare steepness might seem natural, other

students did not arrive at such a useful choice of unequivocal reference objects or terms to describe either

rotation or translation. For example, one of the students in the third pair (MJ and DI) initially introduced the terms

left" and 'righr to refer to rotation. This choice of words made the discussion problematic and inconclusive, since

they also used these terms to refer to translation.

NJ and DI were working on a problem structured like Problem 3a except that in this case the two

equations were yzx and r..3x. Although MJ moved her hand clockwise and counterclockwise, she described the

movement of the line y.3x as 'to the lett or to the right' of the line y.x, using the same terms DI would later use

to refer to translation, "right or left.' DI initially accepted MJ's definition of rotation as 'to the left or to the right'

but then added that it moved "clockwise' (the fine in effect moved counterclockwise). NJ also described the effect

of a change in the slope as 'it moves more to the lett and gets steeper.' This is an ambiguous use of the word

"left" since it is not clear whether MJ was using left to refer to translation or rotation. Moreover, if she was using

"left" to refer to rotation, then she was describing the line as being both translated and rotated2. In the

subsequent dialogue, DI continued to uselefr to refer to translation while MJ insisted that the line y=Jx had

moved left.' The ambiguity in these two students use of reference and relational terms continued to plague them

throughout their discussion session.

The descriptive language used by these six students during the last few problems reflects increasing

conceptual knowledge and is more consistent with the mathematics register: it reflected an increased coordination

between the two representations, a separation of the effects of the parameters m and b, and an increased focus

on vertical, as opposed to horizontal, translation. Each of these students' use of descriptive terms moved closer

to the mathematics register in at least some ways. Of the six students, only MJ continued to use ambiguous

terms or reference objects.

Initially the students mixed references to the two representations and their descriptions, reflecting the

lack of a coordination between the two representations. They later came to limit their descriptions of lines to

graphical terms only, showing an increasing coordination of the way the two representations are connected, and

2there are other important aspects of this dialogue *Slob are ctiscussed in more detail in a longer version 0 this paper. First, %bile DI
used let connection between a charge in an equation and a change in a Ins as a part of her explanations, MJ neither initiated ttss sort ol
explanation nor waS she convinced by Drs use 0 this connection between the Iwo representations Seoond, MJ related 10 the y-titercept
to describe rotation. Lastly, Di initiatiy focused on horizontal, rather than vertical, translation.
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began using phrases such as "if you add, the line goes ur and if you multiply, the line gets steeper. Five of tho

.
six students also coordinated the two representations by coming to drop descriptions not easily connected to the

form pimx+b. These students had initially described lines as moving lefr or "right* as wet as "up" and 'down".

They later focused on the result of changing the b as specifically moving lines up or down. Their later descriptions

also omitted mention of movement along the x-exis, reflecting an increasing coordination not only between the

. algebraic and graphical representations, but also a focus on the specific form of the algebraic representation used

in the problems, y=mx+b. Lastly, while students initiey conflated rotation and translation in their descriptions,

they later used these two movements independently of each other, thus differentiating betWeen and separating

rotation and translation as independent properties.

Condusicts

The data collected in the discussiOn sessions show that there were evident differences between the

everyday and the mathematics registers for the meaning and use of relational terms and phrases. Students

frequently used the term "steeper to refer to translation as well as rotation of lines; they also used other terms

ambiguously to refer to both translation and rotation. Students negotiated the meaning of individual terms and the

choice of reference obiects for describing line movement. Through their discussions and computer exploration of

lines and their equations they came to describe line movement and compare lines in a manner more consistent

with the mathematics register.

There were several aspects of the peer discussions which may have supported the transformation of

students' language. Students used their own terms (or the terms used in a problem but with their own meaning) to

describe lines, they asked their partner to clarify the meaning of different terms and phrases, and most of the

time they negotiated a consensual meaning for terms. One of the benefits of peer discussions might be the

occurrence of such negotiations of meaning. The negotiation and transformation of the students' descriptive

language was an important aspect of making sense of lines and their equations. The negotiation of meaning that

students engaged in, the fact that most of the students arrived at a consensual use of these descriptive terms,

and that students' language use moved closer to the mathematics register all show that peer discussions canbe

a productive context for transforming students' language use.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING: A CASE STUDY IN ECOLOGY

Helen M. Doerr

Cornell Theory Center

Cornell University

To better understand the role that modeling and simulation might play in

mathematics education, we must first develop an understanding of how modeling and

simulation are used by practitioners in the scientific and engineering community. Two

initial questions guided this particular invesdgadon: what are the different kinds of

models that scientists use and how are these modelsused. Using a case study methodology,

three scientific research teams at Cornell University were interviewed and observed during

the fall of 1992. In this paper, we will describe our work with the ecological modeling

group and discuss some of the implications of that work for mathematics education.

Introduction

Modeling is a diverse activity with practitioners in all areas of science, engineering

and mathematics. Within and across these disciplines, many substantially different kinds of

models are used. Two initial questions guided this particular investigation: what are the

different kinds of models that scientists use and how are these models used to describe,

predict and interpret phenomena. This case study involved in-depth observation of three

groups of modeling practitioners at Cornell University: one in operations research, one in

biomechanics and the third in ecological nuideling. In this paper, we will review the

findings for the modeling activities of the theoretical ecology research project in order to

understand the goals of the modeling effort, the underlying mathematics, the use of data in

the model, the use of visualization, and the conceptions of time and space. We will discuss

some of the implications of that work for mathematics education.

Background

This ecological modeling research project is studying the changes in the dynamics of

relatively simple systems as the size of the system changes. The research team is interested

in theoretical questions of ecology: what is the correctscale to be looking at the problem?
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How big do you need your system to be in order to capture the variability in the system? For

example, you would need a smaller study area for a grassland than for a forest. But no one

really knows just how much smaller. The current study is looking at: What happens in

these systems when you increase their'size? How do the dynamics change? Prof. Richard

Durrett is a mathematician with expertise in the theory of interacting particle systems.

Linda Buttel is a research support specialist in ecology with extensive experience in

computer modeling. This collaboration is an effort to apply some of the mathematical

results from interacting particle systems to biological models of ecological systems.

Methodology and Data Sources

Over the course of two months in the fall of 1992, !conducted a case study of two

members of the research team, Butte! and Durrett. As an observer-participant, I met with

the research team during several working sessions in which the details of the models were

discussed and actually implemented. During several meetings with Buttel, we discussed how

their particular model fit into the broader scheme of ecological modeling. All the sessions

were audio-taped. Background readings, interviews, computer programs, various graphics

output and video were analyzed and a final case study repo: was written. The transcripts of

the audio-tape, the computer programs and the video of the model comprise the primary

data sources for the analysis. The quotes in this paper are from the transcripts.

Results

Kinds of Models. Buttel defines two broad approaches to modeling: in the first approach,

the researcher models the behavior of groups of individuals. Hence, one would find, for

example, average germination rates and average dispersal rates. This type of model is

generally defined by systems of differential equations based on the notion that the

population at time t+1 is given by the population at time t plus the birth rate times the

population at time t minus the death rate times the population at time t plus the number that

immigrate in minus the number that emigrate out. This approach is widely used by

biologists; most predator-prey models fall into this schema.

In the second approach, however, the researcher looks at the behavior of each

individual entity within the system. Buttel describes the difference between the approach
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of tracking the individual versus following the groups of individuals as follows:

One approach is to stand on the bridge and look at all the leaves going underneath the

bridge. So stay at one point in time and let everything go by. And the other thing is to

get on the leaf and follow the one leaf and see where it goes and what it does. And

those are the two different approaches. And to some degree it is driven by the biology

and by what you can parameterize and how good your parameterizations are. There is

so much variability say in annual plants: what you would do then is pull out a

distribution. Sometimes it is better to do things.., to average things out because we

really don't have enough information to do it any other way.

Buttel suggests several factors that would influence the choice of approach: the way the

problem is conceptualized, the ease of computation, the kind of data that is available, and

the kind of entities that are being studied. For example, annual plants in a landscape are

very similar and therefore it would make sense to use an average distribution. For trees in

a forest model. It would make more sense to study the individual trees and their interactions

with their neighbors. It is this last notion of studying the interactions with the nearest

neighbors that is the key distinction between the two modeling approaches. The models

which track the individual can incorporate spatial explicitness in the model. That is to say,

where you are located in space does matter. What happens to you as the system evolves

depends on where you are located. The differential equation models based on groups of

individuals do not incorporate this spatial explicitness.

How the Models are Used. Two particular models were investigated over the course of our

meetings. The first was a predator-prey model (Dewdney, 1984) and the second was an

epidemic model. Four salient features characterize both these models: the use of data, the

incorporation of spatlai explicitness, the use of visualization, and the notion of continuous

time.

Biological data had almost no role whatsoever. The closest use of any data was with

somewhat vague and almost arbitrary use of facts like 'measles lasts 14 days'. This would

appear to be a direct consequent of the fact that the goal of the modeling effort is to study

the dynamics of the system itself. Buttel describes this as follows:
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Rick's models are much more abstract. They really don't have much biological

reality to them. Biological realitican be imposed from above. ln other words you

can say, this particular kind of mathematical interacting particle system behaves

like a forest fire. Or behaves like a competition model between a predator and a prey.

But in a very abstract sense. But thenice thing about that is that you don't get

bogged down in all the biological detail and you can see very clearly the effects of

the spatial interactions.... So one of the things we art. addressing is what happens in

these simple systems when you increase the size of the grid. Do the dynamics

change? We're looking at the behavior without the data-

By taking this approach, they can study fairly complex behavior With a very simple model.

As Butte] comments, 'you don't need a complicated model to get at complicated behavior.'

This is, in fact, borne out by the implementation of the epidemic model. The code for this

model is only several hundred lines long and is elegant in both its structure and its

simplicity. The essence of the model is contained in about thirty lines of code. The simple

rules of this model actually generate complex behavior.

For both the predator-prey model and the epidemic model, space is considered to be a

discrete grid wrapped on a torus. For the epidemic model, each grid space (or site) is

thought.of as being in one of three states: infected, susceptible or recovered. One can

think of a person occupying each site and being in exactly one of these three states. The

relationship between these three states is cyclical. A site (or person) can change from

being suiceptible (to a disease) to being infected to being recovered to being susceptible

again. Whether or not a particular site becomes infected depends upon whether or not its

neighboring sites are infected. Thus, what happens to an individual depends upon where

that individual is located in space and upon the transition rate between the states.

The two aspects of the dynamics of the system that were of greatest interest were its

initial starting configuration and the critical values of the transition rates for which the

system reached an equilibrium in which the epidemic was sustained. There were three

configurations used to start the system: a random distribution of infecteds, a small square of

infecteds at the center of the grid, and a rectangle of recovereds with a thin layer of
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infecteds on top. For each of these initial configurations, Durrett was Interested In the

transition rate from recovered to susceptible, the regrowth rate:

From a random start, what is the smallest regrowth rate so that the epidemic sustains

itself for a given size system? The regrowth rate scales like I over the log of the size of

the system...There Is a critical value (for which the epidemic is sustained) of delta (the

regrowth rate) that does depend on the details of the model. For example, if I change

from four neighbors to eiglt neigh')ors then delta is going to go down by a lot.

Durrett's interest is In the equilibrium state of the system in which the epidemic persists.

By varying the parameters of the system, you can see the infection running through the

system and either dying out or sustaining itself as a second wave of infection runs through.

Durrett comments: 'Presumably there is only one interesting equilibrium state which you

get into whenever the infection doesn't die out. And that's sort of the point of investigating

these things on the computer is that it's very hard to analyze mathematically, but we sort of

like to look at pictures to see what happens.' This seems to suggest that for Durrett the

'pictures' of the model are some sort of vehicle for generating or getting at the hard core of

the analytical, and hence more real, mathematics.

A final aspect of both models is the treatment of time. Time for these models is, treatt

continuously. To understand how the notion of continuous time is both used and

implemented in these models, let us first consider the use of discrete time for the predator-

prey model. Accordir.g to Durrett and Levin, discrete time models are used almost

universally in the biology literature (1992, p.1). LetUs begin the model with sharks and

fish distributed at random over a spatial grid. Let's assume In a discrete time model, that th,

model is at some time t and we wish to update it to time t+1. To do this, we would start at ti

corner of the n by n grid and then proceed systematically through the grid. Suppose, for

example, that in the first cell there is a shark and then shark looks to one of his

neighboring cells and finds a fish there. You need to save that information in a separate

array so that when you proceed to the next time step, the shark can move to that new

location and eat the fish. But there is another problem that has to be considered. Suppose

the next cell you look at also has a shark in it. Further suppose that that shark looks at the
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same neighboring cell as the previous shark did and finds the fish there. Now you have to

define a set a rules that governs this kind of collisions. Do you choose the shark who got

there first? Then what do you do for the second shark? This can also introduce an artifact

of directionality. You have to choose some way to go through your grid. But this has to be

done in such a way (along with your collision rules) so as not to introduce any bias of time

or direction into the model.

Finally, when you have gone through all of the grid sites, you then update your

information and this becomes the state of the system at time t+1. You continue this process

through as many time steps as you wish. The implementation of this discrete time model

requires extremely careful programming so as to correctly deal with the timing problems

(to correctly synchronize events) and with directionality problems. These timing problems

can, in fact, become fairly complex. The implementation of this discrete time model

generally requires doubling your arrays, so as to keep track of both the state at time t and at

time t+1, and in some cases other bookkeeping information as well.

The continuous time model is actually much simpler to analyze as well as to

implement. Suppose the n by n grid of your model is at some time t and you wish to update

it. You pick a site at random from the n squared sites, and you update that site. So, for

example, if you found a shark at that site and that shark looked to one of its nearest

neighbors and found a fish there, the shark would immediately move to that site and eat the

fish. So when you choose your next site at random, if it happened to be near the site you

had just chosen, the second site would find the previous sites already updated in place.

After you have chosen a squared sites at random on the grid (most likely some will have

been chosen more than once and others not at all), this can be used to define one unit of

time. Durrett and Levin compare these two approaches as follows:

The main difference then is that we update one site at a time rather than all sites at

once. In the terminology of the theory of cellular automata we use asynchronous

rather than synchronous updating. Asynchronous updating makes It easier to prove

theorems since the state of the system changes gradually rather than abruptly. From a

modelling point of view asynchronous updating is simpler since we do not need
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"collision rules" to decide what should happen when several events try to influence a

site at once. (1992, p.16)

Both the predator-prey model and the epidemic model were done using this approach of

continuous time.

The four most salient features of this modeling effort seem to be the minimal role of

data, the incorporation of spatial explicimess, the use of visualization to gain insight, and

the treatment of time as a continuous variable. These characteristics distinguish this work

from much of the traditional biological modeling that is currently being done. These

particular models are geared toward answering ecological research questions that are both

theoretical and abstract,

Concluding Remarks

The mathematics of this model presents itself in two very distinct ways: the elegant

simplicity of the algorithms embodied in the code of the epidemic model and the visual

presentations of the patterns that were being examined. The computer algorithm had no

formal algebraic representation during any of the discussion or background readings. It

can better be characterized as a set of rules which governed the .nteractions between

elements in the system. The behavior of the system is then seen in visual patterns which

are consequences of the actions of the researchers in choosing parameters and starting

configurations for the system. Most of the actual working sessions alternated between

changes to the parameters of the model and changes to the code and reflection on the visual

display that was generated. The pictures were integral to the modeling process.
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FROM SCHOOL MATHEMATICS TO APPLIED MATHEMATICS :
LEARNING TO BUILD MODELS WITH A WORD PROBLEM MIND'

Jean-Luc Gartner, Rafael Nt Inez, Myrto Gartner, and Bruno Vitale

University of Fribourg, Switzerland

If mathematics is to be integrated with science teaching, modeling is li-
kely to become an important part of the curriculum. The present paper
examines the kind of positive and negative transfer which junior high-
and high school students spontaneously do from school mathematics to
modeling situations. The results show that, when dealing with a situa-
tion taken from economics, they make large use of proportional and
functional reasoning. Their petformances in collecting information and
in making predictions were however strongly influenced and some-
times weakened by a tendency so assimilate these tasks to problem
solving situations.

A growing number of scientists and educators propose to integrate the tea-
ching of mathematics more closely into science. In such a perspective, teaching
students how to build models will become an important common objective for
mathematics and science teachers. Learning to correctly perform these tasks
such as collecting date, representing them in tables or graphs, using the avai-
lable informations to predict the values for non explored areas of a phenone-
non and eventually to construct equations, should then receive a larger place
in the mathematics curriculum than the one it has now. Many researchers have
already shown that pupils graphing skills are currently too weak in order to
become useful tools to support their reasoning (see Leinhardt, Zaslawsky, &
Stein, 1990, for a review). Transforming tables or graphs into equations also
remains a difficult task as late as grade 12 (Schv.- -2z, Dreyfus, & Bruckheimer,

This work is suppcts4 by the Swiss Notices! Fousleioa fa Scientific Rentich, soda the coma No 11-30259.90.
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1990). Much less is known, however, about how pupils spontaneously organize

and perform in the collection of information or in making predictions using

partial information. A 'possible reason could be that these tasks are generally

done by the teacher or under his/her control. In math classes, when studying

functions, data are often provided together with the problem; in science

classes, teachers tend to specify on which basis data should be collected

("Write down the temperature of the liquid every minute", "measure the

height of the plant every day", etc....).

The present study tries to investigate how junior high and high school stu-

dents spontaneously construe and perform these tasks of col/eYing data and

drawing predictions (di Sessa, Hammer, Sherin, & Kolpakowski, 1991). What

mathematical knowledge will they transfer from current school mathematics to

applied mathematics? (Larkin, 1989).

Procedure and subjects
The observations which we will use to discuss these issues come from a la-

boratory situation in which subjects dealt with a fictitious ground transporta-

tion company simulated on a computer. Subjects were asked to explore the

company's fare policy in order to make themselves able to later predict the

fare for any given distance. Information about the fares were obtained through

a public call box, which, for any distance proposed by the subjects, indicated

the correponding price. The fares were made of a base rate and two additional

rates, one for short distance travel and one for longer distances. The number of

authorized calls was deliberately limited in order to prevent testing one mile

after the other. The range of attainable distances was suggested by pretenting

that the entire simulation took place on an island which was comparable in size

to that of Western Switzerland (the region where all the subjects came from).

No indication was provided concerning how students should organize and
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conduct the collection of data. No direct reference was made to math or science.
Graph and plain paper, pencils, rulers, and a pocket calculator were placed next
to the computer. Subjects worked in pairs thereby confronting their ideas and

negotiating their requests in case of disagreement. They were 40 ninth graders
and 36 eleventh graders; they represented all the pupils from four classes, two
at each level. These levels were selected because, in Switzerland, they corres-
ponded to year I and year 3 in algebra. All subjects had some experience with

computers, but none of them had ever worked on simulations nor been taught

modeling before.

Results
Not surprisingly, some of the flaws generally noted in problem solving also ap-
peared in the way students approached the information collection task.

Insufficient planning and poor use of available informations were frequently
observed, especially among the 9th graders. For instance, only 11% of the 9th
graders refered to the previously indicated size of Western Switzerland when

choosing their probes. In contrast, 53% of the I 1th graders made this refe-

rence. Despite these weaknesses, 9th graders did rather well in identifying the

important parameters of the system.

Table 1: Proportions of pairs of pupils who correctly identified various
parameters of the system at each grade level.

Grade level Base rate Short distance
rate

Long distance
rate

9 (N=20) 7 0 90 2 5 .

11 (N=18) 5 0 7 2 2 2

As one can sec in Table 1, ninth graders found the base rate and the short
distance rate more often than their older counterparts. They identified the long
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distance rate as many times as the I Ith graders. Finding these values was ob-

viously the goal which most of the ninth graders and part of the eleventh gra-

ders had set to themselves for that task. Some other observations confirm that

these subjects tended to construe tbe task of collecting information as a pro-

blem solving situation. They also spent considerable efforts and probes in or-

der to isolate the .point at which the rate changes, the point "that contains the

enigma" as one subject said. Expecting to end the task with a single answer, as

in word problems, they showed enormous embarrassment when they some-

times realized that one could give various answers to a same question. The

following quote is an illustration of this embarrassment:

Exp: Does it work or not?
Sandie: No, it doesn't; one gets .4 with some numbers and .25 for some others;

it is the computer that has a problem.

To capture their attitude at a global level, we call these subjects the -"pro-

blem solvers". SoMe students however did not approach the task in the same

way. They tended to distribute their probes more evenly along the scope of

what they considered as plausible distances. Few of them even did so in a very

systematic way, dividing the size of the island by the number of authorized

calls. They generally did not loose trials asking for the fares of two consecutive

kilometers. They also did not check the price for fractions of kilometers. We

call these subjects the "information samplers". The majority of them are I 1 th

graders.

What are the consequences of such different views of the information col-

lection task? More specifically, is there a difference in the accuracy of the pre-

dictions made by "problem solvers and by "information samplers"? The

answer is yes but the way the predictions differ depends on what it is made
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upon. When asked to predict the fare for short distances, or to predict what

distance could be covered with less money than the base rate, those who dedi-

cated most of their probes to try and find answers about the base rate and the

price per mile made better predictions than the "information samplers" (t(27)=

-3.215, p=.00.3). "Problem solvers", however, were further off with their pre-

dictions in the long distance range (433)=2.89, p=.007). This apparent contra-

diction becomes easily understandable when one examines upon which basis

the predictions were made. The "problem solvers" relied essentially on compu-

tation; they tended to derive arithmetically their predictions from a base rate

and a price per mile rate. The "samplers", on' the contrary, used much more ap-

proximations and post-hoc adjustments of what they had computed, in order to

take into account a larger number of available data. As a result, the problem

solvers are more accurate when, as they say, "the normal rate" applies; the

"samplers" surpass them when it does not.

Discussion and conclusion

This research clearly shows that there seems to be no risk that introducing

modeling in the math curriculum at the junior or at the high school level will
turn students away from doing mathematics. Although we deliberetaly
avoided explicit mention of mathematics while presenting the tasks to the
students, their performances and their verbalizations are filled with

mathematical reasoning and arguments. However, 9th graders and, to a lesser
extend I I th graders, seem to have a restricted image of what doing applied

mathematics means. Students' practice of solving word problems leads them to

construe such tasks as collecting data or making prediction as problem solving

situations. As a result, they tend to search for immediate answers and make
scarced use of heuristics to make good predictions. This observation is

perfectly in line with Schoenfeld's (1985) descriptions of non-experts* problem
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solving strategies. It also confirms Larkin's (1989) observation that problem

solving strategies, such as to try and set subgoals, clearly belong to the kinds of

knowledge that tend to transfer rather easily from domain to domain.

But the present results also should draw our attention to an important issue

for any attempt to teach modeling, particularly at the junior high school level.

At this age, collecting data and making predictions are not seen as interdepen-

dent tasks. Because they construe the collection of data as a problem solving

situation in itself, most 9th graders and part of the I Ith graders tend to focus

their attention on specific parts of the phenomenon while ignoring large parts

of it. This proves that they do not see the collection of information as a means

to ensure good prediction over the whole range of the observed phenomenon,

but only as a goal on its own. Without particular efforts to clearly underline

the interdependance of all the tasks included in building models, the whole

process of modeling might remain morcellated out in the students minds. It is

our hope that studies like this one could make aware of this risk all the

program designers which try to integrate mathematics in the teaching of

science.
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PROSPECTIVE SECONDARY MATHEMATICS TEACHERS AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS
bac Mary Zbiek, The University of Iowa

This paper reports the mathematical modelling portion of a larger study (Zbiek, 1992). It discusses the
understandings of mathematical modelling displayed by 13 prospective secondary school mathematics
teachers, all of whom completed at least four university mathematics courses beyond calculus. Its
findings include three grounded hypotheses regarding how the subjects developed, evaluated, and used
functions as mathematical models in the presence of curve fitters, graphers, symbolic manipulators, and
other computing tools in a four-month mathematics-education mathematics course.

How do prospective secondary school mathematics teachers with substantial

background in formal mathematics view the world mathematically? In particular, how do

they develop, evaluate, and utilize mathematical models? These questions arise naturally if

one expects prospective secondary mathematics teachers to construct their own real-world

applications of mathematics rather than to memorize and recall previously seen applications.

Background of the Study

Prospective teachers most likely have prior experiences involving links between their

perceptions of the world with their knowledge of formal mathematics. These experiences are

often direct applications of mathematical algorithms to compute one or two values given well-

defined tasks within limited real-world settings, as in traditional word problems. More open-

ended mathematical modelling tasks increase the uncertainty of prospective teachers as they

mathematize situations. Computing tools (e.g., curve fitters) alleviate computational burden

and allow less contrived real-world problems. However, key components of the modelling

process, including selecting variables, choosing the mathematical form of a model, and

evaluating the model's relevance, remain crucial issues. As researchers and educators exploring

and facilitating these learners' sense-making processes, we ask, What are the struggles that

prospective secondary school mathematics teachers encounter when they attempt to construct,

validate, and use mathematical models in the presence of computing tools?

Studies in the spirit of the Stridents-and-Professors problem (e.g., Clement, 1982)

suggest that college students, including students with mathematics-intensive majors, have

difficulty developing simple mathematical models from verbal descriptions of relationships
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found in everyday experiences. The more extensive mathematics backgrounds of prospective

secondary mathematics teachers may (or may not) enhance their ability to develop models.

One study directly considered open-ended mathematical modelling activities with pre-

service mathematics teachers (Trelinski, 1983). Trelinski analyzet1 the written work of 215

subjects to assess the degree to which graduate mathematics students in Poland preparing to

be teachers were ready to introduce mathematical applications to students. She concluded that

each subject typically tried only one major solution path and many subjects seemed to follow

no mathematically consistent scheme. No subjects presented complete solutions and several

omitted relevant variables. They seemingly made assumptions,perhaps unconsciously, about

the whole process but failed to use these assumptions in consistent ways. Few constructed

formal (symbolic) models. According to Trelinski, at least some subjects knew their models

were flawed. She concluded that these prospective teachers did not demonstrate a natural

transfer of (supposed) abstract mathematical knowledge to modelling situations.

Others approached issues involving mathematical modelling and secondary school

teachers in less direct ways. For example, Binns, Burkhardt, Gillespie, and Swan (1989)

constructed modelling modules for teachers to use with their students. The purpose of the

construction and trial-based refinement of these modules was to provide inservice teachers

with resources and not to study how inservice or preservice teachers themselves cope with

mathematical modelling activities. The focus of their work and other studies involving

mathematical modelling and teachers was on empowering teachers with the seeming intent to

produce changes in their classrooms. The existence of such works alone indicates that there is

at least a perceived lack of transfer from formal mathematics not only to the teachers' personal

mathematical modelling endeavors but also to their classroom modelling activities.

Prior research thus indicates that college students and teacher certification candidates

do not regularly apply relevant mathematical ideas that were supposedly part of their

coursework. The evidence however is insufficient in Important ways. There was little attempt

to determine whether prospective teachers could connect their existing mathematical
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understandings with modelling tasks. Some of these subjects may actually possess adequate

understandings of necessary mathematical ideas but not be able to access them well inopen-

ended modelling situationslike Wollman's (1983) subjects who did not construct appropriate

equations to represent relationships although they could work with similar equations in the

abstract and could answer questions about real-world settings of the Students-and-Professors

variety. A second missing piece is the examination of what prospective teachers do when

faced with more open-ended situations involving familiar real-world happenings. For

example, a potential barrier to Trelinski's subjects success was their lack of familiarity with the

biological setting of their task. A third issue not addressed in previous studies is the impact of

computing tools. Trelinski's subjects may have attacked the problem very differently given

access to computational tools for devising functional relationships from hypothetical data.

Data Collection and Analysis

Subjects. The current qualitative study explored the ways in which 13 prospective

secondary school mathematics teachers intuitively viewed the world mathematically and the

nature of developments in their mathematization processes over a four-month period. Ten

subjects reported no prior exposure to mathematical modelling, with three of them confusing it

with observational learning. The other three subjects encountered mathematical modelling

briefly in a methods course in which they used T1-81 calculators to generate models that

represented various quantities as functions of time. Onlytwo of these three subjects defined

mathematical modelling, both claiming it was using mathematics to predict future events.

Data sources. The data collection occurred in the context of a university mathematics-

education mathematics course for prospective secondary school mathematics teachers in

which mathematical modelling was one component and during which the subjects had

continual access to computing tools. The subjects engaged in various tasks as part of the

course that required them to devise mathematical models in open-ended situations, evaluate

given models, and use models to describe real-world situations. Data sources include audio

tapes, transcripts, and written work obtained through three individual interviews with each
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subject, classroom and computer lab observations by the investigator/instructor, and subjects'

paper-and-pencil questionnaires responses, written reflections, computer lab reports, and

individual projects and papers.

Tasks. The two other foci of the mathematics course were function and proof. Given

this context and the propensity of computing tools for function representation, the subjects

almost always used real-valued functions of one or more variables to model the real-world

situations. However, the tasks considered within any one of the various data sources differed

in several key ways. Occasionally, and early in the course, the investigator gave subjects

potential models to use and to evaluate. During the last four weeks of the course subjects were

totally responsible for the construction of the models. Tasks also differed in the extent to

which the form of the model might be suggested through the subjects' knowledge of physical

and social sciences. Models of some situations could be generated through the application of a

known formula, such as the perimeter of a rectangle. The form of other models might be

verified or predicted by the subjects' knowledge of physical and social science, as in the

quadratic nature of trajectories. Other tasks involved situations for which no obviousformula

or theory seemed applicable, as in the Transportation Data Scenario from the final interview.

For this task, subjects saw data for 50 states and the District of Columbia for each of the eight

categories; the eight variables and the data for the state of Alabama appear in Figure 1.

Variables Alabama

1 The age at which a person may obtain a driver's license 16 years

2 Number of licensed drivers in the state
21 million

3 Number of registered autos, buses, and trucks in state 41 million

4 That state's tax on a gallon of gasoline 13 cents

5 Number of miles traveled annually by vehicles from that state 39,684 million

6 Amount of motor fuel consumed annually for highway travel in that state 2,605 million

7 Amount of motor fuel consumed annually for non-highway travel in state 59 million

8 Information about that state's safety-belt-use law No law

Figure 1. Transportation Data Scenario variables and sample data (Hoffman, 1991, p 170).

Data analysis. The analysis of data followed the guidelines for development of

grounded hypotheses outlined by Glasser and Strauss (1967) and was consistent with criteria
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for data analysis and collection suggested by Merriman (1988). Analysis began with coding of

the interview data, noting any reference to mathematical modelling activity, followed by the

identification of patterns therein. The investigator then returned to the ihterview transcripts,

looking for plausible alternative explanations as well as supporting evidence of these patterns.

Treating other data sources similarly, the researcher identified and comiared any response or

passage that addressed mathematical modelling against the working hypotheses.

Findings and Discussion

In the pages that follow, at least one illustration of subjects' modelling work within the

Transportation Data Scenario exemplifies each of three grounded hypotheses that emerged.

hypothesis 1: Prospective secondary school mathematics teachers view the world in complex
ways; they verbally describe real-world relationships that involve multiple variables and
incorporate composite functional structures. However, the models they actually construct lack
the corresponding mathematical sophistication.

One common form of mathematical sophistication introduced by the subjects as they

verbally described interrelationships among several variables was function composition. Mark

was one of eight subjects who used function composition in the Transportation Data Scenario:

M: Because [age] would determine how many drivers there are and then [the number of
drivers] would determine how many miles you traveled, then [the miles you traveled]
would determine the amount of motor fuel you used.... I mean indirectly because it
affects other things that (eventually affect) the fuel consumption. (Mark, Final Interview)

Composition was sometimes mentioned in combination with the introduction of additional

variables, the most common feature discussed by all of the subjects. For example, 11 of the 13

subjects noted additional factors such as total amount of fuel consumed in the state or

population of the state in the Transportation Data Scenario.

However, the mathematical models subjects actually constructed and used were usually

devoid of intervening variables. Mark, for example, then created a linear model of the number

of registered vehicles as a function of the number of licensed drivers: F(D) = 1.11D + "10 to 20

percent." Other common traits of the constructed models were dependency on computational

relationships (8 of 13 subjects in the Transportation Data Scenario) such as computing numbers
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of miles per gallon, and frequent use of cause-effect relationships (7 of 13), especially a belief

that increasing the number of licensed drivers increases.the number of registered vehicles.

Hypothesis 2: The processes by which individual prospective secondary 'mathematics
teachers develop and evaluate mathematical models fall into general sotegories. Key features of

the process used by any one of these prospective teachers include the ways in which the subject

uses computing tools, the criteria by which the prospective teacher selects among proposed

models, and the extent to which tht prospective teacher personalizes the situation.

The most striking characteristic of the subjects' uses ofcomputing tools in both the

construction and validation of models was their extremes ofdependence on the tools. Seven

subjects voluntarily used curve fitters to construct models in the Transportation Data Scenario.

Some of these sub)ects claimed that the highesttool-generated goodness-of-fit measure

undoubtedly determines the best of the potential models but the others analyzed how well

potential models matched their persona/ realities. Six subjects however never used any tool

capacity beyond simple arithmetic computations. At this extreme was Dorothy who devised a

model based on a miles-per-gallon notion, using only the calculator to perform the division.

Her written work appears in Figure 2. She argued that her model was adecitiate because it

worked well for the three data points. In contrast, Phyllis rejected al/ of her models saying

there would always other variables to include and so none of her simple models could suffice.

Total Consumption Results of Dividing by 10 Results of Dividing by 15

2664 M/10 3968.4 M/15 = 39684/15 = 2645.6

total = H + N 271 m/10 384.1 M/I5 = 3814/15 = 266

2009 M110 3.424.7 M/15 = 34247/15 = 2283

Figure 2. Dorothy's written computations leading to f(m) = ;i beginning with total fuel

consumed for highway and non-highway travel [headingsadded].

Hypothesis 3: Prospective secondary school mathematics teachers answer in various ways

questions about phenomena for which they receive or develop models. Many subjects use

personal experience or selected data points rather than models in answering the questions.

Others use models in some way, noting that the quality of their answers depends on the

appropriateness of the models.

All subjects were skeptical of models they generated, including those that they though

had the greatest potential. For example, each subject answered questions of these three types

for whatever relationship that subject chose to model in the Transportation Data Scenario:
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Trend: What happens to input values as output values increase?
Interpolation: What is the output value for an input value within range of input data?
Extrapolation: What is the output value for an input value beyond range of input data?

Nine of 13 subjects qualified their answers as being valid only if their models were valid. All

subjects successfully devised function models. Yet, although they were confident in their work

in producing the models, they seemed to have very little confidence in the relevance of their

final products to the real-world situations they supposedly modeled.

Conclusion and Implications

The current study identified several characteristics of the mathematical modelling

behavior of prospective secondary school mathematics teachers who had studied formal

mathematics at the university level. These future teachers could use tools but did not use them

automatically. They could use models to answer questions but doubted their answers. They

saw sophisticated relationships in the world but constructed simplistic mathematical models.

Mathematical modelling insights, skills, and confidence arose neither naturally nor quickly. In

fact, subjects' understandings of the process developed slowly and in widely different ways

regardless of similarities and difference in prior mathematical experiences or achievement.
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ME LANGUAGE OF FRACTIONS
AS AN ACTIVE VEIRCLE FOR CONCEPTS

Marta Valdemoros Alvarez
Research and Advanced Studies Center of the 1PN, Mexico

We have developed an ample qualitative study centered on

syntactic components, the basic meanings and the

signification processes that meet In the language of
fractions°. This report is referred to one of the

Instrtunents used In said research: an exploratory
questionnaire applied to 37 pupils of fourth grade. Our
purpose has been to recognlze how children developed in the
several planes forming said language and in the continuos

transit from the latter to the verbal language and vice
versa. In our follow up on the students' individual
performance, special attention was given to .elementary
situations of the recognition of the numeral, in response to
exercises that contained representations of a different

nature (among others, pictorial representations). The

analysis model adopted to interpret the results did favor
the syntactic, semantic and "transit or passage planes from
one language to the other. In addition, we recognized in the
semantic plane a preliminary expression space for the
concepts built by the children.

During the last few years. the research bound to the semantics of

fractions and the rational numbers has shown a noticeable enrichment.

With the designations of meanings, interpretations and constructs there

has been identified several suitable contents to be constructed in

connection with such numbers (among the various existing sources we want

to highlight those of [(fern, 1988).
In other fields of the arithmetical research, with regard to the

addition and substraction of integers, studies have been conducted at

the several levels forming the arithmetical language which were subject

to an exhaustive investigation. In this regard, Nesher's (1982)

experimental work has allowed to establish a set of variables attached

to the semantic, syntactic end logical language planes, that bear upon

the children actual performance In the framework of word problems.

Sastre (1984) with a different approach, was able to recognize certain

connections and difficulties that can be detected among diverse language

expression environments Introduced by the teaching (that is, among the

verbal language, the arithmetical symbols and the graphics

representations) that are also connected with the addition and

substraction of Integers.
On the basis of the fundamental aspects of the above mentioned
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research, our work Is intended to explore the components and processes
that Join In the 'language of fractions" previously identified. The
character we assign to their development is that of an active
construction by each user (in which we agree with the approach set forth
by Laborde, 1990. with reference to mathematical language in general).

We have selected a portion of said exploratory questionnaire to
prepare this communication and concentrated in certain elementary
written activities that demand the children the recognition of the
fraction. In order to design such exercises, we considered some of the
phenomena we were able to isolate during our previous investigation
(Flgueras, FIlloy y Vaidemoros, 1986, 1987). In the follow up of the
results, we did give preference the semantic contents detected through
the actual performance of the children, since at that level of active
language development, the concepts set forth by them can be detected;
however, this has not implied neglect of the concomitant syntactic
constructions nor the "transit or passage" processes from verbal to
arithmetical language and vice versa.

METHOD

The said "Exploratory Initial Questionnaire" was applied to pupils
of fourth grade in a public grade school (that shows an average
performance level in the national education system). The group was
formed by 37 boys and girls with ages between 8 and II.

The block of exercises oriented to the Identification of the
fraction was supported on different meanings of fraction (specifically
the whole-part relationship, quotient, measure and ratio). In the text
of each exercise, were included representations of different nature
(particularly, pictorial representations and graphic signs involved in
the verbal and symbolic-arithmetical languages). The task consisted of
the direct and indirect identification of the fraction by the student
(that is, through the writing of numerals or the use of "pictorial
representations"). The questionnaire, before being applied was

pilot-tested with students of different schools and ages; also, it was

presented to some specialists in the field of arithmetical research.

The results were submitted to a qualitative analysis in which we
considered different levels of language consolidation, according to our
original proposals (Valdemoros, 1990, 1992):
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-In the semantic plane.

- In the syntactic plane.

- In the "passage' processes from the verbal language to the

arithmetical language.

SOME RESULTS AND TI-EIR IN7ERPRETATIONS

We have selected some typical responses that were frequent In this

group of students. Through them, it is possible to recognize some

relevant obstacles faced by those children, in the construction of the

respective language.

I. IN THE SEMANTIC PLANE

We were able to identify different semantic contents unrelated to

fractions, that were attributed to those numbers by the students (some

or which we had recognized In Flgueras, Fl [toy y Valdemoros, 1986,

1987) For this paper, we have selected some answers that lack such

background in our previous studies. We refer to the rejection of

important semantic restrictions In the context of the sharing tasks.

The most general semantic restriction involved in those situations,

belongs to the self nature of the arithmetical model attached to any

concrete case of sharing; It is not a non-differentiated distribution

fashion of certain type of objects among a number of persons, but it

necessarily requires an equitable sharing. This demand Introduces an

Important restriction of sense In what is commonly called "daily

experience", In order that said arithmetical model can be suitably

carried out. Frequently, students are familiar with other realsahrIng

experiences; that Is one of the reasons why many children do not take

Into consideration said general semantic restriction. This is shown in

Figure 1.
With regard to other situations, in which the character of the

respective semantic restriction is markedly local and specific, we have

selected the case of the pictorial representation of the sharing of

liquids. A sizable number of students made the corresponding

subdivision, ignoring the represented substance and by tracing

perpendiculars to the base of the drawn containers, as if it were a

partition of an area. In this context, the corresponding

semantic restriction Is closely related to the use of the chosen
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pictorial representation and will lead to reject subdivision manners
such as those shown in Figure 2.

exercise XII
Fiv fr I nds intnd pointing,
Jol ntly. wI I ilk. this.

How cou I d thy fairly dl stribu-
t the work to b prformedT
Show it I n th bov drawing.
Thus. ch f r lend will have topal nt ILA. of th wtl.

Pigure

exerct se X IV
Eight *eye tk part in en -
bration. Shaw how thy CI111 divi-de thes k of din rentflaver e tht ch rellivs
the same amount .

MUTT
Write the name of ch boy by
the part Ins stgnd him.
Thus itch boy rcnv one belt
and 1/11 of th mixed bv000000
in the party .

sure 2

II. IN THE SYNTACTIC PLANE.

The aspects of Interest in this regard are those belonging to the
concrete ways of articulating the several mathematical signs and to the
concrete use of the syntactic rules giving them support. In a
less-frequent manner (given the elementary organization of the tasks
herein considered), we approach the combinations of arithmetical signs
involved In a compound answer. The fact that we are working on
fraction recognition exercises, clarifies the reason why we did notdepot a wide repertoire of relevant syntactic constructions in this
group of exercises.

The answer chosen for this section (shown In Figure 3), refers tothe violation of a tacit rule that regulates the counting and the
subsequent pairing of numerator and denominator In contexts joined to
the part-whole relationship. Thls rule states two different and
autonomous counting times, linked to the recognition of both symbolic
constituents of the fraction. Said problem consists In that the student
merges both processes into one, with which the objects that form the
part are counted twice In same sequence.
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exercise 1

Draw mil 1 s t Ion 4 bjects and repre-
sent one nth In the coll.ellon.

IP Q7 0
c? C2 C7

Figure 3

Volume 1

The implicit thought in the Just-exemplified answer, I. of the type

'There are six objects plus one more, shaded', that opens way through

Its false correspondence with the denominator of the fraction presented

In the respective statement.
Contrary to many other anwers recorded in the Exploratory Initial

Ouestionarle (in which the pairing of the numerator and the denominator

shows the absence of Inclusion of the part within the whole); what is

affectec In this one Is the manner of such Inclusion, which appears by

means of an Inadequate development of the count.

IN THE PLANE OF 'PASSAGE` FROM ONE LANGUAGE TO OTHER.

We selected a case showing the combined used of different languages

In a single answers, a cireunstance that generates certain degree of

ambiguity (as shown In Figure 4).

xerctse '1
four chIldrn are delns t o sat (Aral, crackm. lilp them
t Melds them In such 4, ra nnnnn that 1stl rimls e41101
parts. Show In th fiur.s billow hew would you make the

Writs the name of ach ch 114 ft the parts ho/she will
receive. In this manner, 'itch chl 14 rcelve am 1/4

of the throe crockm.

Figure 4
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In what Is apparent, this anwer would have been formulated as an
indirect reference to the awn of both fractions. However, the evidences
given by another block of arithmetic tasks included in the same

questionaire1 (where many students established expressions similar to
those identified in Figure 4 and relating them indiscriminately with the
addition and substraction of fractions), make us believe that the
approach of the students show in that figure, corresponds to a

Juxtaposition of heterocitte signs to which the students did not yet
assign the meaning of the addition of fractions. In these cases, the

students do not seem to notice nor clarify such a connection between
what they themselves recognize and the involved operation In the

established situation.

CONCLUSIONS

The examples with which the recognized problems have been

Illustrated, do show some of the numerous and subtle difficulties
experienced by these students in the incipient constructions of the

language of fractions*. Even when the aforesaid fits into a

selection of typical phenomena of a dif ferent nature, they also allow to
isolate a few components and specific processes of the semantic and
syntactic planes, as well as of the 'transit" from the linguistic
expresions towards the arithmetical language.

Due to the elementary character of the works considered here, the
detected syntactic components did not show within this framework a great

diversity and remained centered In the required links by the pairing of
the numerator and the denominator, In the context of the part-whole
relationship. On the semantic ground and connected with certain sharing

tasks, we recognized some restrictions of sense that were frecuently
omitted by the students, since they were not compared against the "daily
and familiar experiences". Lastly, the mixed used of linguistic

expressions and arithmetical notations by many students, put us closed
to the assumption that such answers did show trends toward the

juxtaposition of eigns of different origin and that were very far from
channeling explicit additive combinations.

We refer, epeelfleally to the probleww prepared ly the children
thernseivea In connection with work instructions or thls nature: 9nvent

problem tNat contains I/4 we.
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GROUP CASE STUDIES OF SECOND GRADERS INVENTING MULITDIGIT ADDMON

PROCEDURES FOR BASE-TEN BLOCKS AND WRITTEN MARKS

Lven C. Fugg and Birch H. Burghardt

Northwestern University and University of Illinois, Chicago

Small groups of second graders were asked to add horizontally preserued 3- and 4-digit nwnbers using base-ten blocks

and written marks recordings of the block procethirer. Matt children displayed increased conceptual understanding of

place value and multidigit addition and demonstrated better written addition competence at the end of the five- to eight-

day kaming situation. The six groups displayed individual pattenu of invention and learning that were dependent upon

the personalities and mathematical understandings of the group members. Children easily added with the blocks,

doising accurate strategies for multiunit sums of ten or more (e.g., twelve tens, sizteen ones, eleven hundreds). Many

children did not spontaneousbr link the block addition to marks addition, instead operating in two separate worlds.

When blocks addrtion was linked to marks addition, the blocks wet e a powerful support for conceptual understanding of

marks addition. Blocks words were in some cases a more powerful support than were English words, and complete

verbalization of trading seemed to be very helpful in facilitating understanding.

This article reports how, through complex intedwinings of personalities and children's different mathematical

understandings in each of six groups, unique patterns of group interaction and paths of learning occurred. Six small

groups of four or five second graders participated in this study, three during each of two data-gathering sessions.

These children were in the second-grade math class that was the top of three in their sthooL They were assigned to

groups that were balanced by gender and homogeneous with reaped to conceptual and procedural competence in

place value and multidigit addition and subtraction as assessed by pretests. An adult experimenter videotaped and

took live notes of each group's meetings and guided their initial experience with base-ten blocks. During problem-

solving, experimenters intervened to curtail rowdy behavior or to redirect sustained incorrect mathematical thinking.

Children used digit cards during the first data-gathering session, a large paper pad ('magic pad') during the second

session, and individual papers during both sessions to show their marks addition. See Fuson, Fraivillig, and

Burghardt (1992) for further details of the methodology and early learning in thc groups.

The fo,cus of this report is on group casc studies of the addition portion of the study. The analysis of children's

mathematical interactions relies on the theory of multiunit understanding in Fuson (1990). Personality factors

combined with the mathematical strength of individual children to create different group learning paths and different

addition procedures with the blocks and the marks. Over half the children had had a first-grade teacher who used

the blocks to teach place value but not addition, so the children were quite heterogeneous with respect to initial

knowledge of the blocks. Children ranged on the pretest from solving no 2- to 4-digit additicM problem correctly (6

children) to solving all problems correctly (4 children); they shcwed a similar range in place-value knowledge and

conceptual explanations for 2-digit and 4-digit trading and alignment of uneven problems. On the posttest and/or in

the videotaped data most of the children demonstrated increased conceptual knowledge concerning place value and
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multidigit addition and in the ability to do written multidigit addition (four children were at ceiling on the pretest

written marks problems but showed increased understanding in some other task).

Official leader and checker roles rotated daily among children in a group. The intent of assigning these roles

was to increase equality of participation among the ehildrea (Cohen, 1984). Children did respond to the 'leader"

roles by participating more actively in the groups' problem sohing on their leader" day, but 'natural' leaders who led

the group on most days also emerged in all groups.

ClIeullalflefLanaifllLhighiniliklinollikage. These children. two &is and tWo boys, made few errors in

adding numbers in written form on the pretest; they did their most interesting wait with the blocks in subtraction (to

be reported in another paper). During the study, they worked backwards from the written marks to the blocks and

took two days to work out all of the details of relatiog their written procedure toaddition with blqeks, verbalizing

their blocks addition, and showing the written marks procedure with the digit cards. On the first two days they made

three vertically-aligned rows of blocks, one for each of the addends and one for the sum. They physically traded in

ten of one kind of block for one of the nen larger block, which they then put above the blocks of that kind (just as

the 1 is written above the DCA left column in the standard U.S. procedure). The experinsenter tried to get them to

think of another way to add with the blocks or in written form, but they could not at this point they seemed to be

too constrained by the standard written procedure. On the third day, however, they solved a problem by adding with

the blocks from left to right and did the trading correctly. They set up and solved a 4-digit plus 3-digit problem

correctly with the blocks but aligned the 3-digit number on the left with the digit cards and on individuA papers. But

because they solved the problem with the blocks and recorded the written solution from the blocks, their answer was

correct. On their fourth day they were asked to use only the digit cards and to just talk about the blocks. They left-

aligned a 4-digit plus 3-digit problem *ad got an answer that they recognized was toolarge. They figured out that the

3-digit number oaly had hundreds and therefore was aliped incorrectly. In response to urging from the

experimenter, one girl invented a new digit card procedure in which she used the digit cards as named-value

numerals (all numbers were made with eXtra zeroes to show their value: 2678 was made as 2000600708). This

procedure was demonstrated and discussed on the final day of addition. The children ageed that this answer was

too large (i.e., these are not standard %written marks). The children worked together fairly well in this group with the

exception of one boy who was quite disruptive and negative and repeatedly involved the other boy in physical and

verbal disruption and picking on the girls. This was probably exacerbated by the fact that this addition work was too

easy for these children; their behavior improved in subtraction especially with zeroes in the minuend.

Group 2: Second session. high iritial knowledge. This group of two girls and two boys also made few pretest

errors in written addition. From the beginning, these children vertically aligned the blocks. They disagreed about

whether they should use separate blocks to show the sum or just push the addend blocks together. On the first day,

they used extra blocks to show the MIMS of the ones and tens but not of the hundreds and thousands. They just

counted the blocks in both addends oo subsequent problems. This group began by adding the blocks from the right

or e'r rnrr/ ,',' , I! PP! 241
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(as in the standard U.S. written procedure) and continued this for all problem& One child on the second day started

adding blocks from the left, but he was stopped by the other members. For the first three days they did not

physically trade tbe blocks when the sum exceeded nine, but recorded the trade in the written procedure and talked

about how they could not write two digits and so had to trade tan to the next column. everyone agreed about the

blocks and written procedures, but the explanations were not very full. The experimenter continued to say that they

should do everything with the blocks that they did with the marks, but they did not seem to see the necessity of

trading the blocks physically even though their explanatioas sometimes wed block wads and described block trades.

On the fourth day the experimenter asked children to make explanations of their written marks procedure& The

children spontaneously used block words and fully described the required block trades (e.g., saying 'I took ten

flatheads and put them together to make another fatty' to explain the 1 written above the tLousands place). On the

fifth day finally, on the last problem, the children spontaneously traded the actual blocks. They then exclaimed that

they understood what the experimenter had meant when she askul them to do with the blocks what they had done

with the written marks. That day, the group also progressed from aligning the first 3-digit and 4-digit problem on the

left to solving another such problem without aligning digits at all, but adding the correct multiunits both with the

blocks and digit cards. They aligned all subsequent uneven problems correctly. This group worked fairly well

together though there was some antagonism between the mathematically strongest boy and girl. They were often

distracted and silly, again perhaps because the prcblems were not very challenging to them. In genera/ they

continued to attend to their mathematical tasks at the same time as they carried on irrelevant discussions. They also

went on to show their best work and thinking in subtraction.

Group 3: First session. medium initial knowlesIge. This group of two girls and two boys had two members 0

and M who worked hard at understanding addition with blocks and the digit cards, one boy D who had strong

conceptual understanding but frequently dropped out of problem solving unless prompted by the experimenter, and

one girl U who sometimes disrupted the group activities, except when she was the leader." U gradually withdrew

from group participation, with moments of engagement occurring late in the session (sce burghardt, 1993, for a case

study of this child). The group began by setting up the addends with blocks (second addend above the first) and

adding the blocks mintally from the left to get tbe answer: three thousand twelve hundred slay two (the ones

column sum was twelve and was mentally added to the tens sum fifty). One child then showed the hundreds to

thousands trade with the digit cards and described it in block words, saying you couldn't have twelve hundreds. Thus

began five days during which the group quickly figured out how to add the blocks, trading correctly moving either

from the left or from the right, but floundered with the digit cards, inventing several wrong marks procedures as well

as frequently suing the correct standard procedure of writing a 1 above the next left column. (Sec Fuson &

Burgbardt, 1993, for a report of these incorrect procedures.) During this time they did Dot link the blocks addition

closely to the digit card procedures, and they discussed the digit card procedures only in terms of digits or English

words, rarely in block words. The experimenter on the anis addition day forced the children to link the blocks and
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the digit cards at each addition step and to desaibe digit card moves using block words, and the group afreed on a

correct procedure. On the nen day 0 again showed confusion when adding the tens but corrected himself when the

experimenter asked him to think about the blocks. 0 then suggested a new marks procedure in which the top

addend is incrensed by one (e.g., adigit card 5 is replaced by a 6) if a block needs to be traded to that column

because that is bow the children did it with the blocks: they mit the new block in with the top addend blocks (this is

actually the written procedure that was learned by second graders in Fuson, 1986). DiscussiOn continued that whole

day comparing Os new written solution and the standard method of writing the traded 1 above the addend. 0 was

confused on one more problem about the trading of too many tens and convinced D using the Fnglish words "tens

and ones,' but ml used block words (with the experimenter's support to
withstand the boys) to establish the correct

trade to the hundreds. The mathematics/
work would have progressed more smoothly if D bad been more dominant

and if U had not been so disruptive; U began with good written competence
but learned little during this study

because she was physically or
attentionally absent from so much of the group activity.

Group 4: Second session, medium
initial knowledgg. This group consisted of three girls with one or no errors

on the pretest written addition problem; and two boys who did no written problem correct on the pretest. Overall

the group was enthusiastic and worked well together. They spent much of the second day and some of the third

struggling to write a block number they had made with twenty nine teeth (unit cubes). They recognized that writing

two digits for the units would make the wrong number and suggested many
different nonstandard notations to show

this number (e.g., 3429 or 3 4 29). The experimenter finally asked them if they could make any exchanges

with the teeth and the licorice. This group
then invested a written procedure in which they added each kind of

multiunit (ones, tens, hundreds, thousands), wrote the sum in two digits if necessary, and then fixed this answer to be

in standard notation using only one digit per multiunit. This procedure
evolved from their use of blocks: they first

added each kind of multiunit, recorded tbeir sum with marks (e.g., 3 12 5 12), traded ten of any blocks that had ten

or more for one of the nen larger block, and recorded the
successive fixed sums (e.g., 5 12 5 15 became 6 2 5 15

and then 6 2 6 5). Some children continued to write problems in horizontal
form throughout, while others wrote

problems vertically aligned. At this point, all children understood addition and their written marks fixing procedure

conceptually when supported by blocks, but none were able to Tie sums without the support of blocks. On the

following day, however, the group talked
themselves through the trades using marks only and successfully fixed an

answer. Some children continued to work on devising and understanding a fucing method for their written marks

procedure during the final two days, describing what they were doing with block words and using the blocks when

necessary. The fixing usually proceeded from left to right. Others devised a general method of fixingthat did not

depend on talking through the fixing with block words: for the 2-digit sums
they crossed out the 1 and wrote a 1.

above the next left digit. When the group had to move on to subtraction, all but one child could carry out their

invented add- first-fis the sum method with written marks only and could explain this procedure in terms of trading

multiunits. This group worked well together partly because the two most dominant members (one boy and one Orl)
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were exemplary 'good' rather than 'bossy' leaders and had the strongest mathematical knowledge

Group 5: first session, low initial knowledge Of this group of two girls and two boys, one girl, M, was the
dominant group member. M had little initial conceptual and procedural knowledge, while the others showed

moderate to perfect pretest performance on written addition solutions. Through the first three days of addition the
children, led by D and X, worked toward a blocks and digit-card procedure in which the blocks were aligned
vertically and sums over nine had ten of that block traded for oae block in the next left column. There was

disagreement about thc order of making the addends and whether to idd from the left or from the right (each was
dooe on different problems). Descriptions and explanations sometimes centered on the number of blocks and
omitted the kind of block, leading to errors and prolonged discussion, and full verbalizations of the block trading

were not given (they focused either on tbe new one ten or hundred or the old ten ones or ten tens but did not

verbally describe the ten finks traded for the ooe rectangle). Over the nen four days M invented and imposed a new

procedure in which the goal was to leave only nine in a given column (because 'you can't have more than 9 in a
column"); the excess over nine (or sometimes over teo) was taken away. This excess was often put above the nesz

left column, but was sometimes dropped (M's procedure led to answers like 6999 or 4999). This 9's procedure

competed with the ten-for-one trading procedure over four days, with children frequentlyusing the 9's procedure with
the blocks and the digit cards, and the standard algorithm on their individual worksheets. All four children changed
their views repeatedly within and over days,.frequently expressing confusion. During this confused period, children
talked about how many they had to take sway [TOM COMO sums over nine to make that sum small enough. On the

third such day the experimenter encouraged the children to keep the blocks and the written marks connected and

reviewed the ten-for-one trades with blocks. Over the final two days of addition, the experimenter continued to

support linking the block and written marks procedures and queried the children about the size of the blocks. The

children eliminated their 9's procedure in favor of their written trading procedure. At the end, all of these children

were able to verbalize some understanding of the correct ten-for-one trading, although their explanations were still
incomplete.

Group 6: Second session, low initial knowkdag. This group of three girls and two boys ranged on the pretest
written addition tasks from making only ooe fact error to getting all the sums wrong. During the first few days, the

boys and girls argued about how to write and solve problems, but soon the girls became established as the most

activety engaged members of the group, and the boys deferred to the girls. The group presented the first problem

horizontally with the blocks and then added the blocks beginning with the thousands. When they got s sum of twelve
breads (hundreds), one child said that there couldn't be two numbers in the sum so 'you put the two down and add
the one to the top of the other side,' This verbal description arose from procedural knowledge of the standard

written algorithm, but did not specify sufficiently where the 'ooe' should be written. Because they were moving from

kft to right some children wanted to write the I above the ned column, i.e., at the top of the tens column.

Confusion Over where to write the I persisted over the next four problems. 'Regrouping' was referred to as a written
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method unrelated to the blocks; it had to do with writing the 1. somewhere. Children wrote the next problems

vertically, some asserting that you can't regroup
with horizontal problems. For the next two days, this group

cootinued to add blocks from the left sad write the 1 above the column to the right, in the mirror image of the trades

that they had been previously taught.
Soon, however, the girls said that the l's were wrong because they were adding

in the wrong direction (-You move to the left, tbe opposite of whin(), but
the boys continued to insist on adding

from the left. One child focussed on the size of the blocks representing each trade, so the blocks were traded to the

next larger column. On the fourth day of addition, addition began
from the right and, on the fifth day, die

experimenter asked the children to add one
problem both from the left and the right. This produced two different

solutions, a correctly traded answer from the right and an incorrect solution front the left due to a mirror-image

trade. Although the children had previously traded ccerectly when adding from the left, the mirrouimage trade

occurred when a child allowed her writtenaddition to dictate the blocks trade. A heated discussion followed and,

from then on, the children added
from either tbe kft or the right flexibly, using blocks, trading correctly, and

recording correctly. The girls by the endall had given conceptual explanations
for various blocks trades but, when

helping the boys, more often gave procedural explanations to them. On the eighth day, the experimenter asked the

children to do a problem on the magic pad and explain it by talking about the blocks. The girls could all do so, but

the boys required help. One of the boys was very shy throughout, and the other boy frequently withdrew from active

participation.
Discussion

A striking aspect of all of the group work was tbe relative ease with which children invented accurate

quantitatively-based multiunit addition with the blocks compared to the many inaccurate invented multidigit written

marks procedures (see Fuson and Burghardt. 1993). Children never added
different block multiunits but did add

written digits for different multiunit' (e.g., hundreds and thousands). 'The block
quantities also suggested what to do

when children had too many in the sum of given multiunit (e.g., twelve tens) and provided language to convey the

quantities invotved in these solutions. The written digits instead elicited
notiquantitative procedural language ("Write

the 1 up there') even when the digits were being used to describe block moves.
Using block words (e.g, tiny, long

legs) to describe written digit procedures was
sometimes more helpful than using English words (one, ten) because

the block words require a child to be clear about both the kind of muhiunit and how many multiunits there are.

These can get confused in English: a child would say "ten' to mean either
'ten ones' or 'one ten,' but had to say 'a

tiny' or 'ten finks' or 'one long legs' when using block words. The ambiguities in English led to confused

communication among children and allowed erroneous
written procedures; bkcks and block words clarified these

confusions. Many children did not spontaneously link blocks addition and written marks addition, resulting in

erroneous written marks procedures.
When experimenters forced children to link the blocks and written marks for

each multiunit (e.g., children had to write the hundreds marks as soon as they added breads), the quantities in the

blocks enabled children to correct their written marks procedures. Verbalizing
what had been done with the blocks,
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especially with blocks words, also proved to be helpful to some groups in correcting written procedures.

Personalities and mathematical knowledge both contributed to the quality of the mathematical work of a

group. When dominant members had good mathematical knowledge and were good rather than botsy leaders, the

groups made better mathematical progress. Most groups were not very good at identifying group members with

inadequate understanding, and some such members hid their lack of knowledge fairly successfully. More focus on

such helping, a longer time on addition for some groups, and more time tc- do backwards linking witheveryone

&cussing the marks procedures in blocks words would have helped the weakest children. The strongest children

could have handled t110fe difficult questions such as 'What are differences between adding from the right and from

the left?' Second graders can do interesting mathematical work in this environment, but they do need some help

from a teacher to maximize their use of group work, to relate the block quantities to written digit procedures, and to

verbalize their solutions conceptually. We axe presently analyzing data from low- and middle-achieving children to
see how these results generalize:
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Arithmetic from a Problem-Solving Perspective: An I Irban Implementation

ith Reports on Students. Teachers, and Classroom Interactions

uenry S. Kepner, Jr.. University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Albert Villasehor. Jr.. Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction

This study reports the results of an urban implementathm of 01;1111110

Guided Instruction with infOrmation on student achievement, stuff development.

teacher observations, and questions on about performance with minority

populations. Twelve first-grade teachers participated in a staff dem.elopment effOrt

designed to focus instruction on the process that students used in their solutions

rather than the production olwritten answers to exercises. Students in

etperimentul classes perfOrmed significantly bawl in solving word ploblems us

well as completing number facts than students in comparison (lasses Systemmu

observatons revealed differences between CGI and non-CGI teachers ni their

teaching of arithmetic.

After the recent positive findings of constructivist mathematics instruction.

often focused in middle class settings. the authors sought to replicate this work in an

urban setting. Brophy and Good, in The Third Handbook of Research on Teaching,

state. "Interactions between process-product findings and student SI.S or

achievement level indicate that low -SES-low-achieving students need more control

and structure from their teachers: morc active instruction and feedback. more

redundancy, and smaller steps with higher success rates. This v, ill mean more
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review. drill, and practice and thus more lower level questions."(p. 365) The

authors found that CGI was effective in such settings.

Twelve first-grade teachers participated in a staff development effort

designed to provide them with opportunities to examine ways to teach first-grade

mathematics curriculum from a problem-solving perspective using a Cognitivel

Guided Instruction framework. These teachers were one of two teachers identified

by a principal in each building to participate. Using a quasi-experimental design. a

group of 12 first-grade teachers and their classrooms, from schools that matched

the treatment schools population characteristics, comprised a comparison group.

The percentage of minority students in these 24 urban classrooms ranged from 57( i

to 99%.

Experimental teachers participated in staff development that followed the

Fennema and Carpenter (1989) model. The program involved a 19-hour July

workshop and three two-hour sessions in Seplember. October. and December.

Comparison teachers participated in staff development that focused on problem

solving in elementary school mathematics, but that did not include CGI principles

or research. This program included two 1.5-hour workshops in October and

January.

Teachers in the experimental group taught arithmetic through the use of

word problems, and their students spent considerably less time on skill worksheet

drills. Instruction in experimental classes focused on the process that students uscd

in their solutions rather than on the production tb written answers to exercises.
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A 14-item arithmetic word problem test from Carpenter et. al. (1989) study

was used as a pretest (early October) and posttest (late February-early March) in

each of the 24 classrooms. For the purpose of analyzing student performance data.

6 boys and 6 girls were randomly chosen from each of these classrooms for a total

of 144 subjects in the CGI group and 144 in the non-CGI group. These students

were interviewed individually to assess the processes the) used in solving a varlet)

of word-problem types and the strategies they used in completing number facts.

The student interview measure from the Carpenter study (1989) consisted of two

(Arts: (a) six word problems solved with access to counters and (h) a number facts

test without access to counters. Each word problem was read to the child, and after

each response, the interviewer coded the response on a coding sheet and recorded

the student's explanation of the solution process on a student response sheet. For the

facts part of the interview, each fact, printed on a 4 x 6 card. was shown to the child.

The child was asked to read the number statement adn complete the fact. If unable

to complete the fact using recall or a derived fact, the child was encouraged to use

fingers and direct modehng.

Students in experimental classes perfotmed significantly better in solving

word problems as well as completing number facts. There was a significant

difference on the pretest favoring the CGI group (t(22)=2.98. p..01). Adjusted for

the pretest scores were computed. bble I shows significant differences with ( 'GI

students showing gains, both from pre-test to post-test and in comparison with non

CGI students on a ,itten problem-solving test, word problem mier iews. numbei
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facts interviews.

Table 1

Classroom Means. SD's. Adjusted Means. f-values for

Arithmetic Word Problem Tests (N=24)

Achieve measure Max

il
Acir

Non-CG1,

Mean (SD) &cif f-valueMean (SD)

Written ps-pretest 14 2.26 (1.04) 1.25 (.56)

Written ps-posttest 14 9.67 ( 1.76 ) 9.41 2.92 (.94 ) 3.18 87.60'

Interview word prob 6 5.54 (.35) 5.44 2.83 (.61) 2.93 114.45

Interview no. facts 5 4.76 (.47) 4.68 2.92 (.56) 1.00 46.47'

In addition to the analysis of correct responses, an examination of student use

of advanced strategies (counting on. derived fact, or recall) was conducted on the

students interviewed. The mean number of times that students used an advanced

strategy in solving a word problem or completing a fact item is reported in Table 2.

Table 2

Means, SUs. and t-values for the

Use of Ad. anced Strategies for Word Problems and Fact inter% iews

CGI Non-CG I

Interview Measure MaX Mean(SD) Mean(5D1 1-value

Word Problems 6 3.00 (1.75) 0.67 (.69) 4.29'

Facts 5 3.65 (1.58) 0.90 (.76) 5.45
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A total of 82 classroom observations were conducted of both experimental

and comparison classrooms. The goal of the observations was to gather

information on the mathematics content, instructional behaviors, and in noting

specific categories of teacher behavior, such as focusing on process and questioning

students. The study presents information from these systematic classroom

observations that indicate that CG1 teachers consistently read word problems to

students and asked students to explain how they arrived at their solutions. They did

not teach specific strategies. The C01 leachers in the study conducted instruction in

a variety of formats with a mix of whole group, medium group, and small group

settings. CGI-trained teachers using strategies with which they were comfortable to

allow students to solve problems and communicate their results on a regular basis to

peers and the teacher. Communication was common place in the C01 classrooms.

with teachers consistently asking students to explain how they affix ed at a result

Moreover.children were not observed spending time w orking alone on skills

worksheets.

In contrast, all but one of the non-CGI teachers followed a ery predictable

routine. The lesson would begin w ith a briefexplanation of what was going to he

learned that day followed by a demonstration of a procedure to add or subtract tw o

numbers or solve a word problem. This was followed by an example or two and

then an explanation on how to complete fact exercises on worksheets. Children in

the non-CGI classrooms were asked to complete addition or subtraction facts and to

give answers to word problems. but they were seldom asked to explain how thex
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solved a problem or completed a fact. Children in these classes were observed

working alone on skills worksheets for anywhere from 50% to 75% of the time

dedicated to mathematics.

This study was consistent with the findings that children need not master

computational and other lower-order skills before they can develop their problem-

solving skills (Carpenter et al.. 1989). Although non-ail students spent more ttnw

completing worksheets on number-fact drills, the treatment students showed

significantly greater achievement on completion of number facts. recall of number

facts, and recall and use of advanced strategies in completing number facts.

Although all teachers taught essentially the same content. CGI teachers spent

considerably more time on word problems, not only in teaching addition and

subtraction, but in teaching other topics as well. They taught mathematics by

placing children in a problem-solving situation using word problems that were as

relevant to the children as possible. Non-CGI teachers. on the other hand. were

observed following the textbook very precisely. These leachers spent more time

teaching specific procedures for completing number facts, writing number

exercises, and dealing with worksheets. Their students spent more time alone on

worksheets and producing single number answers with very little opportunity to

explain their thinking.

There is a widely-held belief. attributed to many who represent minority o;

disadvantaged populations. that students, especially those w ho are minorities or

disadvantaged, must learn the basics, often in a rote manner, before moving on to
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problem-solving and process-oriented mathematics. This study challenges that

belief. While care must he taken in generalizing the results of this study, they do

suggest the applicability of C01 principles, i.e., constructivist principles, in urban

classroom settings. Further research studies with this focus are necessary to the

mathematics reform movement in order to meet the challenges raised by the

process-product research findings and the beliefs held by Many teachers of

disadvantaged minorities that process-oriented learning only works for the middle

class majority student.
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ALGORITHMS SUPPLANT UNDERSTANDING: CASE STUDIES OF PRIMARY

STUDENTS' STRATEGIES FOR DOUBLE-DIGIT ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

Ronald Narode. Jill Board, Linda Davenport

Portland State University

A year-long study of first, second, and third-grade students

indicates that conceptual knowledge may be extinguished through

an emphasis on procedural knowledge. The students' prior

understandings of place value in double-digit addition and

subtraction became subordinate to and subverted by teacher-taught

algorithms which the children accorded higher epistemological

status than their own successful, invented strategies.

Framework

The importance of connecting procedural Fnowledge and

conceptual knowledge in mathematics instruction has been

acknowledged by researchers (Carpenter, et al., 1990; Hiebert and

Lefevre, 1986; Kamii, 1988; Burns, 1992; Simon, 1993) and by NCTM

(1989). Hiebert and Lefevre (1986) describe conceptual knowledge

as rich in relationships and part of a larger web of ideas. It

is constructed actively by the learner, and represents the

"understanding" piece of our knowledge. Procedural knowledge

embodies the step by step instruction on how to complete tasks.

It consists of rules and algorithms, and requires a familiarity

with symtols and language.
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Contrary to the recommendations of the Curriculum and

Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989), most

elementary teachers permit and support rote learning of

procedures in their classrooms ither because it is easier for

them instructionally (Burns, 1992) or because it results from the

limited extent of their own knowledge (Simon, 19931. Not

surprisingly, elementary textbooks pander to the practice.

Prior to and outside the school experience, children

demonstrate remarkable inventiveness which illustrates conceptual

understanding of arithmetic and is more powerful than their

knowledge of algorthims (Carraher & Schlieman, 1985; Groen &

Resnick, 1977; Carpenter, et al., 1990).

Methodology

To identify addition and subtraction strategies of children

before and after instruction, we interviewed and videotaped 19

children; ten first-graders (5 boys and 5 girls), nine second

grade students (4 boys and 5 girls), and ten third grade students

(8 boys and 2 girls). All children come from the same rural

elementary school and represented a wide range of mathematical

abilities and socio-economic backgrounds. The first graders were

interviewed once at the end of the school year. The second grade

students were interviewed three times: in November before

instruction on the arithmetic algorithms, in February/March, and

again in May. The third grade students were interviewed three

times as well, mainly to ascertain if age and repeated practice

had any significant effect on students' conceptual understanding.
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All students were asked to solve double-digit addition and

subtraction problems embedded in simple word problems and in

familiar contexts [involving terms like "stones" and "marbles"].

They were asked to solve it first using base 10 blocks and then

mentally or with paper and pencil as they chose. The students

were also questioned whether they knew of any alternative ways to

solve the problem.

Results

Before Algorithm Instruction

Almost all of the students interviewed before instruction of

the additior and subtraction algorithms took place demonstrated

invented strategies which used non-traditional, front-end

approaches (not the usual left-to-right order). They were almost

all successful with addition, though much less so with

subtraction. Many of their errors consisted of counting while

keeping track during counting up and counting back.

Of the ten first grade students, nine students attempted a

non-traditional approach for addition, And one used the

traditional algorithm. Eight students were accurate. In

subtraction all students attempted a non-traditional approach and

two students were accurate.

Similar results were observed from the second graders.

Before receiving instruction in the traditional double digit

addition algorithm all nine second grade students solved the

problems with a front end approach --- adding the tens and then

h
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counting on to add the ones. Seven out of nine students

correctly solved the problems using base ten pieces and six of

the nine correctly solved the problems mentally.

The studenis were less successful with subtraction, but no

less inventive. Only three students attempted subtraction

mentally, and all three were successful with nob-traditional

approaches. Six students solved the problems using base ten

pieces; three were successful. Five students solved a

subtraction problem in writing; four had strategies that were

unclear and inaccurate, and one used a non-traditional approach

that was successful.

After Algorithm Instruction

At the time of the winter interviews, the second grade

students had several weeks of instruction in the addition

algorithm and had only just been introduced to the subtraction

algorithm. Student performance on the addition problems

indicated a gradual movement awar from their own non-traditional

methods towards a committed use of the addition algorithm. Six

of the nine students switched to the traditional method when

working on problems mentally. In their written work; seven

students correctly used the traditional algorithm, one student

vacillated between both methods, and one student simply added all

of the numbers. While using base 10 pieces, eight of the nine

students used the traditional algorithm successfully. The ninth

student was not observed.
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By the spring, all nine students exclusively used the

traditional algorithms for addition, and all but one were

successful. The results for subtraction were similar, though

delayed due to the timing of instruction. Again, by the spring,

all of the second grade students used the traditional subtraction

algorithm, but only three were successful.

On The Possibility Of Alterruitiva Strategies

All 19 second and third grade students were asked at the end

of the year if they could think of alternative solutions other

than the traditional methods they used after instruction.

Specifically, for the problem 35 + 27,the students were asked if

they thought it was possible to add the tens first. They all

thought that tha traditional methods were the best, and most

believed it impossible to solve the problems any other way.

Twelve students thought it was impossible to solve addition

problems in any way other than the traditional method. The other

seven thought it was possible, but they could not explain how.

Fourteen of the students thought it was impossible to solve

subtraction problems with any but the traditional method. The

remaining five thought it may be possible, but they couldn't do

so themselves. All 19 second and third grade students were

confident that the traditional method for subtracting (41 - 18)

was the best and only method for them.

We repeatedly observed students shed their prior

understandings in favor of the authoritative knowledge they

learned in school. One example follows:
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Jamie's Case:

In November, Jamie (a second grader) added 19 and 26

mentally. the verbalized, "I know I have 30 because I have a

group of ten and two more tons. Then if I take 1 from the 6 and

give it to the 9, I'll have another group of 10. That leaves

five left, so the answer is 45."

In February, Jamie attempted to add 34 and 99 by beginning

to group the 9 tens and 3 tens, then stops and says, "Oh, I have

to add the ones first." She then grouped the-units, and traded

for a ten to solve the problem.

In May, in response to a question as to the possibility of

solving the problem by adding the tens first, Jamie emphatically

stated, "No you never add the tens first." Instead she suggested

that another way to solve the problem might be to know the answer

from memory. Finally, ahe was confronted with her own invented

strategy as a strategy "someone used" to add 49 + 19 (think of 50

+ 19 and then subtract one to get 68). When asked if she thought

this method would work, she replied, "If you know that way it's

okay, but it's much, much better to just add the ones first."

Misconceptions After Instruction

Finally, we identified numerous misconceptions regarding

place-value among the second and third graders. However, the most

remarkable observation was the students' willingness to disregard

their doubts about unreasonable answers if they believed that

their teacher or their book thought such answers correct. For

example (21 + 35), an offer of an alternative solution:
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Paul (high achieving second grader): You can add thO tens

and put 5 down and add the ones and get 12 so you have 512.

Interviewer: Can you make up a story for that?

Paul: I had 35 rocks and 27-more, so that makes 512.

Conclusion

We believe that by encouraging students to use only one

method (algorithmic) to solve problems they lose some of their

capacity for flexible and creative thought. They become less

willing to attempt problems in alternative ways, and thet become

afraid to take risks. Furthermore, there is a high probability

that the students will lose conceptual knowledge in the process

of gaining procedural knowledge.
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STUDENTS' REASONING ABOUT RATIO AND PERCENT
Dune F. Mucha'

San Jose State Universtty

This work comes from a larger project of several investigations of students'
conceptual and procedural knowledge of percent and their strategies with ratios involving

100. This paper describes students' knowledge of percent and ratio problems with 100 just

pfior to instruction in percent as compared to those near the conclusion of instruction. This

study tested 124 students on written tasks, and 30 students were Individually Interviewed.

Most students exhibited some intuitive conceptual knowledge of percent as a part&hole

relationship, but their understanding was limited by particular contexts and numbers.

Students demonstrated some intuitive proportional strategies and some Incorrect additive

strategies. After Instruction students used various strategies with these problems, but

understanding of percent continues to be limited and some incorrect strategies persist.

Ares of Concern
The ability to understand and solve problems involving percent Is important for

students in many fields of study, and the use of percent continues throughout adult life in

managing one's personal finances and in understanding economic Issues. Percent has

been a school mathematics topic for many years, and the NCTM Standards (1989)

continues to recommend its inclusion for today's curriculum. Numerous studies Indicate that

students' understanding of percent Is extremely deficient (Brown, Carpenter, Kouba,

(Jndquist, Silver & Swafford, 1988; Hart, 1988), despite its common use in our society and

inclusion In the school curriculum. This study addresses the concern that there Is very little

current research on students' Intuitive reasoning or informal conceptual or procedural

knowledge of percent.
While there are several different methods for solving percent problems, several

mathematics educators have proposed the most meaningful development of percent is

through the use of ratios and proportional reasoning (Glatzer, 1984), which is a method of

solving percent problems that closely models the underlying mathematical relationship of a

ratio with one hundred compared to another ratio. These recommendations appear to be

based on personal opinion and experiences rather than on research. A concern of this

study is to seek evidence of student's use of ratios or proportional reasoning to suggest

extending these strategies to percent.
Theoretical Framework

The theoretical basis of this work is consistent with the constructivists' theory of

learning, which considers learners as active participants In building persoral knowledge,

not as passive recipients of definitions and procedures. Numerous studies have reported

how children enter school with considerable personal knowledge of numbers and ot
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problem solving, prior to any formal instruction (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978; Carpenter &
Moser. 1984). There are a number of successful teaching studies which base instruction on
the child's thinking and which build upon or extend thechild's cormt intuitions (Mack, 1990;
Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson. Chaing, & Lost, 1989). Investigations with older children
and aduits have demonstrated that the construction of knowledge, Including self-invented
strategies, continues to take place even atter formal schooling has begun (Carraher,
Carraher, & Schliemann, 1985; Lave, Murtaugh. & de la Rocha, 1984). This study assumes
that children establish meaning for mathematics symbols by connecting the symbols to a
referent, which Is an event or series of operations with which the child has experiences and
which provide meaning for the symbols (Van Engen, 1949). It has been proposed that the
connecting of symbols with a referent is the first process toward symbol competence
(Hiebert, 1988). All of these works support the basic assumptions of this paPer; namely, that
an understanding of the student's mental or physical referents and their reasoning about
ratios and percent should prove helpful in planning an improved curriculum for instruction.

Previous Works in Proportional Reasoning and Percent
Studies measuring children's performance in proportional reasoning have reported it

to be a difficult concept In that most children from 13-15 years of age make very little
progress in working with formal proportional relationships Hart (1988). Numerous works
report the use of incorrect additive strategies to solve problems involving proportions (Hart,
1988; Karp lus, Pubs, & Stage, 1983). In contrast to these data, a number of studies report
that individuals develop Informal, context specific proportional strategies through
occupational use (Carraher, Carraher, & Schiemann, 1985; Lave, Murtaugh & de la Rocha,
1884). Teaching studies with young children that emphasize experiences in familiar
contexts report student success with proportional relationships (Street land, 1985;
Tournlaire, 1986). These studies suggest that the reported poor performance on
standardized tests may not accurately teflect students' informal knowledge or their capability
to understand ratios and percent. There is little current research in percent or research
about children's reasoning with percent.

Methodology
A theoretical and cognitive analysis of percent was developed and used to design

written tasks to reveal the student's reasoning about ratios and percent. The 37 tasks
concentrate on situations In familiar contexts but include some non-contextual, symbolic
examples. The tasks were administered during a regular mathematics class at two public
schools in a mid-size city In the Northeast. Frequencies of the students' responses to the
written tasks were recorded according to correctness, the actual answer, and the solution
strategy where applicable by the researcher and verified by an interrater with a 93%
agreement. Individual studrnt interviews of about 20 minutes In length were administered to
fifteen students selected at random from each group to gain further Insight Into their
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,-easoning. The sample consists of 61 students before instruction and 63 students near the

conclusion of percent instruction. Descriptive detail and statistical methods of significant
differences on particular tasks or questions and groups of tasks were used to compare the

students' reasoning and strategies.
Discussion of Results

Student Intuitions About Percent
The interviewer asked each student how he/she would explain the ideaof percent to

a friend who did not understand it and the replies were recorded for context and for the

specific percents used. 01 the 15 younger students, 6 used shopping examples and 6 used

school grades, while none of the older students mentioned school grades and only three

used shopping examples. Several older students used hypothetical examples with money,

and four supported their ideas entirely without context, suggesting that some defining

characteristics of percent have been extracted from specific instances or contdxts.

The younger students spoke primarily about 100% and 50% as equivalent to a

"whole' and a "half," and approximately half of this group gave a real example, i.e., if you

had 20 problems, a 50% grade would mean you got 10 correct." The students were asked

to explain 30% to indicate the generalization of their understanding of percent. Only two of

the younger studew 3 and about half of the older studentscould extend their knowledge to

explain 30%. These replies suggest that 100% and 50% serve as a referent or prototype for

percent and that the conceptual knowledge of percent is somewhat number dependent.

Success in solving familiar situational problems with specific numbers is significantly

different between the two groups but follows a similar pattern within each group, namely,

success with 100% and 50% is superior to success with other percent numbers (see Table

1 below).

Table 1: Performance on Three Problems with Specific Percent Numbers

Percent Number Younger: Mean (Wier: Mean o-value
100% 1.46 1.98 .0016

50% 1.34 2.08 .0007

10% 0.84 1.54 .0000

25% 0.30 1 49 .0001

75% 0.25 1 08 .0001

30% 0.21 0.86 .0001

The higher means of the two groups with the 100% and 50% problems Is further evidence

that these numbers serve as a prototype or referent for percent.
Considering the various data from both the interview and the written tasks, it appears

that the majority of students in each group have a limited interpretation of percent as a

parl/whole relationship. For example, when given a choice of representations, the majority

of students from both groups selected a part/whole model in a diagram or verbal form rather
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than a ratio expressed as 'parts per 100," or "parts tor every 100." which no students
selected. Part/whole explanations were commonly given by students in each group, such
as "with 4 blocks, 1 would be 25%," or "here Is a pie, cut it in half to show 50%."

In summary, the younger students have some Intuitive knowledge of percent;
however, it appears to be limited conceptually to a pan/whole model, to prototypes of 50%
and 100%, and to school grades and shopping situations. Most olderstudents conceive of
percent apart from specific numbers or situations, but they also exhibit primarily a
part/whole interpretation.

Duccss In Solving Problems Involving Ratio and Percent
While ..Ve interview data on the younger students serve as an Indication of intuitive

knowledge of percent, these students' successes on written tasks are additional Indications
of knowledge of percent and of ratios with 100. Some of the tasks required only an
estimation or number sense and were intended to reflect conceptual knowledge, others
probably required some problem solving strategies or solution procedures, and some
required decimal and fraction representations of percent. The success rates of the two
groups on the various sections of these tasks are given in Table 2 below.

Table 2: Aversoe Percent Correct On Written Tasks

Problem group 'founder moo Older WOW)

10 items: Estimate %, in familiar contexts 43% 58%
6 items: Ratios with 100, in familiar contexts 31% 51%
6 items: Percent, in familiar contexts 22% 44%
6 items: Percent exercise, no context 7% 35%
9 items: Represent percent as fraction or decimal, 12% 40%

no context

These data suggest that the younger students have some number sense of percent and can
solve some problems in familiar contexts Involving ratios and percents; however, their
success drops sharply when there Is no context and they are working with only symbolic
representations. It appears that procedural knowledge to solve problems with only percent
symbols is not developed informally or that percent symbols are not associated with the
percent or ratio concepts prior to instruction. It seems that the 'ratio with 100" problems are
more manageable than percent problems by students before Instruction, indicating that this
reasoning might provide a natural bridge to percent problems. The older students had
considerably more success in solving symbolic percent problems apart from a context and In
translating among symbolic representations. Their success may be a result of practice In
symbolic manipulations or a result of improved understanding; however, it should be noted
that their overall success on these tasks was quite low.
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Dtrategies with Ratio and Percent Situations
The students' thinking in terms of solution strategies was Investigated by 12

problems posed in familiar situations on the written survey. Half were explicit percent

problems, stated using the term or symbol for percent; and half were implicit percent

problems, stated as a ratio "for every '600." Table 3 shows the sums of the two most

frequently used strategies by each group on these problems:

Table 3: Most Froguentiv Used Strategies on Percent and Ratio Problems

Vounaer Students
not shown
incorrect add/subtract
ratio pattern

(50%, halves)
incorrect mutt/div
random calculations

Older Students
254 not shown 317
211 ratio pattern 152

48 (50%, halves) 40

45 incorrect add/subtract 72

20 Incorrect mult/div 36

9

These data reveal the most frequently used strategy by the younger students was the

incorrect additIon/subtraction strategy, where a sum or difference is used incorrectly to

represent a ratio or percent situation. This is not to be confused with addition used as a

substitute for multiplication. Of note is the second most frequent strategy used by the

younger students, the "ratio pattern" strategy. This category includes informal procedures

such as the buliding-up of number patterns or equivalent fractions While incorrect additive

strategies are also commonly used by older students, their most common strategY was a

ratio pattern. Examples of students strategies to a problem are as follows:

A school reported that usually 5 outof every 100 students needs special help in

reading. lf this school has 700 students, how many would you expect to need the

special help?

Correct Additive Strategies:

3-t.eirt-4-

-5- 7 or:5

Incorrect Additive Strategies:

-100
%Co 0

to 00

OC)

3$ studyn:ts-
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The younger students frequently tried to directly model the situation by diagrams or charts,

and they frequently resorted to random operations on the numbers contained in the
problem. Additional strategies used by older students include use of a formal proportion
with an unknown, multiplying by a decimal equivalent , and dividing to obtain the desired
percent. Both groups used some unique and successful, personal strategies.

The Z-test yielded significant differences between the two groups in the proportion of

students who used a particular strategy in 5 cases out of the 19 tested on the 12 problems

(the Z-test requires that at least 5 have the attribute of Interest and at least 5 do not;
therefore, not all frequencies could be compared by the Z-test). *fhe instances of significant

differences Include the correct ratio strategy used more by the older group on 2 problems
and the Incorrect additive strategy used more by the younger students on 3 problems. The
strategies that did not yield significant differences in 14 of the 19 cases were incorrect
mult/div, Incorrect addition, and the correct ratio pattern. It would seem that additive
strategies with ratio and percent are intuitive and somewhat resistant to change over time

and instruction. While the two groups frequently used similar strategies, the younger
students can be characterized as using pfimarily additive strategies and the older students
as using primarily multiplicative strategies.

Conclusions
The common use of percent in our society has resulted in some intuitive knowledge of

percent before instruction. While the concept of percent is limited in terms of context,
specific numbers, and to a part/whole interpretation, it is suggested that an improved
curriculum would help students extend these intuitions to additional contexts, numbers and

conceptions of percent. An improved curriculum should help students use intuitive problem

solving strategies with ratios to develop meaningful and effective procedures for solving
percent problems. In addition, an improved curriculum should recognize the intuitive and
persistent Incorrect additive strategies and plan Instruction to intentionally confront these
misconceptions.
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A CONRARIsON of CONCIPTUALLY SAS= AND TIMBOOR BASED

INSTRUCTION IN GRADES 1-3: 4 TIME YEAR STUDY

Diana Rearm, and James Hiebert
University of Delaware

Two groups of students wore followed
over a three year period in Oradea1-3. One group of students received

instruction that focused on de.sloping
meaning for place value concepts and

multidigit addition and subtraction. Theothr group received txtbook basd instruction. The group receiving th
alternativ instruction wore more successful in solving place value,
noninstructed computation, and story problems.

The reform efforts in mathematics
ducation (e.g., National Council of Teachers

of Mathematics, 1989, 1991) call for instruction that emphasises conceptual

understanding. Theoretical arguments in favor of teaching mathematics for

understanding have a long and rich
tradition (e.g., Brownell, 1935; Davis, 1984;

Fehr, 1955; VanEngen, 1949). It is assumed that learning with understanding ham

both short- and long-term benefits
such ae flexibility, transfer, and increased

learning ovr time. This paper will report the results of a study which xamined

the ffects of implementing
conceptually-based instruction on multidlgit addition

and subtraction during the first three grades.

Method

EAM1212

The sample consisted of two groups of students attending a large suburban

elementary school with a wide range of ability levels. One group of students (N

29) received alternative instruction
during a portion of the school year in all of

Grades 1-3. A second group of students (N . 24) received conventional textbook

based instruction throughout this same time period.

N. began with 153 students in Grade 1. During Grades 2 and 3, the school

assigned students to different classrooms and each year the alternative instruction

was provided in some of the classrooms.
The groups of 29 and 24 students represent

those who received the same kind of instruction on addition and subtraction all

three years, the alternative or textbook based instruction.
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Instructioq

The instruction was designed to emphasise an understanding of place value and

grouping-by-ton ideas and to encourage students to develop procedures.for adding and

subtracting eultidigit numbers based on their understanding of place value. The

underlying rationale was that students are more likely to understand if they ars

given opportunities to construct relationships,
relationships between their current

knowledge and new informatton, relationships between different forms of

representation, and relationships
between alternative solution procedures (Wiebort 6

carpenter, 2992).

We hypothesized that understanding place value involves building connections

between the key ideas of place value,
such as quantifying sots of objects by

grouping by 10 and treating the groups as units (Fuson, 1988; Steffe 9 Cobb, 1988),

and using the structure of the written notation to capture this information about

groupings. Different forms of representation for quantities, such as physical

materials and written symbols, highlight
different aspects of the grouping

structure, and building connections between these yields a more coherent

understanding of place value,. These principles wore optrationalired by presenting

students with contextualixed problem
situat.nms, encouraging students to represent

quantities with both physical materials (basr-
blocks) and written numbers,

developing solution strategies with both Lepreamt:Uuas, and sharing and discussing

their solution strategies with the class. The sharing of strategics led to the

students ln there cl mmmmm solving fewer problems each day than the students in the

textbook based classrooms.

The pecial instruction took place when the students reached the relevant

chapters in their textbooks. This involved approximately 6 weeks in the first

grade, and 12 in each of second and third grades. The length of the instruction

period on thesis topics was the same in the conventional and the alternative

classrooms,
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The students were' given group tests at tho beginning and ond of each school

year and also after the place value, units in grades 1 and 2, about mid-year. During

the first year, approximatly one-half of the students were randomly selectod.to be

interviewed. Only the results of the group tests will be presented in this paper.

The group tests consisted of items focusing on place value, multidigit addition

and subtraction, and story problems. The place value questions eeeeee ed the

students' use of groups of 10 and 100 to quantify sets and their understanding of

tho positional nature of the number system. The multidigit addition and subtraction

item, included both instructed and noninstructed items. The noninstructed items

involved ither more regroupings than had been discussed in class and/or involved

larger numbers than had ben introduced in instruction. The story problems all

involved combining familiar numbers with no regrouping nee sssss y to solve them.

Results

The results of the initial test in Grade 1 indicated that the two groups of

students did not differ significantly on any of the categories of items, plac valu

or computation, at the beginning of the study. After the first test in Grade 1, the

group receiving the alternative instruction outperformed the textbook group on all

subgroups of items (place value, instructed computation, noninstructed computation,

story problems). The differences were not always significant, but tho rank order of

their positioni did not change on any of tho subsets of items over the three year

period.

Performance levels over the three year period on Place Value, Noninstructed

Computation, and Story Problems are shown in Figures 1-3. It is important to note

that the same items did not appear on all of the tests. For example, the place

value items on Test 3 of Grads I were not the same items as on Test 1 of Grade 2.

This means it is inappropriate to compare performance of a single group of students

over time but it is appropriate to compare the performance of the two groups of

students over time.
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Figure 1 illustrates the results on the place value items. The students

receiving the alternative instruction
exhibited a significantly greater (p.01)

understanding of place value concepts than did the other group of students. This

pattern continued over all three yeare and, in fact, 'the differences remained fairly

constant over time.

Figure 2 illustrates the results on the
noninstructod computation items; only

the results of the first test are included for Grade 3.ae all computation items

became instructed computation by the end of the school year. The second saent

in Grade 1 was given after place value unit. The students in the alternative

instruction classrooms apparently used their new understanding of place value to a

significantly greater extent (p4.05) to increase their performance on the

computation items. For example, on an item such as 27 + 30, the students may have

thought about what happens when three tons are added to a given quantity. This

difference (p<.01) continued on the third went of the first grade. At this

time, the noninstructed items were those that required regrouping, a topic not

discussed in any of the classroom*.
Once again, the students in the alternative

instruction classrooms apparently were using their place value understandings to

adapt their instructed procedures to
accommodate this new type of problem. For

example, one-third of those students
correctly solved the problem 38 + 24 as opposed

to 12% of the studentt in the textbook based cl The most frequent response

OW of the students in the textbook based cl 00000 to this problem was 512; only 2

of the 153 students in the alternative instruction cl gave this response.

Apparently the students in the alternative
instruction cl 00000 recognised that 3-

digit response was inappropriate when
combining 38 and 24, a possible result of

their greater place value understandings. A similar difference (p<.05) occurred on

the second nt in Grade 2; this nt also occurred after the tudents

had completed place value unit.

The results on the Story Problem items
are illustrated on Figure 3. As

described earlier, the story situations all involved numbers the students had
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boon using in class and the computation did not require any regroupings. The

students in the alternative classrooms responded correctly significantly (p.01)

more often to these problems at the nd of Grad. 2 and throughout Grade 3 than did

the students in the textbook based cl

Discussion

The instruction described in this study is ono of many approaches'to assist

students in understanding mathematics. The results indicate that instruction that

supports students' efforts in making connections between different forms of

representations, and the sharing of their solution strategies, can prove to be

beneficial. Although the students in these classrooms solved fewer problems than

those in the textbook based classrooms, competency on the instructed computation did

not suffer and, in fact, they frequently performed at a significantly higher level.

ono might speculate that the additional time spent on each problem had led tudents

to reflect on their actions, reflection that assisted the students in solving

noninstructed problems.
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What is the meaning of 12.34five? Preservice teachers' interpretations.
Rine Zazkis, Simon Fraser University

This study investigates preservice teachers concepts of place value, multidigit number
structures and decimal fractions using representation of numbers in other-than-ten bases.

Based on the analysis of twenty clinical imerviewes, we describe students' construction
of non-decimal number and speculate on their understanding of the decimal number

system.

The general concept this study investigates is the concept of place value, emphasizing the place

value in a fractional part of a rational number. More specific concept is a non-integer number

represented in bases other than ten. These numbers, such as 12.34five or 4623seven. are referred to as

'non-decimals". Various researchers ([e.g. [9],[121) have poir.ted out that a correct algorithmic

performance in a given domain doesn't necessarily indicate students' conceptual understanding.

Therefore, assuming teacher's ability to manipulate correctly decimal rational numbers, we asked them

to make sense of "non-demmale by performing addition and subtraction with these numbers and also by

converting them to base ten representation. These non-standard tasks helped to eliminate the possibility

of students' rote learned patterns and assisted in focusing on place value. From students' efforts to

interpret non-decimals we learned about their concepts of rational numbers and multidigit structure in

base ten.
The conventional way of converting 12.3511ve to base ten is to use the following expanded

1

notation: 12.34five =1 x5+2x 1+3x 1/5 + 4 x 1/25 = 7
9 = 7.76ten.

25

Zazkis & Khoury ([131) provided a detailed analysis of the domain of non-decimals. They also

categorized student's problem solving strategies and possible errors or misconceptions in interpreting

non-decimals. The current study is based on the analysis of clinical interviews and it attempts to provide

a conceptual framework forstudent's mental constructions in this domain.

Theory

Action-process-object framework
Our theoretical perspective is a construcnvist approach, based on the ideas of Pit:set. The

particular interpretation of constructivism used in this study is thc adaptation of a constructivist

perspective to the action-process-object developmental framework ([5)) Dubinsky discusses the

-action-process-object theoretical perspective as an adaptation of ideas of Piaget to the studies of

advanced mathematical thinking. Previously it was used in the.studies of undergraduate mathematics

topics like calculus and abstract algebra. (e.g. (2), [31, [6)) We suggest that this theoretical perspective is

appropnate for the discussion of mathematical knowledge development in general, not necessarily of

what is considered to be "advanced". One of the goals of this study was to examine thisclaim.

The essence of the theoretical perspective developed by Dubinsky is that an individual,

disequilibrated by a perceived problem situation in a particular social context, will attempt to

reequilibrate by assimilating the situation toexisting schemas available to hct or him, or, if necessary, to

reconstruct those schcmas at a higher level &sophistication. The constructions which may intervene arc

mainly of three kinds -- actions, processes, and objects.

An action is any repeatable physical or mental manipulation that transforms objects in some
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way. When the total action can take place entirely in the mind of an individual, or just be imagined as
taking place, without necessarily running through all of the specific steps, we say that the action has
been interiorized to become a process. New processes can also be constructed by inverting or
coordinating ex:sting processes. When it becomes possible for a process to be transformed by some
action, then we say that it has been encapsulated to become an object.

As an example of a not-so-advanced mathematical concept, we consider the number 5 and
describe the development of this concept using action-process-object framework. In the beginning of
number acquisition the number 5 is identified with the counting of five attributcs ([10]). A young learner
has to touch the things counted to build a one-to-one correspondence between the number of attributes
and the counting sequence. At this level the number 5 is an action for the learner. Later, when the
learner can count a group of five in her or his mind, or recognize a group of five , we would say that the
number 5 has been interionzed to become a process. When a learner is able apply an action to the
number 5, such as adding it to another number, we say that number 5 has been encapsulated to become

an obje .

In many mathematical situations it is essential to be able to shift from an object back to a
process. One of the tenets of the theory is that thi,t can only be done by de-encapsulating the object, that
is, to go back to the process which was encapsulated in order to construct the object in the first place. In
our example de-encapsulating of thc object of number 5 may take place when the learner is asked to
compare number five with number six. In this case thc learner may go back to the process of counting to
discover that number 5 is reached in the counting sequence before the number 6, therefore it is smaller.
Thc concept of de-encapsulation plays a major role in the analysis of our data.

Method
Sub"ects. Twenty pre-service elementary school teachers in the last year of their teacher

preparation program participated in the study. The topic of number representations in different bases
was revisited during their "methods class. However, the idea of extending other-than-ten base
representatton to the fractional part of the number was not introduced prior to the administration of the
interviews.

Instru; . In a clinical Interview setting students were presented with two different types of
problems. In tde first type of problems the students were asked to perform addition and subtraction with
non-decimals. In the second type of problems the students were asked to convert non-decimals to base
ten. During each interview, that lasted about one hour, participants were prompted where appropriate
for understanding, that might not have been apparent from their initial response. Clarification and
probing questions were asked, additional tasks were offered where necessary, to establish or to confirm
ihc strategy used by a student. The interviews were transcribed and categonzed in terms of different
questions, their difficulty, and repeating error patterns used by students. The action-process-object
theoretical perspective was used to analyze the Interview s for ways in which the students appeared to
think about the specific topics.

Results
All the participants passed a screening assessment, that is, they were able to perform correctly on

tasks of conversion from vanous bases to base ten and addition/subtraction with integers, represented in
bases other than ten. With non-integer numbers thc situation was different. Sixteen out of twenty
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participants were able to perform addition/subtaction correctly using different reasoning strategies.

Four other students implemented
consistently 'error patterns', some ofwhich were consistent with some

of the examples described by Ashlack and Van Lelia ([11, [l2]). Only 10 students out of 20 converted

correctly the given non-decimals to base ten representation. The remaining ten were consistent in using

self- invented incorrect methods through different examples. In what follows we give some examples of

student's responses to the proposed conVersion tasks. The computational tasks, of adrlition and

subtraction aren't discussed here due to space allotation.

Conversion Tasks
In order to perform conversion Ann used the expanded notation method, similar to the above

introduction of non-decimals. This method was used by 9 out of 10 correctly performing students.

Linda's conversion of 1.23 in base four below was unique in this sample.

Linda: Well what 1 mean is that utn, I'm just using this decimal point to divide each number

to the right of the decimalpoint over um, like 4, 42 each, uh, yeah, 2 groups of hmm,

well 23 over 100 over 100th, okay, but that stands, that's not 23, that is 2,3 tread:

two-three] in base 4 which is 2 groups of 4 plus 3 units, okay? Does that make

sense?

For Linda, the fractional part of the number .23 in base four means 23/100, where both 23 and

100 arc base four numbers.
Therefore 23i-0w/100f= is interpreted as a fraction 11/16. Unlike Ann and

many others, who assign place value to every digit and work with expanded notation of the number.

Linda treats the fractional part as one conceptual entity.

Mciving the decimal point error pattern
In a new situation, where no formal algorithm for symbolic manipulation was provided, Joan

tried to use familiar problem solving strategies. One such strategy was applied when Ferforming division

by decimal: the decimal point 'is moved" in order to work with integers.

Joan: Well I'm multiplying. Like, if I'm going to move a decimal point that would be malt...

like if 1 have 3.2 and 1 want to move this decimal point to make it 4 whole number,

then 1 would multiply it by 10's and mydecimal point would go, so if I'm moving this

decimal point two places 1 multiply by 100, but I'm no/familiar enough with this to

know that if 1 once have an answer 1 can divide by 100 and adjust the decimalpoints.

(pause) Whoa! not a nice question.

In order to convert 3.25six to base ten, Joan moved the "decimal' point two places io the right,

then she converted the number 325six to base ten, she got 125 and "adjusted" the decimal point moving

it two places to the left to get the result of 1.25. She wasn't sure in what she did, but it was 'the only

way (she) could think or. .

Reading bug error Pattern
Michelle applies a strategy that was referred to by Zazkis & Khoury (t13]) as a "reading bug".

Rather than assigning place value to each digit in the fractional part of the number', she treats the

fractional part as one entity and assigns to it the "place value" of the smallest unit involved. That's how
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0.12four is interpreted as 12/16 (in base ten) . The name 'reading bug' refers to the reading rules for
decimals: saying "twenty:three hundredths brings to min: 231100, rather than 2/10 and 31100. The
equality between the two expressions was misinterpreted when :pplied to other-than-ten bases.

Interviewer: How about converting 3.12 base 4 into bee e 10?
Umm, yeah sort of, the fractions kind c f stump me. Okay, so this is basically
121100ths, so oh it isn't 1211001hs, it's 12116ths, it's 3 units, so it's 3 ones, it's
121.16ths

Interviewer: How about something like 4.34in base 5 convert that to base 10.
Michelle: See, I think that 1 could see this better if I actually urn, okay this is groups, this is

34125, no, that can't be right, because it's more than a whole. Yeah, you can't
have that, that's wrong.

Michelle later adjusted her strategy to take care of cases where numerator appeared to be bigger
than denomenator.

Common fraction substitution error pattern
Marina used a pattern identified in the previous research as 'common fraction substitutitzt" . She

interpreted the place values in the fractional part of non-decimal as 1/4 and 1/40 or 1/6 and 1/60 for
bases four and six respectively.

Interviewer: Alright, where did you get the numbers 3141hs and 2140's from?
Marina: Well because the 4 is the reverse of this one, because the place value goes like

this, the place value goes I, like in 10's, it goes 1 's, 10's, 100's or 10 squared and
then here on the other side of the place value it would go, um 1110th, 11100th, so
that's why I was thinking of that but I get confused when I try and convert it into
4ths.

Interviewer: And if you had a number .452 in base 6? What is your first reaction to that?
Marina: That would be, that would be also the reverse, that would be 416, 5160ths and

21600ths.

Conversion - what comes after assisnina place values?
It seemed to us that what was left in the conversion task after assigning place values to digits,

was just a matter of simple arithmetic. Marina and Jill convinced us that the issue isn't that simple. Not
that they failed in 'simple arithmetic", they just had difficulty to decide what arithmetic had to take
place. Marina felt stuck after assigning place values to the digits of number 1.32rour and didn't know
how to proceed with the task. Jill assigned correctly place values, but didn't look at the sum of the
products. Instead, she tried to estimate the number

Interpretations and Discussion
According to our theoretical perspective, students' ability to perform addition/subtraction with

non-decimals indicated that they treated these numbers as objects, since they were able to perform
actions on them. The conversion task requires students to move from an object back to a process, which
is done, according to the theory, by de-encapsulating the object The objects (rational numbers) that
had to be de-encapsulated by the interviewees were constructed long time ago and probably over a long
period of time. How difficult or how natural is the de-encapsulation in this case? Dubinsky ([5])
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conjectured that "an epistemological obstacle occurs when an action, process or object conception of

some mathematical topic existed for some time and was very useful in dealing with many problem

situations, but now is presented with problems that it cannot handle." Our findings defir ely support

this conjecture and provide an example of partial or incorrect place value conceptions th _...rved our

subjects faithfully throughout their college years, but caused an obstacle when used to interpret non-

decimils. Our results confirm that de-encapsulation takes the student back to the process which was

encapsulated in order to construct the object in the first place. This process may not be sufficient to deal

Wah problems on higher level of sophistication and needs to be reconstructed. This reconstruction

appeared to be very difficult for some students and was a major source of error performance:

Constructing non-decimals
Ann and Linda demonstiate two 'Afferent but correct mathematically interpretations of non-

decimal. In both cases the object of nondecimal is de-encapsulated to a prOcess. For Ann the object of

0.23 is de-encapsulated to 2110 + 31100 For Linda the object 0.23 is de-encapsulated to 23/100. Using

the base ten analogy, both Ann and Linda coordinate this process with the process of representing the

fundamental sequence for a given base. In what follows wc discuss the concept of the 'fundamental

sequence".
In base ten representation the

fundamental sequence is a geometric sequence of powers of ten.

The construction of this sequence starts as early as children learn to assign to the digits of multidigit

numbers values of 'tens and ones". This sequence is reconstructed and expanded later to beCome

"hundreds, tens and ones" and "thousands, hundreds, tens and ones" and soon. When the learners are

introduced to the idea of decimal fractions, this fundamental sequence is reconstructed to include

"tenths, hundredths, thousandths, etc. " It is later understood that this sequence is infinite in both

directions, that is,
..., 1000, 100, 10, 1, 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000 .... or ... 103, 102, 101, 100, 10-1. 10-2, 10-3... .

Assigning place values to the digits of multidigit mixed decimal numbers may be no more than

matching the digits to the elements of this sequence. In order to create a fundamental sequence of

another base, the decimal sequence has to be de-encapsulated to a process. In this process the learner

has to be able not just to name the elements of the sequence, but to create the next element in line and

explain the relationship between the elements . If this process means to the learner "taldng consecutive

powers.of the base of ten' or 'multiplying by ten to create the element to the left and dividing by ten to

create the element to the right of the given one', it can be easily reconstructed and generalized to the

process of fundamental sequence in any given base. In an example of base five, the fundamental

sequence is .. 125, 25, 5, I, 1/5, 1/25... or ...53, 52, 51, 50, 5-1, 5-2, 5-3....

Coordinating Ann's process with the fundamental sequence process leads toexpressing 0.23 five

as a sum 215 + 3/25. Coordinating Linda's process leads to expressing 0.23 five as 23five/100five. which

is 13125. We summarize those constructions in Figure I.

Constructing non-decimals - What can gowrong?

Majority of the error patterns that were observed in this study can be explained as adefect in one

of the transitions described in Fig. I. The reading bug pattern for example is an inadequate coordination

of Linda's process with a fundamental sequence. Instead of interpreting 0.23rivc as 23five1100five.

students using the reading bug interpreted this number as 23ien/l0Ofive. The common fraction
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substitution error pattern results from construction the fundamental sequence of place values in base five
as 1/5, 1/50, 1/500 etc.. This happens when a process of 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000 is constructed by 'adding
zeros', as Marina stated, rather than dividing by ten or multiplying the denominator by 10. This also
may happen when the learner acknowledges multiplication by ten, but doesn't focus on the essence of
ten as a base and treats it as a constant value to generate sequences for other bases.

The understanding of a multidigit structure requires more than the understanding of place value
([1]). It requires an understanding that the multidigit number is a sum of the products of its digits , so
called 'face values', by place values. Even though assigning place values is the essence of the
conversion task, it is insufficient to solve the problem . 1. may be the case that for Marina, for example,

the object of 0.23 is de-encapsulated as 'two tenths and three hundredths", where "and' means
concatenation, writing values sided by side, but not addition. This may explain why Marina couldn't
proceed in the task of conversion beyond assigning place values.

Object Decimal number

Procne Decimal number

100

i
monliamen

(...Prom Non-decimal number

deserefusissiee

Process* Decimal number

IJo Ito

Procesc Fundamental sequence fa bum 5

... 125, 25, 5, 1, 1/5, 1/25, 1/125...

23tive
100five

Pro:tic Nan-decimal number
3

5 25

eecepaiosen .w.p.ado
Non-decimal

wn
nurnb

0.23five Figure 1

Canstmenon of non-decimal number

Conclusion.
Evidently, from the students' constructions of the fundamental sequences in other bases, as well

as from their de-encapsulation of fractional decimal numbers, we learn about the deficiencies in and the
development of their understanding of base ten system. Thr results suggest that preservice teacher's
understanding of place value number system is fragile and incomplete. This partial understanding
doesn't interfere with the teachers' correct algorithmic performance, but may result in incomplete
constructions in the minds of young learners. We believe with Steffe ([11)) and many others that the
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improvement of mathematics education in our schools starts with the improvement of mathematical

knowledge of teachers. Place'value is a basis of positional system arithmetic. We believe that the

antiysis of teacher's knowledge in this doinain in this study highlights possible pitfalls and conceptual

difficulties.
According to Ash lock ID, the children have difficulties with computational algotithms because

they do not have an adequate understanding of multidigit numerals at the time they are introduced to the

algorithms. When such children become teachers, many of them still hold adequate understanding oi

multidigit numerals. Dienes ([4)) advocated the use-of multibase arithmetic to reinforce the

understanding of .base ten positional system. We find renewed interest in this topic at the college level,

for education of preservice mathematics teachers . Hungerford ([8)) suggests and strongly encourages a

new instructional approach for teaching a 'new arithmetic", since it 'seem to improve students'

understanding of the mathematics involved'. On the other hand, Freudentall ([7)), arguing with

"innovators", who like to do structures on other bases", claimed that "if compared with mathematics

resulting from pondering more
profoundly the subject matter and its relations to reality, unorthodox

positional systems are a mere joke'. Even though, Freudental didn't exclude other-than-ten bases for

'remedial use% and actually stated that "it is a good didactics to motivate pupils by jokcs, and an

unorthodox positional system may even be a good joke".

Regardless of how one may call the leaminglteaching
experiment with other-than-ten bases -- be

it a powerful tool or a "good joke" -- we appreciate its value for acquiring deeper understanding of place

value numeration and multidigit structures. We suggest that non-decimals become an integral part of

this topic.
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The objectives of this research were-to determine if there were patterns to elementary teachers'

development of statistical ideas. Center of the data and typical of the data were the two conceptsstudied.

Comparisons of teachers' responses beforeand after instruction were made todetermine areas of fixation

and ideas about measures of center.
Before instruction teachers tended to fixate on large graphical

features. After instruction teachersfocused on measures of center, particularly the median, to °plain

their ideas of center, rather than graphical f eatures. More teachers focused on data intervals after

instruction to explain typical in the histogram, but these ideas were not stable over the two graphs. We

conjecture that fuations and stability are twofactors in determining the statistical conceptual development

of elementary teachers.

BACKGROUND

Principles of constructivism that reflect the theories of Piaget, von Glasersfeld, and Vygotsky

formed the theoretical framework of this research (Davis, Maher & Noddings, 1990). These perspectives

assume that knowledge is constructed by the individual. During construction, previous constructions are

accessed to restructure schema based on the need to adapt to the environment. The stability of the

constructions across different contexts, such as different graphical representations, is another important

factor in cognitive development (Clough & Driver, 1986; Garcia, 1991).

Graphical representations of data are central to statistical investigations, and therefore, play an

important role in the development of statistics concepts using different contexts. Fixations or eentrations

were described as errors caused by centering predominantly on larger elements in graphs or other images

(Clement, 1989; Bell, Brekke, & Swann, 1987; lnhelder & Piaget, 1964). Berenson, Friel, and Bright

(1993) determined that before instruction, many
elementary teachers tended to fixate on gross features of

graphs to explain their ideas about center, typical, and prediction. These fixations produced a variety of

alternative conceptions that were not always stable across contexts.
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Russell et al. (1990) found that elementary and middlegrades teachers tended to define average or
typical as the arithmetic mean. There have been few other investigations of elementary teachers' and
students' concepts of other measures of center (Bright &Hoeffner, 1993; Shaughnessy, 1992).

We used the theories of constructivism, including the notion of stability of concepts over different
contexts, as the platform for this study. The purpose was to investigate areas of fixations, and the ideas
about measures of center that elementary teachers used when explaining center and typical of the-data.
The stability of ideas across different contextswas considered before and after instruction to determine if
them were patterns in the development of these ideas.

METHODOLOGY

The state-wide sample consisted' of 55 elementary teachers selected to participate in an extended
professional development project. Teachers were given an open-ended, paper and pencil instrument
(Berenson & Bright, 1992) two months before a three-week, residential workshop, and at the end of that

workshop. The workshop presented many different data analysis activities, involving the teachers in
posing questions, collecting daia, analyimg data, and interpreting data (Friel, 1993). Center and typical
were concepts embedded in workshop activities associated with analyzing data.

These data were analyzed to understand the fixations, thealternative conceptions, and the stability of
the concepts when interpreting a line plot and a histogram. Answers and explanations were grouped into
13 categories (See Tables 1 and 2). The first eight categories related to sa-es of fixation on large elements
of the graphs such as: range, horizontal scale, mode(s), vertical scale, data intervals or concentrations,

absence of data, number Of columns, and sample size. The next three categories were the mean, median,

and combinations of mean, median, and mode. Two additionalcategories were idded for missing and
other/partial responses. Other responses included a combination of two fixations and/or concepts, and
ideas that could not be categorized. Partial responses were those where a number was given, but no
explanation as to how that number was obtained. Posttest results are compared to pretest results in
Tables 1 and 2.

RESULTS

Center or Middle of the Data

The line plot represented the number of raisins found in 30 boxes; the a horizontal scale was 26 -
40, and Me range was 28 - 40. The modes were 28 and 35, the mean was 32.3, and the median was 31.

After instruction, 44 teachers found the median to determine the center of the data in the line plot.
Several strategies were u red to find the median: halving the sample size (the 15th data point), working
from both sides of the data to balance or create two equal groups of data points (15 data points on either
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side), and "betweeness" (between the 15th and 16th data points). Two teachers used cotnbinations

measures of center. On the pretest, amas of fixation were: range, horizontal scale, modes, data inservals

absence of data, and number of columns. On the posttest a few teachers remained focused tin the scale,

range, or the absence data. Results are shown in Table I.

The histogram was a bimodal, normal distribution of lengths of 24 cats with a horizontal scale in

inches from 10 - 40, and the range from - 36. The vertical scale of 0 - 5 was labeled "count." The

mean was 29.8, the median was 30, and the modes were 30 and32.

After instruction, there were 31 teachers who identified the center of the data as the median In the

histogram with similar strategies used in the line plot. Two teachers identified the mean asthe center of

the data and 7 teachers used combinations of mean, median, and mode to define "center." Fixation on the

range, modes, or a variety of data intervals were noted in the histogram for the remaining teachers. On the

pretest teachers fixated on the horizontal or vertical scales, range, modes, data intervals, absence of data,

and sample size.

Table .1. Changes in Teachers' Fixations and Concepts of Center or Middle ofthe Data

Alternative Conceptions
Anclasadoo&

Line Plot Histogram
Eirdrat Posttest Pretest Posttest

Faanons.
Range 12 1 10 6

Horizontal Scale 9 4 7 o
Modes 2 o 3 1

Vertical Scale
(most frequent frequency)

0 0 3 0

Data Intervals
(concentration of data)

3 0 4 5

Absence of Data 3 2 0 0
Number of Columns 1 0 0 0
Sample Size (eg. n=24) n/a n/a 3 0

Statistics._
Mean 1 1 1 2

Median 13 44 12 SI

Combinations: Median,
and/or Mean and/or Modes o 2 1 7

1 ncompletions.
No Response 6 o 9 0

Other/Partial 5 1 2 3

n = 55

In summary, after instruction it appeared that fixation on large graphical featuresin both the line plot

and the histogram decreased while the instances of statistical concepts increased. Also, there was a
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decrease and less variability in the number of alternative conceptions after the workshop. A few teachers

extended thek conceptions to include combinations of measures of center. The number of strategies to

find the "median" is of interest.

13228.31

"Typical" was a term used by Russell et al. (1990) in conjunction with average. Friel and Joyner

(1993) further described the search for a replacement of the word "average" to use with elementary

teachers and students. An open-ended term was needed to capture ideas of center and the term, "typical"

was sufficiently interesting and ambiguous, and contro.ersial for this investigation.

The line plot contained two questions concerning typical:

1. Some teachers thought thauhe typical number of raisins in abox was the middle of the data. Do

you agree? Explain.

2. Other teachers thought that the most frequent number was the typical number of raisins in a box.

Do you agree? Explain.

Teachers were asked to simply identify the typical cat in the histogram and to explain their answer.

On the posttest, responses to the above question 1 were: 15 teachers selected the mean, 4 selected

the median as typical, and 1 teachers determined that typical was either the mean or the median in the line

plot. The remaining teachers fixated on modes, a wide variety of data intervals, and the absence of data

points in question 1. See Table 2.

After examining the answers on the posuest to question 2, it was noted that after instruction some

teachers remained fixated on the two modes (n = 10) or the absence of concentrated data points (n = 7) to

explain why they disagreed that the modes were typical (refer to question 2). These ideas are represented

separately in Table 2, together with those who thought that the modes (n = 8) or data intervals (n = 11)

were typical. Nine teachers selected either the mean, median, or combinations of statistics to describe

typical in question 2.

In the histogram 19 teachers selec:ed either the .1tedian or mean or combinations of mean, modian,

and mode as typical on the postest. Five teachers used the modes As typical values and 29 teachers

selected different intervals of data to describe typical. Many of these teachers stated incorrectly that the

majority of cats fell within their intervals, or did not balance the intervals around 30. Fixations on the

pretest were range, horizontal scale, modes, vertical scale, data intervals, and sample size.

In summary, after instruction many teachers did not fixate on large graphical features with the

exception of data intervals to determine typical. The wide range of intervals selected and the apparent

disconnectedness with measures of center for many of the intervals deserves note.
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Table 2. Changes in Teachers' Fixations and Concepts of Typical

AltruoithrSeoccasicias Line Plot Histogram

and Fasikai Quest. 01

BM Post

Oaiest. 02

Era PSISL Em Post

Fizatiotu.
Range 2 0 0 0 2 0
Horizontal Scale 0 0 0 0 1 1

Modes 8 7 20 8 19 5

Two Modes not Typical 1 1 10 10 0 0
Venical Scale

(most fitquent frequency)
2 0 2 1 2 0

Data Intervals
(concentration of data)

3 11 0 11 7 29

Absence of Data Intervals
(therefore not typical)

0 0 0 7 0 0

Absence ciData 1 7 0 0 0 0
Number of Columns 0 1 0 0 0 0
Sample Size (eg. n24) nta nla nla n/a 2 0

Statistics._
Mean 11 15 4 6 4 7

Median 5 4 1 1 5 10

Combinations: Median,
and/or Mean and/or Modes

0 1 0 2 0 2

Incomplaions.
No Response 10 1 8 1 5 0

Other/Partial 12 7 10 P 8 1

n 55

Stabiliv

Pretest fixations and conceptions were examined for stability over the two graphical representations

for center and typical. The majority of responses on 'the pretest indicated fixations on large graphical

features to explain ideas of center and typical. However, these fixations were not stable over the two

graphical representations on the pretest. We propose that teachers may have been in the process of

defixation or decentration to focus on different parts of the field of different contexts to reduce their

errors.

There is not only cat:ration, there is dgcentraLion. By centering on different parts of the

field successively, the subject creates a situation in which these parts affect each other

reciprocally, thus reducing the errors cause by centering predominantly on the larger elements

(Umber & Voneche, 1977, p. 648).

The stability of responses on the posttest were somewhat different for the two concepts. Recall that the

median statistic was used by more teachers to explain center, and data interval fixations were used by
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more teachers to explain typical. More stability was noted fix the concept of center, and less stability for

the concept typical. However, the following combinations were noted fix both concepts on the posttest:

Statistic a & statistic a - the same statistic was associated with the concept in both representations.

Statistic a & statistic b - different statistics were associated with the the same concept

Fixation a & fixation a - the same fixation was associated with the same concept

Fixation a & statistics a - a fixation and a statistic were associated with the same concept

Fixation a & fixation b - two fixations were associated with the same concept.

More research is needed to fully understand the role of stability in concept formation. The number of

different contexts presented for investigation may be a consideration. Additionally, interviews will

provide more detailed information ,for understanding the complexities of development in teachers'

statistical thinking.

CONCLUSIONS

In the coming years, there will be a greater need to teach statistical concepts and graphical

representations of data to preservice and inservice teachers. The variability of fixations and conceptions

have implications for the content and pedagogy of professional developnxm. Further research an

ask questions concerning how to link the fixations and conceptions to build stable constructions. What

activities, problems, graphical representations, and sequence of curriculum affect construction? Are

there additional alternative conceptions created by these interventions that may block more complex

construction? Do chikken's constructions parallel those of their teachers?

Data and its analyses are pervasive in this age of uncertain information. Mathematics educators

recognize that elementary school is not too early to begin construction of statistical concepts. The results

of this study indicate that strong professional development programs are needed to assist elementary

teachers in the construction of stable and viable statistical schema.
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STATISTICS KNOWLEDGE OF ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

George W. Bright
University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Susan N. Friel
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Sara B. Berenson
North Carolina State University

This study examined 56 elementary school teachers' knowledge of statistics before and after a
three-week statistics workshop. Content knowledge was assessed through a paper-and-pencil
instrwnent of twelve, open-ended statistics questions; responses were scored holistically.
Understanding of relationships among four critical statistics concepts (selected from the state
curriculum) was assessed through analysis of concept maps. Performance on eleven of the
statistics questions improved significantly. Teachers' written responses improved in completeness
and clarity. Teachers included more of the four concepts in their second concept maps and showed
more relationships among the four concepts. There were not dramatic increases, however;
concepts were stilled viewed mainly as independent. Future instruction for teachers needs to deal
more explicitly with relationships among statistics concepts.

Since 1989 statistics has been one of the seven strands of the North Carolina Standard Course of

Study for elementary school mathematics. However, the statewide, end-of-grade tests that have been

given have included so few items on statistics that teachers have not felt the need to devote significant

amounts of instmctional time to teaching the statistics strand. New tests are now in place (beginning in

1992-93) that include roughly equal representation from each of the strands. Teachers will have to begin

to teach statistics if their students are to score well on these new tests. Unfortunately, many elementary

school teachers have little background in statistics, so in preparation for the new tests, significant inservice

is needed. These inservice programs should be informed by understanding of the knowledge of statistics

that teachers bring to the inservice programs. This research was a beginning attempt to develop

understanding of teachers' thinking about statistics, both before and after an inservice intervention.

Research on understanding of statistics concepts (as opposed to probability) has almost exclusively

dealt with students older than those in elementary school (e.g., Bright & Hoeffner, 1993). The results

suggest that inapptopriate use of statistics concepts and processes in problem solving persists well into

adulthood. Very little attention has been paid to the knowledge of teachers of any grade level

(Shaughnessy, 1992), though Maros and Russell (1991) did begin to identify specific strategies that

elementary school teachers use to solve statistics problems related to an understanding of the concept of

mean. All of the research that we have found reports understanding of individual concepts (e.g., mean) or

strategies (e.g., balancing data around the mean). None of the research focuses on teachers' general ideas

about statistics content or their understandings of relationships among statistics concepts.

Understanding participants' notions of relationships was critical, since the content of statistics for this

project involves statistics as a process of investigation: pose a question, collect data, analyze data, and

interpret results. The parts of this process are intended to be viewed as an interrelated whole, rather than

as separate steps. It was important, therefore, to know if participants shared this view of statistics.
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Procedures

Subjects
This study is part of a larger project (TEACH-STAT, funded by the National Science Foundation) to

assist elementary teachers develop deeper understanding of statistics concepts and learn instructional

strategies for teaching those concepts to children. Planning for the inservice program was carried out

during 1991-92, and the first group of teachers participated in a residential, three-week wotkshop during

July, 1992. The teachers (N=56) came from across the state and had been selected from each of nine

regions because of their enthusiasm for teaching and their desire to learn about how to teach statistics more

effectively. Thus, they cannot be assumed to be representative of the "typical" teacher. However, there is

no evidence in the background information that we collected that would suggest that these teachers have

any more mathematics knowledge (or statistics knowledge) than other teachers.

Instrumentation
Two data gathering techniques were used. One was a Content Survey developed by the TEACH-

STAT central project staff, with input from the faculty site coordinatots. The Content Survey included

twelve open-ended items:
1-3. Read and interpret already represented data in a histogram, boxplots, and a scatterplot

4. Make a representation of provided data. The representation involved categorizing the data.

5. Describe how they would explain measures of center (mean, median, mode) to fifth graders

6-9. Answer questions about the concept of mean

10. Answer questions about what is "typical" about a given set of data

11. Distinguish between sample and population

12. Answer questions about the concept of normal curve

The second technique was a concept map of tbe concept, statistics. The purpose of obtaining concept

maps was to understand how participants related various aspects of statistics.

Procedures
Teachers at each site met with the site coordinator (local university mathematics educator, science

educator, or statistician) for one afternoon during late spring 1992. Part of the time at this meeting was .

devoted to completion of the untimed Content Survey; response times ranged from 20 to 45 minutes. The

Content Survey was administered a second time in summer 1992 (at the end of the three-week workshop

on statistics). 'These data were available on all 56 subjects.

On the morning of the first day of the summer workshop, concept maps were explained and

instructions for making concept maps were provided. Simple illustrations of concept maps were given to

illustrate both the hierarchical nature of a concept map and the interconnections that could be drawn among.

concepts across the various levels in any particular map. Correct and incorrect ways of drawing

components of concept maps were identified (e.g., all connecting lines would be labeled in a correctly

drawn concept map), though it was repeatedly emphasized that a concept map as a whole was never

viewed as right or wrong, only as reflective of that individual's thinking about the concepts. Instructions

for drawing a concept map concluded with the advice that a list of concepts might first be organized
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according to groups of ideas that seemed to fit together, after which the concept map could be drawn.

Participants were asked to think silently about the concepts that came to mind when the word, statistics,

was mentioned and to make a list of those related concepts. Participants were asked to organize their list

of concepts into related groups. Then they were asked to write statistics in an oval at tbe top of a blank

page-and to begin work on drawing the concept map. About 35 minutes was allotted for construction of

concept maps, though everyone completed their maps in about 30 minutes.

Concept maps were gathered again in February 1993 at a meeting of all participants and site

coordinators. The instructions for preparing a concept map were repeated before participants were asked

to draw their maps. Because of low attendance at this meeting, only 32 pairs of concept maps were

available for analysis.

Analysis
The items on the Content Survey were scored on a holistic basis on a scale of 0-4; 0 indicated that there

was no response; 1, that the response was inelevant; 2, that partial understanding displayed; 3, that almost

complete understanding was displayed; and 4, that the response was fully acceptable. The scores for

individual items were compared across the two administrations with t-tests.

The concept maps were analyzed in temis of four critical concepts in the state curriculum for grades K-

6 as identified by the msearchers: graphing, collection of data, prediction, and measums of center. Maps

were first coded according to whether these concepts were included in the maps. Then relationships

among the four concepts were analyzed by categorizing pairs of concepts as dependent or independent

Concepts were classified as dependent if they appeared on the same branch of the map; otherwise, they

were classified as independent. For each pair of concepts, tallies were made of the number of times one

concept was subordinate to the other and the number of times the concepts were independent.

Results

Content Survey
On the first administration of the Content Survey, there was a wide range of responses to each of the

items. For questions related to reading histoyams, approximately one-third of the responses reflected

good understanding of the content knowledge being assessed. Teachers' knowledge with regard to

interpreting boxplots and scatter plots was quite limited. Responses to questions on measures of center

were similarly weak; justifications of answers were often confusing, incomplete, or inaccurate. Analysis

of responses provides insight as to what they do and don't know.

On the second administration, the variety of responses was not so great. More importantly, however,

there were noticeable changes in the clarity of explanations offered by teachers, in part evidenced by

greater use of statistics vocabulaiy.

Comparison of the scores across administrations indicates that performance improved significantly on

all items; performance was significantly better at the .001 level for six items, at the .01 level for three

items, and at the .05 level for two items. Only one item (#9) did not show significant improvement.
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Concept Maps
inclusion of critical concepts. The concept, graphing, was subdivided into three parts:

graphs/graphing only, specification of specific school graphs (i.e., bar, pie, circk, line, picture, Venn

diagram), and specification of specific statistical graphs (i.e., histogram, line plot, stem and leaf, box plot,

scatterplot). Inclusion of "graphs only" in concept maps decreased from 41% to 22% of the maps, while

inclusion of "school graphs" and "statistical graphs" increased,respectively, from 47% to 72% and 'tom

9% to 78% of the maps. Clearly, there was a shift away from consideration of graphs in general to

consideration of specific graphical zepresentations.

The concept, collection of data, was also subdivided into three parts: surveying (i.e., surveys, polls,

interviews, rating scales, questionnahes), counting (i.e., tally/count, observation, experiment,

measurement, investigation), and sampling (i.e., sampling, population). Inclusion of the each of the three

parts in concept maps increased. "Surveying" increased from 41% to 50%, "counting" increased from

38% to 41%. and "sampling" increased from 22% to 41%.

Prediction and measures of center (i.e., mean, median, mode,average) were tallied as specific

concepts. Inclusion of "prediction" in concept maps increased from 16% to 28% of the maps, and

inclusion of "measures of center," from 66% to 78%.

Counts were also made of the number of maps that included the four concepts. For the first/second set

of maps, 3%/0% included none of these concepts. 16%/3% included oneconcept, 34%125% included two

concepts, 41%/50% included three concepts, and 6%/22% included all four concepts.

Relationships amone concepts. In the first set of maps, for graphing and collection of data (which

appeared together in 18 maps), graphing was a subordinate concept in 9 maps, and the concepts were

independent in 9 maps. No one suggested that collection of data should be subordinate to graphing. For

graphing and measures of center (which aPPeared together in 20 inaPs), measures of center was

subordinate in I map, and the concepts were independent in 19 maps. For collection of data and meaSures

of center (which appeared together in 13 maps), measures of center was subordinate in 2 maps, and the

concepts were independent in 11 maps. For graphing and prediction (which appeared together in 5 maps),

'the concepts were independent in all 5 maps. For collection of data and prediction (which appeared

together in 3 maps) prediction was subordinate in I map, and the concepts were independent in 2 maps.

For prediction and measures of center (which appeared together in 3 maps).the concepts were independent

in all 3 maps.
In the second set of maps, for graphing and collection of data (which appeared together in 27 maps),

graphing was a subordinate concept in 10 maps, collection of data was a subordinate concept in 1 map,

and the concepts were independent in 16 maps. For graphing and measures of center (which appeared

together in 24 maps), measures of center was subordinate in 5 maps, and the concepts were independent in

19 maps. For collection of data and measures of center(which appeared together in 21 maps), measures

of center was subordinate ir 8 maps, and the concepts were independent in 13 maps. For graphing and

prediction (which appeared together in 9 maPs), prediction was subordinate in I map, and the concepts

were independent in 8 maps. For collection of data and prediction (which appeared together in 8 maps)
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Prediction was subordinate in 4 maps, and the concepts were independent in 4 maps. For prediction and

measures of center (which appeared together in 8 maps) the concepts were independent in all 8 maps.

Finally, for each set of maps, those that contained more than one of concepts (26 maps from the fust

set and 31 maps from the second set) were coded according.to -the number of possiblz relationships that

were actually drawn. For example, if two concepts were included, there would be only one possible

subordinate/superordinate relationship that could be drawn in the map, while if four concepts were

included, there would be six possible subordinate/superordinate relationships possible. Since the number

of possible relationships was dependent on the number of concepts included in a map, data were collapsed

according to whether there the number of relationships drawn was zero or one or more (Table 1).

U g U I I .1 1,
Number of
concepts in map

Briatigatius
Number of relationships

0 1 or more

Map One

2 81.8 18.2
3 46.2 53.8
4 50.0

Map Two

2 87.5 12.5
3 37.5 62.5
4 12.5 87.5

Discussion
Understanding of content. The workshop seemed to have a rmasurable effect on teachers'

performance in answering statistics questions. First, their performance improved significantly on almost

all items on the Content Survey, suggesting that their content knowledge generally improved. However,

there continued to be numerous gaps and holes in their understanding. Analysis of these gaps allowed the

TEACH-STAT faculty to redesign the workshop so as to attempt to fill those gaps. Second, all four

critical statistics concepts appeared more often in the second set of concept maps than in the first set, and

individual teachers included more of these concepts in their second maps than in their first maps. This

suggests that the teachers views of statistics had broadened, perhaps indicating richer cognitive

understanding of the content.

Relationships among concepts. First, for the first set of maps, less than half of the teachers included

three or more of the four concepts in their concept maps. Graphing was almost universally seen as

important to understanding of statistics, while measures of center and collecting data are viewed as

important by half to two-thirds of participants. This suggests not only that many teachers may not have

been very familiar with the objectives of the statistics strand of the state curriculum but also that teachers

individually apparently did not think of these four concepts together when they consider what migla be
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included in the domain of mathematics labeled "statistics." For the second set of maps, almost three-

fourths of the teachers included three or more of the four concepts in their concept maps. Graphing,

collection of data, and measures of center were individually included in mote than three-fourths of the

maps. Prediction remained a concept infrequently considered by teachers as part of statistics. Teachers

views of statistics in their second maps, however, certainly reflected more attention to concepts that am

important in the state curriculum. -
Second, in the initial maps, understanding of subordinate/superordinate relationships was no( common

among teachers, but when such relationships existed among pairs of concepts, teachers always saw those

relationships in the same direction. There were no differences of opinion among teachers about which

concept in a pair was subordinate to the other. This is somewhat surprising, given that there aretypically

many different views of appropriate sequencing of mathematics topics. In the second set of maps,the

number of subordinate/superordinate relationships
illustrated increased, but it was still common for

teachers to view the four concepts as independent. Almost half (45%) of the teachers showed no

relationships among these concepts at all. With oneexception, however, when relationships were shown

they were again shown coasistently across maps. Since the summer workshop did not deal with

hierarchies of relationships, this result raises the possibility that there may be some "intuitive" or "natural"

development of relationships among these four concepts. Understanding this intuition might prove ftvitful

for helping teachers understand students' thinking so that instructional decisions can be made to take

advantage of students' thinking.
Third, in both sets of maps, there was a positive relationship between the number of concepts included

in a map and the percentage of possible relationships that were actually drawn (Table 1). Inclusion of

more concepts in a map might reflect a richer understanding of statistics, and one might expect that as the

richness of the conception of statistics incirases, the more likely that relationships will be seen among

those concepts. This finding might suggest that one goal of statistics instruction for teachers is to improve

the richness of understanding of statistics so that those teachers see more relationships among concepts.

Increasing personal understanding of relationships might be a necessary first step toward helping teachers

improve in their ability to teach students about the relationships among concepts.

General commits. Teachers thought somewhat differently about statistics tefore and after the

workshop. They recognized more of the "bits and pieces" of statistics that mathematicians and

mathematics educators might want categorized as "statistics content." However, teachers seemed to have

poorly developed relationships among these bits and pieces. Rather, teachers seem to view concepts as

isolated from each other. For example, although more teachers included "prediction" in their second

concept maps, none of them suggested in either map that prediction might be developed from knowing

measures of center. That is, none of them showed a subordinate relationship for prediction to measures of

center. If teachers are to understand these kinds of relationships, workshop leaders are probably going to

be quite explicit about discussing or modeling them.

Teachers' lack of relational understanding would seem to inhibit their effectiveness in helping

elementary school students begin to develop relationships among the concepts. For example, teachers may
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not be able to help children discuss clearly the relationships between pairs of concepts. Too, teachers are

perhaps unlikely to connect pairs of concepts during instruction, so students are unlikely to develop

connections between the pairs of concepts. Further, this lack of relational understanding would seem to

inhibit teachers' skill at structuring worthwhile statistics problems for elementary school students and to

assist those students overcome difficulties that inevitably arise while solving such problems.

There is still much we need to know about how to help teachers develop an adequate understanding of

statistics so that tbeir instmction is zffective. Yet, if the statistics standards (e.g., NCTM, 1989) are to be

implemented, teachers must develop that understanding. It is possible, especially based on the data from

both the Content Survey, to make recommendations about the kinds of professional development

experiences that axe appropriate in helping teachers "round out" their content knowledge of statistics in

order to be better prepared to address the learning needs of the students they teach. Such information,

particularly when tied to the observations of the concept maps, may be useful to mathematics educators

who are concerned with what teachers know about statistics content.
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UNDERSTANDING THE lAW OF LARGE NUMBERS

cljilsgst &Da Arnold WeIWIII Lohmeier, and Alexander PollatSek

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Twelve students answeml questims involving the distribution of gargle mans both before apn=an
instructional intervention. Correct perfonnancr improved on Mese problems but dropped on

having to do with the distnbutim of samples.

Perhaps the most fundamental concept in inferential statistics is the sampling

distribution. The most basic property of sampling distributions isthe law of large numbers

(UN) that statistics of larger samples (e.g., means) more closely approximatethe

corresponding parameters of populations and are thus less variable than those of smaller

samples. Mastery of this law can carry a student a long way in statistics. Early research by

Kahneman and Tversky (1972) suggested that people had fairly poorintuitions about the LLN.

Below is a problem we adapted from them.

grisagaishalsm.ffailusmiga When they turn 18, American males must register at
a local post office. In addition to other information, the height of each male is obtained.
The national average height for 18-yearold males is 69 inches (5 ft. 9 in.). Every day for

one year, 5 men registered at a small post office and 50 men registered at a big post

office.
At the end of each day, a clerk at each post office computed and recorded the

average height of the men who registered there that day.
I would predict that the number of days on which the average height was more

than 71 inches (5 ft. 11 in.) would be
a. greater for the small post office thanfor the big post office.
b. greater for the big post office than for the sman post office.
c. There is no basis for predicting for which one, if either, it would be greater.

Only 15-20% of the undergraduates in a study by Well, Pollatsek,and Boyce (1990)

answered this problem correctly (option a). Roughly 65% answered c, suggesting that they

believed sample size has no effect on the variability of the mean. Kahneman and Tversky

(1972) concluded that this answer is indicative of the "representativeness heuristic" according

to which the likelihood of drawing a particular sample isjudged by considering how similar

the sample is to dr,: parent population. In this problem the two samples differ only in size, but

because sample size is not a feature of a population, it is not used as a criterion to judge the

similarity between the samples and the population. Accordingly, people tend to think even

small samples will adequately represent the critical features of the population.

We have been designing software that demonstrates various features of the LLN and

testing it in tutoring interviews with undergraduates.The software permits drawing samples

of various sizes from a population of elements and plotting the meansof those samples in a
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sampling distribution. By comparing the empirically constructed distributions of different
sample sizes, one can observe that the means of larger samples tend to duster more closely

around the population mean than do means of smaller sample,. In an earlier study we

conducted, students received instruction on sampling distributions of the mean. Computer

simulations were used to construct sampling distributions based on different sized samples.
This intervention inaeased coned responses to questions concerning the variability of means
as a function of sample size by a factor of four. However, when we asked questions about the

distrfttion of elements within a sample, many subiecis over generalized what they learned

about statistics to the distribution of the samples themselves (Lohmeier, 1992; Well, Pollatsek,

& Boyce, 1990). In this study, we look more closely at the nature of students' responses to

various problems before and after similar computer-enriched instruction.

Method

Tutoring interviews were conducted with 12 undergraduates recruited from psychology

courses at the University of Massachusetts. The individual sessions lasted about 75 minutes

and were videotaped. Before introducing the simulation software, students solved two

problem. The first problem 'Post-office tar wre identical trithe one given above. The second

problem, "Post-office lure," is given in abbreviated form below:

Post-office lure. When they turn 18 ... 50 mai registered at a big post office [same
paragaph as in the Post-office tail problem].

At the end of one day, a derk at each post office computed the percentage of men
who registered that day who were less than 66 inchos tall.

I would expect that the percentage of men less than 66 inches would be [same
three options as in the Post-office tail problem] .

This problem was constructed to test the degree of understanding of the LLN after

instruction. Note that the lure problem does not ask about the distribution of sample mazes

from the two post offices over the pericd of &yap-, but about the distribution of the individual

men's heights at the post offices on a particular day. Because the expected value for the

requested percentage in both samples equals the corresponding percentage in the population,

the coned answer to the lure problem is c.
For each problem, students were instructed to first read the problem aloud and then to

solve it while "thinking aloud." The interviewer (Lohmeier) encouraged students to vocalize

their thoughts and also probed them when responses were unclear. After selecting and

justifying an answer, the page on which the problem was written was turned over, at which

time the student was asked to "restate the prcblem in your own words."
Following the instructional intervention, which lasted about 40 minutes, students again

solved the Post-office tail and Post-office lure problems under the same instructions. These
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were followed by three transkr problems. The first of these, "Post-office center," was similar to

the Poe office tail problric The only difference was that theformer asked about "the number

of days on which the average height was within 2 inchesof the national average (69 plus or

minus 2 inches)" rather than about the frequency of means in the tail of the sampling

distribution. Thus, the correct answer in this case is b, that the larger post office will likely

record more such days. The other two tnmsfer problems used different coverstories but were

structurally compatible with the Post-office tail problem ("Geology tail") and Post-office lure

problem rtreasury lure").

Results

We discuss three aspects of students responses: a) their answers, b) rationales for their

answers, and c) the accuracy of their restatements of the problem.

Answers to Problems

Answers (along with students' nntatements of the problem) aresummarized in Tables 1

and 2. Table I shows performance on the tail and center problems,Table 2 on the lure

problems.

Table 1. Summary of performance on tail and center problems

Before
l'ost Office Tail

1

11 E
3 E
4 E
5 E
9 E
7 E
2 L

After
Post Office Taff

1 S
7 S

3
10 S
9 S
6 S

S
3 S

Post Office Center

mean
mean

meanmean

meal
mean

1 S
2 S
7 S
4 s

s
8 S
6 S

elem 11 E % mean

12 L eiern 11 E mean 5 E P mean

6 L P elan 5 L I mean 10 E ? man 2 S
L P ? 4 L I elan 3 E % ? 12 S

Missing values indkate that the student was not asked to restate the problem.

8 L
10 L
3 L

11 L
9 L
5 L
6 L
I L
4 L

Mein
Mein
mean
rnean
dem

111e311

Mean

We look first at answers, coded under columnslabeled "ans." On the tail problems, the

correct response is that S (the smaller sample) is more likely; for the center problem L (the

larger sample) is correct Correct answers are grouped at the top of a column and enclosed in a
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box. The number of correct answers on the Post-office tail problem increased from 1 to 9 over

instruction, and remained reasonably high (8 and 10) on the 2 transfer problems. Moreover, for

the most part students who responded correctly had not simply learned to answer "smaller,"

since they gave the correct answer largess when the question concerned the frequency of
values in the center as opposed to the tails of the sampling distribution. Judging from these
results alone, one would condude that the instructico had been quite successful

Table 2. Summary of perfonnance on lure problems

Before After
Post Office Lure Post Office Lure

SI ans
1 E
3 E
4 E
5 E

11 E
9 E
7 E
6 L
8 L

10 L
12 L
2 L

Ivobied
elan

% dem
% .elem
% dem
% elan
% ?

% dem
% elan
% elern
% dem
% ?

E % elan
11 E % elan
12E # elan

8 S
1 S
2 S

10 S
4 L
6 L
7 L

dem
MUM
MEM
mean
dem
dun
dem

2 $ % elan
6 S .% dun
8 S % dem

10 S % den
S ? elan

4 S ? mean
3 L % elem
5 L % dem
7 L % dun

11 L # elan

Performance on the lure problems appears to show a negative effect over instruction.

Before instruction 7 students correctly answered the Post-office lure; after instruction, only 4
correctly answered the same problem, and only 1 correctly answered the Treasury hire. These
results replicated findings of an earlier study (Well, Potialsek, & Boyce, in preparation),

suggesting that after instruction students have some understanding of the LIN, but are not yet
able to fully discriminate between situations when it is and is not applicable.

Restatements of Problem

After students had given an answer, they were asked to restate the problem Li their
own words. These statements gave an indkation of how students encoded the problem

providing a context for further evaluating their answers. We were interested, in particular, in

the degree to which incorrect answers resulted from encoding errors. It for example, students

misinterpreted a tails problem as asking for the distribution of elements in a sample (ie., as a

lure question), the answer E (equal) would be correct given their interpretation. Entries in

Tables 1 and 2 under the columns headed "qty" (quantity) and "object" were obtained by
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coding students' restatements. The objed column shows whether the student said the problem

was asking about a) means of the two samples orb) sample elements (dem). The qty column

codes a student's restatement according to the quantity sought number (it), percent (%), or

probability (P). For example, below is the restatement by S6 of the Post-office tail problem.

before instruction, which was coded as "P, elem" based on theunderlined phrases:

Mallp_osislusidd be that someone 51r would be, would it be greaterthat they'd

go to the smaller post office well, that you'd get someomagliftht at the smaller
post office or the larger post office ....

Overall, the accuracy of encoding the tail problems improved over instruction. Whereas

before instruction ordy 3 students correctly restated the tail problem, after instrudion 8 gave

correct restatements on the Post-office tall problem and 7 on the Geology problem. (Though

"number was the specified quantity for the tails and center problems, "percenr and

"probability" were also considered correct encodings.) Moreover, although before instruction

there were 5 clearly incorrect (as opposed to incomplete) responses on the Post-office tail

problem, in each of the post-instruction problems only 1 student'srestatement was incorrect

Nine of the restatements of the lure problem were correct before instruction, and mane

were incorrect. ("Number" was considered an incorrect encoding of the quantity on lure

problems.) While the number of correct restatements remained aboutthe same after

instruction (8 and 9), the number of incorrect responses grew to4 and 2, with half of these

reinterpretations involving means rather than elements. This is further indication that

performance on questions involving distnbutions of the mein improved, to some extf,nt, at the

expense of performance on questions involving distributions of samples.

Our major interest in coding restatements was to determine to what extent incorrect

answers resulted from related encoding errors. People may respond "equal" (E) to the

problems about distributions of means because they interpret them as questions about the

percentage of elements in the sample distribution above or below some value. We obtained

little evidence for this hypothesis. Of the 12 E answers given over the 4 sampling-distribution

problems, in only 1 case was the problem restated in terms of elements.

Students who responded L to the tall problems may also have been interpreting the

problems as asking about sample dements. This answer wouldbe reasonable if they

misinterpreted the question as asking not only about sample elements (rather than means), but

also about the number (rather than percent) of elements.The responses of S2 and S12 on the

pretest were consistent with this interpretation. However, they gave the same answer to the

lure problem before instruction, and yet correctly interpretedthe questions as concerning

percents. We say more about this below.
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We can make only a few aanments about rationales students gave. Fug, after

instruction students who correctly answered the sampling-distributions problems gave

rationales that were, for the most part, consistent with the LLN. Summing over the 3after-
instruction problems, 22 of the 27 correct answers (81%) were accompanied by rationales that

were consistent with the UN, as exemplified by the rationale of 99 to the Post-office tail
problem after instruction.

I don't think there is any basis again ... no, no, no. These are means. It would be greater
for the small post office. This is a shift that !didn't make from talking about a
population distribution to the distrtbution of sample means. This is the same question I
read before, isn't it? And they're talking about two different distributiom. I diii not
make that shift ... . When the sample is smaller in a distribution of sample means, the
standard deviation will be greater fiom the mean, arid for any given number away from
the mean, there will be a greater number of points.

This excerpt suggests this student learned a new distinction as a mult of instruction.
This is the only student who, after instruction, answer all problemitorrectly.

Students who incorrectly answered E to the sampling-distribution problems for the

most part argued as did 83: Ijust don't think there is enou0 information for me to answer
that" This same argument was also given by most students who correctly answered E to the

lure problems. The vagueness of this argument suggests that most coned responses to the lure

problem before instruction were not based on the understanding that, on average, the two

samples would have the same percentage of elements in the specified area. It also suggests
that incorrect responses of E on the tail problem were not breed so much on the

representativeness heuristic, but on the belief that there is not enough infolmation given to
make a prediction a variety, perhaps, of an equal-ignoranoe argument.

Finally, the majority of students (78%) who gave incorrect answers of L to the lure and

tail problems justified these with what we refer to as the "more-is-more argument This is the
belief that the larger sample will have larger x, where x can be scores, means, percentages,

variability, etc For example, below is the justification given by S2 to the Post-office tail
plu'ukm before instruction:

There would be more people going to the bigger post office. So the average number of
days would be greater for the big post office .... If they have more people going to the
big post office, then the average is going 6o come out higher than the small one.

For a few gudents, this belief may consist primarily of a failure to understand the
difference between number and percent Some made no apparent distinction between the two;

others distinguished number and percent but vacillated between them during the interview;
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still others apparently recognized some difference but. reasoning from the more-is-more

notion, thought it unimportant, as illustrated, again, by S2:

I guess it would be greater for the big post office. When. you're talking about
percentage, you're talking about a number of people .... You'd have less people going
to the small post office and more at the big post office ... nvare of a chance at the big

post office.

The more-is-more rationale may explain L answers on lure problems by students who

nevertheless correctly encoded the problem as dealing with percenb rather than numbers.

Conchsions

We should emphasize that our objecthte in these tutoring studies is not todesign a one-

hour intervention for teaching the LLN. It may even be overly ambitious to expectmuch

understanding after a semester of statistics instruction. Rather, we are interested in exploring

related intuitions that exist prior to instruction and the nature of difficulties that arise as

various concepts are introduced as part of instruction. Our research suggests that students'

difficulties learning the LI/s1 are not based on incompatible intuitions, such as the

representativeness heuristic, and that, indeed, by usingthe computer to demonstrate the

construction of sampling distributions, most students quickly develop some understanding of

why means of larger samples are less variable than those of smaller samples. However, poor

understanding of percentages, and whatever other misunderstandings support the more-is-

more rationale, present a barrier for many students. Fmally, we used lure problems in this

study to test the degrie of understanding of the LLN. We are not satisfied that students

understand the LLN as long as they continue applying it to distributionsof sample elements.

While it was not part of instruction in this study, we would expect that it would facilitate

understanding if during instruction students were given problents which deal both with

distributions of means and with distributions of samples, addressing explicitly why the LLN

applies in one case but not in the other.
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YOUNG CHILDREN'S INTERPRETATIONS OF CHANCE SITUATIONS

Kigkaaairsz
University of California, Riverside

SUMMARY

Research literatures offer discrepant views concerning what understanding of chance

entails, its relation to thinking probabilistically, and the nature of alternative interpretations.

This study capitalized on the technology of videotapes to closely examine children's

interpretations within tasks involving randomness and a qualitative level of differential

probabilities. The author worked individually with 12 leuidergartners and 12 third graders in

their exploration of four different spinners. Two independent coders analyzed all of the tapes

for manifestations of interpretation. Codings across 258 data points resulted in a 82% inter-

rater reliability. Understanding of chance followed understanding of probabilitY. Chance apart

from probability was rare. However, probabilistic reasoning without chance was common, in

the sense that children held strong or absolute expectations aboutoutcomes based on relative

distribution of colors in the immediate spinner.

There are increasing calls for educators to incorporate chance and probability in the mathematics

cuniculum beginning at the primary -grade years (e.g. from the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics and the National Sciences Board of the National Academy of Sciences). This

recommendation comes at a time where there is little agreement concerning the psychology of chance.

Analysis of intellectual history and the research literatures of children's and adults cognition offer a miriad

of conceptualizations of what chance entails and how hard it is tograsp.

Within the adult probabilistic reasoning literature, Tversky and Kahnemads research together with

the numerous studies their work has evoked have been characterized by an intense debate concerning the

adequacy of adults' understanding of chance and probability. On the one hand, Nisbett, Krantz, Jepson

& Kunda (1983) argue that adults frequently use ideas of chance and probability in everyday reasoning

and that these ideas and the heuristics based upon them are "part of people's intuitive equipment."
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However, Tversky and Kahnemann (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974, Kahneman. 1991) argue that adults fail

to recognize the extent to which chance contributes to what they experience of the world and this failure

(even on the part of the statistically sophisticated) leads to consistent "cognitive illusions."

Within the children's cognition literature, Piaget's (1975) seminal work on the subject posits that

prior to about age seven, children fail to grasp chance due to their "overriding sense of order." Around

seven, children come to conceptualize indeterminacy, albeit initially without a sense of the patterns that

can emerge across chance events. Piaget argued that probability emerges in adolesence, first understood

as the relation between variability and constancywithin these patterns. Again a literature in response has .

manifested numerous apparent inconsistencies with the original research. Forexample, Kuzma and

Gelman (1986) conclude that by five years of age children understand randomness in that they differentiate

between determined and indetermined events.

Different literatures also ptesent contradictory views of the genesis of probability andits relation to

chance. Falk. Falk and Leven (1980) assume Piaget's stance that probability is built upon the underlying

idea of chance as randomness, but come so radically different conclusions concerning the time at which the

child cin understand it. They conclude that even the first grader can understand probability, at least on

some intuitive level. From the perspective of historical analysis, Gigerenzer et al. (1989) argue that

probability does not necessarily entail an understanding of chance. Probability may fust emerge in

conjunction with a purely deterministic sense of expectation (as in the thinking of Pascal and Pierre Simon

de la Place).

From the current state of these literatures, it is ambiguous what adult or child understands ol

chance, its relation to probability, and the nature of alternative interpretations. This research project

capitalizes on the rich range of conceptualizations of chance raised in the various literatures and the powel

of videotape technology to re-examine the nature of children's understandings. Kindergartens and thin'

graders individually participated in an instructional experiment across a sequence of tasks involving

aspects of chance including randomness, a quantitative level of probability, and sampling. This first papet

examines children's chance, probabilistic and alternative interpretations in a spinnerstask.
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METHODOLOGY

Subjects consisted of 12 kindergartners and 12 third graders, evenly divided by gender, who

volunteered from a multi-ethnic school of middle and lower middle S.E.S.. Each subject worked

individually with the experimenter/author across the five task series, in three or four sessions of

approximately 30 minutes in length. All sessions were videotaped.

The study took the form of an instnictional intervention, structured to foster reflective analysis

upon data the child collected across a range of situations. Each activity was.designed to both diagnose

and foster the children's understanding of some aspect or aspects of chance. This paper focuses on the

second activ,ty, a series of spinner games1. Spinners were selected since the simultaneous visual display

of the entire sample space would seem to support a probabilistic interpretation. With spinners students are

also able to generate their own data in a relatively efficient manner.

Materials in the spinner activities set included a game board, colored chips and a variety of

spinners. The game board was in the form of a large bar graph with two columns of eight squares. A red

chip and a yellow chip were used in conjunction with three spinners of varying color distribution: 50% red

/ 50 % yellow, 75% red / 25% yellow and 90% red / 10 yellow %. A yellow chip and a green/red chip

(two chips glued together) were used in conjunction with a four-color spinner, with an even distribution of

red, green, blue and yellow.

Each game began by the child making a spinner choice or chip choice, with the goal of trying to

reach the top of the game board first. Players advanced when it was their turn and the spinner landed on

their color. (To avoid the potential control of gentle spins, the spinner had to spin around at least twice.)

Prior to each game, the child made predictions concerning who would win and wliere the anticipated loser

would end up on the board. The child and experimenter played many games with the different spinners,

as well as repeats of games with the same spinner.

1The spinner task was preceded by an elaboration of Piaget's (1975) mathle tilt box problem, involving predictions
and explorations of progressive randomization of marbles, initially cranged by color.
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Table 1: Abbreviated Version of Coding Schema

Category Coding Criteria

Petsonal Aesthetics S makes selection of chip or spinner on the basis of aesthetics, cf. color

preference

Personal Control S assumes one can or should be able to control spinner outcome by means

of nuances in how one acts on the spinner or general competence with

spinners

Rejection of Probability S explicitly denies differential expectations for different outcomes that

have in fact unequal probabilities

Data Driven Interpretations based on patterns in what has already happened, devoid of

any sense of spinner function as affecting these patterns

Probability without

Chance

Deterministic probabilities (0 or 1)

No aspect of chance

Focus on given outcome, not distribution of events

Chance without

Probability

Conceptualization of spinner as random generator

No anticipated patterns across the random event; no greater likelihood of

some outcome(s) than others

Chance with Probability Conceptualization of random generator

Outcome(s) cannot be predicted with ccrtainty, but some outcomes more

likely than others

FRAMEWORK OF INTERPRETATIONS

A coding schema was designed to differentiate the subjects' interpretations within the spinnet

games. (See Table I.) A primary focus of the framework was the relation between chance and

probability. In the most primitive category, . Rejection of Probability, the student explicitly denie,

differential expectations for multiple outcomes that in fact have different probabilities. The form ot

probability in the category Probability without Chance is limited to a deterministic prediction of who will

win the game or where the spinner wilt land next. This interpretation accords with the Outcome Approaci .

as defined by Konold, wherein the "the primary goal insituations involving uncertainty is not to arrive al

a probability of occurrence but to successfully predict the outcome of a single trial. . . Probability value .

arc evaluated in terms of their proximity to anchor values of 100%, 0%, and 50%." (Konold, 1991. P
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146). In Chance without Probability, children conceptualize the indeterminancy of spinner and game

outcomes, but fail to understand the different probabilities associated with the various outcomes. In

Chance with Probability, children have a sense both of the indeterminancy of spinner and game outcomes

and the differential probabilities associated with the different colors (at leaston a qualitative level of greater

or lesser chances). The framework also included two alternative interpretations: Personal Control ,

wherein children thought of the spinner function as within their control, and Data-Driven where the

children reasoned on the basis of correlations or patterns in the situation without conceptualizationof any

connections of these data to spinner function.

Coders assessed interpretation across a range of situations: before a spinner game begins (e.g.

choice of spinner and rationale, anticipated effect of playing with a different spinner, projections

concerning game outcome, and projections as to where on the bar graph the anticipated loser will be when

the game ends), during the game (e.g. anticipation or interpretation of spinner outcome, interpretation of

the game's progression, projections and changes in projections about game outcome, and implicit theories

about spinner function) and after the game (e.g. accounting for the results and their relation to the

anticipated results, and anticipations about what would happen if the game was repeated or a different

spinner was substituted). Two coders independently coded the entire data set.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The assignment of one of nine categories (the seven above plus "Other" or "Uncodeable") to any

manifestation of interpretation resulted in 258 data points and an inter-rater reliability of 82%. All

disagreements were resolved by consensus, upon joint reviewing of the videotape. The findings revealed

a complex of developments from the kindergarten to third grade level. (See Table 2.)
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Table 2: Cross-Age Comparison of interpretations

Interpretation I of K's
applying

Total K
instances

0 of 3rd's
implying

Total 3rd
instances

Personal Aesthetics (8)66% (16) 10% (0) 0% (0)0%

Personal Control (6) 50% (18) 11% (3) 25% (4) 4%

Rejection of Probability (6) 50% (26) 16% (2) 17% (3) 3%

Data Driven (9) 75% (29) lii% (5) 42% (10) 11%

Probability without chance (10) 83% (38) 23% (5) 42% (27) 28%

Chance without Probability (3) 25% (5) 3% (1) 8% (2)2%

Chance with Probability (4) 33% (11) 7% (7) 58% (41)43%

1 1%Other 3 25% 3 2% 1) 8%

Uncodeable 4 33% 10 16% (2) 17% (2) 2%

To code/ not to code disagreement
Final decision not to code

6 50% 7) % (I) 8% (I) 1%

Total coded episodes 163 95

Although the majotity of kindergartners acted on the basis of Personal Aesthetics at some point in

their protocol, no third graders ever manifested this irrelevant interpret don. The other two spurious

interpretations, Personal Control and Rejection of Probability, were rarely used by sny third grader but

together accounted for 27% of the kindergartners interpretations. Chance without Probability was rare at

both grade levels, accounting for just 3% of kindergartners interpretations and 2% of the third graders

Whereas the two grade levels exhibited Probability without Chance at about the same relative frequenc)

(23% among the kindergardners and 28% among the third graders), Chance with Probability was much

more common among the third graders (7% in comparison with 43%).

Two issues of particular theoretical interest emerge in these findings. In violation with Piaget't

model of the genesis of chance and probability, chance in the sense of random generator emerges trite

probability and chance without probability was rarely seen. In line with historical analyses of tilt

development of these ideas, probability was first manifested as deterministic expectations. Mon

generally, the manifestation of the alternative interpretations of Personal Control and the ubiquitou.
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Probability without Chance reveal the underlieing challenge of conceptualizing the source of the variability,

the bounds of the predictable, and the bounds of control.
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TRACING MILIN'S BUILDING OF PROOF BY MATHEMATICAL INDUCTION:

A CASE STUDY1

Atirei.Aleoa and Carolyn A. Maher

Rutgers University

Milk a fourth grade boy, was observed in a videotaped small group assessment
discussing a mathematical activity with three other students . His contribution to
the solution of the problem posed to the group was based on an argument by
mathematical induction. This paper traces the development of his construction of
this method of jusnfication.

Children working in social settings (small group or whole class) frequently have opportunities to observe

and listen to the solutions and justifications of others (Davis & Maher, 1990: Davis. Maher & Alston,

1991). Individuals, however, often begin by building initial solutions of a problem which are their own

construction, then consider the ideas of others, comparing them to their own for a more termed

representation (Maher & Martino. 1991).

In a longitudinal study of children's thinking. Milin has been videotaped during classroom problem-

solving sessions and in follow up task based interviews since first grade (Davis, Maher. & Martino,

1992). He has been in mathematics classes where children are given opponunities to explore mathematical

ideas in open problem-solving situations (Maher and.Alston. 1991). In grade three his class was

presented a counting problem asking pairs of students to build all possible towers four cubes tall, given

unifix cubes of two colors. The following day the students shared their strategies and results in whole

class discussion. Questions that the students were unable to resolve at this time were left open for future

consideration. In grade four, Milin's class worked on a similar task which called for building all possible

towers five cubes tall, given unifix cubes of two colors, red and yellow (Maher & Martino, 1992). This

class activity was followed by indivklual task based interviews with a number of the children and a small

group assessment discussion with a group of four (Maher. Martino & Davis , submitted for publication).

Episodes from the videotaped data showing evidence of pivotal moments in Milin's construction and

reconstruction of his mathematical argument were identified and analyzed with respect to the strategies and

language used to build and justify his solutions. In particular, the following behaviors were considered:

(1) questions and reflections that Milin posed to himself: (2) his interactions with classmates: and (3) his

response to teacher questioning.

This work was %imported in part by ow MDR 9053597 from the National Science Foundation. The opinion*
expressed we not womanly those of the sponsorial *gem, sod no endorsement should be Inferred
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Documentation reported in this paper was taken from the videotapes and Milin's written work from five

mathematical activities. during two months of his fourth grade year (See Table 1).

Table I MagramicalArlyi6ca

ACIIVITY CONTENT DATE LENGTH

Chasm= Lesson Budding towels of 5;
justification of soludoo

Fe awry 6, 1992 SO minutes

Fiat Interview ROCOOMIJC1106 of solution
using cases; consideration
of simpter problems

February 7, 1992 54 minutes

Second Interview Extension to sowers with 3
colors; building from towas
of 1 so lowen 2 cubes tall

February 21, 1992 33 minutes

Third Imeniew Orgossizaioe in 'Emilia kr .
towers of 1-5 cubes tall

March 6. 1992 30 minuses

Group ALSCUOICUI
Discussion

Solution and discussion of
Justifications foe towers 3 tall with
SICrillnie, Jeff sad Michelle

March 10, 1992 45 minuses

ln two subsequent written assessments, in May and October of 1992, the durability of Milin's method of

justification was also documented2. Four months later, in a different problem situation extending the

tower problems to ideas about conditional probability, we again observed Milin persuading his classmates

of the validity of his solution based on mathematical induction.

Episodes documenting Milin's building of his solution and justification are presented chronologically

beginning with an excerpt from the fourth grade classroom session and concluding with episodes from the

Group Assessment Discussion.

Episode 1: BssinaingstIZOISiniiiiialalUILPEULDWITitrAILLCasca
During die class session. Milin and Michael. his partner, generated pairs of towers by building duplicates

with the color of the cube in each position in the rust tower replaced by the other color in its "opposite".

The only indication of recognition of an exhaustive 'ease" was when Milin, in the 4th grade session.

explained the two single color towers:

Teacher: ls there anything else that helps you to make new towers?
Milim We already know that wc did 5 (cubes) of these (all red) and 5 of these (,.,1 yellow) -

we won't do that anymore.

--
2 For detailed nialysluof Mill rit WIllIen assessments refer to Four case audit: of au srabduy and durabday of
cluldlen's Methods of proof by Melia aid Memo a this volume.
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The boys tentatively settled on 32 as a solution, noting agreement with several other groups. Mi lin

defended their solution when questioned:

Milin: It gets harder (to fmd more) - If you go about 4 minutes without finding one, you're
, probably done.

Thacher Can you know?
14,1661: No - Try for 10 minutes! - for one hundred hours!

In sharing solutions with the class. some children grouped particular towers according to certain

characteristics. First noted were the five towers with one red cube and four yellows arranged in a staircase

pattern, along with the opposite staircase of one yellow and four red& The two single color towers were

also noted. A second staircase, with two adjacent red cubes, generated 4 more towers. Another set of 4

towers that were opposite in color to this set. was added. Members of the class offered similar staircases

for the two md cutes separated by one, two and then three yellow cubes. MUM volunteered to explain.

hen: For l's (towers with the 2 reds separated by 1 yellow) there's only 3. For 2's (towers
with the 2 reds separated by 2 yellows) there's only 2 and for 3's (towers with the 2
reds separated by 3 yellows) there's only I.

Stephanie added that there would be 10 altogether with exactly 2 red cubes, noting first the four with 2

adiacent red cubes and then the 6 that Milin had Just described. Another child volunteered that there would

be 10 more towers like these but opposite in color.

Episode 2: Millet ExplanalcabascstalLsza
In the first interview, Milin said that the class sharing session had shown him how to be 'sure about the

towers". He quickly described and built the towers for cases A, E. B. F. C and 0 (See Figure I.)

Haux.1 Milin's Partial Consuuction a Towers 5 HO

--"T"

Elu

By using his original strategy of opposites, he came upwith 12 more towers for a total of 32 but was

unable to provide a convincing argument

Teacher You really think you have them all?
Milin: 1111 huh.
Teacher You know you have all of these (Groups C and G) .. and you know you have all of

these (Groups B and F).

3
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Mi lin: But when we caroe to the separafing pan we kept on checking them ... and we took
about 10 minutes and still didn't find any.

Episode 3: Considering Simpler Problems
Later in the first interview. Milin considered towers 4 high and 3 high. He approached these problems by

looking at the various cases for towers 5 tall, subtracting the appropriate number of towers from cases B.

F, C and G and then estimating a total of 24 for towers 4 tall and 18 for towers 3 tall. When asked about

towers 2 tall, he responded:

Milin: I could do this right now.
Texher Sure.
Milim One of these (one red and one yellow), switch that around like this. .. about 4
Teacher: You think?
Milin: On one's (towers one cube tall) there would be two.

Episode 4: Taller Towers Built from Smaller Om

At home MUM built a set of 16 towers 4 tall and recorded his results for towers 1. 2, 3 and 4 cubes tall

with two colors. He returned to the second interview with this data .

Teacher: If you were going to go from towers of ... one and make them into towers of two?
How would you do that?

Milin: You put one tower on top of the other.

In conversation, Milin said that he remembered a similar problem in 3rd grade, but thought that the task

had included three colors..

Teacher: instead of with two? would that make it different?
Milt: till huh ... if there's 3 colors then you could make three (towers 2 tall) of these (holds

up one of the cubes) ....

Milin began to build from the 3 towers one cube high that he had identified (white, yellow and red).

However, his first three towers were each a single color, which he failed to consider later when looking

for the third member of a "pair".

Milin: (Talking to himseli) .... Put a red on top of that ..by this there will be pairs of three.
Teacher: What do you mean?
Milin: See ... because ...(Indicating his towers of 2 with white and yellow and white and red)

.. by this there'd have to be a pair of three somehow.

Milin moved a yellow and red tower into the group to make his "pair of three".

Episode 5: flgiavjagjuxilaujek
Main began the third interview by building 4 towers of height two after choosing two towers, each one

cube tall, one a black and the other a blue cube.
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Teacher Why did that happen?
Aft lin: This happened because you had to put something else on top of these.
Teacher What could you put?
Milin: If you had blue, you could put another blue ... or a black on it.

When asked about towers 3 tall, Milli% first looked at the four 2 tall towers that he had built.

Kt Dm OK ... You could have these four .... Mother four.

Mihn generated the set of 8 towers 3 tall by taking each of the four towers of height 2. building two

duplicates of it and placing s blue cube on one and a black on the other. He explained as he positioned the

first set alongside its corresponding tower two cubes tall.

Mks: See .... That would go into this family.

Milin used the term -family" throughout the rest of the interview to explain the relationship from shorter to

taller towers. After building towers of height three. Milin explained that this strategy would also work for

towers four and five cubes tall.

IS atheists* lato th Interview:
Milin: .. and that would work with all these too (Points to the row of towers 3 cubes tail).
Teacher OK - so how many are there going to be?
Milin: 16 - 2 for this, 2 for this, 2 for this, 2 for this, 2 for this, 2 for this, 2 for this, and 2

for this (Pointing to each of the 8 towers).
Teacher Yes.
Milin: ... and once you get to 16 ... 32 .... You get two for all of them and you get 32.
Teacher: Oh, really?
Milin: But it doesn't work on 6. towers of 6.
Teacher: Why?
Min: Cause it's different .... 'cause I got 50. I made staircases

Milin then organized particular 'families", by building towers first from 3 to 4 cubes tall, then from 4 to 5

cubes tall and finally from 5 to 6 cubes high. As he did this he made several conjectures about why the

'family" strategy would not work for towers 6 cubes tall.

1111 adman Into hetervkw:
Teacher: You're saying you couldn't do that for all of them going from 5 to 6?

Uh huh, because there's going to be less.
Teacher Why?
Milln: (Laughing) Becalm some of the "families can't afford them'

21 minutes 1Mo the interview, referring had I. Ms written records
Teacher Does this strategy then Just not work after a while?
Milin: Uh huh, after 5, maybe cause 10 is an even number and you can divide by 5 or

something like that
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Milin continued building towers of height 6 from the towers 5 cubes tall, asking, as he worked, whether

anyone else had been thinking about these problems. As the interviewer turned to talk with colleagues

about setting up a group assessment, Milin broke into their conversation:

Mi lin: but this (Referring to the recorded solutions on his paper) ...this might not do it,
but it might

Teacher: It might?
Milin: I might be wrong or something.

The interviewer then concluded the interview by asking Milin to summarize what he had found out about
towers with 3 colors.

Teacher: You've done a really good job of keeping some of these records. I'm going to ...
Milin : (Interrupting) But, I think I did something wrong on ... ummm, from 32 to ... going

to 6 -... I thiak I did something wrong.
Teacher: Why?
Milin: I don't thing that rule would break down like
Teacher If it didn't break down, how many should there be?
Milin: 64.

Episode 4- . ot I D, I. la Da .I DI I I.

AsscssmantDisausgan

Throughout the discussion the other three children based their arguments on number patterns and instances

of cases. Milin made a drawing and, on 8 different occasions, offered explanations that used an inductive

argument (See Figure 2 for Milin's drawing).

airt
Enna Mitin's Drawls's of Towers Two and Three Cubes MO

His explanation in each instance was based on generating from a shorter tower exactly two towers that

were one cube taller. For example:

Teacher: Can you explain for me why, from 2, you could get 4.
Milin: I know -
Teacher: OK Main.
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?Min: (Pointing to his towers that were one cube high) Because - for each one of them, you
could add one No - two more - because there's a black, I mean a blue, and a red ---
See for that you just put one more - for red you put a black on top and a red on top - I
mean a blue on top instead of black. And blue - you put a blue on top and a red on top
- and you keep on doing that -.

During this discussion. he expressed certainty that this pattern would continue.

Milin: ... and for each one you keep on doing that and for 6 you'd get 64.
Teacher: Does that make any sense?
Milin: We followed the pattern to 5 - Why can't it follow the pattern to 6?

Conclusions
Several observations can be made about this development The first is that the development of a stable and

durable argument took time and occurred gradually through a number of varied experiences. Each

successive activity provided Milin opportunities to build on his earlier constructions. He was encouraged

to think more deeply about the ideas and to continue this at home. Milin's building of a stable justification

was nol done in isolation. His first strategy was to build a justification by cases that were triggered by

classmates observations. When he pursued the heuristic of thinking of a simpler problem he was able to

construct an argument that made sense to him. Milin's construction was facilitated by his classroom

community, through strategies that were shared arid the knowledge that other children were engaged in

similar exploration.
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BLOCKING METACOGNITION
DURING PROBLEM SOLVING

Lin& 1. De Ouire
California State University, Long Beach

Abstract The paper presents a case study (Barclay) in which the subject consciously chose not to be

aware of his metacognitive activity and concurrently seemed to remain relatively constant in his

problem-solving success and to shrink in his confidence and willingness to try problems. Data

included journal entries, group and wrinen problem solutions, four videotape sessions of talking

aloud while solving a problem. a pre- and post-Anitude Inventory, and prompted retrospection.

Metacognition has been widely discussed and accepted as an important factor for success in

problem solving. Yet, the path of its development, and the mechanisms that spur someone along that

path, as well as the effect of that development have received much las attention (Schoenfeld, 1992).

Earlier work established that self-report data can be used to study the development of metacognition.

(DeGuire, 1987, 1991). The present paper is a companion piece to DeGuire, 1993. The purpose of the

1993 paper was to present a case study (Jackie) that chronicled Jackie's positive development in meta-

cognition, which in turn produced significant growth in problem solving success and several charac-

teristics related to such success. Mechanisms that spurred development in Jackie all had to do with

externalizing thought processes in some way, e.g., writing -metacognitione in a separate column in

the written solution of problems. The purpose of the present paper is to present a case study (Barclay)

in which the subjea consciously chose not to be aware of his metacognitive activity and concurrently

seemed to remain relatively constant in his problem-solving success and to shrink in his confidence

and willingness to try problems. Though there is no universally accepted meaning of the word "meta-

cognition, all usual definitions include the monitoring and regulation of one's cognitive processes;

this is the aspect emphasized here.

Context of the Case Study
The subject of the cast study (Barclay) was a student in a course on Problem Solving for the

Elementary Classroom, taught by the researcher. The data for the case study were gathered through-

out the semester-long course. The course began with four sessions (two weeks) d rooted to an intro-

duction to problem solving, several problem-solving strategies (e.g., make a chart, ;ook for a pattern,

work backwards), and metacognition. After the introduction, the course progressed from fairly easy

proi.'em-solving experiences to quite complex and rich problem-solving experiences. Throughout the

course, students discussed and engaged in reflection and metacognition. Often, especially early in the

course, students solved problems in pairs, with one student serving as the ''thinker" and the other as

the "doer" (Schultz & Hart, 1989). Most other in-clasa problem solving took place in groups of 3 to 5

students.
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During the course, the students were given 8 problem sets to be solved and written up outside of

class in order to be evaluated. The written report was to be an in-progress record of all work on the

problem, induding blind alleys, and was to include a separate column for 'metacognitions." All

solutions were evaluated so as to give more weight to the cognitive and metacognitive processes in the

solution than to the final solution of the problem. Students in the course also completed an Attitude

Inventory (Charles, Lester. & O'Daffer. 1987, p.27) twice, once early in the course and once at the end

of the course, and wrote 10 journal entries. The topics of the journal entries were chosen to encourage

reflection upon their own problem-solving processes and their own development of confidence, strate-

gies, and metacognition during problem solving.

Barclay was one of two students who volunteered to be videotaped while thinking aloud during

problem solving. There were four videotape sessions, spaced approximately equally apart . The

problems used in the videotape sessions are representative of the problems used throughout the course.

In abbreviated form, they weTe the following
Videotape Session 1: (Number Problem) Three whole numbers multiply to 36. Five more than

the sum of the numbers is a perfect square. What is the sum.of the numbers?
Videotape Session 2:, (Fence Problem) You have 10 boards, each I unit by 1 unit by 2 units.

(The red rods from sets of Cuisenaire rods were used as a model for this problem.) You want to
build a fence 10 units long by 1 unit wide by 2 units high. It is possible to build the fence in a
variety of ways. (Side views of 2 ways were pictured.) With how many different arrangements
of the boards could you build the fence?

Videotape Session 3; (Locker Problem) There are 1000 lockers, numbered from I through
1000, and 1000 students. Each student walks by the lockers one at a time. The first student
opened all of the lockers. The second student then dosed every other locker, that is. the one
with the even numbers on them. The third student changed the status of every third locker,
that is, opened it if it was closed and closed it if it was open. The fourth student then changed
the status of every fourth locker. One by one, the students changed the status of the appro-
priate lockers. At the end, which lockers were left open and which were left closed?

Videotape Session 4: (Extension of Checkerboard Problem) How many different rectangles are
on an 8-by-8 checkerboard? Note, rectangles are considered different if they are different in
position or size. So, a 2-by-1 rectangle is considered different than a 1-by-2 rectangle.
The following case study is the story of the Barclay's development. Throughout, direct quotes are

from his written problem solutions, journal entries, or videotape transcripts.

The Case Study of Barclay
Barclay was older (mid-20's) than the typical college student, working full-time and taking

courses at night. He had taken mathematics through Calculus I. earning A's throughout. He had
had no teaching or classroom experience. As a mathematics learner, he described himself as 'a sponge.'

He considered himself a 'whiz at mathematical problems.. .. If you count puzzles, that's one of my

main hobbies.' However, he had had no training in problem solving or in problem-solving strategies.

After the introductory phase of the course
In a journal entry shortly after the introductory phase of the course, Barclay felt his approach to

problem solving and his confidence in his problem solving abilities had been reinforced in the course.
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He reported that his most commonly used strategy was "work on simpler problems. . And put them

together to make the whole thing work." This strategy, as be seemed to interpret it (i.e., break the

problem into pans and work on each part separately) remained his preferred and dominant strategy

throughout the course. At this point. he was consciously working on being aware of his cognitive and

metacognitive processes.

At the first videotape session, Barclay solved the problem rapidly and called it "simple.' He had

very little difficulty reporting his cognitive processes but reported few metacognitive processes. He did

monitor his local procedures in solving the problem but not whether or not he had considered all

possibilities. When this fact was pointed out to him, he checked further for other combinations.

A couple days later, in his journal, he wrote about his tonception of metacognition and his own

level of awareness of his cognitive and metacognitive processes.
Metacognition is the thought process that goes on that a person may or may not be aware of
that guides him through a problem. It's what decides on a strategy and gives ideas on how to
go or what works and what doesn't. les as an overseer. I think I was fairly aware of my thought
processes (before this coursej. I would put myself at a 5 on a scale of I to 10.... This class has
started me thinking about this more and 1 would say that 1 am much more aware of my
thought processes now. I pay more attention to how I think. I would put myseif at a 7 now.

So, Barclay understood metacognition primarily as monitoring, whether consciously or not, and he was

definitely trying to be aware of his 'thought processes."

During the second part of ,!he course
Barclay's written problem solutions during the second pan of the course showed Increasing meta-

cognitive activity. In one solution, he began with his favorite strategy and soon excitedly exclaimed

that he saw a pattern, though he had not consciously decided to look for a pattern. In another solu-

tion during this time, Barclay amressed genuine amazement at the simplicity of a solution done in dass

in which a pattern was found and used to find the number of ways a task could be done. In his solu-

tion of this problem, he had laboriously (and correctly!) generated all 252 ways!

It was during this time that Barclay began to express somc frustration with metscognition.

Shortly before the second videotape session, he wrote in his journal.
I am sometimes very aware of my cognitive processes, but most of the thne they go on without

me noticing. . . . I guess, for me, sometimes I just need to let the thoughts flow. If I think

about it too much, ifs a hindrance. I've gotten into these loops where I'm thinking about my

thoughts about thinking about thoughts.. .you get the klesi.

In our discussion at the beginning of the second videotape session, when asked whether his

awareness or his cognitive or rnetacognitive processes had changed in any way, he dearly indicated that

he was making choices about whether or not to attend to his metacognitive activity.

Well, it depends. If I think about it. I'm seeing more than I ever saw. But...1 don't always do

too much thinking about what I'm thinking. ... But at times I am more aware when I try to
make myself more aware. Especially when we do the written problems with the metacogn tive

column.
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In his solution of the Fence Problem at the second videotape session, Barclay began counting

possible arrangements but with many lapses in his verbal reports. Soon he expressed some frustration.

`This is getting complicated. There's got to be an easier way to do it." Clearly some kind of monitor-

ing was taking place. He then began using internal patterns to verify his counts, again indicating

monitoring of local procedures. An overall pattern eluded him. There were many 5-10 second pauses

during this struggle, with facial and bodily expressions (e.g., tapping on desk while staring) suggesting

unreported mental activity. When prompted to try to think out loud, Barclay grimaced and com-

mented, 'It messes me up." However, he complied. Several minutes later, he again commented

know this has got to be the worst way to get the answer." During the next several minutes, he see-

sawed among pursuing his counting pattern and commenting on his sense of being overwhelmed and

his approach being too complicated, with several 5-10 second lapses in his verbal report and occasional

lapses as long u 30 seconds. Throughout this time, there were occasional prompts from the researcher

to think out loud, each greeted by Barclay with varying degrees of a facial grimace. At one point, he

decided, 'Maybe I could just go brute force, count up all the 4 H's and just.... If I write it all down,

maybe I'll be able to see it." He shifted his point of view but only to count it In a slightly different way.

This time, however, he was successful. 'There you go. (laughter) I don't know why I didn't see that

before.. Iproceeding to count, with lots of uninterpretable mumbling]. ... Add them all up, .1 get..

.89. That's the number of combinations.... 89 ways. That seems like an odd number. (long pause)"

He was "not 100% confident" of his solution. After several seconds of interchange, with the research-

er probing Barclay to explicitly consider the in-dass solution approach to the similar problem he had

recalled earlier in this solution, he made the connection. "A simpler problem? ...AFIHHH!!! doing a

simpler problem!!! Light went on! (laughter)" He then proceeded to use this approach and solve the

Fence Problem rapidly in less than 2 minutes. Then he felt '100% confident" of his solution.

Of course, Barclay preferred the second solution path to the first. The researcher pointed out

that, during the solution, he had picked up on the signal of being overwhelmed, that he had several

times noted that there had to be an easier way to solve it, and that he had even thought of a similar

problem, yet he had never stepped back from the problem long enough to let these pieces fall together

to suggest the second solution path. Time did not permit further probing on these points.

During the third part of the course
After videotape session 2, Barclay's written solutions changed in that what he reported In his

"metacognitione column were mostly cognitions (i.e., the processes he used) with little ot no attention

to monitoring and lookidg back. In a Journal entry he reported that "I'm still uncertain as to how to

define 'metacognition." Somehow, his earlier, clear conception of metacognition had become clouded.

In the discussion at the beginning of the third videotape session, Barclay gave the following

status report on his view of himself as a problem solver and his awareness of his metacognitive and

cognitive activity.
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I think I have more tools to solve problems now than I had before.... I think that it's actually
my cognitive awareness that's increased. However, I think it's something you have to con-
sciously work at. I don't think I've been working at it as much as I could... I feel it hindered
me. It slowed me dowa.... I think that a lot of these tools...1 use them but it's more on the
metacognitive level, so I'm not aware that I'm using them.... (They're) probably automatic to
some extent .. . On a scale of 1 to 10 with 1 being low awareness, I would say I'm average, a
5.. . . There was a point in this course when I put it higher. I think it's higher than when I
started this course.

After an initial reading Of the Locker ProbleM for the fourth videotape session, Barday began
looking at the first 10 lockers and recording status changes in a grid. He began to focus on bow many

lockers were changed each time: Later, he changed his focus to which ones each student changed. He

was mumbling a lot with several lapses into silence, some short and some fairly long (15 to 30 seconds).

It was not clear what pattern he was attempting to follow. He continued in this manner for about 20

minutes, grimacing when reminded to say what he was thinking, occasionally complaining that this

was getting too complicated. At one point, when reminded to say what he was thinking, he said,
(grimacing) I'm tired of making a lot of mistakes. . . . Here's what's really going on in my
mind. Because I know I'm doing all this busy work, my mind's busy working subconsciously.
But I'm not really aware of what's going on. . . . Eventually I'll come up with a better idea
working it this way.

He returned to counting and looking for a pattern. After several more minutes, he glanced at the

original problem. Since time was growing short, the researcher prompted him to reread the problem.

He realized he needed to look for which lockers would be left open. not how many. After prompting
by the researcher to see whether he knew for sure any lockers that would be open, he paused (II sec-

onds), then checked his chart and again paused (10 seconds), and finally replied, '1, 4, 9.. .squares..

The next one's going to be 16. .. . Now I feel a little stupid." He went on to cOmplete the solution

but could not explain why the lockers worked that way, even after considerable probing by the

researcher. Later, in his journal, he completed the explanation of the solution. He wrote, liked this

problem.... But this problem really frustrated me! It wasn't really the problem's fault.. .. I wrote

one the numbers in RED ink. This prevented me from seeing the pattern of perfect squares. My mind

disregarded tht red ink." He seemed unable to relate his difficulties to not ever stepping back from the

problem to assess his overall progress and to reread the problem.

During the last part of the course
During the last part of the course, Barclays performance on his written problem solutions was

quite uneven. In his "rnetacognitions' columns, he continued to report primarily cognitions, rarely

monitoring beyond the level of local procedures. Toward the end of this time, Barclay summarized his

concept of metacognition and his view of his own levels of mdacognition and awareness.
Metacognition is the background thinking that goes on behind problem solving. . .the "little
voice" inside your head that tells you when you're on the right track or when you need to try
something new. Very often this 'voice' will give 'hints." This is metacognitive thinking. . . .

I feel that when 1 first learned about metscognition, I was confused about it. As I looked more .
and more at my background thinking I was able to get a better understanding of metacogni-
tion. Through all this I have become more aware of my own thought processes.. Now, my
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awareness has become less, but not to the point where I started. I think that practicing being
aware is helpful, but the mental effort of this awareness is a hindrance. I would rate myself at a
4 on awareness at the beginning of the course. I think at one point I would have rated myself
at an or 9, but now I think I've settled into the area of a 6.

Barclay's solution of the Extension of the Checkerboard Problem during the fourth videotape

session was amazing in that he actually solved it by brute force and counted all 1296 rectangles!

Throughout the solution, he did internal checks of local procedures. He struggled for quite some time

with generalizing while he continued to count. There were frequent pauses during this time. When

asked what he was thinking, he replied. "I'm not thinking. I'm just letting my brain come up with an

idea. It's not coming up with one." He was gradually filling in his chart. Finally. 'all I've got to do is

just add up all these. . . . I'm pretty sure that will be the answer although I'm not sure.how I check

that right off.' He continued to struggle for some time with finding
a way of adding these up without doing this. There's got to be a way. . . . Meanwhile I'm
trying to think of a way subconsciously. I'm going to go ahead and keep figuring because that
keeps my mind off of what I'm thinking about, which is my problem. Now I'm thinking about
what I'm thinking about what I'm thinking about and that gets even worse. So. . a trap.
That happens to me a lot. I'm thinking about what I'm thinking about. Then it just turns
into a big loop. Anyway, back to the problem.

Soon, he came up with the sum. Unfortunately, this approach lell him with a specific solution that

was, at best, difficult to generalize. Only with extensive prompting and guiding from the researcher

was he able to generalize it to an n-by-n checkerboard.
At the end of the course, Barclay had experienced some changes in his attitudes, as measured by

the Attitude Inventory. In the 'willingness" category, 3 of his 6 responses had changed, to indicate he

was less willing to try problems. In the "perseverance" category, 4 of his 6 responses had changed, to

indicate he was more persevering in solving problems. In the 'self-confidence" category, 4 of his

responses had changed, to indicate he was less confident of his problem-solving abilities.

Discussion

Barclay seemed to have mixed feelings about trying to be aware of and monitor his cognitive and

metacognitive processes, Insisting that such awareness hindered him. Thus, he consciously chose at

times to block his metacognitive processes from his consciousness, such as in the third and fourth

videotape sessions and possibly in the second. During these sessions, he agonized throu0 difficult and

complex counting procedures, only reaching confidence in his solutions with help from the researcher.

Thus, he was frustrated in these sessions. His ability to persist in these counting strategies was quite

amazing! Yet his frustration took a toll on his willingness to focus on his metscognition. One can

only hypothesize how smoothly and quickly these sessions might have gone if he had allowed himself

to step back from his solution processes long enough to see other ways of solving the problems.

The contrast with Jackie's development (DeGuire, 1993) during the same course gives some

in-sight Into what might have been for Barclay. Jackie began the course with much more limited



problem-solving experience than Barclay. She eagerly embraced metacognition and her problem-
solving abilities seemed to develop continuously with no indication of leveling off. She struggled with

the problems in the first 2 videotape sessions. By the third videotape session, she correctly solved the

Locker Problem and went on to explain why the status changes of the lockers fit the pattern. In the
fourth videotape, she quickly solved the Extension of the Checkerboard Pioblem and went on to
generalize it to an n-by-n checkerboard. By the end of the coutse, changes in her Attitude inventory

showed a dear increase in her persistence, her tnjoyment, and her confidence in solving problems.

Barclay often attrOmated his lack of success of seeing a pattern or solving a problem to his nota-

tion, his carelessness, his lack of "tools," or to other factors. Yet, he had creative and useful notation,

he was meticulously careful enough to actually succeed in counting large numbers of possibilities, and

he clearly had the "tools" when strategies were pointed out to him. These factors seem less plausible as

an explanation than to attribute his lack of success to his reluctance to step back from his solution

process long enough to assess and monitor his progress and to consider other solution approaches. He

preferred to let his subconscious somehow feed him ideas and solution approaches rather than to take

charge and consciously search his available tools. Such reluctance to interfere with approaches in
which hc had been successful and which had become rather automatic for him is understandable. Yet,

the temporary interference caused by focusing on his metacognitive processes would likely have pro-

duced substantial gains in ease in his problem-solving success and perhaps prevented the decline in hit

confidence and willingness to try problems. Either Barclay did not believe metacognition would pro-

duce such results or he was unwilling to take the risk. Jackie's development (and other research results

about the role of metacognition in problem solving) make it clear that the risk would have paid off well

for him.
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THE ARITHMETIC-ALGEBRA TRANSITION IN PROBLEM SOLVING:

CONTINUITIES AND DISCONTINUMES
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Abstract

Volume 2

Considering the arithmetic experience acquired by students in problem solving over many
years, the introduction of algebraic reasoning in problem solving gives place to conflicts and
structuring of thought. The fundamental changes that mark the passage from arithmetic to
algebra will be examined from the point of view of problems traditionally presented in
algebra, and from the point of view of the procedures used by 132 students of secondary 1
(12-13 years old) In these problems, before any introductioit of algebra. These spontaneous
reasonings will then be confronted in individual interviews with what is normally expected in
algebnz.

Int rod uction

If we minsider the children's previous experience during their primary schooling and at the

beginning of secondary school (6 to 13 year olds), problem solving is not new to them. They have

developed over many years in these problems a certain number of strategies, a certain number of

concepts. An arithmetic culture is already in place, that manifests itself M a particular body of problems,

and by different procedures. different ways of approaching these problems. These procedures are

carried over to certain knowledges concerning numbers and operations, and to certain relations of

mathematical symbolism. (Kuchemann, 1981; Booth, 1984...).

When a student begins problem solving in algebra, he is faced with a new mathematical

"culture," with reference to new problems, to a new way of approaching and reasoning these problems

requiring a readjustment of his previous knowledge concerning number and operations and a different

relation to symbolism. This process of acculturation leaves open possible conflicts and structuring of

thought in the passage from one mode of solution to another. Problem solving seems therefore to be an

interesting area in which to examine, from a didactic perspective, the possible continuities and

discontinuities in the passage from one mode of treatment to another. The present research focuses on

the study of these continuities and discontinuities in the passage from arithmetic to algebra: on what

reasoning, on what arithmetic experience can this learning of algebra be built? On what reasoning, and

on what experiences must it work against?

These questions raise the issue of the reasoning used by students, before any Introduction to
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algebra, in problems traditionally presented in this domain, particularly the types of stable arithmetic

reasoning used by them. Moreover the question &the arithmetic-algebra transition requires us to reflect

on the nature of the problems given in the two domains, and on the pedagogical strategy used to assure

this transition.

Approaches to algebra by problem solving: tke arithmetic algebra transition.

For several centuries the teaching of algebra was based on a certain body of problems, fix which

arithmetic and algebra proposed different methods of attack (Chevallard, 1989). In this approach,

algebra was presented as a new and more efficient tool for solving problems which had previously

been solved by arithmetic, as an indispensable tool that allowed one to attack problems that arithmetic

could only treat locally. It also appeared as a privileged means of expressing general solutions

to a whole class of problems. In this regard wt find the following defmition in an old textbook

(Arithmetique des &tiles. 1927) "algebra is a science that simplifies problem solving and generalizes the

solutions by establishing the formulas to solve problems of the same type." (p. 406). These two

functions of algebra guide the choice the cedering of problems used for its introduction (see table 1), and

orient the pedagogical approaches elaborated (see table 2).

Table 1

Types ciprablesis toed is locking, der* the latroductioa la algebra.

(1) Simpli4, problem solving, deal with problems that arithmetic can only treat locally.
We find here (Arithmitique des denim 1927) problems of the type "unequal sharing", the relations
involved in this sharing being increasingly complex.
ex. We divide a sum between three persons A, B, C. A receives 800$ less than B, who

receives 200.1 less than C. What does each person receive, jf the total to divide is
3000$.

(2) Generalize solutions by establishing formulas: we find here, for example, problems without
numefic givens explicitly envisioning a generalization.
ex. We divide a sum of money benveen two children, giving w one child twice as much as

to the other. How can we establish the amowu given to each.?
or another example:

Two cyclists start together and go in the same direction, one going a certain number of
kilometers more than the other. What distance separates them afier a certain number of
hours?
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We attempt in this way to gradually show the pertinence of this new science that we call algebra

(see Cla Irant, fitments d'algtbre, 1760, p.118-95):

Takk 2

Pedagogical stratecr la aware the passage I. algebra.

Starting with a particular problem, similar to those the first algebraists presupposed (problem
of unequal sharing)
we give the solution of this problem the same as we could find it without algebra

then we retake the algebraic method to express the solution to the problem (rtorical solution,
that is then expressed In symbolic fccm at each step).
Variations around the same problem will then be proposed to show the power of the solution
developed (increase in the number of relations, number of parts, increase in the complexity of
the relations, new problems of the same type in another context).

The evolution of the teaching of algebra shows that this junction between the two domains

(arithmetic and algebra) that is found here in problem solving was subsequently eclipsed. In this way

algebra would not appear as a tool 'for solving complex problems, since the problems posed to

students at the start could easily be solved by arithmetic, nor as giving access for the solving of a

large class of situations.

Under these conditions how does the passage from arithmetic to algebra take place for the

student? Given the importance of problem solving in arithmetic and algebra, and the difficulties students

have when they attempt an algebraic solution, some reflection on the profound nature of the changes that

mark the passage from arithmetic to algebra is imperative.

Method

Different types of problems chosen on the basis of a reference framework developed by the team

were given in written 4rm to four groups of students in secondary I (132 students. 12. ' 1 years old),

before any introductory algebra had been presented.

Individual interviews were then conducted with some of the students who were chosen on the

basis of different profiles in the arithmetic procedures used to solve these problems. These interviews

aim essentially to determine students reactions to an algebraic treatment of problems.
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Reference framework

The characteristics we have previously given of the introduction scenario to algebra that has been

established over several centuries, allowed us to undertake the analysis of the problems traditionally

presented in algebra, and their complexity, from another point of view than the one actually considered

in teaching, that is, the equation. We have seen previously that the gradation of the proposed problems

were conceived in function to the relations implicated in the structure of the problem. This is the

perspective that was retained by our research group. Our framework, developed through a systematic

examin'ation of different types of problems found in the arithmetic and algebra sections of textbooks at

various grade levels and not restricted to current textbooks, is based on the "relational calculus"

(Vergnaud, 1976) involved in the representation of such problems (the nature of the relationships

between the givens, known: and unknowns, the ordering of these relationships...). The research team

studied various types of problems (problems of the type of unequal division, problems involving

transformations of quantities, problems involving links between non homogeneous quantities and a

rate...)1. This framework allows us to bring out, in this a priori analysis of problems, the cognitive

complexity of the task's demands on students in MIMS of relational calculus.

Resuli3

In what follows we will resuict our discussion to a well defined class of problems, whose "type

of unequal dividing" are generally given in introductory algebra. Table 3 illustrates the difficulties the

students have in some of the problems used in the research, and confum the influence of elements of

complexity that were identified previously in the problem analysis stage: the influence of the type of

links (composition of two additive versus multiplicative relationships, non-homogeneous composition

of two relationships; of the sequencing of links (linear versus non-linear, direct or indirect)).

Re an analysis of such problems see Belnarz. Janvier, Mary, Lepage (1992).
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Furthermore, an analysis of procedures used by the students in the set of problems they were

given allows us to point out different arithmetic profiles of reasoning, illustrating different ways of

managing the quantities and relationships involved (see table 4).
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Table 4

(11 The known in the problem is taken as a

starting point. They treat it as an initial

state and operate on it to generate the

various unknown quantities (198 is
treated here as e state that allows the

application each of the relationships).

(21 They give themselves a starting state by

using a fictional number. Here we find

procedures like numeric trials. (They fix

a number for which everything can be

reconstructed.)

131 They create a known state Ny using a

strategy of equitable sharing (dividing

the whole by the numb= of categories).

The number obtained serves as a
generate( to find the various unknown

quantities (the division of the whole

gives one of the desired quantities. This

number serves to generate the other
quantities).

(41 They take into account globally the
different relationships involved. (they

seem to see 1 share, 3 shares and 6
shares)

For example

In the problem... e (Table 3)
They do
198+6=33
198+3=66

In the problem.. b

10 20 25
30 60 75

+ Q +120 +1511
100 200 250

In the problem...

198+3=66
and
66+6= 11
66+3=22

For example, in the problem... b,
They do
380 + 10 = 38
then 38 x 3 = 114
and 114 x 2.228
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The results of the interviews of the subjects representing different arithmetic solution patterns

point out some fundamental changes in the passage from arithmetic to algebra. Among what appears to

be the major difficulties are: the ability to think in terms of an unknown, the difficulty to carry out a

substitution of one unknown quantity by another, and the composition of different unknown quantities

that allows one to keep track of the relationships present and the successive states. The three first

profiles of reasoning (table 4) enables us to anticipate this last difficulty by a sequential arithmetic

treatment resting on intermediate states that characterize this reasoning.
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SUMMARY

This stUdy carefully examined how two different cooperative

learning configurations affected the quality and quantity of student

interactions and the accompanying teacher responses. Middle school

students using a mathematics curriculum designed for group work were

observed during two academic quarters. It was discovered that

students who worked in groups of two gave more frequent and detailed

explanations of their thinking than did students working in groups of

four. Futhermore, students working in pairs seemed less withdrawn and

engaged in less off-task behavior than did students in groups of four.

INTRODUCTION

Although there is a growing body of research which addresses the

issue of cooperative learning, there remains a gap in the

understanding of how this complex instructional approach is enacted by

groups of students.and teachers. Few studies have systematically

examined the interaction process that occurs in small groups; most

studies have attempted to predict achievement from a few

characteristics of the individual, group, or classroom. Without data

on students' actual experiences in these groups, research presents an

incomplete picture of the influence of group work on individual

learning.

In part, the success of cooperative learning and its subsequent

popularity has been attributed to the emphasis on student discussion

and elaboration. Research in cognitive psychology has found that if

information is to be retained in memory and related to information

already in memory, the learner must engage in cognitive restructuring,

or elaboration, of the material (Wittrock, 1978). One of the most

effective means of elaboration is explaining the material to someone

else. Noreen Webb (1985) found that the students who gain the most
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from cooperative activities are those who provide elaborated

explanations to others. while those who receive explanations learn

more than students who work alone, it is clearly the explainers who

benefit the most. Furthermore, receiving only answers without

explanations or receiving no response at all to a question was found

to be detrimental to students' achievement. Finally, students gained

more from giving explanations to individuals perceived as not

understanding an idea, such as other students, rather than giving

explanaCions to those who are likely to know how to solve a problem,

such as teachers (Webb, 1985).

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study was to examine the dialogue of

cooperative learning and to describe the quality of interactions

between students and between students and teachers. In this paper,

cooperative learning was defined as: students working in a group

contributing their expertise and knowledge while seeking a solution to

a problem. All group members must understand the material and

contribute to the group process.

Tne authors of this paper selected the following criteria as

indicators of the effectiveness of cooperative groups:

1.) Students are observed giving explanations to other individuals or

to the entire group.

2.) All students participate in the group in a positive way that

contributes to the problem solving task.

3.) Students show understanding of the problem and the process and

attempt to find a solution. Students who do not understand the

problem make their needs known to the rest of the group.

4.) Students respond to other students' questions.

5.) Students show interdependence and work together rather than
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relying on the teacher.

These general characteristics helped to provide a basis for

comparison of two types of student groupings: students working in

pairs and students working in groups of four. The.following exchanges

wore recorded during the observations: EXPLANATIONS, descriptions of

thought processes longer than five seconds; QUESTIONS among group

members including questions to and from the teacher; ANSWERS,

solutions without accompanying explanations; INFORMATION, defined as

any observation, illustration, or model contributed by a group member

or the teacher which was not sufficiently detailed to constitute an

explanation; OFF-TASE BEHAVIOR, comments or other actions which

distracted or deterred the group from solving the problem.

Middle school students using the curriculum Visual Mathematics

(1991) ware observed for this study: this program incorporates

cooperative groups in daily problem solving. Initially, a preliminary

pilot study of students working in groups of four was conducted.

During this study, behaviorAl characteristics of groups emerged which

ruggested that a comparison study of students working in pairs would

be informative. In resea-ching the groups of four students, twenty

45-minute observations were conducted, (five observations in each of

four teachers' classrooms in grades six, seven, and eight), during

winter term. Subsequently. one teacher agreed to use only pair

problem solving during the spring quarter, and five weeks later,

eleven observations of this classroom were conducted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of the study are as follows:

Students working in pairs spent more time giving explanations

than did students working in groups of four. In groups of two, the

mean length of time students spent giving detailed explanations during
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each class period was 2 minutes compared to 49 seconds in groups of

four.

The mean number of explanations given by students also increased

in groups of two. Students in groups of two gave an average of 6

explanations each class period, while groups of four gave only 2.

There were fewer instances of no explanations offered by students

working in pairs. In groups of two, during 9% of the classes

observed, no explanations were given by the students. In groups of

four, during 31% of the classes observed no explanations were

recorded.

The role of the teacher in classrooms using pairs and groups of

four was different. Teachers interacted much more with groups of four

than with groups of two, but much of this interaction was for

management and discipline. This was largely due to the observation

that 48% of the groups of four were judged to be dysfunctional due to

excessive off-task behavior, while only 9% if the pairs could be

similarly classified.

* Related to the above observation, students working in groups of

four made 21% of their explanations to the teacher, while students in

pairs tended to give explanations to each other, offering only 6% of

their explanations to the teacher.

* Perhaps the most striking difference between the groups is their

relative degree of involvement in the problem solving process. As

measured by the number of verbal exchanges by each student, We

observed that only 9% of the pairs had a non-engaged member compared

to 48% of the groups of four. In both types of groups there tended to

be a dominant individual who made more contributions. However, the

reluctant member(s) seemed more likely to make a contribution in the

smaller group. In 36% of the student pairs, each partner contributed
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equally in the cialogue, asking questions and giving explanations.

This was never the case in groups of four.

It was noted that although only one teacher from the study of

groups of four volunteered to try pair problem solving spring quarter,

by the end of the term two of the three remaining teachers had also

adopted this configuration in their classrooms. When asked about

this, they cited management and total group involvement as reasons for

the change. One teacher reported that frequently students ih groups

of four tended to split into two pairs which worked independently of

each other. The second teacher, concerned about lack of total

participation among all group members, had unsuccessfully tried

seating groups of four at smaller tables, hoping closer proximity

would encourage collaboration.

It was also observed that the role of the teacher changed

noticeably when students worked in pairs: the teacher acted as a

facilitator between groups, asked probing questions, and encouraged

students to explain their thinking. In contrast, when students worked

in groups of four, the teacher intervened more often for

management/discipline purposes, and tended to ask more leading

questions in order to involve reluctant students.

Based on the observations made during this research, grouping

students in pairs appears to be more effective than grouping in fours.

Students engage in more problem solving related dialogue in paira and

off-task behavior decreases markedly. Pair problem solving seems to

provide maximum opportunities for students to explain their thinking,

defend their procedures and conclusions, and question other tudents

about their methodology.
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FOUR CASE STUDIES OF THE STABILITY AND DURABILITY

OF CHILDREN'S METHODS OF PROOF I

Carolyn A. Maher and Amy M. Martino

Rutgers University

This research is a component of a longitudinal study, now in its

fifth year, of the development of mathematical ideas in children.
Four children were presented with a counting problem in grade
three and again in grade four. In constructing justifications for
their solution the children invented methods of proof. This report

describes their reateping and traces the durability of their
construction in subsequent follow-up assessments to grade jive.

"There has been considerable interest over the last few years (NCTM. 1989) in empowering students to

explain their thinking about mathematical
situations and provide justifications for theirsolutibns to

problems. In our study of the development of mathematical ideas in children, wehave found that children

can invent, in a natural way, mathematical proof. This paper traces a segment of the development of proof

for each of four fifth-grade children:Jeff. Michelle, Mum2 and Stephanie. Analyses of the videotaped data

and of the children's written work have made possible assessments of what students can do as they are

engaged in problem-solving situations
in which mathematical tools are available (Davis, Maher & Martino,

1992; Martino. 1992; Maher & Martino, 1992a). The study takes place in an elementary school in New

Jersey which has been a site for mathematics teacher development since 1983. This long-term partnership

with teachers has resulted in cooperative research of children's development ofmathematical knowledge

(Maher. Martino & Davis. submitted for publication; Maher & Martino, 1992b). In tracing the stability of

student 's invented methods of proof, three modes of assessment were used: (1) the children's

construction of justification to a problem (March 10, 1992) arising out of a four member group discussion;

(2) the children's written productions
of justification arising out of a paired-problem solving format, three

months later (June 15, 1992); (3) the
children's productions arising out of their individual written

justification (October 5, 1992) four months later. 3

IheiasJsi- Three variants of a combinatorial task consisting of building towers of a particular height were

presented to students over a two-year period.
Students were asked to build as many different towers as

possible four cubes tall (grade 3, October 1990), and five cubes tall (grade 4, February 1992) when Unifix

Cuoes in two colors were available. Also, they were asked to determine whether they had built all

possible towers without omitting or duplicating any, and to provide a convincingirgument that all possible

arrangements had been found. The design of the lesson allowed students to work in pairs and later share

their strategies and results during a whole class discussion led by the teacher on tht following day.
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Questions that students were unable to resolve were left open in anticipation of a later administration of
variations of this task.

A variant of the task (towers three cubes tall) was given to four children in grade 4 (March 10, 1992). The
children, Jeff. Michelle, Milin and Stephanie. were asked to determine the number of towers of height
auge that could be built when there were two colors available, and to coayjace eachother that they had
accounted for all possibilities. Out of this discussion, three methods of proof emerged: proof by cases,
indirect method of proof and proof by mathematical induction (Maher, Marano& Davis, submitted for
publication; Davis, 1992).

To test the durability of the children's mathematical behavior demonstrated on the March 10th assessment,
two other assessments followed. The first (June 15, 1992) was administered to children working in pairs
(Stephanie and Main; Jeff and Michelle) and the second (October 5. 1992) was given individually. These
two subsequent written accocsments were used to trace and monitor the justifications presented by students
during the first assessment session (March lthh).
The following questions guided thc study:

I. How do students represent their problem solutions? What strategies are employed? Whatnotations are invented? What are the justifications ahd arguments presented?
2. Are the justifications used by ';ie studentsstable or do they change over time? For example,do students refine or modify theirown methods? Are the ideas of others incorporated intotheir own methods?

The Dgia - The data for this studycome from several sources: (1) transcripts and analyses of videotapes of
children working in pairs or groups of four during the problem-solving sessions; (2) the written work
which students produced during these taped sessions; (3) researcher observations recorded on-site, and(4) two individual written assessments for building towers of height three (lune 15 and October 5). The
sessions include: students working in pairs building all possible towers four cubes tall in grade 3 and all
possible towers five cubes tall in grade 4; the March 10th assessment tape of the discussion of four
students in grade 4; and students worlting in pairs to paaduce r vrinen justification for their solution to the
tower problem (in this case, three cubes tall) in June of grade 4.

Resultl In building a justification for their solutions on March 101h, three methods of proof emerged:
proof by cases (two versions), inditect method of proof. and proof by mathematical induction (Maher,
Martino & Davis, submitted for publication; Davis, 1992; Maher & Martino, 1992a). Stephanie presented
a proof by cases in which she classified her eight towers of height three when selecting from two colors
(red and blue) into the following

organization: all towers with no blue cubes, all towers with exactly one
blde cube (three towers with exactly one blue cube in the top, middle and bottom positions fanning a
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staircase pattern). all towers with exactly two blue cubes "stuck together" or adjacent, all towers with thr.,t

blue cubes and all towers with two blue cubes "took apart" or separated by a red cube (see Figure 1).

(k, ak 110.I

Figure I. A written production of Stephanie's March 10th version of proof by cases.

The videotape of the March 10th se.ssion shows that Milin, Jeff and Michelle were listening to their

classmate Stephanie's version of proof by cases. They proposed a modification of her organization of

proof by cases by suggesting that she place the towers with exactly 'two blue cubes separated" ar d the

towers with "exactly two blue cubes adjacent" into the same category. "exactly two blue cubes".

For the case of towers with exactly one blue cube, the children introduced an indirect method of proof to

justify that all towers with one blue cube were accounted for. They proposed that once a blue cube was

placed in each of the three tower positions (the first with blue in the top position, the second with blue in

the middle position and the third with blue in the bottom position) to place the blue cube M a different

position (lower or higher) woUld violate an initial condition (towers of height three and exactly one blue).

Milk', during the same March 10th session, explained.to his classmates that for the four possible towers

that were two cubes tall when selecting from red and blue cubes them were only two blocks (red or blue)

that could be placed on top of each introducing r form of proof by mathematical induction (see Alston &

Maher. this volume).

Two Written Assessments (June 15. 1992:October 5. istn). Two written assessments were administered

following the March 10th session to monitor the durability of students productions, their invented

justifications, and the influence of the ideas of others over time.

Analysis of the children's work indicated that their original justifications produced during the March 10th

session were stable. Also, individual arguments presented appeared to influence the ideas of others. This

was manifested by the appearance of more than one method of proof (Michelle and Stephanie) and a more

elegant variation of original methods (Jeff and Stephanie). These are described as follows:

f 3 3
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Jeff and Michelle 4 On the lune 15th written assessment. Jeff worked with Michelle to produce an

organization of three groups of towers when selecting from green and black cubes (see Figure 2).

poWS I w kirk 14 444:ei!],l

41444
g41.41 47.

Figure 2.
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Jeffs June 15th justification.

He wrote: "same color" (all towers with zero cubes of one color and three cubes of the opposite color),

"patterns where thc black starts at the top and works its way down" (all towers with one black cube and

two green cubes) and "opposite of the one (group) with black working its way down" (all towers with one

green cube and two black cubes). This recursive organization satisfied Jeff's accountability for all towers

with exactly tWo black cubes. He reasoned that consideration of the case of exactly two black cubes was

more easily monitored by considering the case of exactly one green cube.

On Jeffs October 5th written acses.sment, he quickly replicated hisrecursive method, calling it the "step

method". Thus Jeff had produced a method of proof which was specific to the case of towers three cubes

tall (see National Research Council, 1993).

Michelle, on her October 5th assessment. wrote 3 x 2 = t. + 2 = 8, and wrote that 3 x 2 represented "the

height of the towers" (three cubes tall) multiplied by the lumber of colors" (which was two, black and

white). She then considered the two towers which were & single color and wrote "2", possibly to account

for the "all black" and "all white" towers (Figure 3). Perhaps Michelle was representing Jeff's June 15th

"step method" for three towers with exactly one black cube and three towers with exactly one white cub:

("3 x 2') with the two solid-colored towers added on ("+2").
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Figure 3. Michelles October 5th justification.

In a subsequent interview in which Michelle wa.s shown her solution to the October 5th assessment she

was unable to recall what she had written earlier to represent her solution Instead she presented a proof

by mathematical induction to justify her solution and built a "tower tree" with the plastic cubes. She also

considered the case of building towers when seleCting from three and four colors and represented her

solution with a "tree made with the cubes. 5

Stephanie and Milin - Since Stephanie and Milin each attempted to present a complete proof on March

10th, the evolution of each child's method of proof will be discussed separately.

Stephanie Recall that on March 10th, Stephanie developed a version of proof by cases which

distinguished between "two blue cubes adjacent' and 'two blue cubes separated". On June 15th, using

green and black cubes. Stephanie first considered the two towers of a single color. She then considered all

possible towers with two black cubes and all possible towers with two green cubes. Her 'organization

within these two cases indicated a refinement of her March 10th construction of proof. She incorporated

the tower with two black cubes separated by a green cube and the two towers with two black cubes

adjacent to each other into one group which she called "two black". She did the same thing for the group

she now called "two green". Perhaps she had considered the comments of Jeff, Milin and Michelle during.

the March 10th discussion when each had suggested that all towers with exactly two cubes of a color be

grouped together resulting in reorganizing 'ter cases into a more concise method of proof. Stephanie also

referred to the "doubling pattern" (attributing it to Milin) and used it as a way to monitor her construction

of towers as well as to predict the number of towers of any height produced when selecting from two

colors of cubes.

On her October 5, 1992 assessment, Stephanie used a more elegant form of her March 10th version of

proof by cases as her primary argument for convincing others that there were eight and only eight towers

of height three When she selected from red and white cubes (see Figure 4). Cases were organized

according to number of red cubes in which there were no longer two separate categories for towers of
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exactly two of a color. This example illustrates that although Stephanie's own invented method of proof

was durable, she was able to consider the ideas of others and incorporate them into a more elegant version

of her pre4.

see
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Figure 4. Stephanie's October 5th justification.

On this assessment we also observe Stephanie incorporating the ideas presented in the March 10th session

and the first assessment in which she worked with Milin. She again refentd to a "doubling pattern" (there

are 4 towers two cubes tall. 8 towers three cubes tall, etc...) as yet another method to support the results of
her proof by cases.
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Ste

Milio Milin's method of proof by mathematical induction was also resilient On both his first acsessment

(with Stephanie) and his second written assessment, be used his "building up" or "doubling" argument to

obtain the total number of towers. In the October Sth assessment Main presented a procedure for

generating numbers of towers of different heights. Milin's notation to describe his method was also

interesting (1=2, 2=4, 3=8, 4=16, etc...). Without the benefit of the earlier videotape to substantiate his

reasoning, a reader may have difficulty making sense of his written explanation. However, one might

reasonably infer that his argument given in the written assessments was consistent with earlier

observations. However, it was presented in a much more abbreviated format (see National Research

Council, 1993).

Canclusisens
All of these instances indicated that once Jeff, Michelle, Milin and Stephanie had developed their own

method of proof, each in turn was ready to listen to and consider the ideas of the others. Generally, the

methods of proof constructed by each child were durable. Refinements could be traced from earlier
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conversations. Although nO student completely discarded his argument in favor of the argument of

another student, each student further refined an earlier method, thus producing more elegant justifications.

Endnoteg

1. This work was supported in part by grant number MDR 9053597 from the National Science Foundation. The
opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the sponsoring agency, and no endonernent should be inferred.

2. For a detailed account of Milin's development of a method of proof see (Alston & Maher, this vOlunte).

3. The written assessments of two of the children in this report. Jeff and Minn. appear In Measuring lip (1993)
published by the National Research Council.

4 Recall that on March 1(kh, Jeff and Michelle each offered a modification of classmate Stephanle's version of proof by
cams into an organization which focused on one attribute tbe number of blue cubes In emh tower. Each also
tecognized the usefulness of the addidve 'doubling pattern' used by MilM its his proof by mathematical induction. In
fact, when Jeff was interviewed one month prior to the March 10th assessment be noted tbe 'doubling pawn" and
used it to calculate the number of towers for heights four, five, six and eight when selecting from two colors.
Michelle had also discovered this patient hi an interview which took place two weeks prior to March lOth.

5. Iiia subsequent class sessico (February 28. 1993) Michelle and Milin worked together on an activity which extended
the ideas developed on March 10, 1992. Both students constructed a 'tree" with towers built from plastic cubes to
Justify the toul number of towers to height six wben selecting from two colors.
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PROBLEM SOLVING IN AND OUT OF SCHOOL

Joanna 0. Masingila
Syracuse University

Building wpm previous research be mathentatks practice in ad out cf school, problem solving in several mayday
situations Ls contrasted with how yroblansfrom these contacts are scaled in school situations The use end fcem of problem
solving were examined in the mayday contexts cf carpet (eying, interior &sip, and retailing. Ms osd-cf-school problem
solving row then compared to the problem solving o/stsaients in school situatioss as they solved problems from these
contexts. Tatty:* ameba set ho thew contacts we also =aim&

Introduction

Prior to the last decade, conventional wisdom was that mathematics was culture-free

knowledge. Now it is generally accepted eat mathematics has a cultural history and that

mathematics learning occurs during participation in cultural practices as well as in school.

However, researchers that have examined mathematics practice in school and mathematics

practice in out-of-school situations have noted the gap between these two (e.g., Carraher,

Carraher & Schliemann, 1985). Knowledge gained in out-of-school situations often develops

out of activities that: (a) occur in a familiar setting, (b) are dilemma driven, (c) are goal

directed, (d) use the learner's own natural language, and (e) often occur in an apprenticeship

situation allowing for observation of the skill and thinking involved in expert performance

(Lester, 1989). Knowledge acquired in school all too often grows out of a transmission

paradigm of instruction and is largely devoid of meaning (lack of context, relevance, specific

goal).

Research Design

This paper is based on several studies examining the mathematics concepts and processes

used in everyday work situations. One study explored the mathematics practice of carpet

layers (Masingila, 1992b), another examined how interior designers use mathematics in solving

problems that arise on the job, and a third explored the mathematics used in retailing. In each

of these studies the problem solving done in the out-of-school work situation was compared to

the problem solving done by students in school situations. Textbook problems were also

examined in each of these studies. Various conceptual, theoretical, and methodological

frameworks guided the conceptualization, design, and conduct of this study: a cultural
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framework of ethnomathematics, an epistemological framework of constructivism, a cognitive

framework of activity theory, and a methodological framework of ethnography. (For a more

detailed discussion of these frameworks see Masinglla, 1992a, 1993.)

Methods and Data Sources

In the first phase of the studies I examined the mathematics practice in an everyday work

situation. In each of the everyday contexts I observed and informally questioned persons

working in these context& These studies used four methods ofdata collection for the field

work: participant observation, ethnographic interviewing, artifact examination, and

researcher introspection. The data were analyzed using activity theory as a framework. This

allowed for the data to be interpreted within the context in which they were collected and thus

be as meaningful as possible. Following the example of &Amer (1984), I used occupations,

work tasks, and conditions to represent the three levels of analysisactivities, goal-directed

actions, and operations. I analyzed my field data through a process of inductive data analysis

using two subprocesses that Lincoln and Guba (1985) called unitizing andcategorizing.

Phase two of the studies involved observing and questioning pairs of studentsworking on

problems that occurred in the work contexts. In the carpet laying study, the students were

ninth graders who had been through approximately the same school mathematics as the carpet

layers. In the interior design and retailing studies, the students were college students

preparing to enter these two careers. Data were collected for this phase by observation,

informal interviewing, and researcher introspection. I analyzed the data by examiningwhat

methods each pair used to solve the problems, and then compared these with how the persons

in the work context had solved the same problems. I looked for how the students understood

the concepts in the problems, and how they went about solving the problems. I also analyzed

comments made by the students that might give me insight into why they did what they did.

Comparing In-School and Out-of-School Problem Solving

There appear to be two common threads running through the research literature on

mathematics practice in everyday situations. First, the fact that problems are embedded in real

contexts that are meaningful to the problem solver motivates and sustainsproblem-solving
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activity. Secondly, in solving problems that arise or are formulated in everyday situations,

problem solvers often use "mathematical procedures and thinking processes that are quite

different from those learned in school. Furthermore, people's everyday mathematics often

reflects a. higher level of thinking than is typically expected or accomplished in school" (Lester,

1989, p. 33).

Lave (1988) has found evidence that mathematics practice in everyday settings differs from

school mathematics practice in a variety of ways. In everyday settings: (a) people look

efficacious as they deal with complex tasks, (b) mathematics practice is structured in relation to

ongoing activity and setting, (c) people have more than car:lent mathematical talowledge to

deal with problems, (d) mathematics practice is nearly always correct, (e) problems can be

changed, transformed, abandoned and/or solved since the problem has been generated by the

problem solver, and (f) procedures are invented on the spot as needed.

I found several differences between the problem solving as done by persons in the

everyday work contexts and by students in school situations. In everyday situations: (a) a

mathematical concept is sometimes understood and used differently than the way it is taught

in school; (b) people are flexible in dealing with constraints inherent in a problem; and (c)

problem solvers develop a "feel" for their work and trust that sense.

Different Conceptual Understanding

Percentage of change is a common concept in retailing and in school mathematics. In

school, percentage of change is understood to be the amount of change from the original

amount. A typical textbook exercise involving this concept might be the following:

F ind the perccnt of change for a video game system tiss; .:ost $29 in 1980 and $99 in 1990.

(Davison, Undo', McCracken & Thompson, 1992, p. 262).

A student finding the answer to this exercise would subtract $29 from $99 to get a $70

increase, then divide $70 by $29 to get an increase of approximately 241%. Percentage of

change in retailing, however, is understood he the amount of change from the retail price.

Thus, for the situation in the textbook exercise above, a retailer would divide $70 by $99 to get

an inaease of approximately 71%. Since the final result in retailing is sales, all percentages of
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change are based on retail prices. In this case, the problem solving done in the everyday

context is different because of the different conceptual understanding of percentage of change.

Flexibility in Dealing with Constraints

Problems that occurred in each of the everyday situations I examined were filled with

constraint& Constraints I observed in the carpet laying context Include that (a) floor covering

materials come in specified sizes (e.g., most carpet is 12' wide, base (vinyl pieces glued around

the perimeter of a room) is 4' long, most tile is l' x 1'), (b) carpet pieces are rectangular, (c)

carpet in a room (and usually throughout a building) must have the nap (the dense, fuzzy

surh ce on carpet formed by fibers from the underlying material) running in the same

direction, (d) consideration of seam placement is very Important because of traffic patterns and

the type of carpet being installed, (e) some carpets have patterns that must match at the seams,

(f) carpet seam placement for commercial Jobs is sometimes determined by how the amount of

carpet ordered is divided among the rolls sent from the manufacturer, (g) tile andwood must

be laid to be lengthwise and widthwise synunetrical about the center of the room, and (h) fill

pieces for both tile and base must be six inches or more to stay glued in place. Some particular

situations have more constraints, such as a post in the middle of a roan that is being carpeted

or a pipe sficking out from a wall where base is being installed.

Interior design work has the same type of constraints as carpet layingsize of materials,

patterns and seam considerations, physical structures In a building, symmetry of ceiling

gridswhile in retailing one has to consider factors such as markups, markdowns, shrinkage

(negative difference between the final book inventory and the actual verified physical

inventory), how the time of year affects sales, and operating expenses.

The students who worked problems from the carpet laying context often had difficulty

dealing with the constraints involved in the problems. For example, in a problem involving

the installation of tile, the students struggled to figure out a way to install the tile so that the

constraints about lengthwise and widthwise symmetry and fill pieces being at least six inches

wide were fulfilled (see Masingils, 1992b for more discussion about the students' problem-

f
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. solving work). Similarly, the students training to be interior designers had difficulty trying to

determine the amount of wallpaper needed while considering the repeat pattern.

The students were also not as flexible as the experienced workers in seeing more than one

way to save a problem. In a pentagonal-shaped room that needed carpeting, the ninth-grade

students were able to see only one way (without guidance from me) to install carpet The

estimator, on the other hand, was able to visualize how the carpet would be laid if it were

installed with the nap running in the direction of the maximum length of the room and with

tt e nap running in the direction of the maximum width of the room. fly having more than one

solution, he was able to weigh cost efficiency against seam placement and make a decision

while considering these constraints (Masingila, 1992c).

One of the problems I gave the interior design students to work was as follows:

You need to purrhase some materials for upholstering some chairs. If you buy the whole bolt,

which has 60 yards of material, it will cost $5.00 per yard. If you purchase less than a fiat bolt, it

will cost an additional $1.50 per yard. At what point does it become more economical to

purchase the whole bolt of material?

One pair of students solved this problem by first finding that the whole bolt would cost $300.

They then guessed that 50 yards at $6.50 might be close to $300, and then tried 40 yards, 45

yards, and 46 yards. They decided that if they needed to purchaa ...1hIng more than 46

yards, they would buy the whole bolt. The interior designer, who was ..-zed with this

problem, also found that the whole bolt cost $300 and then divioed by $6.:470.,) find that 46

yards and 5 inches is approximately the amount at which it becomes more economical to buy

the whole bolt. However, she decided that if slw needed an amount dose to 46 yards, "like if I

needed 44 yards, I would buy the whole thing because rm spending less than 5% over what I

need and I can moet likely use the material for something." For the students, this problem had

only one answer; for the interior designer, the answer depended upon the situation.

My interpretation of this difference in flexibility on the part of the students and the carpet

layers, interior designers, and retailers is that the students, for the most, have not been exposed

to problems with real-life constraints that must be considered and addressed in order to find
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solutions. Although there are many exercises in school mathematics textbooks that are set in a

floor covering, interior design, or retailing context, the exerdses are typically devoid of real-life

constraints and, u a result, do not require students to engage in the type of problem solving

required in the everyday contexts (Masingila & Lester, 1992).

Developing a "Peel"

During my conversations with floor covering installers, retailers, and interior designers,

they all mentioned that after awhile they developed a leer for their work. In the carpet laying

context, developing a feel for the work includes being able to: (a) know when the carpet is

stretched tight enough, (b) make difficult 450 angle cuts to match carpet seams, and (c) look at

a room and know what the obstacles are. Developing a feel also involves number serse; for

example, knowing if the square yardage of carpet you calculated makes sense given the

dimensions of the room. The following conversation illustrates the use of number sense in the

retailing context

Joanna: Since the markup is based on the retail price, how do you figure out what to have

as the retail price when you buy something?

Bob: Well, if the markup is 50%, then you lust double the cost.

Joanna: How about if the markup is 40%?

Bob: After awhile you develop a feel foe it. Suppose you bought something for $2 and

you want to mark it up 40%. So the retail price should be around $3.40. Tye

done this for so long that I Just sort of know what the price should be.

When I posed this same situation to the retailing students, none of them had a ready

answer. They each punched things out on a calculator by guessing t. certain number, trying it,

and then picking a better number based on that calculation. Eventually, they arrived at

suitable values for the retail price, tut they did not display the same number sense that Bob

demonstrated.

Closing the Gap

There is growing evidence that very little knowledge and very few skills can be

"transported directly from school to outof-schoot uae ... To be truly skillful outside school,
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people must develop situation-specific forma of competence" (Resnick, 1987, p. 15). If we hope

to close the gap between doing mathematics in school situetions and doing mathematics in

out-of-school situations, then we need to learn about and from mathematics practic3 in

everyday situations and engage students in school in doing mathematicsdeveloping and

using processes that will ezable individuals to have the resources to become competent in

spedfic situations when needed.
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HOUSEHOLD VISITS AND TEACHERS' STUDY GROUPS: INTEGRATING
MATHEMATICS TO A SOCIO.CULTURAL APPROACH TO INSTRUCTION

Marta ChM
Department of Mathematics University of Mzona

This paper presents a collaborative project between university and school teachers. Our goal is to
develop classroom toching that builds on the stsia.nte and their families' knowledge and experiences
(funds of knowledge). Via household visits and study groups, fhese funds of knowledge are uncovered
and used to develop learning modules. This paper reports on two aspects of the project -- the study
groups, where we have an ongoing dialogue elbow what mathematics is and how to tap into the
mathematical /104 of knowledge, and an example of a classroom implementation, where we were
especially interested in integrating mathematics into the km-ning module.

Bishop and Abreu (1991) in writing about the gap between out-of-school and in-school mathematics

comment that there is not enough research on how to actually bridge such gap in school teaching Nunes

(1992) writes "how can teachers identify and capitalize on mathematics learned outside school?* (p.

557). This paper addresses these issues and responds to the challenge presented by Wilson and

Mosquera (1991), namely "we are challenging all researchers to consider a culture inclusive approach to

mathematics education" (p. 26).

Background

The work reported here is part of a research project that has as a primary goal to gather information

on the knowledge and resources existing in the students homes and community to then develop

classroom learning modules based on this infortnadon. The teachers in this project teach in schools with

a large Mexican-American and/or Yaqui Indian student population. Our position is a rejection of the

deficit model for minority education and a belief that students, their families and other members in their

community share a rich body of knowledge and skills that can become valuable resources for school

instruction. A key concept in this research is that of Funds of Knowledge, which are "the essential

bodies of knowledge and information that households use to survive, to get ahead, or to thrive" (Moll.

& Greenberg, et al.,1990, p. 2). There are three components in this projecthousehold

visits, study groups, and classroom implementation. The teachers receive instruction in ethnographic

interviewing. They then visit the homes of some of their students to jeAni about the funds ofknowledge

in these households. Questionnaires on the family structure, parental attitudes towardschild-rearing,

labor history, household activities Ire Used to provide some structure to these home viSits.

3 !"3
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The study groups reflect the collaborative allAffe of this project Elementary school teachers and

university faculty (in anthropology, language, reading and culture, and mathematics education) COME

together to share their ideas and knowledge about classrooms. teaching, learning, and the findings from

tbe households. These sessions are instrumental to the development of leaning modules that build on

students' experiences and that promote their active participation in the kerning process.

Originally, the focus of the project was to develop learning communities for reading and writing in

bilingual classrooms. The expertise of most members in the project is in the area of bilingual literacy.

Some of the guiding principles of instruction for their classrooms are: use of academically chaBenging

activities; the goal of reading and writing is the mains of meaning: build learning on the students' and

their families' funds of knowledge. These principles are also applicable to the teaching of mathematics.

Thus, the project has now expanded its scope to encompass mathematics instruction. This paper

presents some of our efforts in this area.

Conceptual Framework

Two related bodies of research provide the conceptual framework for the work reported bete:

research on the gap between inside and outside school mathematics (Bishop & Atm, 1991; Lave, 1988;

Sue, 1991), and research on the development of classroom communities where mathematics is socially

constructed (Cobb, 1991; Lampert, 1986; Schoenfeld, 1991). Quite often minority students end up

receiving a mathematical education that stresses basic skills and rote /earning (Porter, 1990). Instead,

this project encourages a mathematics teaching that stresses students' construction of meaning and

connections to their outside-school world (Charbonneau & John-Steiner, 1988). Maier (1980) argues

that school mathematics should become closer to folk mathemarics--that is "the way people handle the

mathematics-related problems arising in everyday life" (p. 21). The differences and apparent lack of

connection between in-school and outside-school mathematics are well documented (Bishop & Abreu,

1991; Carraher, Camber, & Schliemann. 1985; Love, 1988; Sue, 1991; Schoenfeld, 1991). Several

of these studies show that people are very convetent in dealing with mathematical tasks that they view as

relevant to themselves. itis idea of relevance is key so the project teachers as th.cy develop the learning

modules.
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My primary role and Interest in joining the project is to wntk on developing classroom mathematics

communities that reflect a two-way dialogue between the school and the students' households. In these

communities I envision students working in small groups using and communicadng to others their

minfomtar knowledge of madtzmaticc mathematics activities being contextualized on the knowledge,

skills; and experiences present In the students' households; parents (and other household members)

panicipating in this kerning ounrnunity.

I cunt now to two components of ow work--the study groups and 1111 example of a classroom

implementation.

About the Study Groups

The teachers in the project consider
these regular two-hour after school meedngs as one of the most

important aspects and one of the main reasonswhy they wanted to participate in the project

The study group is the point ofclarification. During the study groups, I can reflect with Mist

I feel no fear of bein; tudgetL I am free to think in a flow of thought. Manytimes that flow

of thought gains clanty as other people respond or share their reflections. The study group

does provide a set for exploration. (firstithird grade teacher)

A variety of issues are tackled in any of these study group sessions: discussion of the findings

from the households, tninstonning on
possible learning modules based on those findings, classroom

management. impact of the project on the students.

Since I joined the project. we havebeen having an ongoing dialogue on what mathematics is and on

how to develop mathematical activities from students' experiences and background. In the rest of this

section I focus on two teachers' reflections about mathematics, in particular in relation to our work on

Integrating mathematics in the project. These teachers reported their being less familiar with thinking

about mathematics than about literacy. The first/thini grade teacher expressed her need to have a teacher

model different approaches to teaching
mathematics in order for her to feel that she can do h. She said

that she knew how b let her studentsplay with language, lxit that she did not know how to let them play

with mathematics. She expressed herneed to have a theory about mathematics teaching, not just a series

of activities to do. The fifth gradeteacher said that she wanted "to get out of the rut of doing math with

paper and pencil and textbook." She viewed my having joined the project as an opportunity for her to

work on how to get her students to talk about mathematics in cooperative groups. In her view, the

biggest obstacle to blending the teaching
of mathematics with the spirit of the project wis the fact that I, r
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students were resistant to change and seemed to have "the idea that real work isn't getting done if it's not

oriented to a page in the cook and a worksheet filled out and checked off."

Both teachers commented that, as they started to think about mathematics in the project, they noticed

how much the spirit of the project could cany ova how they teach mathematics:

The philosophies are really parallel, learning occurs when it's authentic, when it has
something to do in the child's life at that point in time. and I think ifs very important in both
the literacy and the mathematics, but I had mote training on bow to do this in literacy, and I
have not had the training oo bow to do that in mathematics When we [dm two teachers] met
informally to discuss It (the learning module], again most of the discussion was on the
literacy. Wc both felt we bad more expertise in that area; on the mathematics; it was, well, let
me ask Marta... and you had to be there for us to even think about these issues. I First/third
grade teac'

The seeds for promoting the development of mathematics classroom communitiesare there, yet then

are also some obstacles as l_have illustrated in this section. The study groups have served as a forum to

start a dialogue about teaching and learning mathematics, But in order to really integrate mathematics in

the project, I think that a more determined effon needs to be made. The teachers need to experience

mathematics as learners themselves, they need to 'see it happen." The study groups by themselves art

not enough. More focused sessions working on developing a specific learning module. and looking at

the mathematics potential in the module is one step further, as this next section will show.

In the Classroom

In this section I dc -ate an example of a learning module around the theme of construction in a

second grade class. Ths theme emerged as the teacher noticed that the families she bad visited were

very knowledgeable about construction (framing a house, bricklaying, ...). In the twiner prior to the

classroom implementation, the teacher, two other project members and myself met tegularly to plan the

module. This teacher uses a thematic approach in her teaching. Thus, the final learning module

integrated children's literatum, writing, reading, mathematics, and social studies. In mathematics, the

teacher wanted to develop her students awareneu for diffennt shapes as well as work on measutement

(including the concepts of perimeter, area and volume), estimation. and patterning.

But a key aspect of this project is to build learning on students' experiences and knowledge. This

teacher believes very strongly in following her students' agenda. This belief shapedour planning

sessions and made me realize an Issue that I have not yet resolved. It is the issue of preserving the
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"purity of funds of knowledge" (students' experiences driving the learning) while at the same time

pushing for "the math potential of certain situations." Ow goal is teacher initiated change, The teachers

make the ultimase decisions as to what to try in their classroom, and for this eaches giving her snxients a

voice in the planning of the module is a must. Thus, the module was developed and modified as she and

her students were working on it (as Henderson & Landesman (1992) note, In this approach, time

becomes * key issue as it is hard to exuact the mathematics potential, plan, and implement at the same

time). As a starting point to a theme, she has the students make a web to fmd out what they know about

the theme and what they would like to learn about this topic. The theme develops largely out of her

students' questions. In the construction module, some of these questions were: Mow do you put a 2 x

4?", "how do you frame a house?", How do you put a cooler?" At home, the pr-onts connibuted their

expertise by helping the children on these questions and commenting on their uses of mathematics in the

construction tasks.

The students worked on a series of mathematical activities, such as building with manipulative

materials, measuring bricks, following a recipe to make adobe bricks, creating patterns, estimating the

number of bricks in a wall, making a blueprint for their haunted house for Halloween, and as a final

project, building their community. We videotaped some activities, audiotaped the pre and post module

interview of six students (three pairs), collected students' writing, and I took field notes of classroom

observations. There was clear growth at the literacy level (in their written expression and in their overall

acquired knowledge about construction). But I find it harder to convey whathappened in mathematics.

Many of the ingredients that I envision for a classroom mathematics community are present in this

second grade class. The students are used to working with each other in a constructive way, and are

eager to engage in conversations about their work. The atmosphere in the class is such that students are

encouraged to contribute their ideas and to use their "informal" methods in mathematics. I was

impressed by their persistence and their willingness to pursue a problem. The students took on any

question I would bring up, such as two girls trying to figure out how many cans of paint would be

needed to paint a house they had made on the geoboard; or a group of thme students working on patterns

took on the challenge to figure out a Fibonacci pattern I made with pebbles. They all appeared to be

engaged and enjoying what they were doing. The teacher commented that nuw that she was teaching
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using a thematic approaci, and involving kr students in the decision making, she kept hearing her

students saying leacher. you do the neatest chines" and she had never soen them bored.

Mathematics is integrated throughout their rork and this reflects the teacher's view of what doing

mathematics is:

I think that's what the whole project is about, making them realize that there is a lot that they
know aboutmathematics afready, everything you do is mathematics, math is not this
worksheet they give you, ... I think in the past we thought of mathematics as being formulas
and you know, lots of numbers in a written form, and now, my concept of mathematics is
totally different, it's meaning, to me, it's finding meaning to why some things work and it
doesn't necessarily have to be in numbers, it can be in written language, in literature, ause) I
don't know, just finding out why something works, that's how I see mathematics; and I think
that's where they were at, I think that if we start looking for that, if we start looking to see if
they are making meaning out of what theyle doing, building, makin,. that's mathematics

I think that their understanding became more profound, their understanding of what they
knew, like M. [a student) when she measured that brick, and said, "oh, I know the other side
is going to be the same", she knew that that hick was square and that the other side would be
the same and I think that for her it was like "oh, I already knew that"; she realized how much
she knew about a square, and to me that's mathematics; to me that was a real breakthrough.

Conclusion

These teachers feel comfortable with the household visits and with tbe process of developing

laming modules based on the funds of knowledgr. They have a fum belief in grounding instruction on

students' experiences. When asked about the effects they have noticed in their classroom, they all

report a dramatic change in their perceptions of their students as learners. They atuibute this change to.

their having experienced the wealth of resources in their students' households. They also rernark on a

high parental involvement, now that they have redefined for themselves what parental involvement

means. The second grade teacher, referral to the motivation and excitement that her students have about

learning. The first/third grade teacher talked about the development of her students' awareness of the

fact that they have a lot they can contribute to their own learning.

Our current interest and effort is on the pedagogical implications of this work. We are focusing on

how to document and analyze what takes place in the classroom. What can we do beyond providing a

rich description of the classroom atmosphere? The students appear to be using mathematics to make

sense of their environment. What is the nature of their mathematical discourse? What kinds of

connections are they making? Since this project emphasizes contextualized learning, I am particularly

interested in pursuing the Issue of transfer of learning across situations.
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ANALYSIS OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN AFFECT AND COGNITION

IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN DURING PROBLEM SOLVING

YilccILA,Drikat-kungE and Gerald A. Goldin

Center for Mathematics, Science, and Computer Education

:Rutgers University

New Brunswick, New jersey 08903 USA

As researchers we seek to infer particular emotional states in students
from our observation of their mathematical behavior. We discuss the
analysis techniques used in identifying interactions between qffea and ,
wgnition ln a structured, task-based buerview. This is parr of an
exploratory longitudinal study looking at ekmentary school children's
mathematical development over three years. We consider an excerpt
from the interview of one filth-grade student solving a 'Jelly bean'
problem, to illustrate an interaction between affect and cognition, and to
conjecture qpiaive pathwys construand by the child.

Introduction

The role of affect in mathematical problem solving is of great interest to the mathematics

education research community (Goldin, 1988; McLeod and Adams, 1989), and affect has also become

of broad interim* in the study of learning (Rens& and Della, 1993). As researchers, we face the crucial

question: How does one measure affect? To be more spocific, how can we reliably infer particular

emotions from our observations of a subject? What me vdid rosthods for eliciting affect, In the contut

of task-based problem-solving interviews?

In our research, we have been considering two levels of affect local affect' and 'global

affect'. Goldin (1918) defines 'local affect' to be the 'changing states of feeling during problem

solving', and treats it as an internal system of representation for problem solving, on a par with imagistic

representation, formal notational representation, verbal representation, and a system of planning and

executive control. Global affect, in contrast, refers to general feelings and attitudes, reinforced by belief

structures, that solvers may bring to a problem situation but that are not so readily modified. This paper,

throue exploratory observation and analysis, begins to describe possible methods of studying both global

and local affect during problem solving.

Our analysis Includes a number of techniques: (1) analyzing student resconme cognitively, based

on videotapes of clinical interviews; (2) considering tone of voice; (3) looking for 'meta-affect'

affective responses referring to oneself solving problems; and (4) using ihe Maximaily Discriminative
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Facia/ Movement Coding System (MAX). MAX was initially developed by C.E. hard in 1979 for

measuring the emotion signals In dm facial behavtors of Infants and young children (hard, 1983). Using

these four 1ools, we hope to centrum an affect peofile for each subject.

The MAX system codes the movement of three facial regions; 1) the brow region, 2) the

eye/non/cheek region 'and 3) the mouth region. The basic assumption underlying the system for

Identifying emotion expressione is that emotion activation results in organized pattern of facial

'movements a appearance changes that represent or signal the emotions of human experience (hard,

1983). The coding of each region is done separately according to categories designed to distinguish

among the types of movement observed. A MAX number Is assigned to each second of taping toidentify

which category of adivfty (if any) has taken place. Observers are trained until an eighty percent

reliabilky in coding is achieved. After all regions hove been coded, a correspondence le drawn between

combination of the three codes, and the stun of feeling that are to be inferred: states such m Internet,

surmise, ee}oymeet, sadness, anger, disgust, discomfort/pain or fear, as well es various blends of these.

For Instance the combination of raised eyebrows, an enlarged, roundish appearance of the eye region,

and comers of the mouth pulled back and slightly up corresponds to a facial expression of 'enjoyment'

in the MAX system (these descriptions are highly abridged).

The overall purpose of the techniques we are using Ls to be able to identify Interactions between

affect and cognition (DelBellis and Goldin, 1991), as well as to propose affective pathways constructed

by the solver (Goldin, 19111). This type of analysis is further motivated by the need to find ways of

observing solvers that permit Inferences about deeper mathematical understandings (Lesh and Lemon,

1992). The aim of our analysis Is to independently infer Internal cognitive and affective representational

states for each subject. Teractions are identified when these are compared at corresponding thine.

Subjed and Method

The initial group of subjects in a study currently In progress (Goldin, et al., 1993) were twenty-

two elementary school children from a cross-section of New Jersey communities: two urban schools (5

third-graders and 4 fourth-graders); one school in a predominantly blue-collar, 'working class'

community (7 fourth-graders); and one In a suburban, 'upper middle-class' district (6 third-graders).

These students me being followed in a three-year longiiudinal study which looks st how children's

internal systems of cognitive representation develop over time. As part of that project, six task-based

interviews are being conducted with each subject. For this report, we have selected one subject and will

describe a single episode that occurred this year during the third (of the six) task-based interview. Our

subject is Jerome; he Is ten years old (two weeks before his eleventh birthday), and preeently (st the time

of the Interview) in the fifth grade. He attends school in the 'working class' community.

Three ink-based interviews wefs conducted at each of the above schools during 1992 and the first
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half of 1993. Normally, two video cameras rase set up to mord each interview session. Hut in the

third interview, to look more specifically at affect, three video cameras were used. One camera focuses

on the problem solver's work (since the interviews elicit the use of external materials); the second camera

focuses on both the problem solver and the clinician; and the third camera, though at a distance from the

child, zooms in on his or her facial expressions.

The interviews sie conducted by members of a team of clinicians (a professor together with

graduate students working toward adv-nced degrees at Rutgers University). All of the clinicians have

teaching experience. The clinician follows a carefully-stnactured script. In the interview we describe,

two problems are successively introduced after a shon discussioa to *licit aspects nf the subjects' global

affect. The children are encouraged to 'think aloud' while solving the problems, and are sometimes

asked to describe the way they are feeling.

The question 'Could you think back to the first time you remember doing mathematics?' is

followed by several further questions to engage the child in describing as vividly as possible a recollection

of an early mathematical experience. After a description is elicited, questions such as 'How did you feel

about that?', 'How did you feel when that happened?', 'Did you enjoy it?', 'Was there anything you

didn't like about it?' are asked. Finally, the question 'Do you think this experience has anything to do

with how you feel about mathematlis now?' is asked in an attempt to comect the essly experience

described to the child's global affect in relation to mathematics today. Similar questions regarding

mathematics in school, and mathematics at home Of With friends, Zre also asked. &Wall other questions

address globa/ affect about problem solvingf "Do you think you're gocd at solving problems?, 'Why

do you think that?'; 'Do you like solving problems?'; 'What do you think makes someone a good

problem solver?'; "Who do you think solves problems hist in your class?, 'Why do you think (name)

is a good problem solver?".

After these questions, the first problem is presented (orally). 'Which would be easier ... to cut

a birthday cake into three equal pieces or four equal pieces? On the table in front of the subject are a

ruler; three styrofoam 'cakes' one with round, one with triangular, and one with rectangular cross-

sfctions; a ball of thin white striog; thin =kers of several colors; two pencils; a pair of scissors; a pad

of 114 inch graph paper; a pad of white paper; and two jelly beans one orange and one green. Several

problem variations are then explored focusing on whether the shape of the cake matters, and the task is

varied by introducing icing on the top and on the sides of the cake. The goal of each question is to elicit

a coherent description and externai representation from the child.

The second problem is also presented orslly; simultaneously the clinician places two small glass

jars of jelly beans on the table: 'The next problem is about jelly beans. This jar has 100 green jelly

beans' (clinician points to the Jar containing the green beans) 'and this Jar has 100 orange jelly beans'
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(clinician points to the jar containing the orange beans). 'Suppose you tate ten green jelly buns from

the green Jet, and put them Into the orange jar' (clinician points to the orange jar), 'and mix them up.'

(clinician pretends to transfer the jelly beans but does not do it) 'Then suppose you take ten jelly beam

flom this mixture and put theta back into the green jar.' (clinician pretends to transfer the jelly beans

but does not do k) "Which ju would have more of the other color jelly beans in it? Would there be

more green Jelly beans in the orange jar, or would there be more orange jelly beans In the green jar?

The child is left free to solve the problem, et first without hints or suggestions. Theo sthe is encouraged

to explain the problem, to justify any answer or conjecture, and to elaborate through questions such as,

'Why? "Will k always come out that way?* 'Can you explain to me using the Jelly beans?* If no

answer is given, the child is encouraged directly to experiment with the Jelly beans.

Affect and Cognition During One Episode ot the 'Pity Bean' Prebient

When Jerome was solving the 'Jelly bean' problem, his initial response to the question, 'Which

jar would have more of the other color jelly beans in itr was (incorrectly) that the orange jar would have

more green jelly beans in k. He stated, 'I think the orange jar, because if you mix It up the chances of

you taking tea jelly beans out of here with some already ... I Just think it's a better chance.' As the

interview continued, he changed his answer to be (correctly) that the number of the other :alor In esch

jar would be the same, after testing an example which transferred nine orange jelly beans ar..1 one green

Jelly bean back into the green Jar. When the clinician asked, "Will It always be equal?' he responded,

'If you're using ten ... I think.' The clinician then acted, 'What if you're not using ten?' Jerome

conctuded thE if you're transferring an odd numbet (in your handful) then the numbers of the other color

In esch jar will nor be equal, but if you're transferring an even number of jelly beans from jar to jar, then

the numbers of the other color in esch Jar will always come out the same.

He maintained this position and decided to run two experiments: one experiment which

transferred ten Jelly beans (his 'even' choice) and a second experiment which transferred elevenjelly

beans (his 'odd" choice). H. van his first experiment (ten jelly beans), and correctly concluded there

were an equal number of the other color In each of the jars. He ran his second experiment (eleven jelly

beans), and found that there were seven orange Jelly beans in the rem Jar and seven green jelly beans

in the orange jar. This contradicted his conception that with odd numbers the amounts would be

different. H. spontaneously saki that he didn't think that could happen, and justified the outcomeby

saying there must have been 'another one' (Jelly bean) in the jar from the last problem. At this point,

the clinician asked Jerome If he would like to start the 'odd' experiment over. He said, 'I don't care'

and began to set up the experiment for another trial. Prior to starting the 'odd' experiment for a second

time, the clinician asked Jerome, "What do you think Is going to happen?'. He answered, 'Well, they're

gonna be two different numbers. Then he did the experiment, transferring eleven jelly beans for a
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sewed time. Bdow is a section of our transcriptioo of what happened next ('..." implies a short pause

ill speech):

Jerome: How many went over? (whispers to self) Ow, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight,

nine. lwo greens went with this one ... nine ... nine oranges ... that's sieves. Now,

One, IWO.

Clinician: You can dump them out.

Jerome: (begins to count jelly beans ln other jar ellence for $7 seconds) Urnm ... two, four,

six, eight, nine. Well there won't be ... they're both ... they keep on equaling the same

amount even if they're odd! But? Two ... two green went over ... and ... two green

that and nine orange and then nine green are left. Well they still stayed the same.

The same amount in eaCh one.

Clinician: How Can that be?

Jerome: I don't know. (silence for 15 seconds)

Clinician: What do you think is going on?

Jerome: I dunno. (silence for 3 seconds)

CliniCian: What are you thinking about?

Jerome: UHHH I'm just trying to figure out bow did this happen. (silence for 17 seconds)

Clinician: Can you figure it out?

Jerome: (shakes heel NO after 6 seconds and stops actively solving the problem)

Observations anal Interpretations

Analysis of :Ms episode begins by analyzing Jerome's internal strategic/heuristic/executive

representation of du problem. We conclude he has prior to this episode established a subgaa1 (of tasting

or demonstrating his "everilodd' conjecture. H. is executing a plan for reaching this subgoal by

conducting an experiment (one case each). He know his conjecture to be true, and is carefully

monitoring a second trial of the case that was at variance with it. Transcription of the tape is labeled by

the time that has passed during the interview: every videotape displays the hour:minute:second:tenth of

second on the screen. Independendy, the facial videotape has been coded using the MAX system; the

MAX coding is also labeled by the time (to the second) that bas passed during the interview.

The MAX system provides the information that Jerome was enjoying himself as he was alempting

to solve this problem. When the clinklan asked him 'How Can that be?' and he responds 'I don't

know', the MAX coding indicates a surprise/enjoyment blend, based on Jerome's facial expression the

int= after the question was asked. Ilsis seems to confirm our isitteenca that Jerome was surprised to

find the numbers of the opposite color jelly beans to be tie same. During the 17 seconds of silence in

the shove episode, the MAX coding suggests that Jetome's facial activity Indicated ea anger/enjoyment
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blend. 'this is partinitarly interesting, since it was the first suggestion of 'anger" during the interview.

Soon slier that, Jerome shook his head 'De and stopped solving the problem. It seems that for Jerome,

the moment th4t anger beame a part of his problem's:riving experience, he those not to oontinue to solve

the problem. Jerome's tone of voice mans so indicate he is Interested in the problem, consistent with

di. 'enjoyment' state. We ars unable to identify 'angee In his sone of voice.

Finsily, meta-sii wave ristestiotts were inked In refereece to Jerome's experience of solving the

jelly bean robin's. The clinician asked him when Ise Mt the best. Jecome responded, 'When I used

ten and both had the same ... same smounr. Then the clinician asked, 'When did you fed theworst?'

Jerome replied, 'When the eleven had the same amount ... cause didn't warm that to happen. I thought

I was right.' The clinician then asked, 'How do you feel bow?' Jerome taid, '1 still don't know what's

going on ... I just can't picture it happening.' Again, we find further evidence to support our inference

'that Jerome was feeling badly at this time.

Th responses about Jecomel 'first overtax.' doing mmhematics indicete that he has positive

global affect toward mathematics. He foodly remembered an early experience doing mathematics with

his family, deecribing how his father tried to teach him to add when he was about four or five years old.

He remembered having 'no clue' about whit his father was talking about. He said that math is 'pretty

fun', but frustrating when he cannot do something. He also reported that he doesn't like 'subtracting

that much'. When asked 'Why?' he just said that it 'annoys' him. Jerome reported that he hes also

done math at home with his-brothers, who are 'a lot older'. One brother is a junior in high school, and

the other brothee Is a senior la high school. He said that his brothers told Mtn that he was 'too stubborn',

and have stopped doing math with him. Jerome also said he likes to solve problems. When asked why,

he replied, 'cause if you get into the problem and it's Interesting then I like it but if it's just like boring

then It has ao meaning to It ... like I'll still my h out but ! wouldn't have the ume Intensity like if I was

interested. Like definitely try and figure out ... like I know I want to.' Here he talked about his own

feelings (meta-affect) in his description of why he likes to solve problems. He Identified the difference

in his level of 'intensity' to solve problems when they are of interest to him or mean something tohim.

When the clinician asked Jerome who solves problems the best in his class, he responded, 'Man, because

he refuses to stop until he's done.' For Jerome, the 'best problem solver is the one who perseveres.

Yet Jerome himself did not persevere when his experiment led to an unexpected outcome.

Jerserse's Affective Pathway

The preceding discussion permits us to conjecture, in a very preliminary 'way, a developing

pathway relating Jerome's internal affective and excative represenutions (Goldin, 19U), We inferred

affective states involving enjoyment, enjoyment/surprise, end enjoyment/anger. The enjoyment state

allows Jerome to establish subgods, develop and/or access plans for reaching them, and carry out these
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plans. Taking these actions maintains the enjoyment state. The affect of surprise occurs in respoose to

an outcome at variance with Jerome's prior expectations. it evokes an effort to 'figure out bow did this

happen.' Bat after a brief, unsuccessful attempt to do that, be seems to fed anger. lids state appirently

lmpedei Jerome's further access tro productive strategies, and he stops solving the problem the quality

of petseverance that be himself articulated as C*114111 to being a good problem solver is lost.

Conclusion

Our descriptive analysis permits some detailed Inferences and conjectures concerning affect during

problem solving, and its interactions with other internal representational systems in children. But much

more remains to be done before we can have complete confidence in such inferences.
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illASUITNG COMM/VC AND AFFECTIVE BEHAVIORS IN THE MATHEMATIC&

CLASSROOM: A MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACH

Gilah C. Leder & Helen J. Forges&
Monash University, Australia

In this paper we describe the cognitive and affective
behaviors of on. small group of grade 7 students assigned fen
open-ended non-routine mathematical task: determining the
feasibility of a new school canteen. W. relied on self -
report measures, and observable and inferred indicators of
behavior. Data were analysed at different levels. From
these, integrated descriptions of students° affective and
cognitive engagement wore developed. Operatioaalising
affective, observed and inforrod behaviors were important
objectives. Gender differences in these behavior, wore also
of interest.

Introductign
The Handbook of ***** rch on Mathematics Teaching and Learning (Crouws,

1992) reveals concern among researchers about the role and measurement

of affective factors in student learning of mathematics. Schoenfeld

(1992) claimed that the domain of beliefs and affects was

underconceptualized and in need of new methodologies and explanatory

frameworks. McLeod (1992) argued that little impact on mathematics

education had been made by the vast research literature on affective

factors. Work concerned vith gender differences in mathematics

learning formed a noteworthy exceiti,'n.

Good, Mulryan and McCaslin (1992) provided an extensive overview

of research issues associated with small group learning in

mathematics. included among the many factors reported as contributing

to student behaviors, interactions, and achievement in these learning

settings were gender, group composition, students, achievement levels,

and task. Good et al. (1992) noted a "paucity of Process data to

indicate what happens during small-group instruction" (p.167) and

claimed that more information vas needed about "how groups can

facilitate certain student attitudes and problee-solving abilities"

(p.193).

It has long been recognised that attitudes are not simple to

define. Despite recognition of the complexity of the attitude concept,

more limited operational definitions have often been mployed to meet

measurement needs. Attitudes to mathelaatics, for example, are

typically measured using a variety of pen-and-paper self-report

instruments, the most common of which were described by Leder (1967).

In studying attitudes related to mathematics learning, omissions of

the context of learning and the evaluation of overt behaviors are the
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most frequent.

Obiectivea

Attempting an integrated description of students' cognitive and

affective liehaviors in a mathematics classroom setting was an

important aim of this study. To do so required the operationalization

of the affective behaviors observed and inferred. Gender differences

were of interest as were comparisons between individual students'

beliefs, reflected in their responses to the self-report instruments,

and their behaviors when engaged in learning mathematics in small

group.

Theoretical framework

Variables included in models concerned with gender differences in

mathematics learning, summerized by Leder (1992), served as a useful

context for our work. Persistence, confidence, expectations for

success, attributional style, social expectations, contextual effects,

beliefs about athematics, perceived usefulness and enjoyment of

athematics, stereotyping of and sex-role congruency with mathematics,

willingness to work independently, mastery orientation and learned

helplessness were among the variables of interest. These variables

guided the choice of students' affective and cognitive behaviors to be

described functionally. The observational scheme for social behaviors

and information-processing components presented by Clements and

Nastasi (1988) is similar to the approach adopted in this study for

operationalizing and categorising these behaviors.

l4eth$251218SCL

The design and methodology of the study were shaped by the following:

the setting was to be the regular grade 7 mathematics classroom

the task set by the teacher should be realistic and challenging

the observed group needed to be mixed so that behavior patterns

could ha examined for gender effects

affective beliefs were to be described through self-report data,

and behaviors through observational mmasures

an extended period of observation and detailed, easily re-

examinable, records of behaviors and interactions were needed if

high as well as low inferences were to be drawn

Decisions about the research techniques adopted arose from the nature

of the research problem. Observation methods, a descriptive systell,

videotaped records, interviews, and self-report data were used. The

observational and self-report data were analysed qualitatively. The
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lattor were also quantitatively axe:mined; these findings have been

reported elsewhere (Leder & Forgasz, 1991).

Tia_au211.Eatting_1111Lawaidiaria
The sample comprised three female and two male students working on a

non-routine open-ended mathematical problem in a small group. The

teacher had organized the class of 28 students into six groups of four

or five students and nominated the sample group as one worth

observing. Each of the five students had bean rated by the teacher as

either very good or excellent at mathematics.

The small group was observed for seven of the eight consecutive

(45 minute) lessons in which they worked on the task. The lessons were

videotaped and the tapes carefully transcribed. Field notes

supplemented the lesson transcripts and students' reactions to each

lesson were nonitored. Self-report measures of students, attitudes and

beliefs about mathematics and themselves as learners of mathematics

were gathered prior to the onsct of the small group task and again

some time later. At the end of each lesson students indicated their

feelings about and understanding of the work just completed.

Interviews took place towards the end of the school year.

Operational definitions of the variables of interest were

developed and excerpts from the lesson transcripts were used to

clarify them. One example of sn operational definition is shown on
Table 1.

Table 1. 2b. operational definition of 'persistence' used in the
at3151Y

Variable Definition Exaspls

persistence continues with B: This isn't what we need
constructive vork M: How about if you give everybody
at task or with one survey..
verbalized idea B: This isn't what we need, M
when encounters M: ...so they can have a look et
difficulty, rebuff then (grabbing sheets from B)
or failure without C: Yes, it is (C takes a sheet from
coaxing or 8). It's 10 out of 13 wanted a
encouragement. new canteen out of the teachers

and 3 out of 13...
B: This isn't what we need. It's

that profit stuff,
(indistinguishable word) know
how much people...

J: This'll help too. B, this'll
help too, all right. So calm
down

NB: C, ch an J ars jessie students, B and M are ma es.
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Mesults
The cognitive (cog) and affective (aff) behaviors 'were each classified

at two levels: lower (LI) and higher inference (MI). Cognitive

behaviors, including oral contributions to mathematical discussions,

were rated as high (HL) or low level (1.1,). Task engagement was

categorized as central (C) (to the mathematical task) or peripheral

(P)

High inference analyses of cognitive and affective behaviors were

preceded by an outline of the sequence of lessons observed and

detailed descriptions of the content of each lesson. These, together

with information about the students, perceptions of the lessons and

their attitudes and beliefs about themselves and mathematics, provided

an awareness of the context in which tha fine-grained analyses of

event episodes occurred. The different sets of data were informative

in their own right and were essential prerequisites for the integrated

analyses.
Spacific examples illustrate the approach used. As shown on Table

.1, B's persistence was categorized as aff, HI, and was associated with

mathematical engagement which was cog, LL, HI, C. This excerpt

illustrates pattern of interpersonal behaviors discerned over the

entire sequence of lessons which appeared contextually bound to the

composition of the group: the marginalisation of C, the dominance and

personal confidence of 3, and B's capacity for independent thinking.

Also highlighted was an exception to a more generalized pattern.

During the eight lesson sequence, M and s had worked very effectively

and were mutually supportive of each other's efforts. Yet here, 14

appeared to have ignored B's appeal for backing.

At times, the fine-grained analyses revealed conflicts with the

profiles of individual student's attitudes and beliefs compiled from

the self-report data. Different interpersonal dynamics were

occasionally noted when the teacher (DK) was engaged with the

students. DM was also found to respond differently to members of the

group. The correspondingly different patterns of affective and

cognitive student behaviors ware put down to the contextual effect ot

his presence. During the lesson from which the following excerpt is

taken, the verbal exchange took place during the third, and longest

(41/2 out of a total of 7 minutes), of DK's four visits to the group.

DM: Well, how do they make the profit? Mow is the profit made?

J: (M begins to speak simultaneously but stops) By people
buying things and people said they'd buy... .
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DM: And, by buying things at a cost greater than what they pay
for it, right?

J: Mum
DM: Nov, how do you increase your profit? You either increase

the cost, increase your price or...
15: or increase the number of people that come in
DM: (nodding) or increase the number of people, good, increase

the nueber of buyers in the...

DN's questioning style in this excerpt appears 'leading'. Generally,

however, he d to allow students to explore their ovn ideas. often

exchanges with students would conclude vithout closure having been

reached.

The contextual effect noted in the excerpt accompanied N's

independent thinking (cog, Mt, RI, C). 8 received positive affirmation

(aff, HI) for his respons. in the discussion. J, however, was

prevented from completing her contribution and, uncharacteristically,

did not persist with her seemingly valuable contribution. Within the

global context of the sequence of lessons, analyses revealed that J

commanded much more of DK's time than any other member of the group.

Aware of J's propensity to dominate, perhaps DM, by ignoring J it this

instance, may have helped encourage others to volunteer their ideas.

9Verview of cognitive behavior&
Generally, the group *worked' well with minimal prompting from the

teacher. The task proved challenging and the level of mathematics in

which some embers of the group were engaged might not be so

enthusiastically embraced by grade 7 students in a more traditional

setting. Grappling with percentage incr sssss vith inconvenient numbers

was one example. The task set by the teacher was meaningful to the

students within the school context as they had a personal stake in the

eventual outcome. This appeared to provide some motivation for

genuine attempt dt the task. The teacher had also outlined the basis

on which the group report submitted would be ad. To some extent

the requirements f t appeared also to have influenced the

directions undertaken and the effort expended by some group members on

various aspects of the task. Presentation was a notable example,

particularly for the girls.

During the eight lessons, the five students vere often engaged in

different activities. As the equence of lessons progressed, task

demarcation, along gender-stereotypic lines, became more evident. The

two toys were more often engaged in mathematical tasks, the girls in

more peripheral activities related to presentation. This might account

for the girls having spent more time than the boys in off task
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conversation. There was, for example, little to stimulate mathematical

discourse when coloring in bar charts already plotted by the boys.

Overview of affective behavior&

self report data after each lesson indicated that the, girls were more

confident than the boys that they had understood the work associated

with the task. Analyses of group interactions also revealed a clear

pattern of peer hierarchy to which al :. members of the group appeared

to adhere. That is, the contextual affect of group composition

appeared to influence strongly the exchanges and task engagement of

students. The interviews revealed that the boys more so than the girls

had found the task enjoyabla, challenging and interesting. The teacher

was also found to have interacted differently with students. For

example, only some received positive feedback from him.

Intearated analysis

The subtle responses and reactions discernible from the fine-grained

analyses enhanced the development of the integrated descriptions of

students, cognitive and affective behaviors. When affective behaviors

were compared with the self-report data, there appeared to be greater

consistency in beliefs and observed behavior for the boys than for the

girls. The tasks in which the students were engaged might partially

account for the belief-behavior mismatch for the girls. During .the

lessons, there was little indication that the girls were dissatisfied

with their predominantly non-mathematical role. The peer hierarchy,

however, d to exercise a controlling influence on the directions

of the project, on the behavior and language used by group members,

and on ultimate satisfaction with the project. At interview, C who had

been virtually excluded from eaningful contributions to the task, and

Ch whose initial leadership status had been challenged, articulated

that they had not really enjoyed the activity, and that there had boon

little to do. J, M and B who had been the more active participants in

tackling the task had found it more interesting and challenging.

Conclusion&

An important aim of the study was to attempt an integrated description

of students, cognitive and uffective behaviors in a athematics
classroom setting. The multi-layered approach adopted provided a more

'unified perspective' on students, cognitive and affective behaviors.

The nature of the tasks undertaken, the quality and level of students,

cognitive engagement and their attractive involvement could be reported

in more specific detail and more globally. The rich data base and

4
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varied analyses revealed differences in task engagesent and acre

subtle differences in students' learning xperiences. Affective

measures gathered from self-report data and from observed classroom

behaviors did not always match. The relationship of effective

behaviozs to cognitive task engagement suggest, the possibility of

longer term implications for students' mathematical learning outcomes.
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THE MATHEMATICS IN AN EPISTEMOLOGY OF ETHNO-MUSIC

Sbaza_Billili.. Erick Sissiti, Jere Coafrey
Cornell University

Swam=
In this paper wt examine the mathemadcs grounded in the scientific practice of an Ethnontusicologist
as he systematically attempts to bridge a Javanese music system and Western music. In suppon of Ole
prior theoretical work, we provkk evidence for splitdng and a covariational approach to exponential
and logarithmic funcdons. We also contrast the mathmusics arising in this scientist 's practice with his
esperience with mathematics in the school curriculum.

This study is pan of a larger investigation of the uses of mathematics, panicularly exponential and

logarithmic relationships, in the practice of scientists. Our goal is to begin to understand the scientists'

mathematics flan their perspective within the context and culture of theit practice. In a sense, we are

applying an Ethnonathematics approach to our own university coaxnunity, based on tbe interview

methods wc huve used in our previous work with student& We examine the ways scientists use

mathematical mcdels to describe, pmdict, and interpret phenomenon; that is, the ways in which

mathematics plays the role of an "epistemological object" in their practice. Duough this we will extend

our theceetical work on splitting and exponential functions, as well as gain insight into the relaticoship

between the formal mathematics of the school curriculum and the math as it is developed and used in

diverse practices.

Ikaumuusicalesig
In this paper we discuss our work with a Comell music professor, Dr. Manin Hatch, who weeks

in the field of Ethnomusico/ogy and is currently studying the music of Central Java, an Indonesian island.

Uur data include a number of discussions with Hatch, including a ninety minute videotaped interview, and

observation of his introduction to a new computrr tool for representing musical sound (Vaughn, 1992).

We also used papers by Hatch and ethers in the field. Finally, he teviewed and suggested revisions to an

earlier draft of this paper.

Ethnomusicologists, as Hatch explained, seek to document varieties of musical experiences around

the world for reasons of desctibing the "richneu of humanity and the vitality of culture", as well as

contributing to an understanding of the cultural evolution of music. His current work is focused on the

nature of "tuning" within a hvanese musical system which is considerably different from Western tuning.

Hence he is faced with the cross-cultural dilemma of trying to hear "what theJavanese hear" , while

beginning, as he must, horn his own Western perspective. Hatch described this as "buildint: abridge"

between the Western and Javanese music systems. In the passage below, he explains this dilemma and

how mathematics or "numbers" function as a tool in bridging the musical systems.

We are trying to discuss ... how there are different ways of using something that we all
have available to us: that is numbers. We're talking about using them in the Western
academic setting, but now I'm adding a new dimension: confirming that the rules of tuning
that I find through this analysis are actually operative for Javanese singers.

10
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I am trying to devise a uthversal way of understanding tuning in musical
I'm not saw that I have the correct combination of tools but at kw "trtcontincegetaettlis.
using numben will he4r me get closer to that goal.

Now the issue of the relationship of tmlvasals to local cultural activities comes into
play to the extent that academic weak the systhm research and rational obsavation and
analysis can produce a sciectific language that will be sble to account for human activities
all over the world. But we have found that this language is not enough. We have to
broaden the application of words that we use in the 'West to accomodate different
conditions for musical systems around the world. ... Somewhere in my mind's
justification fix the work with numerical analysis of tuning la the idea that what I'm doing
We has some validity for what goes on in Java and that my work will contribute to an
understanding of why and how all cukums and all human beings make music (italics
added).

Hatch's challenge, then. is to develop an epistemology of cross cultural music; a coordination of Javanese

and Western representadons of musical sound using Ethnomusicological analytical techniques and

drawing, intuitively, upon mathematics.

In studying Javanese inning Hatch is investigating both a cappella songs and gamete'. The

gunelan is the primary ensemble of instments in traditional Javanese musical perfonnance and is made

up largely of fixed-pitch percussion instruments, including drums, gongs, metallophones,cymbals, bells,

and rattles (Ross1ng, Shepard, 1982) and a few stringed instruments. Singers may also accompany the

ganielan.

nICIesecuntaticia.af../dusjcalSnund
In Western music, an "octave" implies a multiplicative telationship between pitch frequencies.

Raising a note one octave doubles the frequency of the pitch. Notes in the Western system are also "equal

tempered," that is, the ratio of the frequencies between any two successive notes in a clwomatic scale is

constantl Although the Javanese do have an octave that represents approximately a doubling of

hemtency, the notes in between are not equally tempered. The ratio between successive pitches in the

Javanese scale varies significantly. To analyze this variance, Hatch measures the pirh frequencies of

Javanese a cappella songs and gratelans. The measurements, sampled and displayed on a computer

screen, provide a verification of what he "hears" in the songs.

While frequency gives Hatch a quantification of musical pitch, he is often interested in the

"httervals" or muskal distance between notes. Working with frequency presents a problem a problem

which Hatch resolves with a mathematical transformation. The frequency of each successive octave in the

Western system is Hated to the previous octave by a 2:1 ratio. Therefore, as Hatch described it, if A

below middle C is 220 cycles per second, then the next A is 440 cycles per second and the next 880.

Though the additive intervals between 220 and 440 and between 440 and 880 are different in termsof the

number of cycles per second (Hertz or Hz.), tmakally. Hatch said, "t5ere is something the some" about

them. Musically, it is the same distance one octave (See table 1.). Hence, Hatch explained,

1A chromatic scale Includes all 12 half steps of Western equal tempered scale and Is gererated, for example,

by hitting 12 successive keys, white and black, on a Plano.

7,4 )
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musicologists use a logazithmic conversion of die cycles per second to get the same munber of units far

each interval. The ccoversion creates 1200 units called "cents" for evay octave. So in the Western

system of 12 half steps per octave, there are 100 cents in a half step interval.

The unit "cents" was developed by Alexander John Ellis (Ellis, 1884) for the ''tneaurement of

exotic music systems". Hans Peter Reinecke (1970) later published a logarithmic table providing a value

in 'absolute cents" coeresponding so each frequency value in the audible range (as distinguished (rom

"relative cant" below). Since there are 1200 cents per octave and an octave represents a doubling of

frequency, the conversion fran frequency to cents is done by taking the loguithm of frequency (F) using

a base of 1200th root of 2. Reinecke provides the following equations.

Cabs (absolute cents) log 2 Imo° (F Hz) il(F) in table I. (1)

10,538 Cabs log 2 moo (440 Ht.)

Where Cab6 iv absolute cents such that 1 Cabs.caresponds to 0 Hz. It is also common for

Ethnomusicologists to use "relative cents" to describe the distance or interval between musical pitches.

This is dale either by subtracting absolute cents or converting the ratio between the pitch floquencies

(F2/F1) to cents.

oCrei (relative cents) log 2 1/12°° (F2/F1) 12(C) In table 2. (2)

1200 . log 2 2 /1200 (880 Hz / 440 Hz) using equation (2)

1200 ks 2 1/1200 (180Hz) - 2 1 / 1203 (440 Hz) ushr equation (0

Now the distance or the difference between musical pitch can be dezcribed using the additive

quantity "cents". Thus the conversion to cents is logical because it allows Hatch and other

Ethnomusicologists to work with additive rather than multiplicative distances he can tepresent musical

distance by subtracting pitch values represented in absolute cents. Using the additive unit, one can see

100 cents for evay equal tempered half step and 1200 cents per octave in the table I below.

ln the Javanese "sleako" scale being studied by Hatch there are five notes per octave, labeled 1, 2

3, 5. 6 ('4' is skipped in order to reconcile slendro with the alternative seven note "pelog" system). The

scale differs from the Western scale above in that the notes are not equal tempered: the fisquency ratio or

the number of cans bent een successive notes is variable rather than constant. Furthermore, the musical

spacing between notes tiro depends on the "rnode" a piece is played in. Not only may the interval

between 1 and 2 be different from the interval between 2 and 3, but the spacing between 1 and 2 alone may

not be consistent from piece to piece Or evell from octave to octave2. Hatch describes this variance in the

following passage from the transcript.

2A garnelan may be tuned to different modes In different octaves. Hatch called this a 'shift in corrrannenr.
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Well if you take 1200 cents in an octave, then you csn divide that octave into any number
of different interval sizes by pitches. [TM slendro there are fivc pitches in the fixed pitch
tuning, so if you teke 5 into 12010 you get around 2,40 cents. In the slendro system, 240 is
more or less an avaage of the different tunings one finds In Javanae poselans.
...But..in no actual gernelan do you find 240 cent intervals... On all gamelans two of the
intervals are wider than the other three. Two of the intervals have parameters that are
between 260 and 320 cents, and then the other three are generally between 190 and 230
cents.
Modal practice, then, involves the notion of-a "gapped scale", where the mode in which a piece is .

performed or a fixed pitch instrument is tuned determines which intervals are wide and which are narrow

in the scale. Hatch called this the "signature interval" of a mode: "Signal= intavals are the intervals that

give the character to a particular mode For exanvle, the mode Manyura hes wider intervals between 6

and 5 and between 3 and 2. Nem has wider intervals between 3 and 2 and between 1 and 6. These

modes, two of the three principle modes of Javanese slendro tuning. axe shown in tabk 2.

F OF C=11(F) d=e,C oat' r-F/440
Equel

Tempered
%les

Frequency
(Hertz)

Freq.
Ratios

bet ...en
tech note

Aboaolute
Cents

Relative
cents

between
each net.

Relative
cents from A

(Additive
distance;

Freq Ratio
from A

( Multi plic-
alive distance)

Musical
Interval
from A

A

Etb

9
C

Ca'
D

Eb

E

F

f *
G

GI,

A

440
466
494
523
554
587
622
659
698
740
784
831
880

1.06
1.06
1 06
1 06
1.06
1 06
1 06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.06

10538
10638
10738
10838
10938
11038
I 1 1 38

11738
11338
11438
11538
11638
11738

> 100
> 100

100
> 100
> 100

> 100
> 100
> 100
> 100
, too
> 100
> 100

' 0

' 100

' 200

' 300

' 400

' SOO

600

' 700

' SOO

' 900

' 10"
) 1100
) 1200

1 00
1.06
1.12
1.19
1.26
1.33
1.41
1.50
1.59
1.68
1.78
1.89
2-00

Second

Third
Fourth

Fifth

Octave

Tabk 1. All the Western half steps between A440 Hz. and A 1380 Hz. are shown in the Notes column.
Frequency; The correopondirs hequer.des,
Frequency Ratio: The approximate ratio between each half step, or successive frequencies.
Absolute Cents: The emersion °leach ftequency to absolute cents using equation (1).
Differences: The difference between half steps In cents or relative cents.
Additive Interval: The interval between A, 10,538 abs. cents, and each successive half step In cents.
Multiplicative Interval: The ratio between A, 440 Hz., and each successive half step.
Frorr the last two columns, one can see that the multiplicative Interval (muikel distance) for an octave is
880.440 = 2:1, and the additive Interval Is 1200 cents.
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M IN lb..12(M) N IN r.12(N)
Javanese
SI a ndro

Scale

Mentors
I nts rvals
in Cents

Additive
Differs nee
from 6 in

Cents

man %I u re

I ntervals
in frog
Ratios

Java nese
SU Mr*

Scale

Nom
I nte rya)*
In Cents

Additive
Di fference
from 61n

Cents

Nem
I nta rvel s
In f reg
Ratios

6
s

3

2

-
1

6

220

200
300

'
ownsim

> 220
) 410

' 700
' 900
) 1200

1.14
1.12

1.12

6mmimmomr,

5
3

2

1

6

310
210
260
190
230

0

' 310
520

' 07,80A

' ' "
) 1200

1.20

1.16
1.12

1.14

Table 2. The Javanese slendro gapped scale in Manyura and Nem modes, portraying musical interval in
relative cents (additive difference) and frequency ratios (multiplicative difference).

Eiluitattlic Analysis and a CavadatinoklApaciabla.thelagarithillialuocilso
Hatch is bwestigating "tuning" in Javanese music, specifically, how it is that singers and

instrumentalist tune to one another. His unit of analysis is a "musical phrase". He looks at the musical

distances between the notes at the end of the phrase to daemine the prominent pitches in a particular

melodic configuration. This indicates the mode of a piece, as interpreted by the singers and paformed on

the fixed pitch garnelan, which is crucial in determining the "background system for tuning". Hatch uses

the mathematical conversion of frequency to cents in his analysis of these intervals. He describes this use

of "numbers" in the passage below.

IM very interested in knowing how it is that singers tune, what they use as their
background system fa tuning. But I have so take a cappella songs, unfortunately because
the machines we have now are only good enough to trace the fundamental of a single voice.
And I must commit myself to saying that when I hear the fundamental I eats represent what
I hear by a number that is the same value as what an acoustician would apply to that in hate
or cycles per seeped value. And that number has a musical interpretation... And if I can
apply those numbers to equal tenipaed systems.., then we can say that the distance
between C and A is the distance between 523.3 cyclespar s..nd and 440... end that can
be translated Mo a certain number ofcents. Between C and A is a minor third so that
would be 300 cents. Now if can lay over that yid of what lies behind at least the
primary level of theoretical construcnon of Western tuning...1f I can lay ova against that
grid the background system that Iperceive in monophonic song in Java, I've gone some
distance toward comparison between tunings in Javanese non-fixed pitch realizations and
tunings that lie behind Western ideas of tuning (italics addod).

In this and other passage& from our interview, we see evidenceot a covaritional approach to the

coordination of the multiplicative relationshipa of fiequency tidos and the additive relationship of cents in

describing musical intervals (Cadrey and Smith, 1992). For example, Hatch mates the ratio expressed as

7 4
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a "minor third" directly to 300 cents. He coadinates the relative masks) distance represented by the

frequency rano with the Elditive difference reptesented In cents. The logarithm or the mle that maps the

domain to the range Is less important, in his analysia, than the covariance of the domain and range. Hatch

illustrates this ainroach again In describing "mode*" in Javanese siendro tuning.

If you take the siendro parameter from 190 to 230 cents, that's around a whole step. Then
the parameter from 260 to 320 cents is around a Western ffirlOt thild. So in Javanese
stencil° tuning all the gancians have three intervals that are around a major second and two
intervals that am around a ninor thhd.

Hatch's research Into mode and tuning within the Javanese Metal, system has led him to the

tentadve hypothesis that Javanese ringers provide their own basis for ming, rather than tuning to a

tirckground system based on the fixed pitch gamete& Note that this idea is counterintuitive in a Western

culture where singers are thought to tune In relation so an equal ternpered tuning system developed around

instnnnental music. Hence, in Java the pmelan pmvides a "shinvnering background against which a

_singer can lay his or her inserpremtion of the mode"3.

IkEthrgamsicalatisit litubnimiss
Hata relies on mathematical actions, constructs, and representations in coordinating multiple

ttpmsentationt of musical sound in his Ethnotraisicology practice. In addition to the discussion of

functions, rstio, and intervals above, mathematical notions of unit, scale, variation, approximation,

parameterization, and distribution are applicable to his music research. Yet while we are convinced that

Hatch is engaged in significant and intentsting applications of mathematics in his practice, Hatch himself

does not see It that wty. In fact he was concerned about our expectations in that sense and began the

Interview with the following "disclaimer.

don't know much about math applications other than what I learned In high school. 1
don't, for example, do calculus I remember logarithms, some, but I don't use them in any
of this process. 1 just use the results of the nu.er tabks and simple multiplication,
division, addition, and subtraction. It's idrid of sod in a way, because I never was in a
position to learn math for my profession, in a way that wouW op= up to me the possibility
of doing research along those line that is research using nub applications to apply to
musical formulations... That's a disclaimer.

Hstch dal not view what he is doing, beyond multiplication, division, addition, and subtraction, as

mathematics . His perception of mathematics is based on his experience with math in the school

curticulum abstract, decontextualized, formal mathematics. As a result, the intuitive mathematics of his

practice is not viewed by him as mathematics at all

Rather than formalized concepts lamed in math class, Hatch's mathematics is practical. It hat

arisen naturally in the context of problems and resolutions within his practice, in a cycle of problematic -

action - representation - reflection (Confrey, 1991). For example, Hatch quantifies pitch and interval in

order to describe the Javanese music apart, in sonic sense, from a Western framework. However

3This argument Is devetoped further In a longer version of this paper which is available upon request
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quantification in terms of frequency creates a probian for analysis of musical intervals. Using some of

Hatch's data, one can see that h is often much easier to estimate musical distance additively than

multiplicatively. For example the interal from 10,094 cents to 9985 cents Is just over 100 cents, hence a

halfstep. Estimating this relationship from the frequency ratio 340 Hz. / 320 Hz. would be more difficult.

Hence, the mathematical action, the conversion hom cycles per second to cents, is the result of the

problematic associated with estimating intervals using Herm Representation of the interval as cons or a

half step, or a minor second follows.

Cnildusion
We see this professa's practice as an authentic and valid use of mathematical intuition in an

epistemology of musical relationships. He has developed mathematical insight in response to problematic

situations in the context of his research. These insights are largely separate from his experience with

formal mathematics curriculum. We also believe his pnctice has validity as a context for teaching

mathematical relationships to studerts, whore ideas such as exponential functions arise naturally out o( the

need a coordinate representations of data in the counting and splitting domains.
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GENDER DIFFERENCES IN STUDENT-TEACHER INTERACTIONS IN SOME GRADE SEVEN MAThEMATICS

AND L1NGUAGE ARTS CtASSROOMS IN CANADA AND CUBA: A PILOT STUDY

Sarah Joyce

Simon Fraser University

Burnaby, B. C. Canada

In most of Me induskiefized Western World, women ere undermpresented ln mathematics and mathematics-related

gelds. However, this Is not the case ki many socialist countries. This study set out to Identify some ways ki *filch

the school, as a social ktstitution, may sonata* b such rifforerres. Specifically, N bled to determine whew there

am my significant relaticns befrmon he sex of students and Me quanry and quality of their hteractlons with

leachers In maimenatics and in Impinge wts hi CtimandCanada, Mu countries in which Mem is a wide variation

kt women's partkipation hi mathemficsobited ccapedons.

In the lest twenty years women's lacit of particpation and underachievement kt mathematics has been the

subfect of a considerable amotmt of research. Thls research has encompassed ttree broad areas dealing With

differences in the biological, psychological and socialization factors with respect to men and women. Researchers

focussing on the biological considerations have suggested that gender cifferences In mathematics performance

result from innate differences between boys and girls. Those arguing from a psychological point of view have

xamined a number of different areas including students' confidence In learning mathematics, their &lily to work

independently, the attreaution of success or failure In the subfect, and perception of mathematics as a useful fetidof

study. Researchers who concentrate on socialization factors focus on Me influence of widely-held cultural

stereotypes which portray mathematics as a male domain. The processes by which such stereotypes ere passed to

students via their parents, teachers, and society in general, have been extensively Investigated. In emphasising the

socialization factors in the learning of mathematics, this paper presents a number of conclusions that call into

question the relative Importance of both psythaiogical and biological factors ki the teaming of mathematics.

In schools, the values end mores of the dominant cutture are passed to the next generation. Ma learning

mathematics In schools, students also learn the values, attitudes and expectations attached lo that allot by the

society of which they we a part The teaching and learning of mathematics is not value-free. It Is culturally bound.

If this is indeed the CM, thil question arises as to whether the underrepresentation of women In mathematics

77 4 %
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related fields in most of the industrialized western worid ie a function of the cultures of such societies rather than

any biological or psychological attribute of the women themselves

Vain this broad conceptual framework of socialization, this study set out to klenlity some ways in which

the school, as a social institution, may canaute to the differences in participation and Whir/Welt In mathematics

between boys and girls. 11 fccusses on the contribution cl the clawroom teacher, an Important bearer and

examiner of culture. Specifically, the study tried to determine whether there are any sigrificant relationstks

between the sax of students and the quantity and quality of their interactions with teachers in mathematics classes.

Recognizing the alreadystated importance of cultural differences, it is based upon observations of mathematics

dassrooms in two countries with different political, economic and social systems as well as wide differences ei

women's participation in mathernatics-related occupations. The first country is Canada, an Engfish-speaking,

industrialized capitalist society in which there is relatively low participation of women in mathematics-related fields.

fie second country is socialist, Spanish-speaking Cuba in which there Is high participation of women in

mathematics-related occupatiors. The investigation was expanded to include language era classes as a control.

The Canadian sample was drawn from the school distict of Burneby (population approximately 150, 000), a

suburb of Vancouver on the west coast of Canada. The Cuban sample was collected from a number of towns

across the main island of Cute, located in the Cant:bean. Grade seven classes were chosen for observation

because the iterature suggests that significant differences in mathematics performance .4 not reliably emerge

before Mai grade. The total sample size was limited by the accesaility of classrooms In Cita Collecting data in

Gibe proved to te very difficult In a twelve week visit, it was only posale to observe eight grade seven classes in

which mathematics and language arts were taught by the same teacher. Thereto 4, 1111 same number was applied

in Canada. The data collected, then, consists of thirty two hours of classroom observations. A modified version of

the Brophy-Good Dyadic Interaction Observation System was used for data collection. fis system, which is the

one most commonly used in interaction studies le designed to quantify systematically the types of interactions In

which teachers we Involved with individual students.

The comparison of the Canadian and Cuban data on student-leacher interactions in mathematics and

language arts classes, indicates some interesting differences between the classes observed In the two countries.

The main one ls that, in Canada. boys interact more with teachers In mathematics than they do In language arts.

The reverse situation was observed in Cuba.

4 10
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When ths interactions were divided Into teacher-Initiated and student-initiated, further dfferemes wee

found. In Canada, teachers initatA more process questions with boys and had extended Interactions more with

boys than with girls In both types of classes. In Ctten mathematics classes, although teachers cid not initiate more

process queens with gide, they were Invotved in more extended Interactions with them. The opposite was true in

language arts classu. In Canada, boys MN dissipated more frequently than girls In both subjects, whereas In

Cite, in general, few students were discpined. Of those who were, the difference was aightly in favour of boys.

Student-Initiated Interactions also showed gender-related differences. In Canada, boys initiated more

product questions In longues' erts whereas giris Initiated more In mathematics. f4d differences were found with

respect to process questions. In Cuba, gids initialed more product questions in mathematict end more process

questions In both subject ans.

Unsolicited student call-outs were also land to vary between the two countries. In general,boys called out

more frequently than &Is In Canada than in Ctke. ki addition, there weredifferences In the quality of the call-outs

between the two countries. In Canada, students, most frequently bays, called out usually es it result of, or In

reaction to, a disciplinary action 110(11 the Mosher. All of the call-outs observed In Cube were related to academic

matters. For example, when a teacher made an erre( while working at the blackboard, one or more students called

out to correct it

In both types of classes in both countries a small grotp of students dominated classroom communications.

In Canada, this group was consistent across subiect area and was composed primarily of malestudents. In Ctke.

however, the dominant group varied with the subject. A small number of girls dominated interactions In the

mathematics classrooms whereas a small numbw of boys dominated interactions in the language arts classrooms.

A striking differences between Ihe Canadian and Cuban data related to the quantity of total teacher-student

Interactions. The total interactions In Cuban mathematics classes was approximately hatt of that in Canadian

mathematics classes (53%) while the total Interactions in Cuban language arts classes was approximately 70% of

that In Canadian language arts classes.

These results are more surprising when the different teaching methods of the two countries are taken into

account. In both mathematics and language arts classes in Canada, the teacher generally lectured the class as a

whole for less than 15 minutes and students subsequently worked by themselves with Individualhelp from teachers.

During the rest of the hour, the whole class was occasionally brought tack together tor a few minutes while the
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teacher explained a question or a common problem to them. Questions not finished by the students In class time

were generally assigned as homework

In the sixteen Cuban lessons, on the other hand, students were never observed to work Independently.

The teacher worked at the blackboard with each class for the full hour and then assigned extra book questions for

homewurk, usually after the end of the class. Therefore, although Cuban mathematics teachers worked with the

class as a whole for the full hour, there were fewer interactions per class compered to Canadian classes where

teachers Instructed the whole group for fifteen minutes or less. The reasons for this difference may include the

different teaching styies In the two countries.

A number of differences In classroom teaching styles were observed. For example, a technique commonly

employed by teachers in Canada Ls to ask a rapid series of short-answer questions of a truge number of students,

particularly at the begininning of a lesson as a warm-up, or as a review at the end of a lesson. In Cuba, on the

other hand, it question was asked of an individual student and then the teacher and the class waited while the

student concerned thought about the answer. This delay may result from the fact that, In Cita, a student was

generally required to accompany an answer with a justification, particularly in mathematics classes. For example,

when a student was asked: "What is x If 2or + 4 - tor, he stood at attention al the side of his desk and thought, for

what, to a Canadian observer, seemed an embarrassing amount of time. Eventually tie student responded: II 2x

4 10 then x must be 3! After each correct response, the teacher atasys replied, 'Correct Now Explain! The

student continued,

in order to check my answer, (and this was stated for every example) if x equals 3 then

the left hand side of the equation would become 2 x 3 + 4 or 10 and this is the same as the

right hand side. Therefore I ant correct!

For every question the reverse operation was stated as part of the answec. Wm system of uking students to

rationalize an answer In mathematics was observed in classes fran grades two to twelve.

Another difference la teaching styles In the two countries was observed when a student gave a wrong

an.orrer. In Canada, teachers were frequently observed to redirect the question to another student or, on occasion,

another student would cal out the correct answer to the class. Neither situation was observed in Cuba. If a shident

gave the wrong answer or the wrong reasoning for the &NW, the teacher stayed with that particular student until

the difficulty was clarified, despite a few pilau ol 'Prole, ye (Me, teacher) and the raised arms of other students.
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These offended interacdcos often Involved long periods of silences while students were allowed to Mink Lout the

error that had occurred. Teachers in Cute were involved In twice as many of these types of interactions with gins

tan with boys in mathematics classes.

As In mathematics classes, lengihy answers were also gtven by students In language arts classes. In this

case, a distinct difference was observed between boys and girls. Boys exhitited a great deal more confidence ten

girls Oen biking in front of the clam. When asked to mcplain a line of poetry or the meaning of a passage In a

story, boys stood at attention at the sides of their desks, thought for a law moments and Menstarted to talk.'

Responses fifteen to twenty sentences long were not unusual. The student was not rushed nor encouraged to be

brief. When finished, boy students were frequently motioned by teachers In the use of *um or '')," (and) or the

dropping of Ilnal consonants, a common phenomena In Cuban speech. The main focus of the teacher seemed to

be on fluidity and clarity In speech. Content was commented on less frequently.

This was not the case with girls who were much we shy when talking in front of the class. Manyof thern

siood at the sides of 11141f desks, but not at attention, and spoke very quietly whilst moving their bodies from side to

skis and fingering the hams of their skirts in what appeared to a Canadian observer, as a stereotypica:shy pose.

They were not encouraged to speak up and Were never observed being tokt to speak more clearly or toavoid using

hesitating speech effects. In addition, girls' enerrs were considerably shorter than those of boys. Teazhers often

followed up on answers from boys, thereby producing other lengthy responses but rarely did so with girls

Furthermore, the malority of the follow-up questions which old involve girls occurred during the grammar partsof the

language arts lessons and were, dierefore, of shorter duration.

Such &fermis In teaching styles are possible explanations for the striking differences between the

numbers of total student-teacher Interactions In Cuban compared to Canadian classes. Thus, despite the shorter

direct teaching time, Canadian teachers were Involved In a great many more Interections with individual students

than were Cuban teachers.

Finny, the sample teachers in both countries were asked informally if there were anydifferences between

boys' and girls' abilities fri mathemafics and languege ens. All of the Canadian teachers agreed that there were no

differences In abilities In language arts. HOWeVer, almost half of them (3 out of the 8) suggested that. although Otis

were neater and worked harder, boys had superior skirls In mathematics. On Me other hand, although an 8 of Me
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Caen teachers claimed that thwe were no differences between boys and girls with respect to language arts, 6 out

ol the 8 responded that girls were supericr at mathematics.

To conclude, it should be re-timphas'aed that this was a pilot study of teachar-student interactions in grade

seven mathematics and language arts classes In Canada and Cuba. Its intent was not to produce genera/Italians

about the totality of mathematics education in Canada or In Cuba. Rather, the obiective was to answw the specific

questions raised with respect to teacher-student Interactions within the sample populations.

The purpose of this study was to examine whether gender-differences existed in studentteacher

Interactions in grade seven classrooms; whether interactions were different in mathematics compared to language

arts classes; and whether there wore differences In Interactions between the sample classrooms studied in the two

countries, Canada and Cuba. Sixteen classes were obeerved in each country - eight aech of language arts and

mathematics yielding a total of approximatefy 2 000 interactions. The results of the study confirm the findings of

many other researchers that boys and girls are treated differently In classroom Interactions. The results of the

Canadian sample reflect Vico of most interaction studies conducted in North America, Europe and Australia in that

boys consistently received more teacher attention than girls in mathematics classrooms. The Cuban results were

extremely different from those in Canada with respect to aoss-subject interiction patterns. In other words, in Cuba,

girls were more oominant in classroom interactions in mathematics classes miss boys wars more dominant in

language arts classes. In both sets of data, a small grow of students were seen to dominate classroom

communications: A group of boys In both Canadian mathematics and language arts classes; a grow of girls in

Wow mathematics classes and a group of boys in Cuban language arts classes.

It is being interred here that there is a relations* between classroom processes and student achievement.

However, a consideration of achievement data for the students In the sample classrooms in each country has not

teen Included primarily became of the difficulty of collecting this type of information in Cuba. In a fully study, the

link between classroom interactions and student achievement would have to be investigated more thoroughly.

Schools are microcosms of the societies In which they exist. Inequalities which exist In the larger aociety

are manifested in the schools. The results of this study suggest that adolescent girls can and do achieve In

mathematics if they live In a society in which this is the accepted norm. In other words, social vigU4s and attitudes

towards achievement in a subject can decide how well students perform ki it. This study suggests that student

achievement in mathematics education is at least partially pedagogically and hence culturally determined. She
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question of why women are underropresentated in met smafics-related fields In the industrialized world it complex

but this study indicates that ft is related both lo the way in which &tyrant forms of knowledge are gendered and to

wanen's place in society.

As noted in the limitations of this study, there were a number of difficulties in obtaining large, comparable

samples in both countries. Nevertheless, the results at least hint at differences between the two countries In his

area which merit further research. Firstly, would the same results be sustained In a more scientifically-rigorous,

largorscale study? Secondly, do the findings In grade seven classrooms In Cube wply et all grade levelsthere?

Thirdly, are mathematics-related occupations held In the same esteem and similarly rewanied In the two countries?

Firstly, are the differences in teachers' attitudes, as well as the differences observed In teaching styles in

mathematics and language arts In the two cotetles truly representative?

lbis pliot study suggests that women's difficulties with respect to mathematics perlidpation and

achievement are, at least in pert, culturaity Indmed. It also suggests that, given a different set ofvalues or

intentions, or political Mt, the degree of womens' success in mathematics In any sodety could be increased

shinificalty.
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UNDERSTANDING THE IMPIICATIONS OF CONTEXT
ON YOUNG CHIUMEN'S MAPS ABOUT MATHEMATICS

Megan L. Franke. University of Otlifonnia-Los Angeles
Deborah A. Carey, University of Maryland-College Park

First-grade children in different classroom ewironments were interviewed to
determine their perceptions of what it means to do mathematics. Although
children's responses were similar, their rationale and their interpretation of the
conditions under whidi they held such beliefs were different. The contextual
nature of the questions played a key role in detentining children's perceptions.
All children were able to rdate to questions situated within the content of addition
and subtraction. However, familiarity with different dassroom situations limited
some children's ability to respond to questions. In order to effectively determine
children's perceptions of mathematics, it is aitical consider children's classroom
experiences.

Introduction

Within mathematics education, researches have successfully attempted to understand

and document the knowledge that students' bring to their learning of mathematics
(Carpenter & Moser, 19133; Kouba, 1989). The accumulating evidence suggests that

understanding children's knowledge of the content and how it develops enhances our
understanding of mathematical learning and thus. how to structure the learning

environment. Yet, these investigations focus only on ltnowledge of mathematical thinking

within a particular content domain. 1.4ttle is known ..ibout other aspects of knowiedge
that children bring to the learning situation. Potentially, different aspects of students'

knowledge interact with any given situation to influence the students' learning (Greeno,

1989). One aspect of knowledge that may play a role in the learning of mathematics is

the students' perceptions of what it means to do mathematics. Understanding the

relationship between students' perceptions of what it means to do mathematics and the

situations within which students interact am build on the work documenting the
mathematical thinking children bring to a situation, and lead to a more complete
understanding of student learning. In this paper we present a method for documenting

children's perceptions of what it means to do mathematics and discuss the potential for
using this method with students within different classroom environments.

The research reported in this paper was supported in part by a National Sdence
Foundation (Grants No. MDR-8550236 and No. MDR-8954629) project, directed by
Elizabeth Fennema and Thomas P. Carpenter, University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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Students' Perceptions of Mathematics

Educational reformers currently suggest that for meaningful mathematics to occur

students should be making conjectures, abstracting mathematical properties, explaining

their reasoning, validating their assertions and discussing and questioning their own

thinking and the thinking of others. These ways of doing mathematics suggest that

"mathematics is fallible, changing and like any other body of knowledge, the product of

human inventiveness" (Ernest, 1991, pxl). However, researchers report that children

typically view mathematics as a set of rules and procedures, in which problems are

solved by applying eepllcitly taught computational algorithms that have been presented

by the teacher. Students expect these algorithms to be fairly routine tasks,,which require

little reflection and yield correct answers (Garofalo, 1989). Thus, these children view

mathematics a., a static body of knowledge which is not created but replicated. There

is little more than this documenting children's perceptions of mathematics, and very little

documenting young children's perceptions.
Documenting Students' Paceptions of Mathematics

Few studies have investigated students' perceptions of mathematics In a manner

consistent with the work on children's thinking about the content. Not surprisingly,

much of the earlier work examining students' perceptions of mathematics only reports

children's responses to yes/no questions, or liken scales items. Except for anecdotal

reports, few studies provide an in-depth examination of student perceptions of what it

means to do mathematics. We were Interested in ascertaining students' perceptions of

mathematics where we could understand the rationale and conditions under which

students felt their perceptions of mathematics applied. Thus, we developed a structured

interview where questions were situated within the contexts of particular mathematical

content and classroom events.
Interview questions were designed to address several themes about the teaching and

learning of mathematics, the students' views about what it means to do mathematics, and

the role of the teacher and the student. The questions were phrased as situations for the

children to respond to, such as "Suppose you were working with a partner in your class

to solve a math problem and you and your partner get different answers. How do

you know which one is right?" The Interview questions were designed to elidt what

children thought was important to communicate about mathematics and problem solving,
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how they resolve conflict when students answers were different, their acceptance of

alternative ways of solving problems, their perceptions of authority in the classroom,

and the identification of the locus of control for determining how problems were solved,

including the selection and use of manipulative material, md the correctness of answers.

(The complete interview can be found in Carey & Franke, 1993.) The interview was used

to collect information about students' perceptions of mathematics in two different learning

environments.

Problem solving classroom environments

We elidted first grade children's perceptions of doing mathematics In classrooms where

problem solving was the focus of mathematics instruction (Carey & Franke, 1993).

Spedfically, these were Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) classrooms. In these

classrooms children are provided the opportunity to engage in problem solving, discuss

their solution strategies, and build on their own informal strategies for solving problems,

ideas consistent with the current reform movement.

The children' responses to the interviews indicated that they perceived mathematics as

an open-ended problem solving endeavor, where communicating mathematical thinking

and use of materials to solve problems was an integral part of the task. The children

recognized and accepted a variety of solutions and assumed a shared responsibility with

the teacher for their lesrning. The children varied in their perceptions of what it meant

to succeed in mathematics, however, success was not determined only on the basis of

speed and accuracy.

The children' abilities to respond to the questions asked exceeded our expectations.

The children were articulate and explicit. The open-ended questions allowed the children

the opportunity to talk in-depth about what was relevant or important to them about

mathematics, rather than simply agreeing or disagreeing with a given stai- ;tent. When

given the opportunity the children were esger to talk about what they thought it meant

to do mathematics in their classroom, their responsibilities as learners of mathematics, and

the role of the teacher and other students In their own learning of mathematics. The

fact the children in these problem solving classrooms were able not only to respond to

the questions asked but also to provide detailed Information about their perceptions of

mathematics leads us to believe that axis way of gathering information of students'

perceptions of mathematics Is a fruitful one.
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Traditional classroom envirorunents

We used the same set of interview questions to determine children's perceptions of

what it means to do mathematics in traditional, textbook-based dassroonts. The

mathematics instruction in these classrooms was based on the sequence and content of

the mathematics textbook The children in these traditional classroom environments

responded to questions in general terms. They defined the content of mathematics as

an independent, paper and pencil activity. Their reference to specific content focused

on the operations of addition and subtraction. Most of the children described what it

meant to do mathematics in terms of procedures. For example

I: Some of the kindergartners are wondering what it would be like to do math in the
first grade. What would you tell them about the kinds of things you do in math?

S: You have to listen.
I: Okay. What else?
S: You have to pay attention to the teacher.
I: Okay. What else would you tell them about what you do in math?
S: You have to listen very well. And follow directions.
I: Would you tell them anything about the math that you do?
S: You have to do subtracting, adding.

The children recognized and accepted a variety of solution strategies, similar to

children in problem solving environments. When children were asked to evaluate

strategies, they selected the one they felt most comfortable with rather than the most

efficient strategy. Most of the children did not identify recall of a number fact es the

best way to solve a problem. As one child indicated, "The better one is, you have to

count with the cubes-it would be better. So when the teacher asks you, where Is your

answer, you can count on the cubes."

Although the children recognized and successfully used direct modeling to solve

problems, they did not discuss solution strategies when asked questions within the

corned of classroom situations, nor did they acknowledge problem solving or the use

of manipulatives when responding to these questions. Even though they possessed a

variety of strategies, they did not consider a discussion of strategies as part of what it

meant to engage in mathematics.

The Role of Coated

The contextual nature of the questions seemed to play an important role in
ascertaining children's perceptions about mathematics. By context, we mean the content

of addition and subtraction and familiar classroom situations.
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Matterpatical content
By situating questions within the content of addition and subtraction, the children

were able to draw on their own mathematical thinldng in responding to questions. Their

own experience solving addition and subtraction was a part of the context to which they

could relate. For example, the children were given descriptions of a range of solution

strategies that children used to solve the number fact 3 + 4, which indudei direct

modeling, counting, and the use of a derived fact. All of the children, except one, stated

that all those solutions were good ways to solve the problem 'because they used their

fingers, and they used counters. And some of them knew it was seven."

Familiar situations
Children's familiarity with different learning contexts was reflected in their responses.

Their lack of familisrity with specific situations limited our ability to determine their

perceptions of what it meant to do mathematics. For example, all of the children

indicated that they had worked with a partner. However, the children in traditional

classrooms had no sense of what it meant to negotiate some shared meaning of the

solution to a problem. They interpreted working with a partner differently from what

our question was trying to document. What we considered as working with a partner

was not what these children had experienced.

I: Suppose you were working with a partner in your class to solve a math problem,
and you and your partner get different answers. How do you know which one is

tight?
S: Me and my partner. My partner, I think, is wrong or right, or me, I'm right...And

I count with my fingers, I cover Imyl answer. I give it to Ms. S. my teacher, and

Ms. S sees It. I think I'm right or wrong.
I: Okay. You're working with a partner trying to solve a math problem. You and your

partner get different answers. How do you know which one is right?
S: Mine.

In most can% the children stated that either one partner or the other would just be

right. In some cases they said they lust did not know which one would be right. This

question was designed to elidt children's ideas of authority in the classroom. We were

interested in whether the children would resolve the difference themselves or defer to the

teacher for the answer. However, this question was not effective with children in

traditional classrooms because the nature of the experience of working with partners was

qualitatively different than the experience of children in problem solving classroom

environments. For children in traditional classrooms, negotiating a solution to a problem



was not an issue. As a result, another question that more closely matched their
classroom experience was need in order to determine the issue of authority.

Because of their lack of familiarity with the context, the children were often unable

to elaborate on their responses. They wee able to provide an initial response to
questions but had difficulty providing a rationale. Unlike children in problem solving

classroom environments, they were not able to articulate their strategies. Although they

successfully used modermg and counting strategies, they only communicated the answer

to a problem and not the strategy they used to solve the problen. The following

conversations suggest children's limited weriences with the situation.

I: Daniel has 8 stickers. How many more stickers does he need to-collect to have 15
stickers altogether?

S: [Directly models the solution] Seven.
I: Ms. C wants to know how you did in solving that problem. What would you tell

her?
S: I did great.
I: Okay. Do you think that's what Ms. C would want to know?
I: Yeah.
S: Why?
I: She knows I passed all of my math facts, and I know my problems, and I do

problems for homework, too.

Another student who successfully solved the word problem seemed to P1 unsure about

how to respond, beyond finding the solution to a problem:

I: Ms. B wants to know how you did in solving that problem. What would you tell
her?

S: I would tell her that-um-I don't know what rd tell her.
I: What do you think that Ms. B would ask you?
S: She would ask me to do - like sometimee she asks us to do it again if we get the

answer wrong or something.

In determining the context of the questions asked it is imperative that the contacts are

ones that the children have experienced and can interpret in ways that are consistent with

the goals of the questions. The familiarity of the questions does make a difference in

what we learn about children's notions about doing mathematics.

Summary

Asking children questions set in familiar situations about mathematical concepts they

have worked with allowed us to gather in-depth information about the children's views

on what it means to do mathematics. We found that the children's initial responses to
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i question often told only part of the story. By probing the children's responses we

learned how their Initial response fit. We were able to understand some differences in

the children's perceptions about doing mathematics, as well as some unexpected

similarities. However, we also learned that providing questions situated in contmts

more familiar to the children in the traditional classrooms may have provided us more

complete information about both the children in the traditional classrooms and the

children in the problem solving classrooms.

The information gathered demonstrates that even young children have some definite

ideas about what it means to do mathematics. The children in the traditional classrooms

possessed notions about what it means to do mathematics that were oansistent with the

current mathematical reform movement, they were able to talk about different strategies

and recognize their appropriateness. This should not be surprising given that we know

that these children come to school with informal notions about solving problems that are

consistent with these ideas. However, It does show that these notions need to be

fostered for the children to continue to see how they fit with the doing of mathematics.

Thus, understanding children's perceptions about doing mathematics can help us both

understand children's learning and develop learning environments that build on notions

of doing mathematics that are consistent with the work on children's mathematical

thinking.
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MINORITY STUDENTS' BELIEFS ABOUT MATHEMATICS

Laura Coffin Koch and Laura I. Smith
General College

University of Minnesota

The purpose of this study was to investigate minority remedial college-level
students' beliefs about mathematics. Seventy-five students from four levels of
developmental mathematics courses participated in four focus group
interviews. The interview sessions allowed students the opportunity to
discuss their beliefs and attitudes about mathematics and the learning of
mathematics. This paper reports the results of three key features of those
sessions: students' views of mathematicians, students views of mathematics
in relationship to themselves and students' beliefs about their own
mathematical skills and understanding. The results indicate that students
believe that they are not part of the mathematical community and that for
many, learning mathematics is fruitless.

Alan Bishop, in his book, Mathematical Enculturation: A Cultural Perspective

on Mathematics Education, discusses the social aspects of mathematics education:

cultural, societal, institutional, pedagogical and individual. Just as the educational

institution is influenced by the society and culture which it represents, individuals are

also influenced by their cultural inheritance. Most institutions of higher education

were formed and governed by the culture that represented the American society for

most of its historf. Toduy, however, the American society is changing and many of

these institutions no longer reflect those changes in the society.

The results of the Fourth Mathematics Assessment of the National Assessment

of Educational Progress (1989) indicate that black and Hispanic students performed

consistently below white students on all items except one: whole number

computation. The results for females were not much better: males continue to

outscore females, especially in higher levels of mathematics. Furthermore, women

and minorities take fewer mathematics courses and are greatly underrepresented in

science and technological careers. At the same line, women and minorities are

enrolling in colleges and universities in larger numbers than ever before. Many enter

college with quite limited mathematical skills. A 1985 Department of Education report
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indicates that over 25% of incoming freshmen enroll In developmental mathematics

courses (Hall, 1985). Recent reports indicate that the situation will not improve over

the next decade and may even get worse (National Research Council, 1989). If these

incomtng students are to be successful in college level mathematics it is necessary to

understand how students develop a sense of community and ways in which students

are dependent upon their beliefs and attitudvi in the learning of mathematics.

As individuals explore and internalize their world, they do so in a unique

relationship to their own culture and society. Green (1978) and MacCorquodale (1988)

found that because of undesirable cultural characteristics associated with mathematics,

native American and Hispanic women were not encouraged in mathematics and

math related careers. Charbonneau and John-Steiner (1988) cite that making the

linkages between the mathematics taught in school and "their own childhood

understanding" may be difficult for minority children. Ginsburg (1977) points out the

necessity of helping students relate school mathematics to their own real world. How

can we do that unless we know what that world is and when students real worlds are

so diverse?

Methodology

Seventy-five students from a summer bridge program for minority students

partidpated in this study. These students were enrolled in one of four levels

(arithmetic, elementary algebra, intermediate algebra: part I or intermediate algebra:

part II) of developmental mathematic, courses offered in the General College of the

University of Minnesota. The students participated itt four focus group interviews,

where they were asked to react to questions about mathematics, about ways of learning

mathematics, and about various solutions to mathematical problems. Each of the

focus group sessions was led by one of the two investigators. There was a prescribed

script for each of the focus group sessions, but investigators were free to follow a line

of discussion when they felt that the discussion was appropriate to the topic. The focus

group interviews were audio taped.
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Results

This paper will reflect only on several of the key features that were gleaned

from this study. The three focal points of this study which are presented here are:

students' views of mathematicians and mathematics teachers, students' beliefs about

mathematics in relationship to themselves as learners of mathematics and students'

beliefs about their own mathematical skills and understanding.

Sludent ..Vicwa.11/3.11ithamatician

During the focus group interviews, students were asked to describe a

mathematician. In doing so, many students described their previous mathematics

teachers. Overall, student responses portrayed mathematicians as male, highly

intelligent, and anti-social: "They have beards. I don't know why. ... it's Just one of

those things."; "Usually a man."; "1 find mathematicians very intelligent people.

You either understand mathematics or you don't... To me mathematicians command

a lot of respect"; "I'd say they keep to themselves. It's not your everyday Joe out on

the street Someone who's just a loner type In isolation, where it's quiet"; "I'd say

they don't know how to relate to people."; "Most mathematicians, you know, can't

bring their knowledge down to someone who doesn't know their level. You know,

they're always above you when they're explaining something."; (referring to the

previous comment) "I had a teacher that way. 'Are you stupid? Any stupid person

could get this..

The students' views that mathematicians are mostly male, intelligent, and anti-

social have implications for the way in which students themselves approach the

learning of mathematics. According to Borasi, "students need to see themselves as

mathematicians in order to fully achieve the goals of thinking mathematically,

valuing mathematics, and being confident and ready to use their mathematical

expertise whenever appropriate" (Borasi, 1992). Students may view themselves in

ways that are contrary to their views of mathematicians. In particular, the view that

mathematicians are male may be a barrier to a female envisioning herself as a
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mathematician. No student commented on the ethnicity of a mathematician, but that

may be due to the sensitivity the students had towards the 'white' leaders of the focus

groups.

These views of a what a mathematician is and does as presented by the students

in this research study may keep the students, especially minority and female students,

as 'outsiders among the mathematical community. Mathematics, to these students, is

not personalized. As a result, students may only try to mimic what a mathematician

(or a teacher) shows them, not believing that they, too, have the power to think about

and create mathematical ideas, to be a mathematician.

I P sl .(II iI
Also during the focus group interviews, the studcnts were asked to complete

the analogy, "Mathematics is to me as is to .". Many students

had difficulty working with the analogy and instead responded to the open ended

statement: "Mathematics is to me ...". Student responses to "Mathematics is to me"

were categorized Into six basic beliefs about mathematics: 1. rules to memorize; 2.

always forgotten; 3. in the way, forced, or Irritating; 4. something useful in the

future; S. something needing insight: and 6. something that gives a challenge.

Although the last three categories seem positive in nature, reflecting usefulness,

insightfulness, and challenges, the student responses indicate a lack of personal need

for learning mathematics: "(Mathematics] must be a key to understanding, and until I

have the key I am at a disadvantage... I'm actually glad that I'm forced to take math

now, because ... if I had the choice, I probably would have never taken math.".

Furthermore, the first three categories of student responses reflect negative

attitudes, extrinsic motivations, and a lack of control when learning mathematics.

Some student responses are: "(Math) is like a French language I'll never understand.",

"(Math is] like a revolving door. You always go back to what you should have learned

the day before.", "[Math is] like a car in a traffic }am. You can't getaround it, but

you've got to do it"; "Mathematics is to me as vegetables are to children. And I say
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that because I really don't like math that much. I have to take it, and if I have to do it,

then I will."

When students do not believe in good reasons to learn mathematics, learning

based on understanding breaks down and is replaced by learning based on respect and

obedience (Skemp, 1987). Students need to see connections between mathematics and

their real world or between mathematics and their own curiosities and ways of

thinking. As demonstrated by the majority of student responses, learning

mathematics is not motivated by intrinsic means, but instead is something that is, as

one student responded "just set in front of you ... you don't sit there and ponder, you

just do them, do the steps, . .. get it done. And there isn't much to talk about? There

is a need to foster growth and development in positive personal meanings about

learning mathematics in the classroom.

.91 11 .1 I. 1 11.. 1

At several points during the focus group interviews, students were asked to talk

about their own mathematical skills and understanding. Responses did not vary

within the different levels of mathematics. Most students felt inadequate about their

mathematical knowledge: "I think I'm math Illiterate."; "I think I know more. I'm

not being conceited or anything but, since I repeated it 2 or 3 years, I should know

more."; "I just wish 1 could remember what I learned."; 'To me it's embarrassing to

fail, and failing tests, every single test you take you fail. It's like, you think you did so

good, and like I'm trying to pull myself up. They won't let me get out of my math

class, and I tried so hard, and they won't let me out. It's painful because no matter

how hard I try."; "It makes you feel hurt"; "I hate math. I hate it so much. I don't get

it at all." "You can get the wrong answer, and you think that it's right. Like on a test";

"I think the reason why I don't like math, is that I like things that I'm doing to have a

purpose, and with math, like most of the problems and things, you are wondering

why you would ever have to know this stuff.. . I can't see the purpose. "
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Students may attribute their negative views about their mathematical abilities

to previous failures in mathematics, or perceived failures, and a lack of purpose for

taking and learning mathematics. Developmental mathematics courses are designed

to help students overcome earlier failure; and defidendes. Unfortunately, it appears

that students beliefs about their own mathematical ability may a barrier to seeing this

as a new beginning, thus perpetuating the cyde of failure.

Although these responses about the students' mathematical abilities are not

surprising. However, the view was so pervasive that it begs consideration. Students

believe that taking and learning mathematics is important, but believed, for them, it is

useless. According to McLeod (1992) beliefs and attitudes play significant roles inthe

learning and teaching of mathematics. Bishop (1988) stresses the importance of

students becoming part of the culture of the mathematical disdpline. For this group of

minority students, mathematical enculturation appears non-existent.

Conclusion

When considering students views about their own mathematical abilities, their

belief that mathematics courses lack purpose for them and their views of

mathematidans and themselves in relationship to mathematics, the future looks

bleak for minority students whose high school mathematics courses did not prepare

them for college level mathematics.

In mathematics education, it is necessary to understand how students come to

know mathematics, espedally for those students who have been traditionally

underrepresented in mathematics (females and minorities). As the college

population becomes more culturally diverse, it is imperative that we begin to

understand the perspectives of all students in the development of curriculum and

instruction. This Ls espedally important in the area of mathematics.
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ASSESSMENT OF FRACTION UNDERSTANDING:

STUDENT PERFORMANCE AND TEACHER REACTIONS
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San Diego State University

The development o( fraction understanding by middle-school students depends upon the quality of the

initructional erperiences they receive in the classroom. A well-irtformed teacher is the key to the

development of students' understanding, and according to Hard (In press), a well-informed teacher

knows content, epistemology, and pidagogy. In this study, five middle school teachers received the

results of a conceptually.based fraction test that they had administered to their students early in the year.

The teachers spent three hours discussing the results with fellow teachers and researchers. The

discussions were taped and transcribed and teachers' comments and questions were analyzed to reveal

I) teachers' surprise at the types and percentages of student conceptual errors, and 2)de difficulties

teachers had in conceiving instructional operiences that would promote conceptual understanding.

The purpose of this investigation was twofold: to assess the fraction knowledge of fifth. and

sixth-grade students (in this case, students of teachers with whom we work), and to assess teachers'

understanding of their students' performance and the effect of this understanding on future instruction.

The investigation is part of a long-term study focusing on two fundamental questions, each of which has

important implications for mathematics learning in the middle school. (1) How does teachers'

understanding of rational number and the multiplication operator, and of quantitative reasoning and

proportional reasoning, influence the manner in which they teach? (2) As teachers' understanding of

these topics develops and as teachers become mote aware of how students learn these concepts, how is

student learning enhanced? The conceptual framework for this work is discussed in Sowder (1992).

Teacher knowledge has been the focus of much discussion in recent years. Harel (1991) has

proposed that there ale three components of a teacher's knowledge base: mathematics content,

epistemology, and pedagogy, where mathematics content refers to the depth and breadth of the

mathematics knowledge, epistemology to the teacher's understanding of how students learn mathematics,

and pedagogy to the ability to teach in accordance with the nature of how students team mathematics.

In this project we work to link and extend these three components. We have two fifth-grade and

three sixth-grade teachers participating in the study. The teachers meet in seminars approximately every

Iwo weeks. The seminars during the fall term focused on rational number understanding. Towards the

beginning of the term, a test was designed and administered to assess the fraction knowledge of students.
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The test was conceptually rather than procedurally based, and items included comparing:ordering, and

recognizing constructs of fractions; determining the size of the unit; and understanding operations on

fractions including estimating results. (The test was also given in classrooms of some of the teachers

who were in this project last year.) After the results had beta tabulated, the teachers were provided a

summary of their students' tcst results, the individual tests of each of their students, and an overall

ranking of thc Froblems from most to least missed. A three-hour seminar was devoted to discussing

these results.

There were two general themes that arose during this seminar, both of which will be described in

this manuscript. The first involved the teachers' surprise at their students' performances. This surprise

was related to the teachers' difficulties understanding how their students were thinking. The second

general theme revolved around how the teachers might use the information about their students' thinking

when making instructional decisions. In particular, we will focus the issue of the teachers' identification

and understanding of the mathematical ideas to be taught to their students.

II I *IP I I I II. l I .1 I II l
Tables 1 - 3 provide the cumulative results of three of the seventeen items from the student

assessment test analyzed by grade level. (Note that the teachers were not provided this general

information. They were only provided data on their own students.) Throughout the seminar discussion,

the teachers expressed their surprise at the perfomiances of their students. Ken commented on the fact

that less than one third of the students in his two sixth grade mathematics classes correctly answered #111

see Table i), and Sean, a fifth grade teacher, joined the discussion. (Teachers are denoted by their first

names, researchers are denoted by R, with i representing the ith researcher):

Ken: I cannot believe 1 h. I always tell my kids, "Sound it out. What is this numbcr? Seven

tenths; one-seventh. They don't sound the same, folks."

RI: One-third of the students got it right.

R2: It's not only that they missed it, but the number that thought they are equal.

Ken: I couldn't understand how two things that sound totally different....

R3: Equivalent fractionsSound totally different.

R2: Yes, it's not that they sourri different.

Sean: I can see they could confuse that.

Ken: That they're equal?

Scan: Yeah.

R I : How do you compare these?

Sean: Well, we know they are seven tenths and one seventh, but the kids

R : Wait a minute. So you look at 0.7 and say seven tenths. How do you know seven

tenths is bigger than one seventh?

Sean: Okay, 1/7 is less than a half; 0 7 is biggcr than a half. But the kids aren't mature

enough to do that.
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R : So first they must see zero point seven as seven tenths.

Sean: Yes, which feel they didn't

RI: Then they need some benchmarks and to know what 1/7 is....

Sean: Yes. There's a lot involved in this.

Table I : Percentages o f students in each retponse category for Item I (Bold typeindicates the correct

response.).

I. lock at each pair of numbnrs. If one Is Januar than the other, Ode It.
If the numbers are the same, pit z between them.

First number Second mimber Equsi No Antwer Mier

Grate 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 6

la.
5
4

t
4 3 4 7 53 43 4 4 0 2 0 3

lb. i 1
32 15 6 6 7 8 2 5 0 1 0 1

lc. 1
7

1
9

5 1 4 5 45 48 2 3 0 2 2 1

Id. 1 Ili 6 4 89 89 2 4 2 1 0 2

Ie. 2
3

2
4

47 16 32 6 3 19 17 3 0 1

tr. 1
4

§
8

47 22 32 45 2 1 2 9 0 3 0 1

it 2
II

3
13

45 29 3 8 5 5 17 13 0 3 0 1

In. 0.7 Iii 4 5 29 1 26 22 21 46 9 2 0

II. 0.5 -ti 40 18 30 50 2 1 2 7 9 4 0 1

*Grade 5 (n.47). Grade 6(n.143) except on Nemo 114, Id. Ind lb. for winch (n: 113).

Ken's response was typical of those given by the teachers and illustrates their surprise that their

students had not thought about particular problems in ways that the teachers had expected the students to

think about the problems. Ken could not comprehend how his students could miss this problem; after

all, if the students had simply soutded the two numbers out ("seven-tenths" and"one-seventh"), it would

be obvious (to Ken) that these two numbers could not represent the same value. Sean eventually jumped

into the conversation, stating that he could see how students might have confused those two numbers, but

then he began to gloss ovcr the fact that in order for his students to make sense of that problem the way

he was thinking about it, they would have to be able to use benchmarks with the same flexibility he had,

in particular, that one-seventh is less than 1/2, whereas zero point seven is the same as seven-tenths, is

greater than five-tenths or one-half. This pronxol becomes even moretelling when considering that it

was preceded by an in-depth discussion of problems 1g. during which time we discussed the usefulness

of finding benchmarks.
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The teachers experienced difficulty uying to understand how their students were conceptualizing

these mathematical problems. They tended to assume their students were thinking about all of the

problems conceptually, when in all likelihood the students often were not. Consider the discussion of
problem 414 (Table 2), which was missed by 3/4 of the students. (Ken is a teacher, RI and R2 are

researchers):

Ken: What I can't understand is why they would pick 5.5.
R2: They ignore the one-half.

Ken: But it sticks out like a sore thumb. You can't say les zero. There's got to bc

something.
R : But you're already thinking conceptually.

Table 2: Percentages of students in each response category for Item 14. (Bold type indicates the correct
response.).

I14. Circle the cerrent answer ter: 5 + + 0.5

a. li can't be b. 5 c. 5.5 d. 6 c. 10 No Answer
done.

Or 5° OW Or 5 Or 6 Gr 5 Or 6 Gr 5 Gr 6 Or 5 Gr 6, ar 5- -dr 6",
30 26 2 3 26 24 2 4 2 8 13 14 4 6

*Grade 5 (n.46). Gra& 6(r1-143).

Ken could not understand how a student might select 5.5 as an answer, when clearly (to Ken) 5 + 0.5

was 5.5, and therefore adding 112 to this must have resulted in an answer that was rcreater than 15.

However, this line of reasoning only holds if the students realize that fractions and decimal numbers

belong to the same number system and are thinking about the problem conceptually.. In fact, when this

problem was given to students in interviews during another research study (Markovits and Sowder,

1991) students frequently claimed that "frac...mos and decimals are different kinds of numbers and can't

be added together." This reasoning accounts for both the a and c answers. Another reason could be that

students may have invoked buggy algorithms, or incorrect rules, void of the important underlying

conceptual ideas. For example, some of the students who incorrectly thought that 6/8 was greater than

3/4 in If correctly concluded that 8/13 was greater than 3/8 in lg. We discussed the possibility that the

students were applying a rule that stated the larger numben in the "top" and "bottom" results in the larger

fraction. Some students missed lb, stating that 2f7 was larger than 3n. .Here the bug that we decided

upon was that some students, while working with unit fractions such as 1/5 and 1/7, had concluded that

when working with fractions, things are just the opposite of wharone might expect. That is, even

through 7 is larger than 5, 1/7 is smaller than 1/5. Using similar reasoning, (me might conclude that 211,

which "looks" smaller than 311, must instead be larger. Another rule ernerued during our discussion of

If. It was hypothesized that students might have thought that 3/4 was larger than 6/8 because the

difference between 3 and 4 is smaller than the difference between 6 and 8. All these possibilities were

discussed with the teachers.
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The last example we will provide hem of the teachers' difficulty understanding their students'

thinking occurred during a discussion o1416 (Table 3), a problem that appeared on a NAEP assessment

(Sylvia and Vaneta are teachers, whereas k is a researcher):

RI: Over all 22% answered correctly.

Sylvia: One third of mine got it right.

R : Vanets, the most popular answer in your class was 42.

Vane= I know. If you multiply, you sdll don't get 42.

RI: Do you know where they got 42?

Vaneta: Where?

Sylvia: Did they add them all together? They added them all together.

Vaneta: That's bizane. Why did they do that?

RI: That's what 213 of your class did.

Variety I know. That's why I'm wondering what logic is behind adding them all together? I

don't know why they did that.

R I: Vaneta, you asked why they would add all those numbers. My question would bc,

"Why not?"

Vaneta: I guess if you have no idea.

Sylvia: You have a plus sign there.

R : What does this show that they might not understand?

Vaneta: A lot of thines. They don't understand that they need a common denominator.

R I : Do you need a CD?

Vaneta: Well, no, not really. You could draw pictures and add things and estimate. I don't

know if they got "abourthat that meant estimate. We've had no experience with

fractions in the (sixth-grade) classroom prior to giving this test.

Sylvia: That's what I would say. They didn't even know that you were talking about fractions.

Or else that they've been exposed to fractions, but not really picturing what a fraction Is.

Vaneta: I don't think my kids have a clue what a fraction is. That's not tme. They have some

intuitive knowledge. That's why I like that paper folding thing. I think they could get

into that. They could bring in the intuitive knowledge that they know and the

background that they have from their experiences, but in the formal sense, I don't think

that they've been taught fractions at a manipulative concrete level meaning.

Table 3: Percentages of studenu in each response category for Item 6. (Bold type ind(cates (he correct

response.).

6. About how much 141,3 Circle the closest answer: 1. 2, 20, 22, 42

I 2 20 22 42 NoAnswal
Other

Gr 5* 0'6' Gr5 1 Gr6
...

Gr5 Gr6 Gr5 Gr6 Gr5 Gr6 Gr5 1 Gr6

11 5 3 9 1 9 19 26
i

17 20
I

19 1 24 4 I 7

Orade 5 (r,47). Gmdc 6(n.143).
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There tut three points we would like to make about this transcription. First, during the first portion of

this mtnscriptica, Vaneta could not imagine why her students might have added all of the individual

numerators and denominators together. She found this "bizarre," providing yet another example of a

teacher's difficulty understanding her students' thinking. The second point is that at one moment, RI

asked the teachers, "Why shouldn't students add all of the numbers?" This question was an example of

the researchers' continual attempts to help the teachers understand the thinking of their students. We

often Med to pose questions designed to orient the teachers toward ways of looking at problems that were

very different from ways they'd considered, but were very possibly ways considered by some of their

students. The last point we would like to make will lead to our next section. In answer to the question,

"What does this show that they might nct understand," Vaneta respcoded, "A lot of things. They don't

understand that they need a common denominator." There is no need to find common denominatcts in

this problem, and although Vaneta came to understand that point, her initial reaction was that common

denominators would be necessary. This leads to the second general theme that arose during the seminar:

the teachers' understanding of the important mathematical ideas.

vs I I I I I I *MI *.* I 1 . I. I II I .1 II el

In order fot thc teachers to be in a position to use information about their students' thinking when

planning lessons, the teachers must themselves possess a conceptual understanding of the mathematics.

In the previous transcripts, Vaneta provided an example in which she either did not understand or

overlooked the essential mathematical idea that estimation does not require first finding common

denominators. Another example of this arose while discussing problem lc, involving comparing 5/7 and

5/9:

R :

Sean:

Ken:

Carolyn:

I:

Scan:

What would you like for your students to be able to think when they look at 511 and 519?

I would like for them to say, "Oh, 63 is a common denominatcr." (Laughs)

I don't think I would like the common denominator.

I wculdn't want to see a common denominator.

Would you, Sean? Would you like that?

Yeah, I would. Ultimately I would. I would like them to know. But ultimately I would

like for them to be able to fmd the common denominator.

Ken: You know what I would like to see on this little problem is some kid say, "Oh yeah, 4/7

is a little bit larger than hall; 519 is a little bit larger than half; but 5/7 is a little bit more

than more than a half. In other words, the increment kind of deal. If they could

explain. Or if they could visualize it: 5/7 of a week is 5 days and thenmayte they

could do something like that. For them to say 4/7 is a little bit more than a half and

that's about equal to 5/9 and then one more increment of a sevenththat makes it a

whole lot more than 5/9 kind of deal.
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Carolyn: I would expect them to see maybe a pizza with seven pieces and a pizza with nine

pieces. You would know in a pizza with nine pieces, the pieces have to be smaller.

And if they're the same number (of pieces)--that's what I would expect.

Ken: Oh yeah. Numerators.

R2: The same number of pieces?

Carnlyn: tim halm. Because you have the same numerator, and that's what I would expect them

to see.

Sean, when asked to describe the kind a masoning he would ultimately have liked to see his students

deveky, responded with a procedure that sidestepped the important underlying mathematical idea. Jim's

response, although conceptual, also sidestepped the underlying idea that Carolyn noted. It is noteworthy

that this session cccurred after the teachers had attended several seminars on students' understanding of

fractions from "experts," including Tom Kieren, Nancy Mack, Judy Sowder, Barbara Armstrong, and

Nadine Bezuk. In fact, the researchers working with the teachers during this particular session were

struck by the difficulty the teachers experienced while trying to plan how to facilitate the development of

their students' thinking. In much the same way that the teachers struggled because of incorrect

assumptions they had made about the thinking of their students, we, the researchers struggled because of

incorrect assumptions we had made about die thinking of the teachers.

EinaLCOmMen1

In subsequent seminars, we often returned to the discussion of students' views of what fractions mean

and what teachers can do to help students develop strong conceptual understanding of fractions and

fraction operations. The teachers themselves frequently returned to the two notions of unit fractions and

benchmarks as essential for helping students understand fraction relationships and fraction operations. In

their instructional planning activities, these two notions played central roles. Although these (and other)

notions were brought up in the previous seminars, it seemed that it was only after the teachers reviewed

and discussed their own students' responses to the test items that they convinced themselves that

understanding unit fractions and being able to use benchmarks were central to fraction understanding.
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MATHEMATICAL JUSTIFICATION : A CLASSROOM TEACHING EXPERIMENT
WITH PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS

Martin A. Simon and cilendan.Z.Ithirac, The Pennsylvania State University

This paper analyzes a group discussion in a ntathematics course for prospective
elementary teachers. The data presented show intensive aspects of negotiation of
classroom norms and standards for mathematical validation (justVication) between a
teacher with a vision of mathematics and classroom activity based on current
mathematics education reforms and students whose expectations are rooted in their
experience of traditional school mathematics. Four levels of Justification are observed as
this negotiation transpires.

Current mathematics education reform efforts promote a vision of classroom mathematics in

which students engage in exploration of mathematical situations, communication of ideas, and

verification, modification, and validation of those ideas. The vision of students creating mathematics,

evaluating the mathematics created by members of the classroom mathematics community, and

negotiating shared approaches to and standards for these activities contrasts sharply with traditional

mathematics classes, in which the teacher and textbook serve as the source of mathematics and the

evaluators of mathLmatical validity.

The Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (Ncrm, 1991) argues that one of the

five "major shifts" that must take place in mathematics classrooms is "toward logic and mathematical

evidence as verification - away from the teacher as the sole authority for right answers" (p. 3). The shift

of authority for verification and validation of mathematical ideas from teacher and tcxtbook to the

mathematical community (the class as a whole) is irnimrtant because it can enable students to see

mathematics as created by communities of people, based on the community's goals and its accepted

forms of practice; it can give students rich opportunities for understanding mathematics which result

from involvement in the creation and validation of ideas; and it can result in the students' sense that they

are capable of creating mathematics and determining its validity.

This paper documents the negotiation of new classroom norms for detemdning mathematical

validity in a mathematics course for prospective elementary teachers. It provides a picture of a class in

which the teacher attempted to promote a shift in authority (from teacher to students) with respect to

mathematical validity.

Understanding this development is potentially important for three reasons. First, if competence

in generating mathematical justification is an important goal of mathematics education, mathematics

educators must understand how such competence develops and become aware of obstacles to that

development. Second, mathematics education reform proponents must understand the challenge for

teachers of attempting to implement reform principles in the context of classrooms populated by students

who hold traditional views of school mathematics. Third, in order to prepare teachers to carry., out the

mathematics education reform, mathematics teacher educators must understand the process of fostering

change in prospective teachers' conceptions of mathematics and, in particular, their notions of how
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mathematical validity is established. The context of a mathematics course for prospective elementary

teachers allowed us to pursue knowledge in these three treas.

This study was part of the Construction of Elementary Mathematics (CEM) Project', a three-year

study of the mathematical and pedagogical development of prospective elementary teachers. The project

involved an experimental teacher preparation program designed to increase preservice teachers'

mathematical knowledge and to foster their development of views of mathemat1cs, learning, and

teaching that were consistent with the views espoused in recent reform documents. Subjects for the

stuay were 26 prospective elementary teachers. Data collection proceederi through a mathematics

course (from which the data in this paper derive), a ten-week course on mathematics learning and

teaching, a five-week pre-student-teaching practicum, and a fifteen-week student.teaching practicum.

The project's research and instruction were grounded in a social constructivist view of learning

(Cobb, Yackel, & Wood, in press; Ernest, 1991). The research on the mathematics course and the

course on mathematics learning and teaching employed a constructivist teaching experiment

methodology (Cobb and Steffe, 1983). We adapted that methodology to research on classroom

mathematics (in the manner of Cobb, Yackel, and Wood, 1988). The first author taught all classes.

Classes were videotaped and project researchers (including the second author) took field notes.

Following each class the first and second authors met to discuss what they inferred to be the

conceptualizations of the students at that point and to plan for the next instructional intervention. These

analyses and planning sessions led to the development of models of students' understanding.

The two units in the semester-long mathematics course focused on developing understanding of

multiplicative structures. The first involved the development of understanding of evaluation of the area

of a rectangle as a multiplicative relationship between the sides (Simon & Blume. in press a). The

second focused on mathematical modeling of real world situations, from which students were to learn to

model situations with ratio, distinguishing between situations which could be modeled additively and

those that could be modeled multiplicatively (Simon & Blume, in press b). The course goals with

respect to mathematical justification included:

I. Acceptance by the classroom mathematics community of the authority to Judge mathematical validity:

2. Renegotiation of standards for justification.

3. Appreciation of the need for and power of deductive justifications; and

4. Engagement with "proofs that explain."

This paper examines dialogue from the initial mathematics experience in the first CEM course.

Excerpts of the class discussion provide a view of the negotiation of classroom norms and standards for

mathematical validation (justification).2

The "Why multiply?" Episode

The students' first mathematical task was to determine, without overlapping rectangles and

without rectangles overlapping the edge of the table, how many rectangles of a particular size could he

placed on the table at which they were seated. Students solved the problem in small groups and reported

their group's approach(es) to the whole class . Each approach involved using the group's rectangle to

4.4,J
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measure the length and width of the table and then multiplying these two measures. The teacher asked,

"Why did you choose to measure this edge and that edge and multiply?" What follows is an intensive

negotiation between the students and the teacher. At issue are what constitutes appropriate mathematical

behavior in this class, and what counts as mathematical justification.

Bobbie: It seemed like the easiest way to come up with an answer... alls [sic] we would have to do is
multiply two numbers and come up with one answer.

Bobbies response described her motivation for multiplying but lacked an attempt to persuade

others in the class that multiplication worked, that it was an appropriate operation to perform. The

teacher then attempts to focus the class on his initial request for justification and to describe what would

constitute justification. (In the dialogue that follows, "Simon" refers to the teacher.)

Simon: Why is it - You said it was an easy way to get an answer. Is it, is it an easy way to get a
correct answer? Now why, why measure along an edge and another edge? How is doing
that and multiplying two numbers related to covering this whole table with rectangles? You
seemed to all think that was a good way to go about the problem. Why do you think that
was?

Deb then appeals to authority to justify the use of multiplication.

Deb: Because, um, in previous, previous math classes you learned the formula for area is length
times width. So probably everybody has the idea.

Using a humorous reference to an earlier discussion, the teacher attempts to shift authority for

judging validity to the class.

Simon: All those evil math teachers you were talking about before, and now you are taking thcir
word for it? How do we know if they are right?

Several students then respond with descriptions of how their teachers demonstrated to them that

multiplying length by width produces the same result as counting squares.

Molly: The teachers. They showed us how it worked.
Simon: Ah, what did you think? lonnie?
formic: They showed, um, it, for example if you put down all the square, all thc rectangles. And

then you firms like the width and the length together, and you got an answer and then you,
you added all of them together, and the answer was the same. Eloth ways. So you knew that
that method, the length umes the width, would work because they had us add them up after
we tirnesed them.

The teacher then focuses the discussion on whether the procedure always works, attempting to

create a need for a deductive argument.

Stmon: So it worked. And it worked on the ones you had in school before. Does that always work?
(pause) All the time, most of the time, some of the time?

Molly: In rectangles or squares.
Simon: It always works for rectangles or squares?
Molly: From what I've seen.
Simon: From what you've seen. There might have been some rectangles you haven't met yet. is

that it?

Molly's response suggests that she was continuing to base her justification on inductive,

empirical evidence. The teacher continues his attempts to create a neecl for a deductive argument.
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Simon: Will it always work - if we count the rectangles along hert and the rectangles along there
and multiply, that well get the same answer as we would if we counted them all up? [pause)
How many believe that will always work? Raise your hand. How many are sure it won't
always work? How many are not sure?

Molly responds by articulating the connection between counting the rectangles and the use of

multiplication.

Molly: Well, it would work because, um, multiplying and adding are related in that multiplying is,
is like adding groups, and so it would always weak, because you add them up to see how
many is in the square and to multiply the, the groups that go like that, that'll always work.
You would get the same number, I'm saying if you added them or if you multiplied that side
times that side. Because you're adding, I mean, you're multiplying the number of groups by
the number in the groups, which is the same as sdding them all up.

Molly has prcduced a deductive argument for "Why multiply?" Although, this is consistent with

what the teacher was attempting to promote, he gives no indication of it. He is interested in what sense

the other students are making of Molly's argument. His goal is for the students to evaluate the argument

and appreciate the power of deductive arguments to validate and explain beyond that of inductive

arguments.

Simon: You multiply the number of groups times the number in the group. [writes "# groups x # in
poups" on board) Does anybody understand what she means by that? [pause) Eve?

Eve: Well, you take, if you had like five circles and inside each circle you had five dots. The five
dots would be the number in a group, and the five separate circles would be the number of
groups. [laughs) And if you multiplied the five times five then you would get how, wait,
how many numbers of all the dots.

Simon: How many dots in all?
Eve: [Yes.)

After a bit more discussion, the teacher attempts to determine whether students understand the

relationship of the term "group" to the rows and columns in a figure. This continues the teacher's

attempts to establish that a rigorous justification is one in which all parts are connected.

Simon: Can somebody paraphrase what Molly has given us without using the word "group?"
Georgia?

Georgia: Okay, basicaliy what she's saying, without using the word "group," is that she took three
squares. Okay. Lengthwise and, you know, up end down, and she took those three squares
and she multiplied them by the other three squams. That works for the width wise. And she
got, thert's three squares in each, portion and then there's three square in each width. And
she got them. That would give you your answer.

Simon: [pause] I lost track of the "why multiply?"
Georgia: Why multiply? I didn't say "why multiply."
Simon: Okay. That, that was - maybe my question wasn't clear.
Georgia: Why multiply?
Simon: Molly wis giving us a reason why we multiply. Right?

In response to this question, Georgia returns the discussion to where it started by providing a

justification that presents a motivational argument and does not engage the issue of why multiplication is

a valid operation in this situation. When pressed by the teacher to tell why, she responds with a resort to

authority.



Georgia: We want to find the area, but you're, that's, that's what you do whcn you find the area. You

Simon: Why?
Georgia: Cause that's the way we've been taught. And it's an easy way to do it.
Simon: I'm one of those people who doesn't believe anything unless he is persuaded.
Georgia: If we had to sit here and measure, go across, and, and do every one of these, we would miss

our next class. [class laughs]

Jonnie then provides another appeal to authority without directly addressing Molly's justification.

In Jonnie's justification, she introduces A, B. and C to represent squares in the figure. Our interpretation

of this use of "variables" is that it is an appeal to the language of authority.

Simon: I'm getting clear that this is a time saver and that you'll be able to go to your next class that
way for those of you who are hoping to. Urn, but, why does it worlc? [pause] Jonnie?

lonnie: 1 was always taught in school that it's a mathematical law that if you take, like, if you say,
um, if I told A plus B plus C times A plus B plus C that's, you're gonna get, you know, how
many, how many squares there are total in that arca of the rectangle.

Simon: What do the A, B. and C refer to?
Jonnie: Well the group. Instead of saying groups, I'm saying A plus B plus C cause there's, on that

right there. Lt Ice one, uh, rectangle would be A, the other rectangle would be B, and then the
next onc would be C. Okay, if you add those together you get 3. And then you do the same
thing with the, urn, length. One is A, one, the other one is B. the other one is C. You add
those together you get 3 then you times them together, you get 9.

Simon: And that's just a law?
Jonnie: That's what I was told and I always asked why and they're like well, well it's -
Simon: Can we repeal it? Change it? (pause) Lois?

For many of the students, Molly's explanation was not particularly powerful. However, Lois

offers a justification that seems to be connected to Molly's.

Lois: Like going, like going down, each one of these [squares on the left side] represents one of
these [rows of three squares]. So when you multiply, you're saying, this is really worth three
not just one. So when you're going down, like you're saying like, this is three, this is three,
this is three. But, an easier way to do it, is just count each of these as three but only show it
as one. So you are saying like one of these rows can be represented just going down the side
instead of going one two three, one two three, one two three. You just go one two three.
Because like this is three across...

Lois has provided a justification for multiplying by constituting composite units of 3. However,

later analysis of student journals provided evidence that only a few students recognized the deductive

arguments as being different from the other justificatidns offered.

Summary and Conclusions

This episode demonstratts the teacher's attempts to engage the students in mathematical

justification and to challenge them to respond to the demand for justification in more sophisticated ways.

"Sophisticated" was an emerging concept for the teacher. Although it was informed by his goal of

rigorous deductive justification and his knowledge of previous empirical and theoretical work with

respect to proof, he continually had to Infer the nature of the students' thinking and hypothesize potential

growth based on his inferences. The tension of responding to the students' thinking and working

towards the teacher's learning goal is discussed in depth in (Simon, in press).

Analysis of students' responses led to a characterization of levels of justiftcsiion as follows:
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Level 0 - Responses identifying motivations that do pia address justification. ("Why?" is interpreted as a

question of motivation rather than validity);

Level 1 - Appeals to external authority;

Level 2 - Empirical demonstrations;
Level 3 - Deductive justification that is expressed in terms of a particular instance (This level is not seen

in the episode presented.); and

Level 4 - Deductive justification that is independent of particular instances.

These levels represent a progression from reliance on externally determined validity (level 1) to

an engagement with the mathematical relationships that provide the connections between results and

known initial conditions and that are based on a group's taken-as-shared knowledge (levels 3 and 4).

These levels art consistent with the classification of justifications previously done by Ralacheff (1987)

and Van Donmolen (1977).
The episode presented is na one in which the students spontaneously seek to validate an idea.

As a result of their examination of the inductive evidence (and perhaps their past encounters with

authoritative sources), the CEM students were persuaded that the multiplication of length times width

was an appropriate method for counting the total number of rectangles and were unlikely to search for

another method of validation. The teacher, aware of the power of deductive argument and its

importance in other mathematical communities, attempted to establish deductive justification as a part of

the classroom culture. (This is an example of what Cobb, Yackel, and Wood (1988) refer to as

"mathematical acculturation.") The teacher's primary strategy for negotiating with the class what would

count as a justification was to focus the discussion on why multiplication was appropriateand whether

they could create compelling arguments that the pattern always holds. The question of why

multiplication is appropriate was an attempt to promote discussion beyond what is the pattern to whv

doe.s this pattern exist? This further level of discussion involves students in understanding kow the

method works, the relational aspects of the mathematics in question (Hanna's (1990) "proofs that

explain"). Thus, the move from inductive to deductive justification involves not only mconstituting

what it means to justify (in the context of this mathematics community), but also understanding the

particular mathematics content and negotiating what it means to understand.

Our analysis of data supports the idea that mathematical justification Is a cognitive and a social

process, the process of working within socially constituted and accepted modes ofestablishing validity

to collectively determine what is cognitively compelling. Establishing a mathematical justification

involves developing an argument3 which builds from the community's taken-as-shared knowledge.

Initially these modes of establishing validity must be established. Although the teacher plays a key role

in this process, he cannot impose these norms. ln episode 1, we see that even after Molly provides her

deductive justification, other students continue to respond to requests for justification based on their

experience with mathematical validation in other settings. The mutual constitution of standards for

mathematical justification is an active and ongoing process of all those involved. The shift from old to



new mathematics eclucation paradigms is not a one time event. Students continue to operate sporadically

out of the old paradigm even as they are productive in the new.

Footnotes

1This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No.TPE-
9050032. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are
those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.

2A longer paper, which analyzes three episodes and raises a broader range of issues, is available from
the authors.

3Argument is used broadly here. It is not meant to exclude justification by presentation of empirical evidence
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"More than Repeated Addition" - Assessing and
Enhancing Pedagogical Content Knowledge about

Multiplicative Structures

Christine L. Ebert and Susan 8. Taber
The University of Delaware

This study examined prospective lementary teachers,
pedagogical content knowledge of multiplicative structures. The
teachers were assessed on a variety of tasks to measure their
initial ability to recognize and differentiate multiplicative
structures and how those abilities changed as a result of the
experiences in the methods course. The findings suggest that the
teachers experienced reasonable success in categorizing
multiplication problems. However, they had more difficulty
constructing ultiplication problems that conformed to a
particular structure and their success at categorization was
fragile when confronted with sore open-ended tasks.

Conceptual framework

Shulman's definition of pedagogical content knowledge as "the

knowled4e which goes beyond knowledge of subject-matter per se to

the dimension of subject matter knowledge for teaching" (Shulman,

1986, p.9) served as a working definition for this study. That

is, for mathematics, pedagogical content knowledge includes "the

most useful representation of those ideas, the most powerful

analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations,

representations, and demonstrations - in a word the ways of

representing and formulating the subject that make it

comprehensible to others" (Shulman, 1986, p.10). We also utilized

a model of.the transformation of subject-matter knowledge into

pedagogical content knowledge which emphasizes the influence of

beliefs about the learner and the content on pedagogical content

knowledge. Thus, this study examined subject-matter knowledge

with respect to a specific content area and how that subject-

matter knowledge changed as a result of experiences in the

methods class.
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Multiplication was chosen as the content domain for

investigation because multiplicative structures are a major

component of the middle grades curriculum and these structures

are often poorly understood by students, including college

students (Graeber 4 Tirosh, 1988). Taber's (1993) analysis of

students' strategies for solving various kinds of multiplication

problems documents the strong associations many students

construct between the operation of division and some kinds of

multiplicative situations. If teachers are to help students

recognize multiplicative structures, then their pedagogical

ccntent knowledge should include the ability to recognize various

kinds of multiplicative structures. We not only examined

prospective teachers' understanding of multiplicative structures,

but gave assignments that encouraged them to extend their content

knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge.

Methodology

Vabjecte

The subjects were 39 prospective elementary teachers enrolled

in a Mathematics Methods course at a major state university. All

of the subjects participated in all of the tasks except for the

final task, the card sort. Seven subjects were chosen for the

card sort task on the basis of their pretest performance - 2

high, 2 middle, and 3 low. The Elementary Methods course

provided an opportunity to ssssss subject-matter knowledge and

the initial process of transforming subject-matter knowledge into

pedagogical content knowledge. During the course, examples of

various multiplicative structures (equal grouping, part-whole,

compare, arrsy, and Cartesian product) were discussed. Writing
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narrative problems for specific numerical examples was a typical

class activity and hosowork assignment.

Mika

The teachers were given four tasks designed to assess

pedagogical content knowledge of multiplicative structures. The

first was a pre- and poattest of 12 narrative problems comprised

of 4 part-whole, 4 compare, and 4 distractors. The teachers were

directed to write an expression that would solve the problem.

The posttest consisted of the same 12 problems given 14 weeks

later. Subjects did not see their pretest at any time during the

semester and the specific problems were not discussed.

The second task involved writing a narrative example of a

multiplication problem for each of the following symbolic

problems:

a) 5/8 * 56 b) 143 * 27 c) .65 * 42 d) 2/3 * 4 1/5

e) .53 * .8

Though students wore encouraged to vrite a narrative example of

each of the multiplicative structures described in class ( equal

grouping, part-whole, compare, array, and Cartesian product),

many found this to be extremely difficult, given the numerical

constraints of the problems, and most wrote equal grouping or

part-whole problems.

The third task involved analyzing narrative multiplication

problems in terms of the multiplicative structures discussed in

class. The teachers were directed to ask 4 of their friends to

write narrative problems for each of the 5 numerical

multiplication problems. The teachers were then to categorize

449
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and analyze the multiplicative structures of their problems and

their friends' problems (25 in all).

The fourth task involved 7 teachers who were given 16 cards

with narrative multiplication problems (7 compare, 4 part-whole,

3 equal grouping, 1 array, and 1 Cartesian product) and directed

to categorize the problems in any way that seemed reasonable to

them.

Results and Discussion

The pretest, posttest, and the card-sort ware analyzed for

changes in the teachers, ability to recognize multiplicative

structures and discern structural similarities in multiplication

problems with different kinds of numbers. The analysis task

provided a measure of their ability to write problems that

conformed to a particular structure and to analyze the structure

of the multiplication problems written by others.

The pretest measured recognition of the multiplicative

structure of 4 part-whole and 4 compare problems; the moan number

of correct responses was 5.33 with s standard deviation of 1.90.

Teachers had the greatest success on two of the compare problems

(97% and 100%) and the most difficulty on two part-whole problems

(36% on both). Examples of these are provided below:

Compare A small bottle of perfume contains 7/8 ounce. A
larger bottle contains 3 times that amount. How much perfume
is in the larger bottle?

Part-whole A bicyclist sets out on a trip of 487 "'ilea. He
stops for a rest after going .05 of the distance. How far
has he traveled?

On the most difficult problems 50 % of the teachers wrote

division rather than multiplication expressions (49% and 54%).

It was not merely the presence of a rational nunber in the

4 4 ".)
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problem that affected their success, but the nature of the number

that was the multiplier. Teachers were much more successful on

problems with whole number 'multipliers than on problems in which

the multiplier was a rational number less than one.

On the posttest the teachers improved by.one approximately 1

problem with 17/39 choosing correct operations for all of the

problems. The mean was 6.51 with a standard deviation of 1.54.

The same problems as on the pretest were easiest and most

difficult; however, fewer teachers chose division as the

operation for those difficult problems (13% and 28%). Clearly,

the teachers improved in their ability to recognize

multiplicative structures in these problems.

On the writing and analysis task (II) the teachers were

successful at recognizing multiplicative structures but

experienced difficulty writing problems that conformed to a

particular structure. For the problem 143 * 27, most wrote equal

grouping problems and on problems with one or more rational

number factors, most attempted to write part-whole problems.

When there were two rational number factors, 24% of the attempts

to write narrative problems were unsuccessful. Teachers made few

errors in identifying the structures of the problems they wrote

for the three examples with at least one whole number factor, but

11 of the 39 not name the correct structure for the problems they

wrote for 2/1 * 4 1/5 and 15 could not for .53 * .8. The

teachers experienced little difficulty in correctly identifying

the multiplicative structures of the problems written by their

friends, which were ostly part-whole or equal grouping.
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The chief source of difficulty in their analyses was in

discriminating between equal grouping and part-whole problems on

the one hand and unsuccessful attempts to write such problems on

the other hand.

Their comments in their analyses of these problems reflect

their changing beliefs about the nature of multiplication. Class

discussions prior to this assignment revealed that their initial

concept of multiplication was that of repeated addition. Through

writing and analyzing these problems, the teachers gained an

awareness of the difficulties involved in constructing

multiplicative situations to fit problems like 2/3 4 1/5 and

.53 * .8 and of the variety of situations that can be represented

by the multiplication operation. The comments of many of the

teachers aro represented by this excerpt from Allison's analysis.

Although, I must take into consideration that my friends ars
quit. intelligent and were taking this experiment quite
seriously, all four of them struggled with the problems for
extended periods of time.

The goal of the card-sort task (III) was to determine whether

the prospective teachers could discern similarities in

multiplicative structures among problems with different kinds of

numbers and to further illuminate their understanding of

multiplicative structures. Though those who participated were

chosen to represent a range of understanding based on the

pretest, the card-sort task revealed that for 5 of the 7 subjects

the most salient feature was the nature of the multiplier (whole

number or rational number less than one). Their classification

strategies ranged from an integrated understanding of

multiplicative structures in which both problem action and the

type of multiplier were used to determine problem categories to
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schemes in which categories were determined by contextual

features. Several grouped all problems with whole number

multipliers except the Cartesian product into a category that

they called, variously, "repeated addition", "ratios or

proportions", or "simple multiplication". Similarly, others

grouped all problems with fraction or decimal multipliers

together in group called "part-whole" or "percent of a whole." No

one categorized all of the problems according to the problem

action.

Conclusion

Tho results provide convergent evidence that many

prospective teachers were able to recognize that part of a

quantity can be found through multiplication by a number less

than one, though some persisted in their understanding of this

situation as division operation. Results of the problem

analysis and card-sort task indicate that the teachers were more

successful on directed than on open-ended tasks, suggesting some

teachers' knowledge of multiplicative structures was fragile and

dependent on the context of the task. Thus, while the

experiences provided in the methods class facilitated the

transformation of subject-matter knowledge into pedagogical

content knowledge, they also indicate the necessity of strong

subject-matter knowledge.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MODELS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT CF MATHEMATICS
TEACHING

Lynn_L_GQIclamith Deborah Schifter

Center for the Development of Teaching, Education Development Center

To guide efforts to help teachers create mathematics practice which is consistent with the current reform

movement, we think that it is important to begin developing models of the process of teacher change. We

propose a set of four components to consider in formulating models of the process of teacher change: (1)

qualitative reorganizations of understanding; (2) orderly progression of changes; (3) the contexts and

mechanisms by which transitions are effected; and (4) individual motivational and dispositional factors.

The current mathematics reform movement has recognized that new forms of
mathematics teaching will be needed to support the proposed curricular reforms. If students
are to learn mathematics for understanding, they are going to have to be taught in a way that
encourages them to experience mathematics as a subject area that can, in fact, be understood.
To this end, conventional instructional strategies will need to be supplanted by new forms of
teaching.

Because these new iorms represent a radical departure from traditional instruction, the
motivation for helping teachers to reform their mathematics pri-ctice is very high. Yet the
means by which teachers develop their practice are as yet little understood. It is critical that
we develop some models for the growth of teaching practice if we are to succeed in
stimulating such change on a wide scale.

We propose drawing upon cognitive-developmental theories to stimulate the process of
model building. While different theories of cognitive development offer different accounts for
the processes of intellectual growth, they all address several core issues: (1) qualitative
reorganizations of understanding; (2) progression of changes; and (3) transition mechanisms.
To these three components we propose to add a fourth, (4) individual motivational and
dispositional factors. Models for transforming mathematics teaching which are based on these
four components will have the advantage of being grounded in principles of intellectual
development which are heuristically powerful. Below we consider how researchers might
begin to think about these four components of change with respect to the development of
mathematics teaching.

Qualitative Change. Theories of cognitive development begin with descriptions of the
state of individuals understanding at different points in time: often these different states are
assumed to represent qualitatively different mental organizations which are (re)constructed
over time by the learner. In developing models of changing mathematics practice, the field
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will need to determine whether it is possible to describe qualitatively different stages, or levels,

of teaching.

Current research and intervention proiects are beginning to provide some descriptions

of changing teaching practices (for example, Cobb, Wood, & Yackel, 1990; Fennerna, Carpenter

& Loef, 1990; Hart et al., 1992; Lampert, 1991). There have also been two recent efforts to begin

framing descriptions of teacher transformation with respect to levels of teaching practice
(Schifter & Simon, 1992; Thompson, 1991). Both of these formulations seek to characterize the
development from traditional forms of mathematics instruction to teaching which is grounded

in a constructivist epistemology, and propose similar kinds of levels of practice. Both also
maintain that developmental models of mathematics teaching will need to account for

qualitative change in three "strands" of the craft: (1) epistemology as it shapes classroom

practice; (2) personal understanding of mathematics as it shapes classroom practice; and (3)

instructional strategies.
The levels of teaching in both frameworks describe movement from beliefs about the

"transmissibility" of knowledge toward beliefs about its "constructivity." Teachers'

relationshipi with their students and with mathematics itself also begin to change as they
become less intent on helping students to acquire facts and procedures and more involved in

building on what (and how) their students understand. At the final level, Schifter and Simon
and Thompson each describe a kind of teaching which is qualitatively different from the

current norm.

Orderly change. A second characteristic of developmental theories is that the
progression of stages is assumed to be sequential and invariant (Case, 1985; Fischer, 1980;

Piaget, 1970; Werner, 1948). Although not considered to be teleological, cognitive
development is viewed as growth toward increasingly more complex, differentiated, and
mature forms of knowing. This growth proceeds according to a single, fixed order, whereby

the challenges to be faced and resolved in the present stage become the base from which the

next stage's challenges are created.

The view of stage progression as unitary and invariant holds at some levels of analysis

and not at others. When taking a broad view, viewing cognitive development as the growth of

the logical thinking, it is possible to maintain that development is characterized by inexorable

forward movement according to a single pathway. When the focus is on the development of
understanding in more particular content domains, however, the strong form of the claim is

not necessarily substantiated.
Formulating specific models for the development of mathematics teaching should

include some treatment of this general issue of order. Rather than searching for strictly
ordered change, however, we would propose that models of mathematics teaching investigate

its orderliness. By this we mean that there are aspects of the process that are predictable, given

an understanding of a teacher's current "profile" with respect to the three strands of
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epistemology, mathematical understanding, and practice, but not that there is a single, fixed

sequence through which teachers change. For example, some teachers may find that they need

to develop a deeper personal mathematical understanding before they teach as effectively as

they would wish. Others may find their greatest challenge lies in understanding their
students thinking.

We imagine some relatively small number of different pathways that teachers take as

they seek to change their practice. Among other factors, these pathways would depend on
how developed each of the three contributing strands are when teachers decide to make
substantial changes; on the kind of external sUpport and encouragement they receive for
making changes; and on their own motivational and dispositional makeup. Researchers might

choose to direct their attention to exploring whether or not this claim is supported empirically

and, if so, they might begin to map out some of the alternative pathways.

Mechanisms of change. A third characteristic of developmental theories is that they

propose mechanisms tc acount for transitions from one stage of understanding to another.

As such, they are a key theoretical element for those seeking to facilitate change rather than to

describe it, for it is thought that finding ways to activate these mechanisms will stimulate
development. Current theories of cognitive development emphasize both psychological and
sociocultural mechanisms of change.

At the psychological level, the emphasis has been on those mechanisms that promote

individuals' reorganization of their own knowledge and understanding. Traditional Piagetian

theory emphasizes processes of assimilation and accommodation, by which individuals seek to

reduce the disequilibrium between their current knowledge and those experiences in the
world which challenge that understanding (Piaget, 1970). It has recently been proposed that

there are other transition mechanisms which do not involve the experience of cognitive
conflict. These involve processes by which individuals can consolidate and reflect on their
understanding thiough mechanisms of "proceduralization," by which behaviors become

. increasingly routine and automatic, and "explicitation," by which individuals come to
represent knowledge that was previously available only through action (Karmiloff-Smith,
1492). Still other theorists have proposed that cognitive development proceeds by processes of

the differentiation and integration of cognitive schemas (Werner, 1948), or the increasingly
abstract representation and coordination of skills, schemas, and executive control structures

(Case, 1985; Fischer, 1980). What all of these mechanisms share in common is the emphasis on

internal, psychological processes of change.

Other theorists take a more socially-embedded view of cognitive development, arguing

that the construction of knowing is not simply a matter of individual, solitary construction of
understanding, but a dialectical process firmly grounded in a system of social relations
(Broughton, 198; Cole, 1985; Lave, 1988; Vygotsky, 1978). These theorists emphasize that all

bodies of knowledge are social constructionsnot only individuals' personal understanding, but

4
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also the very disciplines that we each seek to know and the social organizations in which we
study, work, and play.

It is Vygotsky's writings about culture, thought, and development that have received
the most attention within the American psychological community. Within this perspective,
qualitative restructurings of thought are related to the acquisition and use of powerful new
tools and signs for mediating thought (Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1985). These tools and signs
are cultural creations, and help to shape the structure and organization of individual thought
by emphasizing particular >ocially valued relationships and reasoning processes.

The mechanism for intellectual change here would lie in the individuars acquisition and
exercise of the socially constructed tools and signs. These are acquired, in part, through
socially mediated interventions within the individual's zone of proximal developmentthat
"space" between the individual's current level of intellectual functioning and his or her
potential for understanding as assessed by success in problem solving situations that are
guided by adults or more cognitively sophisticated peers (Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1985).

Little work in mathematics education currently focuses specifically on either the
psychological or sociocultural mechanisms of teacher change, although there are a number of
intervention projects currently exploring different models for inservice professional
development which may yield information about these mechanisms (Cobb, Wood, & Yackel,
in press; Fennema, Carpenter, & Peterson, 1989; Hart et al., 1992; Schifter & Fosnot, 1993). We
would encourage systematic study of both psychological and sociocultural mechanisms in
investigations of the process by which teachers develop new forms of mathematics practice.

Missing Elements: Motivation and Disposition. Modem theories of development
have paid relatively little attention to the influence of motivational factors on learning. While
there have been some recent efforts to integrate emotional factors into discussions of
intellectual development (Case, 1988; Fischer & Lambom, 1989) there has yet to be a well-
developed account of what leads people to undertake the often difficult and frustrating task of
reconstructing their understanding. A complete model for the development of mathematics
teaching, however, should include considerations of the effect of motivational processes and
individual dispositional factors on the course of teachers' developing practice.

Perhaps the simplest reason is that people are motivated to undertake significant
change when they feel the need to do thtngs differently. In the case of mathematics teachers,
this "felt need" for change can originate in many places--a desire to "be current" pedagogically,
a sense that standard teaching methods are not adequately serving some students, a
recognition that their students have a considerable amount of intuitive understanding that is
not being invoked in traditional curricula or activities, a strong mandate from administrators.
This initial motivation is extremely important, and those who seek to provide professional
development for teachers need to know how to encourage them to find a compelling reason to
undertake the task of transforming their practice. Beyond this, however, is the importance of



understanding more about what keeps teachers motivated to work on their teaching during

those times when it may feel terrifying, seemingly unproductive, frustrating,boring, and even

'business-worse-than-usual.' Schifter and Fosnot's (1993) case studies of mathematics teachers

in transition suggest that courage is an important ingredient in the motivation equation.

In addition to understanding moreabout motivational factors which help to impel and

sustain teachers efforts to reconstruct their mathematics practice, we propose that certain

individual, dispositional characteristics are likely to influence teachers' actual course of

development. These dispositional factorsteachers' particular interpersonal and intellectual

orientations to the world--will influence the ways in which they approach and resolve certain

kinds of issues about students, classroom structure and functioning, use of curriculum

materials, relations with parents, colleagues, and administrators, and so on. All teachers will

encounter these issues in some form or another, but the nature of theirexperiences with them

may vary, in part as a function of their own internal psychologies. What may provide a

welcome opportunity for reflection and development for some teachers may becomeserious

stumbling blocks for others, and perhaps non-issues entirely for other teachers.

General Directions for Future Research. By identifying that which is orderly about the

development of mathematics teaching researchers will be able to create a kind of road-map of

the process. This road-map, together with the understanding of the mechanisms of change,

and the ways that these interact with motivational and dispositional factors, can help to guide

the design and planning of intervention programs which aim to help teachers work toward

developing new forms of mathematics practice.

Currently there is little systematic information about how teachers in the process of

changing their mathematics practice encounter and resolve the kinds of issues described

above. At present, therefore, we can neither characterize the process of teacher change in any

general way, nor can we hope to facilitate the process by being able to recognize certain

familiar dilemmas, crises, or choice points and understanding something about the typical

range of ways through them. If we are to do so, we will need to supplement the current case

study approach with longitudinal studies of larger cohorts of teachers engaged in changing

their practice. These will be particularly useful for providing information about the range and

variation present in the process of constructing new forms of practice.
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PRESERVICE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' EXPLANATIONS OF

ACHIEVEMENT /N MATHEMATICS

Erika Euendiger, Claude Gaulin, David Kellenberger

University of Windsor, Laval University, University of Windsor

Preservice elementary teachers from Québec and Ontario were compared as

to the causal attributions they used to xplain mathematical achievement.

Subjects were asked to explain their own former achievement and the

achievement of a high- and a low-achieving student. The Ontario group

attributed achievement more to "ability" and less to "easy subject. when

explaining both their own and a high-achieving student compared to the

Québec group. Moreover, the attributions used by the two groups suggest

they had different perceptions about the role of the teacher in explaining

achievement.

The relevancy of teachers' perceptions for student learning has been

well documented (see e.g. Clark, 1988; Clark & Peterson, 1986; Cooper &

Good, 1983) . Motivation theory based on attributions has been widely used

am a framework to explain how teachers' perceptions influence student

achievement. Some important results are summarized below:

1) Teachers' attributions used to explain students' achievement are related

to the expectation teachers hold for students' achievement (Cooper &

Lowe, 1977; Cooper & Good, 1983 P. 97 ff.).

2) Teachers use different feedback etTattgies, depending on how they

attribute students' achievement (Cooper & Good. 1983, p. 101 ff.).

3) The :weal attributions students use to explain their own achievement are

similar to those attributions teachers use to explain these students'

achievement (Darom & Bar-Tal, 1981).

Closure of this line of reasoning is reached by the fact that students'

achievement and their causal attributions are interrelated by a process

model of the achievement motive (Heckhausen, 1974; Heckhausen, Schmalt &

4 6 )
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Schneider, 1985 p. 129 ff.; Kuendiger, 1990, p. 11 ff.).

The importance of teachers' achievement-related perceptions raises a

number of questions. For example, what perceptions are held by those

individuals who plan to become teachers and do they differ in the way theY

attribute similar achievement? To partially answer the latter question, the

achievament-related"perceptions held by preservice elementary teachers from

two Canadian provinces were compared. The attributions they used to explain

their own former achievement as well as students' achievement in maLuematics

were investigated. The data provided below were gathered as part of a

larger research project (Kuendiger, Gaulin & Kellenberger. 1992).

Subjects were 286 preservice elementary teachers enrolled in their

first year of a three-year program at Laval University, Québec City, Québec,

and 167 preservice elementary teachers enrolled in a one-year program at the

Univeruity of Windsor, Ontario. The following information was gathered via

a questionnaire:

1) Preservice teachers' perceptions about themselves as former

learners of mathematics

-perceived former achievement in mathematice:

Subjects were aaked to indicate their achievement level during their

own schooling on a 5-point scale.

-attributions of the above achievement:

Five attributions were provided which are commonly associated with

high achievement (ability, effort, interest, easy subject and good

teaching) together with the corresponding attributions commonly

associated with low achievement. Preservice teachers were asked to

indicate which of these reasons they considered to be "most

applicable* and "somewhat applicable* to explain their achievement.

2) Their perceptions about the mathematical achievement of two

hypothetical students

-attributions of a high- and a low-achieving tudent:

Questions were structured in the mama manner as the question related

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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to the attribution of their own achievement. For a high-achieving

student, the five attributions related to high achievement ware

provided together with the additional attribution "advanced cognitive

development". For a low-achieving student the corresponding reasons

were provided.

Likelihood ratio x2-tests were used to compare the responses of the two

groups of preservice teachers.

Freservice teachers from Québec and Ontario did not differ

significantly in their perceived former achievement (X2(1,N..453)2.070,

p>0.01). The median of each group was between "average' and "above

average". Since most preservice teachers judged their performance as above

average, it was not surprising that attributions commonly associated with

high achievement were generally mentioned more often than those related to

low achievement (see Figure 1). Although the two groups used similar

attributions to explain both their own achievement as well as students'

achievement (see Figures 1 and 2) some significant differences were found.

Of particular importance were those attributions for which the two

groups differed significantly when explaining both their own and students'

achievement. The Ontario group consistently used 'ability" more often and

"easy subject'. less often for their own and a high-achieving student. The

same group used "poor teaching" more often to explain their own and a

low-achieving student. Typically, attribution of one's own achievement to

'ability", an internal:stable factor, rather than external factors such aa

"easy subject" is viewed as an indication of a positive self-esteem.

However, these two attributions also share another aspect: A teacher cannot

influence either of these reasons. when this aspect is linked to the above

finding that the Ontario group also used poor teaching more often, the two

groups appeared to differ in their perceptions about the role a teacher

playa in learning mathematics. This interpretation wee supported by the

fact that the Ontario group also used "good teaching" less often to explain

their own achievement compared to the Quebec group.
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In summary. Québec and Ontario preservice teachers differed in some of

their attributions when explaining mathematics achievement. In line with

the above literature review, these differences suggest that Québec and

Ontario preservice teachers may use a different set of attributions to

explain their future students, achievement. The specific impact this may

have on students. motivation and achievement has not yet been investigated.

However, former achievement together with the casual attributions have been

used to describe a motivational framework called "learning history"

(Kuendiger, 1990) , which has bean related to preservice teachers. sense of

efficacy as future teachers (Kellenberger fi Kuendiger, 1993). The question

arises whether or not attributional differences between Québec and Ontario

preservice teachers are due to differences in their learning history which

consequently influence preservice teachers, sense of future efficacy.

Although data from only one university in each province were

collected, the above interpretation is based on the assumption that the

results are representative of the twe provinces. If this assumption is

valid, then the explanations of mathematical achievement may depend upon the

cultural environment. Support for this interpretation comes from an ongoing

research study in which the attributions used by preservice elementary

teachers from Windsor and two German universities are being compared

(Kuendiger, Schmidt 1, Kellenberger, 1993).
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CARICATURES EN INNOVATION: THREE "MIDDLE-SCHOOL TEACHERS"
TRY TEACHING AN INNOVATIVE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM

ik Ronald V. Presson
Indiana Univenity - Bloomington

This paper discusses teachers' adjustment to use of an innovative middle school mathematics
curriculum . As dasa on content knowledge, beliefs, and teacher practices wre collected throughout the
first full year of the curricular innovation, three recognizable categories of teacher seemed to emerge.
These are presented through three caricatures: 'The Frustrated Methodologist," 'The Teacher on the
Grow, and "The Standards Bearer.* Struggles with giving up control of the mathematics, with
allowing students to be confused on their way to understanding, and with stressing pencil-and-paper
computation characterize the Frustrated Methodologist. The Teacher on the Grow is faced with
teaching wiamiliar mathematical concepts but seemt so learn a lot in the process.The Standards Bearer
is nor only confident in her knowledge of mathematics bus also quite succestful in facilitating student-
centered use of the investigadons provided by the curriculum.

The Connected Mathematics Project (CMP) of Michigan State University, with funding from the

National Science Foundation, is developing a complete mathematics curriculum foe grades 6, 7, and 8.

Writing and pilot-testing of thc CMP materials began in 1991-92 and will continue for a total of five years.

Teachers and students using the Oa materials are engaged in teaching and learning quite different from

the traditional tram- Assion/reception mode because CMP is commined to developing materials that engage

students in learning mathematics through contextualized "investigations"activides that involve groups of

students with mathematical concepts and applications and in reflective writing and discourse about these

same ideas.

Evaluation data for CMP are being collected from classrooms in San Diego, CA; Portland, OR; Mt.

Pleasant, MI; Pittsburgh, PA; Flrsland, Ml; Queens, NY; Flint, MI; and Chapel Hill, NC. Thus, the

teachers and students using the CMP materials represent quite varied geographic locations as well as

diverse academic abilities (ranging from learning disabled to gifted), socioeconomic levels (ranging from

upper middle-class to poor), and ethnic backgrounds (including large representations of African
Americans, Latinos, Asims, and non-native English speakers at some sites). The entire 6th grade CMP

curriculum was first tried during the 1992-93 school year. In all, feedback was obtained from more than

30 teachers who used the materials, and a record rs. was hired at each site to provide more in-depth

documentation of curriculum use by two target teachers. Recorders (mixt of whom were either
experienced teachers or graduate students in education) attended a 2-day training session in the summer

1992, observed weekly in the target oachers' classrooms; administered project-developed questionnaires

to target teachers and students three times during the school year; and conducted periodic interviews with

target teachers and a subset of their students. The recorders also collected archival data such as teacher

plans and student work from target classrooms, and were asked to write up profiles of target teachers and

students, as well as vignettes describing interesting or important class:vont events. Although the recorders

collected a considerable amount of information on students as well as teachers, this paper focuses on the

reactions of the target teachers during their first year of using the 6th grade ChIP curriculum.
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Our earliest plan for this paper involved presenting case studies of several of the target teachers

involved in the CMP nials. However, as we collected data throughout the first full year of CMP
classroom use, we began to observe commonalities among teachers that could not be adequately described

by writing about individuals. Three main classifications of teachers seem to be emerging from our

analyses of the data. M a result, we have adopted the method suggested by Noss and Hoyles (1993) of

describing our fmdings via caricature. Bach of our three caricatures is written as if it describes an

individual teacher, but is actually a composite description that anernpts to embody the salient charactaistics

of the group of teachers it reptesents. The first caricature (The Fritstrated Methodologist) represents a

group of teachers who have relatively strong math backgrounds but who seem quite resistant to the

changes in their teaching methods required by the CNC" curriculum. The second caricature (TheTeacher

on the (3row) comes from a set of teachers whose weak backgrounds in mathematics have confronted

them with difficulties in teaching certain of the CMP investigations, but who have readily adopted new

methods of teaching and who seem to be developing gradually, but steadily, into confidentand effective

CMP teachers. The third, and most successful, group we have caricatured as The Standards Bearer.

These teachers, with strong backgrounds both in content and pedagogy, seem to have found a ready match

between their own educational philosophies and that of the CMP curriculum, and, as a result, have

embraced it whole-heartedly and successfully. Our caricatures are still evolving since we arecontinuing

to gather data on CMP teachers even as we write this paper. As more teachers are included in our

evaluation of the CMP project (in 1993-94, when both 6th and 7th grade materials will be used and in

1994-95, when 8th grade materials will be tested as well), we hope to note additional characteristics of

successful and problematic adaptation to use of the CMP curriculum, and we will remain open to the

possibility of developing additional caricatures.
The Frustrated Methodologist

Billie has been teaching for nine years. She majored in mathematics education in college and has been

teaching mathematics at the junior high level for the put seven years. During this time, she has developed

classroom routines that are comfortable for her and that, at the same time, have generally won the

acceptance of students and adninistrators. Since her mathematical background is broad, very little of the

mathematics encountred in the 6th grade CMP materials has been new to her. Billiebelieves that a good

mathematics teacher should be clear, enthusiastic, and strong in interpersonal skills. Because one of her

main concerns is that each child be successful, Billie worries about making the class too frustrating. She

is quick to alleviate any evidence of student confusion, and uncomfortable about leaving a topic until she

feels certain that the majority of students have mastered it.

When asked about her teaching style, Billie claims that she uses "the discovery method." However,

classroom observations indicate otherwise. Most of Billie's classes ate actually very teacher directed, as

illustrated by the following discourse which occurred after Billie wrote 214 = 1/2 on the overhead.

Billie: What is the namcof the top number of the fraction? (Billie pointed to the fraction 1/2.)
Mccgan: One.
Billie: Please raise your hand to answer.
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Julio: Numerator.
Billie: Mark, what is the name for the bottom number?
Mark: Denuminater.
Billie: What did you say? Try it again.
Mark; Denominator
Billie: Now if 2/4 is equal to 112. what could we say about the numerater of the one fraction in

relation to the numerator of the other fraction?
Tiffany: It's a pattern. The bottom number is a 2 and the top number is a I. You went up one on

the ninnetator and two on the denominator.
Billie: Natosha?
Natosha: You can multiply both by the same number and get the second.
Billie: Yes. Banks, what did we multiply 1 by to get 2 in the numerate!? ...

This brief excerpt of classroom conversation illustrates several characteristics of Billie's teaching style:

she prefers to maintain tight control over classroom discussions, she systematically discourages or ignores

most statements (such as Tiffany's) that may be incarect or that could lead to "confusion." and she often

seems to be more concerned with procedural facility than with conceptual understanding. 'Billie

demonstrates many of the methodologicai characteristics of "Jeanne" in Thompson's (1984) case study,

who "believed that it was her responsibility to direct and control all classroom activities . . . avoiding

digressions to discuss students difficulties and ideas" (p. 120).

Billie worries that there is not enough leview in the CMP materials, that she is not always able to stop

at a place in the CMP activities where the can assign hanewcrk, and that her students' computational

skills are deteriorating due to lack of practice. Because of these concerns, she sometimes saves time (and

avoids student confusion) by limiting student experience with manipulatives, generally preferring to

demonstrate with manipulatives on the overhead rather than to have students handle materials at their seats.

Billie allows her students to work in pairs, tut rarely in groups of three or four even though much of the

CMP curriculum is built around small-group investigations. It seems that Billie dues not really trust

students who are working together to be on task. Billie has replaced the "parmer" quizzes provided as part

of the CMP curriculum with her own teachtr-made individual evaluations. Billie supplements the CMP

curriculum with computational practice and occasionally gives a quiz or test without the use of calculators,

even though calculators are always available for non-graded activities.

Billie is generally reluctant to change her tried-and-true teaching methods andas a resultis often

frustrated by the inevitable incongruence of trying to teaching a curriculum that does not match her

teaching style. However, we have observed some aspects of Billie's teaching that are changing. In the

second half of the year, Billie began letEng go of sane of the routines she had been using for years (like

using the first 10-1S minutes of each class for computational or problem-solving "warm-ups"). And she

recently has seemed more willing to tolerate confusion in her classroom; her wait time when questioning

students is longer now than earlier in thc year.

Billie is not a bad teacher. On the contrary, she does many things in her classroom that casual

observers would classify as good teaching. However, we have observed a constant tension between the

intentions of tbe innovative curriculum and her routine practice. Billie may be at what Herd, Rutherford,

Huling-Austin, and Hall (1987) term the mechanical level of use of innovationa level characterized by
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disjoint and often superficial use of curriculum materials. This disjoinmess of old and new practices leads

to the frustrations inherent in being torn between two philosophies of teaching.

The 7eseher on the Grow
Darcy has been teaching for 10 yews. She has a degree in elementary education, but for the last four

years has been teaching middle school mathematics. Darcy characterizes the first seven years of her

teaching as "very traditional," but says that during the past three years she has begun to attend workshops

and mect people thst "opened doors for me." Unlike Billie, Darcy's background in mathematics is not

strOng she had only nine hours of mathematics in college and openly admits this weakness, claiming 'VI

had a better background in mathematics I would be a better teacher.' Darcy believes that a deeper
understanding of mathematics Would enable her to ask more appropriate proSing questionsquestions

that, in turn, would help ber students make their own mathematical discoveries. As Fennema and Franke

(1992) point out, hick of mathematical knowledge can be quite influential in a teacher's instructional

decision-rnaking.
Although we realize that Darcy needs help in understanding the mathematics of the 6th grade

curriculum at times, we also see her as willing to learn and to take risks in exploring what to her is

uncharted territory. Her approach to teaching is coe that allows students the opportunity to explore and

discuss ideas. These explorations occasionally lead to unanticipated dilemmas, but more often provide

simadons for learning to take place. The following Is a recorder's description of the classroom interacticos

of a group of boys (two African Americans, a Latino. and an Indian) in Darcy's class.

They are not afraid or embarrassed to ask each other or an adult a question.... If they come up with
different solutions, each persoo will argue his case. If any one person in the group doesn't understand
a question or how to get a solution, someone else in the group will explain tt. . . . they explain
concepts to each other until the person understands.

The most promising aspect of Darcy's teaching is that she is committed to being a learner. One
demonstration of this came after the unit on area and perimeter when she wrote, "This is the first time I

really tmderstood hoyi to find the actual area of a circle." Darcy is also learning new methods of teaching.

Toward the end of the year, the recorder observed:

Darcy now tries to create a classroom environment that promotes and encourages student involvement
in class activities. Instead of presenting a math concept first and illustrating that idea by working
several problems to practice on, she now investigates a series of problems with interactions between
her and the students to develop mathematical concepts. Darcy wants her students to be able to
articulate some of the mathematical concern that were introduced to them.

Not all of Darcy's teaching episodes turn out as the writers of the CMP curriculum had envisioned.

Sometimes the difficulties are due to Darcy's limited mathematical backgroundfor example, she once

confused the class for an entire lesson by mistakenly telling them that adjacent angles were consecutive

angles Ins polygon. On other OCCasiOns Darcy sometimes seems to get so Involved in the creative aspects

of a student activity that she overlooks students mathematical errors. For example, an activity In the CMP
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unit on rational numbers asked students to lay out a garden with specified fractional parts designated for

csch vegetable. Darcy had students illustrate their selections by gluing seeds to miniature gardens drawn

on pieces of cartlboard and some of the gardens were quite creative. However, in grading these colorful

projects, the fact that some of the gardens showed 12110 or 15/10 of tbe garden planted escaped Darcy's

mention entirely.

As we can see from the preceding discussion, Darcy is not a outstanding teacher. On the other hand,

we have noted growth in her teaching from the beginning of last school year to the present. She herself

has been learning about data analysis, area, and probability. She has been willing to try journal writing as

a means of gaining access to suidents' thoughts. And, although at first reluctant, she now enthusiastically

uses partner quizzes as a means of aligning her assessment with her insuuctional methods. Being open to

change, and anxious to learn, has allowed Darcy to grow both in content knowledge and in pedagogical

expertise.

The Standards Bearer
Natalie has been teaching for 13 years, with experience in both self-contained and departmentalized

middle grades classes. While her degree is in elementary education, she has picked up a number of

additional mathematics courses over the years. Her =thematic: background, in terms of hours, would

certainly be the equivalent of a minor in mathematics, although not enough for a major. She describes

herself as hwing been "very good at teaching algorithms" during her early years of teaching. " I used

concrete materials, broke down the skills, and felt quite successful." After attending an NSF workshop,

she began to reconsider her thinking about teaching and "went looking for inservice experiences." She has

in the past few years attended many workshops on mathematics teaching and methodology and is =ready

involved in a project on alternative assessment. Natalie wants her students to be able to "talk, explain,

probe, prove what they state, write, tackle a problem, never stop, problem solve, action plan, apply, an4

transfer concepts later in the year." Her most common teaching approach is to pose a problem, have

groups of students work on it, share their ideas with the whole class, explore related problems, and then

return to the original problem.

Natalie has had no difficulty adapting to the methods and mathematics of the CMP materials because

her personal philosophy of teaching already aligned quite well with the philosophy of the program. She

very quickly moved past die personal correrns that many teachers must work through in implementing an

innovative curriculum, and focused her concern on student adaptation to the innovation. Natalie is

particularly interested in her students' view of assessmem in this new cuniculum. She writes, *Many are

really hung up on assessment. They are concerned with the lack of grades in my gradebook. A few

dislike the 'unfairness' of less able students doing well because they are working with a student who

understands."

Our analysis of Natalie's teaca'...5 is that she has a comfortable command both of the mathematics she

teaches and of appropriate techniques for facilitating student growth. Her content knowledge is strong

enough that she is not threatened by students' questions that extend beyond the content in the textbook.

Nor is she concerned when students' conjectures are erroneous. Natalie is knowledgeable enough to
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know where to look for counter-examples, as demonstrated in the following vignette. (Students had

previously found the area of polygonal figures by superimposing clear centimeter grids and counting

squares.)

Natalie: Now, how do you measure the area of irregular shams? What do you do with the pieces
and arts? Pieces and pans seem to pose a probknn. (Natalie draws a "I:can" on an
overhead grid) Who can tell me the area of this shape?

Sam: I put an x in all of the squares. If it's almost a square, it gets an x. Then I take a calculator
and add. [Suldent is putting x's in all squares and "almost squares." When he teaches hall
a square he claims:I 'This would be .5, this one over 1iere, .25.

Natalie: Other kids may be thinking of those as fracticnal parts of the square, but Sam doesn't want
to add fractions, so he put it in decimal form. Renaldo, do you want to share your
strategy?
[Silence, then Renaldo nods his head. He comes forwant carefully places a piece of string
around the perimeter of the "bean" and then stretches the measured length of sfting into a

(sKarNatalie
demonstrates to the class with hand gestures.]

e.What did you get?
Renaldo: 200.
Natalie: [Referring to an earlier lesson.] Remember the polygon we found with ama of 14 and

perimeter of 30? We changed it so that the perimeter stayed the same, but the area
changed?

Carle The perimeter is the same, but the aru is different, that's confusing!
[Natalie gives the students some time to try out "Renaldo's Theory" of finding the area of
irregular shapes by comparing the results obtained (a) by tracing around their open hands
and figuring an approximate arta by counting squares versus (b) by wrapping a piece of
string around the figure, making the measured string into a square, and figunng its area.
'Men the class comes back 1ogetha.]

Thomas: My square is going off the paper. Renaldo, your theory is wrong!
Natalie: Renaldo, con you tell us your theory?
Renaldo: You take the perimeter and you make a regular polygon, then you measure the square.
Jodie: Your theory is wrongf
Natalie: [To fondle) Why?
hulk: I don't know, it's just wrong.
Natalie: How many found that the square had a greater area? [Many hands] . . Must wanted to

say that this Is what mathematics is, coning up with a theory and testing it out Renaldo is
really acting like a mathematician...

This vignette captures the essence of The Standards Bearer. Natalie is able to entertain students'
notions in the classroom discourse, whether they are right or wrong. This session could have stopped

with the fust student's suggestion of how to find the area and Renaldo would have continued to wonder

about his approach to finding area. Also, the other students would have missed out on the opportunity to

test a theory and show by counter-example its weakness. This classroom episode was wide possible

because Natalie is confident enough of her mathematical background to allow students to make
mathematical conjectures. Furtheimore, she is willing to risk letting students assume some control over

what happens in the classroom, realizing that student may experience momentary confusion when they

share Ideas, but that such discussions often lead to greater opportunities for student learning.

Discussion
From our caricatures, it is interesting to speculate how Billie and D ty might have reacted to the

situation described from Natalie's class. Billie, in her concern to remove all potential confusion, would

likely have ignored or quickly coencted Renaldo on his theory. Darcy, due to her limited mathematics
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background, might have praised Renaldo for his creativity and accepted his method as appropriate

(especially if his estimate foe the'bean-shaped figure had proved at all reasonable). In either case, a

valuable learning opportunity would have been lost. In Billie's case, a chance for the class to reslly "do

mathematics" would have been squandered. In Darcy's case, a misconception might have been

perpetuatedboth far hcr and ber students.

As a result of our data collection this year, we feel ccafident that level of mathematics training is one of

the imponant variables in successful implementation of the innovative CMP curriculum. Another variable

of interest seems to be degree of prior agreement with the methodological philosophy of the curriculum.

Interestingly, we have noted some characteristics of teachers from which no pattern is developing. One of

these is the number of years of teaching experience: there art teachers in all three caricatures with double-

digit years of experience. Another is amount of inservice education and workshops attended: most of the

CNILP teachers have had numerous such experiences, but oaly some seem to have been significantly

impacted by them.

Our study of the teachers involved in curricuier innovation is still very much in its fcemative stages. As

our evaluation of the CMP curriculum continues over the next several years, we will condr.ue to make

assertions and to look for evidence to confirm or disconfirm our claims. In the coming year, we intend to

further connect our research with the literature ao teacher change as well as with that at teacher content

knowledge and beliefs about mathematics. The caricatures that we have developed so far have already

raised an interesting question. Which is the more difficult adaptation far teachers to makeusing and

appreciating the power of unfamiliar methodologies (as Billie must do), or recovering from lack of

mathematical background when unfamiliar maw:auks content is encountered in student materisls (as

Darcy must do)? We hope that further study of the teachers who together comprised our caricatures of

Billie, Darcy, and Nataliealoog with additicoal information from teachers who will be involved in the

piloting of the seventh and eighth grade CMP niateri*.1 shed tome ligist on this, and other, important

questions.
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LIMITS OF SEQUENCES AND SERIES:

PROSPECTIVE SECONDARY mAniEMATICS TEACHERS UNDERSTANDING

Brenda Lee

Wu Feng Institute of Technology and Commerce, Taiwan. R.O.C.

Abort

This article Is about the investigation of teachers' subject matter knowledge and its
interrelations with pedrigogice eontent knowledge and cuniculum knowledge In the
context of teaching the concAr of limit. Thirty-eight prospective secondary
mathematics teachers completed a nonschooll-Ilke task In an open-ended
questionnaire regarding to their knowledge about limits. The analysis shows that
many subjects possess basic understanding of the conception of limit.
Understanding of the other categories of the concept of the limit was missing, and
very few could differentiate between sequences and series. Evidences have
indicated that lack of the conception of limit influenced the subjects' pedagogical
content knowledge and cunieuhan knowkdge the confetti of teaching of the concept
of the limit. Therefore, when desaibing limits for students, many used their own
basic understanding about the limit concept to explain what a limit is. and were
triable to come up with different ways of explanation.

The focus of research on what teachers need to know in order to teach has shifted from

quantitatively examining teachers' standardized tests *cores to emphasizing knowledge and

understanding of facts, concepts. and principles and the ways in which they are organized. as

well as knowledge about the disciplines (Ball. 1991: Even. 1993; Lee.1992; Leinhardt &

Smith, 1985; Shulman. 1986; Wilson et al., 1987). Although researchers argue that teachers'

subject matter knowledge is interrelated with pedagogical content knowledge and curriculum

knowledge, them is little research evidence to support and illustrate the relationships (Even,

1993). Lee (1992) provides a framework for tmderstanding the subject matter knowledge for

teaching the concept of limit. This framework consists .f five understanding categories; such

as basic understanding, computational understanding, transitional understanding, rigorous

understanding. nd abstract understanding. The general aim was to investigate pre-service

teachers' subject matter knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge and curriculum

knowledge in the context of lesaching the concept of limit. In particular. we examined

prospective teachers' understanding about the limits of sequences and series.

Thus paper is based on put of the author's doctoral dissertation, completed at Michigan
State University in 1992. The author grsieWly acknowledges Glenda Lappen, William
Fitzgerald, Bruce Mitchell, Perry Lanier, and Thomas McCoy for their help.
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$ubiecis; The subjects in this study were 31 prospective secondary mathematics teachers in

the last stage of their professional education. This group WU selected because their

knowkdge reflected the knowledp prospective teachers have gained during their college

educatico, but before they started teaching. They came front six univenines in the United

States of Amenca.

InagnmientatiteL Subjects were asked to write down the respooses es if they were teaching.

The task was a non-school problem with two parts and was given in ngure I. The task

provided several pile up fractioa bars, and unit fractions were shaded ruccessively

descending order. In part one. subjects were asked to write down a sequence beset I a die

given geometrical figures asd to trovide the limit_ In pan two they were asked to write down

another sequence formed by the partial aims of the sequence they wrote (i.e. the infinite

series) and to provide the limit

1.Figure (A) below illustrates a tractive wall formed by fraction bars. Consider the infinite
sequence formed by the indiviclual shaded fraction ban ia figure (B) Wow:

1/2

1,4

I/5
I/7

1111=11111M
11111111/1111

111111/Mming

MX M

a) Write down the infinite sequence formed by Me individual shaded fraction bars in
4ute (B), sod what is its limit?

b) Write down the infinite sequence formed by die partial sums of the sequence in (a),
and whet is its limit?

11111111

: 1 19.2

Fv,E.

Bursa

Frocedurc.i Subjects were given the questionnaire in a paper-pencil format The
administration of the questionnaire look piece in the regular methods class by the instructor in

the year of 1991. The task was examined and awed by three Individtala consisting of cme
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mathematician. ooe high school teacher and the researcher herself based on a pre-described

scoring system. The subjects' responses were Korai 2. I. and 0 points based on the correct

responses. partially correct respooses, and incorrect responses or no responses, respectively.

The scoring system of the prospective teachers responses in our sample was shown in Tabk

Table I
FL Mg arrect SespenCe WI COMO m
Eximple=

if on (a) a subject states the hsrmonic sequence (sawl/n) Ind says its limit Is 0, or

If us (a) a subject states the hammnic series Isnwl ik,V1 and says this sequence

diverges cc its limit is infinity.

If on (b) a subject gives the sequence is (se .110 ) and the sequence is divergent

and has no limit, or
If on (b) subject gives the sequence In the nummicsi representation as 1, 1+112,

1+1/2+1/3, 1+1/2+1/3+1/4 1+1/2+1/3+...+I/n.... and gives the limit is
positive infinity.

1 Pmvicking the correct sequence with incorrect limit or with no limit number given.
Eximmies:

lion (a) a subject ststes that the sequence is an-7lb but the limit is 2, or some other

finite number rasher thm the MIL liMit wtnjdi if Ck cc

If on (b) a subject gives the sequence Ise I kk..1 and gives 2 for the limit or cther

finite numbers.

0.- No response or incarect response.
Examples:

If on (a) a subject responds that the sequence Is (13-1/n) and the limit is B. or

If on (b) a subject gives an = VI and gives 2 for the limit. cr

If on (b) subject eves an w f4i and gives the expression nttlo for the limit

Results

The results coruisted of two sections. The rim section wits the distribution of the raw scores

and the other section was the categories of the responses. Bssed on the scoring system. the

coney and the incorrect responses were scored. In pan (a) of the task , less than half (45%)

of the responses were correct and were scored two points: 29% of the responses were scored

one point; and 26% of the responses were scored 0 points. In part (b) of the task, only one

sixth (16%) of the responses were correct and scored twt) points; 26% of the responses were

scored one point: Ind more than half (58%) of the responses were scored 0 points.

The responses of the task were then grouped based on the following categories: ( I) correct

sequence with correct limit (2) correct sequence with incorrect limit: (3) incorrect sequence
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with Ceti= Whit; (4) incotrect sequence with incorrect limit; and (5) no rcsPailst. The

responses in each category indicated numbers of correct response. types of errors, kinds of

mistakes, and how many of them. For example, one subject responded the sequence WAS

( an ) and gave the expression nlilao 2T for the limit.' This response grouped in

category (4) which was incorrect seqta.xe with incorrect limit.

Discussion

The purpose of this study wu to elicit the prospective secondary mathematics teachers'

subject muter Imowledge of understanding about the concept of the limit. The knowledge of

understanding about the concept .of the limit were cstegorixed as 1) basic understanding. 2)

computational understanding. 3) transitions' understanding. 4) rigorous understanding, and 5)

abstract understanding (Lee, 1992). In order to find the limit of a given sequence, one needed

first to identify five different representations of sequences: listing the first few terms, one

dimensional graph, two dimensional graph, algebraic expression. and geometrical figures.

(Lcc. 1992). Then based cri the knowledge of understanding about the concept of the limits.

WC would be able to fmd the limit of a given sequence. The task presented here was a

geometrical representation of sequences. The subjects' task wu first to transfer (Putnam,

1987) the geometrical figures into listing the first few terms scallor stated the general term (an

algebraic representation). The subjects were then demonstrated their knowledge and

understanding about the conce0 of the limit by showing how to !each the limit of this given

sequence in written formats The discussion consisted of two sections. First, we used part

(b) of the task to demonstrate prospective secondary mathematics teachers' understanding

about the concept of the limit of this geometrical representation Then, we showed three

FerViSive nus-understanding of the concept of the limit.

Enalaicsairasilludasuoding.

The tive categories of understanding of the concept of the limit in terms of the geometrical

figures tri the task were concluded u follows:

Blue und.rumding By looking at the either the geometrical representation. or the listed fun

few terms andlor the algebraic expression, subjects intuitively slated that the limit is infinity or

the hunt did riot cust.
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However, the results indicated this group of prospective soccodsty mathematics teachers'

knowledge of understanding about the concept of the limit wu restricted to the basic

understanding regarding to this geocourical representation.

IlnaliouadaitandingsfAsiboratagiclimit

In addition, the results also indicated three misconceptions subjeces possessed. These were

finite point of view of the coocept of tbe Limit. mis-interpretation of the geonieuical

representation. and confusion berates sequences sad series.

Finite taint of view of the crxmcznt at the limii Recall the definitico of a sequeoce was

defined as 'A sequeoce is a functios whose domain is the set of positive integers." The

responses of some of the subjects wets gated otherwise. For esouple.

i) The sequence is (B -1) and the limit is B.

1 1 Iit) An + and tlx limit is O.

I
'n-720111.1

Idia-inicaniadsnAlcsscaullci/iSinaMillifilL The ITIPODIC Oven bY Doc subject was

FWD is the following figire:

This subject obviously showed DO mdastanding of the notion of fraction and Mu

mistaterptmed the geometrical reircammtke of die limit of Um harmonic series with tbe

game/Mal sales ( so* Became of the °milli** betwoca Mese two given sequence*

Vol led 1 so 1/29, 1116 of the subjects came so the Incorrect conclusion.

Couraigualxisissaistsuou&suslissim Students in caiculus class often confuse iMistile

legumes wilt Munk series (Davis, 1962). Severs/ subjects to ibis study also bad I bird
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time to differentiate between Mese two. Two of them claimed that they did not know what the

term "partial sums" means. Half of the objects provided no responses in pan (b) indicating

the lack of the ability to form a new sequence from the aeries.

Conclusion

A powerful content-oecific pedagogical preparation based on meaningful and comprehensive

subject matter knowledge with the correctly ccanected curriculum knowledge would enable

teachers to teach in the spirit envisioned in the Professional Standards for Teaching

Mathematics (NCTM. 1991). However, this group of prospective secondary mathematics

teachers' knowledge and understanding about the concept of the limit was restricted to the

basic understanding. The ability of transferring the geomenical fraction bars into listing the

first few terms of a sequence and/or the general term seemingly was not there. This was an

evidence attic lack of curriculum knowledge; especially how to connect the notion of fraction

to the concept of limit. This also indicated the lack of pedagogical strategy for teaching the

concept of limit. How to property integrate the intuitive notion of limit earlier into the lower

mathemnics curriculum and pedagogical preparation is a question needing firther research.
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FROM LEARNING MATHEMATICS TO TEACHING MATHEMATICS: A CASE STUDY OF
A PROSPECTIVE TEACHER IN A REFORM-ORIENTED PROGRAM

Martin A. Simon and Wi
Penn State University

This study examines the experience of a prospective elementary teacher in the context of a rejonn-
oriented mathematics teacher education program and in her subsequtnt student teaching in
elementary classrooms. It highlights the shift in Toni's relationship to mathematics resulting from
her mathematical experiences in the program and her struggles to provide her students with
opportunities to learn as she had. Toni Instituted many of the teaching practices that she had
benefited from as a student. However.'her. use of these strategies was not supported by an ability
to identify and understand the "big ideas" involved In what she 14os teaching nor by an elaborated
personal theory of how children learn mathematics.

Mathernati:s teacher preparation programs may be conceived based on a sound foundation of

research and theory. However, it is the prospective teachers' understandings of their experiences in such

programs, not the conceptions of the researcher / teacher educator that determine the effectiveness of the

program: This study was an attempt to look at the sense-making of one prospective elementary teacher

in the context of a reform oriented instructional program and subsequent field experience.

Toni was one of 26 prospective elementary teachers who volunteered to participate in the

mathematics education courses of the Construction of Elementary Mathematics (CEM) project.' The

two semester-long courses, created specifically for the research project, were based on constructivist

theory and current mathematics education reform ideas (NCTM 1989, 1991). The first caurse was a

mathematics course, which dealt primarily with understanding multiplicative structures, and the second

was a course on mathematics learning and teaching. The courses were the focus of research using a

consuuctivist teaching experiment design (Simon & Blume, in press; Cobb & Steffe, 1983), and both

were taught by the fast author. Following her participation in the courses, Toni took part M a 5-week

pre-practicum and a 15-week student teaching practicum in elementary school classrooms.

The case study of Toni2 was based on data from interviews conducted with her before, during,

and after the program; videotapes of the project classes; her reflective journal; her written work; and

videotapes of her teaching during the pre-practicum and practicum. The purpose of the case study was

to better understand the development of prospective elementary teachers as they progress from narrow

views of mathematics and traditional views of mathematics learning and teaching towards views more

consonant with those of the current mathematics education reform effort. Toni's story chronicles her

growth as a learner of mathematics and her struggles to foster similar growth in her students and focuses

on the sense that Toni made of an innovative mathematics learning experience and its relationship to her

subsequent teaching.

Case Study Data

PrimiaCEM
Toni entered the program with an acceptable academic record (2.9 grade average) including two

college mathematics courses. Nonetheless, she reported that she had learned very little mathematics in

the past and that mathematics caused her anxiety. Her anxiety and the negative experiences that she

heard described by other students regarding the university's mathematics for elementary teachers course
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caused Toni to postpone taking this required course and to sign up for the CEM course (in lieuof the

mathematics for elementary teachers course) when the opportunity arose. She hoped that the CEM

course would be better, mote applicable to her oreer as an elementary school teacher, and less stressful.

Despite her anxiety about doing mathematics, Tom was eager to teach mathematics. She was committed

to creating a better experience for her students "to pr event other people from feeling the way I feel about

math."

Toni's mathematical knowledge consisted of some rudimentary understandings and a host of

matherradcal algorithms. These algorithms were "black boxes" whose workings she never questioned.

She seemed to have no expectation that she could understand these algorithms. She was able to use her

algorithms in the context of the problems for whieh they had been taught, she generally remembered

how and when to use them. In addition, Toni monitored her work by judging the magnitude of her

answers to quantitative problems and by using unit analysis to check the appropriateness of her

computation.

Toni believed that her mathematical preparation was inadequate due to the limitations of

traditional mathematics teaching. However, a role-play prior to the start of the project courses, in which

she played the teacher working with one student, revealed that she had not as yet cotstructed an

alternative approach to mathematics teaching. Her response to a student who did not understand

regrouping in subtraction was procedural in focus and consisted exclusively of teacher explanation.

Participation in Course One: Mathematics
Although Toni approached the mathematics course with some anxiety, it did not keep her from

participating immediately. The nature of her contributions were consistent with what we had observed

in pre-program interviews - procedural explanations and attention to when an algorithm should be used.

Her initial journal reflections were brief and answer oriented. However, soon Toni began to explore

ideas independently and to focus on what it would mean to understand an idea. Toni's journals in the

latter part of the course provided evidence that her work between classes involved wrestling with

mathematical questions and evaluating her understanding of the ideas involved. She began to consider

her ability to verbalize an idea as an indicator of her level of understanding. However, in contrast to her

view of journal writing as a chance to verbalize an idea to develop and assess her understanding, we find

no evidence that she viewed collaborative group work in this way.

Whereas prior to the course, a ratio was a black-box for Toni, in the latter half of the class she

asked thoughtful questions about the meaning of the ratios being used in an attempt to understand ratio

as a measure of an attribute of a physical situation (see Simon & Blume, in press). Over the course of

the semester, Toni increasingly engaged in empirical exploration in order to evaluate the validity of a

particular mathematical formulation. She used a bathroom scale to investigate the relationship between

weight and pressure. She mixed and tasted different concentrations of ice tea in order to choose between

additive and multiplicative explanations for concentration, both of which she found compelling in class.

Toni expressed enthusiasm about being able to "experiment" in these ways. Her view of mathematics



seemed to be expanded by including empirical investigation. However, we noted that she was unable to

reason about proposed arguments in the absence of the empirical results.

Toni's growing enthusiasm for experimenting led her to conduct an independent investigation in

response to a question posed by a fellow student. She was puzzled by why an n% inc followed by a

n% decrease did not return an employee to hcr original salary level. Toni reflected, "Our 100% theory

seer led very logical, because it seems to me that if you [add] 20% of a number [to the original number),

thy, original number divided by the new number will equal 80%."3 Toni calculated the results of the

;ncrease and decrease and recorded the results in a table to look for a pattern. She wrote,
I am having a difficult time determining what is wrong with our theory. I did find that the smaller
the percentage increase, the closer the original number is to a percentage that will bring you to one
hundred percent. [Toni expected that the percent increase plus the quotient (original salary divided
by the new salary) would Nual 100%.] I'm not sure what this means, but I think it is a significant
factor in determining what is wrong with our theory.

This excerpt shows not only Toni's engagement in exploring patterns, but also her sense that the

pattern is a partial step towards the understanding that she is seeking. Whereas earlier in the course, she

might have focused on her inability to get "the answer," she now seemed to view hcr sense making as an

ongoing process.

Following her participation ikthe program, Toni described herself as often feeling frustrated in

this first semester. "I just felt sometimes I just wanted to say, 'lust give me the answer. I don't want to

explore it anymore." She identified her concern for her grade in the course as compounding her tension

and frustration. She felt a need to earn a good grade in the course, yet felt a lack of control at timcs to do

so. Unlike previous mathematics courses in which the teacher indicated behavioral criteria that would

constitute success, this course did not aim at competence with a particular set of behaviors.

Toni showed growth in her commitment to undcrstand, her sense of what it means to understand

aspects of mathematics, and her confidence in her ability to understand. However, at times Toni's

original answer orientation was in evidence. A change seemed to be occurring in Toni's relationship to

mathematics; yet, her previous relationship had been developed over many years and remained a

significant influence. While Toni came to value exploration and reflection, she became frustrated

periodically with her lack of progress and focused on hearing from others ideas of how to solve the

problem. It seems important to recognize that although a shift had developed in her relationship to

mathematics, it had only moderate impact on her mathematical concepts over the course of one

scmester. Many of Toni's underdeveloped mathematical concepts such as her difficulty in distinguishing

between multiplicative and additive relationships remained problematic.

participation in Course Two: Learning and Teaching Mathematics

In the second course, Toni continued to explore mathematics and to increase her confidence in

her ability to understand and to solve problems. In addition, the alternative to traditional mathematics

teaching that she was seeking was taking shape. In her writings and her class participation, she stressed

focusing on and promoting children's thinking, understanding, and communication of mathematics. Her

experience impressed upon her tht power of using manipulatives. Analyzing mathematical knowledge

to articulate what it might mean to understand a concept remained difficult for her. She seemed to make
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little progress on questions such as "What might understanding division bebeyond counting out cubes to

solve a division word problem?"

Although Toni's experiences in the CEM mathematics conuibuted to her evolving image of

mathematics teaching, she made distinctions between teaching prospective teachers and teaching

children. She asserted that the CEM mathematics lessons were for students who "had leamed the basics

of mathematics." And in a post-program interview, she indicated that the frequent lack of closure

regarding a correct answer or procedure would be less appropriate for elementary students.

Suclantaarling
Toni did her student teaching in classrooms that permitted a significant amount of freedom to

teach mathematics as she saw fit. The content that she was expected to teach derived &cm the school

district's mathematics curriculum guide. FT0111 her initial lessons, it was clear thatToni was commided

to creating a form of practice which departed from traditional mathematics teaching and which

incorporated what she had learned in her teacher education program. Her teaching made frequent use of

small collaborative groups and manipulative materials. Rather than lecture and demonstration, Toni

tended to begin her lessons by posing questions or problems to the students.

Toni's approach to teaching mathematics often involved posing questions to lead students

through a series of responses that were designed to build to the level of response which she had

identified as her goal for the lesson. (In post-teaching interviews she often used the language, "lead

them to understand.") The responses were what she considered io be indicators of understanding given

that the children had not been provided with a model to imitate. When her goal was to teach students to

name and write simple fractions using area models (our language) she followed a four-part plan: (I) ask

the students to say the number of parts, (2) ask them to say how many of those parts are indicated, (3)

ask them fur the fracdon name, (4) ask them for the written form. From Toni's perspective, she had

designed a plan to develop understanding. It began with something that the students knew, how to count

the nember of parts, and developed sequentially with each piece connected to the one before. Toni's

instruction was predicated on the expectation that someone would be able to answer the question

appropriately. There did not seem to be an attempt to inquire into children's understanding. As a result,

there was no explicit attempt to base the lesson on students' current concepts. During the lesson, her

attention was not on what concepts students were constructing, but whetherthey were producing the

behaviors that she considered to be evidence of understanding. She did not focus on creating a

problematic situation that would result in accommodation.

Toni wsz limited by her kncwledge of mathematics and her ability to identify key mathematical

ideas. In addition, her views of mathematics learning were relatively undeveloped. She seemed to

believe that learning involves active participation as opposed to passive taking in of information. She

believed that understanding must be built on prior understanding. Her lessons, however, suggest that

this building process is the result of sequencing of a particular set of behaviors.

Our sense is that, prior to a lesson, Toni did not analyze the mathematical understandings nor did

she question whether she was teaching concepts or skills. Rather Toni's question seemed to be, "How
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can I teach this topic (found in the curriculum guide) in a way that will foster more understanding than

just teaching a rote algorithm?" "Understanding" in the context of thinking about teaching rather than

about leaning evokes an association with a set of teaching strategies which Toni thinks of as

contributing to understanding. Thus, Toni focused on using manipulatives, asking questions, and having

students work together. This focus on general teaching strategies does not involve Toni in imponant

issues of the mathematics and of children's thinking.

Summary and Conclusions

The mathematical experiences in which Toni engaged during the CEM classes gave her a feel for

what mathematics learning might be. Although she struggled at times with the lack of closure on

mathematical ideas and with the exam process, Toni felt herself growing in understanding and in her

confidence to engage in mathematical experiences and discussions. She approached her student teaching

with a ctoinitment to adapt to the elementary classroom that which had been powerful for her,

including opportunities for students to develop their own ideas and strategies, to ViCeiC with

manipulatives and diagrams, to encounter a variety of approaches to problems, to articulate their ideas,

and to see the connections between mathematical ideas. These commitments cover some of the key

aspects of recent mathematics education reform documents (cf. NCTM, 1989 and 1991).

For Toni, what were the key determinants of her CEM mathematics learning experiences? Her

reflections and subsequent teaching suggest that Toni focused on the structure of the class and the

behaviors of the teacher, including the use of cooperative groups, manipulatives, whole class discussion,

and teacher questioning of students. Notable, as well, were the teaching strategies not in evidence such

as lecture/ demonstration and telling students whether their answers were correct.

However, as Toni attempted to apply these strategies in the classroom, they became problematic.

Students did not necessarily learn what Toni intended for them to learn. How could she help them make

progress without telling them what think? What manipulatives should be used, at what point? What

problems should the cooperative groups be engaged in? What issues should be pursued now and which

ones addressed later? Often, when Toni viewed videotape of her lessons, she was able to recognize

when she was not doing the type of teaching that she intended to do. However, knowing how to

promote the learning of particular concepts was not clear to her.

Whereas Toni had ad Npted a potentially powerful set of teacher behaviors, she was relatively

unaware of what went on inside the teacher's head. She was unaware of the knowledge and thinking

which informed the teacher's decision making. (Simon, in press, provides an empirical and theoretical

exploration of the teacher's decision making in the CEM mathematics class.) A teacher's mental activity

can be discussed focusing on three broad areas: mathematics, mathematics learning, and mathematics

teaching. These three interdependent categories allow us to organize our analysis of Toni's limitations

as a teacher of mathematics.

Mathemaxics: Toni created her lessons based on the topics listed in the curriculum guide. She

did not seem to inquire into the "big ideas" that were implicated in these topics, nor did she attempt to

specify the web of concepts that might be related to the principal understanding at hand. We
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hypothesize two reasons for this. First, Toni's own understanding of the mathematics wasoften weak.

Second, Toni did not see the teacher's analysis of the mathematics as foundational to the kind of

mathematics teaming opportunities that she had come to value.

Mathematicaltarning: Toni had not developed an explicit theory of mathematics learning.

Although many of her views seem compatible with a constructivist orientation, careful examination

suggests that her ideas are about teaching and not learning, that is, they are about how to supPort

learning and not the mechanism by which learning takes place.4 For example. Toni believes thatwhen

students have the opportunity to generate their own ideas rather than listen to the teacher's ideas, they

develop greater understanding. Contrast that idea with a constnictivist notion that each person

constructs their own understandings in all situations (including lectures), and that learning is a process of

construction which is triggered by a problematic situation in which current schemes are inadequate to

accomplish the goal of the individual. Toni's belief implies a particular type of classroom activity. lt
does not address the knowledge of the individual and how that knowledge is transformed. As a result of

her attention to teaching rather than learning, Toni does not focus on understandingstudents' cthrent

conceptions. Without an explicit personal theory of learning, she is unable to analyze teaching beyond

sorting teaching behaviors into those which are more and less effective.

Mithrmaggsluding; Toni's teaching and her reflections on her teaching suggest that she

repeatedly rearms to a set of teaching behaviors which she believes result in learning. Using

manipulatives, posing real-world problems, organizing cooperative groups and whole class discussions,

and questioning students rather than telling them information are the tools that she brings to the

classroom. However, her lack of grounding in the mathematics and in how students learn, leaves her

with a limited set of strategics for helping students to progress.

Toni's teaching consists of leading students through a set of behaviors towards behaviors which

she considers to be demonstrative of the knowledge she is trying to promote. She attempts to start the

sequence at a point where she can count on appropriate responses. Tlis novice approach to teaching-

without-telling may appear to be successful as long as there is one or more students who can answer her

questions. However, when Toni becomes aware that stulents are not following what is vanspiring,her

approach does not help her know how to proceed.

While Toni is leading her students towards her goal, she frequently engages in behaviors that are

likely to be beneficial. She asks students why they did what they did and to represent their ideaswith

concrete mpresentations. However, the potential of such strategies is limited by the mathematical value

of the activity and the appropriateness of the activity to the students' current mathematical knowledge.

In addition, her lack of discrimination between logic& mathematical knowledge and social knowledge

prevents her from making an informed choice among a wide range of strategies - even telling. (Of

course. Toni does engage in telling, but it seems to creep in when she is intending not to.)

For Toni, the two-semester CEM instructional program was significant. It gave her. a chance to

change het relationship to mathematics and to have an experience of mathematics learning with

understanding in a collaborative classroom community. Toni also acquired a set of potentially powerful
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teaching strategies. Her reflections in her journals and interviews suggest that much of what she

experienced and mad are useful to her as she thinks about learning and teaching experiences in which

she is involved.

As important as these changes are, Toni's story also points at the inadequacy of her pteparation to

teach mathematics. Observations of her teaching and subsequent analysis of her reflections on her

leaching suggest that the following are key questions:

I. What is the exteat and nature of instructional intervention that would provide her with a strong

conceptual background for teaching mathematics in the elementary grades?

2. How might Toni be assisted in identifying "big ideas" in the elementary mathematics

curriculum?

3. What experiences would lead Toni to develop a useful personal theory of how children learn

mathematics and the commitment and ability to pursue children's understandings and thinking?

4. How might Toni learn the "invisible" aspects of teaching, the mathematical conceptual

analysis, the building of models of students thinking, the hypothesizing about potential learning

(discursed in Simon, in press)?

Clearly the answers involve a program of greater duration and the opportunity for extensive

teaching experience in reform-oriented classrooms supervised by educators who have a deep

understanding of these issues. Regular opportunities to conduct mathematics interviews with children

and to analyze the content and process olthose interviews ins group of colleagues also seems inditAted.

However, many of the answers to these questions are less easily identified.

Notes
1The CEM project is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. WE-9050032.
Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
2A much longer paper describing the case study is available from the first author. In this 7 page version,
transcript data were deleted.
3Note that the 20% refers to 20% of the original number while the 80% refers to 80% of the new (larger)
number. The students were not making this distinction.
4Our language here is overly dichotomous. We recognize that having a personal theory of teaming is
not all-or-nothing. Certainly Toni has some rudimentary notions about learning. For example, she
seems to believe that learning is sequential. However, we believe that an important point is made by
contrasting her orientation towards teaching strategies with a perspective gmunded in how students
learn.
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A PRESERVICE TEACHER LEARNING TO TEACH MATHEMATICS

IN A COGNITIVELY GUIDED MANNER

&aria 196.A...Ehatsta, Barbara E. Armstrong, &Nadine S. Bezuk

Center (or Research in Mathematics and Science Education

San Diego State University

This paper reports the results of a study designed to answer three questions: 1) To what extent

can a preservice elementary school teacher adopt cognitively guided beliefs with respect to the teaching

of mathematics? 2) How does an exemplary student teacher trans(er into practice her belles about
teaching mathematics in a cognitively guided manner? 3) What are some of the issues /factors that

influence the degree to which a student teacher can teach mathematics in a cognitively guided manner?

Results indicate that a student teacher can adopt cognitively guided belieft and experience some success

at implementing these beliefs during instruction. However, this student teacher experienced many

difficulties. The reasons for these difficulties are discussed and comparisons are drawn between the

beliefs and practices of the student teacher and those of her master teacher. Implications for teacher

preparation are discussed.

There is a desperate need to change the way mathematics is currently taught, and researchers

have begun to study the beliefs and knowledge teachers must possess in order to be in a position to make

these changes. This research has been supported by the theoretical framework proposed by Shulman

(1986) who introduced the term pedagogical content knowledge in an attempt to link content knowledge

and curricular knowledge into an area devoted to "the ways of tepresenting and formulating the subject

that make it comprehensible to others" (p. 9). An important question related to teacher education and

teacher change is the extent to which teachers use pedagogical content knowledge. A research program

conducted at the University of Wisconsin and referred to as Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI)

suggests that primary school teachers who receive detailed research-based knowledge about addition and

subtraction problem types and solution strategies use this incleased understanding of how children think

to learn mom about their own students' understanding, tesulting in better mathematics learning and

increased confidence by their students (Carpenter, Fennema Peterson, Chiang, & Loef, 1989; Peterson,

Fennerna, Carpenter, & Lcef, 1989). These results, however, have not been extended to pteservice

teacher education. That is, we do not know whether people who are in the process of becoming teachers

stand to benefit by receiving detailed research-based knowledge about children's solutions sustegies.

The current study investigated this issue by studying one student teacher to determine the degree

to which she developed Cal beliefs and the extent to which these beliefs resulted in CGI instruction in a

first grade clan:poen. We used case study methodology to investigate this student teacher during her

second semester of a two-semester fifth-year elementary school credential program. We chose an

exemplary student teacher because we were seeking an existence proof: that is, can a preservice teacher
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utilize research about how children think in such a way that it influences her practice, and if so, whit are

the issues and factors that influence the deree to which this occurs?

METHOD
The subject for this study, Miss T. was selected because het background and circumstances

distinguished her from other elementary school preserdce teachers. First, her mathematics background

was stronger. Second, she had completed a graduate course in mathematics education prior to the start

of her fifth year in which she was ex.. to COI nruerial. Third, during the year she worked on her

credential, she took a mathematics methods course that included COI material. Fourth, during her

second semester student teaching, she wu woddng with a first grade teacher who had herself been

involved with a COI inser/ice project during the past year.

Data were collected for* period of one-and-a-half years, from the time Miss T was enrolled in

her graduate course until her completion of student teaching, with the majority of data collection taking

place during her second semester of student teaching in a first grade inner-city classroom. Data included

scores on belief wales taken before and after the suduate course, interviews conducted before she began

and after she completed her student teaching assignments, 12 classroom observations of her student

teaching, and a planning session with her cooperating teacher. We also observed the master teacher on

six separate occasions, and interviewed her at the end of the student teaching semester. All of the

observations and post-observation discussions of Miss T were audiouped and selectively transcribed.

and we videotaped one lesson. Ail interviews were transcribed in their entirety.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Miss Ts Orientation Prior to Student Teaching. Miss T's took the pretest belief scale at the

beginning of her student teaching semester. These scores, along with her preinterview, indicated that

she posses's:tan orientation toward the following beliefs: (a) children construct their own knowledge,

(b) skills should be taught in relationship to understanding and problem solving, (c) mathematics

instruction should facilitate children's constructlon of knowledge, and (d) children, if provided

appropriate materials and a chance to discuss their thinking, can cmate mathematical meaning for

themselves. She was critical of the type of mathematics instruction generally found in schools involving

demonstrations, guided practice, and homework from the textbook, and she viewed the textbook as a

resource to be used but not to be obeyed. She intended for problem solving to form the basis for much

of what she did ln class, with students encouraged to sharetheir thinking. She believed that conceptual

understanding ought to precede the development of procedures.

Translating Beliefs Into Practice. The following were common characteristics of all the

lessons we observed Miss T teach. Textbooks were never used. Students were consistently asked to

explain how they got their answers. Word problems were often either used as the basis of the lesson or

students were asked to compose their own. Miss T was never sstisfied with just one correct answer, and

the students seemed comfortable with being asked for additional strategies.

The hallmark of COI is the teacher's use of content-specific research knowledge about students'

mathematical thinkine. One example of this occurred early in the teaching of Miss T's geometry unit,
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when she warned her students to develop vocabulary while at the same time work on their understanding

of shapes by describing the difference between a squate and a rectangle. One student commented that

"This (refening to the rectangle) is weird and this (referring to the square) is not" and another said,

"This is long and this is like a box." Miss T responded by asking the smdent, "Are sides of the square

different from sides of the rectangle?" One boy stated, "one is longer and the other is shorter," a girl

said, "one is smaller and the other is talkr," and simmer girl said, "one is skinny and one is fat." Miss T

then commented that, "I am trying to get to oae thing." At this point in the lesson, Miss T passed out

scissors and the students waked on cutting out some shapes.

During the discussion after class, Miss T explained that she had wanted her students so state that

the square is made of up four equal sides whereas the =tangle has two pairs of equal sides. While

discussing the difficulty her students welt having with analyzing various propertiesof shapes, Mrs. A

suggested that Miss T read a paper that had just been sent to her about CGI and geomeny (Lehrer,

Fennema, Carpenter, & Osana, 1992), which included a thorough discussion of van Hide's levels of

geometric thought. During a discussioo with Miss T three days later, she wasasked what she thought of

the article. She commented:

Miss T: Hiked it. It was difficult for me to ... I read Van de Walle (1989) for this unit. I had thought

that I bad understood the levels. The research with regards to those levels reallyhelped me ...

Did that article affect anything you were thinking about with regards to how you will teach?

Let me put it this way, did re-understanding level 0 (of the Van Hick Levels) changethe way

you will teach?

Miss T: Yes.

How?

Miss T: I am not going to focus on specific features or specific language. I'll bring it up, because

some kids might get the fact that a square has it and a rectangle doesn't, but I am not going to

sit there like I did the other day and try to get the entire classroom to get thaL

And she didn't. Miss T spent the duration of the geometry unit letting her students work at a number of

different centers she had created so that her students would be able to engage in activities which might

be said to address van Hick level 0 (visualization), instead of van Hick level 1 (analysis). These

activities were well-received by her students and seemed appropriate. This was an example of Miss T's

use of research-based knowledge of students' thinking when making instructional decisions.

The fact that Miss T wu able to utilize detailed knowledge of students' thinkingwhets making

instructional decisions is encounging. Howev.:.- although there were times when she was able to do

this, there were many occasions when her knowledge of students' thinkingdid riot translate into

instructional decisions. During one discussion about how she uses knowledge of individual students

when making cunicuiar decisions, she stated:
Maybe I will take home their book and their portfolios, so 1 can begin to tell what they know.

That wouldn't even drive me that much, because if I found out that three-fourths (of the students

in the class) welt direct modelers and one-fours:. (of the students) were counters (using counting
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strategies), with some use of derived facts, I don't think that would help me that much to help

me focus on what I am doing. I think the problem is the subject matter is so limited.

Miss T knew that many of her students were not yet able to count-on, but she still had troubk designing

lessons which she felt would address her students' levels. The next session will describe some possible

reasons fcc this difficulty.

What are some of Ike issues/factors that Influenced Miss T's Implementation of CGI?

There are a number of reasons why a teacher's knowledge of students' mathematical

understanding might not be accessed when making instructional decisions. We cite five:

1) The teacher's knowledge of mathematics might not be sufficiently structured to allow her to

fit observations of her students' understanding into a coherent mathematical picture. That is, without

possessing a rich mathematical road map, the teacher may not see the possibilities related to structuring

the curriculum (McDiarmid, Ball, & Anderson, 1989).

2) The teacher might view the curriculum as given, and she may not believe she has any

freedom to vary from that curriculum. For example, many teachers view the textbook as the curriculum

to be closely followed (Romberg & Carpenter, 1986).

3) Teachers may not possess a map of the curriculum. Although this is related to reasons 01 and

02, it merits separate mention. Whereas a leacher may posses mathematical knowledge rich in

relationships (01) and may not believe that the mathematics curriculum is defined by the textbook (N2),

she still may not possess a sense of what Important mathematical ideas should be included at a particular

grade level.

4) The knowledge of students' thinking may not fit into a larger framework. In her case studies

of English teachers, Grossman (1990) noted that teachers who do not possess a framework with which to

make sense of their students' understanding may find it difficult to learn from experience. An example

of this can be found in this study. Miss T understood that her students were having difficulty explaining

their geOmetric reasoning, and even though she had read about the Van Hiele Levels, it was not until she

went back and thought again about the levels that she was able to make sense of her students' thinking in

terms of their development of geometric reasoning. As a result, her renewed understanding of the Van

Hide Levels provided the larger framework into which she was able to place her knowledge of her

students' thinking, resulting in her ability to make ap,ropriate instructional changes.

5) Teachers may be constrained by their view of how children develop understanding. This is

especially true among novice teachers, who often undettnimate the time required for students to

develop conceptual understanding. The many forces acting on elementary school teachers help explain
why this view continues to predominate many teachers' thinking. Behavioral objectives, for example,

which are still extolled as important for beginning teachers to understand to help them focus their

lessons (Zumwalt, 1989), carry with them the unintended (or perhaps intended) message that anything

can be taught to anyone in forty-five minutes.

In describing Miss T's difficulties, we will discuss how her difficulties compared with the

difficulties experienced by her master teacher, Mrs. A. Two consistent issues plaguing Miss T were
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classroom management and her students' difficulty articulating their thinking. Although both of these

issues also bothered her master teacher, classroom management did not seem to trouble Mrs. A nearly as

much as it troubled Miss T.
The five reasons stated above did not ecually account for the difficulty Miss T experiented when

she attempted to use her knowledge about students' thinking when making instructional decisions. The

first two seasons did not seem to play a major role - her knowledge of the matheniadcal content was

deep and she did not view the textbook as being overly important. The fourth reason alsodid am seem

to apply because not ooly is the framework which describes the addition and subtraction troblem types

and solution strategies well formulated, but Miss T possessed an excellent understanding of this

framework, perhaps even better than Mrs. A's. For example, note the following dialogue between Miss

T and one of the researchers:
Have you talked to Mrs. A about what she would like them to be able to do by the end of the

first grade?

Miss T: Not that specific question. But I asked her, "Before we get to geometry, what do you want

me to cover?" She said she wanted them so be able to do start unknown problems, which

surprised me.

Why did that surprise you?

Miss. P.: Because it is so specific. Some of them may not be able to get there yet. It seems to me a

developmental issue. There are some of these kids that won't be able to get that.... It would

be like forcing someone to have that cognitive flexibility before they have that cognitive

flexibility. Forcing them to think the words in the problem before they really understand

what it means or how they can change the numbers or understand the situation so they can do

it themselves.
We believe that reasons 3 and 5 accounted for much of Miss T's difficulties. Having only

student taught for half of one semester at the 5th-6th grade level, Miss T had virtually no opportunities

to consider what are the big mathematical ideas toward which first grade children ought to be oriented.

That is, she had not created a mental map of the curriculum to which she might turn when making

decisions about the class. We are not in a position to comment as to whether or not Mrs. A possessed

such a map of the curriculum, but it is noteworthy dial Miss T thought her master teacher possessed one:

"I think she hu a master plan in her brain that she has mentioned several times that she may not be able

to verbalize." She also said. "I asked her what she wanted me to cover and I don't know if she is trying

to torture me by not telling me specifics." The other issue whicb seemed pertinent to Miss T's ability to

utilize information about her stutkmts' thinking was #5, involving her inexperience at knowing how long

one might reasonably expect students to take to develop addition and subtraction problem solving

abilities and associated processes of reasoning. This was an issue that did not seem to ccocernMrs. A,

who often mentioned that her chronologically younger students required the passage of time before they

might come into their own.
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Perhaps the most interesting difference betwetht Miss T and Mrs. A was their view of themselves

as CGI kachers. One of the questions they responded to during separate interviews conducted at the end

of the semester required each of them to place herself on a CGI continuum in terms of where they

thought they were and where they would like to be. Figure I and 2 display their respective responses.

Non-COI X 0 CGI
Teacher Teacher

FIGURE I: Mrs. A' s self evaluation of where she is as a CGI teacher (X) and where she
would like to be (0).

Non-CGI X 0 CGI
Teacher Teacher

FIGURE 2. Miss T s sett' evaluation of where she is as a CGI teacher (X) and where she

would like to be (0).

in describing why she placed herself where she did, Mrs. A explained that she still had a long way to go

in implementing COI. Miss T. on the other hand, explained that although she was not completely

implementing CO, she felt that she had adopted CGI beliefs and it was only because of other issues,

such as classroom management and her students' inability to express themselves, that she was not able

to further implement CGL

The difference in where Miss T. the student teacher, and Mrs. A, the master teacher, placed

themselves on the continuum reflects their different views of that which constitutes CGI. Mrs. A, like

the othcr inservice teachers who have placed themselves on this continuum, saw herself in terms of what

she was able to implement in the classroom. Miss T, however, viewed herself in terms of her own

beliefs, separated from the many factors that impeded her ability to implement COI as she would have
liked.

The three authors, independently using an instrument designed to locate one's development of

CGI based on one's practice (Franke & Fennema, I992), indicated that both Mrs A and Miss T held the

rudiments of CGI philosophy and were beginning to translate that philosophy into instruction. We

placed Mrs. A a little higher than Miss Ton the scale.

We hypothesize that the differences in where the master teacher and the student teacher placed

themselves on the scale may highlight an importsnt difference between how inservice teachers and

student teachers come to understand new learning theories. While both inservice teachers and preservice

teachers must filter new theories through their current understanding, inservice teachers may constrain

the new information in such a way as to take in only that which they are able to assimilate Into their

current schema of teaching. Student texhers, on the other hand, who do not possess a great deal of

knowledge about the practice of teaching from the perspective of the teacher, may be more apt to take in
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the theory as a whole without necessarily knowing howor even if they will be in a position to implement

that theory during instruction. In the current stiidy, Mrs. A placed herself low on theCGI Teacher scale

because she was not implementing CGI as much as she hoped to. Miss T placed herself high on the CGI

Teacher scale in spite of her perception that she was not able to implement CGI to the extent to which

she would like, because she thought she possessed II good understanding of CGI principles.

FINAL COMMENTS
This study, which provides an existence proof that a preservice teacher can utilize pedagogical

content knowledge about bow children think in such a way that it influences her practice, carries

important implications for teacher preparation. Miss T developed strong cognitively guided beliefs that

affected her clasaoom practice when student teaching with a CGI master teaches. Furthermore, these

beliefs were not shaken even in an environment Mune implementation was difficult The student
teacher consistently based lessons around problems, encouraged students to provide a variety of solution

strategies, and assessed her students. However, she experienced much difficulty consistently applying

her knowledge of her students' understanding when making curricular decisions. Our analysis of this

'difficulty suggests areas to be addressed during teacher preparation. In particular, the possibility that the

process by which inservice teachers assimilate novel pedagogical information may be qualitatively

different from the process by which student teachers usimilate suc4 pedagogical information may have

important implications for both teacher preparation and teacher inservicing.
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TEACHERS ENTER THE CONVERSATION

Deborah Schiffer

Education Development Center, Inc.

With the emergence of a new vision of mathematics instruction, the mathematics education community

finds itself in need of specgc, concrete images In order to 1) convnunicate basic theoretical principles that

underlie that vision and 2) ,dentify for discussion issues intrinsic to the practice of the "new mathematics

pedagogy." A project was .iesigned to support teachers as they wrote reflective jIrst-person narratives

about mathematics learning process in their own classrooms. The paper describes the project and its

products and discusses responses to the papers produced Finally, it considers what teachers learned in

the very process of writing such papers .

Out of the convergence of changing social needs with two decades of research in cognitive

psychology, a new vision of mathematics instruction has emerged. Though codified in the NCITA

Standards and embraced by influential segments of the education policy community. it has yet to be shown

what this vision will look like when translated into the day-to-day life of the mathematics classroom.

Constructing the practice that will realize the principles animating the Standards has only just begun and it

follows from the very nature of those principles that classroom teachers must be the primary agents of that

process.

With Increased authority--and responsibility--for shaping mathematics instruction in their

respective classrooms, teachers will also need to invent new forms of collegiality. They must demonstrate

to their peers, as well as to the rnst of us, what, concretely, the new mathematics classroom will look like.

But once acknowledging this need, the absence of teacher voices from the professional conversation

becomes deafening (Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1990). This has provoked some teacher educators, myself

included, to wonder, What are the forms and the forums through which teachers might share what they are

learning as they begin to transform their practice along the lines mandated by the Standards?

In recent years, a consensus has been growing that stories are more helpful to people who need to

learn to think in new ways about complex, context dependent domains like teaching than are theoretical

expositions (Barnett, )991; Carter, 1993; Shulman. 1., 1992; Shulman, L., 1986). Only through the

telling of stories about their classrooms can teachers convey the richness and interconnectedness of what

they have come to understand--about their students, say, and their schools and communities; about subject

matter, about established classroom structures as well as experimental practicesas they face the stream of

challenges that constitutes everyday life in the classroom. The cunent mathematics education literature

provides examples upon which such teacher nanatives might be modeled: case studies of classroom

teachers written by researchers (e.g. Schiller & Fosnot, 1993; Wilcox et al., 1992); case studies conducted

by university faculty who also teach K-I2 mathematics and make their own teaching the object of their

research (Ball, in press-a in press-b; Borasi, 1992; Lampert, 1988, 1989); and cases written by full-time
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classroom teachers (Barnett. 1991; Countryman, 1992). Such studies can provide rich accounts of

classroom process, illustrating the kinds of dilemmas that arise in daily instniction and bow teachers think

about and resolve such dilemmas.

In this paper I describe an experimental project which borrows elements from each of these

models. Designed to support teachers writing about their own mathematics instruction, the Mathematics

Process Writing Project (MPWP) was conducted by Summer Math for Teachers, a K-12 in-service

mathematics program. Since 1983, Summer Math for Teachers, which is based at Mount Holyoke

College. has offered summer institutes and courses based on constiuctivist perspectives on learning

(Schiller. 1993-a; Schifter & Fosnot, 1993; Simon & Schifter, 1991).

The Project

Although project participants did conduct "research" (defined as systematic and intentional inquiry

[Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1990)), the MPWP emphasized "the teacher as writer" rather than "the teacher as

researcher." Its goal was to produce rich, reflective narratives of classroom process which explored

teachers' goals and decision making.

'The course comprised two major activities: reading assigned materials and writing. The readings

were by teachers writing about their own teachingfor example, articles by Ball (in press-a, in pcess-b)

and Lampert (1988, 1989) as well as articles coming out of the writing movement (Atwell, 1985; fli Decks,

1990). In addition to such works, the second and third groups of teacher-writers read papers written by

their predecessces. All readings were critically examined for both content and writing style.

The writing component of the course was fashioned after the process-writing model that many of

the elementasy teachers already used in their own classes. Consistent with the mathematics pedagogy we

endorse, process writing involves students working cooperatively to analyze and edit writing projects.

For the first several weeks, specific assignments were given so that teachers could begin to explore

pedagogical issues and experiment with writing styles (e.g., transcribe a classroom dialogue and then

write a narrative, based on that dialogue, about what happened; describe a student who has revealed to you

that he/she has learned something that you are trying to teach; write about a student who expresses a

mathematical idea that surprises you.) Eventually teachers determined the direction of their own writing

and worked oo final projects-15- to 40-page reflective narratives oa topics of their choosing. Throughout

the course, teachers met in both small and large groups to share their work and solicit feedback. All of

their work was turned in to me, the project director and instructor, and I responded in writing. Upon

request, I met with teachers either in class, in my office, or over the telephone.

The Products

The 49 papers produced by project participants are quite varied. Some of these explore particular

grade-specific mathematical topicsthird graders working on graphs, sixth graders using Logo to discover

properties of triangles, high school students constructing meaning for the concept of variable. In contrast

to traditional classroom presentations of mathematics activities, these papers position activities and
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problems in the flow of a particular classroom. The reader learns about the teachers goals for the lesson,

about what was happening before a particular problem was posed, what happened afterwards, about the

questions students asked, the ideas they proposed, how they interacted with one another and with the

teacher, what students learned, what the teacher learned, etc.

Other papers address issues that classroom teachers are likely to face as they engage the new

mathematics pedagogy: How does one teach students to listen to one another, work collaboratively, and

participate In mathematical inquiry? How does one meet the needs of all students in a mixed-ability

classroom? How might published materials be adapted to meet the particular needs of ones class?

In still other papers, teachers write about their own process of changeconquering meth phobia.

living with and working through conflicting paradigms of learning and teaching, experimenting with new

teaching strategies, and engaging in inquiry about students' cognitive constructions.

See Schifter (1993-b) for excerpts of teachers' papers. A subset of these papers will appear in an

anthology (Schiller, in preparation) to be published by Teachers College Press.

Responses to the Papers

Since the first set of papers was produced 24 months ago, I have distrituted them to teachers and

teacher educators along with a questionnaire about them. In addition. my colleagues and I have used the

papers in our own in-service courses.

Teacher educators who have used tbe papers have found that the vivid descriptions of classroom

process provide their students with grounding for theoretical principles where contexts for interpreting

these abstractions are lacking. For example, one colleague who assigned to her pm-service students a

paper about third graders' explorations of multiplication reported that, although her students had been

talking about "discovery" and "discourse" all semester long, it was only after reading that paper that they

had an image of what those words might mean, concretely, for an elementary classroom. From then on,

these students continually referred back to the paper as they discussed instructional principles and

possibilities.

In contrast to decontextualized presentations of the theoretical basis of the new mathematics

pedagogy, the classroom situations described in the teachers' papers are instaitly recognizable to their

peers, helping them to interpret those principles in terms of their own teaching. In "Making Graphs Is a

Fun Thing to Do," Val Penniman describes her confusion when she realized that students who had

followed her from second grade into third could not answer simple questions about graphs even though

they had done a hands-on unit together the year before. As she planned her graphing unit for third grade,

she decided to make the task more, rather than less, complrsit had to involve a ptoblem which

challenged her students to construct new understandings. Her paper, which follows her class through the

unit, allowed some teachers to translate a theoretical principlethat the construction of new understandings

is stimulated when established structures of interpretation are defeated by novel experiences--to their own

teaching situations:
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!The paper] changed the way I always thought about helping children to understand a concept.

When the children in Val's class ... encountered difficulties in graphing, she ... increased the

difficulty of the situation. Prior to reading her paper and seeing the response that her students had,

I would naturally have simplified the task. I learned that by increasing the difficulty of some tasks,

you can encourage better understanding.

Another conception new to most teachers and dramatized in the papers is that mathematics is not a

finished body of discrete facts and computational routines, but a dynamic field which involves posing

questions, making and proving conjectures, exploring puzzles, solving problems, and debating ideas. For

example, in "Decimal Multiplication: Down the Rabbit Hole," Rita Horn leads the reader along the route

traced by her students: "We multiplied and got a smaller answer! How can that be?" "I think when you

multiply by a decimal, you get an answer smaller than rhe number you started with." "Not always! Look

at when you multiply 3 by 2.7. The answer gets bigger than 3." "So why does it work some of the time,

but not all of the time?" And in "Of-ing Fractions," Joanne Moynahan's class of sixth graders is trying to

figure out which operationaddition, subtraction, multiplication, or division--fits the following problem:

Devises were at the picnic? As readers follow the children's discussion, they are confronted with

questions about the meanings of multiplication and division, about relationships among operations,and

about the match between a mathematical model and the situation it represents. For some teachers, papers

like these provide a first opportunity to think through such conceptual issues for themselves.

I (was] very interested in the math of Rita's paper. I had never thought about decimal

multiplication that way and I was intrigued.

Others find that the papers yield new insights into their students' ways of thinking:

"Of-ing Fractions" was helpful to me mathematically. I was at a confused state about bow and

why multiplying fractions was so confusing to kids and hard to teach and that paper really

provided the "momentary stay against confusion" I needed at a certain time.

And still others realize that perhaps their own students covld engage in the kind of mathematics portrayed

in the papers:

I learned that within most children's conversations about mathematics there are some very

important ideas, and if I listened in my own class, I would begin hearing them.

Clearly, it is the very concrete and specific nature of the papers that induced teachers to examine

indeed, for many, to formulate for the first timetheir own beliefs about such (ix" and important matters.
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Precisely because the papers were narrated from the teacher's perspective, teacher-readers could see

themselves in their colleagues shoes and begin to imagine themselves in similar situations.

Conclusion

As a social consensus has crystallized around the instructional paradigm perhaps best articulated in

the NCTM Standards, teachers of mathematia in the United States are being asked to transform their

practice in unprecedented ways. But at this stage in the reform process, the principles that underlie the

Standards are largely abstractions: the construction of the day-to-day practice that will concretely realize

them has only just begun. The animating premise of the writing project reported on here is that it is the

teachers themselves who must, collectively, invent the new mathematics pedagogy and. in so doing,

discover what those principles really mean.

However, even as I argue that teachers must assume primary responsibility for producing and

disseminating the knowledge necessary for transforming mathematics instruction, also believe they

cannot assume that responsibility untiland unlessthey themselves undertake to transform their own

teaching. But teachers whose practice enacts traditional paradigms of learning and teaching cannot begin

this process on their own. Through in-service programs, teachers must be provided with opportunities--

for example, in explorations of mathematical ideasto experience challenges to their often unarticulated

beliefs about learning, teaching, and the nature of disciplinary content.

Writing project participants had previously taken at least one In-service mathematics education

course with me or one of my colleagues at SummerMath for Teachers: some had been working with us

for Ls long as seven years; others had entered the program the previous summer and were just now

beginning to work through what it means to enact a practice based on a constructivist view of learning. All

were reflective about their teaching and all had demonstrated the ability to write fluent prose.

These teachers viewed the writing project as an opportunity to further develop their teaching. It

provided yet another context for examiningin rr very profound waythe assumptions that form the basis

of their practice. In the words of one participant:

I found the writing process forced a scrutiny of what goes on in my classroom that I have never

experienced before--not from having observers In my room. not from being evaluated, and not

from writing in a journal. When I rust began, it was a painful experience to read what I had

written. There were so many incidents and situations that looked different when I read about them

that I began to question my teaching skill. Now that I have had a chance to think about the

experience for a while, I realize that writing and then reading about what happened puts you and

your observations some distance from the situation written about. It allows an objectivity in a

more leisurely settiL g which helps to clarify thinking.
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No less important was the collective reflection that took place each week as teachers shared their

writing and participants recognized the power of the work they were doing together to construct the new

pedagogy. As one teacher-writer put it:

Meeting with a group of teachers each week helped me not only by giving me feedback on my

writing but on the math that was happening in my classroom as well. It also gave me a chance to

read and hear about what was going on in other classrooms. Developing this habit of tellecting

and sharing has been a pivotal part of my change. It has struck me several times that these are

pieces that are often missing from teacher education programs and from our daily professional

lives, and for me, these were pieces that were essential.

At the beginning of each MPWP course, participants were anxious, intimidated by the task set for

them. These teachers did not think themselves capable of creating a significantpiecu of work, one that

addiessed a complex pedagogical issue and honestly represented their teaching. And they were afraid that

others would scorn--or, at best, be indifferent totheir work. Thus, they beganwith short assignments

and as they received lots of feedback that pointed out successful writing and identified important ideas,

their confidence grew. Writing week after week--for 14 weekswith encouragementand suggestions

from me and from their peers, the teachers slowly developed drafts of theirfinal papers. They then had an

additional ten weeks to complete their projects, calling on me and on ooe another for further support as

needed. Clearly, such writing is time consuming, exposing, and difficult. And in the absence of serious,

well conceived programs designed to encourage it, very few teachers wil! undertake it

Finally, education policy in general, and teacher education in particular, have traditionally shared in

what might be called tbe "culture of professional expertise"with its mechanismsof legitimation and its

hierarchical models of knowledge production and disseminationthat are so pervasive a feature of modern

society. Teachers will have to fight for the idea that it is they themselves who must invent the new

mathematics pedagogy and that a literature of teacher narratives can give voice to that process. As for

teacher educators, we will have to get used to the idea that our role is to help teachers challenge the very

culture of expertise that has authorized us to be part of this exciting process.
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CHANGING VIEWS OF MATHEMATICS LEARNING: A CASE STUDY OF A
PROSPECTIVE ELEMENTARY TEACHER

Martin A. Simon and Sigl11.11131bca. Penn State University

Recent mathematic education reform efforts have focused attention on the need ta reconceptualize
mathematics teacher education. Such a reconceptualizadon requires an empirkal base with respect

so teacher development in the direction of mathematics reform principles. This case study
examines the experience of one prospective elementary teacher in the context of a two-semester
refonn-oriented instructional sequence. Our reconstruction recounts Georgia's struggle Kith a
shift in mathematics education paradigms.

This brief report is part of a longer case study of Georgia, which includes analysis of her student

teaching experiences. The analysis of her teaching provides additional insight into the nature of her beliefs

and understandings.1 Tbe study was part of the Construction of Elementary MathematicsFroject2, a

three-year study of prospective elementary teaches development which involved two semester-long

classroom teaching experiments, the first a mathematics come and the second a course on mathematics

learning and teaching. All classes were videotaped, Participants were interviewed periodically,and

jcornals and written work were collected. In addition, a group of prospective teachers targeted for more

extensive data collection were videotaped (student) teaching in elementary school classrooms,and post-

teaching interviews with them were recorded.

Georgia's story is told in chronological "slices," reflecting a natural segmentation. The full slice

portrays Georgia before the classes began. The subsequent slices included here detail the beginning of the

first semester, and the remainder of the two-semester instructional program.

Prior to Instruction
Georgia arrived fall semester on the main campus of a large university, coming from a small

college where her father was an instructor. She had some difficulty adjusting; her aips back home each

weekend to visit her family and boyfriend provided emotional support for the transition.

In the first interview, Georgia began to establish herself as one of the most outspoken members of

the group. Unlike most of the prospective teachers, she asked a number of questions as theend of the

interview: "Why is this so important?" "Why are we doing this interview?" "We can bc honest with you -

it won't affect our grade?" Her blunt, outspoken manner was to be evident all through the project.

Georgia confessed in the first interview that "I have a difficulty with meth. It's not one of my

stronger subjects so I thought I'd try (the project Cotner Georgia's performance on a projeet pretest and

a series of mathematics problems administered during interviews supportedher claims of being weak in

mathematics. "I know that when I was in elementary school it was not taught enough, that's one reason I

don't like it, and I wish to change that." "I never really had teachers who really took time to really see

how I was ...how the progress was coming. It was kinda just hurry up and get this over with so we can

move on to something else." For Georgia the poor teaching she had received was the cause of her current

lack of confidence and competence in mathematics. "I mean the experience I have had with math teachers

is that they're so cotton pickin' cold and hard."
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As Georgia discussed her expectations of the pilot course, it became clear that she found fault with

the teachers that she had encountered, not with traditional approaches to mathematics Instruction. She

indicated that a good course would involve large numbers of practice problems, an ongoing feeling of

success(frustration was to be avoided), regular praise by the teacher, and significant individual attention.

It was important to Georgia to know whether her answers and procedures were correct. As she was

working problems during an interview, she looked to the interviewer for confirmation, "Tm not getting

any feedback. [pause] Are you an effective teacher'? [nervous laughter)"

Georgia was asked to explain how mathematics should be taught so that suidents could understand

it. She sald that it would be important to put students in groups so the bright students could help the

slower students and that after she had her students work in groups, she would stop the students and have

people who got the right answers put diem on the board. If they did it the wrong way or the way l didn't

want it done, possibly !could show the way I wane it done and the proper way to do it."

We used a mock teaching situation to compare prospective teachers' comments in interviews with

their "teaching behaviors." Georgia rok-played a teacher who was helping a sixth-grader who was

incorrectly regrouping while computing 300 minus 124. The interviewer offered to provide any teaching

materials requested. Georgia worked with the "student" by repeating the rules fox subtraction, and asking,

"Now, do you understand?" When asked if she would do anything differently if she were to do the role

play again, she sold that she would give him "an example problem ... like 200 minus like, 123 ... because

he hal trouble with his zeros, so I would use zeros." This statement fits with an idea of competence in

mathematics as being able to apply procedures you have learned to a series of closely related problems.

BegInnIng of the Mathematics Course
Beginning with the first mathematical experience, the project mathematics class ran counter to

Georgia's expectations. Georgia expressed her dissatisfaction non-verbally, verbally, and in her journal.

She objected to the lack of positive reinforcement and the amount of time spent on individual problems.

How could she learn anything if the teacher never told her what was right? Although mathematics classes

had not worked well for her in the past, Georgia clung to traditional expectations of a mathematics class.

"We should be getting a worksheet every day with at least five problems on, so that we have practice and

when we enter a test, we don't have total blank knowledge of what is going to be on them." Speaking up

in class 07 she asserted, "I know you won't do this, but 1 kind of wish you would just like tell us. ... right

new I am dumbfounded about [the class process]. ...I just don't see us going forward....I am so

frustrated. I just wish...that it would be normal."

This was her most threatening mathematics experience yet. Not only was she thrown again into

the frightening sea of mathematics, but this time she was left without many of her traditional life

preservers: there was no book to study, no examples for extra practice, and no sample soludons that she

could follow in solving similar problems. I'm getting to the point where I'm getting a little ticked off,"

Georgie reported with obvious understatement. 'The videotape of class 09 showed Georgia as not only

uninvolved but resistant. She did not participate in the rust part of the class- leaning on her elbow and

looking bored. When she was assigned a partner and asked to work on some problems with him, she
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shook her head and indicated that she did not want her small group participation to be recorded. 14er

partner tried to interest her in the assignment, but Georgia merely yawned and glared at the instructor.

Another way Georgia resisted the direction of the class was by aligning herself with the other

easily identified resistor, Sherry. Sherry comzsted the insuuctors efforts by insisting that her rights were

being violated and threatening to refer the matter to higher authority. Georgia and Sherry spent time

together between classes and supported each other verbally during challenges to the class process.

Georgia seemed convinced that this traumatic experience was the workof an insensitive teacher. "1

don't like that night exams.[sic] He doesn't realize that at night you just want to kind of crash. You

know, and you are tired. You know, you have a full day. But he doesn't care because it is at his

convenience, you know, and he doesn't want to take away from class time which is totally ridiculous."

In her journal after class 9, she wrote, "Ludy I am still very frustrated and feel awkward about

saying the frustration is still there. I feel in NO way ready to take the exam nor do 1 feel that I will be able

to do well on it. The reason for this I believe is because nothing in the class has been determined as right

yet." The teacher had not respected traditional rules about preparing students for an exam.

Georgia took her exam and the results were more devastating than she had anticipated no points

earned for any of her answers. Crushed and crying, Georgia headed home. Her dad would come to her

defense. They talked until late into the night, her father trying to support her but yet suggesting that

perhaps the professor might be trying some reasonable approaches to mathematics. During spring break,

looking for allies, Georgia described the class to a former mathematics instructor and showed her the

exam. She received the confirmation that she sought. The foam:- instructor agreed that Georgia's

professor's approach was crazy and that the exam was cruel. Georgia was ready to drop the course.

However, as she sat with her decision to quit, she became less sure that it w s appropriate for her.

She would not feel good about herself if she gave up. It would put her a semesterbehind; Most of her

classmates were making it Georgia returned to campus and confronted the instructor, expressing ha

anger and hurt and describing her indecision as so whether to continue in the course. He listened and

expressed his desire that she do well and his availability to work with her if she chose to continue.. In her

journal later that week she revealed her decision.

In doing alot (sicj of thinking last night and pondering what I am going to do about improving my
grade and learning to THINK in the manner that you have set forth. I discovered that I am going to

stick with it. I am determine [sic] to work my self [sic) until I achieve in this course What I will
expect from you is help, with me as a student you will grin your money's worth as a teacher. I will
also get with other people in the class and work as hard as possible to improve my thinking ability.

Georgia had decided to continue in the course and had softened her rhetoric with the teacher.

However, in an interview with one of the other research team members, Georgia revealed,

I think you have to begin to think the way he thinks just, I mean even if youdon't want to... arid
even if you don't believe that's the proper way to think, you have to think or you won't make It in
that course. So what I have to do is I have to readjust my thinking just for him. Okay, totally turn
my thinking around and then go from there. But I am not saying after this class, I won't go back to
the way I thought before

Later in the same Interview, she shares,
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I guess I'm just a fighter, you know, and I won't let him, you know, flunk me in this course. Just
because I will be darned if I get another zero on the test. And if I do, I think I will take him to the
Dean or something because you know. You know I could have not of even taken that test. I could
have just gone home, sat in the easy chair, and watched TV and got the same grade I got, you know.
And, you blow, he said you don't get any points for effort. So you know. I guess effort means
nothing to him, you know. An effort is nothing, you know. I mean, if I see, I think in order to be
an effective teacha which I think he is not, you have 63 encourage your kids if they are putting fotth
an effort, you know.

Georgia had tried resisting the shift in classmorn norms which charactelized the mathematics class.

Her resistance had been unsuccessful. She was now prepared to ny compliance, play "hit game" so well

that she would beat him at it.

The Remainder of the Mathematics Class and the Mathematics Education Class

Georgia's behavior in class began to change. She was becoming more involved, more willing to

explore ideas, and seemed MDTe committed to Understanding an idea before moving on. Although she still

expressed herself openly when she didn't like something, these expressions were about specific issues; the

overall attitude of resistance was gone. Slowly, she began to take more leadership in her small groups.

Georgia's jotunal entries considered the mathematics more thoughtfully. She reported that she was

spending a lot more time thinking about the mathematics discussed in class and working on problems.

She distanced herself from Sherry and developed a regular study group with Emily and Judy, two

prospective teachers who were weak in mathematics, but who were enthusiastic about the class and

committed to doing well.

What hod begun as determination to play the "game" well, had developed into a real interest in the

mathematics, and later into an appreciation for the instructional approach. As her newly developed

mathematical activity began to give her moments of insight, Georgia began to feel a sense achievement

that was not dependent on praise. Although, overall her mathematical understanding temained weak, she

noted her progress and began to value the context which fostered her learning.

In class discussions, Georgia began to wonde: ':out proposed solutions. In one discussion, she

encouraged her group to try situation after situation in a search for counter-exam.iles. This emphasis on a

solution working continued on into the second semester. In Class 31, she again asked her group, "I mean

does that wott for every case, like did you already go through these?" Georgia tended to be satisfied if all

the examples she tried worked; her approach tended to be inductive rather than deductive. She seemed

content if she and/or the group felt that the answers wein right. No longer did she look to the instructor, a

book , or an outside authority for confirmation.

Beginning to see math as an empirical science, Georgia encouraged her group to mix two types of

scda in order 63 resolve a mathematical dispute about the qusntitative relationships involved in

concentration. Later, in an interview, she revealed that she had experimented with juice mixtures the

previous weekend, but believed that it was important for her fellow students to be involved themselves in

the exploration. This seemed to be indicative of a shift in Georgia's beliefs about how mathematics is

learned.
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In the second semester her tendency to assume a leadership role was apparent in a simulation using

base five blocks. She expressed concern that all members of the group were understanding each others'

explanations and that they were seeing various ways the problems could be solved. She was fascinated by

the problems and pursued some extensions of these problems that she generated herself. Twice during.the

class period, she commented that she was really enjoying working with the Xmania simulation and

intended to use it when she had her own classroom

In the middle of the second semester, Georgia was asked to repeat the role play she had done

before the first semester had begun. In this role play, rather than telling the student the algorithm and

asking him if he understood as she had done previously. Georgia asked the student questions designed to

help him solve the problem himself.

The following interview excerpts provide additional evidence of Georgia's shifting ideas.
Inter. ... let's say I was to come in [to a hypothetical class] and watch [you teach] for a period of a

week or two, what kinds of things would I see you doing?
Georgia: you'd probably see a lot of classroom work, a lot of group involvement, a lot of student

participation, you'd probably see a lot of, let's see, questions, maybe not always a lot of
answers, but maybe a lot of questions.

Inter How can you have questions without answers?
Georgia: Well, I think I'd try to run it a little bit, my classmom, a little bit like we've been running our

math. I'd try to stimulate a lot of questions and let them search a little bit more for the
answers instead of just always just giving them the Answers.

Inter: Why would you do that?
Georgia: I think that students learn more effectively that way. I know it's worked for me this

semester. I think it helps them starch and see that there's not just one set way for doing
problems...it'll help them understand and it will also help them in their thinking process and
I think it will help them later on to develop their thinking in a better way. I mean, you can't,
it won't just help them in mathematics it'll help them in all areas I think.

Inter. So, I don't think I understand. You're going to ask your kids lots of questions but not give
them any answers.

Georgic Well, they'll eventually come up with the answers but they won't haVe the answer right off
hand, they'll have to think about it like we do in class you know. We're not always given
answers right away as some of the kids would like us to have the answers right away, we
have to think and we have to search, and you know sometimes it's days before we even
know whether we're right or not but you know, we've gone through a whole thinking
process and I believe my students will have to go through that whole thinking process as
well. I think it just makes them a better student and a better thinker. I mean, you have to
think about mathematics, you can't just be, you know, I don't know, just all black and
white, there's got to be some gray in there, you know.

Inter: What do you mean by some gray?
Georgia: Well, it can't be always right and wrong, there's got to be some arca in there about sett of

like confusion and maybe frustration and maybe like them searching that gray area. It could
be them thinking or maybe some confusion or some questions or things that can't always be
right or wrong, you know. It can't always be well this way is right or this way is
wrong....Sometimes (not telling the answers] causes a lot of frustration, Imean, sometimes
it really causes a lot of frustration. But if he tells you why right away then you'rellOt going
to search anymore fix anymcce answers and you're not going to explore the question
anymore. ...

The reader might question whether Georgia was just "playing the game well," speaking the party

line. Our strongest evidence that Georgia's shift was real was her perseverance to teach consistent with
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this new paradigm of mathematics education in the face of considerable resistance from her cooperating

teacher.3

Later in the interview, Georgia offered her reconstruction of the change that she had undergone.
I reached a point where 1... got tired of being a spoiled brat....I wanted it all spoon fed you know.,
just like all my other classes....fThe teacher) just wants us to learn to the fullest capability we can
learn. And he wants us to look at a new way of looking at mathematics and that's what we have to
do. I guess that's where it all started to click. I can't tell you what day I decided to, like, say,
"Okay, math turn on." I guess I just really started working and it just all came together.... There are
times in the class where...I look at other people in there and !see that they don't really work as hard
as I work but yet they're achieving...beyond me, and, you know, that frustrates me at times because
I think I bust my butt in this class to get where I'm at....But you have to look beyond that and you
have to say, "look. I'm not looking at those people, I'm looking at me and where I'm at, where I
was at the beginning of the year and where rve come."...But I can't tell you when it all
happened...It was really gradual and I went through a lot of work and a lot of opening up my mind
to new ideas.

Summary and Conclusions
In dramatic fashion, Georgia's stoty highlights some important developmental themes regarding

the mathematics teacher education of prospective teachers who are themselves products of traditional

mathematics instruction. These include loosening of traditional expectations, participating in a

renegotiation of classroom social norms, and developing a personal sense of ability to create mathematics.

Georgia had been a weak student, never feeling successful and competent in mathematics. Yet, she clung

to her traditional expectations of mathematics class. They represented the known and were therefore

relatively safe. Not every prospective teacher resists as strongly as Georgia. However, Georgia's

experience invites us to take seriously the emotional content that cart be associated with maldng such a

significant paradigm shift. Do our teacher preparation and teacher enhancement programs anticipate and

support such emotional upheaval?

The second theme involves engagement in on-going renegotiation of the roles of teacher and

students in the classroom, what activities are valued, how mathematics is validated, and what it means to

be effective in the classroom. Closely associated with this process is a reexamination of what constitutes

mathematics and how it is developed. The third theme refers to the prospective teacher's growing sense

that "I can develop and express mathematical ideas, judge mathematical validity, and contribute (as a

student) in a classroom mathematics community that is developing shared mathematical understandings."

While this brief list is in no way exhaustive, all three of these components seem to be important in the

preparation of teachers to carry out envisioned reforms. We would emphasize that we are not merely

talking about familiarizing prospective teachers with what goes on in reform oriented classrooms or even

giving them a taste of what it is like to participate in them. Rather the issue is one of prospective teachers

participating in personal transformation as learners of mathematics and members of mathematical

communities Do teacher education programs, particularly those that aim to make an Impact with a large

number of teachers, adequately plan for such changes?

Although Georgia's story demonstrates important change in these three areas, Georgia's overall

knowledge of elementary mathematics improved only slightly, remaining a weak link In her preparation to

teach mathematics. A longer, more comprehensive opportunity to learn mathematics's in a reform-oriented
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classroom is indicated for two reasons. First, the eoneeftall understanding needed is tC° vag to be

learned in one or two semesters. Second, we suspect that the learning curve starts out quite flat as

prospective teachers develop new conceptions o( mathemadcs, develop as problem solvers, and learn to

communicate about mathematics. As growth in these areas progresses, the learning curve with respect to

conceptual understanding can become steeper. Mathematical interventions of insufficient duration,

therefore, risk generating only the flat part of the carve. However, how to quantify sufficiragsluminn will

require empirical investigation.

Finally, a large pan of learning to be a mathematics teacher takes place in the classroom as the

prospective teacher has the opportunity to assume the teachers role. This is beyond the scope of this kcief

report.

Footnotes
iThe longer paper is available upon request from the first author.
2The CEM project is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. TPE-9050032. Any
opinions, futdings, and conclusions or recommendations exFessed in this material are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
3Data from Georgia's student teaching are reported in the longer version of this case study.
4Note the emphasis here is on the teacher's opportunity to learn mathematics. This does nor replace the
need for teacher's to learn about learning and teaching. Neither can mathematics content knowledge be
developed solely through pedagogical courses.
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THE EFFECT OF A COURSE EMPHASIZING TEACHING TECHNIQUES
CONGRUENT WITH THE NCTM STANDARDS ON PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS'

BELIEFS AND ASSESSMENT PRACTICES

Barbui.W.I.nroMt and EitrickAnalicnna
University of Pittsburgh

Learning Research and Development Center

This study focused on the bell* o f pre-service secondary mathematics teachers abosa the nature of
assessment Practices, the criteria used to evaluate sndent perfornsance, the reladonship between their
beliefi and the evaltiadon criteria, andthe effeccs that a mathematics teaching methods course may have
had on their tusesiment btliefi and pructices. The teachers entered the mathematics teaching methods
course uith beliefs about assessment consistent with the reform movement and maintained those beliefs
throughout the course. Their assessment practices were consistent with their beliefs in areas such as
applying holistic evaluation methods and in giving equal value t o visual and symbolk representations.
With respect so imponant cvaluadon criteria, the teachers referred to cenain criteria (correct answer, show
work. provide explanation) more frequently at the end of the course than at the beginning. Dissimilar
application of evaluation criteria to samples of student work raised issues for further investigation.

Achieving the goals set forth in The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Curriculum and

ExalundralanclanislatkIdallistlismatics (1989) and its frafessidnalltandanitthauchinz

Mato:oaks (1991) depends upon individual teachers changing their instructional practices (Clark &

Peterson. 1986; Thompson, 1992) as well as their beliefs about the nature of the teaching and learning of

mathematics. Classroom assessment practices, because they reflect beliefs. are an appropriate topic to

facilitate reflections by teachers about the teaching and learning of mathematics University courses in

methods of *aching mathematics are a logical place for pre-service teachers to begin to think about their

beliefs about classroom assessment and to farnulate their ideas about assessment criteria (Meyerson,

1978; Schram, Wilcox, Lanier, & Lappan, 1988).

Little is known about pre-service teachers' prior beliefs concerning student assessment or about

changes in assessment practices that may result from a teaching methods course that directly addresses

assessment issues. The purposes of this study were:

I . to identify the extent to which pre-service teachers' beliefs about and criteria for assessing student
performance changed as a result of participation in a course designed to emphasize instructional
techniques consistent with the NCTM Slandards;

2. so determine relationships between pre-service teachers' beliefs about mathematics teaching and
learning and the criteria they use to evaluate student performance;

3. to determine the ways in which elementary pm-service teachers differ from secondary pre service
teachers 'n their beliefs about mathematics teaching and learning arid in the criteria they use to
evaluate student performance.
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Because of page limitations, only portions of the first two purposes will be addressed in this paper)

Method

Twenty-two secondary pre-service teachers (hereafter referred to as "teachers)" enrolled in a one-

semester Mathematics Teaching Methods course at the University of Pittsburgh participated in the study.

ThaLcusc

Two instructors taught a six-credit secondary mathematics methods course two nights a week for 2

112 boors each night. Overall, the view presented in the course can be characterized as a combination of

what Kuhs and Ball (1986) [cited in Thompson, 19921 it= Learner-focused and Content focused with

emphasis on understanding . Learner-focused views the teacher as a facilitator of student learning,

creating a learning environment which facilitates student thinking and reasoning. A Content/understanding

view male; the mathematics content the focus of the classroom activity while emphasizing students'

understanding of ideas and processes. The instructors emphasized the role of problem solving,

communication, reasoning, and connections in planning instructional activities and in assessing students'

understanding of mathematics. Two class periods were devoted to discussing classrcom assessment. The

goal of these classes was to attempt to influence the beliefs and practices of the teachers toward developing

assessment tasks that would elicit a range of knowledge from factual to higher level reasoning and toward

employing a broader range of evaluation criteria than a single correct numerical answer.

inS1131111411LS

Each of the following instruments was administered at the beginning and end of the course.

Belielljnyeategy.2 The beliefs inventory contained 34 statements about the teaching and lesrning

of mathematics, seven of which addressed assessment issues. The teachers indicsted the extent of their

agreement with tht statements on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree)and provided bnef

descriptions of their rationale for the selected choice.

1A longer version of the paper which will address all three usues in derail will be available at the conference or can be
obtained by writing to the authors.
2 The Beliefs Inventory is an augmerned version of one use4 by the Documenution componun of she QUASAR Project.
directed by Dr. Mary Kay Stein. QUASAR (Quantitative Understanding: Ampli(ying Student Achievement and Reasoning) Is

a Ford Foundsricc sponsored project designed to enhance mathematics instruction in middleschools with high percentages of
sualents fmen economically disadvantaged communities. A summary of the QUASAR Project snd papersassocieted with the

Project can be Owned by writing to: Dr. Edward A. Stiver. Director, QUASAR. LRDC, 3939 O'HaraStrut, Piusburgb,

PA 15240,
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SasiaLMICkaragascsactiyilx. The Scoring Activity packet included three open-ended

mathematics tasks3 (Number Theory, Decimal, Pattern), shown in Figure 1, with each task accompanied

by seven or eight sample responses that had been generated by middle school students. Using a range of

score levels from 0 to 4, the teachers evaluated each student response and provided a brief rationale for the

score level selected.

Criterii for full credit responses. Following the evaluation of each set of student responses for a

given task, the teachers wrote descriptions of their criteria for a full-credit response ("4") for that task.

Analysis/Results

Meet falssessintlubdentlitxframain

Qyailintgrairl. To determine changes in the assessment criteria used by the teachers, the overall

approach for scoring full credit responses was coded as either Holistic or Analytic. On the average across

the three 'tasks, most of the teachers used a holistic approach both at the beginning and end of tbe course

(93% and 82%, respectively). This change was not statistically significant.

Spwific characteristics. Each of the descriptions of score level 4 criteria was coded using

categories related to expectations for student wott (Correct Answer, Demonstrate Understanding, Shows

Work, and Provide Explanadon), with a single description receiving one or more codes depending on the

number of criteria mentioned (e.g., a response of "Must have the right answer with the right explanation"

was coded as both Correct Answer and Provide Explanation). The results of this coding, as shown in

Table 1, reveal that for all three tasks references to the category Demonstrate Understanding decreased

significantly from the beginning to the end of the course. Significant increases occurred for the Decimal

task in the categories of Correct Answer and Provide Explanation and for the Number Theory task in the

categories of Show Work and Provide Explanation.

The results indicate that the teachers were likely paying greater attention to the specific

requirements identified in the task instructions. For example, in the Decimal task the significant increases

in the categories Correct Answer and Provide Explanation could be linked to the instructions f or this task,

which required the choice of a correct answer and an explanation of that choice. Similarly, the instructions

3 The throe tasks, which hare been mkased for public dissemination. were developed by the QUASAR Pmject as pan of its
Assessment component, directed by Dr. Suzanne Lane. Infmnation on the assessment component of QUASAR cset be
obtained by sending an inquiry to the addrem lisied In the preceding foonvate
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for the Number Theory Task (cf: Figure 1) p.obably influenced the increase in the references to Show

Work as an appropsiate ctiteria for a score level of 4.

Table I Distribution of Categories Mentioned in a Full-credit Respcose for the Three Tasks

Cattiory

Task

CORM
Answer

Duncasuase
Undtestindirin

Show
Work

Provide
Explanation

Begin. ot
Course

End 01
Course

Begin. a
Course

End of
Coale

Begin. of
Course

End of
Course

Begin. of
Course

End of
Course

Decimal 77% me 64% 41%* 5% 5% 45% 73%.

Number Thmet 81% 95% 76% 38%* 14% 67%* 0% 29%*

Pusan 100% 35% 14%* 5% _ 0% 95%

u .01

In the case of the Decimal task, a situation emerged that warrants further investigation. Although

the teachers indicated that a comet answer and an explanation were important criteria, the score levels

assigned to a particular student response to the Decimal Task (which contained the correct answer, but an

irrelevant explanation) ranged from 0 to 4. It is unclear as to how the methods course and/or the teachers'

beliefs influenced these decisions.

liclickAtzulascssmani

On thc Beliefs Inventory, seven statements addressed important civ..room assessment issues

(e.g., assessment for instructional guidance, holistic scoring, alternative solution strategies, assigning

grades). Overall, the pattern of responses shown in Table 2 indicates that the teachers' beliefs about

assessment were consistent from the beginning to the end of the methods course. In addition, there is

some evidence that their beliefs were in alignment with the purposes of assessment as espoused by the

mathematics eckicatico reform movement (e.g., agreement with statements 01 and 04).

Table 2 Mean Response to the Statements on Assessment Beliefs

Statement
Beginning of

Course
Este of
C on rite

I. Assessment for instructional decisions 4.0 4.3

2, WnIten tests as best means to &UM progress 2.6 2.3

3. Chief role of useasment is so usign grades 2.0 1.9

4. Scam %rock evakined in manna shuills to essay 4.1 4.3

5. Complete solutron may include visual images ... 4.3 4.5

6. Use of English language given equal weight 2.5 2 4

7. Credit for aPPropriale methods that dater ... 4.5 4.5
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Statement 85 (A complete solution to a mathematics problem may include visual images or

diagrams in addition to equations snd numbers.) was one statement chosen to investigate the relationship

between teachers' beliefs about assessment and the criteria they used to evaluate siudent performance

because 20 of the 22 teachers either strongly agreed or agreed with this statement on one or both

administrations of the Beliefs Inventory. If their beliefs were aligned with practice, then this subgroup of

20 teachers would likely assign similar score levels to a correct response that was based on the use of a

diagram or visual and to a correct response that did not contain a diagram. The investigation of this

conjecture involved looldng at the score levels that the subgroup members assigned to the two sample

responses to the Number Theory task shown in Figure 2. Response A included a diagram as part of a

correct solution, rid Response B did not use a diagram.

For Response A (with diagram), 16 of the 20 subgroup members assigned it a score level of "4"

for one of the two administrations of the Scoring Activity, and four members assigned it a score level of

"3" on both administrations. This pattern of scoring was consistent with the pattern for Response B

(without diagram) in which 18 subgroup members assigned it a score level of "4" for one of thc two

administrations, and two members assigned it a score level of "3" on both administrations. Thus, the

teachers beliefs in the appropriateness of diagrams and visual images were actualized in that they assigned

high scat levels to both the response utilizing a diagram and the response expressed in numbers.

Another issue emerged that warrants further study. Of the teachers who assigned score levels of

"3" to Ruponse A and B, all of them did so due to a lack of generality of the response (e.g., "(25) is a

correct solution, but there are others."). These teachers obviously were reserving the highest score level

fix a response that went beyond the stated requirements of the problem. The particular aspects of the

course and/or their beliefs that influenced this decision are presently unclear.

Discussion

The scconchtry pit-service teachers entered the course with beliefs and assessment practices

somewhat consistent with current reform effotts and maintained those beliefs and some of the practices

throughout the course. Further evidence of the alignment between the teachers' beliefs and practices and

mathematics education reform emerged from the teachers' use of several criteria associated with
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communication and higher level reasoning to evaluate student responses. their acceptance of holistic as

well as analytic evaluation methods, and their assignment of nearly identical score levels to COITMI

responses that employed different, but correct strategies. With respect to the assessment component of the

methods course, there is evidence that the teachers responded to the idea that teacher expectations of

student performance should be made explicit to students in both instructional explanations and assessment

practices. The decrease in references from beginning to end of the course to the specific characteristic

Dentonsavue Understanding as a criteria warrants further invesdgaticm, as it may reflect a change in the

meaning these teachers attributed to the phiase "to know and understanding mathematics" (Wilson,

Cooney, & Badger, 1991). hiaking pre-savice teachers aware of their own beliefs andpractices with

respect to assessment may encourage them to see the value of cpen-endedmathematics tasks as appropriate

measures of students mathematical knowledge and to include these and other alternative assessment

methods in their classroom evaluation practices. Discussions aboutbeliefs and practices can also assist the

methods course instructor in designing activities that may influence the pre-service teachers as they re-

examine, and perhaps change, their instruction and assessment methods.
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Figure 1. Three assessment tasks used to study evaluadon practices of pre-servke teachers.

NUMBER THEORY TASK

Yolanda was selling her brother Damian about what she did in math class.

Yolanda said, *Damian, I used blocks in my math class today. Wheni grouped the blocks In groups
of 2,1 had 1 block left over. When) grouped the blocks in groups of .1.1 hal block left over. And
when! grouped the blocks in groups of 4, I still had I block left over."

Damian asked, 'How many blocb did you have?"

What xis: Yolanda's answer to her brother's question?
Show your work.
Answer:

DECIMAL TASK

Circle the number that has the greatest value.
.08 .8 .080 .008000
Esplabt your answer

PATTERN TASK

For homework Miguel's teacher asked hint to look at the pattern below and draw the figure that should
come Mil.

Miguel does not know how to find the next figure.
A . Draw the next figure for Miguel.
B. Write a description for Miguel telling him how you knew which figure corner next.

was/. Two selected responses to the Number Theory task

Response A (with diagram) Response B (without diagram)
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SHARED AUTHORITY: A ROADBLOCK TO TEACHER CHANGE?

Lynn C. Hart
Georgia State University

Margaret, a teadwr panicOant ln the Adanta Math Project, is attempting to change

her pedagogical practice to reflect the reform recanmendationsfrom NUM (1991).

This paper suggesu shared authority at a framework to help analyze and interpret the
seemingly random panenu of change observed In she first mu years Margaret has

been with the project. An interpretation of the conceptof shared authority is offered

and examples from the data are provided.

Mathematics instruction in the United States is experiencing careful scrutiny. In line with

current research on learning, The
adasjigaSuggad&imisifikialtdaiggiadia (NCTM, 1991) is

recommending pedagogical practice Ms supports snidest COMOMMICati011, reasoning and problem

solving. Teachers in the field who are attempting tO refit* their practice to MON CSOSOly OliffOt these

recommendations are often experiencing a difficult and complicated struggle as they attempt to

change. This paper will tell a piece of one teacher's mmy.

Background

In earlier papers I described the research framework (Hart, 1991) and analysis of year ooe for

Margaret (Hart, 1992; Hart and Najee-ullah, 1992), a teacher participant in the Atlanta Math Project.

This paper will continue the discussion through Margaret's second year with the project. Four video

tapes were chosen for analysis: two tapes previously discussed for year Otte (9/20/90, 513191) and

two tapes for year two (9/6/91, 3119/92).

Choosing a Perspective

Perhaps ths most difficult aspect of telling Margaret's story is the selection of what to tell and

what to leave out. My teacher change paradigm acts as a filter to screen data and may cause me to

interpret what I see from only this perspective. But even within the plethora of what Is, I must make

decisions of what is representative of the evidence ofchange obtervel in Margaret's teaching practice

and hence offer a subjective view.
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It is within this confusion that the notion of shared authority within the classroom has emerged

at i piece of the framework to help me. understand Margaret's Inconsistent behavior over the first two

years of the project as well as the behavior of other teachers in our project. This Invisible data

becomes more apparent as I rethink my discussion of Margaret in year one and add to it the

observations from year two. Muck of the seemingly unrelatedbehaviors begin to connect and a

larger theme begins to emerge.

What do I mean to share authority in the classroom? I picture this as a continuum upon which

classrooms might b.e placed. Even individual events occurring over the course of a single class period

might be placed on various points along the continuum. In a lectute-oriented classroom the

intellectual authority Is almost exclusively in the hands of the teacher. In a classroom where student

share their ideas verbally or come to the overhead projector and describe their strategies. there Is

more sharing of meaning making. Further along the continuum student thinking Ls genuinely

considered and Is poi always filtered through the teacher, approved by the teacher or given credence

by the teacher. In a classroom where ihe intellectual authority is most fully shared the students would

participate In the decision making for acceptable justifications and arguments. As shot.4 in Figure 1,

the willingness to share authority impacts many other aspects of classroom interaction and decision

making.
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Introducing the notion of shared authority in the classroom as I believe the Standards (1991)

do suggest -- raises itsues of propriety, power &ad ownership. As students begin to take more

responsibility for the intellectual life in a dassroom they stniggle with prevailing customs, situations

of who owns an idea and the standing of the person presenting a position. Individuals who are

considered to have more power, e.g., the teacher, will receive more unspokenauthority. As the

teacher moves to oven up the intellectual climate, he or she oust begin to refinquishhis or her

control and power arid begin to acknowledge die varying positions that might beheld. For many,

teaching mathematics micompasus their profeesional identity, a position ofauthority which they

control and orchettrue. Depending on the individual, sharing the power in the ciassroom may Dot be

an easy task because they may be unwilling to relinquish the authority they associate with being a

'teacher'. It may help to explain the difficulty many teachers SIC experiencing as they attempt

change.

A second consideration that impacts the bOt100 of shared authority as a major construct in

teacher change is the domain of mathematics itself. Long viewed by the masses as the most certain,

rigid and fixed of the sciences, the teaching and leaning of mathematics has fostered very strong

belief& about what it means to know and do mathematics. To share authority suggests that varying

perspectives about mathematics exist and that they may be valuable within the mathematics

community of the classroom. This ia a potentially controversial position. Perhaps certain individuals

(or groups) look at the mathematics differently, not inadequately, just differently.

Margaret's Story

It is within this thinking that I come back to Margaret. In previous papers (Hart, 1992; Han

and Najee-ullah, 1992) I describe some patterns of discourse from the two year-one canes of

Margaret's classroom. I identified teaching behaviors which I believed discouraged student discourse.

These Included Margaret's tendency to:
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Wad student thinking through directed cptestioning, e.g., a student would begin with an idea

and Margaret would lead hiss or her ht a particular direction through machine gun type

questioning;

dr= student expressions without reacting and interpreting, e.g., a student would say 'you get

the same answer if you reverse the order' and Margaret would repeat the words verbatim

without comment;

or onwleting student statements, e.g., a student would start a statement like 'not everyone gets

singles' and Margaret would add to the thought by saying 'so you think it was lain

I towd funneling and completing to be the most discouraging behaviors, with mirroring having

almost no effect. As I began to study the tures from year two, I observed similarities between the

tscialaskt of year one and the kujimung of year two lanes. At the beginning of each school year

Margaret was working very hard to engage the students and to facilitate the discussion. This could be

interpreted as the adjustment of the students to an environment that invited their participation rather

than Margaret starting over. At the beginning of year two the students were just as resistent to

change as the students had beta at the beginning of year one. However, in all four tapes I found

examples of the behaviors I had initially identified in year one but the lessons In year two felt

different. Margaret wu different but it was not obvious (to me) what was causing this feeling. It

was at this point that Jones (personal communication. Febniary 24, 1993) outlined themes she was

observing in field notes from the Atlanta Math Project at a project research meeting and the notion of

slurred authority began to make sense.

The Analysis Revisited

In order to explore shared authority as a larger theme that guided Margaret's practice, I decided

to reanalyze the tapes using that perspective. As mentioned before, In the earlier analysis I had

focused on behaviors that I perceived had limited or encouraged discourse. I had identified three

behaviors:
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funneling, mirroring and completing. Because of space limitations I will focus on only on the first

for elaboration.

Funneling was evidenced in Margaret's classroom when a student would make a statement that

Margaret apparently thought was at the beginning of a -correct track and would use successive

questioning to lead the student to a desired outcome. Margaret showed several examples of this in all

four tapes. The following example demonstrates this practice at the beginning of year one. When a

student is trying to figure out how to estimate the amount of money taken in from locker rentals at his

middle school, Margaret engages him in die following exchange.

Student It depends on how many lockers there are.

MARGARET Oh. It depends on how many lockers there are as to how much money was

taken in? Or bow much money could have been taken in?

Student Yes. If it was 82.00 you times it by two.

MARGARET About how many lockers do you think there were?

Student 800

MARGARET So take the number of lockers . . .

Student 1400 cause I just figured it out

MARGARET Take the number of lockers times 82 per locker and . . .

In this situation Margaret was leading the student step-by-step to explain his thinking to the class.

She appeared unwilling to accept his abbreviated explanation.

An example can also be found in the last tape of year two in a seemingly rote interaction.

Margaret is leading a discussion on fractions equivalent to 1/2.

MARGARET 214 is equal to 1/2. What she?

Student 4/8

MARGARET How did you get 4/S?

Student Multiplied by 2.
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MARGARET Multiplied what by 2?

Student Wait, multiplied In by 4.

MARGARET Multiplied by 4?

Student 414ths

Both discussions are funneling students to a desired outcome through successive questioning.

On Initial observadon the first dialogue may seem richer because of the task. But careful examination

of the two interaction illustrates some subtle differences. In the locker discussion Margaret is

carefully directing the line of discussion even though the student apparently would like to proceed

without ber. She keeps bringing him bock to what she thinks would be the appropriate next step for

his explanation. In the later discussion Margaret is asking the student through questioning to explain

how she arrived at the answer. She ts not feeding her the next lines of an algorithm.

Using the framework of shared authority to re-Interpret the two examples, Margaret is giving

more authority or freedom to think to the student in the second dialogue. Her questions are lass

guided. She asks the second student 'how did you get it? -- a question that is not asked in the first

example.

Funneling is not new to the mathematics classroom. Almost anyone who has observed teachers

has observed the practice. Often seen as a protective mechanism to assure that all the other students

In the class 'get it' and that the student speaking really does "have it,' this practice of tsking care

suggests that the teacher knows the 'it' at which they should arrive. The change in Margaret's

teaching practice has been in giving more authority by asking more open quesfions that let the second

student determine some of the outcome of the questioning. She has not aburcloned her earlier

behaviors, but the essence of her teaching Is different. She has relinquished some of her intellectual

authority in the classroom.
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Discuuion

The discourse in Margaret's classroom over the first two years of the project is not markedly

different. A closer analysis through the lens of shared authority, however, caught subtle differences

in the nature of some of the exchanges. She was beginning to relinquish some part of her power. but

the letting go apparently was not easy, given the subtle nature of the changes I observed. It is

impossible to say at this point the motivation foc Margaret's difficulty in sharing the authority in her

classroom. Whether It was tsking care of her students or protecting bet own position of power in the

classroom, the struggle is apparent in the classroom.

Further analysis of interviews with Margaret and field notes of the observations should begin to

valiance my understanding of the process of change Margaret is experiencing. It is clear, however,

that the process is very complex and not easily reducible to sets of predefined kehaviors.
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AUTHORIZING MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE IN A CLASSROOM COMMUNITY

largie.leagm & Martin Simon

The Pennsylvania State University

This paper reports on one aspect of a three year Constructivst Elensentaty Mathematics (CEM) study of
preservice teachers' development of pedagogical and mathematical btowkdge in a reform oriented math
echtcation program. The mer focuses on the symbolic interactions of classroom panicipants so seek an
understanding of the sharM community beliefs about what it means to know mathematics and the location
of authority in this mathernadcal conanwsity. The students and teacher co-constnacted a classroom practice
which emphasized I ) the invention of possible problem solutions, 2) the need to fully erplain and justify
each sohaion, 3) the generation of exosnples and evidence based upon life esperience to prove the
workability of solutions, and 4), the use of these experiential tnahs to construct mathematical
generalizations. The symbolic interactions creased a tension between an inquiry cantos, in which
bsowledge construction was a shared responsibdity, and an evaluative consext for knowing, in which
authority rested primarily with the teacher.

So, ornetInea we find out we're right by some authority saying, -yes, you're dght, or by some kind ol

conclusive proof. Other times it's by =piing as much evidence as we can and coming up wth our very

best model that we can really feel secure In. So I offer you another model of knowing, one which I'm goirg

to push on Mfg In this class. O.K. (Simon, Class 5, 2/5A1)

Simon, the teacher, made this point foe his students after playing a hicklen object-twenty questions

type game. Several of the students were fnutrated that he tefused to show them the object, arguing that

they could ask better questions next time, if he told them what was tight Other students said they would

stop thinking and just wait so be shown the right answer if he always revealed the math at the end of a task.

And, one student Lois, argued that being right should have nothing to do with how deeply you think.

trs not, k doesn't matter t you're right. The whole pokt Is, you're coming to the conclusion 1101. how he

did I cause al Orst I seemed kind cAllte a calculator, you know? ... then as we thdught about It more and

we took certain steps then we corn, to the conclusion that we thought we knew what k was. So, .. rs not

so rruch you knnw exactly what It le, I mean, is nide I you're right. But Ire the prccess leadirta up to N, I

think I could be this, soll put one and two kogerthsr andI1 go this. You know? (Lois. Class 5, 2/5/91)

By the end of the semester, Simon and the students had indeed co-constructed the compiling evidence

model of knowing he promised to "push on;" however, along with this more inquiry context, they also co-

constructed a hierarchical knowledge community in which the teacher possessed the knowledge, posed all

the timely pmblems and questions, and judged students' work according to mathematical knowledge

which he pouessed,as a member of other mathematical communities. These two contexts--one of inquiry

and one of evaluation-- created a community tension. The vast majority of the students entered the

clusroom expetience having understood mathematics learning only within the context of evaluation:
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Above aL kik* mathematics needs to be clearly explained[by the leaalerl In a way that students are able

to understand. This trivolves keeping In mind that students do not have any knowledge. euCh as yourself,

about what is gOing on. k also entails spending a great deal of time by the teacher analyzing each

kicliokbat's mistakes and successes. FoCUSed Writing #1. Infiffil)

Initially, Linda's beliefs were common smog class members, and influenced the interpretations of

Simon's action; as he cluected the problem solving Activity of the students. However, die community

clearly moved from Linda's idea, that mathematics needs to be clearly explained by the teacher, into an

inquiry context In which learning is a consequence of sharing ideas about how to solve specific

mathematical problems. This development is evidenced by tbe students' suggestions for changing Use

fonnat of the final exam.

I don't know, Ike I can tell (hough by working in the groups who has devabped a room urn, lice opan way

ol thinking. Wm even though they may never get the solution to the problem they Pk expiore many

dilterent inmates and you can tell when torneOne's realty exploring a tot and someone that says. 'no. this

it.- Um, I thirar when sorneone says, *no, this is then Iwy havent got a grasp on what the clam Is all

about. (Penny, Class 21, 4/18/91)

I kind ot think it shook, be more like our journals. I mean, In them you got whether or not we understood

the problem by whal we said. and WA that what we're doing? (Moly, Class 21, 4/18/41)

I syrrpathim with you having to evabate thk class cause I thirk Ws very difficult but one ot the Rings that I

think everybock is saykx2 is that they have gotten is an idea about how to problem solve... And that

perhaps cur test couid be somewhat set up that way...
this is What we've been doing ail abng is. I moan a

low times we've been sent home saying, "O.K, po ahead and work on, do these problems at home arst

then come In,' but it's always come in and talk aboutIt with your group, so that somehow I It could be

rearranged so we °tub work on questions together as agrow. (Lely, Class 21, 4/113/91)

The consmiction of an inquiry context supports the findings of Wilcox, Schram, Lappan, and Lanier

(1990), who "observed a shift in the locus of epistemological authority -- from a reliance on theteacher to

their community of rIxtt,r,res and teacher together using mathematica/ tools and stands/xls to decide about

the reasonableness of processes and the results of investigations" (p. 25). However, in the CEM

community, the students supported both the social contextof learning together how to problem solve in an

inquiry community, and the role of the teacher to judge the level of students' individual, mathematical

understandings. The symbolic interactions within
classroom events provided in this paper, illustrate bow

members negotiated and constructed theseconuarlictory contexts-- or models of knowing within their

mathematical community.
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The first problem of the semester was given to smell groups with the explicit instructions to "come

beck and tell the group how you went about doing this task. Not just t number that you came up with"

(Simon, Class 2, 1/17/91). And iroups were told how lo work together

What I don't mean is a whole bunch of No* woridno Independentlyon the task and checking thek

answer at the ond to vim If they gof the same answer. .. When I say workIno as a group, I'm talking about

cooperating al through If* allvay and discussing what you want to do andwhy you're doing It and making

sure Mat *wry member of the group undorstands Mule going on. (Simon. Class 2, 1117191)

And, when the small groups were ready to report, Simon explained hisuse of wait time and student

paraphrasing of Ideas expressed in class:

m. fest thing is. I wont you to consider what wouid happen I/ I asked an interesting quostion and then

somebody mwwers thal question immediately... Now I believe that not al quostions toga, Om same
*nowt of timo to think So I wculd to control how much lent you have to thirk... So, what 1 would Are

you to do is whin you want lo respond or you ware to say something in class, that you raise your hand...
S000nd IttIno, as I started to incicate before, I believe that Ws ovvybody's lob in hers to understand
everything that ipers on... That has nothing to do with whether II was right or wrong. We cant oven

reopond to 4 until we have understod L. I you don't understand what somebody*aye I vrouki We you

to ask them a question. Sometimes as be *Tee as, 'Could you lust say that agskr." .. Other times wo

dont understand whet they mean by toms things... So you ask borne question thatgots you some
cieratotIon. . . And, what I veil ck, al times Is I wi ask you for a !mantras*, that is that Sara said sommtlng

and then I turn SP Penny and I say, 'Penny, wa you paraphrase that" ... Now when I ask for a paraphrase,

a doesn't Mean that the answer was rohl or wrono. It only moans that I, that I Judge a's worthwhi* slopping
to make sure people understand. (Simon, Close 2, 1/17,91)

After these insmictions, the class began their first mathematics discussion. Simon clearly directed

the conversation, asking for clarification and paraphrases, with a teacher-student tuni-taldng pattern.
Simon: AI right Umm, late, let's hold on to LIOyes question a second. 0 K. cause I have a feeling that

she Is going to ask you tow do ycu know Ws wrong. 0 K. So we are not done discussIno 11 yet.

But lefs maks sure that we understand the method that was Intended and then we can figure out

how to answer this question. Did. dki everybody start out by doing something about measuring

song ono edge and then aking the Other edge? Is that, Is. I saw a lot ot that goingon. Were there
any groups that did nat do that? O.K. Now alter you measured. Georgia along this odge and
Mono that Etc you did what *Oh your furter?

Georgia: Then we multiplied them.

Stmon: You rnullPlied them?

Goorgia: To get how msny squares there were.

Simon: Ware there any groups that did something deferent than to merrily those two numbers?

Moly: We hod to multiply and then add a IMO section that was We out Mere
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Simon: But the first step was stil mukiptylng?

Molly; Yea.

Simon: O.K. So there seems to be, everybody seems to have done that rruch. Right? Measure

both edges and rragliply. Why? The o b lab o cow Ws whole table. Why did you mukkAy?

(pause) Bobbie?

Bobbie: Ail rigN il seemed Wire the easiest way to come up with an water. You know, we Wed io Qat.

we tried it both horizontal and wa Wad I I vortical WI the cardboard on the table to see we could

get il in, I the cardboard would tit evenly In the table and then all's we would have to do is mukiply

Iwo numbers and come up wily one answer. But we had thle, wo had apiece left over hare so we

actually turned the card up the opposie direction. Lice perpendicular to the way we had M...

Simon: O.K. So that sounds Bs it is related lo what you we sharing Georgia. O.K. Let's backtrack a

second. Wby 11, you saki I was an easy way to gel an answer. Ist,IsIwieasywaylogela

correct answer'? Now why, why measure along an edge and another edge. How le doing that and

nuAliplying two numbers related to covering this whole table with rectangles? You seemed to all

thirk that was a good way to go about the prchlem. Why do you Mirk that was? Deb?

Deb: Because, urnm, ky previous, previous math classes you learned thetorrrula for area is length

times width. I Guess. So probably everybody has the idea.

Simon: All those evil math teachers you were taidng about before and now you aretaking their word

tor it? Now do we know ithey are right?

Moky: Because they showed us.

Simon: Blond t WM?

Moly: The teachers. They showed us how it worked.

Simon: Ahh, what did you think? Jonnie?

Jonnie: They showed, um, k tor exam* I you ptA down all the squares, at the rectangles. And

then you tknes Bre the width and the length together and you got an answer and then you added

at ol them together and the answer was the same. Both ways. So you knew that that method the

length times the width would work because they had us add them up alter we times'ed them.

Simon: Do you understand what she's saying?

Class: Ah hum.

Simon: She has gotten something that ship Is visualizing In her rrind. RigN? Who can paraphrase

what she is saying? Judy? (Class 2, Itt7i9il

Simon symbolized his position as mathematical authority by deciding which statements should

mceive attention, delaying questions by Lilly, Molly, and Bobbie. and deciding which statements should

be paraphrased as in the case of Jonnie's visualization above. The students' initial responses were to

comply with his expectations: "We have to say why we did. We have to explain it" (Lois, Small Group

#1, Class 3. 1/22/91). 'Then, the inquiry context for mathematical knowing evolved out of this ever
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present demand to explain and justify solutions. Simon emphasized the need to provide evidence in a

justification and encouraged students to use all of their knowledge and tools including drawing, life

experiences, and manipulatives, to model why a solution works or doesn't work. He often asked

questions similar So: limm. I don't want to know yet, does it work? I want to know what it would

mean to work?" (Simon, Class 6, 2/7/91). But, early on, most of the students did not seem to know how

so compile the evidence needed to prove a probiem solution right or wrong, interpreting the goal of math

activity as corning up with an acceptable verbalization: "Yea. See the thing is we know, we know which

one is right. But we just don't know how to say it. So well be stuck on this problem for another 10 days

till we know how to say it" (Eve, Small Group Il, beginning of Class 15, 3121/91). Tbe taken-as-shared

understanding about how to problem solve began later in Class 15:

Simon: There sees lo be a fundamental prcblem thst hes xisted for several days... You're corrperIng

two sbpes right. We have a elope here and we haw a slope here... method A says that thls one

is steeper and method B says thle one Is steeper. Is thin O.K.? ... Linda? No? So what do you

want to know? (students taking *which one's rigttl And what would tel you which one Is nght?
Sara: You've got to prove tho other one wrong.

Simon: How would you do that?

Sara: Through exams*:

Simon: Examples of what?

Sara: I don't know Daughter).

Lols: Jusl draw them, the examples you Rik* of.

Simon: Drew them? O.K. So what would you be exploring when you drew (Class 15, 3,21/91)

After small groups, the community then used drawing to finally share sufficient evidence to prove that

ratio formulation worked for determining the steepness of a slope, and an additive approach did not.

Heft= this ever.t students would often go to the chalkboard to illustrate their justifications fora solution

(occasskrnally to generate and compile evidence), but the middle of Class 15 seemed to mark the point

where students realized that generating evidence was an essential mathematical process for their inquiry

community, and saying or drawing things correctly for the teacher WAS not the central issue. Later in the

class the inquiry was opened up even further when Eve and Lilly posed questions about what a ratio

answer of 3 represents and how road signs which Indicate 10% downhill grade are connected to the ratio

method These student originated questions were the fint time that someone other than the teacher

engaged the class In an extended inquiry (the discussion took the last 38 minutes of the hour and a half
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class). The inquiries which consumed the remaining 10 classes included the use of many life related

situations and objects to compile evidence and so examine which solution seemed to hold up best through

all the analogous workings. They were also marked by more and more student ceignatedquestions of

each other as the community memben sought to better undentand each other's explanationsand

justifications: (colors in the following episode refer so manipulative blocks)

Eve: Yea. Isn't that what we said? Are these two things the same thing? That's what rm an%

?: Yes.

Eve: O.K., so if theyre the same thing and I you add a strawberry Into this ono, and a strawberry

no this one, then why does that change the tast? I don't understand.

Twiny Because, the one on the right has a smatter concentration ol liquid and you're going to add

pure strawberry to that

Mabel: Say ycu have two cups oi WatOf on the right hand side.

Eve: What's water? While?

Mabel: A cup of water ls an orange and a while together, so that's two? Two layers?

Eve: . rm lost.

Mabel: I think you might understaral this. Here, let me use the green here. Say this is a cup Of water

and this is a cup ot water. So there's two cups ol water, this scald be three cups of water, O.K.?

Say this Is pure water, if you put a chop of green dye kao Ibis one and a drop ot green dye info tree

one, this le going to look darker than thie one. Because there's less wateOw the greendye to 93

on. So the same with the strawberry, It's going So Utile ITIXO strarwbony because there's Ins.

Eve: O.K., I get it.

Simon: Ws a ready ebsIve idea. Airigtd. Here's a question.... (Class 25, 5/2/91)

Simon pressed the community to go beyond just explanations and justifications and move this

experiential knowing into mathematical generalizations He did this in Pass 6 when hequestioned the

class acceptance of Bobbie's suggestion that "when you change its shape you're going to change its area,"

and in the last class:

Simon: se rink here's the question I've ben tryeba to gef to. Can you relals lhe problem oi the

cubes four, thin versus three, two, ba any ol the other probtems we've worked on this semester?

Georgia: So, we're dividing those two to find the overall taste or percentage or whatever you ward to

say of strawbeny or bluebeny in that, ani with the slope problem we were dividing height over

length ol the ban to lind percentage ol the base or the slope. (Class 25, 5/2/91)

Throughout the semester, the students saw Simon as possessor of mathematical knowledge. However,

the data suggests that the inquiry context the students progressively constructed focused primarily upon the
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genaition of evidence to evaluate student originated solution, especially those activities which involved

the manipulation of materials and conotte visualizations.

Georgia: I ham a cpeitim. Dr. Sknon, how come you &Mays quit when we're doklg something fun?

Simon: Because we're *Mays dakyg something gunl

Georgia: And viten we're doing something boring, you don't ma

Simon: Can you help me with some guklelnes. How do I know when we're doing something fun?

Sara: ff people are 'Maly votunteerkka to answer your questions.

Georgia: Yea. I know. look MM the irwokremeni you had today.

(many people taildng)

Bridget: When we have something to play with.

Simon: First of at are people agreed that what you were just doing Is fun?

Sam: I done wart lo disagree, but I want to say the this was fun because Ws sort of new too. II we're

stIll doing this In foie weeks. It's rot

Simon: That's helplul. Ertity?

En*: But It's fun fa have Me stuff to monk:Mate. you know Miat I mean? For me. that's the fun part,

10 wake It different ways. try Ma look at K dkierent ways knitted of just I. &rays thinkkg si

everythet In your head. to be able la see N.

Simon: O.K. Judy?

Judy: Wel I agree. It just makes It easier tor you to visual:8 &tenni ways of doh; thirce. knstead of

psi thinking of k, you can actually see In bort of you and try II SeeKS works (Class 21. 4/16191)

The members of this mathematical community experienced a tension between contexts of

evaluation and contexts of problem solving inquiry. The teacher described a personal tension between an

evaluative role and promoter of students' spontaneous activity. Together, the community members

authorized a shared knowledge about ways to go about fully explaining and justifying solutions to teacher

posed problems. They simultaneously positioned the authority for generalized mathematical

understandings in one community member, the teacher, continually symbolized by his role as itte leader of

clanuom talk, and ultimate judge of each individual's learning ability and progress. A greater

understanding of the symbolic actions, and the resulting tension between contexts, should inform future

reform efforts which hope to position even greater authority for mathematical knowing in the shared

activity of a community whose members ast pluducing, critiquing, and generalizing from models which

attempt to represent mathematical relationships in everyday life.

Wilcox, S.K., Schram, P., Lappan, G., & Lanier, P. (1990). The Role of a Learning Community in
Changing Preservice Teachers' Knowledge and Beliefs about Mathematics Education. Boston,
MA: Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association.
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ON TEACHERS' CONCZMONS ABOUT THE ROLE OF ANSWERS

IN SOLVING MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS IN ESTONIA AND FINIAND

Erkki Eghkimen, University of Helsinki (Hnland)

Lea Lepmann, University of Tartu (Estonia)

Sionmary: The purpose of this paper will be to answer the following specific
question: What differences are there in teachers' conceptions in Estonia and
Finland, concerning the role of answers in solving mathematical problems?
The findings are based on the results of a questionnaire study erplored middle
school teachers' conceptions (N400 in each country) of mathematics teaching
in Finland and Estonia. The main findings were: The Estonian teachers placed
more emphasis on the role of the answer than their Finnish colleagues. But the
conceptions found were not coherent with those revealed by Thompson. The
Estonians agreed only with the statement concerning routine tasks, all other
agreement percentages were low far both countries.

When considering the theory of constructivism as a basis for the under-
standing of teaching and learning mathematics (e.g. Davis & at 1990), it follows
that teachers' and pupils' mathematical beliefs take on a key role when bying to
understand their mathematical behaviour. During the last decade, many studies

on teachers' beliefs were undertaken. Furthermore, Thompson (1992), and
earlier Underhill (1988), has compiled a review of results based on teachers'
beliefs. However, there are only a few international comparison studies of
teachers' beliefs (e.g. Kifer & Robitaille 1989, More In 1991).

In this context, we understand beliefs as an individual's subjective knowledge
of a certain object or concern for which knowledge there may not necessarily be

any tenable basis ±n objective considerations. Furthermore, we may explain
conceptions as conclous beliefs, I.e. we understand conceptions as a subset of
beliefs. One may find a more detailed discussion of the concept 'belief' e.g. in the

paper of Pehkonen (in press).

An international comparison of teachers' beliefs

The findings dealt with here are based on a comparative study which was
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carried out during the years 1987-90 and explored teachers' conceptions of
mathematics teaching in middle schools in Estonia and Finland. The purpose of
the study was to clarify two main questions: What kinds of mathematical con-
ceptions do Estonian and Finnish teachers have? How are these conceptions
similar, and how do they differ from each other? Since the international compa-

rison of teachers' beliefs is an unknown field, undvubtedly the first type of re-
search to be conducted should be a survey. And the survey would be best realized

through proper questionnaire, and with suffident number of best subjects.
In the questionnaire', there were 54 structured liens about different situations

in mathematics teaching. The teachers were asked to rate their views within
these statements on 5-step scale (lfully agree, ..., Safully disagree). At the
end of the questionnaire, there were four open-ended questions about the main

difficulties in reali7ing mathematics instruction.

In both countries, the administration of the questionnaire was done separa-
tely by each author. We decided to have responses from about one hundred
teachers from each country. The data was gathered in two different ways (EW
Estonia, SF Finland): One part of the sample consisted of teachers on in-
service courses (NEw la 76, IsIsp 52), where the questionnaire was filled in at the

beginning of the course. And the other group of teachers were reached by post
(NEw 30, NsF = 34), Le. the questionaires wet* sent to them. Thus, there were
altogether 106 responses from Estonia and 86 responses from Finland. The
administration in Finland of the questionnaire was carried out in November
1987 (the first phase) and in December 1988 (the second phase), and in Estonia

both phases were realized in September 1990.
When considering the results "of the questionnaire, the statistics used were

mainly on the level of percentage tables. The structure of the questionnaire gave

an opportunity to say something about the teachers' Conceptions. The reliability

of the results was estimated with the test-ha/Eng method. The final report will
be published within a year, probably in the research report series of the Depart-
ment of Teacher Education at the University of Helsinki.

Bernd Zimmermann (Hamburg) developed the questionnaire for the research pro}ect
"Open Tasks in Mathematics" (cf. Pehkonen & Zimmermann 1990).
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The focus of this paper
According to Thompson (1989), the teachers' beliefs she found about problem-

solving were condensed into five basic beliefs in which the role of the answer

was central. nthbpaper,wehavetrtedtoflgureoutwbatmightbetbe
conceptions of the Estonian and Finnish teachers about the role of the answer,

and to compare them with those found by Thompson (1%9). The purpose of the

paper will be to answer the following specific question: What differences are

there in teachers' conceptions in Estonia and Finland, concerning the role of an-

swers in solving mathematical problems?

Some preliminary findings
4Ve shall look at the teachers' responses to certain statements in theqtostion-

naire which are connected with our research problem.
The answer is most important. The content of the three statements (26, 41, 43)

pertain to the first belief (It is the answer that counts in mathematics, once one

has an answer, the problem is done) in Thompson's (1989) categories:
26 . "When solving problems, pupils should above all reach the right

result"
41 = "When checking the class work, one should take into account,

above all, the results of the tasks"
43 - "In continuous evaluation, one should take into account above

all the solutions of the presented problems"

In Fig. 1, we have the percentage distributions of the responses to these state-

ments.
26: Both teacher groups took a dear stand against Statement 26 (Fig. 1). In

addition, the original 5-step frequency distributions were compared with the

chi-square test, and the chi-square reached was 20.0 and the error percentage
0.05 %. Thus, the difference between the two distributions was statistically very
significant. 41: In Statement 41, the teachers did not take a clear stand for or

against the statement (Fig. 1). Here, the difference between the distributions

was not statistically significant (the error percentage 5.4 %). 43: In Statement

43, about one quarter of the responses were neutral, and the responses for

agreement and disagreement were about fiftyfifty (Fig. 1). The difference bet-
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ween the distributions was not at all statistically significant

sr«a ay.

0 El 40 SI IN 40

Ptg. 1. The percentage distributions of the responses lo staternanb 26, 41 and 43
(EWEstonia, SF-Piniand).

Both groups of teachers were not ready to stress the point that reaching the
right answer was most important for the pupils. As a group, they took a neutral
stand towards the role of the answer in checking the classwork, and in the
evaluation of the presented problems. In both cases, the responses were about
fifty-fifty In the first statement (26), the Finns disagreed more strongly than the

Estonians about the importance of the answer, the difference was even statisti-
cally very significant.

There is a unique procedure. The three statements (20, 31, 38) are connected
with the fourth belief (Every context (problem statement) is associated with a
unique procedure for "getting" answers) in Thompson's (1989) categories.

20 "Pupils should have to everience that one can reach the same
result through different methods"

31 "One should solve, as often as possible, such routine tasks where
the use of the known procedure will lead to a sure result'

38 "Pupils should develop as many different ways as possible of
solving a problem, and these should be discussed during instruction"

It is clear that Statements 20 and 38 should be reversed first. In Fig. 2, we give
the percentage distributions of the responses to these statements.

20: Both groups of teachers agreed somewhat with Statement 20 (Fig. 2).
Between the groups, the difference was not at all statistically significant. 31: In
Statement 31, there was no unified view in the responses of the two countries.
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The Estonians were clearly for the statement and the Finns more against than

for (Fig. 2). The comparison of the original 5-step frequency distributions with

the clii-square test gave the rhi-square 48.6; and the error percentage under 0.01

%. Thus, the difference between the distributions was statistically very signi-

ficant. 38: Both groups of teachers agreed with Statement 38, but the Estonian

teachers reacted more strongly than their Finnish colleagues (Fig. 2). As we

compared the two original 5-step frequency distributions with the chi-square

test, we got the chi-square 29.0, and the error percentage under 0.01 %. Thus,

the difference between the distributions was statistically very significant.

20-Ew

20-SF

31-01

31-$F

14-EW

3114F

I
12440,44

0 20 40 SO SO 100

Fig. 2. The percentage distributions of the cesponses to statements 20, 31 and 38

(EWiistonla, Semlinland).

The teachers did not have a unified view on the point of whether pupils ought

to have experience using different methods. But they all agreed strongly that

pupils should develop different ways of solving problems. The statement (pupils

should solve routine tasks) dearly separated the opinions of the teachers: the

Estonians were for and the Finns against, and the difference was statistically

very significant.

Discussion
The reliability of the questionnaire was calculated using the halfing method

(with all items) and the Spearman-Brown formula. This gave a test reliability of

0.77 for Estonia and 0.80 for Finland. For both samples together, the test relia-

bility was 0.83. Combined, these gave an estimate of the amsistency of results
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(inner reliability) which may be considered to be good enough.
There were clear differences to be found in the conceptions of the teachert, in

Estonia and Finland. The Estonian teachers 'placed more emphasis than their
Finnish colleagues on the role of the answen But the difference wss not statis-
tically significant in every statement, although thetendency wu dean

As an explanation for the findings, one may give e.g. the following: The
Finnish school system has undergone many changes during the last twenty
years, whereas the Estonian schools have remained unchanged until the begin-
ning of the 1990s. In Finland, school system changed more than twenty years
ago from a parallel school system into a unified comprehensive school system
with no special class or school reserved for talented children. In addition, the
Finnish society has become much freer which has also had an influence on the
school. This has meant changes from subject-centeredneu and teacher-
directedness to pupil-centeredness which in turn has led to i.a. a liberation in
teaching methods. In other words, open teaching methods have found their way
into Finnish classrooms.

However, one cannot state that the conceptions of the Estonian and Finnish
teachers were similar to those found in the United States (Thompson 1989). If
we compare the responses of the six statements dealt with here with the basic
beliefs revealed by Thompson, we will have difficulties in finding similarities. It
is only in the statement concerning routine tasks that the agreement percentage
of the Estonians is high (79 %). All other agreement percentages (agreeing with
the belief revealed by Thompson) vary from 1 % to 54 %.

What can we deduce from this finding? First of all, one should note that the
teachers' conceptions discussed here are based on the questionnaire data, i.e.
they may be seen as "surface beliefs" (cf. Kaplan 1991). And the beliefs found by
Thompsc A were collected with interviews and observations, so they may repre-
sent "deep beliefs". Nevertheless, the difference is so great between these two
belief groups that something serious should lie behind it. Could this mean that
beliefs are strongly culture-bound? The statistically-significant differences bet -
ween teachers' conceptions in Estonia and Finland, gathered with the same
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questionnaire, give an indication in this direction.
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CHANCIDell VISIONS IN IULTIPINATICS PRESICRVICN TEICH= IDOCAMON

Norma C. P eeeee g

The Florida State University

The mein goal of the research described I. to Investigate

pre-service mathematics teachers hangery of life in classrooms,

and particularly of themselves as mathematics teachers, in an

&Mimi* to understand hoe changes In these Limoges influence

changes In their practice as mathematics teachers. Consonant

with this goal, the study I. qualitative. !Carly results suggest

that these "visions^ are indeed powerful influences In classroom

practice, although the images are not often offered spontan-

eously in Interviews: interviewees are somethaes unaware of

deep-seated images until asked.

Nationale for imagery as a focus of teacher education.

In many countries, far-reaching changes aro taking place in mathemat-

ics curricula at all levels as educators recognize the need not only

to keep pace with undnestanding of new aspects of students' learning

of mathematics, but also to anticipate the mathematical requirements

in a new century (National Research Council, 1989 & 1990). With the

notorious lag between the decision to develop a new curriculum and

its actual successful implementation in classrooms (Howson, Reitel and

Xilpatrick, 1982), it becomes essential that changes be initiated in

students' beliefs about teaching and learning mathematics while they

are preparing to become mathematics teachers. It is recognised that

how teachers think about mathematics learning is key determinant of

how they teach (Simon and Schifter, 1991). Beliefs about mathematics
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and its learning ars often deep-seated and unconscious (Thompson,

1992). The process of change, then, Is personal and complex.

It is because processes of change in tearting practices are personal

and Complex that imagery is a significant
factor in this regard. It has

long been reported In psychological
literature that imagery imparts an

"affective colouring" to memory (Bartlett, 1932; Arieti, 1976).

mental images, because they provide psychologically more effective

substitutes than do purely verbal encodings for the corresponding

external objects and events, have a
greater tendency to engage the

affective and motivational systems",
wrote Shepard (1976, p. 157).

It is not surprising, then, to
find imagery In various guises emerging

ln reports of research on teacher change. Tobin (1992) and Jakubowski

and Shaw (1V91), identified three
components in proc sssss of change, in

the study in which these three
researchers were engaged in Florida.

These aspects of teachers thinking were perturbation which resulted

in reflection on their practice, vision of what their classroom

practice might be, and comadtment to the changes isuplicit in this

vision. Weed, and Ernst (1990) at a
different university, also In Plori-

de, wrote *bout "Pictures of life in classrooms, and the search for

metaphors to frame them", ln their description of a study in which

pictures and images, and the metaphors which accompanied them, were

an integral part of a pre-service teacher education course. In a

comparable study during such a course in England, Calderhaad and

Robson (1991) wrote that *Students were found to hold particular

images of teaching, mostly derived from their experiences in scbools

as pupils, which were sometimes highly Influential in their interpreta-

tion of the course and of classroom
practice" (p. 1). All chase studies
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suggest that student teachers' imagery of classroom practice is a

component of their reflection on teaching and learning mathematics,

and that this imagery ay be a more powerful influence on their

actions in the classroom than the memory of theories which they have

learned about in their education courses, but which they hove not yet

reflected upon in the personal way which develops imagery (Presmeg,

1985; Vernon, 1970; Rokeach, 1960; Thompson, 1900.

Changing leisions

The ongoing research study which is the focus of this paper started

in August, 1992, In the course, 'Teaching Secondary School Mathemat-

ics", which is usually the first mathematics education course taken by

prospective high school teachers at The Florida State University.

Since students' imagery of their future practice as teachers was a

focus, the 30 students in the class completed the writer's test for

visual preferences in mathematics, which places students on a contin-

uum according to their need for imagery when they solve mathematical

problems. Fifteen students of various preferences were chosen. Ini-

tially the net was cast wide because it was intended that the study

would be longitudinal, and it was recognized that for various reasons

not all of these students could bo followed through to their experi-

ence as beginning teachers two or three yars later. It turned out

that eight of the fifteen students were also in the writer's class,

"Elements of Geometry", in Spring, 1993.

The twofold elm of the study was to investigate the students' imagery

of mathematics classrooms they had experienced or hoped to experi-

ence (past, present and future), and to learn whether their reflec-

tions on their own teaching and learning in the course were related In
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any way to these changing images. Reflectiveness was encouraged

throughout the course. Students were required to keep a Journal

documenting their thoughts as they moved through the course. About

once a month these Journals were read and responded to. Frequent

small group discussions followed by class discussions of various

aspects of teachim learning and high school mathematics also gave

opportunities for perturbations and reflections on classroom practice

in the course of social interaction. (See appendix for course outline.)

Data collected were of three kinds, as follows.

CO every four weeks, the class was required to write on the topic,

"How I Alt myself as a teacher". Students typically wrote approximate-

ly page of verbal description of their visions of themselves as

teachers, how they would arrange their classrooms, the kind of mathe-

matics they would like to teach, even in some cases how they saw

their students reacting and relating to them as teachers. These

descriptions were collected and kept.

(2) In tape-recorded interviews which ranged from 10 to 55 minutes in

length, the selected students were asked to relate "the story' of

their learning of mathematics up to that point, including also their

reasons for choosing to become mathematics teachers. The narrative

mode encourages reflection on past experiences and the feelings

associated with them (Bruner, 1990). The students were given several

weeks notice of these interviews, to enable them to see their mathe-

matical histories In retrospect and reflect on which elements they

wanted to include In their stories. Most students spohe freely and

their stories gave evidence of reflection on what was important to

include. Stories typically included anecdotes about teachers (or

parents) who had been influential in their learning of mathematics, in
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positive and negative instances. The hmages associated with these

experiences were often vivid and carried emotional associations which

time had not erased.

(3) An important component of the course is a micro-teaching segment,

in a "field experience" of one hour per week. After observing lessons

of two experienced teachers with contrasting constructivist and tradi-

tional styles (and reflecting in their Journals about these), the

students interview a middle school or high school learner of mathemat-

ics, transcribe the tape, and try to "enter into" the mathematical

thinking of their interviewee. They write a report on this Clinical

interview. After this, each student in the class is video-recorded as

they teach a fifteen or twenty minute lesson on a mathematical topic

of their choice, to half the class. The segment I. then replayed and

discussed by students and instructor in a constructive, nonJudgemen-

tal atmosphere. The videotaped lessons of the selected students are

available for analysis.

These three sources of data will be supplemented by further reports

on "How I see myself as a teacher", further interviews, videotapes of

some of the students during their internship in schools, and, finally,

videotapes and interviews during their initial year as mathematics

teachers. The study is lam in its early stages, but already there

ars indications that students images of themselves as teachers

evolve end change as they reflect on their broadening experiences of

teaching and learning, informed also by the theories they are exposed

to In their education courses. Whether their actual classroom prac-

tices will be consonant with these evolving visions, or whether they

will revert to earlier school-based images, remains to be seen.
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UNRAVELING THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BEGINNING ELEMENTARY TEACHERS'
MATHEMATICS BEUEFS AND TEACHING PRACTICES

by
AanMEamana

Indiana State University

In this qualitative study I investigated six beginning elementary teachers' beliefs about
matheniatics and mathematics pedagogy and esplored the relationships between their mathematics
beliefs and pructkesl. A key question that was addressed Cs liihat CUT the primaryfackws Mat
influence beliefs. practices, and the consistency between beliefs and practicesr Data were collected
primarily through intemiews. observations, a concept-mapping activity, wad a questionnaire. In
addition, a model of the mathematics beliefs and practice reiationstups was developed prior to the
investigation and was revised based on results of the study. Findings show that prior school
experiences and teacher education prvgrams were the key ilifiuences on beliefs, and mathematics
beliefs and students' abilities were the prtmary influences on leaching practices. Also. Wne
consvatnts and lack of resources account for the rnaJortly of tnconsistencies between beliefs and
practice.

MOIWATIOII 7O MI STUDY

In this investigation I explored six beginning elementary teachers' beliefs about mathematics

and mathematics pedagotv and I observed their mathematics teaching practices in an effort to better

understand the relationships between beliefs and practices. Studies have shown (e.g.. Thompson.

1984) that there am times when ones mathematics teaching practice is consistent with ones

mathematics beliefs, and there see times when it is not Upon determining the levels of consistency

between beliefs and practice. It is also important to addiesa the question. 'What are the priniary

factors that Influence teachers' mathematics beliefs, teachers' mathematics teaching practices, and

the levels of consistency between mathemstka beliefs and practical?

There is a need to study teachers mathematics belief systems. Researchers in mathematics

education suggest that the bellefs teacher hat about what mathematics is and what it mean* to know.

do and teach mathematics can be driving forces in that teacher's Instruction of mathematical klesis

(Cooney. 1985: lgoostennan & Stage, 1989; Lester. Garofalo. & Kroll, 1989). Some mathematics

educators have conducted studies and ham begun thecrieing about the role that beliefs play in

understanding mathematics education. Clark and Peterson's 119861 review of literature on teachers'

thought processes, for example. notes the importance of understanding teachers' implicit theories and

beliefs about education. Thompson(1984) and Peterson. Fennema. Carpenter. and Loef (1989) amen

that teachers' beliefs can have profound. but possibly subtle. effects on their mathematics teaching.

I This paper Is based on my dissertation study done at Indiana University under the direction of Dr.
Peter Kloosterrnan,
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Accordintly. researeh has also indicated that the study of teacher preparation should include not only

an esamination of content knowledge. but also of thinking processes. attitudes, and beliefs held by

presentee and elementary teachers (Peterson et al.. 1989).

The existing interpretive investigations of teachers mathematics belie% that have been

coupled with observations of actual practice have primarily focused on teachers at the junior high

(Jones. leszt: Thompson. 1984) and high school leveis (Kesler. 1985: Shaw. 1989). and on presentee

student teachers (Owens. 1987). One subgroup of teachers that has been virtually overlooked in

interpretive mathematics beliefs studies la the elementary teacher. in particular the beginning

elementary teacher.

Beginning elementary teachers' mathematics beliefs are important to explore for four reasons:

(I) as previously mentioned, elementary teachers have not been the primary focus of many

interpretive studtes that explore the beliefs of milabamaties teachers; (2) elementary teachers play a

vital role in developing students' initial undentanding of and beliefs about mathematics; (3)

beginning teachers are just starting to build their teaching practice, thus tracking the development of

their style of teaching can reveal lot about their beliefs; and (4) a beginning teacher's beliefs about

mathematics and teaching mathematics are likely to be challenged during the first kw years of

teaching.

Six beginning elementary teachers participated in this study and provided oome answers to the

questions di I ) what beliefs do beginning elementary teachers have about mathematics and

mathematics pedagogy and what do these teachers identify as the key influences on their beliefs. (2)

what are these stx beginning elementary teachers mathematics teaching practices like, and what do

they name as the primary Influences on their practices. and (3) how are these six teachers'

mathematics beliefs related to their practices, and how do they account for the inconsistencies

between behefs and practice?

In order to help clarify the questions at hand and to attempt to put the pieces of the beliefs-

practice puede together. I created a concept map (see Novak & Cowin. 1984. for a discusaion of concept

maps) to help analyze the relationship between one's mathematics beliefs and teaching practice. This

concept map led to the development of an initial model of the relationships between mathematics

bebefs and practices ( see Raymond.11993) for a detailed description of the Initial model). My model of
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the relationships between mathematics beliefs and practices helped me to determine the procedures

that I followed in this investigatio. n.

WATEKX3C4OGIC

The study was conducted via a naturalistic inquiry approach. The participants in the study

were six beginning elementary teachers wbo were all graduates of Indiana University and who bad

been placed in teaching poaltions within a SO-mile radius of Bloomington. Indiana. Of the six

teachers. Bvc were kraides and one was a male. The procedure* for data collection included seven

individual Me:views. Ave cleasroom observations, an analysis of the participants' lesson planning

styks, a take-home beliefs questionnaire, and an activity involving the pieces of my model of the

relationships between beliefs and practice.

The analysis of the data took place throughout the data collection phaae and beyonC. and

include* feedback irom two study debnekrs and comments from the respondents. Each teacher's

beliefs about mathematics and mathematics pedagogy were categorised as traditional. primarily

traditional. an even rnte qf traditional and nontraditional, primartly nontraditional. or

nontraddlonal. Determination of each teachees beliefs categorisation was booed on descriptions of

traditional and nontraditional perspectives on mathematics and mathematics teaching and learning

as deacribed in recent literature INCTM. 1989. 1991; National Research Council MCI. 19891.

Similarly, esch teacher's practice was categorized on the same 'traditional/noatraditional

scale by measuring the extent to which her practice, regarding the claaarnom environment, types of

mathematIcal tasks, the kinds of discourse. and the means of evaluation, matches the

"nontraditional' type of practice deocribed In the Pnif essional Teaching Standards (NCT1l. 1991) ..

Categorisations of beliefs and practices were compared and diacussed In light of the primary

influences on beliefs and practices. and the reasons for inconsiatencies were identified by the

teachers The final stage of the analysis consisted of the development of a revised model of the

relationships between mathematics beliefs and practices Weed on the findings from the study.
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MINDUKIN MOW 'MU 11111DY

The endings of the study provide insight into dements that play key roles in the relationships

between beginning elementary teachers' mathematics beliefs and practices. They center around the

identification of lectors that influence elementary teacher. mathematics beliefs. factors that

influence elementary teachers' mathematics teaching practice. and factors that cause Inconsistencies

between beliefs and practices. The findings provide imphcations for the role that teacher education

programs may play in the reistionshtps.

First the six teachers in the study named past school experiences. prior teachers, their own

teaching practice. and their teacher education program so the primary influences on their

mathematics beliefs. Several "weaker' influences menticned were the classroom situation and

personal family experiences. These same teachers identified their mathematics beliefs and the

al:tittles of their students as the main sources of Influence on their teaching practices. They also

indicated that the particular mathematics topic at hand, the school environment, prior teachers, and

the mathematics curriculum played a role tn determining their practices.

Some results of this study support key endings from other /audits (Brown. 1965: Jones. 1990:

Thompson. 1964). Specifically, there is strong relationship between teacher's mathematics beliefs

and teaching practices. and a teachers mathematics teaching practice is not always consistent with

her mathematics beliefs. This Investigation also ',hotted that there Is a reciprocal influential

relationship between beliefs and practice. However, the teachers in this study indicated that then

beliefs Influenced their practice more than their practices influenced their beliefs. In addition, the

teschera displayed wide range of consistency between beliefs and practice, with two teachers showing

a high level of consistency. two *hosing a moderate level. and two showing only a modest level of

consiatency. A number of explanations for the inconslatencies that occurred were offered by the

teachers, including time constraints, scarcity of resources, cisasroom management problems, and

state standardized testing requirements.

In additice, the teachers In this study felt that it was more the case that Inconsistencies

occurred when influences (other than beliefs) on practice conflicted with belieh, dominattng beliefs at

particular moment. resulting In teaching practice that was not In agreement with beliefs. Thisresult

supporta Brown and Borko's (19921 contention that while beginning teachers are being socialized into
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the teaching profesaion. it 1 often the case that instuutional factors. such as time limitations and

standardized testing pressures. create conflicts between beliefs held by teachers ahaut the ideal kinds

of practice they would like to implement and their actual practice. Conflicting constraints cause

teachers to make teaching choices that do not necessarily match their current pedagogical beliefs.

The model of the relationships between mathematics beliefs and practice that resulted from

findings in the study is shown in Figure I. The model represents my vision of the relationships that

was influenced by my conversations with, and observations of the teacheis.

Social
Teaching
Norms

Indicates "strongly irifluences"

Indicates "moderately Influences'

Indicates "slightly influences"

Figure 1. A Revised Model of Relationships Between Mathematics Beliefs and fh-actice.

Teacher's Life
Outside of
School

Personality
Traits of the
Teacher

Aa the above model Indicates. the results of the investigation showed that these beginning

elementary teachers did not attribute much weight to their teacher education programs in terms of

their Influence on their mathematics teaching practice. However, they thought that their teacher

education experience had a moderate level of Influence on their beliefs. The teachers Involved In the

study thought that teacher education programs could do better Job of addresaing the Issue of the

relationship between beliefs and practice, perhaps by offering a forum for helping preservloe teachers

develop their own philosophy of mathematics education before stepping Into the classroom. These
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teachers believed that stronger acme Orwell awareness about their mathematics beliefs. in

conjunction with a deepening of their mathematics content and pedagogical knowledge, would help to

make their teachtng practice stronger, more focused. and, perhaps. more consistent with their

mathematics belief..

1111,11011101115 FOR IIIATIMMATICII MCKIM I.DOCATION

The findings of this study hold a variety of implications for teacher education. The Brat and

foremoat Implication is that mathematics beliefs need to be explicitly addressed in teacher education

programs. Specifically. preeervloe teachers should be challenged to diacover their own beliefs about

mathematics. perhaps by writing their own mathematics dimy. They ought to be asked to recount

their own school experiences with mathematics as students and to assess their abilities to do

mathematics and their confidence In teaching mathematics.

Along wtth exploring their personal relationships with mathematics, preservice teachers

should be asked to describe for themselves what they believe mathematics is all about, and they

should debate the issues of what they consider are the best ways to learn and teach mathematics. This

should be done within a context of exploring various mathematics ;earning and teaching styles.

allowing students to make their own connections between what methods of teaching mathematics are

availabk and what sty*. they believe beet match their own phikeophies of mathematics pedagogy.

I believe that we need to be as realistic as possible with future teachers when preparIng them for

their profession. Why not talk with them about the socialization process that they will face, and share

with them the types of confricts and choices they are inevitably going to see during their beginning

years of teaching? If they are msde aware °Ube fact that their kieal belch about teaching may not

conform to the realities of teaching, perhaps they will be better able to cope with the conflict if and

when it arises. After all it should be our gosl to not only help preservice teachers develop an

awareness of their beliefs about taathematics teaching, but to prepare them for the Inevitable

challenge* to their beliefs. This will allow them to confront challenges without upsetting the balance

between beliefs and actual practice. Institutional constraints are not likely to disappear in the near
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future. so aharing ways °looping with them without abandoning ideals should be pursued in teacher

education.
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THE EVOLUTION OF PRESERVICE SECONDARY MATHEMATICS

TEACHERS' BELIEFS'

figry R. Shealy, Bridget Arvold, Tingyao Zheng, and Thomas Cooney

University of Georgia

Three preservice secondary mathematics teachers were followed through their teacher education courses and student

teaching. The study is based on interview. written slimç and observation data Changes and resistance so change in beliefs

abow matheortmier and matkentatks teaching and learning are described and placed in at AMMO Of iheoresical

perspectives on belief change. One teacher exhibited penneable beliefr (Kelly. 1955) and twerienced significant chatge in

nick peripheral beliefs (Green. 1971) as those aboW tht we of tecknoloo. Another teacher who held irtpenneabk, thialistic

beliefs, became very uncomfortable with his beliefs due to interaction with peers and mathematics education instructors. and

then reconfirmed his original views through work with a cooperating reacher. The third teacher assimilated new information

and experiences, strengthening his belief system even when confronted with resistance from a cooperating teacher.

Introduction

Research on mathematics teachers' beliefs indicates that beliefs are resistant to change and

reinforced through extensive experience (Thompson. 1992). Teacher education programs seem to have

little impact on teachers as they fall back to practices consistent with their school experience. This

resistance to change makes sense from the epistemological perspective of constructivism (von

Glasersfeld, 1987). People develop an understanding of their world through a process of assimilation

and accommodation; their beliefs are a product of experiences and reflection. As teachers' conceptions

remain viable in the context of experience (e.g., years of sitting in classrooms), beliefs become more

strongly held and central elements (Green. 1971) of the person's perception of reality.

The resistance to change in beliefs may be characterized by Kelly's (1955) idea of permeability of

constructs and Green's (1971) idea of evidentially and non-evidentially-held beliefs. Rokeach (1968)

emphasized the idea that for a person to modify his or her beliefs, the new position must be close to the

original. Typically beliefs do not change radically; they evolve through extensive, extended experience

(cf. von Glasersfeld. 1987). Thus, it would seem that teacher educators need to provide contexts so that

'This research is part of the NSF.funded leacher prepremott project, Integrating Mathematics Pedagogy mui Content in Pre.
service Teacher Education. TPE-9050016. directed by Thanes I. Cooney. Any opinions ur conclusion expressed we those
of the authors Ind do not represent an official position of NSF.
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teachers adapt to new experiences in a manner that challenges their beliefs about mathematics and

teaching and learning mathematics while allowing gradual growth.

Our research focuses on the process by which preservice secondary
teachers' beliefs are challenged.

affirmed, and adapted. To study this evolutionary process, we focused on the following questions:

What are their key conceptions of mathematics and learning and teaching mathematics?

Which aspects of associated belief systems are finnly established and which are more permeable?

What is the nature of change as the teachers progress through their teacher education program?

Methodology

In the fall quarter of 1992, fifteen preservice secondary
mathematics teachers in their final yearof a

four-year undergraduate mathematics
education program were surveyed.

The teachers were pan of a

mathematics education course that
emphasized mathematics as a subject to be explored and created. In

this survey, the teachers chose and explained similes for mathematics teaching and learning, generated

hypothetical student responses to
open-ended questions, and gave multiple strategies for investigating

mathematical situations.

Based on survey analyses, we
selected five teachers exhibiting a rangeof beliefs about mathematics

and mathematics teaching and learning. Using project-developed guides, we interviewed these five

teachers to seek elaboration of the
reasoning behind their survey responses. The participants completed

similar surveys at the end of the fall quarter to document recent challenges to or changes in their beliefs.

The participants were then interviewed early in the winter methods course, after a two-week field

experience near the end of winter quarter, and at the end of their spring student teaching assignment.

Supplemental data included fall quarter field notes and written assignments, field notes from

observations of their winter and spring quarter teaching experiences,
and informal conversations with the

preservice teachers. Three participants
who exhibited an array of resistance, struggle, and change within

their belief systems were selected for this paper.

Case Studks

Cargit;_fttaarlas.ftals.taxiits
Gregg says that the teaching profession is not something hechose, but is a "calling, something I've

got to do." Gregg also said that he wanted to be "a teacher with nothing in front." that is, not necessarily

a mathematics teacher.
"Preparing somebody to live" is fundamental for Gregg's betiefs. This idea
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shapes his view of the student, what he wants to teach. how he teaches, how he views himself as teacher,

and his view of mathematics. "Preparation for life" would be at the core of any quasi-logical or

psychological structure (Green, 1971) for Gregg's beliefs. That is. his other beliefs seem to be derived

from these strongly-held core beliefs.

Gregg holds three levels of priorities for what it means to prepare people for life. His primary

emphasis is on such character qualities as honesty, integrity, and wotking hard. He says that. "I would

much rather you fail something and be honest about it than have to cheat to get by because I can always

help you, you know, your math skills." Gregg's second level of emphasis includes thinking, reasoning.

problem solving, and being able to adjust to situations. "Hopefully, they'll learn part of that through my

class and me giving them different situations they have to adjust to, reason to, and the problem solving

... and I think that's going to help them in life." The third level reflects Gregg's view of mathematics.

An important part of preparing people for life is to give them the skills that they need. In this way,

mathematics is a "stepping stone" or a "tool" people need for further schooling and life.

Early on. Gregg was adamantly opposed to using technology in the classroom, a view that he

attributes to the college professor he calls his mentor. He said it would "hurt [the studentej reasoning

skills." For him, using calculators was "just punching the numbers in and reading it off the calculator."

But now he say3 that in looking for a job. "if I get more than one offer, the amount of money is not the

point. It will really come down to the school that has the Mac Lab." Gregg's view of activities that use

technology changed significantly, coming more in line with his emphasis on the development of

thinking and reasoning skills that he values strongly. This shift came about as a result of participating in

open-ended activities with cakulators and computers and interaction with instructors and peers who

highly valuzd technology.

Two shifts in Gregg's thinking reflect an increase in the evkkntial basis (Green, 1971) for his

previously held views. The first shift relates to his view of activities. In his fall classes, Gregg saw

activities as a way to make class "interesting." In the winter course, he viewed activities as ways to help

students "see" concepts. "look at concepts in different ways." and see mathematics as related to life. He

believes that activities are important contexts for these ideas. This understanding of the multiple

purposes of activities also coincides with a stronger view of the importance of mathematics. Now,

contrary to his initial understanding, he says that he is called to be a mathematics teacher
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Overall Gregg tends to have views with strong evidential arguments. Kelly's (1955) concept of

permeability is a reasonable way to characterize his beliefs. Gregg has flexibility in his beliefs that

allows him to incorporate new concepts. No fundamental changes occurred, but peripheral ideas

changed significantly. Experiences
that seemed to have had the greatesteffects were interaction with

faculty, graduate students, and:peers, open-ended problem-solving, and his field experiences.

likell_Loakintlaca-Ma
Todd's interest in mathematics was punctuated by his studies in engineering. He was amazed to see

school mathematics so closely related to the real world. This linking of mathematics to the real world

awakened him "just like a light bulb' and was so contrary to what he
had experienced in his high school

mathematics classes that he became determined to change the situation for other students. His concern

over the past year has been to find ways of making this change happen.

Todd's beliefs about teaching and learning are founded in his extensive tutoring experience. He

consistently uses the word coach when talking about mathematics teaching. He devalues a lecture style

of teaching: 'I believe a teacher must
inspire, motivate, and use all of a student's senses to teach, not

just their hearing.' Initially he saw activities as means of motivation and later began to look at activities

from the learner's perspectivea way of learning mathematics. He thinks thzi creativity is critical to

learning mathematics: "I just want to be able to bring that creativity back to the math classrooms."

Todd seems insecure in his teaching. In discussin t his teacher education experience he wants more

experience with activity-based learning, observations of exemplary teachers, and help with classroom

management. He considers his pastexperience with mathematics teachers as essentially negative.

don't think it was bad experience with
mathematics necessarily, I think it was bad experience with

mathematics teachers that gave me my outlook." In his mind this situation was exacerbated by his

student teaching experience. One of his cooperating teachers resisted Todd's desire to deviate from a

regimented approach to leaching. Todd believes this teacher's insistence on regimentation denied the

students the opportunities "to discover and explore."

Todd has a commitment to teach his mathematics and to practice his vision, although he worries

about his ability to do so given his novice situation. The teacher education experience strengthened his

vision but did not give him a plan. His conclusion is: "I'm just at the beginning of that continuum of

teaching. I think that I've come a long way but I've still got a long way to go, if that makes sense."
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As Henry changed his focus from becoming a public relations director for a sports team to becoming

a teacher of secondary mathematics, he kept similar goals in mind. Henrybelieves both are exemplified

by the efficient "telling" of the story in a way which will excite the audience. On the first survey. Heruy

described a mathematics teacher as a "newscaster and a coach because the teacher has to be able to tell

the story; yet he/she has to develop motivation."

When describing hls notion of ideal teaching. Henry always mentions his former algebra teacher. He

believes that her attitude, orderly classroom, and efficient methods of teaching by lecturing, giving

examples, and having students practice lists of roblems, instill confidence and promote learning. When

asked if all her studtats benefited as much as he did, he explained:

There were a lot of [students) who didn't like her. ... because they felt she was sometimes too

abrasive.... If all the students would have followed the pattern that it was designed for and ... kept

a positive attitude toward math then they would have done better.

Henry's view of leaching mathematics did not include reaching all students and was very limited

until experiencing a variety of teaching methods this past year. As the year progressed Henry spoke

more about the teacher as motivator and less about inadequacies of students. Henry sees "new"

strategies as ways to make the class less boring but also class time less efficient. His confidence in his

beliefs waned about midyear. He became concerned that he was not as prepared for teaching as his

classmates because he had never experienced these "new" classroom situations. He became upset

during a interactive video activity because he disagreed with many of his fellow students' and especially

with the video creator's preferred solutions to behavior management pmblems. Henry favored

immediate disciplinary action and not wasting time on a ter:her-student discussion of the nature of the

problem. Henry believed "the solutions were too passive.... If you based your teaching around that

philosophy you would get run over like a truck by your students." His psychological commitment to

tm; imsition became obvious as he argued that control was necessary to run an efficient class.

His confidence was rekindled after a short field experience in a methods course. For two weeks, he

and his classmates taught small groups of very uncooperative students in a local high school. Henry

reflected on the previous behavior management episode as related to the field experience.
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[My fellow students] didn't agree
with one thing I said and when we got done with that unit over at

the high school, I started hearing more people saying, "We did nct spend enough time on classroom

management...." And I was able to just kick back and [say] "I told you so."

Following ten weeks of student teaching alongside a teacher
"whose philosophies of teaching are

very similar to mine," Henry expressed confidence in his "telling" methods and hisoccasional "break

from monotony" to capture the students' interest. He explained that his most successful CIASS was

designed for a change of pace. After giving students the Pythagorean
Theorem and the fact that the

angles.at the bases of a baseball diamond are right angles. students "explored" the relationships by

taking measurements of an actual baseball diamond. He based his idea of success on high scores and

explained that students knew this material better "because they figured that if I was going to take the

time to drag them out to the baseball field, there had to be something important to learn from it."

Henry listed his fonner algebra teacher and his student teachingexperience as the greatest influences

on his thinking about
teaching mathematics. He did not mention any of his university course

experiences. He believes the courses in the mathematics education
department gave him ideas for

making classes interesting but that they "under-emphasized" the most important aspect of teaching:

"Organization is the key to teaching."

Discussion

An implication of this study is the importance of the teachers' prior beliefs. For example, Gregg and

Henry began with views that the use of technology would be more damaging than helpful to students.

Both saw their views subtly rejected by peers and instnictors, an aspect of Baucrsfeld's (1992) sccial

impact on the psychological. Thus, by winter quarter, both were
questioning their beliefs. In the spring,

Gregg was strongly committed to
using technology in the classroom, while Henry had returned to his

hard-line opposition stance. Gregg and Henry's prior beliefs concerning mathematics and teaching

mathematics and how they held them were very different. During Gregg's teacher education courses he

had experiences that allowed him to see technology as a context to promote reasoning skills. Thus, his

view of technology came in line with his emphasis on reasoning skills. This shift seems consistent with

Rokeach's (1968) claim that people value ideas that are congruentwith their own beliefs.

Also, Gregg's and Todd's beliefs seem to be more permeable
(Kelly, 1955), that is, open to the

incorporation of new ideas, than those of Henry. Henry was very resistant to new ideas in class and in
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interviews. When confronted with mathematics problems he had never seen before and various open-

ended activities, he sometimes refused to do or discuss the activities. He also incorporated terminology

redefinhg concepts to fit his own views. For example. he praises his cooperating teacher for

emphasizing student involvement, which to him means having the students do independent skill practice.

Todd differed from Gregg in that Todd had earlier undergone a fundamental shift in his view of

mathematics teaching. Thus, he displayed less confidence and sought details of how to put his vision

into practice. Gregg, hot aver, held very strong beliefs about mathematics teaching, so is in some sense

fine tuning his peripheral beliefs.

This study has several implications for teacher education. To impact on a teacher's beliefs one needs

some understanding of the teacher's prior beliefsincluding not only descriptions, but also the origins

and the way the beliefs are held. Teacher educators treed to provide active contexts for teachers to

experience learning mathematics in ways contrary to their past experience. Beliefs about mathematics

seem to stay constant unless the teacher is actively involved in Learning or doing mathematics. Finally,

we need to admit and think seriously about the implications of one controversial idea, as uncomfortable

as it may seem. Changing beliefs is a significant part of our work as teacher educators.
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EMPHASIZING CONCEPTUAL ASPECTS OF FRACTIONS:
ONE MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHER'S STRUGGLE TO CHANGE

MELVIN R. (SKIP) WILSON University Of Michigan

MICHAEL PAUL GOLDENOUG, University Of Mkhigan

Obstacles to reform in mathematics teaching ale explored by focusing on thedifficulties a

veteran sixth-grade teacher faced in attempting to revise his practice using new materials
that stress multiple representations of fraction concepts. Data collection methods included

16 formal interviews, 26 classroom observations, collection of written artifacts, and regular

informal interviews of 3 students. The teacher changed his instructional emphasis from

rules to concepts but continued to be very directive in his instruction. The teacher's
struggle is examined in light of theories that may account for factors inherent in the
complexity of the mathematical subject and its applications, as welt as in the teacher's

intellectual assumptions about mathematical and pedagogical authority.

Driving American mathematics education reform movements is a growing consensus that

school mathematics should be portrayed as a useful, humanistic,and vibrant subject to be

understood and explored. This view contrasts with the widely-held image of mathematics as an

immutable set of absolute rules and procedures to be mastered. Research related to teachers'

conceptions of mathematics and mathematics teaching (Thompson, 1992) reveals that many

teachers do not think of mathematics education in ways that willenable them to implement

teaching practices to support popular reform efforts. But this strand of research has focused

primarily on teachers who are not neccesarily motivated to teach in waysconsistent with

current recommendations. Little information exists about how teachers deal with the

complexity of change as they attempt to meet recommendations for reform. Policy makers and

teacher educators need a better understanding of how psychological factors such as teachers'

conceptions of mathematics and mathematics teaching might influence change. Other factors

in this process include the influence of curriculum materials intended to promote change,

standardized tests and other forms of assessment, and administrative and school support.

Studies of teachers striving to make changes in this context can provide such information. This

paper reports the experiences of Mr. Burt, a veteran sixth grade mathematics teacher who was

faced with these and other factors as he attempted to improve his teaching.

One issue central to the mathematics education reform movement is the role of authority

In teaching and learning. Expecting students to understand and explore mathematical Ideas

requires them to accept much of the responsibility for determining, for example, appropriate

procedures and methods to solve problems. This contrasts with the teacher-centered (and often
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dominated) dialogue that takes place in many mathematics classrooms. Perry's scheme (Perry,

1970; Copes, 19132) emphasizes this issue of authority. A dualistic conception of knowledge (by

dualistic we mean a belief that all knowledge is either absolutely right or wrong) assumes that

there is a single authority, be it a teacher or textbook, thus relegating instruction to an exercise

in transmission from the authority. Furthermore, Perry's categories of dualism, multiplism,

relativism and commitment provide a useful tool for viewing the extent of teachers' openness

to varied viewpoints on mathematical concepts and applications.

Because this study took place while Mr. Burt taught a unit on fractions, we also considered

research related to students' and teachers' conceptions of rational number (Ohlsson, 1968, Behr,

Hare!, Post, & Lesh, 1992; Post, Hare!, Behr, & Lesh, 1991). When viewed together with Perry's

scheme, these theories of rational number suggest some of the key difficulties teachers face

when approaching complicated mathematical strands. Particularly useful is Ohlsson's theory

of quotient terms; his work emphasizes that the terminology employed to describe iractions lies

in a complex semantic field which he labels quotient terms. Ohlsson suggests that trouble

associated with learning fraction concepts may have more to do with confusion caused by

overlapping notation and terminology applied to distinct mathematical ideas and applications

than with inherent difficulties of either individual procedures or concepts. When a teacher with

fundamentally dualistic thinking about mathematics and mathematics teaching is faced with

using more relativistic approaches to teaching concepts with inherent ambiguity, the results can

be stressful for instructor and students alike.

DESIGN

Methodology

An ethnographic case study design (Stake, 1978) was used to document the experiences of

Mr. Burt. Data were collected between September 1992 and May 1993 usirig interviews,

observations, students' and teacher's written work, and teacher's written plans. Two one-hour

Interviews, conducted during the first month of the school year (September 1992), investigated

Mr. Burt's initial views about mathematics, teaching, and his specific understanding of

fractions. One of Burt's mathematics classes was observed for a total of 26 days, including 20

consecutive days during a five-week period while he taught a unit on fractions (November-

December). Approximately half (12) of these observations were followed by half-hour

stimulated recall interviews in which Burt commented on classroom events of that or the

previous day. Burt's written notes and plans during this 5-week period were also collected.

Three students, diosen to be representative of the class's race, gender, and achievement
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diversity, were identified as target students and observed and interviewedperiodically during

class. Two one-hour interviews at the end of the observation period assessed Burt's reflections

on his experiences. Observations of bi-weekly meetings of the sixth grade mathematics

teachers constituted another data source. Teacher interview data were audiorecorded and

transcribed for ongoing analysis. Classroom observations were also audio recorded. Detailed

fieldnotes were made of observations (classroom and teacher meetings) and student interviews.

Photocopies were made of written artifacts.

Participant and Research Site

Mr. Burt holds K-8 certification with specializations in both science and mathematics and

has concentrated on mathematics teaching for several years. He has taught nearly every

elementary grade, but has spent the past 12 years teaching sixth grade. He teaches mathematics

each day during three 45-minute periods (he teaches language arts dining two others). The

class in which this study took place met daily from 10:00 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. The class, like the

school as a whole, is very diverse in terms of achievement, race, and socio-econocnic standing.

For example the class's (and school's) racial makeup is approximately two-thirds white and

one-third African-American. There were 31 students enrolled in this class.

Unlike many 20-year veterans, Mr Burt has a sincere desire to improve his teaching.

Although he understood that the researchers would not be at all directive, he was very open to

having his teaching studied, since he believed that the opportunity to interact with interested

professionals would help him become a more effective teacher. Mr. Burtfinds teaching to be

challenging yet rewarding. During interviews he frequently compared teaching tohis

experience in the military, on one occasion claiming that being company commander was an

easier iob than that of "dealing with 35 individual sixth graders and all of their attendant

pressures from outside."

Competing with his feeling of responsibility toward his students are external factors,

many of which he views negatively. He reported receivinginsufficient adminish.ative support

with student discipline, undue pressure to emphasize perfomlance on state proficiency tests

(which he believes "drive" the district), and unnecessary classroom interruptions from outside

personnel and through the classroom's public address system. However, Mr. Burt cited as his

biggest obstacles the extremely diverse student population and the lack of parental

involvement. He frequently referred to students with severe disabilities, and students who

"need lots of guidance and loving" because they lack a supportive home environment. While
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discussing parental involvement, he stated, "If I could get 40 contact minutes a day between

parent and child, we'd have the highest achieving kids probably in the world. But if you

checked with kids .. . (the actual figure) is around 2 to 3 minutes a day, maybe."

MR BURPS EXPERIENCE TEACHING THE FRACTIONS UNIT

In the context of this multitude of competing factors, Mr. Burt experienced success in

helping his students understand important concepts related to fractions. He attributed this

success to (1) his use of curriculum materials that supported understanding and (2) the fact that

he devoted more time to this topic than he had in the past. The curriculum materials consisted

of a 20-lesson workbook, in pre-publication form, posing exerdses and problems that

emphasize fraction concepts, applications, and procedures. The materials (Towsley, Payne, &

Payne, 1992) place heavy emphasis on pictorial and physical representations of fractions, as

well as on connections among these representations, numerical and verbal representations, and

traditional algorithms for operations. Mr. Burt took about three months to teach the 20 lessons

(some of this time was spent reviewing topics covered before the fractions unit).

The following episode from an early fractions lesson (Mr. Burt taught this lesson on

November 10, 1992) is In many ways representative of his overall approach. Mr. Burt began

this particular lesson by modeling (with student input) on the overhead projector the solution

to the first exercise in the lesson. He then asked students to complete the next few exercises:

Do (exercises) 2 and 3 by drawing lines to show equal parts. Put your pencil down and
look up when you're done. Don't work ahead. (25 second pause). Please do 4, 5, an 6
and put your pencil down. Do not work ahead (40 second pause while he circulated
among students).

Mr. Burt then modeled solutions to the assigned exercises. For example, on the overhead

he completed the exercise shown on the left of Figure 1 by drawing a vertical altitude to the

middle (isosceles) triangle. One of the students asked if she could show a different way to do

the problem. Mr. Burt invited the student to the front of the class and she sketched a solution

like the one shown in the right part of Figure I.

The Problem:
Draw lines to show fourths:v

Rosalind's Solution:

Figure 1. Fraction problem and one student's solutlon
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Upon seeing the student's solution, Mr. Burt responded, "I don't know if that would be

right or not. I'd have to really look at it. I can't tell, I'd have to measure it." He then measured

the lengths of the two segments along the base of the triangle she had divided, and announced,

"Nope, that won't work because this is longer this way that it is this way. But that was a good

idea, you were thinking. Thank you Rosalind."

One thing illustrated by this episode is that Mr. Burt was extremely directive in his

instruction. Rarely in his teaching did he attempt to involve students indeciding the

appropriateness of strateOes or solutions; he was the sole arbiter of correctness. However, we

point out that throughout the fractions unit, Mr. Burrs instruction though not student-centered,

was conceptually oriented. Obviously, one episode cannot adequately illustrate how Mr. Burt

consdously emphasized connections among various common representations of fractions,

though he did. During lessons on operations (i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division) he did not introduce procedures until students spent several days on activities

designed to help them understand concepts underlying the procedures. For example, before

introducing an algorio at to add and subtract fractions, he taught a lesson on estimating sums

and differences. In the case of comparing and ordering fractions, he never introduced a

procedure (e.g., cross multiplying), but based his instruction entirely on connections to pictorial

and physical models. This accent on concepts contrasts with his instructional emphasis both

before and after the fractions unit when attention was placed primarily on correct procedures.

Mthough he has recognized tor some time that an essential aspect of fractions involves being

able to "visualize them," he said he has in past years emphasized rules for operating with

fractions because his textbooks have not supported a more conceptual emphasis.

Mr. Burt daimed that his current students understood fraction concepts more dearly than

in past years. Both during and after the fractions unit his students were for the most part

successful in making important connections among common representations of fractions, and

in basing their understanding on conceptual and visual representations of fractional ideas. For

example, during interviews two months after completing the fractions unit, all three of the

target students, without being prompted, constructed pictorial diagrams to explain how to

order 1 /2, 1 /3, and 5/8.
DISCUSSION

Before teaching the fractions unit, Mr. Burt's dualistic orientation toward mathematics was

evidenced by his continual focus on the "correctness" of certain mathematical ideas. For

example, he focused almost exclusively on the idea of fractions as division problems. His

presentation style throughout the unit, as well as in other mathematics lessons, reflected a
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narrow view of mathematics and mathematics teaching. The episode presented earlier in this
paper illustrates this dualism. However, his own understanding of fractions was flexible
enough to allow him to shift from an emphasis on procedures to an emphasis on concepts.
Despite his focus on a sin& conception, he was aware of multipleconceptions of fractional
ideas. Even before the fractions unit he spoke of fractions both as parts of units or wholes (a
partitive interpretation) and as division problems involving wholenumbers (a quotitive
interpretation). He also understood the importance of representing fractional ideas in multiple
ways: as "pictures," using "numerical representation," with "word problems," and with
"concrete materials." Finally, he was sensitive to the idea that students learnbetter if they apply
fractional concepts to their everyday lives.

However, despite an increased emphasis on concepts, during the fractions unit Mr. Burt
continued to communicate a very dualistic view of mathematics. The teachernot the students
determined the correctness of the mathematics. Rather than emphasizing "correct" procedures,
he emj. hashed "correct" concepts. One could certainly argue that this new set of givens
(concepts) is more desirable than the old (procedures). Focusing on concepts helps students
gain a knowledge base that, to a greater degree, allows them to do their own thinking. But Mr.
Burt's approach generally portrayed mathematics as a rigid subject to be mastered and
correctly applied, rather than as a way of thinking or as a subject to be explored.

Circumstances, such as a large class with students having diverse needs and interests, no
doubt contributed to Mr. Burt's decision to make the classroom primarily a teacher-directed
one. But Mr. Burt's dualistic view of teaching in general and of mathematics andmathematics
teaching in particular was the primary factor preventing him from shifting away from an
environment dominated by teacher-judged "correct" ways of operating, toward a more
student-centered environment in which exploration and more relativistic notions of right and
wrong (e.g., It is right because it works and makes sense) were valued and emphasized. Mr.
Burt claimed that his lack of experience in teaching and learning mathematim from a
perspective emphasizing understanding made the experience extremely stressful. In describing
his experience, he communicated that he had never felt more discomfort during all of his 20
years of teaching. It is also interesting to note that he felt like he was making tremendous

changes in his teaching practice, although the changes seemed less substantial to outside
observers. We suspect that repeated encounters with less dualistic approaches to complex
mathematical topics may move Mr. Burt further along Perry's continuumtoward a more
relativistic view of mathematics and mathematics teaching. Because he is fundamentally
committed to improving his practice, the discomfort Mr. Burt experienced teaching this unit is
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less likely to drive him away from reform than might be the case with a novice teacher or one

who is merely flirting with instructional fads. The dissonance between his basic dualism and

his willingness to change suggests both the motivation and means for fulther growth.

These results suggest a need for patience and sensitivity toward teachers as they develop

and strive to change. They also suggest that there is more to curriculum reform than simply

providing teachers with appropriate curriculum materials, as important as this is. Teachers

must also be supported in other ways if they are to implement significant changes in the way

they teach. For example, before teachers can teach in ways compatible with national

curriculum reform efforts, it might be necessary for them to first experience mathematical

learning in ways that are consistent with these reformefforts. Moreover, teachers need

feedback that will both affirm their progress and give them guidance as they work towards

continuing to improve and refine their practice. If we expect the positive effects of reform to

have permanence, we must be aware of potential obstacles in the interplay between new

curriculum and pedagogy, and teachers' intellectual growth or resistance thereto.
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Title
Reshaping Teachers' Pencepticrs of Instructicn and Assessment in

Mathematics lhrusgh the Use of Performance Assessrent Activities

------ - --
ivrts: Mirian Alit. Ph.D. Nancy Katims, ph.O.

institution
Educational Testini.Service.

Ear_ational refers in the 1993's is calling for charge in classrcon instructicnal

practices and change in testing and assessment.
In order fcr true educaticnal change

to cccur, instructicn and assessrait oust be linked.

To address this need, the Edicaticcal Testing
Service (ETS) is developing perfcrmarce

assessment materials for middle school oadaratics,
dowries the HMIS program. Eased

cn research by Richard Lesh and ethers,
the WOES activities are designed to elicit

the castructicn ofmathematical mcdels.
The program strongly reflects the ACTH Standards,

and facilitates the delivery ct interdisciplinary
instnicticn, cocoerative learning

tahniques, and the application of mathematical
thinking to real-life situations.

An experiment aftel at examining teachers'
perceptions &art linking instructicn and

assessnent was cbne with fifteen experienced
teazhers from middle school voles 5.9.

Each participant received a PACKETS activity,
which inclided a rewspacer article, a

prcblem related to the article, and wort materials. Ole tatters were asked to act

as students and to solve the problem working in small crews of three. Ninety minutes

was allccated fcr the soluticn.
They were evected to documnt the solutInn poxess anJ

to preset their solution hefere the others,
defending their approsJI, procedure, and

results. The problem, like the problems in all the
ROES activities, was carefully

chosen to be "real-life," ami to exarage interdisciplinary and hisher-crder thinking.

After the presentaticrs, the teethers
retuned to their role as teachers and were

asked to assess and evaluate the work cf their peers. Because this exercise was not

a typical classroom scenario, issues were
raised such as hcw to evaluate performance,

what is fairness, and &fancy, and depth
and breadth of krcwledge. Dt cf a heated

discussicn came neo criteria for assessing
mathematical performance vhich were in

contrast to earlier perceptials the teachers
had held. This led to a new perspective

cn mathematics instructicn in seneral and problem-solving in particular.
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THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM:

HOW DOES THE CONTEXT INUENCE 11-E LEARNING OF THIS CONCEPT?

M. en C. Eugenio Dfaz Barr Iga Arceo

Departarnento de elaternitica Educative, CINVESTAV-1PN.

Mexico CIty,l/exlco.

This article reports an educational study performed with students of
the Superior School of Physics and Mathematics of the National Poly-
technic Institute, referring to the concept of the fast Fourier
transform. We determined some characteristics encountered in the
dlscusslons between students and the teacher, generated by the pre-
sented material. Resulting from this short course and consultations
with professional personnel in the subject of Geophysics, as well as
from a btbliographIc review In this matter a teaching proposal was
obtained wIthin a very special context, directed to one speclf Ic
problem: the obtainment of geological sections. Students starting
the study of Geophysics: Do they learn this mathematical concept wi-
thin this context or out of It?
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Barnett, 415-565-3051

The Implications of Cognitive Flexibility Theory for

Designing and Sequencing Cases le Mathematics Teaching

Oral presentation for PME-NA Meeting, 1993

By Conte Barnett

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development

Abstract

Work by cognitive psychologist Rand Spiro and his colleagues (1987, 1988,

1989, 1992, 1993) establishes the
theoretical underpinnings for developing a case-

based curriculum. This theory proposes a way to promote flexibility of concept

use in "ill-structured domains". Such domains are characterized by situations

where ndes and principles have limited
application because what applies In one

situation, may be contradicted or confounded in another. Drawing from themes in

other prevailing psychological theoriessuch as situated cognition, constructivism

and cognitive complexity, Spiro, Coulson, Feltovich and Anderson assert that

abstract knowledge is highly intertwined with that of case-centered reasoning.

They argue that the best way to achieve cognitive flexibility is by a "method of

case-based presentations which treats a contentdonaain as a landscape that is

explored by 'criss-crossing* it in many directions'.

This session will explore the implications of Cognitive Flexibility theory

for a case-based curriculum in the ill-strrctur--; 4omain ef rational number

teaching. The set of cases described in this :est: :4 were developed at Far West

Laboratory mid are being used for the professional develorment of preservice and

inservice teachers. I will discuss how these cases ch e, on the propositions offered

by Cognitive Flexibility Theory Ix their design and sequence and will also

describe some of the findings of studies conducted over the past six years. We

have found, for example, that cases can be successful in helping teachers develop a

richly connected framework of pedagogical content knowledge related to teaching

rational numbers. We will describe how teachers draw from issues discussed in

prior discussions to frame and solve problems that arise in new cases and in their

own experience. These results will be reported along with insights and questions

that have been raised through these investigations for audience discussion.
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Title _fs9runacilliche Psycholo tcal Aspects of Change In Two

Ektc.e.t.lanAl. Settiniff_

Presenter Callis gethell and Margaret A. Lamb

Institution Holt _Math School

PROPO3AL

Mathematics educators nationally have called for major curricular reform. This
reform movement requires cheages in the any teechers and students think about
what it mesas to learn and do mathematics and their relative role& The
psychological changes inherent in this reform are not sassily defined nor easily
negotiated (Cohen, 198). Teacher educators must be responsible for helping
prospective teachers to think abaft the war theae changes affect students'
propensity to engage in the Learning of mathematic& McDiarmid (1992) in a study
of preservloe teachers' beliefs about individual students' capecities to learn
mathematics found that many believe that one needs to have ensathematical mind'
to be good in mathematics, for example Fullan (1991) in his writings about
educational reform indicates that real chenge involves changes in conceptioas and
beliefs. Clearly, in order for reform initiatives focused on chenging tbe teaching and
learning of mathematics to be succeeds'', they must include an examination of both
teachers' own beliefs about students' capabilities for learning mathematics and the
psychological Mena that are manifeased with these kinds of changes in their
practice.

A high school mathematics teethes and special education teacher team taught a
General Mathematics class in a Professional Development School and a Master's
level mathematics methods course at Michigan State University. The teachers
implemented an Innovative cenicultma emphasizing the development of
mathemetical sprains' and differeat ways of working tosether in the setting. In
examining the data from these two settings, the leachers were stnsck by the
similarities in both populatioca' reactions to these innovations. Both classes
responded with various (orme of resismace to this nontraditional content Each
expressed anxiety, fristralios and fear as they attempted to kens new ways of
mathematical thinking In both settle, the chnonkity and intensity of the student
resistance increased the meth/ours' neeertainty about the validity and viability of
implementing the types of cheeses, thereby risking their commitment to alter their
practice.

Thus, the resistant studeat importers experienced in both a secoadary end a
university setting have implations for teacher educat. rs, as they strive to develop a
deeper understanding of the mythological aped, of changing conceptions of
teaching and learning mathematics. Further, these findings need to be considered in
the developmen. of curriculum and prenkum experiences in the redesign of teacher
education pregame.

The purpose of this session is twofold: 1) to discuss these psychologital aspects of
students' resistance to envie in new ways of learning mathematics, 2) to explore
the corresponding psychological disposition towards mathematics aed mathematics
learners that both preservice and veteran teachers must embrace in order to change
their prectice end surmount this resistance, and 3) to investigate *ay' In which these
issues Uln be addressed in Macke, education programs.
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Tide A Model for Achieving Equity in Marhematics.Teaching and.

Learning

Pr.:sinter
Nadine S. Bezuk and Frank A. Holmes

institution
San Diego State University

This short oral presentation will discuss several aspects of a model we have developed

whose goals arc aimed at achieving equity in mathematics teaching and learning, focused on

students from diverse ethnic groups. This model is multifaceted, requiring the collabotation

and interaction of persons from many groups, including teachers, parents, students,

university professors, college students, and district administratots. This model wives

toward improving.studenti mathematics understanding, achievement, and attitudes by

focusing on enhancing teachers' knowledge of mathematics and of mathematics teaching.

The following section descrlhed the components of the model in moredata

callaimaligaindillleaCtifallagraustfenall3MXILIME
Many different groups of people are critically important to achieving equity la

mathematics. These groups include teachers, parents, students, university professors,

college students, and district administrators. The contributionsand responsibilaies of each

group will be discussed.

Enbanclulathasashaaatialashiagi
Some factors that we haye found to be effective in changing teachers' approach to teaching

mathematics include cresting a sulained period of interaction between teachers and

mathematics educators, with workshops and discussion groups year-round rather than just

for a few weeks in the summer; as well as providing opportunities to "try out* new

techniques in a less structured setting, In our ease, In before- or after-school mathunadcs

enrichment sessions with children. We will describe in greaterdetail the benefits of this

integration of content knowledge enrichment and experimentation with alternate teaching

methods.
Improving students' mathematics understanding. achievement. aim attitudeu

We believe that seven,/ factors contribute to improving students' mathematics

understanding, achievement, and attitudes. These include the following: (a) "beyond tbe

bell" activities, which are before. or after.school mathematicsenrichment swings, which

increase the amount of time students devote to mathematics each week: (b) wirichmeot rather

than 'mediation, aimed at helping students become interested in mathematics, confident In

their ability to succeed in mathematics, and viewing mathematics as more than just

computation; (c) focus on developing conceptual understanding with students constxucting

knowledge nither than on drill and practice aimed at memorizing procedures; and (d) starting

at an early age.. In our case, In second grade, providing a solid foundation and feeling of

success.
Our presentation will discuu the components of our model In more detail.
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Developing children's mathematical thinking
Geoggijkinkez and Denise Bond

Institute for Learning in Matheinatks and Language
Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia

Mathematical skills needed in today's technological society have vastly
changed. It is no longer enough to be proficient at pendl and paper
computations, once so highly valued and essential. Today, employers require
employees to apply, interpret and solve mathematics in a variety of situations
involving computers, calculators and measuring instruments as well as pencil
and paper. Indeed, a capacity to solve novel problems is seen to be integral to
all facets of modern society.

Although mathematical problem solving has been emphasised since Polya's
work in the 1940s, it Is only in the last five years that a multitude of programs
concerned with the integration and teaching of problem solving have evolved.
The area of assessment has not attracted the same amount of attention and
analysis and educators are only MOW beginning to come to terms with the need
to assess problem solving. This has brought about a corresponding concern for
students experiencing difficulties. As a result, there is a need for a means to
diagnosis difficulties in problem solving and to assist particular individuals to
develop more appropriate processes. The research to be reported at this melon
focussed on assessment and remediation of mathematical problem solving.

The assessment component involved the construction of a diagnostic
instrument designed to provide a profile of a student's problem solving ability
highlighting both strengths and weaknesses. The data showed that these
ranged from an understanding of the underlying computation or numeration
skills, through an ability to read or comprehend problem statements, to a
capacity to implement appropriate problem solving plans or strategies .

The remediatiori component involved the development of appropriate
teaching methods through the construction of a teaching program. Weaknesses
or omissions discovered through analysis of the diagnostic results were
incorporated into a weekly teaching program which utilised a cooperative
approach to encourage a shared approach to solving problems and emphasised
discussion and reflection. An additional feature wes the construction of
problems by the participants. Each session wes video-taped for subsequent
analysis.
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CONTEXTUAUZED TESTING AND EARLY MATH COMPETENCY

licalkonra
University of California, Santa Barbara

The outpace of this study vies to examine the meal/ratios performance of children entering school for

inrmation about the nonechooled mathernaticsi skits that chidrenWing to the 'ducat:war process. Two recent

emphatic in the study of cognition have sniped Ibis proialeiturisd=onion and be role cl femme kl

mathematical thought . The study Ws OW* children 94 display more mathematical competencies when

tailed in their own detect of English end through more sitriated taskswhich ars akin to whet children do in

everyday We. The subjects for ha sludy were low CIIIIWOOMI of Native Hawaiian children lust beginning

kindergarten (N.107). Many of the dation were korn low Income loam end many of them spoke Hawaiian

Creole English (HCE). The children were given lec distinct Was over three Individual testing sessions. Both

tests sampied skills that we typicaky covered In landergwten including cowling, comparisons, money. simple

computalion and vocabulary. The Riper test was a paper and pencil exem based upon the school curriculum.

O. section of this treet was given twice, once in standard Enalioh and ono, In HCE In counterbalanced ordw.

The Puppet test was designed to test Oiler) In a more situated mom using wets to mot cid leo everyday

scenarios a party and drying stickers. The Pow test and Puppet test werebout 'qua in measuring children's

overall level of mathematical knowledge and showed a simtiar pattern of strengths and weaknesses A

comparison of Waive sknier test items revealed some important ditierencet. The chicken looked stronger in

counting stills on the Paper test became the task of courting reel trams had more complexities due to a less

orderly wrangement of test materials In the course of acting out scenarios. However, the children locked

stronger on items testing one-to-one corresportrience on the Pups* tett became the situation strongly cued the

appropriate action. Marry of the children, parlicuiwty in the rursi umple, showed enhanced performance NI III

HCE version of he test. An kern enarysie revealed VW be difference vas due to specific semantic Items witCh

differ between HCE and Waniard English robot than we generaldifferences in syntax or pronunciation.

Although the various last methods did not reveal different la& of competency ki the children, they

demonstrated that these children have basic school realness slalis as well as language-specific skills which are

not normally obvious in the school context
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THE FAILURE OF ONE FIFTH GRADE STUDENT TO USE IMAGERY
IN MATHEMATICAL UNDERSTANDING
pawl L. Bros% aad Grayson H. Wheatky

Florida State Delvers Ity

Over the last thirty years there has been considerable Interest in the relationship between spatial ability and

mathematics achievement. Because the search for a itlationship between these measures was psychometric. the results were

equicoval. tiowmer, using qualitafitive methoth a link has been established between mathematical meaning and the use ol

Imagery. In macular. Brown bad Whatley (1989. 1990) providedevIdencethat fifth grade Indents use imagery in de

construction of mathematical meaning. In these Investigations It Is Important to recognizethat we consider mathematics to

be the activity of constructing patients and relationships rather than the memorization of procedures. Further. ow idea ol

imagery Includes aot only concrete Imagery (pictwes in the mind) bat abstract and dynsmic mental activity.

The purpose of the current investigation, of which only a small part is repcmed here, was to extend our

understaiding of how students use imagery in their mathematical activity. Students' imagery and mathematical unierizding

was probed ming qmlitative data from a varictyof 104111X.1. The results to he presented hat, however, will be confined to s

detailed analysis o: one student. Jean. VA chose to locos oa Jean In this papabecane her poor imagery teemed to limit the

meaning she could give m mathematics tasks.

Prior to the beginning of the school year In which these data were collected Jean had attended a local elementary

school weere computational proceduts were emphasized In the mathematics curriculum. Of1 a staxlinlised achievement test

given during the yew of the experiment lean performed well. particularly on the computation and prubkm solving

stbiections Howene her score on a test of medal totalities (WSAT) was relatively low.

During clinical interviews using spatial tasks which required students to construct and represent a mental image.

kess's imagery was found to lack vividness and resolution, bat was ftil I better then most students who had been interviewed

enviously who lcoted very low. She also had difficulty performing mental transformations. Of particular Interest here

howeMs. was her weaknesses in her relational endersundIng of mathematics. For example. she was unable to interpret

diagrams or use them to help her in the solution process. This Is what Bishop has referred to as the ability to interpret

figura itiformetion (IPI). When confronted with a mathematical problem her sumach was often to perform some arithmetic

operation on the numbers in the problem statement. Dim cakilatices were performed mechanically and without rty

attempt 10 make same of the ptoblem. Her understandthg of geometry was also extremely weak. She meld tecognize

geometric figures but hod little knowledge of anv properties of the figures She also had little undemanding of geometric

transformations. Only In one case, that of fractional quantities. rid Jean seem to have a visual image that helped her solve

problems. She could visualize fractional quantities such as 1/37 or 13/10 and fort them into the categories: "about O."

"kat 1/2" or "shout 1."

VA feel the analysis of these dMato be instrumental in helping us understand the role imagery plays In mathematical

understanding. In particular. her lack of undermanling of information in diagram (WI) severely limited ha ability to make

sense of many mathematical tasks. These results also suggest sn intensiMa teaching experiment for future resurch. Since

Bithop has suggested that this ability to Interpret flgwal information is one type of spatial ability that can be taught it

shoaki be possible to structure experiences that would allow leen and students like her to mak.. sense of figural inframation

avd increme their ability to give additional meaning to ha mathematical experiences.

r; A
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Tide: Intentional and attentional models of number

Presenter: Stephen Campbell

Institution: Simon Fraser University

The focus of this presentation is to compare and contrast some central
aspects of Husserl's theory of intentionality regarding the phenomenological
origins of number with von Glaserfeld's attentional model for the conceptual

construction of units and number.
Husserl's theory of intentionality was initially inspired through his

attempts to elucidate the 'cognitive accomplishment of arithmetic and of pure
analytical mathematics in general'. As a student and assistant to Weierstrass,
Husserl perceived the need to clarify the conr:ept of whole number as a
crucial step in establishing a rigorous foundation for analysis. Further
influenced by Brentano's notions of intentionality and his desaiptive
approach to psychology, Husserl embarked upon a renewed Cartesian quest
to ground objective knowledge upon essential and ideal forms accessible

through phenomenologcal analyses of conscious experience.
Although differing from Husserl in ontologicad commitment, von

Glaserfeld has acknowledged Husserl's 'enormous merit in advancing the
investigation of the concepts at the very root of arithmetic and mathematics'
and having been 'one of the first to realize the role of what we now call
"reflective abstraction'. For von Glaserfeld, Piaget's distinction between
empirical and reflective abstraction, combined with Ceccato's interpretation
of conceptUal structure as 'patterns of attention', forms the basis for his
attentional model (Steffe et al., 1983).

Whereas von Glaserfeld's model is elegant, relatively simple and dear,
Husserl's intentional analysis is subtle, complex and difficult to unravel.
Recently, Husserl's work in the philosophy of mathematics has been rendered
more accessible by Miller (1982). Drawing upon Miller's study, this
presentation constitutes an attempt to encapsulate central aspects of Husserl's
analysis of number with extended von Glaserfeld notation in order to
accentuate similarities and differences in these two approaches.

Miller, J. Philip (1982). Numbers in presence and absence: A study of Hussars

philosophy of mathematics. The Hague: Martinus Nilhoff.
Steffe, L. P., von Glaserfeld, E., Richards, 1., & Cobb, P. (19831. Children 's

counting types: Philosophy, theory, and application. New York: Praeger.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT IN AN URBAN CENIER: CHANGING PRACTICES BEFORE BELIEFS

BY PROVIDING STRUCTURE AND EXPERIENCE

aulancli,Eliggia and Walter Stone
Boston University, Boston, MA

Most staff development programs fail to reach their potential; teachers return to their classrooms

following training with new ideas and evident excitement, but do not implement what they have learned.

We have found that providing the structure and experience necessary to change the way teachers

actually teach produces significant improvements in classroom instruction and leads to fundamental

changes teachers' belief systems. This presentation reports the results of a program that directly

models new teaching methods in the classroom, providing a context in which teachers must teach

differently and reflect on what they are doing.

Many factors are involved in teacher change: teachers' beliefs, knowledge of content.

understanding of pedagogy, in-class performance, ability to translate knowledge Into appropriate

practice, and perception of support systems. The Classroom Centered Teacher Development

Mathematics (CCTDM) Project' developed a three-put model for teacher staff development that

combines and integrates these variables: 1) instruction in mathematics content and pedagogy; 2)

mechanisms that ormtribute to the implementation ot content and pedagogical changes in the classroom

(such as -oodeling of lessons, guiding the planning and constructing of lessons, and providing

opporturkdes for teachers to tellect cc the educational experience); and 3) establishment of support

systems among project staff and teachers to encourage shared (and supported) risk-taking.

In this model, changes in individuals' beliefs about mathematics, about themselves as learners

of mathematics, bout themselves as teachers of mathematics, and about students as learners of

mathematics followed classroom practice and observation, reversing the traditional model of

instructional change following changes in beliefs. Ar teachers witnessed cognitive and attitudinal

changes In students' learning outcomes, their own beliefs changed. Changed beliefs reinforced and

supported further risk-taking and further changes in the teaching of mathematics..

I Funding for the CCTDM Project was prorided by the Dwight ID. Eisenhower Mathematics end Science Education Act
Eight leachers of grades lour. tlye. and sit from Chelsea. Massachavetts participated in dac project.
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TUN Unguarded metaphors in educational theorising:

Metaphorically modellinl tbe social-perional interface

Presenter

Institution

David J. Clarke

Mathematics Teaching and Learning Centre
Australian Catholic-University (Victoria)
Oakleigh, Victoria 3166, Australia

Our theorising in educational contests, sad in particular in relation

to the prjcass of learaing, labours wider the burden of ao inheritance

of motaphors which may bt: both inappropriate and inhibiting with

respect to our cautioned theorising about cognition. In particular,

the metaphors oft reflection, negotiation, and abstraction should be

subjected to immediate strutiay. These metaphors have been employed

as implicit models of aspects of the process of coming to know in

socially-located situations such as classrooms. Tbe unguarded use of

ach of these metaphors bar enabled theorists to gloss aver the need

to specify any metbanimm whereby am interaction La the social domain

is translated Into a corresponding perturbation io the cognitive

domain. The use of such phrases as "the reflective abstraction of

experience" or "the negotiation of meaning" compound the uncertainty

and confuis social and cognitive phenomena. It is the purpose of

this paper to suggest how these and other anaphors might be

incorporated with legitimacy into a coherent modal of the process of

coming to know.
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Title Implications of Vero la's The Embodied Mind for mathematics
education

Presenter A. J. (Sandy) Dawson
Institution Simon Fraser University

The position I wish to advance In thls presentation Is based on these points:

The world does not come to us prepackaged upon birth, nor are we parachuted

into an already completed world which we then have to develop representa-
tons of in order to make sense of that world.

There is no one right way, no one right algorithm, and no non-buggy algorithms.

Buggy algorithms, however, are not defective and in need of a fix.

Evolution is not sbout the survival of the fittest. Evolution Is about satisficing:

...the second step...is to analyze the evolutionary process as satisficing (taking a

sub-optimal solution that is satisfactory) rather than optimizing: here selection

operates as a broad survival fitter that admits any structure that has sufficient

integrity to persist. (Varela et al, p.196)

The important thing about interactions with students Is the richness of their

answers. Teaching Is not paramount. Ascertaining the meanings students

have is paramount, not to see if theirs match ours or a computer screens, but to
understand how they are making their world. It should be assumed that

students will have many wayi of doing things, many ways of interpreting things,

and many ways of seeing what Is on a computer screen.

How is knowledge created? We try things out to see how they work, to see if
they fit, to see if they match. If they work, then the new integrates what had been
there before, the old, and subordinates the old to the new. It is not a question of
accommodation or assimilation?

Knowledge creation does not take place in a vacuum, and Is not an individual-
istic preoccupation; it's not done by a cognizing agent operating alone:

.. cognition Is no longer seen as problem solving on the basis ot representa-

tions; instead, cognition In its most encompassing sense consists in the enact-

ment or bringing forth of a world by a viable history of structural coupling.
(Varela et al, p.205)

The future descends-it Is not given, it Is not preordained, but the Interaction of
the cognizing agent and the environment exercises options which are viable.

Reference
Francisco J. Varela, Evan Thompson & Eleanor Flosch (1991). The embodied

mind: Cognitive science and human experience Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press.
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EFFECTS OF TEACHING PROCYSSES

IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

John H. Durnitj Antoinette E. Perrone

Villanova University Villanova University

Villanova, U.S.A. Villanova, U.S.A.

Louise MacKay

Australian Catholic University

Oakleigh,Ausualia

Two studies of teaching problem solving processes were

concluded, one with a fourth grade class in Australia and the other

with a fifth grade class in the United States. Students in each clan

were randomly assigned to two groups. One group received

instructions on problem solving processes while the other served as a

control. Teachers analyzed the subject matter to identify

mathematical skills. Problem solving processes of composition,

conjunction and inverse, as well as skills, were taught to the students

in the problem solving processes groups. Only the content skills

were taught to the control groups. Pretests and posttests on content

and transfer material were administered. The students in the

processes group did as well on the subject matter knowledge as the

control group. However, on task involving processes both with

content and transfer material, the processes groups performed

significantly better, In one study only students in the process group

were able to solve a transfer problem,
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Title
Exolorins Mathematics and LOGO in a Costa Rican Classroom

Presenter _Laurie D. Edwards

Institution University of California at Santa Crum

This Tryonwill describe work with Costa Rican students in the aro of computer-
based mathematical exploration& presenting information about the use of a computer
microwodd for exploring positive and negative numbers. An overview of a nationil
pmject in technology and education in Com Rica will also be presented (the project is a
joint effort of the Costa Rican Ministry ofPublic Education and the Omar Dengo
Foundation, a non-profit group).

The ''mathematical explorations in Logo"study was =led out as one part of the
Foundation's Computers In EJementary Education Project 'This project ongoing since
19SS, has pieced computer laborsiodes (20 IBM PSf2 computers plus minter) into more
than 160 school& prinunily in rural and martinet urban settines. In 1992.2 new goal was
set, that of extending the use of Logo into the leeching and learning of mathematics. This
report provides details of a computer environment

for mathematical exploration created by
the author and tested in a Costa Ricanelementory school.

The objective of the work wai lo design and program Logo-based learning
envinroments for elementary age siudents in which the students could use the connxiters to
enhance their understanding of nethemadcs. The environment described in this report was
concerned with addition and oubtraction ofpositive and nerattve numbtn, The
microworld consisted of dynamically-linked visual and symbolic regnesentations of positive
and negative numbets, with the central visual representation being number line. The
number line was originally displayed with only the origin labeled, and extending to the
right The students were given a set of commands to make erabbie (also displayed) jump
along the number line. In doing so, number sentences or equations showing additions and
subtractions were also generated and displayed above the number line. If a set of entries by
a student resulted in the rabbit lumping to the left of the origin, the number line was
extended (in a afferent color) to Include the negative number& The students were thus
able to use the visual and symbolic feedbeck from the number line to constructan
undemanding of the addition snd subtraction ofpositive sod negative numbers.

This microworld was tested with a whole class of 6th grade students (32 students.
snoroximatelv 12 vears old), and observational dem was collected. Although this was a
very small scale pilot of the microwosid, there were interesting

results concerning the
students' attempts to make sense of negativenumbers in this context. The informal results
will be presented. as well as a discussion ofplans for further teiting and research with the
microworld.
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Gender and Ethnic Differences
in the Diverse Environment of an Urban College Mathematics Classroom

Shirley B. Gray
Dept of Mathematics and Computer Science

California State University, Los Angeies, CA 90032

The subjects involved 233 students (52 males, 181 females: 21 African-Americans, 55 Whites,

110 Latinos, 42 Asians and 5 Others) enrolled in mathematics courses required for non-majors. Within

this subject pool of varied ethnic and social backgrounds, there were 92 undergraduates, plus 74 junior

college transfers, and 67 graduate students, with ages ranging from 19 to 53 years. Fifty-five students

were willing to indicate they were undocumented residents, immigrants, or entered the United States on

a visa. In particular, 40% are residents of the inner city, with 11% living in South Central Los Angeles.

Among a dozen indicators, e.g., achievement, attitude, etc., the technique for measuring median

household income is of special interest to researchers. In preliminary charactetizations of data collected

over a two year period (1990-1992), the students scored significantly lower on ELM math achievement

than other CSU students (j .427, 1(96) = -2.3, .0238* s p < .05), significantly lower SAT math

scores than the national average ltdm 387, 1(96) = -10.9, 1.63e-18 p < .05) and had significantly

lower incomes than the median household income, or $34,965. for Los Angeles County (a = $32,700,

t(232) -2.55, .0122 s p < .05).

But with regards to gender, this drta set yielded no significant differences at the p < .05 level.

Moreover, investigations of ethnic and immigrant differences yielded mathematics self-concept means,

in ranked order, as Asians, Latinos, Whites & African-Americans (bd = 22.7, 22.5, 21.8, 21.2), but the

narrow differences were non-significant. But variance within these groups, as measured by

regression, found age, achievement and self-efficacy, or expectancy, as significant indicators of

mathematics self-concept.

Burton, L. (Ed.). (1990). Gender arid Mathematics: An international Perspective. New York: Cassell.

Benson, J. (1989). Structural components of statistical test anxiety in adults: An exploratory model.

Journal of Experimental Education, 57, 247-261.

Han. L. (1992). Twk. generations of feminist thinking. (Review of Gender and Mathematicsl. Journal

for Research in Mathematics Education. 23, 79-83.
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ISSUES IN ThE DESIGN OF CURRICULUM-EMBEDDED
PIMEORMANCE ASSESSMENTS IN MATHEMATICS

Educational Testing Service

In October 1991, the California legislature committed the state to developing a new

assessment system which will make assessment "an integral part of the instructional process,

pursuant to which all pupils have the MAXIMUM OppOrtUtlity tO demonstrate what they know;

to think, problem solve, and apply their knowledge in testing situations; and to be assisted and

motivated through the assessment process to reach higher levels of learning" (S.B. 662, 1991,

Sec. 2). One component of the new system, currkulum-embedded assessment, would consist of

instructional performance assessments selected by teachers from sets of state-approved tasks,

to be given to students at times most appropriate to the instructional flow In their dassroom.

We are engaged in a collaborative effort with the California Learning Assessment System to

develop and formatively evaluate cUrriculum-embedded aseessments at three grade levels.

ln this report, we present an analysis of several design possibilities that emerged as

teams of teachers worked over the past year to define what It means for state assessments to be

instructional and to be embedded in curricula. Major design options correspond in part to

different levels of state versus teacher specification of instructional and assessment activities.

Deliberations over these options suggest: (1) An assessment framework is critical for

identifying adequate samples of student performances. (2) Even if teachers and students are

provided with diolces within and among menus of tasks, the assessments are not likely to be

viewed as "embedded" unless they can be customized to fit into particular classroom contexts.

(3) Many teachers strenuously oppose de facto state control of extended instructional activities.

The state may prescribe tasks that require days or weeks to complete (e.g., relating certain

aspects of two long, complex texts) but should not attempt to control day-to-day instructional

processes. (4) In order to support neu find inexperienced teachers, however, the state should

provide tasks that can be used without modification by teachers who are not able, or don't

want, to customize them. These considerations argue for development of well-specified tasks,

accompanied by guidelines within which they may be customized.

S
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FEMINIST PEDAGOGY AS A TOOL FOR PROMOTING THE STUDY OF

MATHEMATICS BY FEMALES

Judith E. Jacobs

California State Polytechnic University, Pomona CA 91768

Women often are blamed for their "inability" to perform as well as men in

mathematical and scientific fields. It is my belief that the problem is not with wo.nen's

ability to do mathematics. The problem lies with their unwillingness to study

mathematics as it is currently taught and currently constituted. This presentation will

present a conceptual framework for encouraging women to believe that mathematics is

something they want to study.

Mathematicians and mathematics educators have much to learn from women

studies programs and the feminist pedagogy developed in those programs. We also

need to examine what it means to know mathematics. For too long the traditionally

valued deductive approach to mathematics has been emphasized to the exclusion, or

devaluing, of knowing mathematics inductively and through intuition.

Aspects of feminist pedagogy can be used to make women more willing to study

mathematics, and therefore learn mathematics. In addition, a different view of

mathematics, how one does it and what it means to know n;athematics, that

complements the discussion of how women come to know things as presented in

Women's Ways of Knowing will be presented.

TheouligiLER1Inslatilial

Belenky, M. F., Clinchy, B. M., Goldberger, N. R., & Tarule, J. M. (1986). Women's

Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice, and Mind . NY: Basic Books.
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TEE MAUL EFFECTS Of AIC011ITEMS IN MIMI' MUTE/WIC

Constance Email and Jays B. Clark

The University of Lleboas at limiserhea

Meet's theory, constructivism,
states that children construct logico-mathematioal

knowledge from within, in
interaction with the environment.

On the heal* of this

theory, we have been working in a public school with
toachexe who do not teach

algorithms but, budded, encourage
children to invent their can

procedures. The

teachers at this school mho
did not teach any algorithms in 1991-92 were distributed as

follows in grades 1-4, respectively; 4/4, 2/3, 1/1, and 1,13.

The performance of children
in grade' 2-4 mho had and bed never been taught

algorithms mas 0:spared in individual interviews.
The students were asked to solve

written problem.a such as the ones below. They were asked to work mach problem without

paper and pencil, wive the answer, and explain their procedures. Tbe interviewer took

notes 00 what eaoh child said.

7 + 52 t 186
504 13 x 11 (presented ally to third

and fourth graders)

It was found at every grads
level that children who bad never been taught algo-

rithms produced more correct answers
end that their wrong enamors reflected better

number sense. In second grade, for example, 45% of the Ko-Algorithm Class got the

correct enamor to 7+52+186
compared to 12,4 in the Algorithm Class. Toe wrong answers

given by the Algorithm Class were:
29, 29, 30, 190, 200,

295, 838, 906, 938, 986, 909,

1030, and 9308.
(The answers of 29 Imre obtained

by adding all tbo digits as ones

17+54.241443+6). Totals in the 900e Imre
obtained by adding 7 to the 1 of 186 sad com-

ing 1 tram the tens column.) The following wrong answers
found in the no-dlgoriths

Class reflected better number ewes:
138, 235, 236, 243, 246, 255, and 617.

Those and many other data support the conclusion that algorithms *eke students

give up their omn ways of thinking and unteaoh place value, thereby hiebieriag

ohlldren's development of number sense (limn. C. (ia prods). Isaacstallniusalimit

lo reinvent arithmetic. 3rd ggaite. Mew York: Teachers College Press).
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Praimatar tm Ers*

Institution erreersin or CALIMMILJUIII

How does observed student understanding compare whb the ultimate result ofclusroom assessment, the semester vide?

The College Preparatory Mathematics: Change from Within Project has developod
replacement texts for Algebra, Georreuy and Algebra 2. The overarching goal ofthe materials and the teaching methods they are dwigned to support is to develop
student understanding of the mathematics they are learning to use. But no one usquite sure how to evaluate the developmanof understanding, so learning moreabout and developing better means ofassessment is the goal of a second majorproject The uudy I am reporting is a preliminary study for the further work wewill be (loin in assessment, and its purpose has bwr to help us better focus someof ow questions.

Twice a week during the spring semester of 1992,1 visited three Algebra 1 classes,in which the CPM materials were used. In the classrooms I was an observer whenthe teacher was leading the whole class, butwhen the students were working in
groups, ubout 25-40 minutes in the classes where the teachers were using thematerials as intended, I circulated among the groups, as did the teacher, and
responded to questions. The three teachers and I selected a diverse group of about
twenty students to focus on mere closely. The teachers selected students they feltcould do better than they were showing on classroom assessments, students whose
grades were in the middle range, B to D. I selected a subgroup of that group for
more practical Tt130111. They were the thirteen students whose work I came toknow best as I circulated and workol with groups.

In addition to the classroom wort. I held 35-50 minute interviews with six of thestudents in late May. In the interviews we "walked through the book" and paused
to examine problems they chose that they did not fully understand.

Based on the exsmples of the work we did together, four categories or levels of
understanding/non-understanding emerged. These categories have some interesting
relationships with the students' grades and have lead to a number of additional
questions in regard to ethnicity and gender as well as about what our testing and
other written assignments measure.
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Title R

amalulisjulm,JEOLAutctationa for Mathematics Teaching Sala Among

Prospective Elementary School Teachers
Presenter Gavrielle Lavine. Ph.D.

Institution G.W. Post Campus. Long Island University

Elementary school teachers are expected to teact all content

amis. Recant emphasis has beta placed on the way in which

mathematics is taught. tn addition to the mathematical content itself

(NC/W, 1989). Several factors say influence a teacher's presentation

style, particularly with respect to mathematics, including anxiety

about teaching mathesatics end the way in which the teacher was taught

mothematics as an elementary or secondary school student. The present

study examinee the relationship between anxiety for mathematics and

sathesatics teaching style and prioi student-experience and teaching

style in pre -service elementary school teachers.

Prospective elementary school teachers enrolled in a course

concerned with current methods and materials of teaching mathematics

completed questionnaires designed to measure their anxiety about

teaching sathemstics, their prier experience as a student, and their

anticipated style of teaching. Anxiety about teaching mathematics

vas a:assured by an adaptation of the State-Trait Personality

Inventory (STPI) (Spielberger, 1979). The SMI includes two sets of

questions, one measuring state anxiety, which can vary with time, end

the other seasuring trait anxiety, which is hypothesised to remaia

relatively stable over time. The heading of the trait anxiety

measure was modified to read "How do you feel shout teaching

mathematical" to focus responses. No other changes sere made in

either tha questions or administration of this instrument. 30th the

state and teeitmessur's were adminiatered to all participants. A

5ackground survey vas developed to assess the way in which ths

prospective teachers had been taught sathesatics in elementary amd

secondary school, and the way 'In which they planned to teach

'athematic, in their classrooms. All of the measures were

administered twice: first during the initial meeting of the course and

then following completion of the final exasination et the sad of the

course.

A relationship was found between prior student experience and

anticipated teaching style. Anticipated teaching style changed as a

result of participating in o mathesatics :methods course the focus of

which wee tha use of vanipulative materials end the reduction of

anxiety. Implications for sat/mastics teacher education will be

discussed.
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FROM ROLLER COASTERS TO LIGHTENING BOLTS:
STUDENTS FINDING FUNCTIONS IN THE WORLD AROUND THEM

Susan Mao idsort
University of California at Berkeley

Mathematics teachers have bng struggled to respond to students' frequent refrains of

'When are we going to use this?' and "What does this have to do with my Ilter Recent

mathematics education reform In the United States (e.g. NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation

Standards for School Mathematics, 1989; Mathematics Framework for California Public

Schools, 1992) has emphasized the critical role of real world situations In mathematics

Instruction, With the Implicit assumption that the responsibility for conceiving these contexts

rests with teschers or curricubm designers. But what would happen if we turned the task of

connecting mathematics and the real world back to the students?

I addressed thls question In two Foundations of Algelxa classes, class designed to
help students develop conceptual bass that would help them to make more sense of their
Algebra I classes. My goal had been to teach the conceptual foundations of algebra In a
meaningful way to encourage and support students as they searched for patterns and

connections, resolved Inconsistendes, made generalizations, and otherwise Worked to
make sense of the mathematics but I had not worked to situate the mathematics In real

world contexts. Since I wu having difficulty myself coming up with interesting real-world

examples of linear functions. I tumid the task over to the students. Using the abstract

definitions of functions with which we had been working, I gave the students the task of

coming up with real world examples and expressing them using the four representations we
had been studying (words, tables, graphs, equations). The students produced a wealth of
examples, far broader than I could have come up with myseif and more relevant to their Ives.

I will present the results of my analysis of students' examples (n.200) ii terms of
context and mathematical characteristics and discuss implications for teachers, curriculum

designers, and mathematics cognition researchers. Preliminary results show that students'
examples were overwhelmingfy first quadrant, linear, multiplicative (ymmx) relationships.
Examples were fairty evenly divided between examples of continuous functions (e.g. the
distance you are from a lightening bolt is a function of the elapsed time between when you
hoar the thunder and when you se* the lightening) and discrete functions (e.g. the number of
persons who can ride a roller coaster at any given the is a function of the number of cars,

assuming a constant number of persons per car). The wide range of contexts provides
insights Into the connections students make between mathematics and their experiences In
the world.
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Violation of Complementarity & Piaget's Conservation of Liquid Quantity Experiment

EiguadumsIstsio

The importance of understanding investigator bias and their effects on research

findings is demonstrated with Piaget's conservation of liquid quantiy experiment

Failure of the investigator to incorporate Bonn' complementarity principle, the

acknovAdgement of two equally valid distinct points of view, which cannot be

apprehended simultaneously, but only sequentially, it is hypothesized, is the source of

confusion and ambiguity in conservation of liquid quantity research.

Violation of complementarity, tbe acknowledgement of one point of view and the

denial of another equally valid point of view, as expressed in logical compensation and

also in empirical compensation, signals a defect in the construction of Piaget's

conservation of liquid quantity experiment. To uncoverthis defect, attention is

focused on the distinction between a transformation of the liquid and the effect of

this transformation.

The transformation in Piaget's experiment is demonstrated to be a geometric

transformation of position and not a transformation of shape. The change in container

shape creates the illusion of a transformation in shape and its' effect of a change in

water level A conservation of liquid quantity toyeriment, which demonstrates the

complementarity principle, is presented
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EXPLAINING EXPLAINING: EXPLANATIONS AND COGNITIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

Jean Mitchell

Washington Stat. University at Vancouver

This paper presents observations from some students' explaining behavior, and offers a

conceptualization of ''explanation" within a constructivist framework.

The students (7th graders doing story problems, singly or in pairs) were induced to

explain only by a question from a second person. Explaining why they did something was not

easy for them, even when It seemed clear from their actions that they had expllcit reasons for

their actions. Often, the closest they could get to explaining what they had done was to Ifl

what they had done, a phenomenon noted by other researchers such as Schoenfeld (1985).

However, the students did at times undertake to explain. Sometimes the act of trying to

articulate reasons would help them detect errors. Often, however, it did not, and in these

cases the students' language process seemed to reflect the error in their model in an

interesting way: when they got to the point of the error, they would pause, then "jump" the gap

in their,rnodel and go on as if the connection had been made. In at !east one case, a

conceptual explanation lumped a gap, while a subsequent procedural explanation revealed the

error to the student.

This evidence, while thin, suggests that many cognitive connections may be implicit,

allowing for the construction of loosely coupled structures. Explanations may be a process of

tracing connections. Any gaps in the cognitive structure are either revealed by the trace or

lumped: thereby leaving the connection Implicit and preserving the defective structure.

Cognitive constructions, being dynamic, have both procedural connections, whir.h untold

in time and have action descriptions, and structural connections within the model. This offers

two types of connections to trace: procedural and structural. It may be difficult for younger

students to distinguish the two, resulting in their tracing actions when asked for an explanation.

REFERENCE: Schoenfeld, A. H. (1985). Mathematical Problem Solving, Orlando, Florida:

Academic Press.
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Title: Using Reflective Practice to
Understand Children's Thinking in Mathematics

Presenter*:

Institutional Affiliations:

Deborah Mused la and Evelyn Gibbet

TERC, Cambridge, MA. and Santa Rosa

School District, Santa Rosa, CA

Can reflective practice provide
teachers with more insight into chikfren's mathematical

thinking? What nole does a researcher play in supporting
the reflective practice as a vehicle

to understand how children's
mathematical ideas develop? We are

addressing these two

questions in a two-year research study with 12 elementary *ocher.. During this pnesentation,

we wW share the reflections of one teacher as she traced how her primary-aged children

(Grades 1-3) developed their
understanding of sorting and classifying. By sharing journal

entries the teacher kept over
the course of a semester, the teacher will document how her ideas

changed about what the children were learning; the researcher, will describe her

interpretations of the children's
mathematical thinking and the evolution of the teacher's

thinking.
In using the term reflective practice we refer to teachers' ability to be drcumspect about

their kerning, to ask questions
of themselves and of others, to challenge their present practice,

to consider alternatives to teaching (Schon, 1992). In exarnining reflective practice, we are

using narrative method, wh.:11 is the desaiption and restorying of the narrative stnnture of

educational experience (Clandlnin
and Connelly, 1991). In this paper, the teacher deraibes

how her primary students devdop their understanding of a mathematical concept, sorting and

classifying. During the first few lessons, she reflects on how solid her students' concepts about

sorting and classifying ate. In fact she wonders it the
investigations that she presents are too

elementary for the students. Over the course of the next few weeks, however, she realises that

the students' understanding
of sorting and classifying is less secure. She begins to see

considerable developmental
variation among the stulents. She has come to this realization by

writing her reflections and looking more deeply Into how her teaching influences what the

children are learning.

The researcher looks at the
teacher's reflections as a way to understand how one teacher

assesses children's
methernetial learning. Site reflects on the teethes learning, examining

how her pedagogy evolves In response
toher assessment of what the students are learning. The

teacher's reflections serve a* a tool to undersrand more clearly how reflective practice

adjudicates teaching and learning in classrooms.
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Title

Presents!.

Institution

TITLE: Exploring Concrete Approaches to

Algebra

PRESENTERS: Bill Parker and John Dalida

INSTITUTION: Kansas State University

Our nation's goals and priorities for schools have changed

from increased attendance at the turn of century, to equality of

educational cp)ortunity in the 1950s and 1960s, to academic

achievement for au students in the 1990s (Graham, 1993).

With this emphasis on outcomes and success for all students in

the 1990s, many people are rethinking the traditional algebra

course which many consider the gatekeeper to success beyond
high school. As a result, several commercial publishers have

introduced a variety of packages to introduce or to teach
algebraic concepts and procedures. We will report on initial
investigations of preservice. elementary teachers learning

algebra using concrete materials. This investigation focuses on
the value of these materials in overcoming the discontinuities

between arithmetic and algebra.
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The allsmalth Beams Peellagegks1 I lkas

kid Stsieses Mangano To Chaim A Came Study

Vion Maria Nara dos Swat

Unimesidade Fedenl do Rio de lenito

The purpose a this can 'My wss to mania one make apathies Mumma todamp ha conceptions

mid beliefs about mathelastics Wass sod seasaiag is the sat* of the mediessmice cinemas and to gamic.

tacker «locators' atempts to implement chasm in sothematics mocha education From loamy so ?thy

1991. dass ci twenty-six media =Adidas. was observed foe Mom weeks Ohne thys a week (a two hours

each day) in the coma cia sewly &lined authemoica comma course for pnarviceelarnany teschas.

!adepts war observed while exploring. doing. and talking about pap problon-solving iloiDes. The nisis

amines of this count wore the the of problem sans*, cormamiveknising. antennae's asd

consounicaion. As a amoral conavance of dam emphaset, there was aneed to *bps summon with

instruction md to mama stodeste growth in a variety a ways (cg., wroth. reflections, individual sod group

las. group problem solving). The math study examthed the Wawa of this count cm eight students`

knowledge, bthefs, mod smetacognitivc awareness about mathematics. aMill:01:11obarvatioos, four i wavier*,

with each a the apt madam from this dais, and dearest asalytis of salasts' work formed the bulk of the

atifacts widen war examined in the wig study.

This cam study addressee the dilemmas evanesced by one stuck& (fromthe eight students interviewed)

enrolled is tlos course as ft attempt to undersuml which Mlle the comma ats to altaiq ha belief systems

about mathematics instnictiam From August to December 1991,1 gained mon issights Rom this student

through WIIIi0111 Ci member clacktag of bee stay mad maim* of mathassiica totaling. The doper cootact

with this student suggested that dm was Moans to accea the challenges pmfased by the movelties a the

cane. She did mot enjoy (s) to expaienct the alseranass is modems' and makes roles, (b) so communicate

bee appraches to metheinaica problem. Ind to explain why wasmandate work th mationana, (c) SO

reflect about bar mathematics leentiog moms and ha methematics din-Kukla, sod (d) so be impossible far her

own kunst The clauroom and isterview episodes as well as otha nests ilue illumissted ibis march study

wan spired ad isterposed by tong saloned doily Geld saes of simbensatics isserviews.

ad notes from Miming stenos. aid member checking sanest The aselyses indicated that the novelties sod

challenges of the cane almost did sot effect lea beliefs about the (a) maker as dm dispenser of knowledge sad

the mathematics knowledge authority th the clam (b) student as a passive partiemsm on the leaning moons,

sod (c) name ci..akoa Writhe sad leeches& sa well as ammensent The group woek win the cesly

positive sepia a the coons this was acknowledged by this snidest Being student who was cosionabk with

leasing nuthematics in a mac traditionsi bath style (that masind with both her learning style sad dente of

sawing INDIUM:SW uniamasdisg) end wbo ma sot williq to lesesnathentaies is a maningfsi way. she

did not slier ha belie systems IlbAlt iliblealikal sad sinhamiscs inartistic", did Da brookem ha mathaoatics

slamming, sod did sot cohort hit maacopitive awareness of herself as a lam This cam lady calls dm

Wesson of educaton engaged ia altering mathematlai teacher abrades' programsbecame it suggessed that oae

semester a Una Wow von istaficant to filet beliefs thd to develop metscopitive mamma of snidest& at

v wyios Iola. of (a) awareness a themselves a learners, (b) mosivatira, sod (c) williellatec to faiallt

wareness as wall aa to leant mathematics in a meanagfui way
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Cognitive exploration on concepts of Calculus in two variables.
Concept of function, notion of movement, and graphic

representation.

Exefla_Samindlz_13., Francisco Cordaro 0.

Dapartamonte z. MaternitIca EducatIva. CINVESTAV - IPN, Mxico

This study reports pietist Malts of an irweedgelion on the construction of mathematical knowledge in the
classroom, Le.,Calculus in two verabirm

thys to the obiscOtes d di. kwestigarton. we hod to Join form end content in one knowiedge. Form.
became defame approximations mated to the teaching practices of advanctid mathematics appeared
And content, became thee* fomm led to new figments, more raged to its use then to the attributes of
the mehemetical obiect

Thus, it was knportant to kiendy the constructkm patterns and the most signincard representations hi thek
cognitive processes through the erWeavnent clawiaped Who classroom. In this case we considered the
knowiedge h the blowing mations: hecherstudent, etudent-stident, and student-teacher.

The event took place with thirty students, whose ages fluctuated between 1. end 23. It consisted h
tranankting the typical themes of course in various vertabies, orientating them toward movernert
arguments. W. covered the mathematical contents, observing the fiDCOIRNI generated by the student
facing spedflc situations, based on simple models of cordnuous veriaticw

One of the moat signifiesd mathematical activities was the project-problem, as a medium where we
coraider as caskets the meanings that each student maxims to the knowledge taught end se didadic
toots.

Regarding the mathematical content of this course, we could sery that the matting axis was the
expbrdion of functions as forme that describe the dented behavior of the grephs. We found here
reievant wed on the cogiltive structure: the conception ci otAect function and its stir...ions of
movement considered by the student, they joined them to ke graphical and analytical representatbne and
derived hi wgurnents that showed notions of dented behaticf, where the students found meaning to the
concepts cA Umi, deferential and teem.. We nwned this fect, due to its knportence In the irwestigetion,
Model ot Behavior: F(xy) P(e,y) + "Inew expression", where "know expression" Ax + By, finding
geometlic meaning of "transistion" from the original surface P(x.y) z. F(x,y) f(x) + g(y) was
signilcal kir the eisboratipn of thek Gateaus argumords, where a need of separating the variables x and
y to analyze any function ki two vartabies F(x,y) z prevails. This eitualon appears to us es an Importwe
sepoct of comprehension transference in the student, where the conception d !motion (one mutable) Is
transported to an idea of ow:waling the veriebilie to concebe a functional relation of two wades,
configursted by the expression F(x.y) f(x) + g(y). We found three herniated elements that could orient
en explenstion on the construction of this knowledge: slanted beheirtor, representations, end transference.
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PLANS FOR KINDERGARTEN GEOMETRY IASSOMS: ERRORS BY PRESERVICI TEACHERS?

Cheryl Boyle Rolgh

University of Delaware

An analysis of lesson plans prepared by preservice elementary

teachers for a unit on geometry for kindergarten students identified

serious content and pedagogical errors.

The NCTM Standards recommend that K-4 mathematics content be

expanded to include non-arithmetic topics such as geometry; however,

research indicates that preservice teachers lack adequate knowledge to

teach elementary school mathematics for understanding. Ball & eiman-

Nemser (1988) found that published teachers' guides scaffolded beginning

teachers' knowledge by helping them understand more about a topic and

how it is ltarned.

Preservice teachers enrolled in a math methods course were provided

the teachers' edition of a kindergarten geometry chapter for use in

planning lessons for a 3-day unit on either plane or solid shapes.

Analysis of the lesson plans of 8 students revealed that half the

students did not clearly differentiate between 2 and 3-dimensional

figures. Content errors included mistakes in dimensionality and

incorrect vocabulary and properties. Pedagogical errors consisted of

choosing inaMpropriate activities and materials for the type of unit

prepared.

These results indicate that even at the kindergarten level the

lesson plans of preservice teachers frequently have both content and

pedagogical errors.

References

Ball, D. L., & Feiman -Reeser, S. (1988). Using textbooks and teachers'

guides: A dilemma for beginning teachers and teacher educators.

curragjagia_muuary, IA, 401-423.
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BEYOND ACT1VMES PRCUECT:

A PROFEBSIONAL CEVELMENT MODEL FOR OWES 44

litiffanhas
Catbirds Mate University, Chico

The purpose of the liewrid Actt4044 Prc Oct me to design, thiplement, and imitate a

prolessional development model In moitornalics. Eighteen leacirer-authors were selected on

the bale of their posendal for provkihig Madership in elementary mathematics in a time of

change. They were responsible for develtiOng and teaching thermic curriculum unite of

instruction to heterogeneous dams hi summer Young Mathematicians Programs for
students in grades 44. In a 4-week reeklendsi inetkuts setting, the teachers worked

coNaboratively hi bums of three or fourplanning and writing ki the afternoons and
"twinge. and holing the nary developed meters In Vie mornings.

The mathematical theme of the three units are whole number division, decimals, and

three-dimensional 'smithy. Each of the hischec-authored units recresente an attempt to

suppat teachers who am learning to use a constructivist peradigm In the teaching of

mathematics. hi the units one finds mitres on Wiggles for whois-cleas processing and
dlecuselon after cocperadve groups have completed prot4em-solving teek. No memo Is
made to %soh algorithm: multiple student-generated solution strategies are preferred.

Coiculators sre avaliable to students dwoughout. Each unk hes a contextual theme and la

nth with connections to other inathermeical topics end other consent areas.

After additional pealing and rellnement, the teacher-authm prepared the three
thematic units of Instruction for dissemination. A one-week seminar prepared 12
additional teacher-Wedges to help in the work of Isellng two4sy dbeerninaticn vrcrshops

In their local regions. For esch of the three units, 12 worishope, led by Ms project
Medias, were conducted at ekes throughout California. The workshops enrolled more than

2On0 additional teachers, providing each with unit to be wed to revisal a chunk of
tradltional textbook instruction.

Another one-week seminar enrolled 40 additions' workshop leaders who will, in

addition to the angina protect teachers, be wisest* to do wonshope sitar the funding
period of the grant. The project was funded by Eisenhower moneys from the U. S.

Divestment of Ethealico and the Callow/la Postsecondary Commission.
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How Fourth Graders Construct Area Models for Fractions
Andee Rubin, Cornelia Tierney

TERC, Cambridge, MA

To most students, the mathematical term "area" evokes the automatic

response "length times width." Many students who can rattle off this

formula do-not know that it applies only to certain geometric figures, can't

identify the width and length of a rectangle, and don't have a solid intuitive

sense of area. What is missing in particular is a qualitative visual sense of

area. Because we believe an understanding of area is a basis for important

mathematical concepts such as fractions and multiplication, the elementary

mathematics curriculum we are developing at TERC includes a significant

amount of work on qualitative manipulations of area, connected with

activities that conceptualize fractions as ratios of areas.

An area model for fractions makes certain important concepts about fractions

particularly accessible. The idea of the "whole" is one such concept. In
creating or understanding a fraction, a student must first understand what the

"unit" or "whole" is. By working with different sizes and shapes of wholes,

students develop a concept of whole that is not attached to a single

geometrical figure.

Using an area model for fractions emphasizes three other central concepts:
-Fractional parts of a whole are equal parts. Students create theiz own

fractional divisions of area representations, providing them the opportunity
to focus on the equality of the fractional parts.

-Equal parts of shapes are not necessarily congruent. Students
encounter and create situations where the two halves or four quarters of a

square do not look the same, but are equal in area.
-Two fractions (relative to the same unit whole) can always be

compared, even if they have different numerators and denominators.

The session will consist of a brief description of the fourth grade curriculum

unit that uses this area model, but will focus on the presentation of students'
work, in particular their use of drawings to investigate equalities arid
inequalities among fractions.
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As a theory of learning, radical constructivism received increasing levels of
attention during the 1980s. As opposed to earlier tabula rose theories of
learning, it offers a vision of the learner as an active agent, confronting
problems and resolving them through goal-directed actions. Mace recently,
constructivism has come under question as over-emphasizing the
individual and ignoring the sodal/cultural setting. Partly as a result of these
cats:erns, there has been an increase in interest in what might be celled
social constructivist theories, including sodo/historic approaches based in
Vygotsky, social interactioniszn, and situated learning.

This paper argues that in many cases, the sodal constructivists are focusing
their question from a different perspective than radical constructivists.
Whereas radical constructivists have taken an individual perspective, how
is it that an individual can organize and make sense of her/his experiential
world, sodal constructivists have often taken a more social perspeetive,
how do individuals funcdon in their social/historical setting. When we
keep these two perspectives and the associated questions separate, the
criticisms of radical constructivism seem less valid. Radical constructivism
does take social aspects into account when modeling the individual's
construction of her/his world. In addition, some might argue that it also
does account for the world of social interactions. I suggest, however, that
this latter claim, might be analogous to attempting to explain the motion of
the planets by using molecular theory - while potentially possible, it may
not be the most appropriate. Thus the paper argues that radical
constructivism does need a complementary social theory and that both the
individual and social perspectives need to be a part of research program.

Advocates of the notion of practice (Lave and Wenger, etc.) have challenged
the cognitive view that knowledge can be encapsulated and transferred to
another, arguing instead that knowledge grows out of goal-directed actions
within a community of practice. Communitarlans (MacIntyre) offer a
complementary view of practice that argues that virtues and ethical
considerations also grow out of participation in practice, and like knowing
in practice, are not subject to 'rational' analysis. In the paper I contend that
combining these visions of practice offers the complementary social
perspective that radical constructivism needs without undermining in basic
emphasis on the Individual sense maker. Practice offers both a social
perspective for understanding knowledge construction and an ethical basis
for knowing. Radical constnictivism offers a theory of the individual
learner and a means to protect the individuality and diversity among
individuals. Putting them together, I argue for a constructivist theory of
mathematics In practice. As a specific instance related to education, I
develop a vision of what a practice of learning might look Like (as opposed
to ractices of schools) and of mathematics in the ractice of learning.
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THE NOTION OF VARIATION IN PHYSICAL CONTIXTS.

Uigual_SaILLEsqulora_

Departmental de Metematica Educative, CltiVESTAV-IPN, Mandeb.

In the cidactic of Calculus, a college level, it use In a systematical- loan tams such as increments and

differentials, *lbw In geometric and ersinical situations or, WON, Vi appidatiom Therefore phrases such es "

take * differential element" or "considering aMastitis' el..." we in the tads. We can perceive in them that the-

mewling, of them tonna, to be trarwrnitted to the Nucleate is independent of the 000tor n which It le

lormulated.

The object of this study was to study *tether Vi. nokon of venation held by the students is affected by the

context kt which it is lomeisted shd by thek scholastic WM Theriot*, we explored kis diluentssthat might

wake between the variational thinking 04 a child and an adult. in other words, we asked ourselves if the

Memel* *or ocample, ad ham the same meankig when era rote( to a diferentlal of ground, of temperature, ci

area, etc.

The main sources for the results in this study wee epistemological and cognitive. The epistemological study

was dons uying to understand the construction of the reiated concepts to the notion of variation ki the physical

cooed studied, in the Kiwi& titinking through histoly, end how these are thansmitiod os oolitic**

knowtedge through texts, dictionaries or trough Mousse.

The cognitive study prodded ktonnation on how students perceive the notion cif venetian In a determined

physical comm. We chose for this study the phenomenon of heat diseentination. It was pedormed *vetch

clinical nen**s wkh three students cd 6, 14 and 20 yews of age. A laboratory was prepared and four

experknents related to the phenomenon were designed and the students had to answer questions derived *Dm

these expenments. The interviews wet* videotaped kit law ant** and none took more then 40 nines&

The results of this study show that the notion of variation depends on the context where it Is taad. Even more.

k emerges in the context, that ls, it Is shaded by the carted. The kiss of vuladon, emwgsd In an erwkonment

of mows-nal c4 a partici% allows us to MA aboae a deferential el space; our study showed that the klea of a

dirt eremite of tenipersture dese not corns
netts/ay in the sublects of the study nor in MO epletemological

snaked. It is the handing of thee@ ideas c4 venation, the makes a phenomenon such as hoe disserninstion to

be more compile then others hi tonna of ks mihamelical dascsiptIon. This creates a new problem of corithe

nature: Which contexts of significance, and under Mich circumstances, ere the moat adequate to diva*

notions at ywidion?

Betsulaces:
Sciik M. (1993). Eatudio de is Moan de Varlacied en Contextos Fisicos: El Fanomeno de Is Propagecifin del

Cabot. Meow 7hssit CINVESTAV-IPN:

Cantoral, R. & Triguecos, M. (1901). On the understanding c4 variation: a teaching sigweience.In A. O. Undsthill

(ed.), Avcrodivs ofOr Anna* liming No. t Mutton Goat:Wafer tranairraW Gulp Mr

Phychalcsy of Mothrinsots Eolication (Viol. 1, pp. 146-154. Etiadisburg, U. S. A.: Virginia Tech.

Tierney, C. & ttiontkovsicy, R. (1901). Young ChickenTs
Spontaneous nepoisentations of Changes in Population

end Speed. In R. O. Undertil (ed.), Pivolwelgis Wry 1444 Arraus/Alimity AtrtMororka, Cowarro/Shs

ivarnationa/ amp lof fr fYrialokyly of MatmnadosEducrtal Not. 2, pp. 112-114). elooksbuis U. O.

A.: Virginia
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Researchers report that ability, maturity level, motivation, and attitude

contribute to success in mathematics and related disciplines, including elementary statistics.

Success has bear measured largely by performance on teacher prepared achievement

assessments which may or may not measure conceptual understanding, also referred to as

structural knowledge. Success and understanding may be only slightly related, especially
at the elementary levels in mathematics and statistica

Tall (1991) sayi that true understanding, especially at abstract levels, is for the

mow able. While this may be accurate, it is important to remember that it is the average to

above average students who populate many college claswoorns. Solid instruction, also

essential for effective learning, is more critical for Mese students. Could the traditional

instructional method lecturebe sufficiently at odds with students' learning style that their
laming and structural knowledge is hampered?

The psychological litaature defines declarative knowledge as domain specific

knowledge of concepts, facts, and principles, often referred to as the *what* of learning.

Procedural knowledge is understanding how to do something such Is follow a proxdure,

and is sometimes referred to as *knowledge how.' It is a strategy knowledge. Structural

knowledge, also referred to as cognitive structure, bridges the continuum between

declarative and procedural knowledge. A consideration of structural knowledge in

conjunaion with achievement meannes offer more informstion concerning actual

undastanding than the achievement meastre alone.

Students who have what is commonly called an abstract learning style often

achieve higher grades in college than those students who learn more concretely. Is ita
factor of their intelligate or their ;earning style? One approech from which to consider the

issue might be an examination of Me cognitive structure formed by students of different

learning styles. Since students we individuals, it is expected that they process information

in a manna somewhat unique to themselves. Researchers in the tradition of Witkin,

Myra-Briggs, and Kolb have looked at learning style as a variable in the learning process.

However, little attention has been given to de role of leaning style in connection to

acquiring structural knowledge (lonassen, Beiwner, & Yacci, 1993).

The =rent reform movement in education proposes that teachers teach for

mathematical understanding; that teactiers conduct their classes so that students' knowledge

of mathematics grows as they grow; that they conduct their classes wilt attrition to the

development of students' knowledge structure and thinking procesies (Tall, 1991). A

consideration of students' learning style may enhance the leaching process.
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U. S. MIDDLE GRADE STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING OF PROBABILITY

Jane 0. Swafford

Illinois State University

Plaget and Inhelder (1975) concluded that probability concepts are aNuired in stages

in accordance with their theory of development. To test this, Green (1983) conducted a large

study involving nearly WOO British adolescents and found that probability concept levels

increased with age but that most students had not attained the Piagetian level of formal

operations by age 16. The purpose of the present study was to explore the development of

probability cohcepts among U. S. middle grade students.

maukci Fifty-six children from grades 3 through 8 Were presented 9 probability tasks

individually In clinical interviews. Tasks used by Green or Piaget and Inhelder and tasks

adapted from those used to reveal misconceptions among older subjects were administered

in an interview format by trained interviewers who recorded the students' answers and

explanations. The data sources consisted of the interviewers' field notes and reports.

Results U. S. middle grads students' performance was much better than that reported

by Green for British students. A correct answer was given by over fifty percent of the U. S.

students to all but one Item. Middle grade students who missed an item gave reasons similar

to those given by students in other countries and exhibited some of the judgmental heuristics

identified among adults. Overall, the performance of the grade 3 students was lower than

that of the older students. However, on some items older students, most of whom had been

introduced to probabikty in school, scored lower than their younger peers.

Calais Jam To the extent that the sample was representative, U. S. middle grade

students can easily handle the recommendations of the NCTM Standards with respect to

probability. However, the study does raise the question of why the performance of U. S.

students was so much better than that reported for British students.

Heim=
Green, D. R. (1983). School pupils' probability concepts. Teaching Statistics, 5 (2), 34-42.

Piaget, J., & Inhelder, B. (1975). The Origin of the ;dee of Chance In Children. London:
Rout ledge & Kagan Paul.
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CONCRETE REPRESENTATIONS AND LANGUAGE IN DEVELOPING A CONCEPT OF

MULTIPLICATION-OF FRACTIONS: A CASE STUDY

Susan B. Taber

University of Delaware

Hrs. Adams, fifth-grade teacher attempted to "teach the

concept" of multiplication of fractions by having students

represent ultiplicative situations with fractions using a paper-

folding activity described in her new textbook. During the next

two weeks the teacher and students spent 80 percent of their

class time constructing nd discussing physical representations

for problems with fraction multipliers.

This case study documents the students' classroom

experiences, examines changes in students' thinking, snd makes

connections between those changes and specific instructional

experiences. The post-test of 20 multiplication word problems

revealed that many students had ade large gains in their ability

to solve multiplication word problems of various kinds.

Examination of their written strategies, h , indicates that

most students did not associate the operation of multiplication

with the kinds of problems they had worked and discussed in class

using both concrete models and athematical expressions.

Close analysis of the language used in clefts and of the

kinds of operations that students actually performed on the

models, which were assumed to represent the operation of

multiplication, suggests why the classrnom experiences actually

uncouraged students to associate the operation of division with

multiplication problems with fraction ultipliers.
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STUDENTS' DIFFICULTIES IN APPLYING MORE THAN

PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE TO SOLVE

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS

Manuel Santos Trigo

CINVESTAV, Mxco

This study focuses on the analysis of the students approaches

to problem solving by considering information gathered mainly

through task-based interviews (college level). The results show that

in order to help students to improve their ways of solving

mathematical problems, it is necessary to pay attention to the

mathematical content, cognitive and metscognitive strategies, ways

of validating and using mathematical arguments, and ways of

extending the problems. When all these ingredients consistently

become part of mathematical instruction, then the students may

develop their own frames for solving mathematical problems. These

frames may resemble what people in the field of mathematics do

while working on mathematical problems.
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Title:
Mathematics Machin.:

Presnters
Institution:

This study examined changes ln preservice teachers* (Pis) ballets about

mathematics Teaching. Since beliefs influence how teachers teach (Kagan,

19921 Calderhoad & Robson, 1991), understanding the process of changing

behaviors is ssential to tbe current reform in mathematics education.

This study is part of a larger project that is investigating whether

cognitively guided instruction (COI) (e.g., Carpenter, Fennems, Potereon,

Chiang, 6 Loef, 1989) can be incorporated ffectively into preserving

teacher education. With COT, teachers use knowledge of students'

cognitions as the basis for planning instruction. tffects of CGI have

been documented through use of the Teacher Selief survey (Carpenter,

Tennema, 6 Loef, 1990) which was employed ln the current study along with

written and oral responses to questions about mathematics teaching.

Subjects were 56 undergraduates in two-year professional education

sequence end two groups of graduates (W.23 and 17) in a one-year program.

Undergraduate data were gathered across 1991-93, and data froe the

graduate groups were gathered across 1991-92 and 1992-93, respectively.

Analysis of baseline data indicated no significant differences in subscalp

or total scores on the Beliefs Scale tor undergraduate PT* and the first

group of graduate PTs. At the nd of one year, however, graduates'

beliefs were significantly more constructivist than undergraduates'.

While both groups cited the Importance of knowing mathematics content and

the use of manipulative., undergraduates cited the need to know how

children learn whereas graduate Pis cited knowing how to relate

mathematics to childrtn's lives and recognising that children need to

explore concepts in developing understanding and to share solutions to

problems. Differences in beliefs appear tiributable to graduate PTs

having had a mathematics mothOds course (the undergraduates methods

course is taken during the second year), more time in the schools working

with tudents, six weeks of full-time teaching, and more opportunity to

develop language for talking about mathematics Instruction.

lased on these data, belief. about teaching mathematics can be changed

during one year of preesrvice education. Whether the changes are

fundemental ones having lasting impact or superficial ones that respond

only to demands of the certification programa remains uncertain.

Calderhead, J., 9 Robson, M. (1991). Images of teaching: Student

teachers' arly conceptions of classroom practice. /eachino end

reacher iducation, 2, 1-8.

Carpenter, T. P., Tenn:sea, I., 6 toe!, M. (1990). riumbajaglida_auziu.
Madison, WI: Center for education Research.

Carpenter, T. P., Fennema, S., Peterson, F. L., Chiang, C. P., 6 Loef, M.

(1989). using knowledge of children's :mathematics thinking in

classroom teaching: An experimental study. hesrican tducational

listaassILAIsuankl., lfi, 499-531.

Kagan, D. K. (1992). Professional growth among p rrrrr vice and beginning

teachers. Review of tducational Research, fil, 129-169.
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WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE TO WORK IN A GROUP AT
COLLEGE LEVEL MATHEMATICS CLASS

DRAOA VIDAROSIC
Dyke Unfirersify

Research done in the last two decades shows that amall-group task-oriented
work in mathematics classes offers learning opportunities that do not typically
occur in traditional classrooms. Different types of cooperative learning have
been used in traditional lecturing and discovery learning classroom situations.
Most of the research on cooperative kerning in mathematka has been done in
ermentary and secondary schools and almost all ot it is quantitative. The pur-
pose of this qualitative study wns to examine the experience of working in group
in cooperative learning environment in freshman calculus class at Purdue
University. Specifically, the purpose was to investigate how people interact in
order to achieve the academie goal. To achieve the goal of the study one par-
ticular group (four members) was chosen end followed over two weeks The
following research questions were considered: (i) How do the etudents interact?
Is there a pattern? What is the social etructure of a group? (iil) What are
etudents' attitudes towards the group work and do they change over time? (iv)
What does woeking in groups mean to the students?

Four main categories of communication emerged from the data: onsway,
two-way, multiple-way and non-verb*/ communication. In this specific case
multiple-way communication was the dominant mode of conversation.

Working together students established some roles in the group which were
not assigned in advance. For example, the only male in the group was the
intelleotusr and overall group leader. He wee the speaker also. One girl was
the "graphee, she always drew graphs for the group. Another girl wu the
manager for the group. She would divide up the homework usignments and
take care that the complete homework assignment waa submitted for grading.
Third girl was helper for every one. For the particular group the data showed
that the attitude towards group work was positive and pretty stable for all its
members. The study also showed lot of features of emall-group work that
desirable to the student., including a) the availability of immediate feedback
and explanations, b) use of language that fellow student. can understand, and e)
the shared understanding of the difficulties that fellow etudenta art having with
mathematical problems. Also, the otudy showed some of possible disadvantages
or the group work. The biggest concern is the evidence of establishment of the
roles within the group. On that way the group members may specialise only
certain concepts and not muter the reel.
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Tith :he Constructivtsc 'reicni:ts
Canstrttct:vist :tacran2

IPresenter

Institnonn Universicv of Uastanator!
in the cOurseOf listening to, reacting about, and discussing the current

itheories on the actions and non-actions required of a person who wishes to help j

someone become an effective, actwe, interested and lively learner of mathematics ;

I have been struck by the parallels with the actions and non-actions that seam tO

MO 10 be required of a person who wishes to help someone become an effective.

active, interested and lively teacher of mathematics. It is a truism that lectures on I

the ineffectuality of teaching by lecturing are at best unproductive, but I maintain

that the connections are far deeper and wider than just that. 1

My own perspective on this issue comes from twenty years of directing a

program in which classes are taught by 'Modified group discovery" (translation:I

the instructor leads the class through a structured sequence of questions.'

constantly adjusting the ratio of repetition to concept introduction on the basis of

student response; the students are responsible for answering not only the

instructor's questions but those of their classmates, and for spotting and correcting

any errors made by either.) Before they undertake discovery teaching, all of the

instructors agree, at least in theory, to tollow this format. Many, in tact, are not

merely willing, but actively enthusiastic about the idea. They also have in hand a

manual in which the lesson plans are laid out In detail: "Have them evaluate 5-(3-

8). Give them several more at that level. Once they are comfortable, try 3-(2-(4+1-

7))." Occasionally, all of this produces someone who walks into the classroom and

actually does "discovery teaching". Far more often what turns up is a patchy

mixture of discovery, lectunng and pure floundering. It is my job to see that the

former swiftly replaces the latter two. My vehicle is the notes that I make while

sitting at the back ot the classroom observing, and the discussions ot these notes

that I subsequently have with the instructors.

It Is In this process that I see compelling parallels with that of teaching in a

group discovery classroom--or a classroom anywhere in the constructivist range.

II an instructoror a class--is told too much, the opportunity for insights and the

kind of involvement that produces internal growth is lost. If an instructor--or a

class--is told too little, the sense of direction is lost, generally (in the case of the

instructor) to be replaced by a sense of impending doom. In neither context is

there a single 'right' amount of information to give, and in both one key is a

constant readjustment tuned to the needs of the recipient.

I feel strongly that a study of these parallels would enrich both of the forms

of instruction.

"ircinia ". Carfield

6 I ) 7
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GRAPHS

Preeenter

Institution UNIVERS19An NACIOPAL AtITOKetn DC HEXIC9, ---
In this study a learning podel for functions wee used to describe the learning of trigonone

Cry functions with a function plotter on a microcooputer. According to thrspodel, the leer

nine process has three stages:

Stage 1: Free exploration (FE)

Stage 2, Analysis and Conpsrlson (AC)

Stage 3: Experimentation and Practice (EP)

The model is a dynamic and recursive process model and was used as the background for a

didactical strategy which was devtlopod in 3 graphical computer environment. Ths learning

activities suggested by the strategy, lead students to the construction of concepts related

to the basic characteristics of trigonometric (unctions y a alnbx d and y or costs d

amplitude, period and position of the graph in the coordinate system.

The learning model Was developed on the assumption that learning is a constructive activity

(Glastrfeld, 1987, Goldin, 1992) and that different representations are the basis of resso-

nine. Enphasis woe put on visual reasoning (Dreyfox, 1991) and the transition from graphi-

cal vs. algebraic representattons. Sam authors speaS In this context about multiple Unite

representations (Goldenberg, 1988).

Related studies have shown that students can find anelogies bet,cen graphical and algebraic

representations if they are trained to do so (Schwars, iruckheincr, IR$t, Schwers and Drey-

fus, 1981).

In previous st..4:cs Wccxoll:v:tr, 1189, MO*, 11904, 1991, 1997) :esnitu were found whir',

favored the learnini; of function concepts of the experimental groups in a graphicalcomputer

environment which bas the characteristics of a "genetic organisational system" (Tall, 1185)

The pretest showed that students participating In the study had some previous knowledge of

functions.nf type y 3 stnbx and y a cosbx. Therefore golnscores were cooputed and a

student's twos calculated. . .

The delayed retention test wad elden'to all stiblents.four months later' without prior notice.

The reliability of all tests wis computed for both groups with the splIthalf-mothod and

turned out to be good (values between 0.83 and 0.12). Also the indices of item ease were

determ6ed for all items and found to vary between 0.21 and 1-00 (percentages of correct

responses of total responses given).

The results reported show that in the posttest, students in the computer gronps did lomewha

better than the control group, while in the delayed retention test the difference between

both groups was more marked and favored the computer group. This Is in aa nt with

results found in previous studies by the same researcher. (Table 1, 21AILI
TAIL! 1

AVERAGE GAINSEORES IN AVERAGE SCORES /N

COMPUTER GROUP

Significant at t se 0.10 le ei.

POSTTEST

hUMBER De STAN-
STUDENTS AVERAGE DARD

DEV1A
JION
13.b1MHPUTER GROUP 22 711.112.

xsONTROL GROUP--.. 9 65.88 17.76
toiflcant lt t e 0.01 len, .

RETE%TION TEST

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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METAPHORS WE GRAPH BY:

A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF STUDENTS DIFFICULTIES

AS THEY LEARN TO USE A GRAPHING CALCULATOR

Carol G. Williams

Peppadine University

As graphing calculators become more prevalent in secondary and college math

classes, teachers must become more cognizant of the special difficulties they present. This

study looked at four students in a business calculus class as they worked with T1 - 81

graphing calculators to solve problems typical of those in their course work. The

researcher interviewed each student four times over the course of the semester. The data

consists of videotapes of the intervicw; and the transcriptions of relevant sections.

An analysis of the data shows that these students have difficulty in using the

calculator's graphing utility, particularly adjusting the viewing window. One student

seems to adhere to a mental model consistent with using the RANGE features of the

calculate( as a magnifying/reducing machine on which she can set the magnification factor.

The researcher elaborates this metaphor and shows how thestudent's actions are consistent

with its features despite the fact it inhibits successful completion of the task. All of the

students exhibit use of portions of the metaphor and initially have difficulty with the tasks.

Interviews conducted near the end of the course show the students havedeveloped a better

understanding of the calculator's functions, although they occasionally revert to their old

ways of thinking.

This study also includes a review of current research on using graphing calculators

and research on computer graphing utilities that show similar difficulties for the students.

The researcher shows how this study relates to the other work in the field. The report also

contains implications for classroom teachers and areas for furtherresearch.

6 1.) 9
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Title

High School Math Group Projects Using Managers

Judith Moore Young
P r i eee ter

College Park High School .Institution Pleasant H111. Cali

Projects are assigned quarterly in my high scnool
math classes. These are to bet done over a two week
period outside of class with a group of four students.
Ono student is appointed project manager who develops
supervising skills, coordinates and ovaluates,the other
group immbers.

1811.131813.221=11.12128=1

o Teamwork
o Communication skills
o Problem-solving applications
o Professional work habits
o Presentation skills -(oral and graphic)

.

mathematical

o Relevance - real local data used
o Research and library work
o Higher level of persistence than normal is expected
o Apply graphic, writing and oral talents
o Use alternative method of evaluation - wholistic
grading

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS WITH PROJECT MANAugg

o Management and people skills
o Group dynamics
o Leadership development
o Time management
o Motivational methods

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PROJECT MANAGERS

o Equitable work assignments using avallable students
o their talents
o System design - how do all parts fit together
o SchedUling and projecting tillieline
o Status reporting
o Adapting for unexpected changes
o Quality assurance and adherence to standards
o Presentation performance
o Evaluation and grading of individuals
o Communication with 'Big Boss' (Teacher)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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IMPIRRING CRILDRIM'S IETIRSAL STRATEGIC BROIL= REPRIGEETATIGES

Richard A. Zagg and Gerald A. Goldin
Rutgers University, Piscataway, Now Jersey 08B55-1179 USA

We seek to infer children's internal strategic or heuristic

representations from overt behavior in a task-based, problem

solving interview. This is the first of 6 such interviews in a

longitudinal study of 22 elementary-school children over 3 years.

The clinician begins by laying out three cards, one at a time:

After a brief pause to allow for spontaneous

response/pattern detection, the child is

asked, °What do you think would be on the

next card?" Our goal is always to elicit a

complete and coherent verbal reason and

coherent xternal representation (with materials provided) before

proceeding to the next question. The child is then asked (in slow

succession): "What card do you think would follow that one?" o

Do you think this pattern keeps going? How would you figure out

what the 10th card would look like? Here's a card (showing one

with 17 dots in the shape of a chevron) ... can you make the card

that comes before it? How many dots would be on the 50th card?

For example "Jacqueline" (age 9, 4th grade, Spring '92) initially

added two dots to the bottom of the chevron for her representation

of the fourth card, but for the fifth card she °filled in" the

chevron pattern. She never drew another "triangular"

representation from that point on in the interview. Instead, she

made a table with a linear pattern of dots; i.e., 1 *, 2 see, 3

, 4 , etc. W. had expected children to adopt an "add

tvo" strategy. However, we had not anticipated the extent to which

the children abandoned the visual/geometric pattern. Although

Jacqueline's specific behavior was unique, it was also

representative in that eventually almost all the children relied on

numerical over geometric representations.

Reference: Goldin, G. A., DeBellis, V. A., DeWindt-Ming, A. M.,
Passantino, C. B., and Zang, R. A. (1993). "Task-Based Interviews
for a Longitudinal Study of Children's Mathematical Development.°
Proceedings of the 17th International Conference of Pia ( in press) .
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Mathematics Made Meaningful Through
Instructional Games

Linn Burnett
Centre for Mathematics and Science Education

Queensland University of Technology
Queensland, Australia

Abstract

An increasing awareness and acceptance of child centred learning
approaches and teaching is growing amongst educators, researchers and
members of the primal public. Consequently children are being encouraged
to talk about and share their ideas and conjectures with peers and important
others without fear of rejection or reprimand. The development of
environments that encourage children to discuss and justify their thoughts
and conjectures is increasingly seen to be important in resolving conflicting
view points and establishing communally shared understandings. It is also
an area which has been prominent in recent constructivist perspective on
learning.

Play is a fundamental part of children's learning. It is their way of making
sense of the world around them through situations which are engaging,
familiar and non-threatening. Furthermore, games create a social setting that

is rich with- real world experience. They allow children to use and
understand mathematical language and social organisation in & purposeful

way.

A research project consistent with constructivism and child centred learning
and teaching approaches is presented where instructional games were
implemented into a classroom setting. The project &Bowed the children's
mathematical concepts to be developed and their understanding
consolidated and reinforced by creating an environment which used
language as a bridge between the children's informal mathematical
knowledge and abstract mathematical concept&
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Title

Presenter

Institution

The Effect of Symbolic Processing on Calculus

Students Mathematical Beliefs

William Horton

University of Northern Colorado

UNC is a mid-sized university whose audience for

Calculus is primarily Liberal Arts majors, many of

whom plan to be public school teachers. For this

audience, the reduction of tedious calculation, a

compelling visual presentation of Calculus concepts,

and collaborative discursive projects which are

facilitated by a symbolic processing course should

pay substantial dividends. In particular, I expect

students who use symbolic processing as an essential

part of their Calculus experience to believe more

strongly than students in a traditional course that

mathematics is a sense making activity in which they

actively participate. This presentation will discuss

the results of research investigating how these

beliefs evolve for studeats in both traditional and

symbolic processing based courses.

I have developed a questionnaire which was

administered to Calculus students at the beginning

and end of the 1992/93 academic year. I will discuss

the development and validation of the quettionnaire,

the statistical results about change in beliefs,

pedagogical implications of the study and plans for

future research.
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Title Lirkir9 Instructim and Assessrent llrtW Perforance-8ased ktivities

Prosenter Nancy Katims, PILD,_ Kirin APIA. PtI.D.

Institution Igratimal T.1tSeryce

Nar vied of teaching aid teaming call for net fonts of assessent to validly

reflect the native of learning cutoares and to properly lirk assessreit with cirriculua

and instructim.
The PKWETS Progen far Middle Schodl Methenetics represents en eunple of an

imovative eirsticnal prcsran in thich strh a liricage is created. Based en research

by Richard Lest, mid other nethenatic.s edicatcrs, NOUS netertals include. a SKI-WM Of

activities in 41ich students' learning is being encaraged while the Wader is able to

dxurent this learning. The wtivities prorate tte use of interdisciplinary instructim,

oxperatiwe learning techniques, end the principles af the ILIN Stodards.

A se:perre of FICKE1S activities begins with the students reading a data-rich

newspaper article, based cri a real-life situatim, and adapted for twiddle school students.

A set of readiness questions 4a:overlies the article, to enaurap the students to read

lt with a Inettemtical eye." lte students then work in grops, usually fcc Ma Of bo

class periods, al a rodel constnrticn activity. The students wit. up their solutions

end present then to the class. Follor-cp eercises are desimed to shod the students

the variety of methodical epproades that are possible ard to explore the trderlying

entenstics,in &oder depth. Assesses* %Adel ines help the teacher and students to

ware the rictress End rrulti-dinensicnal nature of the studant tort it loth a

descriptive and ei evaludive
In this poster presentatim, participants will have the opdrtmity to see the

cmceptualizatian fraocrit tom ittich the orogen Is based, a secpence of activities

fro the orogen, and armies of student tot that represent different methodical

approates to an activity. The discussidi will address issues at sekral levels, including

the effects on stutnts, teachers, aid classrodu instructicnal practices iten oterials

like PALMS activities are intro:Wed into middle sctool metteretics classroom.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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MATHEMATICS OF 'ME ENVIRONMENT: AN EXPERIMENTAL CURRICULUM

Matkft I. friildral

University of San Francisco

Mathematics of the Environment (or MOE) is a new high school curriculum created to address

two widely pemeived problems in current secondary mathematics instruction: low mathematical

schievement and negative student attitudes toward the subject. In order to adcbess these dual problems.

MOE finnly places the content to be learned within a real, everyday context that is important and

challenging to high'school students.

The poster presentation presents both an overview of the curriculum as well as the initial

evidence (both qualitative and quandtative) assessing the success of this program. Evidence will be

gathered from evaluations conducted during the Summer of 1993 (in two schools) and partial data from

evaluations conducted during the Fall of 1993 (from two additional schools). The evaluations will

include results from surveys, focus group transcripts, and sample portfolios of student work. The

emphasis of the poster presentation will be on MOE's effectiveness in enhancing student interest in

mathematics.

MOE attempts to put into practice the results of current research on how to enhance student

Interest in the mathematics classroom (Mitchell, 1993). Towards this end, MOE was designed to be a

mathematical adventure which would be perceived as both meaningful and involving to students. The

MOE insmiction hinges around the central problem of students assessing the environmental "health" of a

nation. Students divide up into groups, each group responsible for investigating a different country.

The students' final outcome is to find and propose a solution for resolving an environmental problem

within their nation. During the six to eight week period that MOE rims, students need to learn and use

specific mathematical skills presented in the course in order to accomplish this final outcome.

References

Mitchell, MT. (1993). Situational interest: Its multifaceted structure in the secondary mathematics

classroom. hung gf Eikcalignal Psxrjuilux (in press).
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Title De Function MinuteAn Effort to Teach Basic Function Concepts

More EffectiveLY

Presenter James Olsen

institution University of Northern Colorado

The function concept is unifying and central to the understanding of

modem mathematics and mathematical modeling. The function concept is

composed of many aspects. This complex concept is further complicated

by the many representations a function can have. The difficulties and

misconceptions students have with the function concept are now pretty well

documented. One reason for the difficulties is that the notions are

conceptual in nature, and emphasis and attention is often placed on

procedural skills.

The teaching of the function concept and related notions at the

College Algebra level is particularly arduous because students arrive with a

variety of conceptions, misconceptions, and phobias concerning functions.

Students often also come with the belief that functions are a mathematical

concoction and of no real-world use.

Jim has developed and implemented, in his College Algebra course

(spring semester 1993) , a program to teach basic function concepts. The

program, called the Function Minute, attempts to show students how

functions appear (repeatedly) in the real world, teach the many notions

surrounding function gradually (starting early the semester), emphasize

multiple representations, and make the function concept a central thread of

the course.

6 e
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SECOND GRADE CHILDREN'S SCHEMES TO COORDINATE TWO UNITS

lacL.WaSaaals

Towson State University

Children's coordination of units has been shown to influence their

understanding of arithmetic (Steffe and Cobb, 1988), fractions (Watanabe,

1992), Proportional Reasoning (Lo and Watanabe, 1993), and geometric

reasoning (Wheatley and Reynolds, 1993). However, very little is known about

their schemes to coordinate units.

Four second grade chik attempts to coordinate two different units

were investigated. The analysis of the data revealed that there were four

different schemes were used by these children. They were: one-as-one, one-as-

many, many-as-one, and many-as-many. These schemes appear to reflect the

participants' mathematical sophistication. Further investigations of children's

unit coordination may be fruitful.

References

Lo, 3. & Watanabe, T. (1993). Children's image-based schemes for solving
proportion-related tasks. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
AERA, Atlanta, Georgia.

Steffe, L.P. & Cobb, P. (1988). Construction of arithmetical meanings and
strategies. New York: Springer-Verlag

Watanabe, T. (1992). Coordination of units: A case of rational numbers. Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of AERA, San Francisco.

Wheatley, G.H. & Reynolds, A. (1993). Me construction and coordination of
units in mathematics. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
AERA, Atlanta, Georgia.
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THE OPERATIONAL-STRUCTURAL Durarry OF MATHEMATICAL
CONCEPTS LN ADVANCED MATHEMATICAL THINKING

The A.M.T. Working Group of P.M.E.

Presented by Gontran ERVYNCK, K.U.Leuven, Belgium

Our purpose is to present a topic, taken from theories of cognitivedevelopment appropriate

for undergraduate learning of advanced mathematical concepts, which has been a major focue of

discussion in the AMT Working Group in the last two years. In doing mathematics there is a per-

manent interaction from process to a concept and back. Processes are encapsulated into concepts

(Ed Dubinsky); as such, thorough study of the encapsulation process itself may give us an oper-

ational approach to mathematics teaching. A typical example is function. There ars clearly two

approaches, as a process or as an object, but which one is more fruitful? The definition of a krnit

is given as a protege, encapsulation toward a concept is often difficult. More elementary examples

are surn and product in a set of numbers; in elementary algebra almost everything is procedural.

Another viewpoint considers the need to introduce concept as a tool for solving problems before

it becomes the object of reflection at a higher level. The symiols of mathematics play key roll;

often the same symbolism is used to represent the process and the concept. In order to translate a

process into an object you have first to give a name to procedure and then to condense it. The

term procept has been devised (David Tall) to point toward a combination of the three components

involved: procese, an object produced by that process, and a symbolism to denote either of these.

This allows for a distinction between operational procepts such as 3 + 2, template procepts such as

3x +2, and structure' procepts such ea EZI
The point of AMT is now; what meaning may be conferred to the adjective advanced

The presentation of advanced mathematics is currently through definition and proof. If one cannot

define what Lex. group is, how can one make general statements about it? We may moreover

raise the question of how do definitions function in the learning process 1 Definitions act as de-

scriptions in a dictionary, evoking context which has to be interpreied. Why do students have

difficulties in AMT ? The process has to become an object, which is difficult; in proofs, or solving

problems, often the object has to be transferred back into a process, a. difficulty on top of the first

one. Which teaching strategies are appropriate to help students make the difficult transition to a

definition-proof construction of knowledge?

A tentative conjecture to characterise the difference between elementary and advanced math-

ematics is that in the former the keyword is procedures: students start from problems and examples,

performing operations to rummer questions they move toward the concept; in the latter the keyword

is inferences: students start from definitions and proofs to build the concept; examples, when used,

are closely tied to a definition.

6 2 o
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RESEARCH IN THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF UKOERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS:
WHERE ARE WE? WHERE DO WE 00 FR01.1 HERE7

Organizers: Joan Fenn-Mundy. Unhandy of New Harnshire, Ed Dutinsky. Probe University,
and Stme Mchk, University of Was *pion

Thee Is Increased kismet. pardadady In the annuity of mathematicians, in wisdom
Wood the teaching and Wanerro of medwmatice at the undergraduate Nivel. Protessionsi
organizations such as the Matheartical Associatice of America and the American Mathematical
Society have begin to encourve attention lo thls ernerghw research wee within their
cinema and pubication *wares. TN, decussion session is organized by members of the
Mathematical Maodation of krades/Miefican Mathernsti.wi Society's Committee on Research in
Undergo:ban Mathematics, to promote a rnore sustained foam on des area 01 mown tt, and to
C01111114 WI years PME dabcus. We will address the follovAng questions:

Can we atermartze motor research sees and methodologies concerning the leaning and
leaching of undergraduate reethemetice. and what ere Sw wed appropriate wholes for sharing
this work *eh a wider audience?

How can methemelicians and researchers in mathemadm education collaborate to formulate and
irwestigate significant camMore about the teaching and tearing of undergrackude mathematics?

How can wo encourage more aysternelc and widespread Weems( In this area of nwearch, while
aiso maintaining high levels of welly lot adenoma of mathemaiklans, mathematics education
researchers, and others?

What mechanisms can be devabged for sharing work that has krplicatbna br practice, In terms of
kwtruction and curriculum, with the ocranurety of college mathematics teachers?

is It Node to propose a PME Working Group ors the Teaching and Leaning of Undercraduats
Mathemelks? What might be the mIsdonehlp with the Adranced ilathernalcal Wining Working
Group?

A wide range of research has been undertaken concerning the teaching and learning ol
undergraduate mathemtrics. There are sedate challenges in considering how this work Mght be
funitertzed and organized so theta cen be Meted* and MOW to interested researchers end
pradilioners. Several wodring reference Ms and bbdcgrepNes will be assembled for this
clacuetron Session. and perlkbants we enoouraged lo cc* addlonal material. Conakry the

practiced by the PME Waling Group on Acteenced Mar- -ilk* Thiredng provides a
viTrync4=orgentration. Addlonal ochipillions and Sonnets nicht ablui lo venous
communities.

College and university leschers o1 medianalcs often have serious and km:octant
adore concerning Issues In eluded Marring and in teaching. Communating Among

Conviifl5ee the Mal report 045 fall, 11191 conference sponeored by the MAA, incbdee as one
of its recormnendadons that "Mom faculty Mose teofessionel work is devoted lo resewch kr
mathematics education, MI Wei al Mcrae whose work cellars on curriaAms development or
educational practice should be Wily reworded. Issues in this ava Aso WI be raked.

the mialvely body of won In &Nano mathematical firedog.
there CaftZdareother reloads *odors and emphasse ki Me gni dundergrackiate
mathematics leaning wad Wading. These Wide mica inlerierdon-hite etudes to ire
articular knovadon or insbudionet strategies, sludge ol leading procesees, and WAN stout
the malberraks preparation of presembe teachers. We hope to expend IN discussion to
determine the ways that these ober Ines of research, many of *Nch have more pmeound
krcecalions for practice, may be extended and Coiretwnlested.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Title
Developing Understandings of the Struag es an sues

Related to the Study of Teacher Change

Presenter

UCLA, LRDC University of Pittsburgh, LRDC University of
insMtoMon Fittsborah

Megan Franks, Catherine Brown, Margaret Smith

Just as teachers are struggling to change the way they
teach mathematics, we as researchers are struggling to
understand the proc 22222 and parameters of this change.
For the past few years, researchers, supported in part by
the National Center for Research in Mathematical Sciences
Education at the University of Wisconsin and the Center
for the Development of Teaching at EDC, have met to
consider conceptual and methodological issues involved in
understanding teachers as they grapple with transforming
their mathematics teaching. The participants in these
eetings have addressed a number of themes including:
(l)understanding patterns of change in teacher's
knowledge, beliefs and action...including the
relationships among those patterns, (2)identifying the
elements of the system of teaching (including teachers, r
students and the broader echool context) in which on.
would expect to find change; (3) the ethical
ramifications of such study including the role the
teacher plays; (4) theoretical issues, particularly in
connecting our work to work both in and outside the field
of mathematics education; and (5) delineating and
discussing the methodological perspectives of the various
projects.

The purpose of this session is two fold. First, we would
like to open this discussion of teacher change and the
related issues to others in the mathematics education
community. Second, we would like to outline and discuss
the struggles and issues related to understanding teacher
change. To begin the session we will briefly outline the
issues given above. We will ask that the participants
identify an issue falling within one of the outlined
areas that they currently find themselves struggling with
in their own work. After participants have identifiee
their issues for the group we will divide into at least 5
small groups for more focused discussion. These groups
will reflect the five general themes cited above:
patterns of change in beliefs, knowledge and action;
understanding tho parameters of the system of change;
ethical concerns; theoretical concerns; and
methodological concerns. Depending on the number of
participants it may be necessary to further divide these
groups. In some cases the group will consist of
participants who are all struggling with the same issue.
In other cases, the groups will consist of participants
sharing a range of concerns all falling within the
broader category of issues. Our hope is that the
participants will not only learn about other participants
research on teacher change but also, that the
participants will begin and in some cases continue the
discussion on how to address some of the issues facing
the field of teacher change.
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Title Developing Effective Learning Environments and Tasks for
Prospective Midch School Mathematics Teachers

Presenters Elizabeth Jakubowskt, Grayson Wheatley, and Jenny ErhNch

Institution Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida

This presentation will describe a three year National Science

Foundation funded middle school teacher education project at Florida

State University. Mathematics and pedagogical courses are being

developed by teams consisting of mathematicians, mathematics

educators, teechers, and graduate assistants. A total of five

mathematics courses and two teaching and learning courses will
developed by the end of the project. Tasks and learning

environments which provide potential learning opportunities for the

participants are being developed with the view that learning Is

changes made In {earners' thought patterns to neutralize

perturbations thut arise through Interactions with our world. Learning
Is accomplished by constructing and elaborating schemes based on
experiences; It Is very much a personal matter.

Providing opportunities for prospactive teachers to construct

discipline specific pedagogical knowledge Is a priority of this project.

Many prospective middle school mathematics teachers have not

constructed an adequate meaning of mathematical concepts central
to middle school mathematics.

A geometry course for prospective middle school teachers developed

by a team will be described In this session. The presentation will
Include computer micro worlds, video segments of students engaged

In problem centered learning, and selected mathematics activities.

Novel units developed Inciudir spherical geometry, fractal:,

abstracting, topology and measurement. The presentation will be

designed to generate discussion by the audiencereactions to the
proposed topics, Instructional strategies, and assessment procedures

will be sought.
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Discussion Group

SHAPING REFORM IN ALGEBRA EDUCATION

David Kirshner Jim Kaput
Louisiana State University University of Massachusetts

This Discussion Group continues a debate initiated at the 1993 NCTM

Presession and the AERA Annual Meeting under the auspices of the Algebra

Working Group of the NCRSME. The debate examines the linkages and

disjunctions between the current algebra curriculum and the rich empirically

oriented approaches being developed by researchers at various sites across the

continent. One motivation for the debate is political and strategic: If systemic

curriculum initiatives are to be Introduced, then it is necessary to consider not only

the makeup of the new curriculum, but also the nature of the changes that teachers

and schools will be asked to accommodate to. The Discussion Group presents a

forum for facing these crucial issues up front.

The substance of the debate concerns atternative visions for a renewed algebra

curriculum that inspire the current research enterprise: What is an appropriate

balance between formaVstructural algebra and empirical algebra? While past

meetings have demonstrated considerable consensus within the research

community as to the directions that reform needs to push, there are differences to

be explored and resolved. There is also a major long term reform-strategy

question: Should algebra continue to be embodied in a series of middle and

secondary school courses, or should it be integrated within the K-8 curriculum?

The session will begin with Jim Kaput's brief summary of the issues and

consensus, and David Kirshner's brief analysis of some differences. An energetic

and productive debate is anticipated. We look forward to your participation.
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TUN Cultural support for mathematics understanding

presenter, Irene T. Miura and Yukari Okamoto

Institutions San Jose State Oniversit!, fi BC Santa Barbara

There is growing interest in the role that cultural processes may play in the
understanding of mathematics. Social and economic actsvides (Rogoff, 1990;
Saxe, 1988; Sue. Ouberman, & Gearhart, 1987) and the use of culturally
developed tools, such as language and numerical systems, am examples ofcultural

rti:ethat mayaffect mathematics understanding (Cobb. 1993; Kaput, 1991;
rsne".)kantoto, Kim. Steere, & Fayol, 1993; Nunes, 1992; Rogoff, 1990).

Mathematical notation systems and the language of mathematics cannot be
separated from the cognitive processes of their users. In the proposedsession, we
will examine the possible effects ofJapanese number language characteristics on the
mathematics understanding and performance of Japanese children. We provide five
examples of language supports foe mathematics: 1) the number counting system; 2)

certain mathematics term 3) the use of nummical classifiers; 4) the syntax of word
pniblems; and 5) the lack of a plural morpheme.

tlymbstimuminummi. The counting system in Japanese is organized so
that number names are congmem with the traditional base 10 numeration system.
Japanese chikiren's concrete representations of number reflect this organization and
show an understanding of place-value concepts (Miura et al., 1993).

Ctogainiihemakimms. Fractions, for example, may be easier to
understand in Japanese. One-third is spoken as "san bun no ichi" which is literally
translated as "of three perm, one." The Language directly supports the fractional

concept of thirds.
Nunwrjeslasssifirrs Numerical classifiers are used when enumerating

objects, for example, eight "port" pencil (pon being the classifier for long, thin
objects). The classifier adds a coherence fo the items being enumerated and
integrates them into a set, rather than treating them as individualhems. In word
problems, classifien also act as place holders. They may make problems rnore
concrete. For example, the statement, "Tom has 5 pencils; 2 more than Jon,"
would be translated as "Tom has 5 'pon' pencils; 2 'pon' mom than Jon."
Numerals in isolation (e.g., the 2 in the previous statement) are not an abstract
quantity, and this may engage children in a stronger visual representation of what

the word problem is asking.
sxmstautgeablon. In Japanese, word probktos, in general, are

stated in briefer form than they are in English. This brevity may act to limit the
cognitive overiced which can occur when solving afithmetic word problems. The
wcuiing also vanes so that the arithmetic operation requMod is influent in the
phrasing of the problem. For example, the question. "How many marbles does
Torn have more than Joe?" is translated as "Tom more than Joe has how many
marbiesr The conipasisem between Tom and Joe, and the search for the amount of
difference between them, Is explicit in the wording of the question. In subtle but
significant ways, the syntax of arithmetic word problems suggests what operations

should be used in the soluticn, eliminates extranolus (and sometimes confusing)
information, and keeps the ;eider focused on the information pertinent to the

solution.Lickcartholcaphimm. Japanese lacks a plural morpheme; there is no
verbal agreement for number, and snicks are not used to denote number. Children

may learn to pay close attention to numbersbecause they an tried Only when
number is imponant This would have important implications for mathematics

which is dependent upon numbers.
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Title Teaching. Learning and Understanding Common and Decimal Fraction

Concepts

Presenter Douglas T. Owens

Institution The Ohio State University

The Purpose of this presentation is to describe responses on two tasks of grade six

children involved in a classroom teaching experiment. Research suggests that the emphasis

of classroom instmetion is often on symbols and procedures, which has been called

procedural knowledr. In this study we created a learning environment which would

promote the construction of conceptual knowledge Hiebert and Lefevre /1936). We

undertook to provide sitnancos in which children would learn relational mathematics

(Skemp 1976) as opposed to instsumental mathematics.

The teacher was invited to be a collaborate( contributing her expertise on teaching

children and knowledge of her class. An instructional sequence was planned

collaboratively. The pnncipal investigator and graduate assistant designed and prepared

disousson sheets and manipulatives to be used in class. The instructional materials were

prepared in advance, but decisions about timing arid use of materials were made by the

teacher using her professional judgment. The interviews and videotaping drew heavily on

the methodology of the small-group teaching experiment (Cobb and Steffe, 1983).

The first interview task reported was set in the context of a metre rule to get at the

students' connections between common and decimal fractions, especially in thousandths.

Three children could give immediate explanations. One of these saw one eighth aa 124

hundredths and five eighths as a Two children used money, pcinting out that a quarter

is 25 cents. Thu4of a mare is 25 crn ari4 is 12 cm. One profited by a hint that a

quarter is 25 cents. One profited by a hint to start with onehalf, which she saw as 50 an

and was able to determine that three eighths is 625 thousandths. Two children could

determine that coe fourth of the metre is 25 an, but could not come up with one eighth.

The second task is the 'balls in the box' task, in which students were asked to

indicate a fraction of a set of eight balls of varying sizes and shape. Students were asked to

show one eighth of the balls. If they protested that the balls were not the same size, the

interviewer asked about one half the class of 24 students. They often indicated 12, in

which case the interviewer pointed out that the children were not the same size. Two

students agreed that neither the balls nor the people need be the same size. One first said

that size doesn't matter, but became unsure when questioned. Him thought that the lxlls

must be the same size, but luds in the class can be different sizes. One other indicated it is

easier to find one aghth of the bolls of equal size. Three thought that balls and people must

both be the same size in order to determine a fraction of the set. Dunngclass sessions in

the current year. these students had not encountered fraction concepts based on sets of

discrete objects. The leacher, through the instructional sequence had emphasized that in the

measurement silllatIOOS they had encountered that equal parts were necessary.
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USING OPEN-ENDED PROBLEMS IN CLASSROOM

Erkki Pehkonen, University of Helsinki (Fm land)

The method- of using open-ended problems in classroom for promoting
mathematical discussion, the so called "open-approach" method, was developed
in Japan in the 1970's (Shimada 1977, Nohda 1988). About at the same time in
England, the use of investigations, a Idnd of open-ended problems, in mathema-
tics teaching became popular, and the idea was spread more by Cockcroft-report
(1982). In the 1980s, the idea to use open problems (or open-ended problems) in
classroom spread all over the world (see Pehkonen 1991), and research of the
possibilities of using open problems is especially now very vivid in many
countries.

In some cotmtries, the idea of using open-ended problems in mathematics
teaching has also been written in one form or other into the curriculum. E.g. in
the new mathematics curriculum for the comprehensive school in Hamburg
(Germany), about one fifth of the teaching time is left content-free, in order- to
encourage the use of mathematical activities (Anon. 1990). In California, they
are suggesting open-ended problems to be used beside the ordinary multiple-
choice tests (Anon. 1991).

In the discussion group, the following questions will be dealt with: What are
"open-ended problems"? Why use open-ended problems? How to use open-
ended problems? For structuring the discussion, there will be one or two short
presentations (about 10-15 min) from different parts of the world.

References
Anon. (1990) Lehrplan Mathematik. Lehrplanrevision Gesamtschule. Sekundar-

stufe L Behörde fiir Schule, Jugend und Berufsbildung. Ant fiir Schule. Ham-
burg.

Anon. (1991) A Sample of Mathematics Assessments. Sacramento (CA): Cali-
fornia Dept of Education.

Cockcroft Report (1982) Mathematics counts. Report Of the Committee of
Inquiry into the Teaching of Mathematics in Schools. London: H.M.S.O.

Nohda, N. (1988) Problem solving using "open-ended problems" in mathematics
teaching. In: Problem olving - A World View (eds. H. Burkhardt, S. Groves,
A. Schoenfeld & K Stacey), 225-234. Nottingham: Shell Centre.

Pehkonen, E. (1991) Introduction: Problem Solving in Mathematics. Intek.
national Reviews on Mathematical Education 23 (1), 1-4.

Shirnada, S. (ed.) (1977) CIRensnclimmutinxitigmtc_01 mathematics- A
riew proposal toward teaching improvement. Tokyo: Mizuumishobo. [in
Japanese
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Tide
Discussion group on Imagery and ice Uses in Metaphors,

Metonymies and Beliefs in Mathematics Education.

Presenter
Norma C. Presumes

Institution
The Florida State University

L Lmagery Is central to all human reasoning, and therefore

to all of mathematics.
This statement is made tongue-in-cheek, provocatively. This

view is implied in Mark Johnson's writings on metaphor and

metonymy (1987 and 1982) and expressed by others, e.g,

Senechal in Steen (1990). But then we are all visualizers,

and a test such as my preference tor visuality in mathemat-

ics Instrument, which places teachers and students on a

continuum from nonvisuallzers to visualizeto, makes no

sense. But individual differences in preference do exist in

this regard, as do different types of imagery. Questions

emerge concerning the philosophical and psychological as-

pects of beliefs which underlie teaching and learning of

mathematics. What is mathematics? What is imagery?

2. There are at least two different ways in which imagery

may be used in mathematical abstraction:

a concrete image ("tichM Image - Johnson) may become the

bearer of abstract information; or the Laage itself may be

of a more abstract type (pattern imagery, Presmeg, MS;

image schematic structures, Johnson, 1987).

Kant's formulation, based as it is on dichotomies between

transcendental reasoning and bodily experiences and emo-

tions, would undermine his own categories if taken to its

logical conclusion. Without assuming the dichotomies, John-

son is able to argue the bodily basis, mediated by Lmagery,

of mathematical abstraction, concept formation and meaning-

making. Metaphor and metonymy are key constructs in this

regard. How may Increased understanding of these processes

be used to improve classroom learning of mathematics?

3. Nested, transparent etaphors with constituent bmages

form a basis for cultural beliefs (Quinn and Holland, 1987).

What role do cultural images play in the learning of mathe-

matics? Imagery is also an important constituent in teacher

change: Tobin (1991) suggested that teacher reflection, a

vision of what might replace traditional teaching, and

commitment to that vision, were essential elements for

change to take place in classrooms. What Ls the role of

imagery in this complicated process?

4. Imegory is ubiquitous, intuitive, often subconscious, and

engages the deepest levels of our being.

Imagery Is much more than the "visualization" taken over by

computer graphics advocates, valuable as those graphics may

be in facilitating, e.g, dynamic imagery. Some of the

assumptions of writers in Zimmermann and Cunningham (1991)

may be challenged in this regard. Images are constructed,

representations are not appropriated directly from computer

screens by Individuals. How do the deeply personal aspects

of imagery Influence this process and others involved in the

tearhing and learning of mathematics?
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Title Thimbix_SkamixichosklAUMUSithellat ice Rafor

Presen ter Ilamtar....2apa. jida Berko

Institution ggpc...._32agyainalgy "k_f_mg.busgb & University of Colorado
at Boulder

This discussion group is associated with the ongoing work of the Teacher Change

Working Group (sponsored through the NCRINSE (University of Wisconsin) and the

Education Development Center). a national collection of researchers interested in examining

methodolorOes for studying teacher change in the reform of school mathematics.

The purpose of this discussion group is to explore ways in which collections of

mathematics teachers working together within a school influence the process of teacher

change. Increased movement toward school-based innovation within mathematics reform is

exemplified by a number of projects that (either by design or evolution) assist and study

teachers as they attempt to work with their school-based colleagues and externally based

staff developers to implement change (the projects in which the two organizers are involved-

QUASAR (Silver. 1993) and Studies in Improving Classroom Teaching and Local

Assessmentsare two examples). The emerging sense is that teacher change within this

type of improvement effort possesses some chatacteristies that may distinguish it from

individual teacher change. For example, given time together to reflect on newly-constructed

mathematical ideas and to work On pedagogical implications of those ideas, ichool-besoi

colleagues may socially construct a common understanding of warranted practice. Such a

common understanding can provide direction and motivation for continued efforts as well as

common ground frorn whith to assist and to critique one another's work.

Tlie organizers will begin the session with a brief discussion of issues that they have

encountered in trying to understand how group participation in a reform effort influences the

phenomenon of teacher change. T en. contributions from the audience will be solicited

with respect to: (a) descriptions or various settings and activities that school-based

colleagues use to work together, and (b) commentary on how such collective work

influences teachers' knowledge, beliefs, and practice. In addition, the ways in which both

individual (e.g., von Glaserfeld, 1983) and social-interaction (e.g.. Lave & Wenger, 1991)

models of knowledge construction can contribute to an understanding of teacher change in

school-based mathematics reform will be explored.

References

Lave, J., & Wenger, E. (1991). Situated teaming: Legitimate peripheral Participation.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Von. Glaserfeld, X. (1983). Learning as a constructke activity Proceedings from the 5th

annuaLmeelimiLEMElid
Silver. E. (1991) Ouantitative understanding: Amolifying studenuchievemeriLand_

masoning. Unpublished manuscript. LIIDC. University of Pittsburgh, Pinchurgh. PA.
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ON THE MATHEMATICAL PREPARATION OF TEACHERS

Organizer Evil. Szillery, Rutgers University and Academy for the Mvaticaiscill of Science andTechnokCY

Respondent: Frank Lester, Indiana University and JRME

Our foremost educational outcome hos shifted bum developing skills so tkveloping concepts. Whet are the

impacu of this transition for seacher training in mathematics?

This discussion group is designed to be linked so the Plenary Session by Thomas Comity. My na years of

experience in of:nerving teachers ia clumooms. Ia Waal training programs sod in wanes college mathematics (so

nconuthanatically orienied students ad so electrical engineering majors) forms the basisfor peoposing than

Mathanaucs teachers in their training should leans ram Mica structures. cue of the mostfindarriernal

concepts of modem mathematics. The D04011 Of time-lure and misled notionsacquired central poeition in

mathematics. from technical as well as philosophical and methodogical points of view.

Why?

a. From the philosophical point of view. the widespread use of structures and of isomorphisms empharizes

one of the main features of modern mathematics Oust is. that the nature of matte:nuke' objceu is not the

important thing but rather die relations which exisis between than.

b. While teachers would not teach mathesnatical structures it is important to see this unifying concept it

order to show -the links between the pieces% The author's experience confirms that students have leas difficulty with

algebra. if arithmetic was taught in an algebraic fashion: emphasizing the operatione carried out rather then

comet-lusting cm the final answer.

My hypothesis is that on the school level mathematics is effective if the students lean to make

connections. For this goal the teachers should know the unifying concepts of SatiCtured andthrough slat knowledge

the teachers could learn the art of linking elements in Set Theory to Geomeuy. to Algebra. to Arithmetic, $0

Statistics. etc. In Content 01 ihe Isomorphic structura it is always easier to learn new structures.

Discussion questions will be posed coicerning open-ended problems, guided discovery and the rote ofproof.
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HOW CAN WRITTEN CURRICULUM FACILITATE CHANGE?
Cornelia Tierney, Rebecca 15. Corwin

TERC, Cambridge, MA

A number of math educators have told us that there is little or no audience for
new kinds of curriculum such as the NSF sponsored Investigations in Number,
Data, and Space we are developing far elementary schooL They have suggested
that time is better spent working with groups of teachers to change their ideas of
math education so that they will want curricula like ours. However, our
experiences with piloting this curriculum and other recent curricula has lead us
to believe that written curriculum can make a difference, not only for teachers
who are already seeking new things to do in their classrooms, but also for
teachers who are generally accepting of current approacites to teaching math.
We have seen this second group of teachers renewed by trying new roles for
themselves and their students, new topics and new ways of looking at old topics.

In this discussion at PME-NA, we are interested in learning from others what
their experiences are as teachers and with other teachers using new curricula.
We will exchange and analyze instances of classroom change that result at least
partially from teachers and children grappling with good curricula. What is it
about curriculum that may fadlitate change in classrooms?

What moves students to make conjectures? to make generalirAtions? to pose
problems? to be eager to communicate their ideas? How do teadters support
and include more children in active engagement with mathematics?

What moves teachers to think about their mathematics teaching? to see new
strengths in their students? to look at the more typical content in creative ways?
to enjoy teaching mathematics?

In the first part of the discussion, participants will describe examples of
curriculum that made a difference. Please bring, if you have one, an
investigation, a problem, a classroom process, a way of writing for teachers, etc.
and the story of the classroom changes you believe were prompted by it. The
rest of the discussion time will be spent in considering what these stories tell us
about the attributes of engaging curricula. How can written curricula provide a
context for teachers to examine the interrelated factors that affect their students'
learning, their learning, and their teaching of mathematics?
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Title 7/) r 0 e -;,-( Pr )ro

E r

Presenter A 7- L: )

Institution rli. oo.rS c.f c

MathPet Abstract

We present a model for the preparation of elementary school teachers

being developed by the MathPET Project, funded by the NSF. One of its

principal objectives is to change die negative belief systems about the

nature of mathematics and the process of learning and teaching of
mathematic:, that most prospective teachers bring with them. Recent
literature has described the knporlance of beliefs In the learning and

utilizsation of mathematics and has Indicated the lack of attention that
affective variables receive in teacher preparation. Using problem

situations we provide prospective teachers with an opportunity to deepen

their understanding of mathematics in a learner-oriented environment,
discuss how mathematics Is learned and how this learning can be
facilitated thus integrating Issues of cognition, pedagogy and content In

one context. These problem situations are structured so that problem

solving and applications are Integral partsof the learning process and not

merely addenda lo a currIculum. We contend that Intellectualized
discussions of problem solving and metacognition are largely worthless

without the participants first having real problem solving adventures of

their own and a focussed examination of their own metacognItive

processes.

We have developed and are continuing to develop problem situations on

a broad variety of topics: counting; addltiegi and subtraction; place value;
multiplication and division; fractions; ratio and proportions; symmetry;

similarity; properties of solids and ptane figures; data collection,
organization and Interpretation; elementary numbertheory; measurement

of length, area and volume; etc. These problem situations will always
provide a context and a need tor the particular concept.
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Title csonisioe_SIAttlsoom Cosplemity_ Througli Multiple Framework, \
Presenter atevapj.. Williams and Verna Adams

Institution jlisAkinglon Stat. University

It is increasingly recognised Wet 'anodised remerchers guava' to devribe des complex

name oldie cleserome require ea eclectic sad sometimes even wady emensbly o; deu collection

Whelpss asd amelytkel kemeworks. These fremework* cas be Fiscal cis actin= magimg
from as almost achnive focus ce monition (se with lady Sadism of aousaag or salving addition mad

subtraction word problems) to m Moon etchnve foam cm social imenction (ist with mast India

of everyday seetImmetke or social comstracelan). Traditiomally the capitive frameworks have hsid a

prim3epd position I. edseadoesi reaserch, ha mot argiesente for We impatience of mare

socially or cslairelly Mired view Uwe eravimatell most neserchers is methematics education that

more lielemad view I secessery.

Again* Wele batmen is oar primary cowers I. propoeieg sadc. group. Racist

work talkies ese of siMated conitios or Vygotelkise theory suggest that frameworks paying proper

respect to both cognitive mad soclai tenon en masigieg. SOU, essay questions remain which have

both practical mid piikeophicel island. Of primary Unmet are the comparative advistages of

each perspective, imcludiag what ark perspective is IWO bluely to reveal shout clamroom learning

and Machias. This has an Wpm on the kisd of help mon likely to bs offend front within sach

pampective in solving pressieg oducatkinel issues. Of cosemnble importance la determanieg whet

each viewpoint lei* obscure or overlook. I. pert, this mikes the obvious truth that neersch

meadow red malytkal fromseworb es matually tie:medset. let Fried that corrals research

quadrat will mon obvionly cell for cognitively or socially misused frameworks. of greet practical

Weird is the questioa of what bright. might be piled by thiegieg to bar elumnetIve freemeworks

of dm sams eet of sista. It is also importast to amniae the reletionship of data collectioe

techsiums with analytical freenewcek.; specilkally. we wonder whethee mciallyoriested nalytieal

frestsworks simemerily call for more ethnographic mancels, es opposed so (fot example) the

stnecamed intseviews ohm mad im mon oopitively-orMend Media. And finally, it mem *mint

to oak whether socially- wed cognitively-oriented fnmeworks be reconciled, or whether they an

sestmelly ismommatible permilgue.

la order to maks a mart in addienieg theme isesea, we papas a discussion group with the

foDowing forma. A shod diets laymen from a meddle school charcoal will be provided, and we

will initiate a brief discuseics of wivat In believe each parepe've offers In undenuading the

mathematics Wain ad a:aching I. that deestoom. We than bope to onnise as a group whet

each fnusework °Nona, ad to widen the discussion to larger hens of whet muitiple pewee

:Month the data (with differing fremeworks) nest offer, sad of dm consequences of methodological

decisions on both choice of malytical framework mad moms in add:mass Issues of Immures.
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